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Getting Started
The Identity Governance and Administration (IGA) Connectors is a software that enables the communication between a
Provisioning Server and an endpoint system. The provisioning server manages the user accounts.

For example, To manage computers running Active Directory Services (ADS), the Administrator installs the ADS
connector on a Connector Server with which the Provisioning Server can communicate to manage the user accounts.

This article describes about the following connector servers:

• CA IAM Connector server (CA IAM CS)
• C++ Connecter Server (CCS)

The following products use these connector servers to connect to endpoints:

• CA Identity Manager
• CA Secure Cloud
• CA Identity Governance

These products are referred as clients of CA IAM CS.

Audience 

The following are the users of Identity Governance and Administration (IGA) Connectors:

• CA IAM CS Administrators
• C## Connector Server Administrators

Endpoint, Connectors and Connector Server
This section provides an overview of Endpoints, Connectors and Connector Server, which enables you to understand the
installation platforms, servers used to install the connectors and the operations that a connector performs.

Endpoints

An endpoint is an installation of a platform or application which has identity and role data.

An endpoint can include the following systems:

• An operating system (such as Windows)
• A security product that protects an operating system (such as CA Top Secret and CA ACF2)
• An authentication server that creates, supplies, and manages user credentials (such as CA Arcot)
• A business application (such as SAP, Oracle Applications, and PeopleSoft)
• A cloud application (such as SalesForce and Google Apps)

For the list of endpoints that you can connect using Identity and Access Manager Connector Server (CA IAM CS), see the
Platform Support Matrix.

Connectors

A connector is a software that enables communication between CA IAM CS and an endpoint system.

To manage each endpoint, ensure that you have a connector. Connectors represent each managed object on your
endpoint consistently. Connectors translate add, modify, delete, rename, and search LDAP operations on those objects
into corresponding actions against the endpoint system.
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A connector acts as a gateway to a native endpoint type system technology. For example, install the ADS connector on a
connector server to manage the computers running Active Directory Services (ADS)

CA IAM CS contains many connectors. You can also generate a dynamic connector using Connector Xpress, and can
develop a custom static connector in Java.

Use Connector Xpress to generate and maintain the XML metadata for JDBC and JNDI dynamic connectors. Developers
can also maintain data for other connectors manually, or adjust metadata for released connectors. For example, adding
site-specific mappings for custom attributes.

Connector Operations

Each connector performs the following operations of managed objects on an endpoint:

• Add
• Delete
• Rename
• Modify:Enables you to modify the value of attributes. This includes modifying associations between the managed

objects.
• Search: Enables you to search the value of the attributes that is stored for an endpoint system or for the managed

objects.

For most endpoint types, these operations are performed on accounts. If the endpoint permits, these operations can also
be performed on other managed objects.

Some consuming applications can perform all these operations. Other consuming applications perform only some of these
operations.

Example: CA Identity Manager on an endpoint

CA Identity Manager manages identities on endpoints. CA Identity Manager adds, modifies, deletes, and renames users,
groups, and accounts.

Example: CA Identity Governance on an endpoint

CA Identity Governance monitors roles and permissions on endpoints. CA Identity Governance searches for users,
groups, roles, and permissions. The roles from a user can also be removed. However, CA Identity Governance cannot
create or delete the user accounts.

Types of Connectors

CA IAM CS has two types of connectors:

• Java Connectors
CA Technologies create connectors in Java, and CA IAM Connector Server (CA IAM CS) serves these connectors.
If you create a connector, use Java.

• C++ Connectors
Previously, the connectors were created in C++. These connectors still work.

Some consuming applications have their own connectors. CA Identity Manager contains some plugin connectors, and CA
Identity Governance contains some import connectors.

Connector Servers

Client applications can use a connector server to receive data from the endpoints. Some client applications manage data
on the endpoint. A connector server uses a connector to manage each endpoint.

• CA IAM CS: A Java connector server manages the following connectors:

 10
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– All the Java connectors
– Any dynamic connector that was created with Connector Xpress.
– If CCS is present, C++ Connector Server (CCS) and its connectors.

• CCS: A C++ connector server manages the C++ connectors.
When you install CA IAM CS, you can install CCS in a managed mode, the CA IAM CS manages CCS and C++
connectors.
If you install CCS automatically, the C++ connectors are managed directly.

NOTE
Do not use both CA IAM CS and CCS to manage the same endpoint type.

Example: Two Connector Types

In this example, CA IAM CS serves the connectors for PeopleSoft and SalesForce. CCS serves the connectors for Active
Directory and DB2.

 11
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Installation
This section includes the procedure for installing different components of Identity Manager for the following topics:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Install Connector Server
The installation files for CA IAM CS are supplied with the installation files of Connector Server products.

You can download the installation files from support.ca.com.

The CA IAM CS comprises CCS and JCS. The installation of JCS is same across all the platforms. The installation
process of CCS  is different across all the platforms.

For information about the Connector Server, see CA IAM Connector Server documentation.

CCS on Windows and UNIX

The C++ Connector Server (CCS) functions differently on Windows and UNIX.

If you install CCS on UNIX, it manages only certain endpoints. To see a list of these endpoints, see the Connector Support
Matrix.

For CA IAM CS to manage CCS on UNIX, see the following configuration.

• CCS for CA Identity Manager on UNIX
When you install CA IAM CS on UNIX, configure CA IAM CS to use the CCS on Windows. To configure CCS, perform
the following steps:
– Select the option to install with a remote CCS, when you install CA IAM CS.
– The installation with remote CCS enables CA IAM CS on UNIX to route CCS requests to a CCS on Windows.
– Ensure that this connector server is your default CCS, during installation.

• CCS for CA Secure Cloud
The CCS is accessed through the on-premise CA IAM CS. When you install CA IAM CS on UNIX, configure CA IAM
CS to use the CCS on Windows.

• CCS for CA Identity Governance
The CCS is accessed through the on-premise CA IAM CS. When you install CA IAM CS on UNIX, configure CA IAM
CS to use the CCS on Windows.

File Locations

This article uses the following abbreviations for installation locations:

• cs_home: Installation directory of CA IAM Connector Server (CA IAM CS)
• cs_sdk_home: Installation directory of the Connector Server SDK
• conxp_home: Installation directory of Connector Xpress

Location of the CA IAM CS Files in the Installers

The installation files for the CA products that use CA IAM CS contains the CA IAM CS files. However these installation
files for CA IAM CS are supplied in different locations for each client:

• CA Identity Manager: The connector files are in the following location:
Provisioning\ConnectorServer

• CA Secure Cloud: The connector files are in the following location:

 12
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Servers\ConnectorServer

• CA Identity Governance:The connector files are in the following location:
Server\Connector Server

Location of the Connector Files in CA IAM CS

Default Installation Locations

When you install CA IAM CS, you can define the installation location, or can install it in the default location.

The following tables list the default installation locations for the client products that use CA IAM CS.

Default Installation locations for CA Identity Manager

This table shows the location of CA IAM CS not only for CA Identity Manager but also for on-premise installation of CA
Secure Cloud:

Component Default Location

CA IAM CS
cs_home

Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Connector
Server
UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServer

Connector SDK
cs_sdk_home

Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Connector
Server SDK
UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServerSDK

Connector Xpress
conxp_home

Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Connector
Xpress
UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorXpress

Default Installation locations for CA Secure Cloud

This table shows the location of CA IAM CS when it is installed as part of a cloud installation:

Component Default Location

CA IAM CS
cs_home

Linux: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServer

Default Installation locations for CA Identity Governance

This table shows the location of CA IAM CS for CA Identity Governance:

Component Default Location

CA IAM CS
cs_home

Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\RCM\Server\Connector Server
UNIX: /root/CA/RCM/Server/Connector Server

Configure Connector Server
This section describes how to configure CA IAM CS. the following topics:

Configuration Files for CA IAM CS

The configuration files for CA IAM CS are in the following location:

cs_home/jcs/conf
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• server_osgi_jcs.xml: Configures CA IAM CS and connector behavior
• server_osgi_ad.xml:  Configures the LDAP binding
• server_osgi_ccs.xml: Configures communication to the CCS (when CA IAM CS manages the CCS)
• server_osgi_ui.xml: Configures the user interface for CA IAM CS
• server_osgi_common.xml: Configures common items such as security and data persistence
• server_osgi_shared.xml: Contains usage settings for different components

NOTE
When you upgrade CA IAM CS, the changes made to these files are lost. We recommend you to use the
properties files in cs_home\conf\override, as described in Customize the Configuration for CA IAM CS.

server_osgi_jcs.xml

The server_osgi_jcs.xml file contains the following configuration settings:

• connectorClientCertStore
Specifies the client certificate store for CA IAM CS. The value is a path to the file which contains trusted certificates
that are used to verify the identity of the endpoint server during SSL handshakes. Used for outbound TLS connections
that the connectors make themselves, to the endpoint systems they manage. Import any issuer certificates for the
endpoints to which TLS connections into this store.

• connectorClientCertStoreType
Specifies the certificate store type (JKS or PKCS12).

• connectorClientCertStorePassword
Specifies the password protecting the connector client store. This is also applicable ldapsCertificatePassword.

• connectorSSLVerifyPeer
– False (default)

During SSL handshakes the peer certificate that the endpoint sends is not verified for trust. The
connectorClientCertStore value is ignored and is not required for outbound SSL connections during configuration.

– True
The endpoint host certificate that is presented to CA IAM CS undergoes trust checks against
connectorClientCertStore contents.

• connectorSSLTrace
When TRUE, sends SSL information to a log file.

• httpProxyConfiguration
Enables or disables the HTTP proxy, and configures the proxy details. Use a proxy if CA IAM CS communicates with
other computers outside the network.
The HTTP proxy can be configured when CA IAM CS is installed. You can change it later by updating this value in the
configuration file.

server_osgi_ad.xml

• java.naming.security.authentication
Specifies the authentication methods. Only simple is currently supported.

• java.naming.security.principal
Specifies the authentication principal. By default, ApacheDS sets this value to uid=admin,ou=system by ApacheDS,
but an optional java.naming.security.principal.alias= can be specified to ease integration. When this alias is received
for authentication, it is treated exactly as uid=admin,ou=system.

• maxThreads
Specifies the maximum number of requests that can be processed concurrently for all activated connectors that a
single connector server hosts. The default value of 200 matches the Provisioning Server configuration.
If you increase this value, also increase the other configuration settings. For example, you can change the heap-space
for the Java Virtual Machine or "ulimit - n" setting for open files on Solaris.
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NOTE
For more information, see Configure CA IAM CS to Work Under Heavy Loads (UNIX Only).

• ldapPort
Specifies the port on which CA IAM CS listens for insecure connections. Set the port to one of the recommended ports
unless many connector servers run on the same computer. Where a secure port is configured, use the secure port
instead.
The insecure port can be useful for debugging purposes. By default, CA IAM CS uses only ldapsPort.
Set the port to one of the following port numbers:
– Production: 20410
– Development: 20412

• ldapsPort
Specifies the port on which CA IAM CS listens on for secure connections. The ldapsPort, with associated properties
enableLdaps, ldapsCertificateFileldapsCertificateFile, and ldapsCertificatePassword, must be a different port from
the one chosen for ldapPort. Traffic on this port is secured using the configured certificate and the Transport Layer
Security (TLS) protocol.
ldapsPort can also be useful for debugging. Set the logging level in the log4j.properties file to trace LDAP requests as
they are delivered to the connector server.
Set the port to one of the following port numbers:
– Production: 20411
– Development: 20413
The ldapsCertificateFile is configured to reference a Java keystore containing the standard IM Provisioning Server
certificate. The default ldapsCertificatePassword is set during installation.

• bootstrapSchemas
Specifies which LDAP schemas the connector server knows. This property incorporates schemas which have been
converted to Java objects by the ApacheDS build process.
You can load additional OpenLDAP formatted schema files (see http://www.openldap.org/doc/admin23/schema.html)
by placing them in the conf directory (like eta_dyn_openldap.schema) or ideally contributed from the conf/ directory
within a specific connector's JCS-connector-*.jar file (refer to SDK connector's conf/etaeta_sdk_openldap.schema
_nds_openldap.schema registered through its conf/connector.xml descriptor in the jcs-connector-sdk.jar sample
connector).

• ldapsCertificateFile
Specifies the path to an LDAPS certificate store for CA IAM CS. This store contains all the certificates that CA IAM
CS uses to verify its identity during inbound LDAPS (TLS) connections. At least one certificate with an accompanying
private key issued to represent CA IAM CS is placed in this store.
To change this value, add it to server_osgi_shared.xml. Values in this file overwrite any in server_osgi_ad.xml.

• ldapsCertificatePassword
Specifies the password protecting the certificate store specified in ldapsCertificateFile.
The password can either be cleartext or obfuscated. For example:
{ALGORITHM}ciphertext

where ALGORITHM would be typically set to 'AES' . For example, {AES}LQpBXeIjOMGSsGLU
See The Password Tool.

• interceptorConfigurations
Specifies any other standard ApacheDS interceptor services. The interceptor services that CA IAM CS does not
require have been deactivated.

server_osgi_common.xml

• cryptoService
Configures the crypto service for activating encryption converters on specific fields according to their metadata
properties. The most important setting is the isEncrypted boolean metadata setting.

• jcsSslContext
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Contains the path to the Java certificate keystore file in properties “keyStore” and “trustStore”.
• jcs-broker

Contains the HTTP and HTTPS ports that CA IAM CS uses for sending and receiving messages.
• jmsCredentials

Contains the user name and password for accessing the broker.

server_osgi_shared.xml

• fipsEnabled
Enables or disables FIPS compliance.
Default: Enabled.

• camelTimeoutConfiguration
Contains the timeout periods for messages. When a timeout is reached, CA IAM CS returns an error to the user or to
the service that was expecting a response.

• defaultMessageTimeout
The default message timeout (30 minutes).

• oneLevelSearchMessageTimeout
The timeout for a one-level LDAP search (1 hour).

• subtreeSearchMessageTimeout
The timeout for a subtree LDAP search (8 hours).

• managementMessageTimeout
The timeout for messages coming from the web UI (60 seconds).

• connectionErrorTimeout
The timeout after a connection error occurs (60 seconds).

• httpInactiveClientTimeout
The time before an ideal HTTP connection is considered inactive (2 minutes).

• httpSocketTimeout
Default socket timeout for HTTP clients (60 seconds).

• httpRetryCount
The number of times an HTTP operation can be retried (3).

server_osgi_ccs.xml

• proxyConnectionConfig
The connection details to a local or remote CCS.

Customize the Configuration for CA IAM CS

Previous versions of this connector server were named Java CS or JCS. From CA Identity Manager 12.6 onwards, the
connector server is named CA IAM CS At the same time, we changed the way configuration is handled.
The configuration for CA IAM CS is stored in five configuration files, which are described in Configuration Files for CA IAM
CS.
When you upgrade CA IAM CS, any changes you made to the XML configuration files are lost. This loss happens whether
you are upgrading from Java CS or from CA IAM CS.
However, any changes you made to the following files are preserved:

• cs_home\conf\override\server_jcs.properties
• cs_home\conf\override\server_ad.properties
• cs_home\conf\override\server_shared.properties
• cs_home\conf\override\server_ui.properties
• cs_home\conf\override\server_common.properties
• cs_home\conf\override\server_ccs.properties

The settings in these files override the settings in the XML configuration files.
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For this reason, we recommend that you do not change the settings in the XML configuration files. Instead, add any
settings that you want to configure to the properties files in the override folder.

NOTE
Each XML configuration file has a matching override file. However, the filenames of the override files
do not contain _osgi. Otherwise they match. For example, server_ad.properties is the override file for
server_osgi_ad.xml.

Follow these steps:

1. If the properties file does not exist, copy the matching sample file and change its name.
2. Open the properties file in a text editor.
3. Edit the values for any of the settings already in the file.
4. If you want to customize other settings, add them to the properties file.

Ensure that you use property names that match the nested structure of the entries in the XML configuration files.
5. Save the edited properties file.
6. Restart CA IAM CS.

Retry Configuration

You can configure the Exception Map setting to contain groups of exception messages that require special handling (and
optionally associated retry delay and retry count settings).

In particular, the JDBC connector defines entries for exceptions signifying these conditions which drive retrying when
connections to the endpoint experience problems:

• Stale -- The connection to the endpoint has become stale and is reestablished immediately.
• Retriable -- The connection to the endpoint has encountered a transient soft failure, in which case a retry loop is

started with the configured count and delay. If the count is exhausted before connectivity is restored, then the current
request is considered to have suffered a hard failure which is reported to CA IAM CS.

• Busy -- The endpoint has reported it is too busy to complete a request in which case a retry loop is started with a
separate retry delay and count settings. For example, the MSSQL database reports deadlock exceptions when it is
unable to complete processing a transaction within a certain time interval. The delay and recount settings are typically
much longer than the Retriable case.

In addition to these triggering exceptions, each ExceptionRetryGroup has associated resilientDelay and
resilientMaxRetries settings which specify how many retry attempts are required when a matching exception is
encountered, and the delay between each attempt.

Disable FIPS for CA IAM CS

When you install CA IAM CS, you can enable FIPS. If you upgrade to CA IAM CS from a Java CS that had FIPS enabled,
it is still enabled after the upgrade.

In either of these situations, you can disable FIPS without running the installation program again.

The FIPS setting is in the server_osgi_shared.xml. We recommend that you customize this setting in an override file.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the following properties file in a text editor:
cs_home/conf/override/server_shared.properties

If it does not already exist, follow the steps in Customize the Configuration for CA IAM CS to create it.
2. Find the following setting, or add it to the file:

JsafeJCE.fipsEnabled=false

3. Ensure that the setting is not commented out with a # character.
4. Save the edited properties file.
5. Restart CA IAM CS.
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Configure CA IAM CS to Work Under Heavy Loads (UNIX Only)

We recommend that you consider carefully the ulimit -n setting for the user for which you install CA IAM CS. The default
setting is too low to allow CA IAM CS to function properly under load.

When this problem occurs the Java virtual machine shuts down and the following message appears in the jcs_daily log:

exiting because of 120 exceptions in a row: Too many open files

CA IAM CS requires a minimum ulimit -n setting of around 80.

Follow these steps:

1. Find out the value of maxThreads.
The default value is stored in the following file:
cs_home/jcs/conf/server_osgi_ad.xml

If a custom value has been specified, it is stored in the following file:
cs_home/jcs/conf/override/server_ad.properties

2. Calculate the best ulimit value, using the maxThreads value:
– ulimit = 50 + 2 x maxThreads

3. Set the ulimit value.

Set the TLS Store Certificate Password

CA IAM CS uses two certificates: one for each of the following roles:

• CA IAM CS as a server -- When LDAP and client requests a TLS-secured connection, CA IAM CS acts as an LDAP
server. CA IAM CS uses a certificate to secure this communication.

• CA IAM CS as a client -- When CA IAM CS requests a secure connection with an endpoint, CA IAM CS acts as a
client. It uses a different certificate to secure this communication.

When you install CA IAM CS these certificates each have a temporary password. We recommend that you update these
passwords.

By default, these certificates are stored in the same keystore. However you can store them in separate keystores if you
prefer.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop CA IAM CS.
2. Open a command prompt, then change to the following directory:

cs_home/jcs/tools/ldaps_password

3. Use the following command to update the password of the keystore for the server:
ldaps_password new-password

This command updates the encrypted commonConfiguration.keystorePassword value in server_shared.properties.
4. Use the following command to update the password of the keystore for the client:

ldaps_password new-password connectorManager.connectorClientCertStorePassword ../conf/override/

server_jcs.properties

This command updates the encrypted connectorManager.connectorClientCertStorePassword value in
server_jcs.properties.

NOTE
The password for the keystore is the password that you set during CA IAM CS installation.

5. Restart CA IAM CS.
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NOTE
Alternatively, you can manage the keystore using the keytool utility included in the Java Runtime Environment.
This lets you install your own certificate instead of the default Provisioning Server certificate that the installer
configures.

Java Virtual Machine Memory Errors

During stress or high load, the Java Virtual Machine can run out of memory. This may affect the functionality of CA IAM
CS.

If an out-of-memory error occurs frequently, you can set Java VM debugging options to alert you when it happens.

To do this, use the following debugging setting to specify a command that the Java VM will invoke when the
OutOfMemoryError is thrown:

-XX:OnOutOfMemoryError= string

NOTE
For more information about setting JVM debugging options, see the following pages on www.oracle.com:

• Java HotSpot VM Options
• Using JVM Options to Help Debug

Edit JVM Memory Options

If the Java process runs out of memory, you can increase the memory available to it.

On Windows, Follow these steps:

You can edit the JVM memory options JvmMs and JvmMx which defien the minimum and maximum amount of memory
that the JVM can use. To do this, locate the following registry key on Windows and expand it:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\ComputerAssociates\Identity Manager\Procrun 2.0\im_jcs

On UNIX, Follow these steps:

Create a file named jvm_options.conf in the Connector Server data folder with the following Java arguments:

-Xms128M -Xmx1024M -d64 

• -Xms
Specifies the minimum heap memory allowed for CA IAM CS
Example: -Xms128M specifies that the minimum heap memory allowed for CA IAM CS is 128 MB.

• -Xmx
Specifies the maximum heap memory allowed for CA IAM CS.
Example: -Xmx1024M specifies that the maximum heap memory allowed for CA IAM CS is 1024 MB.

• -d64
Specifies that the JVM is run in a 64-bit environment.

Adjust the Start Parameters for the CA IAM CS Service (Windows Only)

To adjust any CA IAM CS service start (including related JVM parameters), go to the following location in the Windows
registry:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\ComputerAssociates\Identity Manager\Procrun 2.0\im_jcs

Manage Connector Server
This section includes the following:
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Log In to CA IAM CS

Use the following URL to log into CA IAM CS:

http://hostname:port

• hostname
Specifies the name of the computer which runs CA IAM CS, as a qualified domain name.

• port
Specifies the HTTP or HTTPS port set during installation.
Use the credentials that you specified during installation.

Example URLs for CA IAM CS

SSL: https://myserver.mycompany.org:20443

Non-SSL: http://myserver.mycompany.org:20080 

Start and Stop CA IAM CS

You can start and stop CA IAM CS using the following methods.

• UNIX daemon -- The installation process creates a startup script named im_jcs and links it to the rc.d system on the
local system. The script automatically runs CA IAM CS in run levels 2-5, or shuts it down on 0,1, and 6 corresponding
to system halt, single user mode, and reboot.
Use the following commands to start, restart, and stop the daemon:
/etc/init.d/im_jcs start

/etc/init.d/im_jcs restart 

/etc/init.d/im_jcs stop 

Use the following command to display the status of the daemon:
/etc/init.d/im_jcs status

• Windows service -- Start and stop the service:
– Open service.msc through run.
– Search CA Identity Manager - Connector Server (Java) file.

Start or stop the service.
• Windows command line -- Use the following commands to start and stop the service:

net start im_jcs

net stop im_jcs

CA IAM CS Logging

Find the log files for the following components:

• Logging for CA IAM CS
• Logging for each endpoint type

View a Log

You can view a log by reading a text file, or through a web browser.

To see the 500 recent log messages, log in to CA IAM CS, and click the Logs tab.

To see complete log messages, open one of the following files from cs_home\jcs\logs:

Log File Name Description

jcs_daily.log Contains logs of the tasks that are performed today. These
messages are also displayed in the Logs tab.
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jcs_daily.log.YYYYMMDD Contains jcs_daily.log for a particular date.

servicemix.log Contains logs of ServiceMix. It also contains the logs of
jcs_daily.log. ServiceMix is the toolkit used yo create CA IAM CS.

servicemix.log.YYYYMMDD Contains servicemix.log for a particular date.

endpoint-type/jcs_conn_connector-name.log Contains logs of an endpoint type.

endpoint-type/jcs_conn_connector-name.log.YYYYMMDD Contains logs of an endpoint type for a particular date.

To debug an error, verify jcs_daily and jcs_daily.log.YYYYMMDD log files and endpoint specific log files.

Configure Logs for CA IAM CS

The jcs_daily.log and servicemix.log files are configured in a text file. You can modify the file as required.

For example:

• Set the logging levels.
• Format the log messages.

For performance optimization, the logging configuration is set to minimal.

Follow these steps:

1. Identify how to trigger the problem with your deployment.
2. Replace the default logging configuration file with the verbose configuration. To replace the file perform the following

steps:
a. Find the following file:

cs_home/etc/org.ops4j.pax.logging.cfg

b. Rename the file to org.ops4j.pax.logging.cfg.original.
c. Find org.ops4j.pax.logging.cfg.verbose and rename it to remove.verbose. This file provides the logging

configuration.
d. Restart CA IAM CS.

3. Trigger the problem that you have identified.
4. Zip the entire cs_home/logs directory, and include the zipped file with your support request.
5. To reduce the logging level, reverse step 2:

a. Rename org.ops4j.pax.logging.cfg to org.ops4j.pax.logging.cfg.verbose.
b. Rename org.ops4j.pax.logging.cfg.original to org.ops4j.pax.logging.cfg.
c. Restart CA IAM CS.

NOTE
You can also edit org.ops4j.pax.logging.cfg in a text editor.

Configure Logging for a Connector

Each endpoint type has a configuration file that defines its logging. To configure the logging for a particular connector send
the LDAP commands to CA IAM CS.

The endpoint log files contain the logging data for the relevant connector. However, check the relevant logging in the
jcs_daily.log* systemwide log file. Messages are logged to the systemwide file for the following reasons:

• A connector uses third-party libraries.
• A connector was developed (using Connector Xpress or the SDK) without sufficient attention to logging.
• Problems occur while creating or activating a connector.

Follow these steps:

1. With an LDAP client, bind to CA IAM CS using the following details:
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– Port: 20410 (LDAP) or 20411 (LDAPS)
– User: cn=root,dc=etasa
– Password: Use the password that was specified during installation

2. Find the entry with the following DN:
eTDYNDirectoryName=${CONN},eTNamespaceName=${CONN_TYPE},dc=${DOMAIN},dc=etasa

To enable and configure logging, change the attributes of this entry.
a. To enable logging for a connector, modify the following attribute:

• eTLog=1 (active)
b. To configure the logging level for a connector, include the following attributes:

• eTLogDestination='F' (file)
• eTLogFileSeverity=severity-code

Use the following severity codes:

Logging Level Severity in Provisioning Server Severity Code in Provisioning Server

DEBUG Information I

INFO Non-Admin Success S

WARN Warning W

ERROR Error E

FATAL Fatal F

Increase the Number of Viewed Log Messages

When you log in to CA IAM CS to view log messages, you can only see top 500 messages. These messages are stored in
memory.

You can filter the messages which must be displayed on the Logs tab, using the options under the Logs heading. These
filters apply to the 500 most recent messages. This does not change the way CA IAM CS records log messages.

You can configure the page to display more or fewer messages.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the following file in a text editor:
cs_home/etc/org.apache.karaf.log.cfg

2. Find and edit the following setting:
size = 500

NOTE
If you set the size too high, CA IAM CS becomes slower.

3. Save the file.
4. Restart CA IAM CS.

Interpreting Log Messages

All log messages include the following information:

• Date and time
Specifies the timestamp on the local host when the message is logged. The date and time use ISO8601 format.

• Elapsed time
Specifies the number of milliseconds elapsed when the server starts.

• Thread name
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Specifies the thread that logged the message. For example, [Timer-1].
• Bundle name, class name, and line number

Specifies the name of the bundle. The bundle contains the executed code, the class from which the messages come,
and the line number (if this number is available). This section uses the following format:
(bundle-name:class-name:line)

For example:
(com.ca.jcs.core:com.ca.jcs.osgi.listener.ImplBundleServiceListener:123)

• Severity level
Specifies the severity of the message:
– Error
– Warning
– Info
– Debug

• Message
Specifies the actual log message.

Changing the Administrator Password for CA IAM CS

To ensure better security across a deployment, change the password of the administrative user of CA IAM CS.

CA IAM CS remembers all passwords for all users since it was last restarted. All of these passwords are accepted as valid
for bind requests. Each user can reset only their own cache.

The cache of old passwords is useful for a system where many applications connect to one Connector Server. In this
situation, the applications may not update their stored passwords for CA IAM CS at the same time, but they can still
access the Connector Server.

However, these old passwords make your system potentially insecure. To make the Connector Server forget the old
passwords, clear the password cache. To clear a password cache, you must be logged in as that user.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA IAM CS as administrator.
2. In the top-right of the interface, select Change Password from the admin user drop-down.

3. In the Change Password window, change the administrator password.
4. Update the password stored in all the Provisioning Servers and any other clients that connect to CA IAM CS with the

new administrator password.
5. Log in to CA IAM CS with the new administrator password.
6. In the top-right of the interface, select Reset Password Cache from the admin user drop-down menu.

The above steps change the administrator password in Connector Server and also update the following two files located
at <Connector Server_Home>/jcs/conf/override with the new password:
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• server_ccs.properties
• server_common.properties

In addition, you must perform the following steps manually to sync password changes in other locations where the
administrator password is stored in the encrypted format:

1. Run the following commands to update <Connector Server_Home>/jcs/conf/override/server_shared.properties
and Connector Server_Home>/jcs/conf/override/server_jcs.properties files with the new encrypted password.

NOTE
If server_shared.properties file is not present in the specified location, rename
SAMPLE.server_shared.properties file to server_shared.properties and restart JCS for the name change
to take effect.

cs_home/jcs/tools/ldaps_password new-password

cs_home/jcs/tools/ldaps_password new-password connectorManager.connectorClientCertStorePassword ../conf/

override/server_jcs.properties

2. Run the following keytool commands to update ssl.keystore and private key to match the new password (you may
have more private keys to update too).
..\..\jvm\bin\keytool -storepasswd -new newpassword -keystore ssl.keystore

..\..\jvm\bin\keytool -keypasswd  -alias eta2_server -keystore ssl.keystore

3. Run the following commands to update etc\system.properties file with the new encrypted password:
com.ca.jcs.transport.sslcontext.keyStoreEncodedPassword=

com.ca.jcs.transport.sslcontext.trustStoreEncodedPassword=

4. Updated <Connector Server_Home>\jcs\conf\server_osgi_shared.xml with the new encrypted password.
5. Restart the JCS service.

Connect to CA IAM CS from JXplorer

Use the following parameters to connect to CA IAM CS from an LDAP browser such as JXplorer.

These settings are configured in server_osgi_jcs.xml. Changing the User DN is problematic because of assumptions
within ApacheDS. To avoid problems, server_osgi_jcs.xml includes the property java.naming.security.principal.alias. This
property simulates use of a different user DN, as an alias to "uid=admin,ou=system".

• Host
Specifies the host server name of CA IAM CS

• Protocol
LDAP v3

• Port
Default port number: 20411, when using level: SSL + User + Password (TLS)
20410, when using the less safe level: User + Password

• User DN
uid=admin,ou=system

• Password
As configured during installation.

NOTE
For more information on JXplorer, see http://www.jxplorer.org.

Find the Version of CA IAM CS

To determine the version of your CA IAM CS installation, look in the following file:

cs_home/version.properties
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Install Connectors
To add a new connector or an updated connector, follow these instructions:

1. Find your connector in the Identity Manager installed directory and download the attribute list.
2. Download the connector zip file which contains the following components:

– A JAR file
– A ZIP file that contains the connector JAR file plus other components that are required by the installer.
– A readme that lists the connector version and other details.

3. Place the JAR file in any local directory and deploy the connector, when CA IAM CS is already installed.
4. If CA IAM CS is not installed, install the new connector. When you install CA IAM CS, perform the following tasks:

• – Find the old connector ZIP file in the installation files for CA IAM CS, then rename the file.
– Add the new connector ZIP file to the installation files for CA IAM CS. Ensure that the filename is same as the old

connector file.
– Run the installer for CA IAM CS.

The CA IAM CS installation program installs the new connector.

The connector is available for use.

Contents of the ZIP File for a Connector

The connector ZIP file that you find in the Identity Manager installed directory, contains the following files:

• JAR file: This file contains the connector as an OSGi bundle. Deploy this file to replace the old connector in an
existing installation.

• ZIP file: This file contains the connector in installable form. Replace the old CA IAM CS installation file with this file.
The replacement of old file enables you to install the new connector when you install the connector server.

• (Optional) XML file: This file contains the metadata for the connector. To add custom attributes to the connector, use
the XML file with Connector Xpress.
The metadata files are also packaged with the JAR and ZIP files For connectors that support custom attributes, this file
is separately supplied.

• Readme: This file lists the version of the connector.

Example: Contents of the downloaded file for the ACF2 ACFESAGE connector

The name of the downloaded file is acf2acfesage.zip.

The downloaded ZIP contains the following files:

• acf2acfesage_metadata.xml
• jcs-connector-acfesage-1.1.0.jar
• jcs-connector-acf2acfesage.zip
• readme.txt

Example: Contents of the downloaded file for the Google Apps connector

The name of the downloaded file is google-apps.zip.

The downloaded ZIP contains the following files:

• jcs-connector-gab-1.1.0.jar
• jcs-connector-gab.zip
• readme-google-apps.txt

NOTE
This connector does not support custom attributes, so the metadata file is not supplied separately.
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Manage Connectors
CA IAM CS enables you to add, start, stop, and remove connectors while CA IAM CS is running. The following sections
enable you to manage connectors in CA Identity Manager.

Deploy a Connector

Prerequisite

• Install the connector, if it is not installed in CA Identity Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Log into CA IAM CS.
2. Click the Connector Servers tab from the menu.
3. Click the Bundles tab in the Connector Server Management area.
4. Click Add in the Bundles area.
5. Browse to a connector bundle JAR. Select the connector server on which this connector is available.
6. Select the Start Bundle check box to start automatically. You can also start it manually.

To start manually, right click on the bundle and click Start.
7. Click OK.
8. The new bundle appears in the Bundles list.

Right-click the Bundle in the list to stop, refresh import, update and delete the bundle from the pop up menu.

Restart a Connector

To reflect the updated configurations of the bundle in new settings, restart the connector.

Follow these steps:

1. Log into CA IAM CS.
2. Click the Connector Servers tab.
3. Click the Bundles tab.
4. Select the required connector server from the Server Filter list.
5. Right-click the connector, then select Refresh Imports.

The selected connector and the dependent bundles of that connector restart.

Add a Third-Party Library to a Connector

The following connectors require libraries that are not shipped with CA IAM CS:

• SecurID RSA 7
• SAP R3
• Oracle PeopleSoft
• Lotus Domino

To use one of these connectors, add the required libraries to the connector bundle.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the required libraries.
2. Run the relevant script in this location:

cs-home/bin

The script prompts for the location of the downloaded files.
The script creates a bundle for the libraries, and saves the bundle in the same folder as the script.
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3. Perform the following steps in CA IAM CS:
a. Log in to CA IAM CS.
b. At the top, click the Connector Servers tab.
c. In the Connector Server Management area, click the Bundles tab.
d. Add the new bundle:

NOTE
You can deploy the OSGI bundle from the connector server GUI or copy the jar files to ca-home/jcs/data/
bundles/restore. Then restart the connector server and wait up to ten minutes for it to load.

e. Find the main connector bundle in the Bundles list, then right-click its name in the list and select Refresh Imports
from the popup menu.

The connector can use the third-party library bundle.

Add a Certificate for a Connector

CA IAM CS contains a keystore. You can add trusted certificates (standalone certificates or keystores) to this keystore,
using the Certificates tab.

When you work with CA IAM CS certificates, your changes are applicable only to the connector server that you are logged
in.

Follow these steps:

1. Log into CA IAM CS.
2. Click the Certificates tab.

This tab lists the certificates in the CA IAM CS keystore. Type the name of the certificate in the Certificate Filter box.
3. Click Add, then enter the details of the certificate:

a. Select Certificate if the target is a standalone certificate file, or key store, if it is saved in a Keystore.
b. Browse the certificate, select it, and click Add.
c. Enter the alias. If you selected Key Store, this alias identifies the certificate in the Keystore.

If you selected Key Store, enter the keystore password.

The certificate or a keystore is added to the CA IAM CS keystore, and the certificate is available for use by connectors.

Download a Certificate

• Select the required certificate.
• click Download.

You can download a certificate either from a private key or a trusted certificate. Import this file from another component
of CA IAM CS.

Delete a Certificate

• select the required certificate
• Click Remove.

You can remove any trusted certificate from the CA IAM CS keystore. However, you cannot remove private key entries,
because the CA IAM CS requires private keys.
You cannot use the Certificates tab to manage private keys.

Find the Version of a Connector

The version of a bundle has the following format:

n.n.n.yyyymmdd

The first three numbers are separated by periods. These numbers represent the version of CA IAM CS that the connector
was supplied with. The remaining digits represent the release date of the connector itself.
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In this example, the connector was released on 21 January 2013, and it was released with CA IAM CS 1.1.0:

1.1.0.20130121

Follow these steps:

1. Log into CA IAM CS.
2. Click the Bundles tab.

The version of each bundle is displayed in the Version tab.

Customize the Configuration for a Connector

The configuration for each connector is stored in connector.xml in cs_home/jcs/conf/. Each connector also has the
following files in cs_home/jcs/conf/override/connector:

• connector.xml: This file overrides the settings. This file is identical to the main version of connector.xml by default.
• SAMPLE.connector.xml: This template file contains common customizations.

Follow these steps:

1. Rename connector.xml to revert it in future.
2. Copy SAMPLE.connector.xml and rename the copy to connector.xml.
3. Edit the newly renamed file.
4. Restart the connector.

Change Pool Settings

Configure the pool-related settings to maximize the scalability of a connector. Use connector.xml file to configure the
connection pool settings for single connector. For multiple connector pool setting configuration use server_jcs.xml global
configuration file.

Most connectors use a connection pool configured in connector.xml, for example, through:

• poolConfig for JNDI and most connectors.

NOTE
For more information, see the Class GenericObjectPool on http://jakarta.apache.org

• dataSourceConfigProps for JDBC

NOTE
For more information, see http://jakarta.apache.org for a complete list and documentation of available
configuration parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy cs_home/conf/override/jdbc/SAMPLE.connector.xml and rename the copy to connector.xml.
2. Edit the connector.xml file.
3. Restart the connector.

Deploy Connector Metadata
Follow the given instructions to deploy the connector metadata file on an endpoint:

1. Open Connector Xpress.
2. Take a backup of an existing metadata file, if applicable.

a. In the right-pane, under Provisioning Server, add the Provisioning Server host if not already added.
b. Navigate to Provisioning Servers, <hostname>, im, Endpoint Types, <namespace>.
c. Right-click the <endpoint> and click Create Project. After it loads, click OK.
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d. From the menu, navigate to Metadata, Export and select the backup folder to save the existing metadata file.
3. Deploy new metadata file.

a. From the menu, navigate to Metadata, Import.
b. From the Import Data Model from XML file window, navigate to the product download location and select

<connector_metadata.xml>.
c. Navigate to Provisioning Servers, <hostname>, im, Endpoint Types, <namespace>.
d. Right-click the <endpoint>, select Deploy Metadata and click Yes to deploy new metadata. Click OK after a

successful deployment.
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Acquiring an Endpoint
To manage user on an endpoint, you must acquire the endpoint from the Identity Manager User console by performing the
following tasks:

NOTE
These procedures are applicable for all the connectors. You must perform all the procedures before managing
accounts, users, groups, and other resource object.

Import the Role Definition

Import the role definition into the Management Console before you start the process of acquiring an endpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Management Console.
Example:
http://<hostname.example.com>:<port>/iam/immanage

2. Click Environments, <Environment Name>.
The Environment Properties page appears.

3. Click Roles and Tasks Settings.
4. Click Import.
5. Select the required role definition and click Finish.

The Role Configuration Output page appears.
6. Click Continue.

The Environment Properties page appears again.
7. You are prompted to restart the environment. Click Restart Environment.

The role definition for the required endpoint has been imported.

NOTE
For specific connector prerequisites, see the required connector documentation.

Create an Endpoint

You can use the CA Identity Manager UI to create an endpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager UI.
2. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
3. Select the required endpoint in the Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type dropdown and click OK.
4. Specify a name for the endpoint.
5. Specify the connection information

NOTE
To specify the connection information, see the attribute list of the specific connector in the respective
Connector documentation

6. Specify the Default Account Template.
7. Click Submit.

The required endpoint is created.
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Create and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition

To explore the objects in the endpoint and to correlate the accounts in the endpoint with the existing users, create an
Explore and Correlate Definition. After you create the definition, execute the definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an explore and correlate definition.
a. In the CA Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Endpoints, Explore And Correlate Definitions, Create

Explore And Correlate Definitions.
b. Select Create a new object of type Explore and Correlate and click OK.
c. Specify a name for the definition.
d. Click Select Container/Endpoint/Explore Method to select a container for the definition.
e. Search for the required endpoint and select it.
f. Search for a container and select it.
g. In Explore/Correlate Action, the Explore endpoint for managed objects option is selected by default. Select

Correlate accounts to users.
h. Click Submit.

2. Execute the Explore and correlate definition.
a. In the CA Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Endpoints, Execute Explore And Correlate.
b. To execute the definition, follow these steps:

a. Select Execute now and click Next.
b. Click Browse to search for the Explore and Correlate Definition and select it.
c. Click Finish.
To execute the definition later, follow these steps:
a. Select Schedule new job.
b. Specify the Job Name
c. Select the Time Zone.
d. Select the Type of Schedule and accordingly set the time for the job to run. 
e. Click Next.
f. Click Browse to search for the Explore and Correlate Definition and select it.
g. Click Finish.

Manage Accounts for an Endpoint
You can manage an account for an endpoint using the following steps:

NOTE

These procedures are applicable for all the connectors. You must perform all the procedures before you start
managing accounts, users, groups, and other resource objects.

Create an Account Template

Create an account template that contains the list of attributes that are mapped to the accounts on the endpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager console.
2. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Account Templates, Create Account Template.
3. Select the required endpoint in the Create a new account template of Endpoint Type dropdown list and click OK.
4. Specify a name for the account template.
5. Click the Endpoints tab.
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6. Click Add Endpoint.
7. Search for the required endpoint and select it.
8. Click Select.
9. Click the Settings tab.
10. Select the location of the user in the Usage Location drop-down.
11. Click Submit.

The account template is created for the required endpoint.

Create a Provisioning Role

Create a provisioning role to assign the provisioning details to an account.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager console.
2. Navigate to Roles and Tasks, Provisioning Roles, Create Provisioning Role.
3. Select Create a new provisioning role and click OK.
4. Specify a name for the provisioning role.
5. Click the Account Templates tab.
6. Click Add Account Template.
7. Search for the account template that you created earlier for the required endpoint and select it.
8. Click Select.
9. Click the Administrators tab.
10. Click Add to add the admin policies to the provisioning role.
11. Specify the users that are administrators of the provisioning role. Use the filters in the Users drop-down list as

appropriate.
12. Select the users that the administrators can manage as members or administrators of the provisioning role.
13. Click OK.

The admin policy is added.
14. Click the Owners tab.
15. Click Add to add the owner rules.
16. Select the users that are owners of the provisioning role. Use the filters in the Users dropdown list as appropriate.
17. Click OK.
18. Click Submit.

The provisioning role is created for the required endpoint.

Create an Account on the Endpoint

Create an account on the endpoint to assign the provisioning role that was created earlier.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager console.
2. Navigate to Users, Manage Users, Create User.
3. Select Create a new user and click OK.
4. Specify the mandatory details for the user.
5. Click the Provisioning Roles tab.
6. Click Add a provisioning role.
7. Search for the provisioning role that you created earlier for the required endpoint and select it.
8. Click Select.
9. Click Submit.

The account is created on the required endpoint.
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You can verify whether the account is created on the endpoint host machine.

Manage Endpoint Accounts

You can also view, modify, or delete an endpoint account.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager console.
2. Navigate to Users, Manage Users, Modify User's Endpoint Accounts.
3. Search for a user and select the user.
4. Search for an account of endpoint type.

The accounts that belong to the required endpoint are listed.
5. Click the Actions drop-down against the account name to view, modify, or delete the account.

Pagination in Provisioning Components
[Applicable from Identity Manager 14.4.1 release onwards]

Provisioning components (Provisioning Server, Java Connector Server, C++ Connector Server) support pagination-based
search results for the following endpoints:

• Active Directory
• REST: Azure, Box, G Suite, ServiceNow, Zendesk
• SCIM: Azure - WSL7, Box - WSL7, Google Apps - WSL7, ServiceNow - WSL7, Zendesk - WSL7

Pagination aims at fetching paged results from large endpoints during an Explore and Correlate operation, thereby
reducing memory consumption of the provisioning components and scaling up the performance by preventing crashes.

By default, pagination is enabled for the explore, correlate, and update user operations for the newly created
supported endpoints. As per your business need, you can enable or disable pagination per endpoint by configuring the
following attributes in the Provisioning Server using any LDAP client.

• eTPaginationEnabled
Value: 0 (means disabled), 1 (means enabled)
Default: 1
Example: eTPaginationEnabled = 1

• eTPageSize
Value: Number of records per page
Default: 1000
Example: eTPageSize = 1000

NOTE
The eTPaginationEnabled and eTPageSize configuration applies to explore, correlate, and update user
operations.

Identity Manager also provides the flexibility to override the eTPaginationEnabled and eTPageSize pagination
configuration for Correlate and Update User operations across all the supported endpoints using the following
commands. These commands can be configured using environment or registry settings.

CAUTION
Caution that you cannot override the correlate and update user operations on a specific endpoint.
These configuration changes will impact the Correlate and Update User operations on all the supported
endpoints.
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• ETA_ENABLE_PAGINATION_FOR_CORRELATION
Value: 0 (means disabled), 1 (means enabled)
Example: ETA_ENABLE_PAGINATION_FOR_CORRELATION = 0

• ETA_PAGESIZE_FOR_CORRELATION
Value: Number of records per page
Default: 1000
Example: ETA_PAGESIZE_FOR_CORRELATION = 1000

• ETA_ENABLE_PAGINATION_FOR_UPDATE_USERS
Value: 0 (means disabled), 1 (means enabled)
Example: ETA_ENABLE_PAGINATION_FOR_UPDATE_USERS = 0

• ETA_PAGESIZE_FOR_UPDATE_USERS
Value: Number of records per page
Default: 1000
Example: ETA_PAGESIZE_FOR_UPDATE_USERS = 1000

NOTE

• Pagination configuration for the Correlate and Update User operations using environment variables require
restart of the Provisioning Server.

• If both environment variable and registry key are set, the environment variable value takes precedence over
the registry value. To reconsider registry value, you must unset (Linux) or delete (Windows) the environment
variable.

• A log message to indicate from where the correlation parameters are picked is logged in the
etatransXXXXXX-XXXX.log.
Note that when both environment variable and registry key are not set, the log message indicates as
Registry.
Examples:
Pagination Enabled: false (Registry); Page Size: 1000 (Registry)
Pagination Enabled: true (Environment Variable); Page Size: 1000 (Registry)
Pagination Enabled: true (Registry); Page Size: 2000 (Environment Variable)
Pagination Enabled: true (Registry); Page Size: 1000 (Registry)

Setting Up Registry Keys on Windows

• Commands to read the current value of the registry keys.
eCSregutil -l "hkey_local_machine\\software\\computerassociates\\identity_manager\\provisioning_server"

 ETA_ENABLE_PAGINATION_FOR_CORRELATION

eCSregutil -l "hkey_local_machine\\software\\computerassociates\\identity_manager\\provisioning_server"

 ETA_PAGESIZE_FOR_CORRELATION

• Commands to set a value for the registry keys.
eCSregutil -s "hkey_local_machine\\software\\computerassociates\\identity_manager\\provisioning_server"

 ETA_ENABLE_PAGINATION_FOR_CORRELATION REG_DWORD 1

eCSregutil -s "hkey_local_machine\\software\\computerassociates\\identity_manager\\provisioning_server"

 ETA_PAGE_SIZE_FOR_CORRELATION REG_DWORD 1000

NOTE
The eCSregutil command is located at /opt/CA/SharedComponents/EnterpriseCommonServices/bin.
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Setting Up Registry Keys on Linux

On Linux, Provisioning Server runs as imps user. Set the environment variable for imps user so that Provisioning Server
can pick the value. If it is set for root or any other user, Provisioning Server will not pick the value.

$ su - imps      

$ export ETA_ENABLE_PAGINATION_FOR_CORRELATION=1      

$ export ETA_PAGESIZE_FOR_CORRELATION=1000      

$ cd /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ProvisioningServer/bin      

$ ./imps stop      

$ ./imps start
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Bulk Load Client
The Bulk Load Client is a command line utility that you use to remotely access the CA Identity Manager Bulk Loader task
through TEWS. The command is used for any operation that the Bulk Loader task is capable of performing.

Install the Bulk Load Client
To install the Bulk Load Client utility, run the setup.exe program found in the CA Identity Manager <version>
Provisioning Components package in the following location:

Identity Manager Provisioning Component package.zip\Clients\BulkLoader\setup.exe

During installation, open the CA Identity Manager URL and enter the credentials of a user with permissions to execute the
Bulk Loader task.

 

Command Line Options
The following options are used to run the Bulk Load Client:

-b, --batchSize <number>

Specifies the maximum number of user data records to be sent to the server in each request. This option is used to avoid
overloading the server. We recommend you to use a batchSize of 100.

-c, --configFile <file>

Specifies a properties file that contains the configuration options for invoking the Bulk Loader task. The default is
"imbulkloadclient.properties".

-d, --outputDirectory <value>

This Kettle-only option specifies the directory that contains files output from the transformation process.

-e, --endpointInfoFile

Specifies a properties file that contains the key or value pairs for "user", "password", and "serverUrl". This option is used
together with the (-s, --storeEndpointInfo) option.

-f, --format (CSV | XML | Kettle)

Specifies the format of the input file (-i, --inputFile) that contains the data records to be sent to the server. The default is
XML.

If the input file format is CSV, the file is submitted to the Bulk Loader task directly, without transformation.

When the input file format is XML, use the -t, --transformFile <file> option to specify the XSLT template for carrying out the
transformation.

When the input file format is Kettle, use -f Kettle to specify that a Kettle Job is going to be run.

-h, --help

Displays the command syntax.

-i, --inputFile <file>

Determines the user data records to be sent to the server. The format can be in XML or CSV format.
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-o, --outputFile <file>

Writes the result to this file when the input file is transformed. You can use this option with Kettle as an alternative to -O
outputFileList option if there is only one file that is produced by the transformation.

-O, --outputFileList <value>

This Kettle-only option specifies a comma-delimited list of files that are located in the output directory. For example, -d C:/
MyOutputDir -O MyOutput1.csv,MyOutput2.csv

-p, --password <pass>

Specifies the password that is used for server authentication.

-s, --serverUrl <url>

Specifies the URL of the TEWS interface.

-S, --storeEndpointInfo

Stores the specified server URL and the Admin user name and password in the configuration file (-c, --configFile).
The password is obfuscated before it is stored. The information that is going to be stored can be provided through the
endpointInfoFile option.

-T, --transformOnly

Specifies to carry out the XSLT transformation of the input XML file into CSV format without submitting to the server. If a
valid file name is also specified by -o, --outputFile <file>, the CSV result is written to that file.

-t, --transformFile <file>

Specifies the file that contains the XSLT template for XSLT transformation of the input file, if the file format is in XML. This
option is also used to show the Kettle job file.

-u, --user <username>

Specifies the user name for CA Identity Manager authentication.

NOTE
The user must be authorized to use the CA Identity Manager Bulk Loader task.

-v, --verbose

Specifies the output as much of the message as available.

-V, --version

Displays the version information of the program.

-x / --transformTimeout <value>

This Kettle-only option specifies the timeout for the Kettle transformation, in seconds. For example, -x 60.

Obfuscating User Credentials

Follow these steps to obfuscate user credentials:

1. Create a sample configuration file. For example: configuration.txt
2. Run the following command:

imbulkloadclient.bat -S -u <username> -p <password> -s http://<IM_Hostname/IP>:<port>/iam/im/TEWS6/

<IM_environment_name> -c <file_path>\<configuration.txt>

3. The command output is stored in the configuration.txt file.
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Configure the Environment for the Bulk Load Client
After you create a tenant environment, you configure it to work with the bulk load client.

Follow these steps:

WARNING

Perform this procedure only once. If you repeat these steps, other issues can occur.

1. In the Management Console, complete the following steps:
a. Navigate to Environments, your_environment, Advanced Settings, Web Services.
b. Select the following options:

Enable Execution
Enable WSDL Generation
Enable admin_id (allow impersonation)

c. Select Basic Authentication in the SiteMinder Authentication field.
d. Click Save.
e. Restart the environment.

2.  In the Administrative UI, complete the following steps:
a. Navigate to Policies, Domain, Domains, then click the domain name that applies to the environment.
b. Open the Realms tab, and verify that the tenant_name_TEWS6_realm appears in the list of realms.
c. Navigate to the Administration tab at the top of the screen.
d. Select Policy Server, Cache Management.
e. Click Flush All in the All Caches section.

3.  In the User Console, enable Web Services for the Bulk Loader task as follows:
a. Log in as a user with rights to use the Modify Admin Task.

For example, the CSP admin role includes this task.
b. Navigate to Modify Admin Task.
c. Search for and select the Bulk Loader task.
d. On the Profile tab, select Enable Web Services.
e. Click Submit.

 

Bulk Load Client Localization
Bulk Load Client uses the default locale of the Java Virtual Machine when starting up, and the default locale
corresponds to system locale of the host platform. All user messages are externalized to the Java ResourceBundles
to allow localization. The default resource file (Java Properties file) that contains the English resource
imbulkloadclient_msg.properties file is built into the imbulkloadclient.jar file and is used by default.

To use a resource file that contains a different language resource, create the resource file by translating the default
resource file and putting the new resource file under

$INSTALLATION_DIR\conf\com\ca\iam\imbulkloadclient

The file name of the new resource file should have the language and country code appended. For example, for Canadian
French, the file name should be

imbulkloadclient_msg_fr_CA.properties
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where

fr

Specifies the lowercase two-letter ISO-639 language code

CA

Specifies the uppercase two-letter ISO-3166 country code

NOTE

: A Java resource file is a Java properties file. The encoding of a properties file is ISO-8859-1, also known as
Latin-1. All non-Latin-1 characters must be entered by using Unicode escape characters. For example, \uHHHH,
where HHHH is a hexadecimal index of the character in the Unicode character set. You can use the JDK tool
native2ascii.exe to convert files which contain other character encodings into files containing Latin-1 and/or
Unicode-encoded characters (using Unicode escape characters).

Allow Bulk Loader to Load Tasks with Localized Names

If CA Identity Manager Server has been localized, the Bulk Load Client does not perform a load out-of-the-box. This is
because the Bulk Loader task name is a localized bundle location map.

For example:

${bundle=resourceBundles.FDC-RoleDefinitions_Tokenized:key=property.CreateIdentityPolicySet.Profile.name}

By default, the Bulk Loader task uses actions mapped to task names. When the task names have been translated

 into a different language, the Bulk Load client cannot find the mapped task names to perform the load.

To avoid this problem, you can map the Create, Modify, and Delete actions to the task tag. If the task name search fails,
the Feeder searches for the task tag.

Administrator can modify the property “actionToTaskMapping” to add a task for a non-existing object.

For example: If Administrator wants to create user in case the user does not exist for modify request, Administrator can
add secondary task in modify. The property value would be:

create.Create User;modify.Modify User.Create User;delete.Delete User

Follow these steps:

1. In a text editor, open the Bulk Load Client imbulkloadclient.properties file. This file is present in the following
location:

Bulk Loader\conf\imbulkloadclient.properties

Find the actionToTaskMapping property.
2. The default setting for this property is:

actionToTaskMapping=create.CreateUser;modify.Modify User;delete.Delete User

Change the property to map to the new localized task tag.
3. Save the properties file.

The changes effect immediately.
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Authenticating to the Identity Manager Server
Bulk Load Client uses a user name and a password to authenticate to the CA Identity Manager Server.

When the CA Identity Manager Server is protected by CA Single Sign-on (formerly SiteMinder), CA Single
Sign-on basic authentication is supported by setting “isProtectedBySiteMinder = true” in \BulkLoader\conf
\imbulkloadclient.properties.

Admin Password Required for Authentication

Identity Management server requires admin password to perform bulk load client operations. You can set the admin
password required to true or to false for performing bulk load client operations.

When you enable the Admin Password is Required option for a tenant in  Environments, Tenant Name, Advanced
Settings, Web Services of IMManage  console, ensure that you update "isAdminPasswordRequired=true" in 
\BulkLoader\conf\imbulkloadclient.properties file.

When you disable the Admin Password is Required option for a tenant in Environments, Tenant Name, Advanced
Settings, Web Services of IMManage  console, ensure that you update "isAdminPasswordRequired=false" in 
\BulkLoader\conf\imbulkloadclient.properties file.

SSL Support

If you want to use SSL to protect the data submitted to CA Identity Manager, configure the CA Identity Manager Server to
accept HTTPS requests, then setup the Bulk Load Client:

Follow these steps:

1. Import the CA Identity Manager certificate file to the Bulk Load Client keystore from the host where the Bulk Load
Client is installed. Use the Java keytool utility to create a keystore and import the server certificate as a trusted
certificate.
 keytool -import -alias imserver -file <your_server_cert_file> -keystore %HOMEDRIVE%%HOMEPATH%

\.imbulkloaderkeystore   

 

2. Edit the imbulkloadclient.bat file or the imbulkloadclient.sh file to set TRUSTSTORE_PASSWORD to the value you
entered in the previous step.

Configuring the Bulk Load Client
The following properties of the Bulk Load Client can be configured in the imbulkloadclient.properties file:

• CA Identity Manager parser class to be used for the Bulk Loader task. Currently, only
"com.ca.identitymanager.feeder.parser.CSVParser" is supported.

• The unique identifier attribute name (column name) in the CSV file.
• The action attribute name (column name) in the CSV file.
• The primary object for the Bulk Loader task that is always USER.
• The action to admin task mapping, in the form of:

– "create.Create User;modify.Modify User;delete.Delete User;"
– "create.Create User;modify.Modify User.Create User;delete.Delete User”, when the Administrator wants to create a

user if the requested user does not exist for modification
• Whether or not the web service is protected by SiteMinder.

You can also specify the commands in the command line in the properties file also. Add a key and value pair to the
properties file with the key being the command line options long form name.
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NOTE

The options provided on the command line take precedence over the values specified in the properties file.

Sample Properties File
The following is an example of the Properties file used to configure the Bulk Loader Task and the Bulk Load Client:

Note: Log in to the Bulk Loader Client with Administrator credentials.

• pauseBetweenBatches
The time, in seconds, to pause between requests made to the server. The default is 0. The following shows a 3 second
pause:
pauseBetweenBatches=3

• timeout
The time, in seconds to keep the Axis request open. This parameter is used in the Axis stub.setTimeout() call. The
default is 600 seconds. The default setting appears as follows:
timeout=600

NOTE
This value is overwritten by network firewalls and can not be guaranteed.

• server URL
Defines the connection/server details of the CA Identity Manager Server
serverUrl=http://imhostname:8080/iam/im/TEWS6/myime?wsdl

• feederParserClass
Defines the configuration items for the CA Identity Manager ObjectsFeeder task
feederParserClass= com.ca.identitymanager.feeder.parser.CSVParser

• uniqueIdentifierAttrName
Defines the unique identifier attribute name (column in the CSV file)
uniqueIdentifierAttrName=uid

• actionAttrName
Defines the action attribute name (column name in the CSV file)
actionAttrName=action

• primaryObject
Defines the primary object for the ObjectsFeeder task. (This is always 'USER')
primaryObject=USER

• actionToTaskMapping
Defines the action mapped to an Admin Task
actionToTaskMapping = create.Create User;modify.Modify User;delete.Delete User

actionToTaskMapping = create.Create User;modify.Modify User.Create User;delete.Delete User, used when the

 Administrator wants to create a user if the requested user does not exist for modification

• isProtectedBySiteMinder
Defines whether the service is protected by Symantec SiteMinder.
isProtectedBySiteMinder=false

Configure the Bulk Load Client to Go Through a Proxy
If there is no direct access to the Internet from the on-premise environment, such as due to a firewall, you can configure
the bulk load client to go through a proxy.
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Follow these steps:

1. Edit [installed_path]\CA\Identity Manager\Bulk Loader\bin\imbulkloadclient.bat as follows:
In the line starting with:
..\_uninst\_jvm\bin\java

2. Add
-Dhttp.proxyHost=<proxy host> -Dhttp.proxyPort=<proxy port>
For example:
..\_uninst\_jvm\bin\java -mx1024m -Dhttp.proxyHost=myproxyserver -Dhttp.proxyPort=80
-Djava.util.logging.config.file=../conf/imbulkloadclient_logging.properties -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStore="%TRUSTSTORE
%" -Djavax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword="%TRUSTSTORE_PASSWORD%" -Dcom.ca.commons.logging.nolog4j=true -
cp ".;..\conf;..\lib\imbulkloadclient.jar" com.ca.iam.imbulkloadclient.IMBulkLoadClientApp %*

3. Save the file.
If the proxy server requires http over SSL, then use https.proxyHost/https.proxyPort, and then import the public
certificate of the proxy server into the trust store of the bulk load client.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a Command Prompt window.
2. Navigate to [installed_path]\CA\Identity Manager\Bulk Loader\_uninst\_jvm\bin.
3. Run the following command:

keytool -importcert -alias <proxy alias cert> -file <proxy cert file> -keystore <jvmtruststore> [-storepass
<jvmtruststorepassword>]

WARNING

<jvmtruststore> must match the TRUSTSTORE variable defined in the [installed_path]\CA\Identity Manager
\Bulk Loader\bin\imbulkloadclient.bat file. it can be any location or name.

If this is the first time creating the poxy, the corresponding store will be created, and you will be prompted to
define a password. TRUSTSTORE_PASSWORD in the imbulkloadclient.bat file must match this password!

Use Case for PeopleSoft
The relevant user account information is first extracted manually from the authoritative data source: for example
PeopleSoft. The Bulk Load Client can work with XML or CSV input file formats. If the information is XML, the file is
transformed to CSV format by the Bulk Load Client using XSL transformation. The resultant CSV file is then sent by the
Bulk Load Client to the CA Identity Manager Bulk Loader task. Based on the mapped admin tasks, users are created,
modified, or deleted.

The following is an example of the Bulk Load Client cycle:

For example, the information is extracted into an XML file, transformed with an XSLT template, converted with the Bulk
Load Client to CSV, then imported into IM Server, as shown below.
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From the PeopleSoft machine:

1. Extract either a full or delta dump of user records in the form of an XML file.
2. Create an XSLT template to convert the XML file into the standard CSV form that can be used by the CA Identity

Manager Bulk Loader task.
3. Convert the XML file using XSLT template with the CA Identity Manager Bulk Load Client.

The Bulk Load Client internally transforms the XML file into CSV format required by the CA Identity Manager Bulk
Loader task. You can either write the CSV file to a disk file or use the CSV file to invoke the Bulk Loader task.

NOTE

The resultant CSV file can be loaded in smaller chunks.
4. Bulk Load Client uses the CSV file to invoke the Bulk Loader task using the TEWS interface.

If the CSV file has been broken up into smaller chunks, Bulk Load Client invokes the Bulk Loader task for each of the
chunks. Subsequent chunks are sent to the Bulk Loader task once the SOAP response from the previous request is
received and the response indicates that the previous request is submitted successfully.

5. The SOAP response is logged to a file or written to the standard output.
The following use cases are supported for the Bulk Load Client:

• Full Dump
• Delta Dump
• Scheduling of the full or delta load

Full Dump
A full dump is a complete dump of all users. The full dump data extraction must present the current state of each record at
the time of the extraction.

With PeopleSoft HRMS, the full table synchronization message PERSON_BASIC_FULLSYNC is used to publish the
full table. This message publishes all the user data records to a local XML file. The XML file can then be used to feed
into Bulk Load Client. The PERSON_BASIC_FULLSYNC message is customized to suit your specific needs so that
it maps all the records to a view only extracts currently affecting the data. A sample message file (peoplesoft2.xml)
comes with the installation and is located under the "samples" directory. This file contains sample messages for
PERSON_BASIC_FULLSYNC.

Refer to the PeopleSoft Integration Broker PeopleBook for detailed information on how to set up PeopleSoft Integration
Broker and a full table data publish.
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Delta Dump
A delta dump is made of all user changes since the last time a delta or full dump was made. This dump presents the
current state of each record modified since the previous delta or full dump identifies the record as deleted, if the user or
the account no longer exists.

With PeopleSoft HRMS, there is a pre-defined message (PERSON_BASIC_SYNC) that publishes every change made to
the user data records. Use the PeopleSoft Integration Broker to publish these changes to a local XML file. This XML file
can then be loaded by Bulk Load Client. A sample message file (for example peoplesoft1.xml) comes with the installation
and is located under the "samples" directory. This file contains a sample message for PERSON_BASIC_SYNC.

NOTE

PERSON_BASIC_SYNC publishes every change made to the user data record to its own file, so there could be
many files to load.

A message definition is created that publishes all the changes made since the last full or delta dump into one single file.
For additional assistance with how to create the custom message, refer to Oracle Support

Scheduling a Load
Scheduling the load is done using native OS capabilities and not as part of Bulk Load Client.

Using the XSLT Template
If the data extracted from the PeopleSoft machine is in an XML file, an XSLT template file called peoplesoft.xslt has been
supplied to carry out the transformation into the CSV format. For information on how the CSV file should be formatted, see
"Feeder File Format" in the Onboard Multiple Users. 

This template file works with PeopleSoft Rowset-based message format and is customizable. For instructions on how to
customize this file, check the comments in the template.

NOTE

 The template file is located under the samples directory.

Bulk Load Client Error and Response Handling
Bulk Load Client reports to the user on the status of the SOAP request that is sent to the Bulk Loader task. The report will
be to a standard out and/or log file. Only network connection, SOAP or TEWS errors are reported. A successful response
to the request does not necessarily mean that the CA Identity Manager task has been processed without error. The task
ID of each successfully submitted task will be output to allow cross-referencing with the User Console's View Submitted
Tasks (VST) tab and CA Identity Manager log files.

The Bulk Loader task can be monitored as any other task using VST. Each nested CA Identity Manager task can be
checked on this tab.

The XSLT transformation error is handled the same way as the errors mentioned above, for example, the error message
is output to standard out and the log file. When an error is encountered, it will log the error and exit without submitting the
task.

Bulk Load Client Log Files

The following are the examples of logging destinations and a logging configuration file for the Bulk Load Client:
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• Logging to standard out (console window) is set to java.util.logging.Level.INFO when the command line option –
verbose is absent. The logging level is set to java.util.logging.Level.CONFIG when the option –verbose is set.

• Logging to standard out is always available no matter whether logging to a log file is configured or not.
• You can provide a logging configuration file to configure extra logging destination. The configuration file is set by

starting the application with:
java -Djava.util.logging.config.file=configFile MainClass

• A logging configuration file will be provided to log the message to the file imbulkloadclient.log in the logs subdirectory in
the application installation folder.

The following is an example of the logging configuration file:

# log to a file

handlers= java.util.logging.FileHandler

 

# global logging level. The valid settings are SEVERE, WARNING, INFO,

# CONFIG, FINE, FINER and FINEST

.level= INFO

 

# file handler configuration

java.util.logging.FileHandler.pattern = ../logs/imbulkloadclient.log

java.util.logging.FileHandler.append = true

java.util.logging.FileHandler.limit = 50000

java.util.logging.FileHandler.count = 1

java.util.logging.FileHandler.formatter = java.util.logging.SimpleFormatter

Axis Library Logging

The Axis library that we use as the stub classes to submit task to the CA Identity Manager Server has its own logging.
A log4J configuration file “log4j.properties” is provided in the /conf directory and writes to the log file “axis.log” in or logs
directory.
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Connectors

CA Connectors
Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

 

CA ACF2
NOTE
This connector is certified for use with the CA Identity Manager browser user interface. It is not certified with
the Identity Manager Provisioning Manager, but much of the functionality is available in  in the Provisioning
Manager.

NOTE
The CA ACF2 connector is replaced by the CA ACF2 v2 connector. New deployments should use the CA ACF2
v2 connector.

This guide describes how to use the following connectors to connect CA IAM Connector Server with CA ACF2 endpoints:

• CA ACF2 v2 Connector with CA Identity Manager
CA ACF2 v2 is a Java connector that is installed with the CA IAM Connector Server (CA IAM Connector Server). CA
Identity Manager can use this connector to gather data and provision users in a CA ACF2 v2 endpoint.

• ACF2 ACFESAGE Connector for CA Identity Governance
The CA ACF2 ACFESAGE connector is a dump file Java connector which is installed with the CA IAM Connector
Server. The ACFESAGE utility extracts information from the CA ACF2 system to a security file. CA Identity
Governance can then read endpoint information from that file.

Downloads:

Endpoint Attribute List

CA ACF2 (plugin connector) List

ACF2 ACFESAGE (dumpfile connector) List

CA ACF2 V2 List

 

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Audience for CA ACF2
This guide targets the following people:

• The CA Identity Manager administrators responsible for connecting endpoints to CA Identity Manager
• The CA Identity Governance administrators responsible for integrating CA Identity Governance with other products
• The mainframe security administrator responsible for the endpoint
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File Locations for the CA ACF2 Connector
This document refers to the installation location of CA IAM Connector Server as cs_install. By default, cs_install is in the
following locations:

• Windows: C:\Program Files (86)\CA\Identity Manager\Connector Server
• Linux and Solaris: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServer

The Provisioning Server installation location is referred as ps_install. By default, ps_install is in the following locations:

• Windows -- C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning Server
• Linux and Solaris -- /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ProvisioningServer/

For the migration process, the tool uses the default logging configuration path that is specified in java_home/lib/
logging.properties.

Compare Three Methods for Connecting to CA ACF2 Endpoints
This table compares the methods used for connecting CA ACF2 connectors to a CA ACF2 endpoint.

CA ACF2 v2 Connector CA ACF2 Connector ACF2 ACFESAGE Connector
for CA Identity Governance

Description A Java connector which is
installed with CA IAM Connector
Server.

A plugin component of
Provisioning Server in CA
Identity Manager.

A Java connector which is
installed with CA IAM Connector
Server.

Systems that can use this
connector

Any system that uses CA IAM
Connector Server, including
CA Identity Manager and CA
Secure Cloud.

CA Identity Governance can
access the endpoint through its
CA Identity Manager connector.

CA Identity Governance only

What can the connector do? Read and write:
Provision users
Gather data

Read and write:
Provision users
Gather data

Read only:
Gather data

Method for acquiring data Connector communicates
with CA LDAP Server, which
is installed on the CA ACF2
endpoint.

Connector communicates
with CA LDAP Server, which
is installed on the CA ACF2
endpoint.

Use the ACFESAGE utility to
dump data into a text file. CA
IAM Connector Server connects
to the file, and CA Identity
Governance communicates with
CA IAM Connector Server.

How roles and resources
are handled (relevant for CA
Identity Governance only)

Not supported in this release. Provides ACIDS and the
attributes, privileges, and
resources that are directly
associated with them.
Provides direct associations
between ACIDs and groups,
profiles, zones, departments,
and divisions.

Provides direct and indirect
associations between ACIDS,
groups, profiles, zones,
departments, divisions, and
resources.

Type of mapping for CA
Identity Governance

Not supported in this release. Shallow mappings Shallow and deep mappings

Documentation This guide This guide This guide
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Compare the CA ACF2 and CA ACF2 v2 Connectors
The CA ACF2 connector is hosted by the Provisioning Server as a server plug-in. The new connector (CA ACF2 v2) is
hosted by CA IAM Connector Server. The following table compares feature support in the CA ACF2 and CA ACF2 v2
connectors.

Feature CA ACF2 Connector
(Plugin for Provisioning Server)

CA ACF2 v2 Connector
(New Java connector with Connector
Server)

Explore & Correlate
Explore and Correlate is used by the connector to discover objects in the endpoint.

Yes Yes

Provisioning Manager
Provisioning Manager is the legacy client of Identity Manager. It provides limited
access to functionality in the CA ACF2 v2 connector.

Yes No

Fetch Suffix List
The "Get Suffixes" feature is not available in CA ACF2 v2 connector. However, as a
workaround, you can enter the attributes and click Submit. An error message displays
a list of available suffixes at the endpoint.

Yes On Error

Use Logged on Administrator Credentials
Legacy mainframe connectors can use logged-in user (Global User) credential to
access the endpoint. The CA ACF2 v2 connector uses the endpoint administrator's
login credentials to access the endpoint.

Yes No

SSL
All communication between the Client and the CA LDAP Server for z/OS can be
encrypted using one way SSL (Secure Socket Layers).

Yes Yes

Display System Options
On the Provisioning Manager Endpoint screen, the System Options feature tab
displays endpoint specific information such as version. For supported v2 connectors,
this information is available on the endpoint screen of the Identity ManagerUser
Console.

Yes Yes

Account/LID CRUD
Account management activities (Create, Read, Update, Delete).

Yes Yes

Rules
Read access and ability to add rule lines.

Provisioning Manager only No

Associate Account with Secondary Auth IDs Yes No
Account Custom Attributes
The default connector provides access to commonly used account attributes. However,
you may need to manage additional fields as well.
With legacy connectors, map the additional attributes to custom attributes in
‘schema_map.txt’ in the following location:
<IMPS_HOME>\data\<Connector Name>\schema_map.txt
For new connectors, map custom attributes in Connector Xpress.

Yes Yes

Reverse Sync
Reverse sync is a process that allows users to take actions on endpoint accounts
discovered by the explore and correlate process based on a set of defined policies.

Yes Yes

Multithreading
An execution model that provides higher processing efficiency.

No Yes
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Password Options
The Password Options tab in the Provisioning Manager displays endpoint password
information. A similar tab is available in the Identity Manager User Console endpoint
screen when the relevant mainframe v2 connector supports this feature.

Yes Yes

Password Synch Agent
The Password Synch Agent is installed at the endpoint. When the global user is
enabled for the password synchronization agent (in the Provisioning Manager Global
user screen, Password tab), a password change at the endpoint, using the native tool,
can be propagated back to the Global User and to the other endpoint accounts of the
same Global User.

Yes No

LDS Wizard
LDAP directory services.

Provisioning Manager only No

Import from Identity Manager 12.6 to Identity Governance 12.5 SP8/12.6.1
The connector marks a set of objects and attributes as ‘Interesting to compliance’ for
Identity Governance. Identity Governance (CA RCM) connects to Identity Manager and
extracts Users, Account Templates, Provisioning Roles and Resources.

Yes No

Export to Identity Manager 12.6 from Identity Governance 12.5 SP8/12.6.1
Identity Governance can modify associations on the imported data set. These changes
can be pushed to the endpoint through Identity Manager. This process is called an
export.

Yes No

Password Phrase
The Password Phrase attribute enables you to set the passphrase with text string
from 9 to 100 characters. In Identity Manager, you can set the password phrase in the
Password Phrase field on the Account tab of the Account Template. In Provisioning
Manager, you can set the password phrase in the Password Phrase field of the
Security > Password tab of the Account Template.
You can set password, passphrase or both for an account. Do not use %P% rule string
for setting password phrase.

Yes Yes

Security for the CA ACF2 Connector
The CA ACF2 Connector requires the following security.

Privileges Required to Connect to ACF2

To connect to a CA ACF2 endpoint, the CA Identity Manager administrator must have access to Time Sharing Option
(TSO) to generate and issue commands for CA LDAP Server.

Securing Communication between ACF2 and Connector Server

CA Identity Manager can send passwords and other security information across the network.

We recommend that you use SSL to secure the connection between ACF2 and CA IAM Connector Server, using the steps
in Set up SSL in ACF2. When you do not set up SSL communication, the information is sent without encryption, which is
creating a security risk.

We recommend that you use SSL to secure the connection between CA ACF2 and CA IAM Connector Server, using the
steps in Install and Configure CA LDAP Server and Import the CA LDAP Server Certificate into the CA IAM Connector
Server Keystore.
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CA ACF2 v2 Connector
ACF2 v2 is a Java connector that is installed with the CA IAM Connector Server. This chapter describes how to connect
to a CA ACF2 v2 connector. You can use the CA ACF2 v2 connector to allow the following products to connect to a CA
ACF2 endpoint:

• CA Identity Manager
• CA Secure Cloud

In CA Identity Manager, if you are replacing the CA ACF2 connector with the CA ACF2 v2 connector, use the migration
tool to migrate account templates and their associations to objects in the CA ACF2 v2 connector. For more information,
see Appendix A: How to Migrate Data from the Plug-in Connector section in this wiki.

The following diagram shows the tasks that are required to connect to the endpoint, and who does each task.
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1. The mainframe security administrator installs CA LDAP Server on the mainframe, then sets it to use SSL in Server
Mode, shown below.
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2. The connector server administrator does the following steps:
a. (If necessary)Install CA IAM Connector Server.
b. (If necessary) Import the CA LDAP Server certificate into the CA IAM Connector Server keystore.
c. (If necessary) Map custom attributes.
d. Integrate the Managed Endpoint in CA Identity Manager.
e. For CA Secure Cloud, configure the cloud-based CA IAM Connector Server for setting up CA IAM Connector

Server on the cloud.
f. If necessary, the CA Identity Manager administrator migrates data from a CA ACF2 endpoint that used the old

plug-in connector. This is described in How to Migrate Data.
3. The CA product administrators connect to the endpoint in CA Identity Manager or CA Secure Cloud.

Install and Configure CA LDAP Server

This procedure is for the mainframe security administrator.

To allow CA IAM Connector Server to communicate with RACF, install CA LDAP Server on the mainframe. To keep your
data secure, configure CA LDAP Server to use SSL.

1. Install CA LDAP Server. Use the following link to see instructions:
– Install CA LDAP Server r15

2. Configure CA LDAP Server to use SSL in Server mode. These instructions apply to r15.

Follow these steps:

1. Install CA LDAP Server.
Instructions for CA LDAP r15 are in the CA LDAP Installation Guide.

2. Configure CA LDAP Server to use SSL in Server mode.
Instructions are in "Client SSL Setup From the Command Line" in the CA LDAP Product Guide for CA LDAP r15 .

CA ACF2 Connector Server Prerequisites

Check that CA IAM Connector Server is installed and running.

CA IAM Connector Server is installed with the following products, unless you deselected the CA IAM Connector Server
option:

• CA Identity Manager r12.6.3 and later -- For details, search for Install CA IAM CS in the CA Identity Manager
bookshelf.

• CA Secure Cloud 1.1 and later -- Check that CA IAM Connector Server is installed both in the CA Secure Cloud
cloud and on-premise:
– CA IAM Connector Server is installed in the CA Secure Cloud cloud by the hosting administrator. For details, search

for Provisioning Server and CA IAM Connector Server in the CA Secure Cloud for Service Providers bookshelf.
– CA Secure Cloud also requires an on-premise installation of CA IAM Connector Server for each tenant. For details,

search for How to Set Up On-Premise Provisioning in the CA Secure Cloud for Tenant Administrator bookshelf.

Import the CA LDAP Server Certificate into the Connector Server Keystore

This procedure is for the Identity Manager administrator. If IAM CS already has the LDAP Server certificate, ignore this
procedure.

After the mainframe security administrator has confirmed that LDAP Server is configured to use SSL, you can import the
LDAP Server certificate into the IAM CS keystore.
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Follow these steps:

1. Identify the certificate which you want to import into the IAM CS keystore as a trusted certificate:
– The LDAP Server certificate.
– The root certificate of the certificate authority that has issued the LDAP Server certificate, and the application server

certificate
2. Import the chosen certificates:

a. Log in to IAM CS.
b. At the top, click the Certificates tab.

The Certificates tab lists all of the certificates in the IAM CS keystore. To filter the list of certificates by their names,
type in the Certificate Filter box.

c. To add a certificate, click Add, then enter the details of the certificate:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the certificate file
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate

Map Custom Attributes for Identity Manager

This procedure is for the CA Secure Cloud or CA Identity Manager administrator.

When you connect to an endpoint, the objects on the endpoint are mapped to objects in CA Secure Cloud or CA Identity
Manager. This happens automatically. If you want to make custom mappings, use Connector Xpress.

NOTE
For instructions about setting up custom mapping with Connector Xpress, see Managing Accounts and Groups.

To see a list of objects on the endpoint, download the attribute list.

Any LDAP attribute on the mainframe that has a string representation can be exposed as a custom attribute in the
connector. To map custom attributes, use Connector Xpress. For information, see see Managing Accounts and Groups.

Integrate the Managed ACF2 V2 Endpoint in Identity Manager

You can acquire an ACF2 v2 endpoint and manage its users from Identity Manager using CA ACF2 2 Connector. To
achieve this, you must perform the following tasks:

1. Import the role definition file.
2. Create correlation rules. Skip this step if you plan to migrate data.
3. Select CA ACF2 v2 from the drop-down list box on Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type, and click Ok.
4. Add the endpoint to the environment. In the Endpoint tab, complete the following fields:

– Endpoint Name
Specifies the name of the new CA ACF2 v2 endpoint. The endpoint name is the name that appears in the
Provisioning Manager. Commas and semi-colons are not allowed.

– Mainframe LDAP IP Address/Machine Name
Specifies the mainframe LDAP IP Address or machine name of the CA ACF2 v2 system.

– Mainframe LDAP Port
Specifies the Listen Port for the Security Integrator running on the CA ACF2 v2 system.

– Use Server-Side SSL
When checked, specifies that the Server SSL is used.

NOTE
Ensure that you have imported the SSL certificate to Provisioning Server.

– Mainframe LDAP DN Suffix
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Specifies valid suffixes that are configured for the current CA LDAP Server operations in im naming mode.
– Proxy Admin ID

Allows you to specify an ID that is used to issue password modifications that are requested through the
Workflow. This provides users with the ability to change or reset their passwords if their password has expired and
they cannot be authenticated to the system.

– Proxy Admin Password
The password to the Proxy Admin ID on the CA ACF2 v2 endpoint.

When you complete the fields on the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list.
5. Create an explore and correlate definition. Do not include correlation if you plan to migrate data.

WARNING
If you plan to migrate data from the plug-in connector, explore but do not correlate. Correlation of the new
endpoint can introduce new associations that conflict with the correlation rules of the old endpoint.

6. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

NOTE
If your explore and correlate definition does not include correlation, this step performs explore operation only.

7. Create an Account Template.

Configure the Cloud-Based Connector Server

For CA Secure Cloud, two administrators are involved in setting up connections to endpoints:

• The hosting administrator sets up the connector server in the cloud. This book does not discuss this topic. For details,
search for Provisioning Server and CA IAM Connector Server in the Installation section of the CA Secure Cloud
bookshelf.

• The tenant administrator sets up the on-premise connector server and configures the CA ACF2 v2 connector. Use this
wiki for instructions.

The following diagram shows the components involved in connecting CA Secure Cloud to CA ACF2 v2 connector.
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To complete the set-up process for on-premise provisioning, you add any endpoint routes that you want. You can
configure the default on-premise connector server and also configure any other on-premise connector servers in your
environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Secure Cloud user console and navigate to Task, System, Manage Connector Server.
2. Select the connector server entry to which you want to add a route.
3. Right-click the connector entry and select Add Routes from the popup menu.
4. Check the route or routes that you want to add, and click OK.

You can add routes to more than one connector server. If you have added an Active Directory route to one connector
server, it is not available to add to other connector servers.

Connect to the Endpoint in CloudMinder or Identity Manager

This procedure is for the CA Secure Cloud or CA Identity Manager administrator.

The connector is now configured. You can use your CA product to connect.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. Use this information in the following
steps.

2. Set up the connector:
a. Import the role definition file.
b. (CA Secure Cloud only) Create a role to manage the endpoint.
c. Create correlation rules, using the information in the attribute list.
d. (CA Secure Cloud only) Configure email notification for the endpoint.
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3. Connect to an endpoint:
a. Add the endpoint to the environment.

When you complete the fields on the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list.
b. Create an explore and correlate definition.
c. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

NOTE
For more detail on steps 2 and 3, see Integrating Managed Endpoints.

ACF2 ACFESAGE Connector for Identity Governance
The CA ACF2 ACFESAGE connector is a dump file Java connector which is installed with the CA IAM Connector Server.
The ACFESAGE utility extracts information from the CA ACF2 system to a security file. CA Identity Governance can then
read endpoint information from that file.

The CA ACF2 flat-file offload utility ACFESAGE provides a flat-file representation of a subset of the CA ACF2 databases.
The program produces a file containing equivalent records for logonid records, user profile records, generalized resource
rules including DB2 resource rules, and dataset access rules.

This scenario describes how to get data from a CA ACF2 endpoint and how to set up the CA IAM Connector Server and
CSM. When this is complete, you can connect the endpoint to CA Identity Governance.

The following diagram shows how a CA ACF2 endpoint integrates with CA Identity Governance:
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1. A mainframe security administrator extracts data from the mainframe, then copies the file to the CA IAM Connector
Server.

2. The CA Identity Governance integrator does the following tasks:
a. (Optional) Installs and configures the CA IAM Connector Server and Connector Server Manager. If the CA IAM

Connector Server is already running, skip this step.
b. (Optional) Configures any site-defined fields.
c. Define a CA ACF2 endpoint in CA Identity Governance.
d. Define an import connector.
e. Import data from CA ACF2.
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Extract Data from CA ACF2 into a Text File

CA Identity Governance gathers CA ACF2 data from a text file, not from a direct connection to the mainframe. Every time
the CA Identity Governance engineer wants to analyze fresh data from the mainframe, they request a new text file.

This procedure describes how the mainframe security administrator extracts data from the CA ACF2 endpoint and makes
it available to the CA IAM Connector Server.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Look at the Platform Support Matrix to find out which version of the ACFESAGE utility is required.
2. If required, download the correct version of the ACFESAGE utility from CA Technologies Support Online.
3. Use the ACFESAGE utility to extract data from CA ACF2. The utility writes the data to a text file.
4. Copy the file from the mainframe to the computer running CA IAM Connector Server.

When you copy the file, ensure that the following conversions take place:
– Convert the file from EBCDIC to ASCII format
– Insert CRLF characters as record terminators
– Leave records untruncated.

Install the Java Connector Server and Connector Server Manager

This procedure is for the CA Identity Governance integrator.

Do this procedure once only. If the Java Connector Server is already running, you can ignore this procedure.

Before you can connect CA Identity Governance to endpoints through Java Connector Server, set up the Java
Connector Server and Connector Server Manager (CSM). Together, these components let you connect CA Identity
Governance to endpoints, and also let you manage those connections. These applications are included with the CA
Identity Governance installation, but are not installed by default.

To verify which operating systems the CA IAM Connector Server can run on, see "Supported Connector Servers" in the
Platform Support Matrix.

Follow these steps:

1. Decide whether to install CSM on a JBoss cluster or a standalone JBoss instance.
2. Depending on your decision, perform any one of the follow actions

– Install and configure CSM on a JBoss cluster
– Install and configure CSM on a standalone JBoss instance

3. Run the CA Identity Governance installer, and select the options for installing the Java Connector Server and the
Connector Server Manager.

4. Configure the firewall on the Java Connector Server computer for allowing the Connector Server Manager
communicate with the Java Connector Server.

5. Connect CSM to the instance of Java Connector Server that you want to manage:
a. In the CA Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Connector Server Manager.
b. On the System tab, click Manage Connector Server, Create Connection.
c. Select Create a new object type of type connection.
d. Complete the fields on the Create Connection screen, including the following fields:

• Connector Server Name
Defines the name of the Java Connector Server.

• Default Connection
Specifies that the Connector Server Manager uses the same Java Connector Server by default.

• Port Number
Defines the port number of the Java Connector Server, which you set up in Step 4.
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Default: 20411 (for SSL)
• Domain

Defines the domain of the Java Connector Server.
Default: im

• Password
Defines the password the Connector Server Manager uses to connect to the Java Connector Server.

• Secure Connection (LDAPS)
Specifies that the connection to the Java Connector Server uses LDAPS rather than LDAP. If you clear this
check box, change the Port Number to 20410.

e. Click Test Connection.
The Connector Server Manager uses the current configuration to contact the Java Connector Server.

f. Click Submit.
The Connector Server Manager validates the connection details, saves the connection information, and adds the
Java Connector Server to the list.

Configure Site-Defined Fields

CA ACF2 allows each organization to create its own site-defined fields for the logonid. If your organization uses site-
defined fields for the logonid, you can configure Java Connector Server to import these fields into CA Identity Governance.
This is useful if your site-defined attributes represent permissions.

To allow CA Identity Governance to import site-defined attributes from the CA ACF2 dump file, edit the CA ACF2
metadata file, using Connector Xpress.

This change affects all CA ACF2 endpoints on that Java Connector Server. Do not configure these fields on a Java
Connector Server that has existing CA ACF2 endpoints. If you have CA ACF2 endpoints with different site-defined values,
use multiple Java Connector Server installations.

NOTE
You cannot import multivalued site-defined attributes. The connector supports only single-valued site-defined
attributes.

Follow these steps:

1. Install Connector Xpress.
2. Select the instance of Java Connector Server to update, then navigate to the ACF2 ACFESAGE endpoint type.
3. Right-click the ACF2 ACFESAGE endpoint type and select Create Project.
4. Save the project before you edit it, so that you have something to go back to if you make a mistake.
5. Add a new attribute, using the following advice:

– Display Name
Enter the name of the site-defined field, exactly as it appears in CA ACF2.

– connectorMapTo
Ensure that this property adheres to these restrictions:
• Starts with userdef_.
• Contains only alphanumeric and underscore characters.
• Is unique within the connector metadata.
We recommend that you make connectorMapTo as close to the display name as you can manage, given these
rules.

– Description
(Optional) Enter a description of your field.

– Type
If your site-defined field is a bit flag, set this property to Boolean; otherwise set it to String.

– beanPropertyName
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Enter a valid bean property name. We recommend that you give this property the same value as the
connectorMapTo property.

– Is Interesting To Compliance
Check this box if you plan to map this property in CA Identity Governance as a resource.

– Allowed Operations
Ensure that the only allowed operation is READ. This connector does not allow CA Identity Governance to write to
the CA ACF2 endpoint.

6. Repeat Step 5 for each site-defined field that you want to add.
7. Update the version of the metadata file in the Endpoint Type Details section of the file.
8. Right-click the ACF2 ACFESAGE endpoint type and select Deploy Metadata.

The metadata file now includes your site-defined attributes. When you define a new CA ACF2 endpoint, it will include your
attributes.

Example: Adding a site-defined field

The following steps show how to tell the connector to expose a site-defined string field called ACC-SRCE. Do the
following in Connector Xpress:

1. Map a new account attribute of type string.
2. Set the Display Name to ACC-SRCE.
3. Set the ConnectorMapTo value to userdef_ ACCSRCE.

NOTE
The Map To value is prefixed with “userdef_” and that the “-“character was removed as it is not an
alphanumeric character.

4. Select the new attribute in the tree view and edit the details.

Define the CA ACF2 Endpoint in Identity Governance

This procedure is for the CA Identity Governance integrator. In this procedure, you use Connector Server Manager to
configure the CA IAM Connector Server with the details of the CA ACF2 text file.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that a mainframe administrator has extracted data from CA ACF2 into the text file and copied the file to CA IAM
Connector Server.

2. Verify that the file has a unique name, to avoid problems with uploading.
3. Log in to the CA Identity Governance Portal as an administrator, then go to Administration, Connector Server

Management.
4. Select the Endpoints tab, then select Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
5. Select ACF2 ACFESAGE from the list, then click OK.
6. Enter the following mandatory details:

– Endpoint Name
Create a name that will help you identify this endpoint.

– Input ACF2 (ACFESAGE) File
Enter the full path to the file, for example, C:\acf2files\inputfile.txt.

– ACFESAGE File Format
ACSII is the only format that is currently supported.

7. Verify that the File Has Changed box is selected.
8. Click Submit.

Connector Server Manager sends a request to CA IAM Connector Server to create the endpoint. The CA IAM
Connector Server verifies the connection details, then creates the new endpoint. It does not actually import the data.
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Define an Import Connector for ACF

This procedure is for the CA Identity Governance integrator.

In previous steps, you configured the Java Connector Server with the details of the endpoint. Now, configure CA Identity
Governance with the Java Connector Server details by creating an import connector. As part of this configuration, you
map the objects in the endpoint data onto the objects already in CA Identity Governance.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the CA Identity Governance Portal as an administrator, then go to Administration, Universes.
2. Click Add the New button. Enter the details of this new universe and click Save.

NOTE
For the instructions, see Create a Universe.

3. Select the Connectivity tab.
4. Be sure that the Import option is selected, then click Add Connector.

The Connector Configuration wizard appears.
5. Provide the values for all mandatory settings, including the following values:

a.  General Info page: In the Connector Type list, select Java Connector Server.
b.  Connection Settings page: Ensure that Login Name contains a full DN, for example, cn=root,dc=etasa.
c.  Endpoint page: Select the endpoint type and endpoint to connect.
d.  Endpoint Template page: Choose one of the templates, which maps objects on the endpoint to the correct CA

Identity Governance resources or roles. The simple template loads considerably less data than the full template,
which means that it loads much faster.

WARNING
 We recommend that you do not attempt to set up a custom configuration. The setup requires advanced
knowledge of both the endpoint and CA Identity Governance, and how they each handle attributes. If you
must use a custom configuration, see Recommendations for Custom Mapping on the next page.

6. Click Finish, and click Apply.
The new import connector is defined in CA Identity Governance.

7. You can perform the following optional steps:
– Validate the connector parameters and configuration by selecting the connector and clicking Validate.
– Edit the merge type by clicking the link in the Merge Type column.

NOTE
For more information, see Merge Types in the CA Identity Governance Configuration Guide.

– Set a user as the owner of the connector by clicking the Owner link next to the new connector. If the connector fails
during an import or export job, an email notification is sent to this user.

The system is ready for a connector job to import data from endpoint into CA Identity Governance.

Recommendations for Custom Mapping ACF2

If you must use a custom configuration, use this information to help you map attributes in CA Identity Governance to
objects on the endpoint.

Icon
Important! We recommend that you use a template instead of a custom mapping. If you use a custom configuration,
contact CA Support for advice before you begin.

Follow these steps:

1. Follow the steps in Define an Import Connector.
In Step 5d, select Use custom configuration.
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2. Follow the steps in Define a Custom Configuration for the Endpoint in the CA Identity Governance Configuration
Guide.
In Step 3, you can use the following table to help you decide how to set up the mapping. The following table lists a
possible way of mapping objects.
Note: Map the account and at least one other attribute.

Object in CA ACF2 Description Object in CA Identity
Governance: Shallow
Mapping

Object in CA Identity
Governance: Deep Mapping

Account Represents an individual in CA
ACF2, defining both users and
their privileges.
This object contains the logonid
and password that a user must
specify to enter the system.
These fields also contain other
information that CA ACF2 uses
to validate the authority of the
user.

Account Account

UID Role Represents a UID-based role
within CA ACF2.
UID roles are not actually
objects within CA ACF2. They
are an object created by the
connector from UID mask
associations between users and
data sets or resources.

Resource Role

XREF Role Represents an X-ROL (cross-
reference role) in CA ACF2.
In CA ACF2 r14, X-ROLs
were introduced to allow
for hierarchical role-based
associations between users and
data sets or resources.

Resource Role

Data Set Represents a CA ACF2 access
rule. It does not represent an
actual mainframe data set.
Instead, it specifies which users
can access an individual data
set or a group of data sets, any
conditions for that access.
In CA ACF2, the default is to
deny access.

- Resource
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Resource Represents a CA ACF2
resource rule. It does not
represent an actual mainframe
resource. Instead, it specifies
which users can access an
individual resource or a group
of resources, any conditions for
that access.
In CA ACF2, the default is to
deny access.

- Resource

1. Follow the remaining steps in Define an Import Connector.

Note: To see a list of attributes that the CA IAM Connector Server passes to CA GovernanceMinder, see this page.

Note: For CA Identity Governance, this connector offers shallow mapping only. The connector models endpoint
permissions as resources. The connector cannot model provisioning roles and account templates as roles. For more
information, see Deep and Shallow Use Cases.

Relationships Between Objects with ACF2

This table lists the relationship attributes for each object.

Primary Object Related Object Relationship Relationship Attribute
Account UID Role Is a member of UID Roles
Account XREF Role Is a member of Xref Roles
Account Data Set Has access to Resources
Account Resource Has access to Datasets
UID Role Data Set Has access to Resources
UID Role Resource Has access to Datasets
XREF Role Data Set Has access to Resources
XREF Role Resource Has access to Datasets
XREF Role XREF Role Has access to Nested Roles

The following diagrams illustrate the relationships between accounts and other objects in CA ACF2:
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Unique Names for Data Sets and Resources

ACF2 ACFESAGE data sets and resources do not have unique identifiers.

The connector generates unique names based on various data set and resource properties. The properties chosen
represent the minimum required to ensure a unique name. Properties that have no value are not included in the name.

One (and only one) of User, Role, or UID is always specified for any given data set or resource unique name.

Note: For more information about the fields used to construct these unique names, see CA ACF2 for z/OS r15
Administrator Guide. Look in the sections “Maintaining Access Rules” and “Maintaining Resource Rules”.

How the Connector Generates Unique Data Set Names

For data sets, DSN always has a value. Data set unique names have the following structure:

<dsn>[VOLUME]<volume>[UID]<uid>[USER]<user>[ROLE]<role>[SOURCE]<source>[SHIFT]<shift>[LIBRARY]<library>[PROGRAM]<program>

 [DDNAME]<ddname>[UNTIL]<until>[ACTIVE]<active>

Example: Unique name for data set

The following is an example unique name for a data set with a UID and values for all properties:

TEST1[VOLUME]VOL1[UID]NMD**********ABEJU01[SOURCE]SRC[SHIFT]SHIFT[LIBRARY]LIB[PROGRAM]PRG[DDNAME]DDNAME[UNTIL]2010-10-10[ACTIVE]2011-11-11

How the Connector Generates Unique Resource Names

For resources, RSRC always has a value. Resource unique names have the following structure:

<rsrc>[TYPE]<type>[UID]<uid>[USER]<user>[ROLE]<role>[SOURCE]<source>[SHIFT]<shift>[UNTIL]<until>[ACTIVE]<active>[ACCESS]<access

 level>[SERVICE]<service>

Each resource rule line is split into one or more connector resource objects based on the SERVICE parameter of the rule
line:

• Each service associated with the rule line will be represented by its own connector resource object, whose access
level will be the access level, (A)llow, (L)og, or (P)revent, specified for that rule line.

• Where no services are specified a single connector resource will be created with a service value of ‘ALL’.
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Example: Unique name for resource

The following is an example unique name for a resource with a UID and values for only some properties:

DFHCSD[TYPE]RCFC[UID]*****CICS[ACCESS]A[SERVICE]READ

DFHCSD[TYPE]RCFC[UID]*****CICS[ACCESS]A[SERVICE]UPDATE

Import Data from CA ACF2

This procedure is for the CA Identity Governance integrator. To test that the connection is configured correctly, import data
from the CA ACF2 endpoint by running a connector job.

Note: To see a list of attributes that the CA IAM Connector Server passes to CA Identity Governance, see this page.

Follow these steps:

1. In the CA Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Universes.
2. Click the link for the universe where you want to run the connector.
3. Click the Connectivity tab.
4. Select Import.
5. Select the check box next to the ACF2 ACFESAGE connector, plus any other connectors you want to run.
6. Click Import Now, then click Ok.

The selected connectors are run, importing data from the endpoint into CA Identity Governance.

The connection process is complete. Role engineers can now use CA Identity Governance to model roles in the data
taken from CA ACF2.

Upload New CA ACF2 Data into Identity Governance

When you first upload data from the text file, it is cached in a database. CA Identity Governance works with data in the
database.

Eventually, the CA Identity Governance users will want to receive new data from the endpoint. To get new data from the
endpoint, arrange for the data to be dumped into a file, then connect CA Identity Governance to the new file.

Follow these steps:

1. Ask the mainframe administrator to use the ACFESAGE utility to extract data from CA ACF2 again. This step is
described in Extract Data from CA ACF2 into a Text File.

2. If necessary, change the file name to make it unique.
3. Log in to the CA Identity Governance Portal as an administrator, then go to Administration, Connector Server

Management. The Connector Server Manager opens.
4. Select the Endpoints tab, then select Manage Endpoints, Modify Endpoint.
5. Select ACF2 ACFESAGE from the list, then click Search.
6. Select the name of the endpoint that supplied the new data file.
7. Enter the name of the new file in the Input ACF2(ACFESAGE) File box.

NOTE
If the name of the text file has not changed, leave the existing filename and select the File Has Changed box.
This is not recommended.

8. Click Submit.

The next time the connector job runs, the CA IAM Connector Server uploads the data from the text file into the cache. CA
Identity Governance then imports the data from the cache, and works with that data as usual.

After the data has been uploaded into the cache, you can delete the text file.
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CA ACF2 Connector

The CA ACF2 connector lets you administer accounts and resources on CA ACF2 systems and provides a single point for
all user administration by letting you do the following:

• Register endpoints, explore them for objects to manage, and correlate their accounts with global users.
• Create and manage accounts using account templates specific to CA ACF2.
• Change account passwords and account activations in one place.
• Synchronize global users with their roles or synchronize global users' accounts with their account templates.
• Assign account templates to each of your CA ACF2 endpoints.
• Use the default Endpoint Type account template to create accounts with the minimum level of security needed to

access a CA ACF2 directory.
• Create and delete data set and resource rule lines.
• Generate and print reports about CA ACF2 accounts.

Once the CA ACF2 Connector has been installed with the Provisioning Server, you must configure your CA ACF2 system
to communicate with the connector.

Install the CA LDAP Server for z/OS for working with CA ACF2

 

The CA LDAP Server for z/OS provides the communication mechanism for this CA Identity Manager Connector. This
product is a free offering from CA and can be downloaded from support.ca.com. Once downloaded, refer to the CA LDAP
Server for z/OS Installation Guide for information and instructions on how to install it.

Note: The following steps are required to migrate from a previous version to the new version:

1. The CA LDAP Server for z/OS must be installed on at least one mainframe system. CA LDAP Server must be
configured to communicate to every z/OS system that manages CA Identity Manager. Alternatively, you can install it on
every z/OS system which CA Identity Minder manages.

2. The CA LDAP Server(s) must be configured to have an endpoint entry in Provisioning Manager naming mode for each
system. For more information about configuring the CA LDAP Server, see the CA LDAP Server for z/OS Administrator
Guide.

3. After upgrading, update each endpoint and also update the information within the Mainframe LDAP Server section.
This information matches up with the IP Address, Port, and suffix of the mainframe LDAP Server.

The existing eTrust_ACF.conf file must be removed from the eTrust_Admin.conf file, or alternatively, remove the contents
from the file and make blank.

Once all CA LDAP Server installation steps have been completed and your CA LDAP Server is started, the Server is
ready to support administration for this Connector. Some clients may need or want to setup additional configuration
options for the CA LDAP Server in order to provide additional functionality for the this Connector. Some examples of
this additional functionality are the enable_refresh option (instructs the CA LDAP Server to refresh User Profile data
whenever it is changed on a Logon ID using the CA LDAP Server), or the enable_secauth option (provides Secondary
Authid maintenance on Logon IDs using the CA LDAP Server).

For more information on all available configuration options, see the chapter titled, "CAACF2_DN Backend" in the CA
LDAP Server for z/OS Administrator Guide.

Acquire an ACF2 System Using the User Console

You must acquire the CA ACF2 system before you can administer it with CA Identity Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Import the role definition file.
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2. Select Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
3. Select CA-ACF2 from the drop-down list box on Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type, and click Ok.
4. Add the endpoint to the environment. In the Endpoint tab, complete the following mandatory fields:

– Endpoint Name
Specifies the name of the new CA ACF2 endpoint. The endpoint name is the name that appears in the Provisioning
Manager. Commas and semi-colons are not allowed.

– Mainframe LDAP IP Address/Machine Name
Specifies the mainframe LDAP IP Address or machine name of the CA ACF2 system.

– Mainframe LDAP Port
Specifies the Listen Port for the Security Integrator running on the CA ACF2 system.

– Mainframe LDAP DN Suffix
Specifies valid suffixes that are configured for the current CA LDAP Server operations in im naming mode. (See the
chapter titled, "ACF2_DN Backend" in the CA LDAP Server for z/OS Administrator Guide for more information on
naming mode.)

– Proxy Admin ID
Allows you to specify an ID that is used to issue the password modifications that are requested through the
Workflow. This provides users with the ability to change or reset their passwords if their password has expired and
they cannot be authenticated to the system.

– Proxy Admin Password
The password to the Proxy Admin ID on the CA ACF2 endpoint.

When you complete the fields on the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list.
5. Click Submit.

You are now ready to explore and Correlate the endpoint.
6. Click Endpoints, Explore and Correlate Definitions, Create Explore and Correlate Definition to explore the objects that

exist on the endpoint.
The Exploration process finds all CA ACF2 accounts and groups. You can correlate the accounts with global users at
this time or you can correlate them later.

7. Click OK to start a new definition.
8. Complete the Explore and Correlate Tab as follows:

a. Fill in Explore and Correlate name with any meaningful name.
Click Select Container/Endpoint/Explore Method to click a CA ACF2 endpoint to explore.

b. Click the Explore/Correlate Actions to perform:
• Explore directory for managed objects -- Finds objects that are stored on the endpoint and not in the

provisioning directory.
• Correlate accounts to users -- Correlates the objects that were found in the explore function with users in the

provisioning directory. If the user is found, the object is correlated with the user. However, you can instead select
that you want to assign the account to the existing user (the default user) or create the user.

• Update user fields -- If a mapping exists between the object fields and the user fields, the user fields are
updated with data from the objects fields.

9. Complete the Recurrence tab if you want to schedule when the task to executes.
a. Click Schedule.
b. Complete the fields to determine when this task should execute.

You may prefer to schedule the task to execute overnight to interfere less with routine access of the system.

NOTE
This operation requires the client browser to be in the same time zone as the server. For example, if the
client time is 10:00 PM on Tuesday when the server time is 7:00 AM, the Explore and Correlate definition will
not work.

10. Click Submit.
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To use an explore and correlate definition

1. In a CA Identity Manager environment, click Endpoints, Execute Explore and Correlate.
2. Click an explore and correlate definition to execute.
3. Click Submit.

The user accounts that exist on the endpoint are created or updated in CA Identity Manager based on the explore and
correlate definition you created.

Extend the Schema to Include Custom Attributes

When you connect to a CA ACF2 system through CA IAM Connector Server, you can correlate on any of the attributes are
exposed by the connector. If you want to correlate on an attribute that the connector does not expose, you can extend the
connector's schema to include up to twenty extra attributes.

To set up these extra attributes (including the custom attributes in the Provisioning Server):    

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Create a Mapping File for the Custom Attributes

The mapping file lists the custom attributes.

NOTE
This section refers to the Provisioning Server installation location as ps_install. By default, ps_install is in the
following locations:

 Windows: C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning Server

 Linux and Solaris: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ProvisioningServer/

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create a new directory in ps_install\data, and name the new directory ACF.
2. Create a text file named schema_map.txt and save it in ps_install\data\ACF.
3. In the text file, create entries with the format described below in "Format of the Mapping File for Custom Attributes".
4. Restart the Provisioning Server service.

The Provisioning Server now includes the custom attributes.

Format of the Mapping File for Custom Attributes

The mapping file contains a list of the custom attributes, each with the following format:

eTACFCustomAttribute001=attribute1

eTACFCustomAttribute002=attribute2

...

eTACFCustomAttribute020=attribute20

In this list, the names on the left are the attributes in CA Identity Manager and the names on the right are the attributes on
the endpoint.

Each custom attribute in CA Identity Manager is named eTACFCustomAttributeNNN, where NNN is a number from 001 to
020. You can use these names in any order, but we recommend that you start with eTACFCustomAttribute001, to avoid
confusion.

There must be no spaces before or after each attribute name.

The attribute names are case-sensitive.

On Solaris, make sure the mapping file is world-readable (its permission should be at least 444).
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Add the Custom Attributes to a Tab in the User Console

You can include the custom attributes in a tab in the User Console.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the User Console as a user with administrative rights. 
2. Click the Roles and Tasks tab, then click Admin Tasks, Manage Admin Tasks. 
3. Search for *ACF2*. 
4. Click on the name of the screen that you want to change, for example Modify CA ACF2 Account.
5. Select Tabs.
6. Find Custom Attributes in the table, and click its Edit button.
7. Select the Browse button beside the Screen field.
8. Select “Modify CA ACF2 Account - Custom Attributes”. Click Copy.
9. Give the new screen a unique name by editing the Name and Tag values.
10. Delete any Custom Attribute fields that should not appear on the final screen.
11. For each custom attribute, change its name to the actual attribute name on the endpoint:

a. Click the attribute's Edit icon.
b. Edit the Name to show the attribute's real name on the endpoint. This will appear on the final screen.
c. Edit the Tag to be unique. This is usually the same as the Name, but with no spaces.

12. Click OK.
13. Click Select.
14. Click OK and then click Submit.

The new tab is now available in the User Console.

Troubleshooting the CA ACF2 Connector

Configure the Migration Log

This topic applies to all of the mainframe connectors.

The migration tool uses java.util.logging. When you run the tool, you can use the -l option to specify the configuration file
for the logging system. This file configures the type and format of the information that is logged and the location of log
files.

For example, you can configure any of the following log levels:

• Log errors only.
• Log everything, including debugging info.
• Make the timestamps include dates and times down to seconds.
• Make the timestamps include dates only.
• Send the logs to the console.
• Send the logs to a file.

If you do not want to change the default logging configuration, omit the -l option.

Cannot Create Account if Password Policies Conflict

This section applies to all connectors. However, it is most likely to be relevant to the mainframe connectors.

Symptom:
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In many organizations, some endpoints (such as the mainframe systems) have stricter restrictions on passwords than the
corporate password policy.

This conflict causes problems if you create a password that meets the requirements of the CA Identity Manager or CA
Secure Cloud password policy but is invalid on an endpoint. In this situation, the following problems can occur:

• When you use a provisioning role to create an endpoint account for an existing global user with such a password, the
account is not created.

• When you attempt to create a user with a temporary password, the user is not created.
• When you change the password of an existing account on the endpoint, the changed password is not saved.

Solution:

To avoid this problem, make one or both of the following changes:

• Make the password policy in CA Identity Manager or CA Secure Cloud more restrictive than the password policy on the
mainframe endpoint.

• Make the policy for temporary passwords more restrictive than the password policy on the mainframe endpoint.
This change forces new users to change their password when they log in to User Console.

Invalid Password Error When Creating a Global User

This section applies to CA Secure Cloud only. It applies to the following connectors: CA Top Secret v2, CA ACF2 v2, and
RACF v2.

Symptom:

When I create a global user and then assign that user to a service, I see an error similar to the following:

Invalid password

Solution:

This problem occurs because the new global user was automatically given a temporary password. The Provisioning
Server does not know about that password.

To work around this problem, follow these steps:

1. Change the account template to include a hardcoded password instead of %P%.
2. Immediately after creating the global user, change the user's password.

Restriction on the Endpoint Name for ACF2 ACFESAGE, RACF IRRDBU00, and TSSCFILE Connectors

Symptom:

Attempting to create an endpoint with an endpoint name such as “user test”, “user-test”, and “_usertest” on dumpfile
connectors causes endpoint creation to fail with the message: 'Cannot create pool able connection factory'.

Solution:

Space characters are no longer allowed in endpoint names for the ACF2 ACFESAGE, TSSCFILE, or RACF IRRDBU00
connectors. The endpoint name for these connectors also has the following restrictions:

• Must be between 1 and 30 characters in length
• Starts with the alphanumeric characters
• Contains only alphanumeric and/or "_" character only.

Before you upgrade to this version, delete the existing mainframe dumpfile endpoints which are not according to the given
restrictions.
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How to Migrate Data

This section applies to CA Identity Manager only.

CA IAM Connector Server comes with a tool that helps you migrate account templates and their associations to objects in
the new connector. If CA Identity Manager already manages ACF2 endpoints using the plugin connector, you can use the
existing ACF2 data with the new connector.

This tool migrates the following data:

• Account templates
The migrated account templates have the same name as the old account templates.

• Associations between account templates and endpoints, roles, and accounts

You cannot use this tool to migrate endpoint objects. Before you can migrate other data, acquire and explore the
endpoints with the new connector.

1. Before you migrate data, set up the connector without correlating, using the steps in How to Connect to ACF2.
2. Create two migration mapping files.
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3. Migrate the data.
4. Repair migration errors.
5. Correlate the data.

Create Migration Mapping Files

The migration tool works with two mapping files:

• (Required) A file that specifies which old endpoints are migrated to which new endpoints.
The endpoint mapping file uses the following format:
OldEndpointName=NewEndpointName

• (Optional) A file that specifies any custom attributes that you plan to manage.
The custom attribute mapping file uses the following format:
from-custom-attribute=to-endpoint-attribute

The mapping file has the same format and contents as the schema_map.txt used in Provisioning Manager and
Provisioning Server. You can use schema.txt as the mapping configuration file for the migration.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up any custom attributes in the new endpoint in CA Identity Manager.
2. Prepare the endpoint mapping file. Only the old endpoints that are specified in this mapping file are migrated.

When you run the mapping tool, use the  - c option to specify the path to the mapping file.
3. Prepare the mapping file for any custom attributes, if necessary.

When you run the mapping tool, use the  - m option to specify the path to the mapping file.

Example: Endpoint mapping file

In the example below, the administrator chooses to keep the endpoint name the same:

MFTSS.org.com=MFTSS.org.com

Example: Custom attribute mapping file

CustomAttribute001=VSE-IES-Dflt-Usercat

CustomAttribute002=VSE-IES-Fld1

Migrate the Data

Before you migrate your data, we recommend that you run a simulation first. This generates an HTML report that lists the
following items:

• Objects and inclusions that are created
• Potential migration failures

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command prompt and navigate to this location:
cs_home/bin/ACF2v2Migrate

2. To run a simulated migration, use the acf2v2migrate command with the -r S option. For example:
ACFv2Migrate -h mycomputer -d im  - p 20390  - u admin  - c c:\endpointconfig.txt  - m c:\schema_map.txt 

 - r S 

3. To migrate the data, use the acf2v2migrate command with the -r R option. For example:
ACF2v2Migrate -h server32 -d im -p 20389  -u etaadmin -n -r R -c acf2_endpoints.properties  - l

 logging.properties

The tool migrates the data and saves a report in cs_home/jcs/resources/acf2.
4. Verify the new account templates and associations.
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Migrate Configuration and Data from a Previous Connector

The migration tool converts data from the old plugin connector to the new ACF2 v2 connector.

NOTE
You cannot migrate the endpoint using this tool. Before you can migrate the data, configure the endpoint in
Identity Manager.

The following command is the syntax used to execute migration:

ACF2v2Migrate <options>

•  -h hostname 
Specifies the computer that hosts CA Identity Manager Provisioning Server.

•  -d domain 
Identifies the CA Identity Manager domain that contains the endpoints that you want to migrate. Default: im

•  -p port 
Defines the port number of CA Identity Manager Provisioning Server. Default: 20389 for no TLS and 20390 for TLS.

•  -u username 
Identifies the administrative user of the CA Identity Manager domain.

•  -r R
Produces a report that lists the objects and inclusions that would have been migrated, plus any failures.

•  -n
Disable TLS communication. Default: TLS is enabled.

•  -r S
Produces a report that lists the objects and inclusions that would have been migrated.

•  -m path 
Specifies the file that contains mappings for custom attributes in ACF2. For more information, read Create Two
Migration Mapping Files.

•  -c path 
Defines the path to the endpoints configuration file. For more information, read Create Two Migration Mapping Files.

•  -l path 
Specifies the logging configuration file. If this is omitted, the migration tool uses the default logging configuration
specified in <JAVA_HOME>/lib/logging.properties. For more information, read Configure the Migration Log File.

Repair Errors with Migration

After the migration has finished, check the outcome carefully. If the result of the migration is not as desired, you can delete
the new data and start again.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Delete the new endpoints in the ACF2 namespace specified in the endpoint mapping file. This deletes all associated
account objects in CA Identity Manager without affecting the endpoint itself. This will also remove all global users -
account inclusions.

2. Delete the new account templates in the ACF2 namespace. This removes all associations with the account templates.
Afterwards, repeat the steps in Create Two Migration Mapping Files and make the necessary modifications to ensure
the migration will produce the desired result.

Correlate the Data

If you migrated data from old endpoints, you first explored the data but you did not correlate the data. After the migration is
complete, correlate the data.

To correlate the data, follow the instructions in the CA Identity Manager Administration Guide. See integrate the Managed
Endpoint in Identity Manager.
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For now, include the options for the correlation. The following steps list the actions to perform:

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create correlation rules.
2. Edit the explore and correlate definition.

For now, select the correlation check box.
3. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

For now, the data is both explored and correlated.

The endpoint is ready for use in Identity Manager.

CA Data Protection
The CA Data Protection Connector provides a single point for CA Data Protection account administration. The connector
lets you administer account objects on CA Data Protection endpoints.

You can use the CA Data Protection Connector to:

• Acquire CA Data Protection endpoints
• Explore CA Data Protection endpoints for existing accounts
• Create, update, or delete CA Data Protection accounts
• Move a CA Data Protection user to a different location in the CA Data Protection hierarchy

Managing the CA Data Protection Connector

The CA Data Protection Connector is managed using the Identity Manager User Console.

Downloads:

• Attribute List

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

CA Data Protection Connector Installation
The CA Data Protection Connector is installed with the CA IAM CS.

This section contains the following topics:

Platform Support

The CA Data Protection Connector has the same system requirements as CA Identity Manager.

The minimum version that the CA Data Protection Connector supports is CA Data Protection 12.5.

FIPS 140 Configuration

CA IAM CS and CA Data Protection CMS (Central Management Server) must be in the same FIPS 140 mode before CA
IAM CS can use the CA Data Protection Connector to manage a CA Data Protection endpoint.

The following table shows the supported configuration modes for CA IAM CS and CA Data Protection CMS.
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CA IAM CS CA Data Protection CMS Supported Connection Type

FIPS 140 Mode FIPS 140 Mode Yes TLS

Non-FIPS 140 Mode Non-FIPS 140 Mode Yes Unauthenticated SSL

FIPS 140 Mode Non-FIPS 140 Mode No N/A

Non-FIPS 140 mode FIPS 140 Mode No N/A

The CA Data Protection Connector detects whether CA IAM CS is running in FIPS 140 mode, and configures itself to
communicate with the CA Data Protection endpoint using a FIPS 140 encrypted connection.

If CA IAM CS and CA Data Protection CMS are both running in FIPS mode, you must install certificates that the CA Data
Protection CMS trusts on CA IAM CS. The certificates are stored in a keystore, copied from the CA Data Protection CMS.

If CA IAM CS and CA Data Protection CMS are both running in non-FIPS 140 mode, the CA Data Protection CMS uses
unauthenticated SSL and a CA Data Protection keystore file is not required.

Enable Communication Between CA IAM CS and CA Data Protection In FIPS 140 Mode

To enable communication between the CA IAM CS and the CA Data Protection CMS in FIPS 140 mode, CA IAM CS must
be installed with FIPS 140 mode enabled and the CA Data Protection CMS must be deployed in Advanced Encryption
Mode.

To enable communication in FIPS 140 mode, copy the CA Data Protection keystore to CA IAM CS configuration directory.

NOTE
For more information on installing CA IAM CS in FIPS 140 mode, see FIPS 140-2 Compliance in the CA
Identity Manager Administration Guide and Install CA IAM CS in the Java CS Implementation Guide. For more
information about how to deploy CA Data Protection in Advanced Encryption Mode, see the CA Data Protection
Deployment Guide.

To enable enable communication between CA IAM CS and CA Data Protection In FIPS 140 Mode

1. Verify that the CA Data Protection CMS is in Advanced Encryption Mode. Do the following:
a. Start the CA Data Protection Administration console.
b. Verify that the activity log contains a message similar to one of the following:

I0100     JCE Provider CRYPTOJ 4.0 20071129 1450: Standard mode.

I00FE     JCE Provider CRYPTOJ 4.0 20071129 1450: Advanced mode startup tests ran successfully

If the most recent message starts with id I0100, the CA Data Protection CMS is deployed in standard mode and
is not in FIPS 140 mode. You must configure the CA Data Protection CMS to use FIPS 140 mode before you can
enable FIPS 140 mode for CA IAM CS.
If the most recent message starts with id I01FE, the CA Data Protection CMS is deployed in Advanced Encryption
mode, and the CA Data Protection CMS is deployed in FIPS 140 mode.

2. On the computer used to create certificates for use by CA Data Protection, navigate to the following folder:
C:\FIPS\AdvancedEncryption\output

3. Copy the keystore.dat file to the following folder on CA IAM CS computer:
<JCS_Home>\conf

4. Rename the keystore.dat file to dlp.ssl.keystore.
5. Restart CA IAM CS.

CA IAM CS is now in FIPS 140 mode and can use the CA Data Protection connector to manage the CA Data
Protection CMS endpoint.

Generate a New Keystore
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When the keystore.dat file on the CA Data Protection CMS changes or is compromised, generate a new keystore file so
that the Java CS and the CA Data Protection CMS can communicate in FIPS 140 mode.

To generate a new keystore

1. On the CA Data Protection CMS, revoke the current CA Data Protection keystore.
2. On the CA Data Protection CMS, install the new keystore.
3. On the computer used to create certificates for use by CA Data Protection, navigate to the following folder:

C:\FIPS\AdvancedEncryption\output
4. Copy the keystore.dat file to the following folder on the Java CS computer:

<JCS_HOME>\conf
5. Rename the keystore.dat file to dlp.ssl.keystore.
6. Restart the Java CS.

The Java CS is now in FIPS 140 mode and you can now use the CA Data Protection connector to manage the Data
Protection CMS endpoint.
Note: For information about revoking and generating a keystore, see the CA Data Protection Deployment Guide.

CA Data Protection Connector Specific Features
This section details the management features of your connector, including account, group, and least privilege information
for your connector. It includes the following topics:

How to Rename CA Data Protection Connector User Attributes

CA Data Protection Connector account management screens use the labels User Attribute 1 - User Attribute 10 by default
on the User Attributes 1 and User Attributes 2 tabs in the CA Identity Manager User Console.

If you rename user attributes in your CA Data Protection environment, we recommend that you also rename the
corresponding user attributes in the CA Data Protection Connector account management screens. Using identical attribute
names in your CA Data Protection environment and the CA Data Protection Connector account management screens
makes administration easier.

For example, if you rename User Attribute 1 to City in your CA Data Protection environment, you can change the name of
User Attribute 1 to City in the CA Data Protection Connector account management screens. You can change the name of
the user attribute by editing the metadata of the CA Data Protection Connector by using Connector Xpress.

To rename a user attribute in the CA Data Protection Connector account management screens, do the following:

1. Edit the metadata of the CA Data Protection Connector using Connector Xpress as follows:
a. Create a Connector Xpress project based on the existing CA Data Protection Connector metadata.
b. Rename the CA Data Protection Connector user attribute so that its name matches the corresponding user

attribute in your CA Data Protection environment.

WARNING
We recommend that you edit only the Name attribute in the CA Data Protection Connector metadata.
Editing other attributes can make the CA Data Protection Connector inoperable.

c. Redeploy the CA Data Protection Connector metadata to the provisioning server.
2. Generate the CA Data Protection account management screens, as follows:

a. Use the Role Definition Generator to generate the CA_DLP.jar file.
The CA_DLP.jar file contains the role, task, and screen definitions for the CA Data Protection account management
screens in the CA Identity Manager User Console.

b. Import the CA_DLP.jar file into the CA Identity Manager User Console.

Example: Edit the metadata of the CA Data Protection Connector using Connector Xpress
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The following example shows you how to rename a CA Data Protection user attribute on the CA Data Protection account
management screen so that it matches the name of the corresponding attribute in your CA Data Protection environment.
You rename the attribute by using Connector Xpress to edit the CA Data Protection Connector metadata. This example
assumes that you have changed the name of the User 1 Attribute in your CA Data Protection environment to City.

This example shows you how to change the name of User Attribute 1 to City on the User Attribute 1 tab in the CA Identity
Manager User Console.

To edit the metadata of the CA Data Protection Connector using Connector Xpress

1. Start Connector Xpress.
2. If necessary, add and configure the provisioning server that manages the CA Data Protection Connector.
3. In the Provisioning Servers tree, navigate to your CA Data Protection endpoint.
4. Right-click the CA Data Protection endpoint, then click Create a Project.

Connector Xpress creates a project based on the existing CA Data Protection Connector metadata.
5. In the Mapping Tree, expand the Classes Node, expand the eTDYNAccount node, then expand the Attributes node.
6. Click the User Attribute 1 node.

The Attribute Details dialog appears.
7. In the Name field, change the name of the attribute to City.
8. In the Provisioning Servers tree, navigate to your CA Data Protection endpoint.
9. Right-click the CA Data Protection endpoint, then Click Deploy Metadata.

The Deploy Metadata dialog appears.
10. When prompted, increase the version number of the CA Data Protection Connector and confirm that you want to

deploy the new metadata to the provisioning server.
Connector Xpress deploys the CA Data Protection Connector metadata to the provisioning server.
Next, use the Role Definition Generator to generate the CA Data Protection account management screens.

NOTE
For more information about how to add and configure a provisioning server, create a Connector Xpress project,
and generate CA Identity Manager User Console account management screens, see the Connector Xpress
Guide.

Example: Generate CA Data Protection account management screens using the Role Definition Generator

This example shows you how to use the Role Definition Generator to generate the CA_DLP.jar file and how to import it
into the CA Identity Manager User Console to generate Data Protection account management screens. This example
uses a provisioning server named myProvisioningServer, with administrator login name AdminLogin for a CA Data
Protection endpoint named DLP.

This example assumes that you have edited the metadata of the CA Data Protection Connector using Connector Xpress
and renamed User Attribute 1 to City.

NOTE
For more information about how to use the Role Definition Generator, see How you Generate CA Identity
Manager User Console Account Screens in the Connector Xpress Guide.

To generate CA Data Protection account management screens using the Role Definition Generator

1. On the computer where you installed CA Identity Manager, stop the CA Identity Manager Server.
2. Navigate to the following folder:

<jboss_home>\server\default\deploy\iam_im.ear\user_console.war\WEB-INF\lib 

3. Back up the current CA_DLP.jar file.
Making a backup of the CA_DLP.jar file allows you to restore the previous version of the CA Data Protection
Connector metadata and revert to the previous version of the CA Data Protection account management screens, if
necessary.

4. Navigate to one of the following directories according to your operating system:
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– (Windows) <identity manager_HOME>\tools\RoleDefinitionGenerator\bin
– (UNIX) <identity manager_HOME>/ tools/RoleDefinitionGenerator/bin

5. Open a Command Prompt window or a terminal window according to your operating system, then enter one of the
following commands:
– (Windows) RoleDefGenerator.bat -d exampledomain  - h im.example.com -p port - u adminusername EndpointType
– (UNIX) RoleDefGenerator.sh -d exampledomain  - h im.exmaple.com  - p port  - u adminusername EndpointType
For example:
RoleDefGenerator.bat -d im -h myProvisioningServer -p myport -u Adminlogin "CA DLP"

When prompted, enter the provisioning server password.
The Role Definition Generator creates the CA_DLP.jar file and puts it in the following folder by default:
<identity manager_home>\RoleDefinitionGenerator\bin

NOTE
For more information about the Role Definition Command, see the Connector Xpress Guide.

6. Copy the CA_DLP.jar that you generated to the following folder:
<jboss_home>server\default\deploy\iam_im.ear\user_console.war\WEB-INF\lib

7. Restart the CA Identity Manager Server.
CA Identity Manager loads the new role, screen, and task definitions for the CA Data Protection account management
screens.

8. Start the CA Identity Manager Management Console.
9. Click Environments, then click the environment that you want to change.

The Environment Properties page appears.
10. Click Role and Task Settings, then click Import.

CA Identity Manager displays the currently installed version of the CA Data Protection metadata in the Installed
Version column. The version of the CA Data Protection Connector metadata that you deployed to the Provisioning
Server in Step 6 appears in the Version column.

11. In the Name column, select the check box next to CA_DLP, then click Finish.
CA Identity Manager deploys the role definitions, screens, tasks, and roles for the CA Data Protection Connector and
updates the CA Identity Manager environment you selected.

12. Click Continue, then click Restart Environment.
13. Start the CA Identity Manager User Console.
14. Verify that CA Identity Manager has renamed the User Attribute 1 field to City, as follows:

a. In the CA Identity Manager User Console, view the CA Data Protection account of a user.
b. Click the User Attributes 1 Tab.
c. Verify that CA Identity Manager has renamed the User Attribute 1 field to City.

How to Create Custom User Categories

CA Data Protection Connector account management screens display the same user categories used in CA Data
Protection by default. For example, Administrator, Manager, User, Policy Administrator, and Reviewer.

CA Data Protection supports the addition of new user categories. If you add a user category in your CA Data Protection
environment, we recommend that you also add the new user category to the CA Data Protection Connector account
management screens. Adding user categories to the CA Data Protection Connector account management screens to
match the user categories on your CA Data Protection endpoint makes administration easier.

For example, if you add a user category named Assistant Manager to your CA Data Protection environment, you can add
a user category attribute named Assistant Manager to the CA Data Protection Connector account management screens.

You can add the new user category attribute by using Connector Xpress to edit the metadata of the CA Data Protection
Connector.
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To create a custom user category on the CA Data Protection Connector Account tab in the CA Identity Manager User
Console account management screens, do the following:

1. Edit the metadata of the CA Data Protection Connector using Connector Xpress as follows:
a. Create a Connector Xpress project based on the existing CA Data Protection Connector metadata.
b. In Connector Xpress, add the same User Category attribute that you added to the CA Data Protection endpoint.
c. Redeploy the CA Data Protection Connector metadata to the provisioning server.

WARNING
We recommend that you edit only the DLPUserCategory attribute in the CA Data Protection Connector
metadata. Editing other attributes can make the CA Data Protection Connector inoperable.

d. Redeploy the CA Data Protection Connector metadata to the provisioning server.
2. Generate the Data Protection account management screens, as follows:

a. Use the Role Definition Generator to generate the CA_DLP.jar file.
The CA_DLP.jar file contains the role, task, and screen definitions for the Data Protection account management
screens in the CA Identity Manager User Console.

b. Import the CA_DLP.jar file into the CA Identity Manager User Console.

Example: Edit the metadata of the CA Data Protection Connector using Connector Xpress

The following example shows you how to add a CA Data Protection user category attribute named Assistant Manager
to the CA Data Protection account management screen. You add the attribute by using Connector Xpress to edit the
CA Data Protection Connector metadata. This example assumes that you have added a user category named Assistant
Manager to your CA Data Protection environment.

This example shows you how to add a user category named Assistant Manager to the Account Management tab in the CA
Identity Manager User Console.

To edit the metadata of the CA Data Protection Connector using Connector Xpress

1. Start Connector Xpress.
2. If necessary, add and configure the provisioning server that manages the CA Data Protection Connector.
3. In the Provisioning Servers tree, navigate to your CA Data Protection endpoint.
4. Right-click the CA Data Protection endpoint, then click Create a Project.

Connector Xpress creates a project based on the existing CA Data Protection Connector metadata.
5. In the Mapping Tree, click the Custom Types node.

The Custom Types dialog appears.
6. Under Enumerated Types, click DLPUserCatergory.
7. In the Values list, click Add, then enter the following:

– Value
Defines the value of the enumerated type used on the endpoint system.
Example: Assistant Manager

– Display Name
(Optional) Defines the name of the enumerated type displayed in the CA Identity Manager User Console.
Example: Assistant Manager

– Ordinal
(Optional) Defines the order of the enumerated values.
Example: 2

8. In the Provisioning Servers tree, navigate to your CA Data Protection endpoint.
9. Right-click the CA Data Protection endpoint, then click Deploy Metadata.

The Deploy Metadata dialog appears.
10. When prompted, increase the version number of the CA Data Protection Connector and confirm that you want to

deploy the new metadata to the provisioning server.
Connector Xpress deploys the CA Data Protection Connector metadata to the provisioning server.
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Next, use the Role Definition Generator to generate the CA Data Protection account management screens.

NOTE
For more information about how to add and configure a provisioning server, create a Connector Xpress project,
and generate CA Identity Manager User Console account management screens, see the Connector Xpress
Guide.

Example: Generate CA Data Protection account management screens using the Role Definition Generator

This example shows you how to use the Role Definition Generator to generate the CA_DLP.jar file and how to import it
into the CA Identity Manager User Console to generate Data Protection account management screens. This example
uses a provisioning server named myProvisioningServer, with administrator login name AdminLogin for a CA Data
Protection endpoint named CA DLP.

This example assumes that you have edited the metadata of the CA Data Protection Connector using Connector Xpress
and added a new user category named Assistant Manager to the CA Data Protection account management screens.v

NOTE
For more information about how to use the Role Definition Generator, see How you Generate CA Identity
Manager User Console Account Screens in the Connector Xpress Guide.

To generate Data Protection account management screens using the Role Definition Generator

1. On the computer where you installed CA Identity Manager, stop the CA Identity Manager Server.
2. Navigate to the following folder:

<jboss_home>\server\default\deploy\iam_im.ear\user_console.war\WEB-INF\lib 

3. Back up the current CA_DLP.jar file.
Making a backup of the CA_DLP.jar file allows you to restore the previous version of the CA Data Protection
Connector metadata, and revert to the previous version of the Data Protection account management screens, if
necessary.

4. Navigate to one of the following directories according to your operating system:
– (Windows) <identity manager_HOME>\tools\RoleDefinitionGenerator\bin
– (UNIX) <identity manager_HOME>/ tools/RoleDefinitionGenerator/bin

5. Open a Command Prompt window or a terminal window according to your operating system, then enter one of the
following commands:
– (Windows) RoleDefGenerator.bat -d exampledomain  - h im.example.com -p port - u adminusername EndpointType
– (UNIX) RoleDefGenerator.sh -d exampledomain  - h im.exmaple.com  - p port  - u adminusername EndpointType
For example:
RoleDefGenerator.bat -d im -h myProvisioningServer -p myport -u Adminlogin "CA DLP"

When prompted, enter the provisioning server password.
The Role Definition Generator creates the CA_DLP.jar file and puts it in the following folder by default:
<identity manager_home>\RoleDefinitionGenerator\bin

6. Copy the CA_DLP.jar that you generated to the following folder:
<jboss_home>\server\default\deploy\iam_im.ear\user_console.war\WEB-INF\lib

7. Restart the CA Identity Manager Server.
CA Identity Manager loads the new role, screen, and task definitions for the CA Data Protection account management
screens.

8. Start the CA Identity Manager Management Console.
9. Click Environments, then click the environment that you want to change.

The Environment Properties page appears.
10. Click Role and Task Settings, then click Import.

CA Identity Manager displays the currently installed version of the Data Protection metadata in the Installed Version
column. The version of the CA Data Protection Connector metadata that you deployed to the provisioning server in
Step 6 appears in the Version column.
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11. In the Name column, select the check box next to CA_DLP, then click Finish.
CA Identity Manager deploys the role definitions, screens, tasks, and roles for the CA Data Protection Connector and
updates the CA Identity Manager environment you selected.

12. Click Continue, then click Restart Environment.
13. Start the CA Identity Manager User Console.
14. Verify that CA Identity Manager has added the user category Assistant Manager to the CA Data Protection account

management screens, as follows:
a. In the CA Identity Manager User Console, view the CA Data Protection default template
b. Click the Account tab.
c. Verify that CA Identity Manager has added the new user category Assistant Manager.

Least Privilege Considerations

To manage objects on a CA Data Protection endpoint using the CA Data Protection Connector, the administrator account
that manages the CA Data Protection endpoint requires the following minimum permissions and privileges:

• User: Reset user passwords
• User: Edit the user hierarchy

In CA Data Protection, the administrator user category inherits these privileges by default, however you can configure
other user categories to have these privileges.

Note: For more information, see the CA Data Protection Deployment Guide.

Account Management

You can use the CA Data Protection Connector to view, create, modify, or delete an account.

Account Suspension and Unlocking

The CA Data Protection Connector does not support account suspension and unlocking.

Groups and Hierarchies

CA Data Protection maintains a user hierarchy. Groups can also contain users. The user hierarchy is built up dynamically
as users are provisioned to CA Data Protection. Groups that contain users and other groups are typically built from the
attributes belonging to users provisioned to CA Data Protection.

The CA Data Protection Connector does not display the CA Data Protection group hierarchy. However, you can use the
CA Data Protection Connector to provision a user into a group or groups on the CA Data Protection endpoint.

The account template associated with a CA Data Protection endpoint lets you define a rule string that specifies the group
hierarchy and the groups you want to provision the user to. The rule string is defined in the Groups field.

When you provision a user with the CA Data Protection Connector, CA Data Protection dynamically creates the groups
and the group hierarchy based on the rule strings specified in the Group field on the CA Identity Manager account
template.

For example, specifying the following rule string %COUNTRY%/%UC%/%UB%/%UL% in the Group field groups users by
country, city, building, and location on the CA Data Protection endpoint.

Troubleshooting

Unable to View or Modify CA Data Protection Accounts with Unicode or UTF-8 Characters in the User Console

Symptom:

I created a CA Data Protection account with Japanese or other non-English characters. When I try to view the account, I
get an error message that starts with Not a valid IAM handle, and then contains unintelligible characters.
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Solution:

The account was created in CA Identity Manager, but it is not visible in the User Console. However, it is visible in the
Provisioning Manager.To display CA Data Protection accounts created with non-English characters in the User Console,
configure the JBoss server.xml file for UTF-8 encoding for URI.

NOTE
For information about configuring server.xml file for UTF-8 encoding for URI, see Change JBoss server.xml in
the User Console Design Guide.

Removal of Email Address from a CA Data Protection Account is Ignored

Symptom:

I am modifying a CA Data Protection account with more than one email address. When I try to remove one of the email
address in the CA Identity Manager User Console, the changes are applied, but the email address is not removed.

Solution:

Removal of an email address from a CA Data Protection account is not supported in the CA Identity Manager User
Console.

NOTE
Attempts to delete an email address from a CA Data Protection account in the CA Identity Manager User
Console are recorded in the logs, and include the reason for preventing the operation.

To remove an email address from a CA Data Protection account, use the CA Data Protection administrative tools.

WARNING
Deleting an email address from a Data Protection account can impair the event tracking and search capabilities
of CA Data Protection.

CA Privileged Access Manager
WARNING
You can manage the CA Privileged Access Manager endpoint from the CA Identity Manager User Console,
and not from the Provisioning Manager.

CA Privileged Access Manager (PAM) is an identity and access management (IAM) product which controls, audits, and
records access to managed devices such as servers, instances, switches, and so on.

CA PAM combines the following access control and privileged user password management capabilities that enables you
to secure the access to critical infrastructure for privileged and third-party users.

• Access Control: The Access component controls and tracks the pathways into your internal computing resources.
• Credential Management: The Credential Management component provides secure password maintenance (storage

and change push) use by privileged users sharing access, and use by automated, application-to-application systems.

What the CA Privileged Access Manager Connector can do

The CA PAM connector works with local and external users, Password Management Groups, Roles, Devices, Device
Groups, LDAP Devices, LDAP Device Groups, LDAP User Groups, and Policies.

This table lists the tasks that the CA PAM connector enables the applications to do:

Task CA Identity Manager CA Identity Governance

Create, modify, search, view and delete
Local Users

Yes Yes
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Modify, search and view LDAP Users Yes Yes

Assign or revoke existing Roles to Users Yes Yes

Add or remove the users from existing User
Groups

Yes Yes

Search and view LDAP User Groups Yes Yes

Add or remove the users from existing
Password Management Groups

Yes Yes

Assign or revoke access (create or delete
policies) to Device or Device Groups

Yes Yes

Assign or revoke access (create or delete
policies) to LDAP Device or LDAP Device
Groups

Yes No

Assign or revoke Target Accounts on
specific Access Method to LDAP Devices
for auto login

Yes No

Assign or revoke Target Accounts on
specific Access Method to Devices for auto
login

Yes No

Change a user's password Yes No

Enable or disable a User Account Yes No

Synchronize Accounts with Account
Templates

Yes No

Synchronize Users with Roles Yes No

NOTE
In the LDAP User Groups, Device Groups and User Groups '@CM@' implies comma (,)

Limitations

• Policies cannot be created or modified between User Groups and Devices/Device Groups.
• CA PAM LDAP User Groups are visible when searched for, however,  the LDAP User Groups cannot be assigned to

LDAP users. 
• Due to limitations from CA Privileged Access Manager (versions 2.8 or earlier), PAM API does not behave as expected

while modifying an account template. Switching from 'Later' to 'Now' for Account Activation does not work.
Solution:
Select 'Later' and provide the current time to activate account Now.

Downloads

• Attribute List

Security Requirements for CA PAM Connector
The following are the prerequisites that you must perform before acquiring the CA PAM endpoint:

Prerequisites for CA PAM Server Configuration

Before acquiring the CA PAM Connector, the CA PAM Administrator must have the following security requirements: 
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Step 1: Enable the External API.

1. Login to CA PAM UI as an administrator.
2. Navigate to Config, Security.
3. Select Enable External REST API and click Update under the External API Access section.

Step 2: Create Admin User with required privileges.

All the provisioning operations from CA Identity Manager are performed using these credentials.

1. Click Users, Manager Users, Create User. Fill the User Properties information.
2.  Assign the following necessary roles from the Available Roles dropdown list, under Roles.

a. User/Group Manager: Add the required groups.
b. Device/Group Manager: Add the required groups.
c. Policy Manager: Add the required groups and devices.
d. Standard User
– Password Manager

NOTE

When you create or modify user accounts using the Admin user credentials on CA Identity Manager, you
can only assign those roles to which Admin User has privileges. When you assign the other roles the
operations fail.

Ensure that you have the required roles assigned to the Admin user.

Roles with the Manage Credential privilege must have at least one Password Authority group to manage.
3. Under API Keys section, create API key for the user and assign necessary roles

a. Click Create New API Key
b. Provide Name and enable Active checkbox.
c. The roles that are assigned when you create a user are assigned in the API Keys by default. If the roles are not

assigned by default, assign the roles listed in step 2.

NOTE

Ensure that all the roles that are selected in API Key section are part of Users's currently assigned roles.

Step 3: View CA PAM Admin User credentials to acquire CA PAM Server endpoint on CA IM server.

You can view the CA PAM Admin credentials with the following methods:

Option 1

Navigate to Policy, Manage Passwords,Targets, Accounts 

Click the View Credentials icon in Action column of the Admin User.  

Provide the password for the user name and click View

Option 2

1. Login to CA PAM UI using the newly created user's credentials.
Change the password of the newly created user credentials.

2. Navigate to Access tab. The device name is listed with the name apikey.<pam_server_hostname>.
3. Select the API key from the dropdown list of Target Applications field.
4. In the popped up View Account Password Request window enter the current user's credentials and click View
5. The View Account Password screen displays the Account Name and Password.

NOTE

Use the Account Name and Password credentials to acquire the CA Privileged Access Manager endpoint.
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Import the CA PAM Certificate into the CA IAM CS Keystore

NOTE

You can import the CA PAM Certificate into the CA IAM CS Keystore only through Internet Explorer browser.

 

This procedure is for the CA Identity Manager and CA Secure Cloud administrator. If CA IAM CS already has the CA
PAM Server certificate, ignore this procedure.

After the CA PAM security administrator has confirmed that CA PAM is configured to use SSL, you can import the CA
PAM certificate into the CA IAM CS keystore.

Follow these steps:

1. Identify the certificate which you want to import into the CA IAM CS keystore as a trusted certificate:
– The CA PAM certificate.
– The root certificate of the certificate authority that has issued the CA PAM certificate, and the application server

certificate
2. Import the chosen certificates:

a. Log in to CA IAM CS.
b. Click the Certificates tab at the top of window.

The Certificates tab lists all the certificates in the CA IAM CS keystore. To filter the list of certificates by their
names, type in the Certificate Filter box.

c. To add a certificate, click Add, then enter the details of the certificate:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the certificate file.
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate.

·         When you create or modify user accounts using the Admin user credentials on CA Identity Manager, you can only
assign those roles to which Admin User has privileges. When you assign the other roles the operations fail.
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How to Connect to CA Privileged Access Manager
Figure 1: CA PAM Connector 2

Connect to CA PAM Endpoint

After you perform the prerequisites of CA PAM Server Configuration and import the CA PAM certificate, ensure that you
acquire CA PAM Endpoint and Manage Account template for CA PAM Endpoint.

To acquire an endpoint and manage Account template for an endpoint, see Acquiring an Endpoint documentation.
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CA Privileged Identity Manager

Downloads:

• Attribute List

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

This wiki describes how to use the Access Control connector to connect CA IAM CS to CA Privileged Identity Manager
endpoints.

This wiki is for the following people:

• CA Identity Manager administrators
• CA Identity Governance administrators

What the Connector Can Do

After you set up the connections, you can use CA IAM CS to allow your CA products to work with data on the endpoints:

• If you connect CA Identity Manager to an endpoint, you can monitor and manage identities on the endpoint.
• If you connect CA Identity Governance to an endpoint, you can analyze and manage roles on the endpoint.

The Access Control connector can create, read, update, and delete accounts (ACIDs).

The connector manages user objects only. It can read but not create, update, or delete the following objects:

• Departments
• Divisions
• Zones
• Groups
• Profiles

This table lists the tasks that the connector lets applications do:

Task CA Identity Manager CA Identity Governance(Through CA
Identity Manager)

Create, read, update, and delete an ACID
user on the CA Top Secret endpoint

Yes Yes

Assign and unassign groups and profiles to
an ACID

Yes Yes

Assign and unassign a department, zone,
or division to an ACID

Yes No

Map custom attributes Yes No

Connecting CA Privileged Identity Manager to CA Identity Manager or CA Identity Governance

You can connect CA Identity Governance to CA IAM CS directly or through CA Identity Manager. In the following diagram,
the two ways of connecting CA Identity Governance are shown with dotted lines:
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Figure 2: PIM Connection

File Locations

This wiki uses the abbreviation cs_home for the installation directory of CA IAM CS.

This component has different default installation locations, depending on which product you have. For a list of these
locations, click here.

Security with the CA Privileged Identity Manager Connector
This section contains the following topics:
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Privileges Required to Connect to CA Privileged Identity Manager

To connect to a CA Privileged Identity Manager endpoint, the system administrator must have access to Time Sharing
Option (TSO) to generate and issue commands for CA LDAP Server.

Securing Communication between CA Privileged Identity Manager and CA IAM CS

This connector allows CA products to send sensitive information across the network:

• CA Secure Cloud and CA Identity Manager can send passwords and other security information across the network.
• CA Identity Governance does not import passwords or other security information, but it does import user details.

When you do not secure communication between the endpoint and the connector server, these details are sent without
encryption, creating a security risk.

We recommend that you use SSL to secure the connection between CA Privileged Identity Manager and CA IAM CS.

Configure CA IAM CS to Communicate with an SSL Enabled CA Privileged Identity Manager Endpoint

If you select the communication mode as SSL for acquiring an SSL enabled CA Privileged Identity Manager endpoint, the
environment variable LOCAL_ACC_SSL must be set as 1 (or any integer value except 0) on the machine where CCS (C+
+ Connector Server) is running. Restart the CCS service after resetting this environment variable.

NOTE
The environment variable LOCAL_ACC_SSL must be set as 0 for non SSL communication. 

How to Connect to CA Privileged Identity Manager
1. The Connector Server administrator does the following steps Ensure that CA IAM CS Is Installed and Running, if it is

not already installed.
2. The CA Product administrators connect to the endpoint:

Ensure that CA IAM CS Is Installed and Running

Check that CA IAM CS is installed and running.

CA IAM CS is installed with CA Identity Manager r12.6 and later, unless you deselected the CA IAM CS option during
installation. For details, see Install CA IAM CS.

Import the CA Privileged Identity Manager Certificate into the CA IAM CS Keystore

This procedure is for the CA Secure Cloud or CA Identity Manager administrator. If CA IAM CS already has the CA
Privileged Identity Manager certificate, ignore this procedure.

After the mainframe security administrator has confirmed that CA Privileged Identity Manager has been configured to use
SSL, you can import the CA Privileged Identity Manager certificate into the CA IAM CS keystore.

Follow these steps:

1. Decide which certificate to import into the CA IAM CS keystore as a trusted certificate:
– The CA Privileged Identity Manager certificate.
– The root certificate of the certificate authority that has issued the CA Privileged Identity Manager certificate, and the

application server certificate
2. Log in to CA IAM CS Management Console.

At the top, click the Certificates tab.
This tab lists all of the certificates in the CA IAM CS keystore. To filter the list of certificates by their names, type in the
Certificate Filter box.
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To add a certificate, click Add, then enter the details of the certificate.
Add a certificate:
– Certificate: Enter the path to the certificate file
– Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate
Add a keystore:
– Certificate: Enter the path to the keystore file
– Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate. This alias also identifies the certificate in that keystore.
– Keystore Password: Enter the password of the keystore

Connect to the Endpoint in CA Identity Manager

After you perform the prerequisites of CA Privileged Identity Manager Server Configuration and import the CA Privileged
Identity Manager certificate, ensure that you acquire CA Privileged Identity Manager endpoint and Manage Account
template for CA Privileged Identity Manager Endpoint.

To acquire an endpoint and manage Account template for an endpoint, see Acquiring an Endpoint documentation.

NOTE

Connect to the Endpoint in CA Secure Cloud

This procedure is for the CA Secure Cloud administrator. It does not apply to CA Identity Manager or CA Identity
Governance. For CA Secure Cloud, two administrators are involved in setting up connections to endpoints:

• The hosting administrator sets up the connector server in the cloud.
• The tenant administrator sets up the on-premise connector server and configures the connector that is described in

this guide.

To complete the set-up process for on-premise provisioning, you add any endpoint routes that you want. You can
configure the default on-premise connector server and also configure any other on-premise connector servers in your
environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up the endpoint route:
a. Log in to the CA Secure Cloud user console and navigate to Task, System, Manage Connector Server.
b. Select the connector server entry to which you want to add a route.
c. Right-click the connector entry and select Add Routes from the popup menu.
d. Check the route or routes that you want to add, and click OK.
You can add routes to more than one connector server. If you have added an Active Directory route to one connector
server, it is not available to add to other connector servers.

2. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. You will use this information in the
following steps.

3. Set up the connector in CA Secure Cloud:
a. Import the role definition file.
b. Create an admin role to manage the endpoint.
c. Create correlation rules, using the information in the attribute list.
d. Configure email notification for the endpoint.

4. Connect to an endpoint:
a. Add the endpoint to the environment.

When you complete the fields on the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list.
b. Create an explore and correlate definition.
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c. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

Connect to the Endpoint in CA Identity Governance

This procedure is for the CA Identity Governance administrator. It does not apply to CA Identity Manager or CA Secure
Cloud.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type. This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works
with. You will use this information in the following steps.

2. Connect CA Identity Governance to the endpoint in one of these ways:
– If your CA Identity Governance installation is associated with a CA Identity Manager installation, connect CA

Identity Governance to CA Identity Manager. CA Identity Governance immediately has access to the endpoints that
CA Identity Manager connects to.
To do this, follow these steps:
a. Ensure that CA Identity Manager can successfully connect to the endpoint, using the instructions in Connect to

the Endpoint in CA Identity Manager.
b. Set up the connection to CA Identity Manager. For instructions, see Integrating CA Identity Governance and CA

Identity Manager in the CA Identity Governance.
– If your CA Identity Governance installation is not associated with a CA Identity Manager installation, connect CA

Identity Governance directly to the connector server.
To do this, set up an import connector for this endpoint type. For instructions, search for Define an Import
Connector to CA IAM CS in the CA Identity Governance.

3. Run an import to bring endpoint data into CA Identity Governance.

The connection process is complete. CA Identity Governance administrators can now set up a schedule for running
the connector job. Role engineers can now use CA Identity Governance to model and update roles in the data from the
endpoint.

NOTE
When you set up mapping between endpoint objects and CA Identity Governance resources, we recommend
that you use the template that comes with the connector. However you can set up custom mapping if you need
to.

Custom Mappings Between Objects in CA Privileged Identity Manager and Objects in CA Identity Governance

This information is for CA Identity Governance administrators. It does not apply to CA Identity Manager or CA Secure
Cloud.

Before you set up a custom configuration, use the following information:

1. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. The attributes that CA IAM CS passes to
CA Identity Governance are marked with IsInterestingToCompliance.

2. Identify the primary object. For the CA Privileged Identity Manager connector, the primary object is YYYY.
3. Use the following table to learn about the relationships between YYYY and the other objects

Primary Object Related Object Relationship Relationship Attribute

User Group Direct association Group Name

User Admin Role Group Direct association Name

User User Role Group Direct association Name
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User License Option Direct association Name

Access Control Connector Configuration Settings

The following are the default values in configuration settings:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Timeout Settings

Configuration Option Description Default Value

EnableACCTimeout If EnableACCTimeout is set to 1, the
superagent plugin times out. This occurs if
eTrust Access Control does not respond to
an operation in the eTrust Access Control
environment within the specified amount of
time. Set EnableACCTimeout to 0 to turn off
this timeout feature.

0

EnableUnixTimeout If EnableUnixTimeout is set to 1, the
superagent plugin times out. This occurs
if eTrust Access Control does not respond
to an operation in the Unix environment
within the specified amount of time. Set
EnableUnixTimeout to 0 to turn off this
timeout feature.  If EnableUnixTimeout is
set to 1, EnableACCTimeout automatically
is set to 1.

0

EnableNTTimeout If EnableNTTimeout is set to 1, the
superagent plugin times out. This occurs
if eTrust Access Control does not respond
to an operation in the Windows NT/W2K
environment within the specified amount of
time. Set EnableNTTimeout to 0 to turn o3ff
this timeout feature.  If EnableNTTimeout is
set to 1, EnableACCTimeout automatically
is set to 1.

0

Timeout Account Operations

Configuration Option Description Default Value

TimeoutConnectACC Connection to eTrust Access Control. 300

TimeoutListAccounts List all account names without properties. 1200

TimeoutGetAccount Show the properties of an account. 300

TimeoutAddAccount Add an account. 300

TimeoutModifyAccount Modify an account. 300

TimeoutDeleteAccount Delete an account. 300
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Timeout Group Operations

Configuration Option Description Default Value

TimeoutListGroups List all group names without properties. 1200

TimeoutGetGroup Show the properties of a group. 300

TimeoutAddGroup Add a group. 300

TimeoutModifyGroup Modify a group. 300

TimeoutDeleteGroup Delete a group. 300

Timeout Resource Operations

Configuration Option Description Default Value

TimeoutListResources List all members of a resource class without
properties.

1200

TimeoutGetResource Show the properties of a resource. 300

TimeoutAddResource Add a resource. 300

TimeoutModifyResource Modify a resource. 300

TimeoutDeleteResource Delete a resource. 300

Timeout PMDB Operations

Configuration Option Description Default Value

TimeoutListPmdbs Find the PMDBs on an eTrust Access
Control system.

600

TimeoutListPmdbErrs Show the error messages for a PMD. 1800

TimeoutClearPmdbErrs Remove all error messages for a PMDB. 1200

TimeoutReleasePmdbChild Release a subscriber. 600

TimeoutFindPmdbInfo Show the properties of a PMDB. 600

TimeoutFindPmdbChildrenInfo Show the properties of all subscribers. 1800

TimeoutSubscribeToPmdb Subscribe to or unsubscribe from a PMDB. 600

TimeoutStartPmdb Start or stop a PMDB. 600

Timeout Internal Operations

Configuration Option Description Default Value

TimeoutSetRuler Set the ruler for an eTrust Access Control
resource class.

300

TimeoutGetOptions Get options. 300
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Account Settings

Configuration Option Description Default Values

EncryptedUNIXPasswordPrefixIndex If a UNIX account is suspended, Access
control prepends a special character
string to the encrypted UNIX password
of the account. This prefix can be "*", "!",
or "*LK*".  Select one of these prefixes
by using the configuration parameter
EncryptedUNIXPasswordPrefixIndex. Set
EncryptedUNIXPasswordPrefixIndex to 0 to
turn off the following special feature:

• For the prefix * : 1
• For the prefix !: 2
• For the prefix *LK*: 3

Note: It is strongly recommended that
this special feature be disabled unless the
Access Control Option is only for managing
UNIX accounts without  their counterparts
in the Access Control database and these
UNIX accounts may need to be suspended
by using the Access Control Option.   (not
clear)

Note: This  feature must be enabled only
if the Access Control Option manages
UNIX accounts

If this feature is enabled, set
the configuration parameter
SuspendUNIXOnlyAccount in file
acc_gui.ini to 1. The Admin Manager
will not be able to suspend or resume
an existing account in UNIX only if the
parameter is not set to 1.

0

SetDefaultEncryptedUNIXPassword If a UNIX account is created without
a password, eTrust Access Control
will automatically set the encrypted
UNIX password of the account to "*". If
EncryptedUNIXPasswordPrefixIndex is set
to 2 or 3, the Access Control Option can
change the encrypted password from "*" to
"!" or "*LK*", respectively.  But this change
can only be applied to newly created UNIX
accounts.
Set SetDefaultEncryptedUNIXPassword
to 1 if this change to the encrypted
UNIX password is required. Set
SetDefaultEncryptedUNIXPassword to 0 if
this change is not required.
The default value is 1.

1
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ExpiredAccountIsETSuspended Set ExpiredAccountIsETSuspended to 1
if the account status of an expired Access
Control account is suspended. The default
value of this parameter is 0 so that the
expiration date of an account is not used to
determine the account's status.

0

SessionManager Settings

Configuration Option Description Default Value

MaxSessions The maximum number of connections
initialized by the ACC Connector to
simultaneously connect to AC endpoints.
The default value is 200. This value should
not be less than MaxSessionsPerEndpoint.

Example:

For MaxSessions=200 and
MaxSessionsPerEndpoint=1

The server can simultaneously connect to
200 AC endpoints.

For MaxSessions=50 and
MaxSessionsPerEndpoint=2

The server can simultaneously connect to
25 AC endpoints.

Note: This value should not exceed
the number of threads configured in
im_ccs.conf.

200

Session Settings

Configuration Option Description Default Value

MaxSessionsPerEndpoint MaxSessionsPerEndpoint: The maximum
number of connections server can use for
one AC endpoint. The default value of 1 is
optimal for most configuration.

AC endpoint can get connection reset error
if this value is set too high.

1

CA Enterprise Single Sign-On Connector
The CA ESSO Connector for Advanced Policy Server (PLS) is a Endpoint Type connector for CA Identity Manager that
lets you administer CA Enterprise Single Sign-On, version 7.0 or higher. The CA ESSO Connector for Advanced Policy
Server provides a single point for all user administration by letting you do the following:
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• Manage Endpoint, Account, Group, Terminal, Authentication Host, Application, Application Group and Account
Template object classes.

• Create, modify, or delete an account or group in a user data store.
• Add accounts to a group, or remove them.
• Authorize an account or group to access selected applications and application groups.
• Administer passwords for the SSO and LDAP authentication methods.
• Administer login information for applications.
• Administer various pre-defined account and group properties, such as expiration date, suspension date, and

resumption date.
• Administer date and time restrictions for Account, Account Template, and Terminal objects.
• Specify user attribute values for accounts in a user data store.
• Create, modify, or delete Terminal or Authentication Host objects in SSO endpoints
• Authorize users and groups to access Terminal or Authentication Host objects

NOTE
Terminal and Authentication Host classes are only available to be managed in the PLS Connector when the
SSO servers are v8.0 and higher.

This connector is managed using the Connector and C++ Server installation process.

Downloads:

• Attribute List 
• The Connector is embedded in CCS.

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Configuring the CA Enterprise Single Sign-On Server
Follow the steps below to configure your CA Enterprise Single Sign-On server for CA Identity Manager:

Start the Selang Command Interpreter

To begin the configuration process, start the selang command interpreter.

Create the System Administrator Account

Create the CA Enterprise Single Sign-On administrator account on the CA Enterprise Single Sign-On server. Add the
admin and auditor keywords to the selang command to grant the correct privileges to the administrator. In selang, enter
the following command:

nu administrator_name password(administrator_password) admin auditor

• administrator_name
The user ID that the administrator uses to log on to the CA Enterprise Single Sign-On Server.

• administrator_password
The administrator password for the user ID.

NOTE
We recommend that you do not use a user ID named “Administrator” to define a CA Enterprise Single Sign-On
endpoint for Windows 2000.

Enter the following command to add  administrator_name to the predefined group _ps-adms.
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join administrator_name group(_ps-adms)

Enter the following commands to ensure the administrator account is created in the native operating system with the same
password.

env(native)

eu administrator_name password(administrator_password)

env(seos)

Enable the Administrator Account

Enter the following command to enable the CA Access Control and CA Enterprise Single Sign-On authentication methods
for the administrator.

eu administrator_name auth_type(method5, method20)

Enter the following command to set the CA ESSO password for the administrator's account to the same password you
specified in Step 1.

el administrator_name appl(__SSO__) currpwd(administrator_password)

Give the administrator access to the CA Enterprise Single Sign-On server by issuing the following command.

auth terminal server_name uid(administrator_name) acc(access_type)

 

• server_name
Is the machine name of the CA Enterprise Single Sign-On Server.

• administrator_name
Is the administrator's account.

• access_type
Is the access that the administrator needs. Read and write access is necessary. The keywords for access_type are
READ, WRITE.

Using Failover
When using the PLS Connector to connect to a policy server farm, you can set up a failover system that automatically
switches from a failed server to a running server to let you keep working without interruption. For large sites that use a
policy server farm, failover can provide reliable and rapid service.

When discovering the SSO endpoint, the policy server that is to be the primary policy server must be provided. After the
discovery, the Fail-Over property page in the Endpoint Property Sheet shows the policy server that was specified. You can
then add more policy servers to the list. Once the policy servers have been added, they can be edited or even removed as
needed.

The PLS Connector always tries to connect the first policy server in the list, so the order of the policy servers in the list is
significant. If the connection fails to the first policy server then the PLS Connector tries connecting to the second policy
server and so on. Once a connection is successfully made, PLS continues to work with the server. Every 60 seconds, PLS
checks whether failed servers are available again.

NOTE
When changing the policy server list in the Fail-Over tab, the primary server, (for example, the first entry in the
list) must be responsive for the changes to be accepted and applied.
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Enable Application Password Propagation
Currently, in an SSO endpoint, every SSO user record contains a login application and every login application record
contains a username and password. This username and password does not have to be the same as the SSO username.
For example:

SSOuser1 Username=Doe Password=Doe

 TelnetAppl1 Username=Doe1 Password=Doe1  (Unix Host Srv1)

 TelnetAppl2 Username=Doe2 Password=Doe2 (Unix Host Srv2

SSO has password synchronization. If you (or SSO) change the password from TelnetApp1, SSO also changes the
password for TelnetApp2.

If you put CA Identity Manager into this equation, Admin is able to do password synchronization and has an SSO
Connector and a UNIX Connector. You now have the following scenario:

Global User=Doe

SSO User=Doe

 Inside SSO TelnetApp1 username=Doe, TelnetApp2 username=Doe

Unix User on Srv1=Doe

Unix User on Srv2=Doe

If you change the password for the global user Doe and propagate the password to all of the global user accounts, the
password will change on the following Endpoint Types: SSO, Unix Srv1 and Unix Srv2. However, the password in the
loginapplications (TelnetApp1, TelnetApp2, and so forth) for the SSO user will not be changed and those using SSO
cannot use SSO to log into their applications anymore because the password stored in their loginappl record is out of
sync.

To solve this problem, a master application, for example, eTrustIAM, can be defined and TelnetApp1 and TelnetApp2
can be set to use eTrustIAM as the master application. The PLS Connector can then update the password of the master
application eTrustIAM when it receives the password propagation request caused by the CA Identity Manager global user
password change. As a result, the Policy Server updates the passwords for TelnetApp1 and TelnetApp2. Because the
UNIX Connector updates the passwords for the user in both Unix Srv1 and Unix Srv2, and the PLS Connector updates
the SSO password if the user uses the SSO authentication method, the passwords in all levels are in sync.

If you are using an older Policy Server version that does not have the eTrustIAM master application defined automatically
after installation, do the following to use this feature:

• Using Policy Manager, create a master application "eTrustIAM" in the Policy Server and set _SSO_ as the master
application.

• Like the _SSO_ application, the eTrustIAM application should be available for every user, so set the default access
rights to EXECUTE. And, since the eTrustIAM application should not be shown in the SSO client, the access rights
must also be set to HIDDEN.

• Set eTrustIAM as the master application for all applications where you want password propagation.

If you want to integrate admin applications (Provisioning Manager, IA Manager, Self Service, SPML Manager) with SSO,
do the following to start these Admin applications through the SSO client:

1. Using Policy Manager, create SSO applications for each Admin application (Provisioning Manager, IA Manager, and so
forth).

2. Set eTrustIAM as the master application for these SSO applications.
3. Create TCL scripts for each Admin application, (These are used to start the applications through SSO.), and put these

TCL scripts in the following directory:
eTrust Policy Server\Scripts
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PLS Support for FIPS and IPv6
For this release of Identity Manager, the PLS Connector does not support FIPs or IPv6.

CA Enterprise Single Sign-On Connector Features
This section details your connector's specific management features, such as how to acquire and explore your endpoint.
Also included are account, provisioning roles, account template, and group information specifically for your connector. It
includes the following topics:

Acquire a CA Enterprise Single Sign-On Server

You must acquire the CA Enterprise Single Sign-On server before you can administer it with CA Identity Manager. When
acquiring a CA Enterprise Single Sign-On server, perform the following steps from the Endpoint Type task view:

1. Register the server as an endpoint in CA Identity Manager. 
Use the PLS Endpoint property sheet to register a CA Enterprise Single Sign-On server. During the registration
process, CA Identity Manager identifies the CA Enterprise Single Sign-On server you want to administer and gathers
information about it. 

NOTE
Ping the node name from the Provisioning Server. If the ping is successful, then you know that CA Identity
Manager will find the PLS node.

2. Explore the objects that exist in the endpoint.
After registering the server in CA Identity Manager, you can explore its contents. Use the Explore and Correlate
Endpoint dialog. The Exploration process finds all accounts and groups in the SSO server.. You can correlate the
accounts with global users at this time or you can correlate them later.

3. Correlate the explored accounts with global users.
When you correlate accounts, CA Identity Manager creates or links the accounts on an endpoint with global users, as
follows:
a. CA Identity Manager attempts to match the account name with each existing global user name. If a match is found,

CA Identity Manager associates the PLS account with the global user. If a match is not found, CA Identity Manager
performs the next step.

b. CA Identity Manager attempts to match the full name with each existing global user's full name. If a match is found,
CA Identity Manager associates the PLS account with the global user. If a match is not found, CA Identity Manager
performs the next step.

c. If the Create Global Users as Needed button is checked, CA Identity Manager creates a new global user and then
associates the PLS account with the global user. If the Create Global Users as Needed button is unchecked, CA
Identity Manager performs the next step. 

d. CA Identity Manager associates the PLS account with the [default user] object.

Roles and Policies

In addition to defining privileges for users, you can also set login information for applications associated with account
templates. Once this information is set, users have access to the applications if they provide the correct login information.

The PLS Default Policy, provided with the CA ESSO Connector for Advanced Policy Server, gives a user the minimum
security level needed to access an endpoint. You can use it as a model to create new account templates.

PLS Control Applications

You can view certain basic properties of an application on the PLS Application property sheet. You are not allowed to add,
delete, or modify an application.
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PLS Control Application Groups

You can view certain basic properties of an application group on the PLS Application Group property sheet. You are not
allowed to add, delete, or modify an application group.

PLS Terminal

You can assign accounts and groups to access the current terminal objects. Use the PLS Terminal property sheet to set
the profile, day/time restrictions, and account and group access to terminals.

PLS Authorization Hosts

You can assign accounts and groups to access the current authorization host objects. Use the PLS Authhost property
sheet to set the profile, and account and group access to authorization hosts.

CA Strong Authentication
This guide describes how to use the CA Strong Authentication connector to connect CA IAM CS to CA Strong
Authentication (formerly CA Arcot WebFort).

This guide is for CA Identity Manager administrators.

Note: Some CA products still contain the terms Arcot and WebFort in their code objects and other artifacts. Therefore,
you will find occurrences of Arcot and WebFort in this guide and in CA Strong Authentication documentation.

CA Strong Authentication

CA Strong Authentication is an authentication server that supports the following types of credentials:

• Activation Code -- Provisions a user with a single-use password for one-off authentication, such as activating the
ArcotOTP account on a mobile device.

• ArcotID OTP (mobile authentication) -- Allows a user to generate a secure one time password with a mobile device.
• ArcotID PKI -- Generates a secure software token which the user can then download to their computer or phone. CA

Strong Authentication then authenticates the user based on the user’s chosen PIN plus the ArcotID PKI token on the
user’s device.

• QnA (question and answer) -- Allows a user to set up a list of security questions and answers. These questions and
answers allow users to identify themselves when another form of authentication is unavailable (such as when a user
has forgotten their password).

CA Strong Authentication also allows the consuming application to use paired multiple credentials together to create a
stronger authentication solution.

Two Ways to Manage CA Strong Authentication

You can manage CA Strong Authentication in these ways:

• Manage with CA Identity Manager, using CA IAM CS and the Arcot connector
• Manage with CA Strong Authentication Flow Manager (AFM)

The following table compares these ways:

Tasks CA Identity Manager CA Strong Authentication Flow Manager

Self-service for end-users Provided in the User Console or the mobile
application

Provided by your customization of the
SAFM
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Setup tasks, such as defining organizations
and managing credential profiles

In the User Console In the CA Strong Authentication Admin
Console

Managing QnA lists In the User Console In the CA Strong Authentication Admin
Console

Note: QnA credentials are not synchronized. Both are fully supported and should be thought of as separate credentials.
Use one of the approaches in this table, but not both.

Downloads:

•    Attribute List

•    The CA Strong Authentication connector is bundled with CA Identity Manager 12.6 SP4 and higher.

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

What the Connector Can do with CA Strong Authentication
If you connect CA Identity Manager to a CA Strong Authentication endpoint, you can monitor and manage identities on the
endpoint.

The connector lets CA Identity Manager do the following tasks after you connect to CA Strong Authentication:

• Create, read, update, and delete CA Strong Authentication users
The connector synchronizes user data such as name, email address, and phone number, but not including passwords.

• Create, view, and modify credentials:
– ArcotID PKI
– Activation code for use by the ArcotID OTP app
– QnA questions and answers

• View and modify ArcotID OTP credentials
• Create self-service tasks that allow users to provision credentials:

– ArcotID PKI
– ArcotID OTP
– QnA questions and answers

Security for the CA Strong Authentication Connector

You do not need to have any particular user privileges to set up the connection to CA Strong Authentication.

You need only the URLs and the name of the organization to which you want to connect.

Securing Communication between CA Strong Authentication and CA IAM CS

This connector allows CA Identity Manager to send security information across the network. When you do not secure
communication between the endpoint and the connector server, these details are sent without encryption, creating
security risk.

When you acquire or access a CA Strong Authentication endpoint using CA IAM CS, the credentials of the CA Strong
Authentication administrator are not used to acquire the endpoint.
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We recommend that you secure the connection between CA Strong Authentication and CA IAM CS with two-way SSL
(server authentication and client authentication). Use the steps in How to Connect CA Identity Manager to CA Strong
Authentication.

Protecting ArcotID Tasks When SiteMinder Protects Identity Manager

If CA Single Sign-On protects CA Identity Manager using a CA Strong Authentication authentication scheme, the following
tasks are disabled in CA Identity Manager:

• Create/Reset My ArcotID
• Download My ArcotID

This is because CA Single Sign-On defines one authentication scheme for a protected resource. All CA Identity Manager-
protected tasks have the same URL, which is protected by one CA Single Sign-On authentication scheme. As a result, the
same authentication scheme covers all CA Identity Manager tasks.

When ArcotID authentication protects the CA Identity Manager URL, users have to provide an ArcotID to access tasks.
Users who access the tasks that are listed above do not have an ArcotID yet, so they cannot provide it to access the
tasks.

To prevent this issue, use an authentication scheme other than CA Strong Authentication when CA Single Sign-On
protects CA Identity Manager tasks. Examples: Active Directory or LDAP.

NOTE
Create/Reset My ArcotID or Download My ArcotID are sensitive tasks. CA Technologies strongly recommends
that you configure these tasks as protected tasks. If you configure these tasks as public tasks, users can access
them without providing credentials. For more information about public tasks, see Self-Service Tasks in the User
Console Design Guide.

ArcotID OTP Enrolment

CA Identity Manager provisions ArcotID OTP accounts using email notification. If CA Identity Manager manages CA
Strong Authentication, you cannot use text (or SMS) for these self-service task notifications.

File Locations

This guide uses the abbreviation cs_home for the installation directory of CA IAM CS.

This component has different default installation locations, depending on which CA product you have. For a list of these
locations, download the Connector Server Guide from the connectors download page.

Supported Systems

For details of the protocols and platforms that this connector supports, see the Connector Support Matrix.

How to Connect Identity Manager to Strong Authentication

These procedures assume that you want to use SSL, which is optional. You can set up this connection without SSL, but
we do not recommend it.

The following diagram shows the tasks that are required to connect to the endpoint, and who does each task.
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The connector server administrator checks the prerequisites for connecting to CA Strong Authentication.

1. The connector server administrator ensures that CA IAM CS is installed.
2. The connector server administrator exports the CA IAM CS certificate from the CA IAM CS keystore.
3. The CA AuthMinder administrator imports the CA IAM CS certificate into CA Strong Authentication.
4. The connector server administrator imports the CA Strong Authentication server certificate into the CA IAM CS

keystore.
5. The CA Product administrators connect to the endpoint:

– Connect to CA Strong Authentication in CA Identity Manager
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Check the Prerequisites for Connecting to CA Strong Authentication

Before the connector server can be connected to CA Strong Authentication, verify that the following prerequisites are met:

• The following servers are set up and running:
– User Data Store (UDS) web server
– CA Strong Authentication server

• A CA Strong Authentication organization has been created and its status is Active. The connector server cannot
connect to organizations whose status is Initial, Inactive, or Deleted.

• The UDS and the CA Strong Authentication server contain the organization that you want to connect to.

Ensure that CA IAM CS Is Installed

Check that CA IAM CS is installed and running.

CA IAM CS is installed with CA Identity Manager r12.6.2 and later unless you deselected the CA IAM CS option. For
details, see Configure CA IAM CS.

Export the CA IAM CS Certificate from the CA IAM CS Keystore

This procedure is for the administrator of CA Identity Manager.

CA Strong Authentication requires the CA IAM CS certificate in PEM format.

The following steps describe how to use KeyStore Explorer to export this certificate. To download Keystore Explorer,
visit http://www.lazgosoftware.com/kse/index.html. If you use a different tool to export the certificate from the CA IAM CS
keystore, adapt these steps. Ensure that you save the certificate in PEM format.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following folder:
cs_install\jcs\conf

2. Open the CA IAM CS keystore in KeyStore Explorer.
3. Right-click on the CA IAM CS key pair entry and select View Details, Certificate Chain Details.
4. Select the root certificate with the following subject:

OU=Provisioning Services,O=Identity Management,L=Islandia,ST=NY,C=US

5. Click PEM.
6. Select Export and save the CA IAM CS certificate as iamcs_cert.cer.
7. Tell the Arcot administrator where they can find the certificate.

Import the CA IAM CS Certificate into CA Strong Authentication

This procedure is for the administrator of CA Strong Authentication.

To secure communication between CA Strong Authentication and CA IAM CS, set up two-way SSL, and then add the CA
IAM CS certificate to CA Strong Authentication as a trusted certificate.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up two-way SSL in CA Strong Authentication.
For instructions, see "Appendix F: Configuring for SSL" in CA Strong Authentication Installation and Deployment
Guide. This is available for Windows and for UNIX.

2. Ask the administrator of CA Identity Manager where the CA IAM CS certificate is.
3. Import the certificate into the keystore of the CA AuthMinder application server:

a. Copy the CA IAM CS certificate to the folder where the CA Strong Authentication application server keystore
resides.
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b. Start a Command Prompt window and navigate to the folder into which you copied the certificate.
c. Enter the following command, depending on your operating system:

Windows:
jvm_install\Keytool -import -keystore ssl.keystore -storepass password -file \iamcs_cert.cer

Linux or Solaris:
jvm_install/Keytool -import -keystore ssl.keystore -storepass password -file \iamcs_cert.cer

d. Restart the CA Strong Authentication application server.
4. Import the CA IAM CS certificate into the CA Strong Authentication server:

a. Log in to Arcot Administration Console using the Master Administrator account.
b. Navigate to Services and Server Configuration, WebFort, Instance Configurations, Trusted Certificate Authorities.
c. Create an SSL trust store using the CA IAM CS certificate.
d. Navigate to Services and Server Configuration, WebFort, Instance Configurations, Protocol Management and

select Transaction Web Services.
e. Select the new SSL trust store as the client store.
f. Save the changes.

Import the CA Strong Authentication Server Certificate into the CA IAM CS Keystore

This procedure is for the administrator of CA Identity Manager.

After the CA Strong Authentication administrator has set up two-way SSL, you can import the certificate into the CA IAM
CS keystore.

Follow these steps:

1. Decide which certificate to import into the CA IAM CS keystore as a trusted certificate:
– The CA Strong Authentication server certificate. If the application server uses a different certificate, import this

certificate too.
– The root certificate of the certificate authority that has issued the Arcot server certificate, and the application server

certificate.
2. Perform the following steps in CA IAM CS Management Console:

a. Log in to CA IAM CS Management Console.
b. At the top, click the Certificates tab.
c. This tab lists all of the certificates in the CA IAM CS keystore. To filter the list of certificates by their names, type in

the Certificate Filter box.
d. To add a certificate, click Add, then enter the details of the certificate.

Add a certificate:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the certificate file.
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate.
Add a keystore:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the keystore file.
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate. This alias also identifies the certificate in that keystore.
• Keystore Password: Enter the password of the keystore.

Connect to the Endpoint in CA Identity Manager

This procedure is for the CA Identity Manager administrator.

NOTE
For more detail on these steps, see Integrating Managed Endpoints.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. You use this information in the following
steps.

2. Set up the connector in CA Identity Manager:
a. Import the role definition file.
b. Create correlation rules, using the information in the attribute list.

3. Add the CA Strong Authentication endpoint to the environment.
When you complete the fields in the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list that
you downloaded in Step 1. Ensure that the following URLs have the correct structure:
UDS Server URL
Defines the Arcot UDS server URL used to retrieve Arcot organizations. If you have set up two-way SSL, use the
HTTPS URL.
http://host:port/context-root

– host
Identifies the name of the computer on which UDS is running

– port
Identifies the port on which CA Strong Authentication is available

– context-root
Specifies the application context root. By default, this is arcotuds.

WebFort Server URL
Defines the CA Strong Authentication server URL used to manage users and credentials.
http://host:port

– host
Identifies the name of the computer on which CA Strong Authentication is running

– port
Identifies the port used by Transaction Web Service

4. Create an explore and correlate definition.
5. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

NOTE
The connection process is now complete. You can use CA Identity Manager to manage and provision CA Strong
Authentication users.

Provision Users
This section describes how to use the connector to provision accounts on the endpoint.

Provisioning with Different Versions of CA Strong Authentication

The CA Strong Authentication connector can connect to CA Strong Authentication 7.x, and also to earlier versions of CA
Strong Authentication and CA Arcot.

When you connect to CA Strong Authentication 7, you can define multiple email addresses and phone numbers for each
user. This feature is not available in earlier releases of CA Strong Authentication.

You can define values for the following attributes when you connect to CA Strong Authentication 6.x. These attributes are
not available for CA Strong Authentication 7.x:
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• Address Line 1
• Address Line 2
• Address Line 3
• City
• Province
• State
• Country
• Postal Code
• User DN
• Title
• Additional Inputs
• Email Address
• Telephone Number

Set Up Multiple Email Addresses and Phone Numbers

This section applies to CA Strong Authentication 7 and later. Earlier versions cannot allow multiple email addresses or
phone numbers for each user.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the User Console, then modify or create an account on a CA Strong Authentication endpoint.
2. In the User Details tab, use the Qualified E-mail Address table to add the email addresses. Use the Qualified Phone

Numbers table to add the phone numbers.
3. Give each address or number a qualifier, such as WORKwEEK.
4. Leave the qualifier blank for the primary email address. This is the address that CA Identity Manager uses for emailing

users for tasks and events such as when an OTP has been generated.

In the following example, the primary address is dmajor@neteauto.com:

Provision a User with a CA Strong Authentication Account

You can use CA Identity Manager to provision a user with a CA Strong Authentication account on a specified CA Strong
Authentication endpoint. To provision a user with a CA Strong Authentication account, the user must be an existing CA
Identity Manager user.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Users, Manage Users, Modify User's Endpoint Accounts.
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2. Search for the user that you want to provision with a CA Strong Authentication account.
3. Click Create Account.
4. In the Search for an endpoint of Endpoint Type list, select Arcot, then click Search.
5. Select the CA Strong Authentication endpoint that you want to provision the user to.
6. Search for the container that represents the CA Strong Authentication Organization you want to provision the user to,

then click Select.
The Create Arcot User page appears.

7. Click the User tab.
8. Complete the fields on the User and User Details tab.
9. Click the OTP tab, then complete the Default OTP Profile Name field.

– Default OTP Profile Name
(Optional) Specifies the name of the default OTP Issuance profile that is used to create the OTP of the user.
If you do not specify a value, the user is assigned the default OTP profile.

10. Click the ArcotID tab, then if necessary, complete the ArcotID Profile Name field.
– Default ArcotID Profile Name

(Optional) Specifies the name of the default ArcotID Issuance profile that is used to create the ArcotID of the user.
If you do not specify a value, the user is assigned the default ArcotID profile.

11. Click the QnA tab, then complete the Default QnA Profile Name field.
– Default QnA Profile Name

(Optional) Specifies the name of the default QnA Issuance profile that is used to create the users QnA.
– If you do not specify a value, the user is assigned the default QnA profile.

WARNING
Verify that the default OTP, ArcotID, and QnA profile names are correct. The profile must be configured at the
CA Strong Authentication organization of the user. CA Identity Manager does not validate the default OTP,
ArcotID, or ArcotOTP profile name when you try to acquire the endpoint.

NOTE

To see the objects and attributes that this connector provides, open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
12. Click Submit.

CA Identity Manager provisions the user with a CA Strong Authentication account on the CA Strong Authentication
endpoint you specified.

Provision a User with an ArcotID PKI or Arcot OTP

You can provision an ArcotID PKI or Arcot OTP to a user.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. You use this information in the following
steps.

2. Click Manage Users, Modify User's Endpoint Accounts.
3. Search for the user, then search for the Arcot endpoint account of the user, then select the account.
4. Click the Actions button, then click one of these actions:

– Generate Arcot User ArcotID
– Generate Arcot User OTP

5. On the next page, find the Generate OTP Action field or the Generate ArcotID Action field, then select Create.
6. Complete the fields on the next page, using the information in the attribute that you downloaded in Step 1.
7. Click Submit. CA Identity Manager sends an email to the customer with the ArcotID details.
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NOTE
For information about setting up email notifications, search for "email notifications in the Identity Manager
bookshelf.

Self-Service for CA Strong Authentication Users

You can set up the following self-service tasks for CA Strong Authentication:

• Create or reset an ArcotID
• Download an ArcotID

A user must be already authenticated before using a CA Identity Manager self-service task to download an ArcotID
credential.

For information about setting up self-service, search for "self service" in the CA Identity Manager bookshelf.

Configure the URL for the Return Link

Self-service tasks are usually triggered by a client application.

For example, an online banking phone app sends the user to a web page that lets the user download an ArcotID. After the
task is complete, the user clicks a link to return to the banking app.

To enable this redirection, include the redirection URL at the end of the self-service task URL, in the following format:

&task.RedirectURL=url

Example: Redirect to the SomeBank site

In this example, Bob logs in to the DemoBank website to access his banking details. The DemoBank site shows Bob a link
that lets him create and download an ArcotID:

http://servername:8080/iam/im/env/ui7/index.jsp?task.tag=DownloadMyArcotID&task.RedirectURL=http://

demobank.com/money

The link starts with the following URL, which is enough to open the correct page:

http://servername:8080/iam/im/env/ui7/index.jsp?task.tag=DownloadMyArcotID

The link also includes the following information, which sends Bob back to his DemoBank page:

demobank.com/money

Set the Client Used for Downloading the ArcotID

When you configure a self-service task, you can specify the type of client that downloads the ArcotID.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure one of the following self-service tasks:
– Create/Reset My ArcotID
– Download My ArcotID

2. Choose the client type from the ArcotID Client Type list.

NOTE
CA recommends the Java Applet (default) to optimize security.

Do not enter a URL for the Java Applet.
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Provision ArcotID Credentials Using an Account Template

You can associate ArcotID credentials with an account template. CA Identity Manager creates an account and sets up the
credentials with default values when you create the new account from a template that includes ArcotID.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Endpoint tab, then select Create Account Template or Modify Account Template.
2. Set up the account template as usual, then select the ArcotID tab.
3. Select the Create ArcotID check box.

The fields for setting up the ArcotID appear.
4. In the ArcotID password field, enter a rule for the password. For example, %AC%123.

NOTE
You cannot use %P% for the ArcotID password rule.

5. Verify that the rule creates a password that meets the password requirements of WebFort.
6. Complete the account template, then click Submit.

When a provisioning role with this template is granted to a global user, CA Identity Manager creates the CA Strong
Authentication endpoint account and the ArcotID.

NOTE
The user does not receive an automatic email when an ArcotID was created using an account templates.

Provision QnA Credentials Using an Account Template

You can associate QnA credentials with an account template. CA Identity Manager creates the account and sets up the
credentials with default values when you create a new account from a template that includes QnA.

The user must change the questions and answers, because any defaults that the account receives from its account
template are not secure. The answers should be known by the user only.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Endpoint tab, then select Create Account Template or Modify Account Template.
2. Set up the account template as usual, then select the QnA tab.
3. Select the Create QnA check box.

The fields for setting up the questions and answers appear.
4. In the QnA section, click Add, then type a question and answer in the fields.
5. Repeat Step 3 for each new pair of question and answer.

The following table shows some example questions and answers:

Question Answer
What is your favorite color? Enter your color
What was your first pet's name? Enter the name

1. Verify that the questions and answers meet the requirements of the QnA profile.
2. Complete the account template, then click Submit.

When a provisioning role with this template is granted to a global user, CA Identity Manager creates the endpoint account
and the QnA.

NOTE
The user does not receive an automatic email when QnA was configured using an account templates.
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Deleting Accounts in Older Versions of CA Strong Authentication

This information applies to CA Strong Authentication 6.x. From CA Strong Authentication 7.x onwards, you can delete
accounts.

If you delete an account from CA Strong Authentication, CA Identity Manager simulates account deletion using the custom
attribute CA.ILM.WF.USER_DELETE. When it has a value of 1, the account is considered to be deleted.

NOTE
For information about custom attributes, see Set Custom Attributes.

You can delete an account directly or indirectly:

•  Direct deletion happens when you select the account and you delete it.
•  Indirect deletion happens when you delete an object, and this causes the account to be deleted. For example, when

you remove the role that created an account, CA Identity Manager deletes the account too.

When you delete an account from CA Strong Authentication directly or indirectly, the process works like this:

1. CA Identity Manager does the following steps:
a. The CA product deletes the account from the provisioning directory.
b. The CA product marks all the credentials of the user (such as activation code, ArcotID, ArcotOTP, and QnA) as

deleted.
2. CA Strong Authentication changes the status of the user to Inactive.
3. CA Strong Authentication adds the custom attribute CA.ILM.WF.USER_DELETE and sets its value to 1.
4. CA Identity Manager does the following steps:

a. If the account has custom attributes, it removes their values and leaves the attributes that are assigned to the
account.

b. If the account has certificates:
• Ignores any certificates that are revoked.
• Revokes any active certificates.

NOTE
CA Identity Manager cannot delete a user whose certificate is revoked but replaceable. If you try to delete
such a user, the operation fails.

During an explore-and-correlate operation, CA Identity Manager ignores all accounts that have a custom attribute
CA.ILM.WF.USER_DELETED with a value of 1.

During an account synchronization operation, CA Identity Manager checks for the custom attribute
CA.ILM.WF.USER_DELETED. If the attribute is present and its value 1, a Not Found message appears.

 Recreating an account after adding a provisioning role 

When you add a role to a user, that role can require a new account. In this situation, CA Identity Manager does the
following steps:

1. CA Identity Manager checks that the account exists in CA Strong Authentication.
2. CA Identity Manager checks that the custom attribute CA.ILM.WF.USER_DELETED exists:

– If the attribute is not present, it creates the account as usual.
– If the attribute exists, it checks the value of the custom attribute.

If the attribute has a value of 1 and the account is suspended, it removes the suspended membership and modifies
the account. It does not add a new account.
If the attribute exists and has a value other than 1, CA Identity Manager treats the account as usual.

3. CA Identity Manager follows these steps:
a. Removes the value of the custom attribute CA.ILM.WF.USER_DELETED.
b. Removes the previous details of the user. However, any custom attributes are not cleared.
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Set Custom Attributes

You can set custom attributes for OTP, ArcotID, ArcotOTP, and QnA credentials. You can also set custom attributes for
users.

Setting a custom attribute for a credential lets you specify additional credential information. For example, you can specify
the maximum number of times a user can download an ArcotID.

Example: Set custom attributes for an ArcotID

The following example shows you how to set a custom attribute for an ArcotID.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Manage Users, Modify User's Endpoint Accounts.
2. Search for the user that you want to create an ArcotID for.
3. Search for the Arcot endpoint account of the user.
4. Select the Arcot account that belongs to the user.
5. Click the Actions button, then select the Generate Arcot User ArcotID.

The Generate Arcot User ArcotID, screen appears.

NOTE

To see the objects and attributes that this connector provides, open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
6. In the Generate ArcotID Action field, select Create.
7. Under the ArcotID Custom Attributes, click Add.
8. Specify a name and a value for the custom attribute, then click Submit.

CA Identity Manager sets the custom attribute for the ArcotID credential for the user.

Example: Set custom attributes for a user

The following example shows you how to set a custom attribute for a user.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Manage Users, Modify User's Endpoint Accounts.
2. Search for the user that you want to set a custom attribute for.
3. Search for the Arcot endpoint account of the user.
4. Select the Arcot account that belongs to the user.
5. Click the Actions button, then select Modify Arcot User.
6. Click the User Details tab.
7. Under the Custom Attributes, click Add.
8. Specify a name and a value for the custom attribute, then click Submit.

CA Identity Manager sets the custom attribute for the user.

CA Top Secret
This guide describes how to use the following connectors to connect IAM CS with CA Top Secret endpoints:

• CA Top Secret v2 Connector with Identity Manager
CA Top Secret v2 is a Java connector that is installed with the IAM Connector Server (IAM CS). Identity Manager can
use this connector to gather data and provision users in a CA Top Secret endpoint.

• TSS TSSCFILE Connector with Identity Governance
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The TSS TSSCFILE connector is a dump file Java connector which is installed with the IAM CS. The TSSCFILE utility
extracts information from the CA Top Secret system to a security file. Identity Governance can then read endpoint
information from that file.

• CA Top Secret Connector with Identity Manager and Identity Governance
The CA Top Secret connector is a plug-in component of the Identity Manager Provisioning Server. Identity Governance
can access the endpoint through its Identity Manager connector.

NOTE
The CA Top Secret connector is replaced by the CA Top Secret v2 connector. New deployments should use
the CA Top Secret v2 connector.

Downloads:

Endpoint Attribute List

CA Top Secret (plugin connector) List

TSS TSSCFILE (dumpfile connector) List

CA Top Secret v2 List

Limitations:

• CA Top Secret connector is certified to work with the Identity Manager User Console. It is not certified with the
Provisioning Manager, but most of the Top Secret functionality is available in the Provisioning Manager.

• CA Top Secret v2 connector is certified to work only with the Identity Manager User Console.

Enhancement History:

Feature Description Version

CA Top Secret v2 Enhanced CA Top Secret v2 connector to support IBM Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) of a
user profile on z/OS systems. BEFORE applying Identity Manager 14.3 CP2, you MUST install
the following PTFs (maintenance) to support the new features (MFA) in CA Top Secret v2:

• CA LDAP Server Support
• MFA fix

14.3 CP2 onwards

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Audience, File Locations for the CA Top Secret Connector
This guide targets the following people:

• The Identity Manager administrators responsible for connecting endpoints to Identity Manager.
• The Identity Governance administrators responsible for integrating Identity Governance with other products.
• The mainframe security administrator responsible for the endpoint.

File Locations
This section refers to the installation location of IAM CS as cs_install. By default, cs_install is in the following locations:
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• Windows: C:\Program Files (86)\CA\Identity Manager\Connector Server
• Linux and Solaris: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServer

The Provisioning Server installation location is referred as ps_install. By default, ps_install is in the following locations:

• Windows -- C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning Server
• Linux and Solaris -- /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ProvisioningServer/

For the migration process, the tool uses the default logging configuration path that is specified in java_home/lib/
logging.properties.

Compare Three Methods for Connecting to CA Top Secret Endpoints
There are three different connectors that you can use to gather data from a CA Top Secret endpoint. The connector
named Top Secret TSSCFILE is supplied with Identity Governance. The connectors named CA Top Secret and CA Top
Secret v2 are supplied with Identity Manager.

This table compares the methods that are used for connecting CA Top Secret connectors to a CA Top Secret endpoint.

CA Top Secret v2 Connector TSS TSSCFILE Connector CA Top Secret Connector
Description A Java connector which is

installed with IAM CS.
A Java connector which is
installed with IAM CS.

A plug-in component of
Provisioning Server in Identity
Manager.

Systems that can use this
connector

Any system that uses IAM CS,
including Identity Manager.

Identity Governance only Existing Identity Manager
deployments
Note: New Identity Manager
deployments should use
the CA Top Secret v2 connector.
Identity Governance can access
the endpoint through its Identity
Manager connector.

What can the connector do? Read and write:
Provision users
Gather data

Read only:
Gather data

Read and write:
Provision users
Gather data

Method for acquiring data Connector communicates
with LDAP Server, which is
installed on the CA Top Secret
endpoint.

Use the TSSCFILE utility to
dump data into a text file. The
connector server connects to
the file, and Identity Governance
communicates with the
connector server.

Connector communicates
with LDAP Server, which is
installed on the CA Top Secret
endpoint.

How roles and resources are
handled (relevant for Identity
Governance only)

Not supported in this release. Provides direct and indirect
associations between ACIDS,
groups, profiles, zones,
departments, divisions, and
resources.

Provides ACIDS and the
attributes, privileges, and
resources that are directly
associated with them.
Provides direct associations
between ACIDs and groups,
profiles, zones, departments,
and divisions.

Type of mapping for Identity
Governance

Not supported in this release. Shallow and deep mappings Shallow mapping
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Feature Comparison of CA Top Secret and CA Top Secret v2 Connectors

The table in Compare Three Methods for Connecting to CA Top Secret Endpoints shows three connectors. The following
table contrasts only the connectors that are available in Identity Manager.

The differences are important if you currently use the old connector and you plan to migrate to the new connector. Use the
following table to verify whether you want to upgrade or not.

Feature CA Top Secret Connector
(Plug-in for Provisioning Server)

CA Top Secret v2 Connector
(New Java connector with IAM CS)

Uses Provisioning Manager
Provisioning Manager is a legacy client of Identity Manager. Some of the connector
functionality is available in the Provisioning Manager.

Yes No

Use admin credentials for accessing the endpoint
The new connector cannot use the logged-in user (Global User) credential to access
the endpoint. Instead, it accesses the endpoint using the credentials used to acquire the
endpoint.

Yes No

SSL
All communication between the Client and  LDAP Server for z/OS can be encrypted using
SSL.

Yes Yes

Create, read, update, and delete accounts and ACIDs Yes Yes

Create, read, update, and delete the following data:
Department
Division
Group
Profile
Zone

Yes, in Provisioning Manager only No

Assign the following data to an account:
Department
Division
Group
Profile
Zone

Yes Yes

Fetch Suffix List
The new connector does not support the Get Suffixes function. Instead, ask the mainframe
administrator for the suffix when you ask for the machine name.

Yes No

Custom attributes
The plug-in connector lets you map additional fields to custom attributes using
schema_map.txt.
The new connector requires you to map custom attributes with Connector Xpress.

Yes Yes

Multithreading to provide higher processing efficiency No Yes

System Options displayed in client
System Options is moved from the System Options tab in Provisioning Manager to the
System Options tab in User Console.

Yes Yes
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Password Options displayed in client
Password Options is moved from the Password Options tab in Provisioning Manager to
the Password Options tab in User Console.

Yes Yes

Password Synch Agent
Password Synch Agent is an agent to be installed at the endpoint. This agent propagates
a password change from the endpoint to the Global User and to the other endpoint
accounts of the same Global User.

Yes Yes

LDAP Service Wizard
LDAP Service wizard sets up password sync parameters on mainframe.

Yes, in Provisioning Manager only No

Import from Identity Manager to Identity Governance 12.5 SP8/12.6.1
The connector marks a set of objects and attributes as Interesting to Compliance,
for Identity Governance. Identity Governance connects to Identity Manager and extracts
users, account templates, provisioning roles and resources.

Yes No

Export from Identity Governance 12.5 SP8/ 12.6.1 to Identity Manager, and then to
the endpoint
After Identity Governance has modified associations on the imported data set, you can
push those changes to the endpoint through Identity Manager.

Yes No

Reverse Synchronization
The process of reverse synchronization let users take actions on endpoint accounts
discovered by the explore and correlate process based on a set of defined policies.

Yes Yes

Security for CA Top Secret Connectors
This section covers the following topics:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Privileges Required to Connect to CA Top Secret

To connect to a CA Top Secret endpoint using CA Top Secret and CA Top Secret v2 connectors, the system administrator
must have access to Time Sharing Option (TSO). TSO is used to generate and issue commands for LDAP Server.

To connect to the TSSCFILE connector, the system administrator must have read access to the TSSCFILE file that
contains the dumped data. The output file TSSCFILE must be moved to the computer that runs IAM CS. Identity
Governance can connect to a file on the computer that runs IAM CS.

Securing Communication between CA Top Secret and IAM CS

We recommend that you use SSL to secure the connection between CA Top Secret and IAM CS. Perform the steps in
Install LDAP and Configure It for SSL and Import the LDAP Server Certificate into the IAM CS Keystore.

CA Top Secret v2
CA Top Secret v2 is a Java connector that is installed with the IAM CS. This chapter describes how to connect to a CA
Top Secret v2 connector. You can use the CA Top Secret v2 connector to allow Identity Manager connect to a CA Top
Secret endpoint:

NOTE
In Identity Manager, if you are replacing the CA Top Secret connector with the CA Top Secret v2 connector,
use the migration tool to migrate account templates and their associations to objects in the CA Top Secret v2
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connector. For more information, see Appendix A: How to Migrate Data from the Plug-in Connector section in
this guide.

The following diagram shows the tasks that are required to connect to the endpoint, and who does each task.
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1. A mainframe security administrator installs LDAP Server on the mainframe, then sets it to use SSL in Server Mode.
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2. The connector server administrator does the following steps:
a. (If necessary) Ensure that IAM CS is installed.
b. (If necessary) Import the LDAP Server certificate into the IAM CS keystore.
c. (If necessary) Map custom attributes.
d. Integrate the managed endpoints in Identity Manager.
e. (If necessary) the Identity Manager administrator migrates data from a CA Top Secret endpoint that used the old

plugin connector. These details are described in How to Migrate Data.
3. The product administrator connects to the endpoint:

– Connect to the endpoint in Identity Manager
– Connect to the endpoint in Identity Governance

Install and Configure LDAP Server

This procedure is for the mainframe security administrator.

To allow IAM Connector Server to communicate with RACF, install LDAP Server on the mainframe. To keep your data
secure, configure LDAP Server to use SSL.

1. Install LDAP Server.
IMPORTANT
Before enabling IBM Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) for CA Top Secret v2 users to z/OS systems, ensure
that the following prerequisites are met:

• CA Top Secret v2 supports MFA on LDAP Server r15.1. To upgrade LDAP Server to r15.1, follow this link.
• Apply a fix that resolves an issue with the MFA segment setting in CA Top Secret v2 r16.

2. Configure LDAP Server to use SSL in Server mode.

Follow these steps:

1. Install LDAP Server.
Instructions for LDAP r15 are in the LDAP Installation Guide.

2. Configure LDAP Server to use SSL in Server mode.
Instructions are in "Client SSL Setup From the Command Line" in the LDAP Product Guide for LDAP r15 .

Ensure that IAM CS Is Installed

Check that IAM CS is installed and running. If not installed, follow Install IAM CS.

Import the CA LDAP Server Certificate into the Connector Server Keystore

This procedure is for the Identity Manager administrator. If IAM CS already has the LDAP Server certificate, ignore this
procedure.

After the mainframe security administrator has confirmed that LDAP Server is configured to use SSL, you can import the
LDAP Server certificate into the IAM CS keystore.

Follow these steps:

1. Identify the certificate which you want to import into the IAM CS keystore as a trusted certificate:
– The LDAP Server certificate.
– The root certificate of the certificate authority that has issued the LDAP Server certificate, and the application server

certificate
2. Import the chosen certificates:

a. Log in to IAM CS.
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b. At the top, click the Certificates tab.
The Certificates tab lists all of the certificates in the IAM CS keystore. To filter the list of certificates by their names,
type in the Certificate Filter box.

c. To add a certificate, click Add, then enter the details of the certificate:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the certificate file
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate

Integrate the Managed Endpoint in Identity Manager

You can acquire the Top Secret v2 endpoint and can manage its users from Identity Manager.

Create and Explore the Top Secret v2 Endpoint

Create the Top Secret v2 endpoint and explore it in the Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. Use this information in the following
steps.

2. Set up the connector:
a. Import the role definition file.
b. Create correlation rules. Skip this step if you plan to migrate data.

3. Add the endpoint to the environment. In the Endpoint tab, complete the following mandatory fields:
– Endpoint Name

Specifies the name of the new CA Top Secret endpoint. The endpoint name is the name that appears in the
Provisioning Manager. Commas and semi-colons are not allowed.

– Mainframe LDAP IP Address/Machine Name
Specifies the mainframe LDAP IP Address or machine name of the CA Top Secret.

– Mainframe LDAP Port
Specifies the Listen Port for the Security Integrator running on the CA Top Secret.

– Use Server-Side SSL
When checked, specifies that the server's SSL is used.

NOTE
Ensure that you have imported the SSL certificate to Provisioning Server.

– Mainframe LDAP DN Suffix
Specifies valid suffixes that are configured for the current CA LDAP Server operations in im naming mode. (See the
chapter titled, "CATSS_DN Backend" in the CA LDAP Server for z/OS Administrator Guide for more information on
naming mode.)

– Proxy Admin ID
Allows you to specify an ID that is used to issue the password modifications that are requested through the
workflow. This provides users with the ability to change or reset their passwords if their password has expired and
they cannot be authenticated to the system.

– Proxy Admin Password
The password to the Proxy Admin ID on the CA Top Secret endpoint.

When you complete the fields on the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list.
4. Create an explore and correlate definition. Do not include the correlation if you plan to migrate data.

WARNING
If you plan to migrate data from the plug-in connector, explore but do not correlate. Correlation of the new
endpoint can introduce new associations that conflict with the correlation rules of the old endpoint.
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5. Explore and correlate the endpoint.
NOTE
If your explore-and-correlate definition does not include correlation, this step explores only.

Connect to the Endpoint in Identity Manager

This procedure is for the Identity Manager administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the attribute list. for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. Use this information in the following
steps.

2. Set up the connector:
a. Import the role definition file.
b. Create correlation rules, using the information in the attribute list.

3. Connect to an endpoint:
a. Add the endpoint to the environment.

When you complete the fields on the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list.
b. Create an explore and correlate definition.
c. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

NOTE
For more detail on steps 2 and 3, see Integrating Managed Endpoints.

For User Defined Fields:

To add user-defined fields, follow these steps:

1. Find and add the user-defined fields to the FDT container. To add the user define fields, run the command that has the
following syntax:
TSS ADDTO(FDT) FDTNAME(field name)  FDTCODE(hex code) MAXLEN(40)

 ATTR(MIXED,NONDISP,NOXTRPRP,XTRPRP,attribute)

Example:
TSS ADDTO(FDT) FDTNAME(ROLE) FDTCODE(02) MAXLEN(8) SEGMENT(SPARKS) DISPLAY(‘SPARKS ROLE’)

2. A new attribute is added to both the FDT container on the TSS LDAP server, and to an ACID.
3. Restart the LDAP server once all the user-defined fields are added to the FDT container.
4. Create or update 'explore and correlate' definition to include the new container "UserDefFields".
5. Execute explore and correlate.

Once the new values are added for user-defined fields on the IM web UI, save the account information.

Map Custom Attributes for Identity Manager

This section applies to Identity Manager only.

When you connect to an endpoint, the objects on the endpoint are mapped to objects in IdentityManager. This happens
automatically.

However, this connector lets you add your own attributes, using Connector Xpress.

To see a list of the objects on the endpoint, download the attribute list.
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NOTE

The following steps allow you to enhance the performance of CA Top Secret v2 connector when dealing with
profiles in CA Top Secret v2 r15 with the patch - LT02100.

1. Take a backup of the SAMPLE.connector.xml file.
CA/Identity Manager/Connector Server/jcs/conf/override/tss/SAMPLE.connector.xml

2. Rename SAMPLE.connector.xml to connector.xml.
3. Open connector.xml using an editor.
4. Set the value to true for the isLatestVersionwithPatch property. By default, the value is set to false.

<property name="isLatestVersionwithPatch">                    

<value>true</value>                

</property>

5. Restart Java Connector Service (JCS).

CA Top Secret TSSCFILE Connector
The TSS TSSCFILE connector is a dump file connector which is installed with IAM CS. Using the TSSCFILE utility, the
information within the CA Top Secret system is extracted as a CA Top Secret security file. IAM CS uploads the data in the
CA Top Secret security file to store it in a cache. To connect to Identity Governance, the data is dumped into a text file,
instead of the CA Top Secret endpoint.

You can also use the TSSCFILE utility to produce customized reports with the information extracted from the CA Top
Secret Security File. To check which endpoint versions are supported, see "Supported Connector Endpoint Types" in the
Platform Support Matrix.

The following diagram describes the process to get data from a CA Top Secret endpoint and to set up the IAM CS and
Connector Server Manager (CSM). When the setup is complete, you can connect the endpoint to Identity Governance.
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Follow these steps:

1. A mainframe security administrator extracts data from the mainframe, then copies the file to the  IAM CS.
2. Ensure that IAM CS is installed.
3. Define the CA Top Secret endpoint in Identity Governance.
4. Define an import connector.
5. Import data from CA Top Secret.
6. Upload new CA Top Secret data into Identity Governance.

Extract Data from CA Top Secret into a Text File

Identity Governance gathers CA Top Secret data from a text file, not from a direct connection to the mainframe.

This procedure describes how the mainframe administrator extracts data from the CA Top Secret endpoint and how it is
made available to IAM CS.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the TSSCFILE utility for extracting data from CA Top Secret. The utility writes the data to a text file.
2. Copy the file from the mainframe to the computer running IAM CS.

When you copy the file, ensure that the following conversions take place:
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– Convert the file from EBCDIC to ASCII format
– Insert the CRLF characters as record terminators
– Leave records untruncated

Install and Configure the Java Connector Server and Connector Server Manager

This procedure is for the Identity Governance integrator.

Only do this procedure once. If the Java Connector Server is already running, you can ignore this procedure.

Before you can connect Identity Governance to endpoints through Java Connector Server, set up the Java Connector
Server and Connector Server Manager (CSM). Together, these components let you connect Identity Governance to
endpoints, and also let you manage those connections. These applications are included with the Identity Governance
installation, but are not installed by default.

NOTE
To verify which operating systems the IAM Connector Server can run on, see "Supported Connector Servers" in
the Platform support Matrix.

Follow these steps:

1. Decide whether to install CSM on a JBoss cluster or a standalone JBoss instance.
2. Depending on your decision, follow one of these procedures in the Identity Governance Installation Guide to install

CSM:
– Install and configure CSM on a JBoss cluster.
– Install and configure CSM on a standalone JBoss instance.

3. Run the Identity Governance installer, and select the options for installing the Java Connector Server and the
Connector Server Manager.

4. Configure the firewall on the Java Connector Server computer for allowing the Connector Server Manager
communicate with the Java Connector Server.

5. Connect CSM to the instance of Java Connector Server that you want to manage:
a. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Connector Server Manager.
b. On the System tab, click Manage Connector Server, Create Connection.
c. Select Create a new object type of type connection.
d. Complete the fields on the Create Connection screen, including the following fields:

• Connector Server Name
Defines the name of the Java Connector Server.

• Default Connection
Specifies that the Connector Server Manager uses the same Java Connector Server by default.

• Port Number
Defines the port number of the Java Connector Server, which you set up in Step 4.
Default: 20411 (for SSL)

• Domain
Defines the domain of the Java Connector Server.
Default: im

• Password
Defines the password the Connector Server Manager uses to connect to the Java Connector Server.

• Secure Connection (LDAPS)
Specifies that the connection to the Java Connector Server uses LDAPS rather than LDAP. If you clear this
check box, change the Port Number to 20410.

e. Click Test Connection.
The Connector Server Manager uses the current configuration to contact the Java Connector Server.
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f. Click Submit.
The Connector Server Manager validates the connection details, saves the connection information, and adds the
Java Connector Server to the list.

Define the CA Top Secret Endpoint in Identity Governance

This procedure is for the Identity Governance integrator. In this procedure, you use Connector Server Manager to
configure the IAM CS with the details of the CA Top Secret text file.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that a mainframe administrator has extracted data from the CA Top Secret system into the text file and copied
the file to the IAM CS server.

2. Verify that the file has a unique name for avoiding problems during the upload.
3. Log in to the Identity Governance Portal as an administrator, then go to Administration, Connector Server

Management.
4. Select the Endpoints tab, then select Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
5. Select Top Secret TSSCFILE from the list, then click OK.
6. Enter the following mandatory details:

– Endpoint Name
Create a name that helps you identify this endpoint.

– TSSCFILE Filename
Enter the full path to the file, for example, C:\tssfiles\inputfile.txt.

– Input File Format
ACSII is the only format that is supported currently.

7. Verify that the File Has Changed box is selected.
8. (Optional) use the other fields to import some or all user-defined flags.
9. Click Submit.

Connector Server Manager sends a request to the IAM CS to create the endpoint. The IAM CS verifies the connection
details, then creates the endpoint. It does not actually import the data.

Define an Import Connector

This procedure is for the Identity Governance integrator.

In previous steps, you configured the Java Connector Server with the details of the endpoint. Now, configure Identity
Governance with the Java Connector Server details by creating an import connector. As part of this configuration, you
map the objects in the endpoint data onto the objects already in Identity Governance.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Governance Portal as an administrator, then go to Administration, Universes.
2. Click Add the New button. Enter the details of this new universe and click Save.
3. Select the Connectivity tab.
4. Be sure that the Import option is selected, then click Add Connector.

The Connector Configuration wizard appears.
5. Provide the values for all mandatory settings, including the following values:

a. General Info page: In the Connector Type list, select Java Connector Server.
b. Connection Settings page: Ensure that Login Name contains a full DN, for example, cn=root,dc=etasa.
c. Endpoint page: Select the endpoint type and endpoint to connect.
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d. Endpoint Template page: Choose one of the templates, which maps objects on the endpoint to the correct
Identity Governance resources or roles. The simple template loads considerably less data than the full template,
which means that it loads much faster.

WARNING
We recommend that you do not attempt to set up a custom configuration. The setup requires advanced
knowledge of both the endpoint and Identity Governance, and how they each handle attributes. If you
must use a custom configuration, see Recommendations for Custom Mapping on the next page.

6. Click Finish, and click Apply.
The new import connector is defined in Identity Governance.

7. You can perform the following optional steps:
– Validate the connector parameters and configuration by selecting the connector and clicking Validate.
– Edit the merge type by clicking the link in the Merge Type column.
– Set a user as the owner of the connector by clicking the Owner link next to the new connector. If the connector fails

during an import or export job, an email notification is sent to this user.

The system is ready for a connector job to import data from endpoint into Identity Governance.

Recommendations for Custom Mapping

If you must use a custom configuration, use this information to help you map attributes in Identity Governance to objects
on the endpoint.

Important! We recommend that you use a template instead of a custom mapping. If you use a custom configuration,
contact Support for advice before you begin.

Follow these steps:

1. Follow the steps in Define an Import Connector.
In Step 5d, select Use custom configuration.

2. Follow the steps in Define a Custom Configuration for the Endpoint in the Identity Governance Configuration Guide.
In Step 3, you can use the following table to help you decide how to set up the mapping. The following table lists a
possible way of mapping objects.
Note: Map the account and at least one other attribute.

Object in CA Top Secret Descriptions Object in Identity Governance:
Shallow Mapping

Object in Identity Governance: Deep
Mapping

Account An Account object represents a user in CA Top Secret. Account Account
Profile A Profile object represents a group of users that uses a set of identical resources in the same way.

Every profile is associated with a single department. Profiles are not nested.
Resource Role

Group A Group object is very similar to a Profile object. A group is a collection of users who can share
access authorities for protected resources.
Groups are not nested.

Resource Role

Department A Department object represents an actual department in an organization. In CA Top Secret, each
user is associated with a department.
Resources are assigned to a department, which is the recommended way.

Resource Role

Division A Division object consists of one or more departments. Your organization can contain many
divisions.
Resources are assigned to a division.

Resource Role

Zone A Zone object represents the highest level in the hierarchy of an organization. A zone can contain
two or more divisions.
Departments cannot be directly associated with a zone. Resources are assigned to a zone.

Resource Role
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Resource A Resource object represents any object that CA Top Secret protects. Each resource in CA Top
Secret is an instance of a Resource Class (RESCLASS) defined in the Resource Descriptor Table
(RDT).

Resource Resource

Note: To see a list of attributes that the IAM Connector Server passes to Identity Governance, see this page.

Note: For Identity Governance, this connector offers shallow mapping only. The connector models endpoint permissions
as resources. The connector cannot model provisioning roles and account templates as roles.

Relationships Between Objects

This table lists the relationship attributes for each object.

Primary Object Related Object Relationship Relationship Attribute
User Group Is a member of Member Of
User Resource Has access to Resources
User Department Belongs to Department
User Division Belongs to Division
User Zone Belongs to Zone
User Profile Is assigned to Profiles
Group Resource Has access to Resources
Profile Resource Has access to Resources
Zone Resource Has access to Resources
Division Resource Has access to Resources
Division Zone Belongs to Zone
Department Resource Has access to Resources
Department Division Belongs to Division

The following diagrams illustrate the relationships between accounts and other objects in CA Top Secret:
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Object Classes for Data Gathered from CA Top Secret Endpoint

CA Top Secret Data Stored in This Object Class
Users and controls Account
Profiles Profile
Groups Group
Departments Department
Divisions Division
Zones Zone
Resources Resource

NOTE
To see a list of attributes that the IAM Connector Server passes to Identity Governance, see this page.

Import Data from CA Top Secret

This procedure is for the Identity Governance integrator. To test that the connection is configured correctly, import data
from the CA Top Secret endpoint by running a connector job.

NOTE
To see a list of attributes that the IAM Connector Server passes to  Identity Governance, see this page.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Universes.
2. Click the link for the universe where you want to run the connector.
3. Click the Connectivity tab.
4. Select Import.
5. Select the check box next to the Top Secret TSSCFILE connector, plus any other connectors you want to run.
6. Click Import Now, then click Ok.

The selected connectors are run, importing data from the endpoint into Identity Governance.

The connection process is complete. The Role engineers can use Identity Governance to model roles in the data which is
taken from the CA Top Secret.

Upload New CA Top Secret Data into Identity Governance

When you first upload data from the text file, it is cached in a database. Identity Governance works with data in the
database.

Eventually, the Identity Governance user wants to receive new data from the endpoint. To get new data from the endpoint,
arrange for the data to be dumped into a file, then connect Identity Governance to the new file.

Follow these steps:

1. Ask the mainframe administrator to use the TSSCFILE utility to extract data from CA Top Secret.
2. (Optional) change the file name to make it unique.
3. Use the Connector Server Manager to update the connector with the new file name:

a. Click Administration, Connector Server Management.
b. Select the Endpoints tab, then select Manage Endpoints, Modify Endpoint.
c. Select Top Secret TSSCFILE from the list, then click Search.
d. Select the name of the endpoint that supplied the new data file.
e. Enter the name of the new file in the Input TSSCFILE Filename box.
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NOTE
We do not recommend leaving the existing filename and select the File Has Changed box, if the name of
the text file has not changed.

f. Click Submit.
The Connector Server Manager verifies that the file exists.

The next time that Identity Governance imports the data, Java Connector Server uploads the data from the file into the
cache. Identity Governance then imports the data from the cache, and works with that data as usual.

After the data is uploaded into the cache, you can delete the generated file from the TSSCFILE utility.

CA Top Secret Connector
This section only applies to Identity Manager. It cannot be used with Identity Governance.

NOTE
If you want to connect to CA Top Secret from Identity Governance, use the CA Top Secret v2 connector.

The CA Top Secret connector is an earlier version of CA Top Secret v2 connector that lets you administer accounts and
resources on CA Top Secret systems. The CA Top Secret connector provides a single point for all user administration by
letting you do the following tasks:

• Register endpoints, explore them for objects to manage, and correlate the accounts with global users.
• Create and manage CA Top Secret accounts using account templates specific to CA Top Secret.
• Change account passwords and account activations in one place.
• Synchronize global users with their roles or synchronize global user accounts with their account templates.
• Assign a CA Top Secret policy to each of your CA Top Secret endpoints.
• Use the default endpoint type policy for creating accounts with the minimum level of security that is required to access

a CA Top Secret directory.
• Generate and print reports about the CA Top Secret accounts.

To learn more about the differences between these two connectors, read the Compare Three Methods for Connecting CA
Top Secret Endpoints in this section.

How to Configure Your CA Top Secret System
When installing the CA Top Secret Connector, perform the following steps:

1. Install the Provisioning Server with the CA Top Secret Connector.
2. Install and configure LDAP Server.
3. Ensure that IAM CS is Installed.

Once the CA Top Secret connector is installed with the Provisioning Server, configure CA Top Secret to communicate with
the connector.

Install and Configure LDAP Server

This procedure is for the mainframe security administrator.

To allow IAM Connector Server to communicate with RACF, install LDAP Server on the mainframe. To keep your data
secure, configure LDAP Server to use SSL.

1. Install LDAP Server.
2. Configure LDAP Server to use SSL in Server mode. These instructions apply to r15.
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Follow these steps:

1. Install LDAP Server.
Instructions for LDAP r15 are in the LDAP Installation Guide.

2. Configure LDAP Server to use SSL in Server mode.
Instructions are in "Client SSL Setup From the Command Line" in the LDAP Product Guide for LDAP r15.

Verify that Connector Server Is Installed

Check that IAM CS is installed and running.

IAM CS is installed with the following products, unless you deselected the IAM CS option:

• Identity Manager r12.6.2 and later -- For details, see Install IAM CS.
• Identity Governance r12.6 SP1 and later -- For details, see Connectivity Use Cases.

Securing Provisioning Server Communication to the CA LDAP Server

All communication between the Provisioning Server and the LDAP Server for z/OS is encrypted using SSL (Secure
Socket Layers).

Follow these steps:

1. Set up your LDAP Server for z/OS to use the Server Mode for SSL connections.
2. Turn on SSL support within the Provisioning Server for your TSS endpoint. To turn it on, get the properties of your TSS

endpoint using the Provisioning Manager. In the section Mainframe LDAP Server Information, select the check box
Use Server-side SSL and click Apply.

All the communication to the configured LDAP Server attempts to use an SSL connection. If it fails to establish SSL, the
system provides appropriate error message.

Acquire a CA Top Secret System Using the User Console

Acquire the CA Top Secret system before you can administer it with Identity Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Import the role definition file.
2. Select Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
3. Select CA Top Secret from the drop-down list-box on Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type, and click Ok.
4. In the Endpoint tab, complete the following mandatory fields:

– Endpoint Name
Specifies the name of the new CA Top Secret endpoint. The endpoint name is the name that appears in the
Provisioning Manager. Commas and semi-colons are not allowed.

– Mainframe LDAP IP Address/Machine Name
Specifies the mainframe LDAP IP Address or machine name of the CA Top Secret.

– Mainframe LDAP Port
Specifies the Listen Port for the Security Integrator running on the CA Top Secret.

– Mainframe LDAP DN Suffix
Specifies valid suffixes that are configured for the current LDAP Server operations in im naming mode. (See the
chapter titled, "CATSS_DN Backend" in the LDAP Server for z/OS Administrator Guide for more information on
naming mode.)

– Proxy Admin ID
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Allows you to specify an ID that is used to issue the password modifications that are requested through the
Workflow. This provides users with the ability to change or reset their passwords if their password has expired and
they cannot be authenticated to the system.

– Proxy Admin Password
The password to the Proxy Admin ID on the CA Top Secret endpoint.

5. Click Submit.
You are ready to explore and Correlate the endpoint.

6. Click Endpoints, Explore and Correlate Definitions, Create Explore and Correlate Definition to explore the objects that
exist on the endpoint.
The Exploration process finds all CA Top Secret accounts and groups. You can correlate the accounts with global
users now or you can correlate them later.

7. Click OK to start a new definition.
8. Complete the Explore and Correlate Tab as follows:

a. Fill in Explore and Correlate name with a specific name.
Click Select Container/Endpoint/Explore Method to click a CA-Top Secret endpoint to explore.

b. Click the Explore/Correlate Actions and perform the following tasks:
• Explore directory for managed objects

Identifies the objects that are stored on the endpoint and not in the provisioning directory.
• Correlate accounts to users

Correlates the objects that were found in the explore function with users in the provisioning directory. If the user
is found, the object is correlated with the user. However, you can instead select that you want to assign the
account to the existing user (the default user) or create the user.

• Update user fields
If a mapping exists between the object fields and the user fields, the user fields are updated with data from the
objects fields.

9. Complete the Recurrence tab if you want to schedule the task execution.
a. Click Schedule.
b. Complete the fields for determining the execution time for the task.

You may prefer to schedule the task to execute overnight to interfere less with routine access of the system.

NOTE
This operation requires the client browser to be in the same time zone as the server. For example, if the
client time is 10:00 PM on Tuesday and the server time is 7:00 AM, the Explore and Correlate definition does
not work.

10. Click Submit.

To use an explore and correlate definition:

1. In the Identity Manager environment, click Endpoints, Execute Explore and Correlate.
2. Click an explore and correlate definition to execute.
3. Click Submit.

Based on the created explore and correlate definition, the user accounts that exist on the endpoint are created or
updated in Identity Manager.

Extend the Schema to Include Custom Attributes

Connect to a CA Top Secret system through IAM CS and correlate on any of the connector exposed attributes. If you want
to correlate on an attribute that the connector does not expose, extend the schema of the connector schema to include up
to 20 extra attributes.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a mapping file that maps each attribute on the endpoint to an attribute in Identity Manager.
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Creating includes the custom attributes in the Provisioning Server.
2. Add the custom attributes to a new tab in the User Console.

Create a Mapping File for the Custom Attributes

The mapping file lists the custom attributes.

Note: This section refers to the Provisioning Server installation location as ps_install. By default, ps_install is in the
following locations:

Windows: C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning Server

Linux and Solaris: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ProvisioningServer/

Follow these steps:

1. Create a directory in ps_install\data, and name the new directory TSS.
2. Create a text file named schema_map.txt and save it in ps_install\data\TSS.
3. In the text file, create entries with the format described in Format of the Mapping File for Custom Attributes.
4. Restart the Provisioning Server service.

The Provisioning Server includes the custom attributes.

Format of the Mapping File for Custom Attributes

The mapping file contains a list of the custom attributes, each with the following format:

eTTSSCustomAttribute001=attribute1

eTTSSCustomAttribute002=attribute2

...

eTTSSCustomAttribute020=attribute20

In the above list, the names on the left are the attributes in Identity Manager and the names on the right are the attributes
on the endpoint.

Each custom attribute in Identity Manager is named eTTSSCustomAttributeNNN, where NNN is a number from 001 to
020. You can use these names in any order, but we recommend that you start with eTTSSCustomAttribute001, to avoid
mis-conception.

There must be no spaces before or after each attribute name.

The attribute names are case-sensitive.

On Solaris, make sure that the mapping file is world-readable (its permission must be at least 444).

Add the Custom Attributes to a Tab in the User Console

You can include the custom attributes in a tab in the User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the User Console as a user with administrative rights.
2. Click the Roles and Tasks tab, then click Admin Tasks, Manage Admin Tasks.
3. Search for *Top Secret*.
4. Select the name of the screen that you want to change. For example, Modify CA Top Secret Account.
5. Select Tabs.
6. Find Custom Attributes in the table, and click its Edit button.
7. Select the Browse button of the Screen field.
8. Select “Modify CA Top Secret Account - Custom Attributes”. Click Copy.
9. Edit the Name and Tag values and enter a unique screen name.
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10. Delete any Custom Attribute fields that appear on the final screen.
11. For each custom attribute, change its name to the actual attribute name on the endpoint:

a. Click the Edit icon of an attribute.
b. Edit the Name for showing the real name of the attribute on the endpoint. This option appears on the final screen.

12. Click OK.
13. Click Select.
14. Click OK, and click Submit.

The new tab is available in the User Console.

Connect to the Endpoint in Identity Governance through Identity Manager

This procedure is for the Identity Governance administrator.

Use this method for the Identity Governance installation that is associated with a Identity Manager installation. In this
situation, connect Identity Governance to Identity Manager. Identity Governance immediately has access to the endpoints
that Identity Manager connects to.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that Identity Manager can successfully connect to the endpoint, using the instructions in Connect to the
Endpoint in Identity Manager.

2. Set up the connection to Identity Manager.

NOTE
When you come to the setting up mapping between endpoint objects and Identity Governance resources,
we recommend that you use the template that comes with the connector. However you can set up custom
mapping for the endpoint.

3. Run an import.
All endpoint data is imported into Identity Governance. The selected endpoint permissions are modelled as resources,
while provisioning roles and account templates are modelled as roles.

The connection process is complete. The Identity Governance administrators can now set up a schedule for running
the connector job. The role engineers can now use Identity Governance to model and update roles in the data from the
endpoint.

Troubleshooting CA Top Secret Connectors
This section covers the troubleshooting scenarios for CA Top Secret connector.

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Configure the Migration Log File

This topic applies to all of the mainframe connectors.

The migration tool uses java.util.logging. When you run the tool, you can use the -l option to specify the configuration file
for the logging system. This file configures the type and format of the information that is logged and the location of log
files.

For example, you can configure any of the following log levels:
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• Log errors only.
• Log everything, including debugging info.
• Make the timestamps include dates and times down to seconds.
• Make the timestamps include dates only.
• Send the logs to the console.
• Send the logs to a file.

If you do not want to change the default logging configuration, omit the -l option.

Cannot Set the Administer MLS Attribute on an Account

This section applies to the plugin CA Top Secret connector.

Symptom:

CA Top Secret endpoint has LDAP Server for z/OS r12. When I attempt to set the Administer MLS attribute on an account,
I see the following message:

[LDAP: error code 17  -  ettsssm5-mlsadmin: attribute type undefined]

Solution:

This error appears because eTTSSM5-MLSADMIN is supported only in LDAP Server for z/OS r14+.

You can avoid this problem in the following ways:

• Upgrade to a later version of LDAP Server.
• Update the problem attribute, using Connector Xpress. Change the value of the Connector Map To for the Administer

MLS attribute from eTTSSM5-MLSADMIN to eTTSSAdminMisc5.
The attribute lets you set the “Administer MLS” privilege with its value as write only.

Error When Updating Expiration Date

This section applies to all the CA Top Secret connectors.

Symptom:

When I attempt to update the expiration date, the update fails and the following message appears:

TSS0251E  KEYWORD EXPIRE  DOES NOT SUPPORT SUBFIELDS

Solution:

To fix this problem, upgrade to CA LDAP Server r14 or later.

Cannot Create Account When Password Policies Conflict

This section applies to all connectors. However, it is most likely to be relevant to the mainframe connectors.

Symptom:

In many organizations, some endpoints (such as the mainframe systems) have stricter restrictions on passwords than the
corporate password policy.

This conflict causes problems if you create a password that meets the requirements of the Identity Manager password
policy but is invalid on an endpoint. In this situation, the following problems can occur:
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• When you use a provisioning role to create an endpoint account for an existing global user with such a password, the
account is not created.

• When you attempt to create a user with a temporary password, the user is not created.
• When you change the password of an existing account on the endpoint, the changed password is not saved.

Solution:

To avoid this problem, make one or both of the following changes:

• Make the password policy in Identity Manager more restrictive than the password policy on the mainframe endpoint.
• Make the policy for temporary passwords more restrictive than the password policy on the mainframe endpoint.

This change forces new users to change their password when they log in to User Console.

Account Templates are not Synchronized with Accounts on a Create or Modify Task in the User Console

This section applies to TSS TSSCFILE connector.

If you are using the create/delete alias processing in the ACF2 or TSS TSSCFILE connector, contact support for the
appropriate maintenance. When you contact support, specify which r12.5 release of Identity Manager is being used. Also,
specify the version of LDAP Server for z/OS is being used. As LDAP Server r12 and LDAP Server r14 has different fixes,
ensure that the correct modules are given.

Modifying Endpoint Directly Causes Failure when Importing Between Endpoint and Provisioning
Server

This section applies to all the TSS connectors.

When the endpoint is modified directly (not using the Provisioning Server), a failure is returned when importing. This
failure is because of inconsistent data between the endpoint and Provisioning Server. Two examples include:

• Someone removed tables from the MSSQL endpoint using native tools which resulted in some users getting resources
that no longer exist.
To resolve the failure, reexplore the endpoint using the Provisioning Server.

• Someone deleted some server roles on the endpoint. The account templates that still had those server roles assigned
received extra roles that do not exist on the endpoint any more.
To resolve this failure, manually remove those "removed" server roles from the account templates.

Endpoints with Retry Autolock must be Configured with a Generous Retry Limit

This section applies to all the TSS connectors.

Consider an endpoint that has 'N' retry autolock behavior. The account that is used to connect to the endpoint using IAM
CS should be configured to have a generous (or unlimited) “N” due to attempts to connect being used up quickly by IAM
CS.

When the account is natively locked due to "N" being exceeded, it may be necessary to use native tools to unlock the
account before the endpoint is acquired again. This situation depends on the exact native "locked" behavior of the
endpoint.

Error in Endpoint Search Screens after Upgrading from Identity Manager r12.5 SP6 or Earlier

This section applies to all the TSS connectors.

Symptom:
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An error that resembles the following message occurs when you import endpoint role definitions files from r12.5 SP6 or
earlier into r12.5 SP7 or later:

"Error in screen definition "Default Endpoint Type Primary Group Endpoint Capability Search" with tag
"DefaultActiveDirectoryPrimaryGroupEndpointCapabilitySearch" Error: The type "UNKNOWN" is not a valid object type."

In Identity Manager r12.5 SP7, certain objects were renamed. These objects are referenced in endpoint capability search
screens. After upgrading to r12.5 SP7 or later, an error can occur when you import role definitions files that include
screens referring to the old object names.

This issue is identified in Active Directory and Access Control endpoints.

Solution:

Consider deleting screen definitions that reference the old object name before importing a role definitions file.

The following case is an example of an Active Directory endpoint:

In Identity Manager r12.5 SP6, the Active Directory endpoint capability search screen name referenced the object
ACTIVEDIRECTORY_ADUNIXPRIMARYGROUP'.

The object name appears in the following screen definition:

<Screen name="Default Active Directory Primary Group Endpoint Capability Search"

 tag="DefaultActiveDirectoryPrimaryGroupEndpointCapabilitySearch" 

screendefinition="EndpointCapabilitySearch" 

Object="ACTIVEDIRECTORY_ADUNIXPRIMARYGROUP">

In Identity Manager r12.5 SP7, the object name was changed to 'ACTIVEDIRECTORY_ETADSGROUP'.

The new object name appears in the following screen definition:

<Screen name="Default Active Directory Group Endpoint Capability Search"

tag="DefaultActiveDirectoryGroupEndpointCapabilitySearch"

screendefinition="EndpointCapabilitySearch"

object="ACTIVEDIRECTORY_ETADSGROUP">

How to Migrate Data from the Plug-in Connector to the New Java Connector
This section applies to Identity Manager only.

IAM CS comes with a tool that helps you migrate account templates and their associations to objects in the new
connector. If Identity Manager already manages the CA Top Secret endpoints using the plug-in connector, you can use the
existing CA Top Secret data with the new connector.

The migration tool migrates data from the CA Top Secret plug-in connector. It cannot migrate from the TSS TSSCFILE
connector or from the Identity Governance import connector.

The migration tool migrates the following data:

• Account templates
The migrated account templates have the same name as the old account templates.

• Associations between account templates and endpoints, roles, and accounts.

You cannot use the migration tool to migrate endpoint objects. Before you can migrate other data, acquire and explore the
endpoints with the new connector.
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1. Create two migration mapping files
2. Migrate the data
3. Repair migration errors
4. Set up the connector without correlating, using the steps in How to Connect to CA Top Secret v2.
5. Correlate the data

Create Two Migration Mapping Files
The migration tool works with two mapping files:

• (Required) A file that specifies which old endpoints are migrated to which new endpoints.
The endpoint mapping file uses the following format:
OldEndpointName=NewEndpointName

• (Optional) A file that specifies any custom attributes that you plan to manage.
The custom attribute mapping file uses the following format:
from-custom-attribute=to-endpoint-attribute

The mapping file has the same format and contents as the schema_map.txt used in Provisioning Manager and
Provisioning Server. You can use schema.txt as the mapping configuration file for the migration.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up any custom attributes in the new endpoint in Identity Manager.
2. Prepare the endpoint mapping file. Only the old endpoints that are specified in this mapping file are migrated.

When you run the mapping tool, use the  - c option to specify the path to the mapping file.
3. Prepare the mapping file for any custom attributes, if necessary.
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When you run the mapping tool, use the  - m option to specify the path to the mapping file.

Example: Endpoint mapping file. In the example below, the administrator chooses to keep the endpoint name the same:
MFTSS.org.com=MFTSS.org.com

Example: Custom attribute mapping file
CustomAttribute001=VSE-IES-Dflt-Usercat

CustomAttribute002=VSE-IES-Fld1

Migrate the Data
Before you migrate your data, we recommend that you run a simulation first. Simulation generates an HTML report that
lists the following items:

• Objects and associations that are created
• Potential migration failures

You can then use the same migration tool to run the real migration.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command prompt and navigate to the following location:
cs_home/bin

2. To run a simulated migration, use the tssv2migrate command with the -r S option. For example:
TSSv2Migrate -h mycomputer -d im  - p 20390  - u admin  - c c:\endpointconfig.txt  - m c:\schema_map.txt 

 - r S 

3. To migrate the data, use the tssv2migrate command with the -r R option. For example:
TSSv2Migrate -h server32 -d im -p 20389  -u etaadmin -n -r R -c tss_endpoints.properties  - l

 logging.properties

The tool migrates the data and saves a report in cs_home/jcs/resources/tss.
4. Verify the new account templates and associations.

tssv2migrate -- Migrate Data from Old Plug-in Connector to New Connector

The migration tool converts data from the old plug-in connector to the new CA Top Secret v2 connector.

NOTE
You cannot migrate the endpoint using the migration tool. Before you can migrate the data, configure the
endpoint in Identity Manager.

TSSv2Migrate <options>

• -c path
Specifies the file that lists which endpoints have their data that migrated.

• -d domain
Identifies the Identity Manager domain that contains the endpoints that you want to migrate. Default: im

• -h hostname
Specifies the computer that hosts Provisioning Server.

• -l path
Specifies the logging configuration file. If you omit this option, the migration tool uses the default available logging
configuration from the following path: java_home/lib/logging.properties.

• -m path
Specifies the file that contains mappings for custom attributes in CA Top Secret.

• -n
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Disable TLS communication. Default: TLS is enabled.
• -p port

Defines the port number of the Provisioning Server. Default for no TLS: 20389. Default for TLS: 20390
• -r S

Produces a report that lists the objects and associations that would have been migrated.
• -r R

Migrates data and produces a report that lists the objects and associations that would have been migrated, plus any
failures.

• -u username
Identifies the administrative user of the Identity Manager domain.

Repair Migration Errors

After the migration has finished, verify the outcome carefully. If the result of the migration is not correct, delete the new
data and start again.

Follow these steps:

1. Delete the new endpoints that are specified in the endpoint mapping file.
Deletes all associated account objects in Identity Manager without affecting data on the endpoint itself. This step also
removes all associations between global users and accounts.

2. Delete the new account templates.
Removes all associations with the account templates.

You are ready to migrate again.

Correlate the Data

If you migrated data from old endpoints, you first explored the data but you did not correlate the data. After the migration is
complete, correlate the data.

For now, include the options for the correlation. The following steps list the actions to perform:

1. Create correlation rules.
2. Edit the explore and correlate definition.

For now, select the correlation checkbox.
3. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

For now, the data is both explored and correlated.

The endpoint is ready for use in Identity Manager.

Connector Xpress 2.0 for REST Applications (14.4.1)
NOTE
Connector Xpress 2.0 is applicable from release 14.4.1 onwards.

Over the years, the REST API has gained popularity as it is developer-friendly and easy to understand. A rise in the
adoption of the REST API has increased the demand for an identity management solution to manage identities of
a REST-based application residing on-premise or on the cloud.

To cater to the growing demand to manage identities of a REST-based application, Symantec IGA provides the ability for
organizations to build their own dynamic REST connector using Connector Xpress 2.0.

Connector Xpress 2.0 is an intuitive web interface that is designed to create a metadata structure of a REST-based
application and deploy it to a Provisioning Server. Metadata is a configuration file that defines a REST-based application
using the dynamic configuration and mapping information that is provided in Connector Xpress 2.0 such as application
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connection parameters, application details, application API details, resources (users, groups, roles), and associations
between resources.

To manage identities of a REST-based application from the Identity Manager web interface, manually deploy the
metadata to the Identity Manager server. Once deployed, a new endpoint type and the endpoint management screens are
created based on the metadata configuration data.

Install Connector Xpress 2.0 (14.4.1)
Learn about how to install Connector Xpress 2.0 in your environment.

IMPORTANT

• You can install Connector Xpress 2.0 only on Windows.
• The Connector Xpress 2.0 installation is not integrated with the Identity Manager Uber installation.
• You can install Connector Xpress 2.0 on a machine different from the Identity Manager components.

Follow these steps to install Connector Xpress 2.0:

1. Locate and extract Connector Xpress 2.0 (CP-CONN-XP-2.0-<version>.tar.gz) from the 14.4.1 Identity Manager
Cumulative Patch.

2. Extract the following zip files as appropriate.
– symantec-connector-xpress-2.0-<version>-<timestamp>.zip
– symantec-connector-xpress-2.0-withjdk-<version>-<timestamp>.zip

3. Run the executable files as appropriate:
– symantec-conxp-2.0-installer-win.exe
– symantec-conxp-2.0-installer-win-withjdk.exe

4. Perform these steps in the InstallAnywhere wizard:
a. Read and agree to the license agreement.
b. Select the installation type:

• Typical: Select this option to install Connector Xpress 2.0 with pre-defined settings.
• Custom: Select this option to install Connector Xpress 2.0 with custom settings.

a. Select the installation folder.
b. Select the Java Virtual Machine (JVM).
c. Configure ports for the Connector Xpress 2.0 web interface and the embedded database. The defaults ports

are 20421 and 20425 respectively.
c. Review the pre-installation summary and then click Install.
d. Click Done after the installation completes. If InstallAnywhere reports any errors, review the installation logs.

5. Start Connector Xpress 2.0 by running the connxp.bat file from the installed directory. The default installed directory
is C:/Program Files/CA/Identity Manager/Connector Xpress 2.0/bin.
connxp.bat start

6. You can now access the Connector Xpress 2.0 web interface at http://<host_name>:<Web UI Port>/connxp.
Example: http://192.0.2.1:20421/connxp

Build a Dynamic REST Connector Using Connector Xpress 2.0 (14.4.1)
Build a dynamic REST connector for a REST-based application using Connector Xpress 2.0.

The following diagram is a pictorial representation of the various steps that are involved in creating a dynamic REST
connector.
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Understand the API of a REST-Based Application (14.4.1)
Read the API documentation of a REST-based application to understand how the following pieces of information
are defined by the API. The connector configuration in Connector Xpress requires this information to build a
metadata structure of a REST-based application.

• Authentication schemes
• Manage users
• Manage resources (roles, groups, and so on)
• Manage associations or memberships between users and resources
• Pagination
• Request and response API

– Default headers and parameters   
– URLs suffix   
– Query parameters 
– Request and response formats   
– HTTP methods for CRUD operations

Also, gather information about the following pre-requisites for managing identities on a REST-based application:

• Minimum privileges required for an administrator to perform CRUD operations
• Requirements for the API to be accessible

Configure REST Connector Using Connector Xpress 2.0 (14.4.1)
Use Connector Xpress 2.0 to configure a REST connector for a REST-based application. The output of the
REST connector configuration is the metadata (XML) and the API configuration (JSON) that you deploy to a Provisioning
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Server. The metadata file defines a REST-based application using the dynamic configuration and mapping information
that you provide in Connector Xpress 2.0. Configuration includes information such as application connection parameters,
application details, application API configuration, resources (users, groups, roles), and association between resources.

Connector Xpress 2.0 URL

Access the Connector Xpress 2.0 web interface at http://<host_name>:<Web UI Port>/connxp.

Example: http://192.0.2.1:20421/connxp

Connector Xpress 2.0 Home Screen

The following diagram represents the home screen of Connector Xpress 2.0 along with an illustration of the various
options that it offers to carry out the REST connector configuration.

REST Connector Configuration
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Begin creating a REST connector by using the new connector link or an existing template from the home screen.

The REST connector configuration in Connector Xpress 2.0 is a five-step process:

The required configuration in each of these five steps is covered in the subsequent sections of the documentation.

Configure Application (14.4.1)

The Configure Application screen of Connector Xpress 2.0 provides an interface to create an instance of a REST-
based application. To create an instance and establish a connection to a REST-based application, furnish the following
application details in the Configure Application screen:

• Application name
• Application version
• Application base URL
• Authentication type
• Application API

– HTTP methods for CRUD operations
– Pagination
– Request and response formats
– Default headers and parameters

• Custom data types - enumeration or compound types

Application Details - Create an Instance of a REST Application

The GIF demonstrates sample configuration that creates an instance of a REST-based application.
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Application Details - Test Connection to a REST Application

The GIF demonstrates how to create a test connection to a REST-based application.
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Application API Configuration

The GIF demonstrates a sample REST application API configuration.
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Custom Types - Enumeration Data Types

The GIF demonstrates a sample enumeration data type configuration.
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Custom Types - Compound Data Types

The GIF demonstrates a sample compound data type configuration.
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Custom Types - Attribute Mapping using Resource Schema

The GIF demonstrates a sample attribute mapping by providing a sample request or resource schema in the JSON
format.
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 Configure User (14.4.1)

To manage users of a REST-based application from Identity Manager, configure the user resource information in the
Configure User screen of Connector Xpress 2.0. User resource configuration includes the following information:

• User mapping to an application object that represents a user
• Container for user objects
• REST API configuration for users
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– Resource URI
– Resource unique key
– Resource management URI
– Optionally, you can override the following API configuration for the user resource in case it varies from the

application configuration:
• HTTP methods
• Pagination
• Request and response formats

• User attributes mapping
• Screens for user management from Identity Manager User Console

User API Configuration

The GIF demonstrates a sample REST API configuration for a user resource.
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User Attributes Mapping - Primitive Data Types

The GIF demonstrates a sample user attributes mapping for the primitive data types.
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User Attributes Mapping - Enumeration Data Type

The GIF demonstrates a sample user attributes mapping for the enumeration data type.
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User Attributes Mapping - Compound Data Type

The GIF demonstrates a sample user attributes mapping for the compound data type.
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User Attributes Mapping - Relationship

The GIF demonstrates a sample user attributes mapping for the relationship data type.
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User Screens

The GIF demonstrates how to create screens for user management from Identity Manager User Console.

NOTE
Click Refresh Attributes if the configured attributes do not appear for selection.
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Configure Resources (14.4.1)

To manage resources (such as groups, roles) of a REST-based application from Identity Manager, configure the user
resource information in the Configure Resource screen of Connector Xpress 2.0.

Resource configuration includes the following information:

• Resource name
• Resource mapping to an application object that represents a resource
• Container for resource objects
• REST API configuration for resources
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– Resource URI
– Resource unique key
– Resource management URI
– Optionally, you can override the following API configuration for a resource in case it varies from the application

configuration:
• HTTP methods for CRUD operations
• Pagination
• Request and response formats

• Resource attributes mapping

Resource API Configuration

The GIF demonstrates a sample REST API configuration for a resource.
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Resource Attributes Mapping

The resource attribute mapping can be done for the following data types:

• Primitive
• Enumeration
• Compound
• Relationship

Since the attribute mapping configuration is the same for users and resources, you can refer to the following user attribute
mapping configuration as an example to set up attribute mapping for a resource.

• User Attributes Mapping - Primitive Data Types
• User Attributes Mapping - Enumeration Data Type
• User Attributes Mapping - Compound Data Type
• User Attributes Mapping - Relationship

Review Summary (14.4.1)

The Review Summary screen of Connector Xpress 2.0 presents a summary of configuration that is carried out to create a
metadata structure of a REST-based application.

Ensure that you review and confirm the connector configuration before you proceed to deploy the same to a Provisioning
Server.

The GIF demonstrates a sample review summary.
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 Deploy Metadata (14.4.1)

Once you have configured the metadata structure of a REST-based application, the next step is to deploy the
configuration to a Provisioning Server.

The Deploy screen of Connector Xpress 2.0 lets you perform the following actions:

• Export configuration
• Save the configuration as a template
• Deploy configuration to a Provisioning Server

Export Configuration

You can export the metadata configuration of a REST-based application to a file system in the JSON format.
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The exported metadata configuration can be useful in the following scenarios:

• Import metadata configuration into other environments
• Reuse metadata configuration to create the connector configuration for other applications
• Troubleshoot any errors in the configuration

Ensure that you enter a preferred name for the output file without an extension.

Save the Configuration as a Template

You can save the metadata configuration of a REST-based application as a template and reuse while creating a connector
configuration for other applications.

The templates can be accessed from the Home screen.
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Deploy the Configuration to a Provisioning Server

Deploy the metadata configuration to a Provisioning Server. The provisioning components (Provisioning Server, Java
Connector Server) process the connector request based on the deployed metadata configuration

If the desired Provisioning Server is not available in the existing list, add the Provisioning Server and then deploy the
metadata configuration.

The GIF demonstrates a sample configuration to add a Provisioning Server.
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Note that you can also add a Provisioning Server from the Home screen.

The GIF demonstrates the application metadata deployment to an existing Provisioning Server.
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Generate and Deploy Role Definitions (14.4.1)
To manage identities of a REST-based application from Identity Manager, you must generate and deploy role definitions
(such as roles, tasks, screens) to the Identity Manager server.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command prompt or a terminal window and navigate to the following location:
<Identity Manager_Installed_DIR>/CA/Identity Manager/IAM Suite/Identity Manager/tools/

RoleDefinitionGenerator/bin

2. Run the role definition generator utility using RoleDefGenerator.bat for Windows or RoleDefGenerator.sh for
Linux. The utility parses the metadata that is generated from Connector Xpress 2.0 and generates <endpoint
type>.jar. The command-line arguments for the utility vary depending on the location of the metadata file.
Case 1: Metadata location on a Provisioning Server
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RoleDefGenerator.bat/sh [-c jar_path] [-d domain] -h hostname [-l] [-o directory] [-n] [-p port] -u

 username [-s] [-y password_file.txt] endpoint_type ...

Case 2: Metadata location on a local machine

RoleDefGenerator.bat/sh [-c jar_path] -e fqn -m filename [-o directory] 

– -c jar_path: Specifies that JAR is added to the classpath when using a JIAM extension JAR file.
NOTE
Optional, but if used, must be specified first.

– -d domain: Specifies the Identity Manager domain. If not specified, the utility uses the default Identity Manager
domain (im).

– -e fqn: Specifies the fully qualified name of the JIAM option descriptor class that matches the metadata being used.
Must be used in conjunction with the -m option. The JIAM extension jar that contains this endpoint type must be
available in the classpath.

– -h hostname: Specifies the host name of the Provisioning Server on which you have deployed the metadata.
– -l: Lists the endpoint types.
– -m filename: Generates role definitions with the metadata file that is placed in a local machine.
– -o directory: Specifies the output directory for the JAR file.

Default: '.' that is, the current working directory.
– -p port: Specifies the Provisioning Server port number.
– -n: If specified, TLS is not used. TLS communication is enabled by default.

NOTE
If -p is not specified, 20389 is used for non-secure and 20390 for secure modes.

– -u username: Specifies the Provisioning Server admin user name.
– -s: Specifies to run in standalone CA IAM Connector Server mode.
– -y password_file.txt: Specifies the file that contains the Provisioning Server admin user password. If not specified,

the utility prompts you for the password. The password file is in the UTF-8 format. The first line of the file is used as
the password.

– endpoint_type: Specifies the name of the endpoint type and it MUST match the application name that is
configured in Connector Xpress 2.0

Example:
RoleDefGenerator.bat -d exampledomain -h im.example.com -u adminusername Zendesk

If an output directory is not specified, the utility places the JAR file at the following default location. The JAR file can be
identified with the <endpoint_type> name that you provide to the utility.
[Identity_Manager_Installed_DIR>/CA/Identity Manager/IAM Suite/Identity Manager/tools/

RoleDefinitionGenerator/bin

3. Deploy the generated JAR file by copying it to the following location on the application server:
WildFly:
[Wildfly_Home]/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/WEB-INF/lib

WebLogic:
[WebLogic_Home]/user_projects/domains/base_domain/applications/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/WEB-INF/lib

WebSphere:
<WebSphere_Home>/AppServer/profiles/<Profile_Name>/installedApps/Cell_name/applications/iam_im.ear/

user_console.war/WEB-INF/lib

4. Restart the Identity Manager server.
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Import Role Definitions (14.4.1)
Import role definitions for the new endpoint type using Identity Manager Management Console. After you import the role
definitions, a new endpoint type and the endpoint management screens are created in the Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager Management Console, click Environments.
2. Select the environment for the new endpoint type.
3. Click Role and Task Settings.
4. Click Import.
5. Select the role definitions file for your new endpoint type. Ensure that you are importing the correct version of the role

definitions file.
6. Click Finish.
7. Click Continue after the import process succeeds.
8. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

You can now manage identities of a REST-based application from the Identity Manager User Console.

Export/Import Application Configuration (14.4.1)
Connector Xpress 2.0 allows you to export and import an existing application connector configuration.

Export and import of an existing metadata configuration can be useful in the following scenarios:

• Offline manual configuration
• Reuse an existing configuration in other environments

Export Application Configuration

Export an existing application connector configuration as follows:

1. In the Hamburger (three horizontal lines) menu of the Connector Xpress 2.0 home page, click Export Configuration.
2. In the Export Application Configuration screen, perform the following steps:

a. Select an existing application that you would like to export.
b. Enter a preferred name for the output file WITHOUT an extension.
c. Click Export.

The selected application configuration is exported in the JSON format.

Import Application Configuration

Import connector configuration to either create an application connector configuration or update an existing one.

IMPORTANT
If an existing connector configuration contains the same application ID as the importing file, the existing
connector configuration is updated. Else, a new connector configuration is created.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Hamburger (three horizontal lines) menu of the Connector Xpress 2.0 home page, click Import Configuration.
2. In the Import Application Configuration screen, perform the following steps:

a. Choose an existing application connector configuration file (ONLY JSON file format) for import.
b. Click Import.
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Uninstall Connector Xpress 2.0 (14.4.1)
Learn about how to uninstall Connector Xpress 2.0 from your environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to <Connector Xpress 2.0_Installed_Directory>/_uninst. The default installed directory is C:/Program Files/
CA/Identity Manager/Connector Xpress 2.0.

2. Click the Uninstaller application.
3. Follow the InstallAnywhere wizard to uninstall Connector Xpress 2.0.

– During the uninstall process, you can choose to permanently delete the connector configuration and templates
information from the database.

Connector Xpress 2.0 for REST Applications (14.4.2)
Learn how to use Connector Xpress 2.0 to create your own REST-based applications in the 14.4.2 release.

Over the years, the REST API has gained popularity as it is developer-friendly and easy to understand. A rise in the
adoption of the REST API has increased the demand for an identity management solution to manage identities of
a REST-based application residing on-premise or on the cloud.

To cater to the growing demand to manage identities of a REST-based application, Symantec IGA provides the ability for
organizations to build their own dynamic REST connector using Connector Xpress 2.0.

Connector Xpress 2.0 is an intuitive web interface that is designed to create a metadata structure of a REST-based
application and automatically deploy it to an Identity Manager Server. Once deployed, a new endpoint type and the
endpoint management screens are created based on the metadata configuration data. Metadata is a configuration file
that defines a REST-based application using the dynamic configuration and mapping information that is provided in
Connector Xpress 2.0 such as application connection parameters, application details, application API details, resources
(users, groups, roles), and associations between resources.

Installing Connector Xpress 2.0 (14.4.2)
Learn about how to install Connector Xpress 2.0 in your environment.

IMPORTANT

• You can install Connector Xpress 2.0 only on Windows.
• The Connector Xpress 2.0 installation is not integrated with the Identity Manager Uber installation.
• You can install Connector Xpress 2.0 on a machine different from the Identity Manager components.

Follow these steps to install Connector Xpress 2.0:

1. Locate and extract Connector Xpress 2.0 (CP-CONN-XP-2.0-<version>.tar.gz) from the 14.4.2 Identity Manager
Cumulative Patch.

2. Extract the following zip files as appropriate.
– symantec-connector-xpress-2.0-<version>-<timestamp>.zip
– symantec-connector-xpress-2.0-withjdk-<version>-<timestamp>.zip

3. Run the executable files as appropriate:
– symantec-conxp-2.0-installer-win.exe
– symantec-conxp-2.0-installer-win-withjdk.exe

4. Perform these steps in the InstallAnywhere wizard:
a. Read and agree to the license agreement.
b. Select the installation type:
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• Typical: Select this option to install Connector Xpress 2.0 with pre-defined settings.
• Custom: Select this option to install Connector Xpress 2.0 with custom settings.

a. Select the installation folder.
b. Select the Java Virtual Machine (JVM).
c. Configure ports for the Connector Xpress 2.0 web interface and the embedded database. The default ports

are 20421 and 20425 respectively.
c. Review the pre-installation summary and then click Install.
d. Click Done after the installation completes. If InstallAnywhere reports any errors, review the installation logs.

5. Start Connector Xpress 2.0 by running the connxp.bat file from the installed directory. The default installed directory
is C:/Program Files/CA/Identity Manager/Connector Xpress 2.0/bin.
startconnxp.bat

6. You can now access the Connector Xpress 2.0 web interface at http://<host_name>:<Web UI Port>/connxp/
index.html.
Example: http://192.0.2.1:20421/connxp/index.html

Upgrading Connector Xpress 2.0 to 14.4.2
Learn how to upgrade an existing Connector Xpress 2.0 to 14.4.2.

Follow these steps to upgrade Connector Xpress 2.0:

1. Stop the Connector Server 2.0 by running the following command from <Connector_Xpress_Installed_DIR>/
Connector Xpress 2.0/bin.
connxp.bat stop

2. Locate and extract Connector Xpress 2.0 (CP-CONN-XP-2.0-<version>.tar.gz) from the 14.4.2 Identity Manager
Cumulative Patch.

3. Extract the following zip files as appropriate.
– symantec-connector-xpress-2.0-<version>-<timestamp>.zip
– symantec-connector-xpress-2.0-withjdk-<version>-<timestamp>.zip

4. Run the executable files as appropriate:
– symantec-conxp-2.0-installer-win.exe
– symantec-conxp-2.0-installer-win-withjdk.exe

5. Launch the InstallAnywhere wizard and perform the following steps when prompted to do so.
a. The wizard prompts you to confirm an upgrade of Connector Xpress to the latest version. To proceed with upgrade,

click Proceed.
b. Read and agree to the license agreement.
c. Select the installation type:

• Typical: Select this option to install Connector Xpress 2.0 with pre-defined settings.
• Custom: Select this option to install Connector Xpress 2.0 with custom settings.

a. Select the installation folder.
b. Select the Java Virtual Machine (JVM).
c. Configure ports for the Connector Xpress 2.0 web interface and the embedded database. The default ports

are 20421 and 20425 respectively.
d. Review the pre-installation summary and then click Install.
e. Click Done after the installation completes. If InstallAnywhere reports any errors, review the installation logs.

6. Start Connector Xpress 2.0 by running the connxp.bat file from the installed directory. The default installed directory
is C:/Program Files/CA/Identity Manager/Connector Xpress 2.0/bin.
startconnxp.bat
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7. You can now access the Connector Xpress 2.0 web interface at http://<host_name>:<Web UI Port>/connxp/
index.html.
Example: http://192.0.2.1:20421/connxp/index.html

Building a Dynamic REST Connector using Connector Xpress 2.0 (14.4.2)
Learn how to build a dynamic REST connector for a REST-based application using Connector Xpress 2.0.

The following diagram is a pictorial representation of the various steps that are involved in creating a dynamic REST
connector.

 

Understanding the API of a REST-Based Application (14.4.2)
Understand the API of a REST-based application to acquire the information required to build a metadata structure.

Read the API documentation of a REST-based application to understand how the following pieces of information
are defined by the API. The connector configuration in Connector Xpress requires this information to build a
metadata structure for a REST-based application.

• Authentication schemes
• Manage users
• Manage resources (roles, groups, and so on)
• Manage associations or memberships between users and resources
• Pagination
• Request and response API

– Default headers and parameters   
– URLs suffix   
– Query parameters 
– Request and response formats   
– HTTP methods for CRUD operations

Also, gather information about the following pre-requisites for managing identities on a REST-based application:
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• Minimum privileges required for an administrator to perform CRUD operations
• Requirements for the API to be accessible

Configuring REST Connector using Connector Xpress 2.0 (14.4.2)
The output of the REST connector configuration is the metadata (XML) and the API configuration (JSON) that is deployed
automatically to the Identity Manager Server. The metadata file defines a REST-based application using the dynamic
configuration and mapping information that you provide in Connector Xpress 2.0. Configuration includes information such
as application connection parameters, application details, application API configuration, resources (users, groups, roles),
and association between resources.

Connector Xpress 2.0 URL

Access the Connector Xpress 2.0 web interface at http://<host_name>:<Web UI Port>/connxp/index.html.

Example: http://192.0.2.1:20421/connxp/index.html

Connector Xpress 2.0 Home Screen

The following diagram represents the home screen of Connector Xpress 2.0 along with an illustration of the various
options that it offers to carry out the REST connector configuration.
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REST Connector Configuration

Begin creating a REST connector by using the new connector link or an existing template from the home screen.

The REST connector configuration in Connector Xpress 2.0 is a six-step process, with Operation Binding configuration
being optional:

The required configuration in each of these six steps is covered in the subsequent sections of the documentation.
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Configuring Application (14.4.2)

Configure an instance of a REST application in the Configure Application tab of Connector Xpress 2.0.

The Configure Application screen of Connector Xpress 2.0 provides an interface to create an instance of a REST-based
application. To create an instance and establish a connection to a REST-based application, the following application
details must be furnished in the Configure Application screen:

• Application name
• Application version
• Application base URL
• Authentication type
• Application API

– HTTP methods for CRUD operations
– Pagination
– Request and response formats
– Default headers and parameters

• Custom data types - enumeration or compound types

Application Details - Create an Instance of a REST Application

The GIF demonstrates a sample configuration to create an instance of a REST-based application.
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Application Details - Test Connection to a REST Application

The GIF demonstrates a test connection to a REST-based application.
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Application API Configuration

The GIF demonstrates a sample REST application API configuration.
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Custom Types - Enumeration Data Types

The GIF demonstrates a sample enumeration data type configuration.
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Custom Types - Compound Data Types

The GIF demonstrates a sample compound data type configuration.
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Custom Types - Attribute Mapping using Resource Schema

The GIF demonstrates a sample attribute mapping by providing a sample request or resource schema in the JSON
format.
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Configuring User (14.4.2)

To manage users of a REST-based application from Identity Manager, the user resource configuration must be carried out
in the Configure User screen of Connector Xpress 2.0.

User resource configuration includes the following information:

• User mapping to an application object that represents a user
• Container for user objects
• REST API configuration for users
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– Resource URI
– Resource unique key
– Resource management URI
– Optionally, you can override the following API configuration for the user resource in case it varies from the

application configuration:
• HTTP methods
• Pagination
• Request and response formats

• User attributes mapping
• Screens for user management from Identity Manager User Console

User API Configuration

The GIF demonstrates a sample REST API configuration for a user resource.
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User Attributes Mapping - Primitive Data Types

The GIF demonstrates a sample user attributes mapping for the primitive data types.
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User Attributes Mapping - Enumeration Data Type

The GIF demonstrates a sample user attributes mapping for the enumeration data type.
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User Attributes Mapping - Compound Data Type

The GIF demonstrates a sample user attributes mapping for the compound data type.
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User Attributes Mapping - Relationship

The GIF demonstrates a sample user attributes mapping for the relationship data type.
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User Screens

The GIF demonstrates how to create screens for user management from Identity Manager User Console.

NOTE
Click Refresh Attributes in case the configured attributes are not appearing for selection.
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Configuring Resources (14.4.2)

To manage resources (groups, roles...) of a REST-based application from Identity Manager, the resource configuration
must be carried out in the Configure Resource screen of Connector Xpress 2.0.

Resource configuration includes the following information:

• Resource name
• Resource mapping to an application object that represents a resource
• Container for resource objects
• REST API configuration for resources
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– Resource URI
– Resource unique key
– Resource management URI
– Optionally, you can override the following API configuration for a resource in case it varies from the application

configuration:
• HTTP methods for CRUD operations
• Pagination
• Request and response formats

• Resource attributes mapping

Resource API Configuration

The GIF demonstrates a sample REST API configuration for a resource.
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Resource Attribute Mapping

The resource attribute mapping can be done for the following data types:

• Primitive
• Enumeration
• Compound
• Relationship

Since the attribute mapping configuration is the same for users and resources, you can refer to the following user attribute
mapping configuration as an example to set up attribute mapping for a resource.

• User Attributes Mapping - Primitive Data Types
• User Attributes Mapping - Enumeration Data Type
• User Attributes Mapping - Compound Data Type
• User Attributes Mapping - Relationship

Configuring Operation Bindings (14.4.2)

Operation Binding binds an additional logic (such as a script) to a particular operation (such as user deletion) to specialize
the handling of that operation. You can specify whether to run a script in relation to an operation before, after, or instead of
the operation.

When Connector Server performs any operation, it verifies if there are any associated operation bindings that must invoke
a logic (script) before, after, or instead of that operation.

Sample Use Cases for Operation Bindings:

• Assume that you want to add a user to an endpoint. You have the given name and family name of the user. On the
endpoint system, however, the record for that user is an attribute that is made up of a particular combination of their
given name and family name. To resolve this situation, you can create a script that combines the two names to match
the endpoint format. Next, using an operation binding, specify that this script must run before any search you perform
on the endpoint system.

• Assume that an employee departs from an organization. An administrator must delegate all the files that the user holds
to another user (for example, a manager) in the organization before initiating the off boarding process. To do so, you
can create a script specifying that user-owned files must be delegated to another user in the organization. Next, using
an operation binding, specify that this script must run before deleting the user from the endpoint system.

An operation binding can invoke a script for operations such as Add, Modify, Delete, Move, Search, Lookup, Activate,
Deactivate, Modify-RN, Post-Query-Attributes, and Post-Query-Search-Result.

You can apply an operation binding to any object class. For example, to record all the modify operations to either an
account object or a group object in a log file, use a single operation binding, and apply it to both.

You can apply multiple operation bindings with the same timing (before, after, instead of) to a single object. For example,
invoking two scripts to run before a particular operation.

Scripts

You can create global scripts or individual scripts.

• Global Script: A global script contains JavaScript functions that any number of operation bindings can invoke. Global
scripts are an excellent way to store and reuse common functions.

• Individual Script: An individual script is a piece of JavaScript code that is only used by a single operation binding. You
would typically use an individual script for a simple specialization of the operation. If you want to bind several functions
within a global script, you can create an individual script that invokes selected functions.
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The following GIF demonstrates a sample global script that an operation binding can invoke before performing a user
delete operation. This script aims at delegating ownership of the files to the manager of the departing user, before deleting
the user from the endpoint system.

Bind Operations to a Script

You can bind operations to scripts to specify actions that you want to occur, before, after, or instead of an operation. You
can bind an operation to a specific function in a global script, or to an individual script.

The following GIF demonstrates a sample operation binding configuration that invokes the function (doDeleteAccount) of
the global script to delegate the ownership of the files to the manager of the departing user. The global script function is
invoked before performing a user delete operation.
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Reviewing Summary (14.4.2)

The Review Summary screen of Connector Xpress 2.0 presents a summary of configuration that is carried out to create a
metadata structure of a REST-based application.

Ensure that you review and confirm the connector configuration before you proceed to deploy the same to an Identity
Manager Server.

The GIF demonstrates a sample review summary.
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Deploying Connector (14.4.2)

Once you have configured the metadata structure of a REST-based application, the next step is to deploy the connector to
an Identity Manager Server.

The Deploy screen of Connector Xpress 2.0 lets you perform the following actions:

• Deploy connector to an Identity Manager Server
• Export configuration
• Save the configuration as a template
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Deploy Connector to an Identity Manager Server

Deploy the connector to an Identity Manager Server. If the desired Identity Manager Server is not available in the existing
list, add the Identity Manager Server and then deploy the connector. Once deployed, the connector is listed in the Identity
Manager User Console under Create/Modify Endpoint, Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type.

The GIF demonstrates a sample configuration to add a new Identity Manager Server.

NOTE
You can also add an Identity Manager Server by clicking the Hamburger icon and navigating to the Identity
Manager Servers screen.

The GIF demonstrates the connector deployment to an existing Identity Manager Server. After deploying the connector,
there is no need to restart the Identity Manager Server.
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Export Configuration

You can export the connector configuration of a REST-based application to a file system in the JSON format.

The exported connector configuration can be useful in the following scenarios:

• Import connector configuration into other environments
• Reuse connector configuration to create the connector configuration for other applications
• Troubleshoot, any errors in the configuration

Ensure that you enter a preferred name for the output file without an extension.
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Save the Configuration as a Template

You can save the connector configuration of a REST-based application as a template and can reuse it while creating a
connector configuration for other applications.

The templates can be accessed from the Home screen.
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Exporting/Importing Application Configuration (14.4.2)
Connector Xpress 2.0 allows you to export and import an existing application connector configuration.

Export and import of an existing connector configuration can be useful in the following scenarios:

• Offline manual configuration
• Reuse an existing configuration in other environments

Export Application Configuration

Export an existing application connector configuration as follows:

1. In the Hamburger (three horizontal lines) menu of the Connector Xpress 2.0 home page, click Export Configuration.
2. In the Export Application Configuration screen, perform the following steps:

a. Select an existing application that you would like to export.
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b. Enter a preferred name for the output file WITHOUT an extension.
c. Click Export.

The selected application configuration is exported in the JSON format.

Import Application Configuration

Import connector configuration to either create an application connector configuration or update an existing one.

IMPORTANT
If an existing connector configuration contains the same application ID as the importing file, the existing
connector configuration is updated. Else, a new connector configuration is created.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Hamburger (three horizontal lines) menu of the Connector Xpress 2.0 home page, click Import Configuration.
2. In the Import Application Configuration screen, perform the following steps:

a. Choose an existing application connector configuration file (ONLY JSON file format) for import.
b. Click Import.

Uninstalling Connector Xpress 2.0 (14.4.2)
Learn about how to uninstall Connector Xpress 2.0 from your environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to <Connector Xpress 2.0_Installed_Directory>/_uninst. The default installed directory is C:/Program Files/
CA/Identity Manager/Connector Xpress 2.0.

2. Click the Uninstaller application.
3. Follow the InstallAnywhere wizard to uninstall Connector Xpress 2.0.

– During the uninstall process, you can choose to permanently delete the connector configuration and templates
information from the database.

Dynamic Connectors (Connector Xpress)
Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Connector Xpress

Connector Xpress Overview

Connector Xpress is a CA Identity Manager utility for managing dynamic connectors, mapping dynamic connectors
to endpoints, and establishing routing rules for endpoints. You can use it to configure dynamic connectors to allow
provisioning and management of SQL databases and LDAP directories.

Connector Xpress lets you create and deploy custom connectors without extensive technical expertise.

You can also set up, edit, and remove a connector server configuration using Connector Xpress.

The primary input into Connector Xpress is the native schema of an endpoint system. For example, you can use
Connector Xpress to connect to an RDBMS and retrieve the SQL schema of the database. You can then use Connector
Xpress to construct mappings from those parts of the native schema that are relevant to identity management and
provisioning. A mapping describes how the provisioning layer represents an element of the native schema.

Connector Xpress generates metadata that describes, to a dynamic connector, the runtime mappings to a target system.
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The output of Connector Xpress is a metadata document produced when you complete your mappings. The metadata is
an XML file that describes the structure of your connector to the CA IAM Connector Server.

The output describes the provisioning server classes and attributes and how they are mapped to the native schema.

The metadata is used to create dynamic endpoint types that you can manage with CA Identity Manager.

Communication with Other Components

The following diagram shows the direct and indirect communications between Connector Xpress and other components in
the distributed system:
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NOTE
 The dashed red lines indicate that the direct communications between Connector Xpress and endpoints are
read-only. These direct communications occur when setting up data sources.

Supported Databases and Directories

To see the list of directories and databases that Connector Xpress supports, see the Platform Support Matrix. Look for the
table named CERTIFIED CONNECTOR XPRESS ENDPOINT TYPES.

Data Sources

A data source is a reference to a server or other source of schema information that Connector Xpress can construct a
connector for.

Connector Xpress supports the following data sources from supported vendors:

•  JDBC -- Any service accessible through the JDBC API, typically a relational database server.
•  JNDI -- Any service accessible through the JNDI API, typically an LDAP server.

Set Up Data Sources

A data source is a reference to a server or other source of schema information that Connector Xpress can construct a
connector for.

Connector Xpress supports the following data sources from supported vendors:

•  JDBC -- Any service accessible through the JDBC API, typically a relational database server.
•  JNDI -- Any service accessible through the JNDI API, typically an LDAP server.

NOTE
You can connect to a data source to read its schema and then use Connector Xpress to map the schema to a
new endpoint type. Connector Xpress maintains a list of data sources that you configure. You can set up JNDI or
JDBC data sources.

NOTE
 When you create a Connector Xpress project, Connector Xpress prompts you to set up your data sources.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click Tools, Data Sources.
The Select Data Source for new Project dialog appears.

2. Click Add.
The Source Types dialog appears.

3. Select an available data source type from the list, then click OK.
The Edit Source dialog appears, specific to the type of data source you are adding.

4. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click Test to verify your settings and authentication details.
Depending on the authentication method chosen, a subsequent authentication dialog can appear.
Complete the fields on this dialog to continue the test.

5. When the test has completed successfully, click OK.
You have successfully configured the data source type you selected.

Password Caching

Connector Xpress caches the passwords used with each Provisioning Server only when the application is open. When
the application is closed, Connector Xpress does not permanently record passwords. When Connector Xpress needs a
password, and the password is not cached, or the cached password causes a failed authentication attempt, Connector
Xpress prompts you to enter the password.
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Connector Xpress Window

The Connector Xpress window contains the following three panes:

•  Mapping tree
Displays an overview of the mappings you made for your endpoint. Each node and child node represents an aspect
of your endpoint mapping. For example, attributes you have mapped, associations between classes, and operation
bindings for your endpoint. Clicking a node displays a dialog that allows you to edit the parameters of the node.

•  Editor panel
Displays a dialog that lets you edit the parameters for the node you have selected.

•  Provisioning Servers tree
Displays the endpoints and connectors of multiple Provisioning Servers.

Mapping Tree

The Mapping Tree lets you define the mappings, associations, and operation bindings for your connector. The mapping
tree contains the following nodes:

•  Endpoint type node
Lets you create a description of your endpoint.

•  Classes parent node
Lets you map a new class and view a read-only list of the classes that you have mapped and the native classes they
are mapped to.

•  Class node
Lets you specify the JDBC database tables or the JNDI native object classes that you want map a class to.

•  Attributes parent node
Lets you map provisioning attributes to the JDBC database table columns or JNDI object class attributes of the
endpoint.

•  Attributes node
Lets you configure extended details of the selected attribute.

•  Account screens node
Lets you arrange the attributes you have mapped into the groups and subgroups that you want to appear as tabs and
pages in the CA Identity Manager User Console account screens.

•  Associations parent node
Lets you specify the classes you want to create direct and indirect associations between.

•  Containers parent node
Lets you specify which object classes you want to use as containers in your connector.

•  Custom Types
Lets you define arbitrary strings (flexi-strings) you want to use as metadata types in attribute mappings.

•  Operation Bindings
Lets you specify operation binding information and display a summary of existing operation bindings.

•  Scripts parent node
Lets you name the script you want to bind to the operation bindings you have mapped.

•  Scripts node
Lets you specify the parameters of the script you want to bind to the operation bindings you have mapped.

Provisioning Servers Tree

The Provisioning Servers tree (in the lower left pane) lets you manage the endpoints and connectors of multiple
Provisioning Servers. The Provisioning Servers tree contains the following fields:

•
 
Refreshes the currently selected node in the Provisioning Tree.
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NOTE
 The Refresh button is only available when you select a tree node that has a changeable list of child nodes.
For example, the button is not available for a particular endpoint, as this type of node always has Policies
and Endpoint child nodes only. For the endpoints node of a particular endpoint, the button is available.

•
 
Displays the actions you can perform on the currently selected object in the Provisioning Tree. Clicking this button is
equivalent to right-clicking the currently selected object in the Provisioning Tree.

•  Provisioning Servers node 
Lets you add and configure Provisioning Server connection details. When you add a Provisioning Server, Connector
Xpress maintains the details of the Provisioning Server so that you can access it each time you run Connector Xpress.

•  Servers Object node
Displays each registered Provisioning Server on the network. You can use this node to edit or remove the Provisioning
Server connection details.

•  Domains Node
Displays the domain configured for the Provisioning Server.

•  Endpoint Types node
Displays a list of endpoint types. You can use this node to create an endpoint type.

•  Endpoints Object node
Lets you do the following:
– Deploy and edit metadata
– Delete an endpoint type
– Clean an endpoint type for DYN endpoint types
– Set the managing connector server for non-DYN endpoint types only

•  Endpoints node
Groups endpoints of a particular endpoint type.

•  Endpoints Name node
Displays an endpoint that you have acquired on the Provisioning Server. You can use this node to:
– Perform an explore or correlate of the endpoint for DYN endpoints
– Delete an endpoint
– Set the managing connector server only for non-DYN endpoints

•  Policies node
Displays groups of policies of a particular endpoint type.

NOTE
 A default policy is provided for all endpoint types.

•  CS Config Object node
Displays a list of CS configurations.
You can use this node to:
– Edit the existing configuration for the server's branch DN routing rules
– Delete a configuration entry
– Set the managing connector server password

•  CS Configs node
Displays logical groupings of CA IAM Connector Server configurations. These configurations contain the DSFConfig
style routing rules for managing branch DNs. You can use this node to add a new routing rules configuration object for
a C++ Connector Server or CA IAM Connector Server service.

•  Connector Servers Node
Displays the endpoint types, endpoints, and the dynamic endpoint types that the selected Connector Server manages.
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Where Connector Xpress Stores User Preferences

Connector Xpress stores user preferences through the Java Preferences API.

On Windows, this stores data in the following registry key:

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\JavaSoft\Prefs

NOTE
On UNIX, this stores data in the user's home directory under the .java/.userPrefs folder.

NOTE
The uninstaller does not remove this data, so subsequent installs preserve user preferences.

Installing Connector Xpress
 This page contains the following topics:

Connector Xpress enables you to create dynamic connectors.

Install Connector Xpress

You do not need to install Connector Xpress on the same computer as CA IAM Connector Server or any other server
component, including the Provisioning Server.

WARNING
 We recommend that you disable all antivirus software before installing CA IAM Connector Server, CA IAM
Connector Server SDK, and Connector Xpress.  

 Follow these steps: 

1. Locate the CA Identity Manager installation download or other media.
2. Extract the product files ZIP.
3. Navigate to the following subfolder and double-click the setup file.

Provisioning\ConnectorXpress

4. Follow the onscreen instructions to complete the installation.

Configure Connector Xpress for CA Secure Cloud

Before you can use Connector Xpress create a connector, verify the prerequisites before setting up your system for CA
Secure Cloud.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Start Connector Xpress, then follow these steps:
a. Right-click Provisioning Servers in the right pane, then select Add Remote Server.
b. In the Provisioning Server Details screen, specify the LDAP bind host and port for an on-premise connector server.

Do not specify the host name and port for a Provisioning Server.
c. If you added a certificate to Connector Xpress previously, select Use TLS.

If you have not added a certificate yet, clear the Use TLS check box. Connector Xpress resets the port
automatically.

d. Complete additional fields as needed, then click OK.
Do not enter a value in the Tenant ID field.

2. If the Provisioning Server does not have a Connector Server configured, do the following tasks:
a.  Create a Connector Server configuration.
b.  Set a managing Connector Server for the endpoint.
The configuration determines how your Provisioning Server routes individual endpoints to Connector Servers.
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3. Enable the following roles:
– Endpoint Manager
– Provisioning Role Manager
– Provisioning Role Membership Approver
– Provisioning Synchronization Manager

4. Set up the workflow for the task CreateEndpointTypeEvent:
a. In the User Console, navigate to System, Configure Global Policy Based Workflow for Events.
b.  Configure global workflow for CreateEndpointTypeEvent.
c. Continue as for normal workflow setup.

5. Repeat Step 4 for ModifyEndpointTypeEvent task.
6. Repeat Step 4 for DeleteEndpointTypeEvent task.

NOTE
 CA Secure Cloud includes notification email templates for the Create and Delete tasks. To see them, click
System, Emails and search for *endpoint type*.

There are two ports (non tls (ssl) and ssl) that a client can use to communicate with the standalone CA IAM Connector
Server. To allow the Connector Xpress to access the standalone CA IAM Connector Server, configure the firewall on your
CA IAM Connector Server server host to allow communication on these ports.

Set Up TLS/SSL for a JNDI Data Source

In Connector Xpress, you can define a JNDI data source as TLS/SSL enabled.

If a JNDI data source is TLS/SSL enabled, import the JNDI data source certificate into the Connector Xpress trusted
certificate store.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create a PEM file for each issuer in the target certificate’s chain.
2. For each file enter the following command:

keytool  - import  - trustcacerts  - keystore "conxp-home/conf/ssl.keystore"  - file trusted-

certificate.pem

The JNDI Data Source certificate is imported into the ssl.keystore
Repeat this command for each PEM file.

3. Restart Connector Xpress.
4. Test the TLS/SSL connection in Connector Xpress.

Install Connector Xpress Silently

Connector Xpress supports a silent mode of installation. To run a silent install, it is necessary to create a response file.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In a command window, navigate to where you extracted the Connector Xpress files, then to the following subfolder:
Provisioning/ConnectorXpress

2. Do either of the following depending on whether you want to install the component as you create the response file, or
whether you want to create a response file template to use with a silent install at a later time:
– To create a response file and install the component at the same time, enter the following command and then run

through the installation:
setup -options-record install_response_file

– To create a response file, but not install the component, enter the following command and then enter the required
values in the template:
setup  - options-template install_response_file 
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NOTE
 Use fully qualified path names when generating and running response files. For example, responsefile.txt is
not valid but C:\responsefile.txt is valid.

3. Start the silent installation using the following command:
setup  - options install_response_file -silent

Uninstall Connector Xpress Silently

Connector Xpress supports a silent mode of uninstallation. To run a silent uninstall you must create a response file.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In a command window, navigate to the uninstall directory which is one of the following:
– Windows

C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Connector Xpress\_uninst

2. Do one of the following depending on whether you want to uninstall the component as you create the response file, or
whether you want to create a response file template to use with a silent uninstall at a later time.
– To create a response file and uninstall the component at the same time, enter the following command and then run

through the uninstallation:
uninstaller -options-record uninstall_response_file 

– To create a response file, but not install the component, enter the following command and then enter the required
values in the template:
uninstaller  - options-template uninstall_response_file 

NOTE
 Use fully qualified path names when generating and running response files. For example, responsefile.txt is
not valid but C:\responsefile.txt is valid.

3. Start the silent installation using the following command:
uninstaller  - options uninstall_response_file -silent

Where User Preferences Are Stored

Connector Xpress stores user preferences through the Java Preferences API.

On Windows, Java Preferences API stores data in the following registry key:

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\JavaSoft\Prefs

NOTE
The uninstaller does not remove this data, so subsequent installs preserve user preferences.

Set Preferences

You can change various aspects of the way Connector Xpress looks and behaves, such as its look and feel, search limits,
and command parameters.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click Tools, Preferences.
The Connector Xpress Preference dialog appears.

2. Compete the fields on the dialog, then click OK.
Connector Xpress applies and saves your preferences.
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Where Settings Are Stored

Settings are stored using the Java Preferences API. The API stores the values in the registry on Windows and in a file
under the user’s home directory on Solaris.

On Windows, the value is stored in the following registry key:

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\JavaSoft\Prefs\com\ca\iam\conman

Configure the CA IAM Connector Server Host to Communicate with Standalone CA IAM Connector Server

There are two ports (non tls (ssl) and ssl) that a client can use to communicate with the standalone CA IAM Connector
Server. To allow the Connector Server Manager or Connector Xpress to access the standalone CA IAM Connector Server,
configure the firewall on your CA IAM Connector Server server host to allow communication on these ports.

Provide License Files for Sybase and UDB for z/OS to Connector Xpress

The Sybase and DB2 for z/OS connectors both use JDBC, and they both require a license file to connect to the endpoints.

The following sections in the Installation Guide describe how to set up these license files:

• Set Up License Files for the DB2 for z/OS Connector
• Set Up License Files for the Sybase Connector

Creating Connectors

How To Create and Deploy Connectors
The following diagram shows the process you follow to create and deploy a connector using Connector Xpress:
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Example: How you create and deploy a basic JNDI connector

The following steps detail the creation and deployment of a basic dynamic JNDI connector. To create a basic JNDI
Connector, do the following.

1. Start Connector Xpress.
The Connector Xpress main window appears.

2. Add and configure the connection details of the Provisioning Server where the endpoint you want to manage is
located.

3. If the Provisioning Server does not have a Connector Server configured, create and set a managing Connector Server
for the endpoint.
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The configuration determines how your Provisioning Server routes individual endpoints to Connector Servers.
4. Create a project.
5. Set up a JNDI data source, and test the connection and authentication details of your JNDI data source.

Connector Xpress retrieves the schema from this JNDI data source, which lets you map the schema to your new
endpoint on the Provisioning Server.

NOTE
When you create a project, Connector Xpress automatically creates a class named User Account in the
Mapping Tree.

6. Map the native attributes in the user account class to the relevant provisioning attributes.
7. Save the project.

You can save the project for future deployment.
8. Create an endpoint type on the Provisioning Server you want to manage and deploy the connector to.
9. Specify the managing Connector Server you want to manage your endpoint type.

Creating an endpoint type and specifying the managing Connector Server does the following:
This specifies how your Provisioning Server routes endpoint types or individual endpoints to connector servers.

10. Deploy the connector to the Connector Server.
Deploying the metadata creates the new dynamic JNDI Connector.

11. Acquire, explore, and correlate the endpoint.
Connector Xpress populates the Provisioning Server with accounts and other objects found in the acquired endpoint.
Correlating an endpoint is the process of examining accounts on it, and potentially creating users automatically and
setting global user attributes from account attributes.
To manage your objects, you explore the endpoint for your objects and correlate the objects to global users.

12. Generate CA Identity Manager User Console Account Screens.

Configuring additional JNDI Connector.xml properties:

The following properties must be configured in order to avoid the following issues:

• 'forcePagedResults' - Set to False When attempting to delete and/or deprovision an Endpoint Account via a custom
JNDI connector, the following error occurs: "JNDI: badly behaved endpoint: no response controls returned for support
SimplePaging". The account on the endpoint is deleted but the endpoint account reference object in the IMPD
remains.

• 'disableDeleteAssociations' - Input the Endpoint Type and Endpoint Name ValuesWhen an account on the Oracle
Directory Server Endpoint is deleted, the Static Groups that had a reference to that account lose all account references
(not just the reference to the deleted account).
In order to resolve this error the 'disableDeleteAssociations' property has to be added.
Note: The disableDeleteAssociations property is applicable only when referential integrity is defined on the endpoint.

• 'testOnBorrow' - Set to TrueSet testOnBorrow to true, when you receive connection reset errors with the JNDI
(DYN) connector which does not recover until the JCS is restarted:
<property name="testOnBorrow">

<value>true</value>

</property>

Follow these steps:

1. Take a backup of the SAMPLE.connector.xml file available in the following location:
CA/Identity Manager/Connector Server/jcs/conf/override/<jndi>/

2. Rename the SAMPLE.connector.xml file to connector.xml
3. Open the connector.xml file using an editor.
4. Set the value as 'false' for the 'forcePagedResults' property

<property name="forcePagedResults"> <value>false</value> </property>

5. Input the Endpoint Name and Endpoint Type values in the 'disableDeleteAssociations' property.
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Note: Comment these lines if you do not want to use disableDeleteAssociations property, else you may encounter
null pointer exception.
<property name="disableDeleteAssociations">

   <list>

         <value><EndpointType:EndpointName></value>           

         <value><EndpointType:EndpointName></value>

   </list>  

</property>

6. To increase the number of connections from CA Connector (Java) Server to endpoint, locate the following lines:
<property name="maxActive">

     <value>20</value>

</property>

And, change to:
<property name="maxActive">

     <value>1000</value>

</property>

7. Save the file.
8. Restart JCS.

NOTE

If there are any special characters in your Endpoint Name, input the corresponding html character codes
connector.xml file.

Example: &#92 for backslash

Connector Deployment

You can use Connector Xpress to configure metadata settings and to deploy the connector. Connector Xpress lets you
save metadata settings to a project file and then deploy a connector from that file. For example, you can use a project
file when you move connectors from a test environment to a production environment to ensure that you have the same
settings.

Deploy the Connector

Once you have created a connector, you can deploy the metadata for that connector to a Provisioning Server.

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have created the connector server configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the existing project that contains the metadata you want to deploy.
Connector Xpress opens the project and displays the metadata in the Edit pane of the Connector Xpress window.

2. In the Provisioning Servers tree, expand the Provisioning Servers node and then choose the server where you want to
deploy the connector.
The Provisioning Server Password Required dialog appears.

3. Complete the fields on the dialog to specify the password for the server, and click then OK.
4. Expand the server, and then right-click Endpoint Types, then click Create New Endpoint Type.

The Create New Endpoint Types dialog appears.
5. Complete the fields on the dialog to define the name of your new endpoint type, then click OK.
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NOTE
In some cases, a delay occurs before endpoint management screens are available. To check the status of
the screen creation, use View Submitted Tasks in the User Console or configure a workflow process to send
an email notification when the deployment completes.

6. Right-click on your new endpoint and select Acquire Endpoint.
The Create New Endpoint dialog appears.

7. Complete the fields on the dialog to specify the name and password for your new endpoint, then click OK.
8. (Optional) Under the endpoints node, right-click on your new endpoint and choose Explore/correlate endpoint.

The Explore/Correlate Endpoint dialog appears.
9. Complete the fields on the dialog to specify how Connector Xpress explores and correlates the endpoint, then click

OK.
Connector Xpress deploys the connector to the Provisioning Server.

Remove a Connector

You can use Connector Xpress to undeploy connectors. Undeploying a connector deletes the connector from the
Provisioning Server and from CA IAM Connector Server.

When you use Connector Xpress to undeploy a connector, a Delete Endpoint Type task is created.

WARNING
When an approver rejects a Delete Endpoint Type task, some screens are not removed. We strongly
recommend that the approver approves every request to remove an endpoint.

Multitable Support for JDBC Connectors
A compound class is an unmanaged class that you can use as the data type of an attribute.

To provide support for multitable JDBC Connectors, you map an unmanaged class to an endpoint object and use the
compound class as a new data type for an account class attribute.

This means that values from multiple columns from a table, rather than from a single column, can populate a single
attribute value.

You can map compound classes like normal classes, except that a naming attribute is not required.

NOTE
 For more information about compound types, see the Connector Programming Guide.  

Compound Class for Multitable Support Example

This example shows you how to create a simple connector named My_MultiTable_Connector that combines two database
tables into the user account class.

This example uses a schema named Multi_Table schema that contains an Employees table and an Address table.

The Employees table is the main table for employee records. The table uses EmployeeID as its primary key as shown in
the following diagram:
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The Addresses table is a separate table of addresses that uses EmployeeID as a foreign key as shown in the following
diagram:

  

The following diagram shows the relationship between the tables:

  

 Example: Create a compound class for multitable support 

This example combines the Employees table and Addresses table in the Multi_Table schema. Once combined, the
attributes in both tables are jointly accessible from an endpoint account in the User Console account management
screens.

1. Create a JDBC project named My_MultiTable_Connector and specify the JDBC data source that you want to use.
2. In the mapping tree, click the User Account class node.

The Map Class dialog appears.
3. Select the Multi_Table schema from the Schema drop-down list, then select the Employees table from the Table drop-

down list.
4. Map the columns in the Employees table to the attributes in the Name column.
5. Click the Custom Types node.

The Custom Types dialog appears.
6. Under Compound Type classes, click Add, then type the name of the new class, for example, Address, in the table.

Connector Xpress creates a compound class called Address and adds it to the mapping tree. Connector Xpress sets
the Address compound class to Unmanaged by default.
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Connector Xpress creates an account attribute named Addresses, adds it to the mapping tree, and selects the
multivalued attribute check box on the Attribute details dialog. Connector Xpress also creates a direct association from
the Address class to the User Account class and adds a node named with User Account to the Mapping tree. The
Addresses attribute and direct association incorporates the Address compound class into the User Account class.

NOTE
 The Address class has the is compound value metadata flag set to true on the Map Compound Class and
Attributes dialog. This flag specifies that the class is a compound class.

7. In the Mapping tree, click the Address class node.
The Map Compound Class and Attributes dialog appears.

8. Select the Multi_Table schema from the Schema drop-down list, then select the Address table from the Table drop-
down list.

9. Map the columns in the Addresses table to the attributes in the Name column.

NOTE
 Set the numeric fields in a compound class to Sting in the metadata. Compound classes do not support the
rule string template when a field is set to Numeric.

10. Click the With User Account node under the Address node.
The Direct Association with User Account dialog appears.

11. In the Address Attribute field, select Employee ID.
Connector Xpress matches this attribute with the User Account naming attribute.

NOTE
The Employee ID attribute in the Address class serves as the association attribute. The attribute has an
association type metadata property (Assoc Type=COMPOUND_PARENT) set that defines it as the attribute
linking this compound class to its parent class. To display this property on the Attribute Detail dialog, display
the extended metadata properties. 

12. Under the User Account node, click the Attributes node.
The Attributes Summary dialog appears.

13. Group the mapped attributes into the groups and subgroups that you want to appear as tabs and page sections in the
CA Identity Manager User Console account management screens by creating the presentation metadata in Connector
Xpress. 

14. Save your project and deploy the new connector.
15.  Generate CA Identity Manager User Console Account Screens. 

 Example: Results of combining the Employees and Addresses table 

The following diagram shows the results of combining the Employees table and Addresses table:

  

 Example: Generated account screens 
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This example shows an account management screen after you import the My_MultiTable_Connector-RoleDef.Xml file into
CA Identity Manager:

  

Projects
This page contains the following topics:

Connector Xpress lets you create projects that specify how connectors are configured and deployed to the Provisioning
Server.

A project represents a connector in Connector Xpress. A project includes:

• The schema retrieved from a data source.
• The configuration of metadata that describes how Connector Xpress maps the schema to the endpoint.

You can save, edit, and reopen projects for later use.

You can also create projects based on existing metadata, then modify the class mappings and operation bindings and
then redeploy the connector back to the endpoint.

How you Create a Connector Xpress Project

You can create a project using the following methods:

• Create a project specifying a JNDI or JDBC data source
This lets you create projects that specify how connectors are configured and deployed to the Provisioning Server.

• Create a project without specifying a data source
This allows you to use Connector Xpress as a generic metadata editor and create new attributes.

• Create a project based on a template
This lets you use templates as starting points for mapping common endpoint schemas.

• Create a project based on a template using wizard mode
The wizard helps you start a new project based on a template, and steps you through the basic process of mapping an
account and group class.

Templates

You can use a template as a starting point for mapping common endpoint schemas. For example, starting a project with a
template is useful for LDAP, where standards such as RFCs define widely used schemas, and purely custom schemas are
less common. Templates also include information that CA Identity Manager uses to render account management screens.
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The following table highlights some of the more commonly used templates. For a full list of all templates, select Project,
Create New from Template in Connector Xpress, then click on each template for a brief description.

WARNING
To help ensure correct performance, we recommend that you use the vendor-specific template supplied with
Connector Xpress as a starting point when you create a mapping for a specific vendor.

Project Name Setting Endpoint type Description Metadata File Name

JNDI NIS NetGroup JNDI For use with LDAP endpoints
supporting NIS Netgroup
Schema. This template
demonstrates advanced
association handling.

jndi_assoc_nisnetgroup_metad
ata

JNDI inetOrgPerson (Common) JNDI LDAP inetOrgPerson. This
template should be used when
no vendor-specific template is
required.

jndi_inetorgperson_common_m
etadata

Lotus Notes Domino JNDI Lotus Notes Domino
Server. This template
allows easy mapping of
eTLNDCustomAttribute* and
eTLNDCustomCapabilityAttribute*
attributes (the latter set are
relevant for account template
synchronization).

lnd_metadata

SDK DYN Compound Any Like SDKDYN but demonstrates
use of Compound Values. This
template uses compound values
which allow complex data to be
represented as a single string
in JSON syntax, for instance
'{"attr1": 42, "attr2": [ "a", "b" ],
attr3: { "objName" : "jack" } }'
represents a top level object
with three attributes, the first is
an integer (42), the next is an
array of strings and the last a
nested object.

sdkcompound_metadata

SDK DYN Any Software Development Kit demo
connector. This template is a
flat (i.e. non-hierarchical) case-
sensitive connector that uses
the recommended eTDYN*
schema to save provisioning
information to local files on
the CA IAM Connector Server
host computer. Because it is
flat, its containers are Virtual
Containers not actually stored
on the endpoint.

sdkdyn_metadata
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SDK DYN Script Any Like SDKDYN but implemented
in Java Script. This template
demonstrates how to
implement an entire connector
(all operation bindings)
in JavaScript, as well as
configuration information
usually found in a connector.xml
file, using the connectorXML
metadata setting on the top-
level namespace.

sdkscript_metadata

SDK DYN UPO Script Any Like SDK DYN Script but sends
emails rather than writing to
local files. This connector
has similar functionality to the
deprecated C++ UPO connector
except that it sends emails
rather than writing information to
local files.

sdkuposcript_metadata

Template Locations

All template files are stored in the Connector Xpress install directory/conf/templates.

Connector Xpress searches this directory recursively to find all applicable templates.

Create a Project

To create a connector, you can create projects that specify how connectors are configured and deployed to the
Provisioning Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Project, New.
The Select Data Source for new Project dialog appears.

2. If the data source you want to use is displayed in the list, then go to step 4.
3. If the data source you want to use is not displayed in the list, do the following:

a. Click Add.
The Source Types dialog appears.

b. Select an available data source type from the list, then click OK.
The Edit Source dialog appears, specific to the type of data source you are adding.

c. Complete the fields on the dialog to configure the data source type you selected, then click OK.
The Select Data Source for new Project dialog appears and the data source you added appears in the list.

4. Select the data source you want to use from the list, then click OK.
The Enter Password for Data Source Dialog appears.

5. Enter the password for the selected data source, then click OK.
Connector Xpress does the following:
– Displays a Mapping Tree containing a top-level Endpoint Type node.
– Creates a class named User Account by default in the Mapping Tree.
– Displays the Endpoint Type Details dialog.

6. Create a mapping to create the appropriate endpoint data.
7. Click Project, Save, or Save As.

The Save Project As dialog appears.
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8. Specify the folder to save the connector project in, the file name and the file type for the saved connector, and click
Save.
Connector Xpress saves the project.

NOTE
We recommend that you use the default file extension (.con) and that you keep a copy of the project. You
cannot view the stored procedure bindings after you deploy a connector, unless you open the Connector
Xpress project file where your bindings are stored.

Create a Project Using a Template

You can start a new project using a template as a starting point for mapping common endpoint schemas.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Project menu, click Create New from Template.
The Select Template dialog appears.

2. Select the template you want to uses as a basis for your project.
The Select Data Source for a new project dialog appears.

3. Complete the details on the Select Data Source for a new project dialog, then click OK.
The Endpoint Type Details dialog appears.

4. Complete your attribute mappings as required.
5. Save the project.

Wizard Mode

You can also start a project by opening a template in wizard mode. When you start a project using the wizard, the wizard
steps you through the basic process of mapping an account class, or an account class and group class, depending on
the template you selected. You can use the wizard to start a project, and then use the other dialogs to complete your
mappings.

The wizard prompts you to complete the following mapping details:

1. The endpoint type name and description.
2. The native classes for the account mapping.
3. The mappings for account attributes.
4. For templates projects that contain a group class, the wizard prompts you to complete the following mappings:

a. The native classes for the group mappings.
b. The mappings for group attributes.
c. The association between the account class and the group class.

Create a Project Using the Wizard

You can use the wizard to complete the basic details of a mapping, such as mappings for account and group attributes.
You can use the wizard to start a project, and then use the other dialogs to complete your mappings.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Project menu, click Create New from Template.
The Select template dialog appears.

2. Select the template you want to uses as a basis for your project.
3. Click Open in Wizard Mode.

The Select Data Source for a new project dialog appears.
4. Complete the details on the Select Data Source for a new project dialog, then click OK.

The Endpoint Type Details dialog appears.
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5. Follow the prompts in the wizard and complete your mappings as required.

NOTE
While the wizard is active, the mapping tree is read-only. As you step through the wizard, the relevant node
in the mapping tree is expanded and highlighted.

6. Review the mapping summary, then click Finish.
7. Complete your attribute mappings as required.

Projects Based on Existing Metadata

You can create a project based on the contents of eTMetadata and eToperation binding set for both dynamic and static
connectors. Creating a project based on existing metadata allows you to:

• Review or modify the class mappings and operation bindings for a connector type in Connector Xpress.
• Deploy the changes back to the endpoint.

Creating a project based on existing metadata is useful when:

• The original project file that was used for creating the connector is no longer available.
• A project file for the connector does not exist, for example, for static connector types.
• A project file that reflects the latest changes for the connector type is required.

Create a Project Based on Existing Metadata

To review or modify the class mappings and operation bindings for a static or dynamic connector where the original project
for the connector does not exist, you can create a project based on existing metadata.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right click the endpoint that you want to base a project on, then click Create Project.
The progress dialog appears. If you selected a dynamic connector, Connector Xpress displays the Select Data Source
for New project dialog.

2. If prompted, select a data source for your project, then click OK.
Connector Xpress creates the project and populates the mapping tree with the metadata.

3. Map the native attributes in the Account Class to the relevant provisioning attributes.
4. Save the Connector Xpress project.
5. Redeploy the metadata if necessary.

Open an Existing Project

To open an existing project, click Project, Open, and double-click the file you want to open from the Open Project dialog.

Connector Xpress opens the project and displays the mappings in your project in the Mapping Tree of the Connector
Xpress window.

Reopen a Recent Project

To reopen a recent project, click Project, Open Recent, and select the project you want to open.

Connector Xpress opens the project and displays the mappings in your project in the Mapping Tree of the Connector
Xpress window.

Edit a Project

To change the details of a project, you can open a saved project and edit the metadata as required.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open an existing project.
The Select Data Source for new project dialog appears.

2. Complete the details on the dialog, then click OK.
Connector Xpress opens the project, and displays the metadata in the mapping tree of the Connector Xpress window.
The Enter Password for Data Source dialog appears.

3. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click OK.
4. Edit the metadata as required.
5. Save the connector.
6. Deploy the connector if necessary.

Save a Project

After you have created a new dynamic connector, you can save the connector project for future deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Project, Save, or Save As.
The Save Project As dialog appears.

2. Specify the folder to save the connector project in, the file name and the file type for the saved connector, and click
Save.
Connector Xpress saves the project.

NOTE
We recommend that you use the default file extension (.con) and that you keep a copy of the project. You
cannot view the stored procedure bindings after you deploy a connector, unless you open the Connector
Xpress project file where your bindings are stored.

Managing Accounts and Groups
This page contains the following topics:

In earlier releases of Connector Xpress mapping a group object type implicitly created the association between groups
and accounts. However, in this release of Connector Xpress, you have fine-grained control over the associations between
accounts and groups on the endpoint system. To define groups and define group membership, you explicitly create
associations between classes. You can create direct, reverse, or indirect associations. Creating an association between
classes defines the class as a group class.

For JNDI connecters, the group class member attribute is hardwired to contain values of type DN (Distinguished Name).
Values of this type are expressed relative to the root of the endpoint directory and enumerate the accounts belonging to
each group.

The member attribute for the group class is virtual, meaning that its value is expensive to retrieve, as it has to be
computed from group.member rather than being directly looked up. We therefore recommend that you request it with
caution.

Some JNDI vendors, notably Novell eDirectory, actually expose the account.memberOf attribute in their schema. However
to guarantee consistent behavior across all vendors, you are prohibited from mapping it explicitly. Instead, CA IAM
Connector Server implements it as a virtual attribute.

Mappings

Mappings consist of the following:

• One or more class mappings -- Each class mapping describes a single class of provisioning objects in the
Provisioning Server's DIT. For JDBC, a class mapping maps to a single database table. For LDAP, a class mapping
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can map to multiple native LDAP object classes. Account class mappings have some special handling because they
are important to Provisioning Server operations like policy syncing.

• Multiple attribute mappings -- Each class mapping can have multiple attribute mappings, which map individual values
in the Provisioning Server's provisioning objects to single values in objects on the managed endpoint system.

Multi-attribute Mappings

Connector Xpress supports multi-attribute (many-to-one) mappings, which means you can map a native attribute to
multiple provisioning attributes. The LDAP DYN template contains an example of multi-attribute mapping. In the template,
the account class has both Common Name and Account ID mapped to the endpoint's cn attribute. This is useful because
the Common Name is a common LDAP attribute that you should include in the account object and Account ID is the
provisioning naming attribute required by the CA Identity Manager common attribute set.

Also, the Account ID and uid are both ambiguously mapped to the endpoint's uid attribute in the template.

Duplicate mappings to a native attribute within the same class are not allowed. For example, if cn is mapped you cannot
map cn again. However you can map cn again as part of an ambiguous mapping. For example, together with uid as
shown in the LDAP DYN template.

Note the multi-mapping of accountname, cn, uid, and a separate mapping directly to cn is required to fully manage JNDI
endpoints. This allows either cn or uid to be used in the naming attribute, and satisfies the condition where cn is also
required on an endpoint even when uid is used as the naming attribute.

Map Multi-attributes to the Same Native Attribute

Because JNDI endpoints can contain accounts named using cn or uid attributes, we recommend that you do the following:

• Map Account ID to both cn and uid attributes
• Provide single unambiguous mappings to cn and uid to manage such endpoints.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Project menu, click New.
Connector Xpress automatically creates a user account provisioning class node in the Mapping tree when you create
a project.
The Select Data Source for new project dialog appears.

2. Select the data source you want to use for the project.
The Endpoint Types dialog appears.

3. On the Endpoint Type Details dialog, specify a name, description, and version for your connector.
Note: These fields are for descriptive purposes only.

4. In the Mapping Tree, click the Map Attributes dialog.
The Map Attributes dialog appears.

5. In the Maps To column, click the edit button for the provisioning attribute you want to map to.
The Attribute list appears.

6. Select the native attribute you want to map to.
7. In the Maps To column, click the edit button for the next provisioning attribute you want to map to.

The Attribute list appears.
8. Select the same native attribute as you selected in step 5.
9. Save the project.

Map Ambiguous Attributes

To support ambiguous (one-to-many) mappings, you can map one provisioning attribute to multiple native attributes.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the Project menu, click New.
Connector Xpress automatically creates a user account provisioning class node in the Mapping tree when you create
a project.
The Select Data Source for new project dialog appears.

2. Select the data source you want to use for the project.
The Endpoint Types dialog appears.

3. On the Endpoint Type Details dialog, specify a name, description, and version for your connector.
Note: These fields are for descriptive purposes only.

4. In the Mapping Tree, click the Map Attributes dialog.
The Map Attributes dialog appears.

5. In the Maps To column, click the edit button for the provisioning attribute you want to map to.
The Attribute list appears.

6. In the Attribute list, Ctrl+click or Shift+click to select the multiple native attributes that you want to map to.
7. Save the project.

Types of Associations

You can create the following types of associations in Connector Xpress:

• (JNDI and JDBC) Direct association
• (JNDI and JDBC) Reverse association

Note: Reverse associations are not supported for associations between compound classes and user account classes
when creating multitable support JDBC connectors.

• (JDBC only) Indirect association

Direct Associations

A direct association is an association between any two classes of objects where the association values are stored on one
of the objects directly.

A direct association can be in the forward direction, that is from group to account, and in the reverse direction, that is,
from account to group. Creating a direct association in the forward direction lets you manage the accounts that belong
to a group from the group side of the association. Creating a direct association in the reverse direction, that is a reverse
association, lets you manage the association from the account side of the relationship.

Direct associations in the forward direction coincide with the natural representation of the associative information about
the endpoint objects, that is, where the group stores account members. Direct associations in the reverse direction are
the reverse of this representation, as they define groups to which an account belongs, even if the native system does not
store such information.

Typically, it is common to establish both directions of an association at the same time, that is, both the direct and reverse
associations. You can use the Direct Association dialog to create and edit both associations at the same time.

In a direct association, a group directly stores the directory-relative DNs of the accounts which belong to it. Therefore you
create a direct association between classes when you map groupOfNames.member to inetOrgPerson.cn.

Note: Both of these objectclasses are part of the inetOrgPerson schema. They differ only in minor implementation details
on the endpoint, that is, groupOfUniqueNames stores its members as a set rather than a list helping ensure that the
associated entries are unique.

In direct associations, references are persisted directly into a multivalued attribute on the endpoint. For example, in LDAP,
a group's member attribute directly stores reference to the accounts it contains.
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When creating associations between classes for JDBC connectors, we recommend that you use direct associations
for one to one, and one to many relationships. For many to many relationships (for example, the relationship between
Account’s memberOf and Group’s members), use an a indirect association instead of a direct association.

Example: Direct Association

The following example shows a direct association that has been mapped between an account class and a finance class.
The finance class stores the accounts that belong to it in its member attribute.

Reverse Associations

A reverse association is a direct association between two classes of objects of the type from Class1 to Class 2 (the direct
association) and from Class 2 to Class 1 (the reverse association). Reverse associations are by definition bi-directional.

Typically, most endpoints only let you manage only one side of the association between accounts and groups from the
group side of the association. For example, you can manage the accounts that belong to a group from the group side of
the association. Creating a reverse association lets you provision and manage which groups an account is a member of,
from the account side of the association.

As most bi-directional associations have a physical attribute on one class and a virtual attribute on the other class, we
recommend that you define the physical association attribute first.

Typically it is common to establish both directions of an association at the same time, that is, both the direct and reverse
associations. You can use the Direct Association dialog to create and edit both associations at the same time.

Reverse associations appear in the mapping tree under the node of the class you have specified a reverse association
with.

Example: Reverse Association

The following diagram shows a direct and reverse association between the account and group finance class, that is, a bi-
directional association, created when you map the attribute in the account that contains the groups the account belongs
to, for example, the memberOf attribute, to the group's naming attribute.
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Note: If Group membership has reverse association and if a user search is performed, then the retrieving 'member'
attribute causes a delay in search of user Groups if the Group has more number of users, for example, more than 8000.

To avoid the delay, set the following property to true in the connectors.xml file.

reverseAssocOnGroupMember

Indirect Associations

An indirect association occurs when there is a third entity defines the association between any two classes of object. For
example, an intermediate table that binds two other database tables together.

In an indirect association, the association is stored as an independent entity rather than as a property on one of the
objects.

For example, there is an indirect association between an account object and a group object if there is an intermediate
table, such as a membership table, that identifies the associations between individual accounts and groups.

In a direct association, objects have an attribute that points directly to the other object. However in an indirect association,
both of the related objects have attributes that point not to each other, but to the membership table.

Membership tables define the members of each group. They contain the association mappings that identify the individual
accounts and groups that are related, for example, the groups an account belongs to, and a list of accounts in each group.
In a membership table, associations between objects are stored in a many-to-many mapping table.

Membership tables let you specify a separate lookup table for associations between account and group objects and map
the relevant attributes.

To define an indirect association, you specify the membership table that contains references to both of the related objects.

When you create an indirect association between two objects, Connector Xpress automatically creates the reverse
association, that is; indirect associations are by definition bi-directional.

NOTE
You can only create indirect associations for JDBC mappings.

Example: Indirect Association

The following diagram shows the indirect association that has been mapped between the employee and department
classes using a membership table. The following is an example schema and database.

The following are the three tables in the database:

• Employees table - lists the employees in the organization.
The virtual attribute memberOf contains Group IDs, that is the departments the employee is a member of.

• Membership table - defines the associations between Employees and Departments. It contains the association
mappings that identify the individual employees and departments that are related, that is, which departments an
employee belongs to, and a list of employees in each department.

• Departments table - lists the departments in the organization.
The virtual attribute members contains Account IDs, that is,the list of employees in the department.
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How to Define Group Membership

To define group membership and create an association between classes that defines the class as a group class, you do
the following:

1. Create an account class and map its attributes.
Note: When you create a project, Connector Xpress creates a user account class by default.

2. Create the class you want to define as a group class, and map its attributes.
Note: If you use the wizard to map account and group classes, the wizard automatically creates a group class and the
details of the association that you need to complete.

3. Create a direct, reverse, or indirect association between the classes and map the groups group.member or
group.uniqueMember attributes to the accounts naming attribute.
Creating an association defines the group membership and creates the association between the classes.

Account Class Mapping Example

This example shows you the procedure you would follow if you were an administrator that wanted to map an account
class for a JNDI data source. This example shows you to map an endpoint's account class to the provisioning account
class. This example assumes that the administrator has set up a JNDI data source.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Project menu, click New.
The Select Data Source for new project dialog appears.

2. Select the data source you want to use for the project.
The Endpoint Types dialog appears.

3. On the Endpoint Type Details dialog, specify a name, description, and version for your connector.
Note: These fields are for descriptive purposes only.Connector Xpress automatically creates a user account
provisioning class node in the Mapping tree when you create a project.

4. In the Mapping Tree, click the User Account node.
The Map Account Class dialog appears.

5. Select the endpoints type's object class that you want to map from the Add structural class list. For example,
inetOrgPerson.

6. In the Mapping Tree, click the Attributes node underneath the User Account node.
The Map Attributes dialog appears.

7. Map the endpoints mandatory attributes to the provisioning attributes in the Map Object Class Attribute mapping table.
For example, map cn Account ID and sn to Last Name.
Note: If the table list fails to populate when mapping tables, verify that your database does not have outstanding
transactions or locks on the schema metadata.

8. Map any other required attributes, for example, the user password, street, and title.
9. Click the Classes node in the mapping tree.

The Mapped Classes dialog displays a summary of the classes you have mapped. You can use this dialog to revise
the native class to provisioning mappings you have made.

10. In the Mapping Tree, click the Account Id node under the Attributes node.
The Attribute Details dialog appears.
The dialog displays the LDAP attribute assigned to each field, its datatype, the JavaBean property name that JIAM
uses, and whether the field is required (allows null values) and any length constraints.

11. Click the Last Name node under the Attributes node.
The Attribute Details dialog appears with the default policy value set.
Note: When you map a required attribute to a well-known provisioning attribute, Connector Xpress sets a default
account template value by default.

12. Save the project.
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How You Create a Direct and Reverse Association

To create a direct association between two classes, for example, an account class, and a group class, you do the
following:

1. Start a new project and specify a data source for your project.
2. Create and map an account class.
3. Create a class that you want to define as a group and map it to the class on the endpoint that defines the entries for a

group of names, for example, groupOfNames.
4. Map the group's name and its member attribute.
5. Specify that you want to create a direct association between the group class and the account class.
6. Map the group's member attribute to the account's naming attribute.

Mapping the group's member attribute specifies that the group's membership attribute is populated by the account's
naming attribute.
This describes the association between the group class and the account class and creates a direct association
between the account class and group class.

7. Specify that you want to create a reverse association between the account class and the group class.
8. Map the account class memberof attribute to the group's naming attribute.

Note: If the native account class does not have a memberOf attribute, to create a virtual memberOf attribute and map
it to the group's naming attribute.Connector Xpress creates the direct and reverse associations between the account
and group class you have mapped and automatically creates and displays the association under the User Accounts
node.

Direct and Reverse Association Example

This example shows you the procedure an administrator would follow to create a direct and reverse association between
an account class, and a group class. In this example, the administrator defines an association that describes the
relationship between the group class and the user account class.

This example assumes that the administrator has setup a JNDI data source, and created and mapped an account class
named User account.

To create a direct and reverse association between an account class and a group class, define an association that
describes the relationship between the group class and the user account class.

Follow these steps:

1. In the mapping tree, click the Classes node.
The Mapped Classes dialog appears.

2. Click Add on the Mapped Classes dialog, and type a name and for your class, for example, Group of Names.
Connector Xpress adds the new class to the mapping tree.

3. In the mapping tree, click the Group of Names node.
The Map Class dialog appears.

4. In the Structural class list, select the native class that you want to map, for example, groupOfNames.
5. In the Mapping tree, click the Attributes node.

The Map Attributes dialog appears.
6. Map the groups name and the group's member attribute to the provisioning attributes. For example, map the native

attributes cn and member to the provisioning attributes objectname and member.
7. Select the Multivalued check box for the member attribute.

Selecting the check box specifies that the member attribute is multivalued and can hold multiple account names.
8. Click the Associations node under the Group of Names node.

The Class Associations dialog appears.
9. In the Create direct association with list, select the User Account class.

Connector Xpress adds a node named with User Account to the mapping tree.
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10. Click the with User Account node under the Associations node, under the Group of Names node.
The Direct Association with User Account dialog appears.
Note: Connector Xpress selects the group's naming attribute in the Group of Names By Attribute field as the attribute
to map to by default.

11. In the Group of Names Attribute, select member.
Selecting the member attribute maps the groups member attribute to the account's naming attribute. That is, you have
specified that the groups member attribute is populated by the accounts naming attribute, and defined the Group of
names class as a group class.

12. Select the Include a Reverse Association check box.
The Reverse Association dialog appears.

13. In the New Virtual Attribute field, type memberof.
In this example, the native account class does not have a memberOf attribute, so create a virtual memberOf attribute
and map it to the group's naming attribute.
Note: Connector Xpress selects the group's naming attribute in the By Attribute field as the attribute to map to by
default.

14. Click Project, Save.
Connector Xpress creates the direct and reverse associations between the account and group class you have
mapped.

How to Create an Indirect Association

This example shows you the process you use to define an indirect association between two classes, for example, an
employee class, and a department class using a membership table. To create the indirect association:

1. Create a project and specify a JDBC data source for your project.
2. Create and map class that holds a list of employees.
3. Create and map a class that holds a list of departments.
4. Specify that you want to create an indirect association between the employee class and the department class.
5. Specify the membership table that contains the association mappings that identify the individual employees and

departments that are related.
6. Specify the membership table column that defines the association between employees and departments, and the

membership table column that defines the association between departments and employees.
7. Create a virtual memberof attribute in the employee class and map and it to the membership table column that

contains the list of departments the employee is a member of.
8. Create a virtual members attribute in the department class and map and it to the membership table column that

contains the list of employees in each department.
9. Save the project.

Indirect Association Example

This example shows you the steps you would follow if you are an administrator that wants to create an indirect association
between an Employees class, and a Departments class using a membership table.

This example uses an example schema, HR, and an example membership table, Membership. The membership
table columns Account_Id and Dept_id contain the association mappings that identify the individual employees and
departments that are related, as shown in the following example:
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To identify individual employees and departments that are related, create an indirect association between them.

Note: This example assumes that you have already set up a JDBC data source, and created and mapped an account
class named Employees.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Classes node.
The Mapped Classes dialog appears.

2. Click Add, then specify a name for your class, for example, Departments.
Connector Xpress adds a node named Department to the mapping tree.

3. Click the Departments node in the mapping tree.
The Map Class dialog appears.

4. Specify a name and description for your class.
Note: These fields are for descriptive purposes only.

5. Select the schema and table you want to map, for example, HR and Departments.
6. In the mapping tree, click the Attributes node.

The Map Attributes dialog appears.
7. In the Name column, map the account naming attribute to the objectname attribute.
8. Click the Associations node under the Employees node.

The Class Associations dialog appears.
9. Create an indirect association with the Departments class.

Connector Xpress adds a node named with Departments under the Associations node for the Employees class in the
mapping tree.

10. In the Mapping tree, click the with Departments node under the Associations node.
The Indirect Association dialog appears.

11. Specify the schema that contains the classes you want to map, for example, HR.
12. In the Membership Table list, select the membership table, Membership.

This table specifies the association mappings that identify the individual employees and departments that are related.
13. In the Employees Attribute list, select the Employees class naming attribute.
14. In the Membership Table Columns list, select AccountID and DeptID respectively.

The result is the following:
– Maps the Employees class naming attribute, employee_id, to the membership table column, AccountID. This

defines the association between employees and departments.
– Maps the Department class naming attribute, Department_id, to the membership table column, DeptId. This defines

the association between departments and employees.
Note: Connector Xpress selects the naming class attributes by default in the Employees and Departments Attributes
list.

15. In the Employees Attribute and Departments Attributes fields, type member and memberof respectively.
Note: In this example, because the Employees and Department classes do not have a memberOf or member attribute,
create a virtual member and memberOf attributes.
The virtual attributes you create describe the association between the Employee class and Department class.
These virtual attributes are a virtual representation of the association between the employee class and department
classes naming attributes, and the membership table columns you mapped in step 11. The connector uses these
virtual attributes to find the employees in a department, and the departments an employee belongs to.
Connector Xpress automatically does the following:
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– Creates a memberof and member node under the Attributes node under the Employees and Department class
node in the mapping tree.

– Automatically makes the attribute multivalued and selects the multivalued check box by default on the Provisioning
Details dialog.

– Automatically creates the indirect association and displays it under the Associations node under the Departments
node.

– Automatically creates the association between the Employees and Departments class from the Departments class
point of view, under the Employees node. Attributes viewed from the Associations node under the Employees class
therefore appear reversed.

16. Click Project, Save.
Connector Xpress creates the indirect association between the Employees and Departments class you have mapped.

Container Classes

Specifying a container class is similar to mapping an ordinary class except that the only attribute that you can map is
Container Name.

Additionally, you can specify the classes that are the children of this container ("Contained Classes"). For example, the
container Employee Groups can only allow Staff Group and Executive Group classes and not individual account classes.

For each virtual container class, provide a default value for the Container Name attribute. The Account Container class
has a default value of "Accounts".
If no default value for the Container Name is provided, the IM Provisioning Manager application does not recognize the
container class properly and will not be able to search for available objects in that container when defining associations.

Input Validation

Connector Xpress validates the entries you make in the fields on the following dialogs:

• Endpoint Type
• Map Class
• Provisioning Attributes
• Defined Associations
• Indirect Associations

Connector Xpress displays a warning icon next to any field that has invalid input, and a warning icon next to the
corresponding node in the mapping tree. Connector Xpress displays details of the violation when you mouse-over the
warning icon. The warning icon disappears after you correct your input and click another node in the mapping tree.

Operation Bindings
This page contains the following topics:

An operation binding is additional logic, such as a stored procedure or a script, that you can bind to a particular operation
to specialize the handling of that operation. You can specify the timing of the logic invoked by the stored procedure in
relation to the operation, that is, will it run before, after, or instead of the operation.

When CA IAM Connector Server performs any operation, CA IAM Connector Server verifies whether there are any
operation bindings that tell it to invoke some logic before, instead of, or after that operation.

For example, imagine you want to add a user to an endpoint. You have the user's given name and family name. On the
endpoint system, however, the record for that user is an attribute made up of a particular combination of their given name
and family name. To resolve this situation, you can create a script that combines the two names to match the endpoint
format and then, using an operation binding, specify that this script must run before any search you perform on the
endpoint system.
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• Stored Procedures (JDBC endpoints only)
An operation binding can invoke a stored procedure for Add, Modify, Delete, and Rename operations.

• Scripts (JDBC and JNDI endpoints)
An operation binding can invoke a script for Add, Modify, Delete and Rename operations, and an additional 16
operations such as Search, Lookup, Modify-Assocs, Delete-Assocs, Activate, Deactivate, and such.
A script in this instance can either be a called function stored in a global script, or a stand-alone scriptlet. Calling
functions that exist within a global script is best practice because you can then reuse those functions for other
operation bindings.

You can apply an operation binding to any object class. For example, if you want to record all modify operations to either
an account object or a group object in a log file, you could use a single operation binding and apply it to both.

You can apply multiple operation bindings with the same timing (before, after, instead of) to a single object. For example,
invoking two stored procedures to run before a particular operation.

Note: Connector Xpress does not support binding an operation to a compound class.

Stored Procedures

Stored procedures are located on JDBC endpoints. They are code that CA IAM Connector Server can invoke before, after,
or instead of an operation. Stored procedures are only relevant for relational database endpoints and are written in the
language specific to that endpoint.

Scripts

Scripts are located in the Connector Xpress project file and are written using JavaScript. As with stored procedures, CA
IAM Connector Server can invoke a script before, after, or instead of any CA Identity Manager operation.

You can create global scripts or individual scripts. A global script contains JavaScript functions that any number of
operation bindings can invoke. Global scripts are an excellent way to store and reuse common functions.

An individual script is a piece of JavaScript code that is only used by a single operation binding. You would typically use
an individual script for a simple specialization of the operation. If you want to bind several functions within a global script,
you can create an individual script that invokes selected functions.

Bind Operations to Stored Procedures

You can bind operations to stored procedures on JDBC databases to specify actions that you want to occur, before, after,
or instead of, standard account CRUD operations. For example, Add, Modify, and Delete. Other types of operations are
available, depending on the type of operation binding you select.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a Connector Xpress JDBC Project.
2. Map the user account class, and any other class as required.
3. Click the Operations Bindings node.

The Operation Bindings Editor appears.
4. In the Object Classes Filtering list, select an object class.

You have specified the object class you want to create the operation binding for.
5. Click Create.

The Create Operation Binding dialog appears.
6. Select a class in the Available object classes list and add it to the Added object classes list.

You have specified the object classes you want to apply the operation binding to.
7. Under Type, select Stored Procedure.
8. In the Available Operations list, select an operation.

You have specified the type of operation that you want to bind the operation to.
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9. In the Timing list, select a timing.
You have specified when the operation binding is executed.

10. Click OK.
A node is added to the mapping tree which displays the type of operation, the timing you selected and the name of
class you want the operation binding to apply to.

11. Click the node that displays the information about the operation binding you created.
The Stored Procedure dialog appears.

12. In the Procedure list, select a stored procedure.
You have bound the procedure to the operation you specified in step 8.

NOTE
If the procedure list fails to populate verify that your database does not have outstanding transactions or
locks on the schema metadata.

13. Edit any other details of the stored procedure as required.
You have specified the parameters for a stored procedure style operation binding.

14. Save the project.

Bind Operations to Scripts

You can bind operations to scripts to specify actions that you want to occur, before, after, or instead of, standard account
CRUD operations, such as Add, Modify and Delete. Other types of operations are available, depending on the type of
operation binding you select. You can bind an operation to a specific function in a global script, or bind an operation to an
individual script. You can bind operations to scripts for any endpoint types which permit them (such as JNDI and JDBC).

Follow these steps:

1. Create a Connector Xpress JDBC or JNDI project.
2. Map the user account class, and any other class as required.
3. Click the Operations Bindings node.

The Operation Bindings Editor appears.
4. In the Object Classes Filtering list, select an object class.

You have specified the object class you want to create the script binding for.
5. Click Create.

The Create Operation Binding dialog appears.
6. Select a class in the Available object classes list and add it to the Added object classes list.

You have specified the object classes you want to apply the script binding to.
7. Under Type, select Script.
8. In the Available Operations list, select an operation.

You have specified the type of operation that you want to bind the script to.
9. In the Timing list, select a timing.

You have specified when the script binding is executed.
10. Click OK.

A node is added to the mapping tree which displays the type of operation, the timing you selected and the name of
class you want the script binding to apply to.

11. Click the node that displays the information about the script binding you created.
The Script Editor dialog appears.

12. To bind a function in a global script to an operation, do the following:
a. Select Execute a function in a global script.
b. Select a global script from the Global Script list.

Selecting a global script specifies the script where the function you want to bind to the operation is located.
c. In the Function name field, type the name of the function.

You have specified the function you want to bind to the operation.
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13. To bind an operation to an individual script, do the following:
a. Select Execute an individual script.
b. Click Edit Script.

The Edit Script dialog appears.
c. Load or paste the script into the Edit Script dialog as required.
d. Click OK.

14. Edit any other details of the script binding as required.
You have specified the parameters for a script binding style operation binding.

15. Save the project.

Import Operation Bindings

If you created operation bindings in another project and you want to reuse them, or if you simply want to restore operation
bindings from a backup, you can import operation bindings from an XML file.

When you import operation bindings, Connector Xpress imports operation bindings and any references to stored
procedures.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Metadata, Import Operation Bindings.
The Import Operation Bindings dialog appears.

2. Navigate to the operation bindings XML file and select Open.
The imported operations bindings and all associated scripts or references to stored procedures appear under the
Operation Bindings node.

Export Operation Bindings

If you plan to reuse operation bindings in another project or if you simply want to back up your operations bindings, you
can export operation bindings to an XML file. When you export operation bindings, Connector Xpress makes a copy of all
operation bindings and any scripts or references to stored procedures.You can create a copy of a live endpoint type and
that contains all operation bindings.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Metadata, Export Operation Bindings.
The Export Operations Bindings dialog appears.

2. Specify the folder to save the XML file in and the name of the exported operation bindings.
Your operation bindings are saved.
When you export operation bindings, Connector Xpress automatically encapsulates scripts in CDATA sections in the
exported XML file. You can easily cut-and-paste from exported XML files without having to worry about XML quoting
issues such as "<" => "&lt;" and "&" => "&apos;".

Stored Procedure and Column Considerations

This section covers some recommendations for your database schema to ensure smooth operations with stored
procedures.

Stored procedure arguments that do not have a common SQL type reported by their drivers (that is, the driver returns
java.sql.Type.OTHER = 1111) are treated as Type.VARCHAR (16), assuming that the driver converts from string to the
argument’s desired native type. For example, this works for Oracle NVARCHAR2 arguments. If this does not work, your
stored procedure is not invoked and a failure message ending with “Invalid column type” appears.

We recommend that you use basic types (for example, basic types related to VARCHAR) for stored procedure arguments
where possible, and verify other argument types against a single stored procedure against your desired vendor and
version before proceeding to wide spread usage.
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Verify that the native type of account/group table column you select as the key when creating a Group-Account
association matches the type of corresponding columns in your chosen membership table. If they do not match, then
membership information is not retrieved successfully. We recommend that you use strict constraints as much as possible.
For example, if the column you select as the group naming attribute is of type NVARCHAR2 and the matching column is
of type VARCHAR2 in the membership table, then looking up the groups an account belongs to returns an empty list (or at
least is missing groups which have multibyte characters in their names).

We recommend that you do not use the percent (%) and underscore (_) characters because they act as wildcard
characters when searching for database objects like schemas, tables, table columns, and stored procedure arguments.
These values are quoted where they do appear, but this is an area of considerable divergence between vendors and
versions. For example, some vendors do not report the quotation character used in some releases correctly. There are no
longer any known problems with %/_ for any of our supported vendors.

WARNING
Connector Xpress and CA IAM Connector Server read and write data from stored procedures through their
arguments. However, they do not verify the validity of the code of any stored procedures you bind to. We
recommend that you verify the validity of the code of any stored procedures you bind to.

Pure Scripted Connectors
This page contains the following topic:

The fully functional SDK script connector bundled with this SDK is an example of a 100 percent scripted connector.

If you do not want to use a ready-made connector, you can create your own pure scripted connector using a templates
provided by Connector Xpress. You can use the following two templates to create a pure scripted connector:

• SDK DYN Script
• SDK DYN UPO Script

Using this template as a starting point, you can invoke your own JavaScript functions for each mandatory operation.
This functionality relies on the 'instead of' operation binding. Before CA IAM Connector Server performs any operation,
it checks to see whether there are any operation bindings that tell it to invoke some logic before, after, or instead of the
operation. Use the 'instead of' operation binding to invoke a JavaScript operation for your own pure scripted connector.

You must create an 'instead of' operation binding for each of the mandatory operations; Add, Delete, Modify, Search, and
Lookup.

NOTE
You can 'hot deploy' a pure scripted connector, which means that you do not have to change CA IAM Connector
Server for the new connector to become operational.

NOTE
A hot deployed connector specifies its connector.xml content as part of its metadata 'connectorXML' at the
namespace level (accounting for proper XML encoding of this value). This means that a scripted connector
can be created on the fly on a running CA IAM Connector Server without needing to restart it, or adding a
static connector.xml on the CA IAM Connector Server host. Also, any connector configuration changes that are
typically specified in connector.xml can be made active without a CA IAM Connector Server restart such as the
connection pool settings.

How to Create a Pure Scripted Connector

Using templates as a starting point, you can create your own pure scripted connector that invokes your own JavaScript
functions for each mandatory operation (Add, Delete, Modify, Search, and Lookup). Do the following:

1. Create a project from a template.
The two pure scripted connector templates are SDK DYN Script and SDK DYN UPO Script.
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2. Map the attributes.
The template gives you some attributes as a starting point but you can add more.

3. Create operation bindings for each of the mandatory functions.
The template includes the five mandatory operations (Add, Delete, Modify, Search and Lookup), but you can add
more.

4. Add your JavaScript operations.

NOTE
The template provides basic scripts, but you will need to customize these.

5. Click the Endpoint type node at the top level of the mapping tree.
The Endpoint Type Details dialog appears.

6. Click Load, then select the connector.xml configuration you want to load.
Connector Xpress loads the connector.xml configuration in the Connector XML field.

7. In the Connector XML field, configure the following Connector XML settings:
a. Change the value of "name" from the template default to a unique name.

<Property name='name'>

<Value>UniqueName</value>

</Property>

b. Change the value of connectorTypeName from the template default to a unique name.
<Property name='connectorTypeName'>

<Value>UniqueName</value>

</Property>

c. (Optional) We recommend that you look at the other configuration items in the Connector XML to fine-tune your
connector configuration. For example:
<Property name='defaultConnectorConfig'>

NOTE
If you keep the template name for your new pure scripted connector, CA IAM Connector Server recognizes
it. You can now deploy the pure scripted connector. It is best practice, however, to give your connector a new
name which means you need to hot-deploy it to help ensure that CA IAM Connector Server recognizes it and
loads its settings. For more information on hot-deployment, see the CA IM Connector Server Programming
Guide.

8. Save the Connector Xpress project.
9. Deploy the connector.

How you Generate User Console Account Screens
This page contains the following topics:

Identity Manager supports metadata-based generation of role and screen definitions for the CA Identity Manager User
Console.

You can create the account management screens for a specific dynamic endpoint type in the CA Identity Manager User
Console. The account management screens let you manage the accounts, account templates, and endpoints on a specific
endpoint type. To create the account management screens, you do the following:

1. Use Connector Xpress to create the presentation metadata that defines the layout of the account management
screens in the User Console. You create the presentation metadata by grouping mapped attributes into logical groups
and subgroups.
These attributes appear as tabs and page sections in the account management screens. Connector Xpress saves the
groupings you make in the metadata.
The presentation metadata defines:
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– Where on the User Console account management screen the input control appears
– The input control's label

2. Use the Role Definition Generator to generate:
– The field, screen, tab, task, and role definitions from the presentation metadata you created in Connector Xpress.
– The files required by the CA Identity Manager Server to provide account management for a specific endpoint type

through the User Console.
3. Deploy the CA Identity Manager Server Configuration Files required by the CA Identity Manager Server.
4. Import the field, screen, tab, task, and role definitions into CA Identity Manager.

Importing the field, screen, tab, task, and role definitions makes the account management tasks available in the User
Console.

Role Definition Generator

The Role Definition Generator is a stand-alone utility that generates the files needed by the CA Identity Manager Server to
provide account management for a specific endpoint type through the User Console.

The Role Definition Generator is installed with the CA Identity Manager Server in the following directories:

• (Windows) %PROGRAMFILES%\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\RoleDefinitionGenerator\bin
• (UNIX) /opt/CA/Identity_Manager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/RoleDefinitionGenerator/bin

Role Definition Generator Command

Valid on Windows and UNIX

The Role Definition Generator command parses the endpoint type metadata generated from Connector Xpress and
generates endpoint type.jar. This JAR file contains the JIAM mapping files, framework, managed object definition files,
resource bundle file and task role and screen definition file.

This command has the following format on Windows:

RoleDefGenerator.bat [-c jar_path] [d domain] -e fqn  -h hostname -l -m filename -o directory -n -p port -u

 username -s -y password_file.txt ] [endpoint_type ...]

This command has the following format on UNIX:

RoleDefGenerator.sh  [-c jar_path] [d domain] -e fqn  -h hostname -l -m filename -o directory -n -p port -u

 username -s -y password_file.txt ] [endpoint_type ...]

• -c jar_path
Specifies that JAR is added to the classpath when using a JIAM extension JAR file.
Note: Optional, but if used, must be specified first.

• -d domain
Specifies the CA Identity Manager domain. If not specified, the role definition generator defaults to the CA Identity
Manager domain.

• -e fqn
Defines the fully qualified name of the JIAM option descriptor class that matches the metadata being used. Must be
used in conjunction with the -m option. The JIAM extension jar that contains this endpoint type must be available in the
classpath.

• -h hostname
Defines the host name of Provisioning Server.

• -l
Specifies that the Role Definition Generator lists endpoint types, but does not generate role definitions.

• -m filename
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Specifies that the metadata specified in this file is used to generate role definitions.
• -o directory

Defines the output directory.
Default: '.' that is, the current working directory.

• -n
If specified, TLS is not used. TLS communication is enabled by default.

• -p port
Specifies the Provisioning Server port number. If not specified, then 20390 is used, or 20389 is used if  - n is specified.

• -u username
Defines the Provisioning Server admin user name.

• -s
Run in Standalone CA IAM Connector Server mode.

• -y password_file.txt
Specifies the file that contains the Provisioning Server admin user password. If not specified, the utility prompts you for
the password. The password file is in UTF-8 format. The first line of the file is used as the password.

• endpoint_type
Defines the name of the endpoint type (long form).

Example: List all endpoint types on a Provisioning Server

This example lists all endpoint types on a Provisioning Server:

RoleDefGenerator.bat -d EXAMPLEDOMAIN -h im.example.com -u adminusername -l

Example: Generate role definitions for a dynamic endpoint type

This example generates role definitions for YourDynamicEndpointType.

RoleDefGenerator.bat -d EXAMPLEDOMAIN -h im.example.com -u adminusername YourDynamicEndpointType

Account Screen Creation Example

This example shows you how to create the presentation metadata that defines the tabs and page sections in the account
management screens in the User Console for a simple JNDI connector. This example creates account management
screens for a dynamic endpoint type named MyJNDIEndpointType.

How you Generate Account Screens

To generate account management screens for the dynamic endpoint type MyJNDIEndpointType, do the following:

1. Use Connector Xpress to create the project that describes MyJNDIEndpointType.
2. Create the presentation metadata in Connector Xpress by grouping the mapped attributes into the logical groups and

subgroups that you want to appear as tabs and page sections in the account management screens.
3. Use Connector Xpress to deploy the connector to the Provisioning Server.
4. Use the Role Definition Generator to generate the MyJNDIEndpointType.jar files.

CA Identity Manager Server requires this file to provide account management for MyJNDIEndpointType.
5. Deploy the MyJNDIEndpointType.jar file to the CA Identity Manager Server.
6. Import the role and task definitions into the CA Identity Manager environment you want to manage the accounts for a

specific endpoint type.

Presentation Metadata Example

The following example shows you how to group the attributes you have mapped for MyJNDIEndpointType into the logical
groups and subgroups you want to appear as tabs and page sections in the account management screens in the User
Console.
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This example assumes that you have done the following tasks:

1. Created a project and specified a JNDI data source such as CA Directory for your connector.
2. Created a User Account class and mapped the Account ID and Last Name attributes in inetOrgPerson to the

provisioning attributes cn and sn respectively.
3. Created a Group class and mapped the Account ID and Member attributes in groupOfNames to the provisioning

attributes cn and member respectively.
4. Created a direct and reverse association between the Group and the User Account class and mapped the group's

member attribute to the account's class naming attribute.

Example: Create the presentation metadata

To group the attributes you have mapped into the logical groups and subgroups you want to appear as tabs and page
sections in the account management screens in the User Console, use Connector Xpress to create the presentation
metadata.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Mapping Tree, click the Accounts screen node under the User Account node.
The Account Screens dialog appears.

2. Click the Account button.
The Login page section appears.

3. Select the Account Id attribute from the drop-down list on the Login page section.
4. Click the User button.

The Name page section appears.
5. Select the Last Name attribute from the drop-down list on the Name page section.
6. Click the Membership button.

The Membership page section appears.
7. Select the Member attribute from from the drop-down list.
8. Deploy the MyJNDIEndpointType connector to the Provisioning Server, then save the project.
9. Next, use the Role Definition Generator to convert the presentation metadata to the files required by CA Identity

Manager.

Role, Task, and Screen Definition File Example

Use the Role Definition Generator to generate the field, screen, tab, task, and role definitions from the presentation
metadata you created in Connector Xpress and the files required by the CA Identity Manager Server to provide account
management for a specific endpoint type through the User Console.

Example: Generate role, task, and screen definition files

To convert the presentation metadata to the files required by CA Identity Manager to provide account management
screens for MyJNDIEndpointType, use the Role Definition Generator.

Valid on Windows and UNIX

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to one of the following directories according to your operating system:
– (Windows) %PROGRAMFILES%\CA\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\RoleDefinitionGenerator\bin
– (UNIX) /opt/CA/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/RoleDefinitionGenerator/bin

2. Open a command prompt window or a terminal window according to your operating system, then enter one of the
following commands:
– (Windows) RoleDefGenerator.bat -d exampledomain - h im.exmaple.com - u adminusername MyJNDIEndpointType
– (UNIX) RoleDefGenerator.sh -d exampledomain - h im.exmaple.com - u adminusername MyJNDIEndpointType
The command generates the MyJNDIEndpointType.jar file.
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The role, task, and screen definitions generated from the metadata include a basic Manager role and an Auditor (read-
only) role the endpoint type you specified.

3. Next, deploy the MYJNDI.EndpointType.jar file to the CA Identity Manager Server.

CA Identity Manager Server Configuration Files Deployment Example

The following example shows you how to deploy CA Identity Manager Server Configuration Files to the CA Identity
Manager Server.

Example: Deploy CA Identity Manager server configuration files

To provide account management for MyJNDIEndpointType, deploy the MyJNDIEndpointType.jar file to the CA Identity
Manager Server.

Valid on Windows and UNIX

Follow these steps:

1. Copy MyJNDIEndpointType.jar to one of the following directories:
– (Windows) app server home/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/WEB-INF/lib
– (UNIX) app server home\iam_im.ear\user_console.war\WEB-INF\lib

NOTE
For WebSphere, copy the JAR file to: WebSphere_home/AppServer/profiles/Profile_Name/config/
cells/Cell_name/applications/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/WEB-INF

2. Repeat the preceding step for each node if you have a cluster.
3. Restart the CA Identity Manager Server.
4. Import the role and tasks settings into the CA Identity Manager environment.

Example Import Role and Task Settings into CA Identity Manager

The following example shows you how to import the role and task settings generated by the Role Definition Generator into
CA Identity Manager.

To provide account management for MyJNDIEndpointType, import the role and task settings generated by the Role
Definition Generator into CA Identity Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. From the CA Identity Manager Management Console, click Environments.
2. Select the environment from which you want to manage accounts for a given endpoint type.
3. Click Role and Task Settings.
4. Click Import.
5. Select the endpoint types for which you want to import the screen, role, and task definitions, then click Finish.

The status is displayed in the Role Configuration Output window.
6. Restart the CA Identity Manager environment.

The account management screens for MyJNDIEndpointType are available in the User Console when you perform
account management tasks such as creating and modifying accounts on an endpoint.

7. Identify users that are not members of the System Manager admin role.
8. In CA Identity Manager, grant users that are not members of the System Manager admin role membership of the newly

created auditor or manager admin roles for the specific endpoint type.
This grants the users access to the Account tasks and Accounts tab.
Members of the System Manager admin role see the new Accounts tab in the Modify User's Accounts and View User's
Account admin tasks automatically.

Example: Generated account screens

This example shows you how the account management screens for the account management task look after you import
the role and task definitions into CA Identity Manager.
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Undeploy Role Definitions for an Endpoint Type

You can undeploy the role definitions for a given endpoint type from a CA Identity Manager environment where you
previously imported role definitions

Follow these steps:

1. Remove the endpoint-type-specific .jar from iam_im.ear\user_console.war\WEB-INF\lib folder.
2. Restart the CA Identity Manager server.

The endpoint type is unregistered from the CA Identity Manager server and no longer appears in the CA Identity Manager
User Console. You can no longer manage accounts or account templates for that endpoint type in the CA Identity
Manager User Console. Removing the endpoint-type-specific .jar has no effect on objects which are on the Provisioning
Server side, for example, account templates, endpoints and such for the endpoint type.
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Promote a Connector from a Test to a Production Environment Example
In this example, Forwardinc has completed creating and testing a new Oracle connector that maps Oracle database
tables to provisioning accounts and groups. Forwardinc has deployed the connector to their test and staging provisioning
server, forwardinc_Test_PS. They now want to deploy the connector to a new production provisioning server,
forwardinc_Prod_PS, and remove the connector from the test environment after deploying the connector.

Example: How forwardinc Promotes a Connector from a Test to a Production Environment

The following example shows you the process the administrator of forwardinc's CA Identity Manager installation follows to
promote the connector from the test environment to the new production environment. The Administrator:

1. Saves the Oracle connector as a Connector Xpress project. For example, ORA_Connector.con.
2. Configures the new production provisioning server, forwardinc_Prod_PS.

The connection details of the production provisioning server to which forwardinc wants to deploy the connector are
specified.

3. Opens the Connector Xpress project ORA_Connector.con.
4. Creates an endpoint type on the forwardinc_Prod_PS provisioning server.
5. Specifies the managing connector server that manages the new endpoint type.

Specifying the managing connector server helps ensure that requests for the endpoint type are routed to it.
6. Explores and correlates the new endpoint type.

The exploration and correlation populates the forwardinc_Prod_PS provisioning server with data found in the endpoint.
7. Deletes the old endpoint type from the test provisioning server, forwardinc_Test_PS.

The endpoint type, the associated account templates, and any child endpoints are deleted, however data on the
endpoint is unchanged.

Mapping Custom Attributes for New Mainframe Connectors
This section applies to the following mainframe connectors:

• CA ACF2 v2
• CA Top Secret v2
• RACF v2

Any LDAP attribute on a mainframe endpoint that has a string representation can be exposed as a custom attribute in the
connector. Map these custom attributes with Connector Xpress.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the Provisioning Server or connector server to Connector Xpress.
2. Create a project from the mainframe endpoint type (CA ACF2 v2, CA Top Secret v2, or RACF v2).
3. In the new project, navigate to Classes, User Account, Attributes, then add the new attributes.

The new attributes can have the following types:
– String
– Integer
– Boolean
– Date
– Time

4. For each custom attribute, enter the following information:
– Name

Identifies the attribute. This appears on the User Console page.
– Maps To

Contains the LDAP name of an attribute as it appears in CA LDAP Server on the endpoint
5. For any Boolean attribute, edit the following properties:
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– Value Conversion
Select Symbolic.

– Boolean Values
Replace the Y and N strings with True and False.

6. For any Date attribute, ensure that the value has the same have the same format as the matching attribute on the
endpoint.

7. For any custom Date attributes, use the type String.

Connector Xpress Utilities

What You Can Use Connector Xpress Utilities to Do
You can use Connector Xpress utilities to:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Provisioning Server Configuration
This page contains the following topics:

Connector Xpress lets you manage connectors on a server by adding, editing, and removing Provisioning Servers.

Add and Configure a Provisioning Server

To manage connectors on a server, add and configure a Provisioning Server.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the Provisioning Servers node, then click Add Server.
The Provisioning Server Details dialog appears.

2. Complete the fields in the dialog, then click OK.
Connector Xpress adds the Provisioning Server to the Provisioning Servers tree.

NOTE
If the Provisioning Server already has a Connector Server configured, it appears under the Provisioning
Server node.

Edit Provisioning Server Details

If the details of your Provisioning Server change, for example, when you upgrade your hardware, edit the details of your
Provisioning Server if necessary.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the server whose details you want to edit, then click Edit Server.
The Provisioning Server Details dialog appears.

2. Complete the fields in the dialog, then click OK.
Connector Xpress changes the details of the Provisioning Server.

Remove a Provisioning Server

If the details of your Provisioning Server change, for example, when you remove or replace your hardware, remove the
details of your Provisioning Server from the Provisioning Servers tree if necessary.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the Provisioning Server that you want to remove, then click Remove Server.
2. When prompted, confirm that you want to remove the Provisioning Server.

Connector Xpress removes the Provisioning Server.

Connect to a Provisioning Server

To connect to a Provisioning Server, provide a password for the Provisioning Server if necessary.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Expand the Provisioning Servers tree, and then double-click the Provisioning Server you want to connect to.
The Provisioning Server password dialog appears.

2. Type the password, then click OK.

NOTE
 If you enter an invalid password when attempting to connect to the Provisioning Server, the connection fails
and Connector Xpress displays an error node on the Provisioning Servers tree. To reconnect with a different
password, refresh the Provisioning Servers tree.

Connector Server Configuration
This page contains the following topics:

Connector server configuration lets you configure how your Provisioning Server routes individual endpoints to connector
servers.

You can create multiple configurations and then associate the appropriate configuration with a given endpoint.

 Note: Create the connector server configuration for the endpoint before deploying the connector.

Create a Connector Server Configuration

To specify how your Provisioning Server routes endpoint types or individual endpoints to connector servers, you create a
connector server configuration.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Expand the server in the Provisioning Servers tree where you deployed your connectors.
2. Right-click on the CS Configs node and then select New CS Config.

The Connector Server Configuration dialog appears.
3. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click OK.

You have specified how your Provisioning Server routes endpoint types or individual endpoints to connector servers.

How to Set a Managing Connector Server

You can select a server to manage a particular endpoint type or endpoint. When you configure alternate Provisioning
Servers and each Provisioning Server has a different CS, you can associate two or more Connector Servers with an
endpoint type.

You can associate an endpoint with a CA IAM Connector Server in either of the following ways:

•  From the endpoint type node 
•  From the CA IAM Connector Server on the CS Configs node 

Set a Managing Connector Server from the Endpoint Type Node

You can select a connector server to manage a particular endpoint type or endpoint from the endpoint type node.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the endpoint type you want to manage, then click Set Managing CS.
The Select Connector Servers dialog appears.

2. Select the Connector Server or Connector Servers from the list, then click OK.
You have specified the Connector Server or Connector Servers you want to manage. Connector Xpress adds the
endpoint type or endpoint to the managed branches of the selected Connector Servers.

Set a Managing Connector Server from the CS Configs Node

You can select a connector server to manage a particular endpoint type or endpoint from the CS Configs Node.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Expand the CS Configs node.
2. Right-click the CS Config you want to associate with the endpoint, then click Edit CS Configuration.

The Edit Connector Server Configuration dialog appears.
3. Complete the following fields on the dialog, then click OK.

–  Object Handle
Defines the object handles of the endpoint types being managed on the selected Provisioning Server.
Example: Namespace=dyn_jndi_democorp,Domain=forward,Server=Server

Edit a Connector Server Configuration

To change how your Provisioning Server routes endpoint types to a connector server, you can edit the connector server
configuration.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Expand the server in the Provisioning Servers tree where you deployed your connectors.
2. Expand the CS Configs node.
3. Right-click the server configuration you want to edit, and then select Edit CS Config.

The Connector Server Configuration dialog appears.
4. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click OK.

You have changed how your Provisioning Server routes endpoint types or individual endpoints to connector servers.

Remove a Connector Server Configuration

To remove a connector server configuration, you can delete it from the Provisioning Servers tree.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Expand the server in the Provisioning Servers tree where you deployed your connectors.
2. Expand the CS Configs node.
3. Right-click the server configuration to edit, and then select Delete CS Config.
4. When prompted, confirm that you want to delete the connector server configuration.

The connector server configuration is removed.

Update a CA IAM Connector Server Password

To help ensure good security practice, update the CA IAM Connector Server password periodically. Updating the
password also helps ensure that only a known set of provisioning servers are using the CA IAM Connector Server. For
example, after updating a password, you only update provisioning servers that should be using the CA IAM Connector
Server with the new password. Provisioning servers that should not have access to the CA IAM Connector Server will not
be able to use the CA IAM Connector Server after the system restarts.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, expand the CS Configs node.
2. Right click the CS Config you want to edit, then click Edit CS Config.

The Edit Connector Server Configuration dialog appears.
3. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click OK.

Manage Connector Server with Connector Xpress
This page contains the following topics:

If you have installed CA IAM Connector Server with CCS, you can use Connector Xpress to manage a Connector Server.
You can add, edit, and remove Connector Servers.

Configuring a Connector Server allows you to manage connectors accessed through CA IAM Connector Server.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the Connector Servers node, then click Add Connector Server.
The Connector Sever Details dialog appears.

2. Complete the following fields on the Connector Sever Details dialog, then click OK.
– Host Name

Defines the name of the host where the Connector Server is located.
– Port

Defines the port used to connect to the CA IAM Connector Server
– Bind DN

Defines the user name used to connect to the Connector Server in DN format.
– Use TLS

Specifies that a secure TLS connection to the Connector Server is established. This means that the connector does
not transmit the password in clear text. If not selected, the connector transmits the password in clear text.
Default: Selected

– Key
Defines the name of the configuration option that the connector uses to connect to the Connector Server. For example,
com.ca.iam.server.class=com.ca.iam.model.impl.JCSServer and com.ca.iam.server.superagent=true.
– Value

Defines the value of the configuration option.
– Key column

Displays the full list of configuration options that the connector uses to connect to the Connector Server.
– Value column

Displays the corresponding values for the configuration options displayed in the Key column.
Connector Xpress displays the Connector Server tree expanded with the list of known connector servers.

Configure a Connector Server

You can use Connector Xpress to configure a Connector Server that manages connectors accessed through a CA IAM
Connector Server. To configure a CA IAM Connector Server, verify that a Connector Server is installed and running.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the Connector Servers Node, then click Add Connector Server.
The Connector Sever Details dialog appears.

2. Complete the following fields on the Connector Server Details dialog, then click OK.
– Host Name
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Defines the name of the host where the Connector Server is located.
– Port

Defines the port used to connect to the CA IAM Connector Server
– Bind DN

Defines the user name used to connect to the Connector Server in DN format.
– Use TLS

Specifies that a secure TLS connection to the Connector Server is established. This means that the connector does
not transmit the password in clear text. If not selected, the connector transmits the password in clear text.
Default: Selected

– Key
Defines the name of the configuration option that the connector uses to connect to the Connector Server. For
example, com.ca.iam.server.class=com.ca.iam.model.impl.JCSServer and com.ca.iam.server.superagent=true.

– Value
Defines the value of the configuration option.

– Key column
Displays the full list of configuration options that the connector uses to connect to the Connector Server.

– Value column
Displays the corresponding values for the configuration options displayed in the Key column.

Connector Xpress displays the Connector Server tree expanded with the list of known Connector Server.

Connect to a Connector Server

You can use Connector Xpress to connect to a Connector Server and display and manage the endpoints that the
Connector Server manages.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning tree, click the Connector Server you want to connect to.
2. When prompted, enter the password for the Connector Server you want to connect to, then click ok.

Connector Xpress connects to the Connector Server and queries whether it is a stand-alone connector server.
The Connector Server responds with confirmation that it is a stand-alone Connector Server.
Connector Xpress displays the End Points node under the Connector Servers node.

3. Select the End Points Type node in the Provisioning tree under the Connector Server you want to connect to.
Connector Xpress displays the CA IAM Connector Server, CSS endpoint types, endpoints, and the dynamic endpoint
types that the selected Connector Server manages.

Edit Connector Server Details

If the details of your Connector Server change, for example, when you upgrade your hardware, edit the details of your
Connector Server if necessary.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, under the Connector Servers node, right-click the Connector Server whose details
you want to edit, then click Edit Server.
The Connector Server Details dialog appears.

2. Complete the fields in the dialog, then click OK.
Connector Xpress changes the details of the Connector Server.

Create an Endpoint Type Managed by a Connector Server

You can create an endpoint type and manage it with a specific Connector Server.

NOTE
You can only create an endpoint type when a Connector Xpress project is open.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open an existing project.
2. In the Provisioning Servers tree, under the Connector Servers Node, right-click the Endpoint Types node, then click

Create New Endpoint Type.
The Create New Endpoint Type dialog appears.

3. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click OK.
You have defined the name of your new endpoint type and added the endpoint type to the Endpoint Types node of the
Connector Server you specified.

Delete an Endpoint Type Managed by a Connector Server

You can remove a connector managed by a Connector Server using Connector Xpress when you no longer want to
manage that connector in the Provisioning Manager.

WARNING
We strongly recommend that you only use Connector Xpress to remove endpoints associated with dynamic
connectors, to help ensure successful deletion.

Follow these steps:

1. Expand the Endpoints node in the Provisioning Servers tree under the Connector Server node.
2. Right-click the endpoint you want to delete, then click Delete Endpoint.
3. When prompted, confirm that you want to delete the endpoint.

Connector Xpress deletes the connector, and removes the endpoint and associated account templates, but the data on
the endpoint is unchanged.

Mapping Summary File
This page contains the following topic:

You can use the mapping summary file to help you debug and read logs. For example, you can use the mapping summary
file if the attribute names in the generic schema are not descriptive, for example, eTDYN-str-i-01.

Generating a mapping summary file is also important when you want to write batch scripts for automation.

The mapping summary file is an HTML file that displays the following information for a selected endpoint type, or a
currently open project:

• Provisioning LDAP attribute name
• Logical name
• Native name
• Display name
• Attribute values for each class defined in the dynamic endpoint

Export a Mapping Summary File

You can export a mapping summary file to help you debug and read logs. For example, you use the file to look up
endpoint mappings between Provisioning LDAP attribute names and native attribute/column names.

You can export a mapping file for the currently loaded project, or a selected endpoint type in the Provisioning Severs tree.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Do one of the following:
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– In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the endpoint type you want to export a Mapping Summary file for, then
click Export Mapping Summary File.

–  Open the project you want to export a Mapping Summary file for, then click Metadata, Export Mapping Summary
File.
The Export Mapping Summary File dialog appears.

2. Specify the location where you want to save the file, then click OK.
Connector Xpress saves the mapping summary file in HTML format to the location you specified.

3. Open the file in web browser and review the endpoint mappings.

Import XML Data Model File
This page contains the following topic:

To edit previously exported XML data, you can import an XML data model file. Importing an XML data file into an existing
project replaces the existing metadata of the endpoint.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click Metadata, Import.
The Import Data Model from XML file dialog appears.

2. Navigate to the location of the XML file you want to import, then click OK.
Connector Xpress deploys the new data model and replaces the existing metadata of the endpoint.

 Example: How an Administrator Imports and Deploys Metadata using an XML Data File 

In this example, the administrator wants to replace the metadata on the endpoint dyn_jdbc_endpoint with metadata in the
XML data file export_dyn_jdbc_endpoint2.xml. The administrator does the following:

1. Creates new metadata in a Connector Xpress project.
2. Saves the metadata in project named dyn_jdbc_endpoint2.con.
3. Exports the metadata as an XML data file named export_dyn_jdbc_endpoint2.xml.
4. Opens the dyn_jdbc_endpoint.con project file.

This file contains the metadata for the endpoint dyn_jdbc_endpoint that the administrator wants to replace.
5. Imports the export_dyn_jdbc_endpoint2.xml data file into the dyn_jdbc_endpoint.con project.
6. Deploys the merged data model to the endpoint named dyn_jdbc_endpoint.

Connector Xpress deploys the new data model and replaces the existing metadata on the dyn_jdbc_endpoint.

Export Data Model to an XML File

You can export the metadata for the currently open project into an XML file.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Open the project you want to export the metadata for.
2. Click Metadata, Export.

The Export Data Model to XML file dialog appears.
3. Specify the location where you want to save the file, then click OK.

Connector Xpress exports and saves the metadata in the file you specified.

Merge a Modified Data Model
You can select a data model XML file to load and merge into the currently loaded metadata. Merging an XML data file
adds the additional account attributes to metadata for the endpoint.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the existing project you want to merge the metadata for.
2. Click Metadata, Merge.

The Merge Data Model from dialog appears.
3. Navigate to the location of the file you want to merge the metadata with, then click OK.

Connector Xpress overwrites or appends the data model file of the file you opened to the currently loaded data model.

Example: How an Administrator Merges the Metadata on an Endpoint using an XML Data File

In this example, the administrator wants to add some additional account attributes in one project to the metadata in
another project. The administrator merges the metadata in the dyn_jdbc_endpoint2.con project with the metadata in the
dyn_jdbc_endpoint.con project.

The dyn_jdbc_endpoint.con project contains the metadata for the endpoint named dyn_jdbc_endpoint. The administrator
does the following:

1. Exports the metadata for the dyn_jdbc_endpoint2.con project to an XML data file named
export_dyn_jdbc_endpoint2.xml.

2. Opens the dyn_jdbc_endpoint.con project.
3. Imports export_dyn_jdbc_ns2.xml into the dyn_jdbc_endpoint.con project.
4. Uses the Metadata Editor to verify that Connector Xpress has successfully merged the additional account attributes

created in the dyn_jdbc_endpoint2.con project with the metadata in the dyn_jdbc_endpoint.con project.
5. Deploys the merged data model to the endpoint named dyn_jdbc_endpoint.
6. Uses the Provisioning Manager to verify that the new mappings are correct.

Managing Endpoints
This page contains the following topics:

To manage the accounts, users, groups, and other resource objects in your environment, you do the following:

• Acquire the endpoints
• Explore the endpoint for the objects you want to manage
• Correlate the objects to global users

You can specify how an endpoint is going to be explored and correlated. For example, you can specify how many levels in
the container are explored, one level or the only the current subtree.

You can choose whether the correlate function creates any users that are not present or whether it associates accounts
with no matching users to the [default user] global user.

You can also create, clean, and delete endpoint types.

How You Acquire and Manage Endpoints

Acquiring an endpoint automatically populates the Provisioning Server with accounts and other objects found in the
acquired endpoint. An acquired endpoint is any application or computer managed by the Provisioning Server.

Acquiring an endpoint consists of creating it, exploring it, and correlating it. Correlating an endpoint is the process of
examining accounts on it, and potentially creating users automatically and setting global user attributes from account
attributes.

To manage an endpoint using Connector Xpress, do the following:

1. Create the endpoint in the Provisioning Server. When you register an endpoint, you are declaring it as an endpoint
managed by the Provisioning Server.
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2. Explore its contents. When you explore an endpoint, Connector Xpress finds the objects in the endpoint and stores a
record of them in the Provisioning Server.

3. Correlate the explored accounts. When you correlate accounts on an endpoint, the Provisioning Server associates
them with a global user in the Provisioning directory. You can choose whether the correlate function creates any global
users that are not present or whether it associates accounts with no matching global user to the [default user] global
user.

4. Update global user fields from accounts.
Whether you chose to let correlate function create missing users, you can optionally run an additional function that
sets (or refreshes) selected user attributes using the account's attribute values that you select.

Acquire, Explore, and Correlate an Endpoint

To acquire an endpoint, first register it in the Provisioning Server, that is, specify the connection details and credentials
of the endpoint so that the connector can communicate with it. Then explore the endpoint for the objects you want to be
managed, and correlate the objects to global users.

 To acquire, explore and correlate an endpoint 

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right click the Endpoint node that you want to explore or correlate, then click Acquire
Endpoint.
The Create New Endpoint dialog appears.

2. Complete the fields on the Create New Endpoint dialog, then click OK.
You have specified the connection details and credentials of the endpoint.

3. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right click the endpoint node that you created then click Explore/Correlate endpoint.
The Explore/Correlate endpoint dialog appears.

4. Complete the fields on the Explore/Correlate Endpoint dialog, then click OK.
You have specified how Connector Xpress explores and correlate the endpoint.

Create an Endpoint Type

You can create an endpoint type using the loaded metadata.

NOTE
 You can only create an endpoint type when a Connector Xpress project is open.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Open an existing project.
2. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the Endpoint Types node, then click Create new Endpoint Type.

The Create New Endpoint Type dialog appears.
3. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click OK.

You have defined the name of your new endpoint type and added the endpoint type to the Endpoint Types node of the
Provisioning Server you specified.

Delete an Endpoint Type

You can delete an endpoint type using Connector Xpress when you no longer want to manage that endpoint type and the
endpoints under it in the Provisioning Server.

WARNING
 We strongly recommend that you only use Connector Xpress to remove endpoint types associated with
dynamic connectors, to help ensure successful deletion.

To delete an endpoint type, expand the Endpoints Type node in the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the endpoint type
you want to delete, then click Delete Endpoint Type.
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Connector Xpress deletes the endpoint type, the associated account templates, and any child endpoints. Data on the
endpoint is unchanged.

Clean an Endpoint Type

When you want to delete all account templates and endpoints from a selected endpoint type, you can clean the endpoint
type. Cleaning an endpoint type removes all endpoint objects from the Provisioning Server, and recreates the default
account template object.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the endpoint type you want to clean, then click Clean Endpoint Type.
The Clean Endpoint Type Objects dialog appears.

2. Confirm that you want to clean the endpoint type.
Connector Xpress deletes all account templates and endpoints of the selected endpoint type from the Provisioning
Directory. Data on the endpoints is not affected.

Delete an Endpoint

You can remove a connector using Connector Xpress when you no longer want to manage that connector in the
Provisioning Manager.

WARNING
 We strongly recommend that you only use Connector Xpress to remove endpoints associated with dynamic
connectors, to help ensure successful deletion.

To delete an endpoint, expand the Endpoints node in the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the endpoint you want to
delete, then click Delete Endpoint.

Connector Xpress deletes the connector, and removes the endpoint and associated account templates, but the data on
the endpoint data is unchanged.

Configuration Data Location
This page contains the following topics:

The configuration data created using Connector Xpress is stored in various locations throughout the distributed system as
described in the following sections.

CA IAM Connector Server Routing Rules Location

The routing rules are located in the following location:

eTSAName=[CSNAME],eTSAContainerName=SAs,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=[DOMAIN],dc=eta

Endpoint Type Metadata Location

The endpoint type metadata is located in the following location:

eTNamespaceName=[NAMESPACE],dc=[DOMAIN],dc=eta

Endpoint Type Metadata and CA IAM Connector Server Routing Rules

The endpoint type metadata and CA IAM Connector Server routing rules are stored on the Provisioning Server.

To view the endpoint type metadata and CA IAM Connector Server Routing Rules, connect to the Provisioning Server
using an LDAP browser such as JXplorer.
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View Endpoint Type Metadata and CA IAM Connector Server Routing Rules

To view the endpoint type metadata and CA IAM Connector Server Routing Rules, connect to the Provisioning Server
using an LDAP browser such as JXplorer.

CA IAM Connector Server Routing Rules Hierarchy

Each CS has an entry under the following:

eTSAName=CS name,eTSAContainerName=SAs,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=server,dc=eta

For each endpoint type managed by the CS, there is an entry similar to the following:

eTSABranchDN : eTNamespaceName=Oracle Server,dc=server

Endpoint Type Distinguished Name

The endpoint type's distinguished name is as follows:

eTNamespaceName= MyEndpointType,dc=Domain,dc=TopLevelProvisioningServer

The following attributes are used to store metadata on each dynamic endpoint type object:

•  eTMetaData 
(Mandatory) Stores the XML document containing all wizard mappings, excluding stored procedures and operation
bindings.

•  eTOpBindingsMetaData 
(Optional) Stores the XML document containing stored procedures and operation bindings.

Connector Xpress Local Storage

Connector Xpress project files (.con files) are stored on the local file system.

Connector Xpress data source configurations are stored under Connector Xpress user preferences.

NOTE
You cannot export Connector Xpress data source configurations.

Edit Metadata
This page contains the followig topics:

You can edit the metadata for a project.

WARNING
Use the metadata editor at your own risk. Removing or altering important objects in the metadata can render it
inoperable.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Open an existing project.
2. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the endpoint type you want to edit the metadata for, then click Edit

Metadata.
The Edit Metadata for Endpoint Type dialog appears and displays the metadata in an XML tree.

3. Edit the metadata as required, then click Save.
Connector Xpress redeploys the metadata.

 Example: How an Administrator Modifies Metadata Manually 
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In this example, an administrator wants to change the display name mapping from last name to first name by manually
modifying the metadata without using the mapping tree. The administrator:

1. Opens the dyn_jdbc_namespace.con project file.
2. Right-clicks the dyn_jdbc_namespace.con endpoint, then selects Edit Metadata.
3. Expands the dyn_jdbc_namespace node, and navigates to Classes, eTDYNAccount, Properties, eTDYN-str-01 in the

Metadata Editor.
4. Modifies the displayName attribute from Last name to First name.
5. Modifies the beanPropertyName attribute from lastName to firstName.
6. Redeploys the modified metadata.
7. hecks that the changes have been made successfully by validating them in the Provisioning Manager.

Enumerated Values

For static enumerations, defining a new type involves:

• Creating a new unique type name
• Constructing a list of known values, each consisting of an internal value, and an optional display value

NOTE
 Naming your new enum type int or integer does not cause any problems, however it can make maintenance of
the metadata more difficult.

For query-based enumerations, define:

• A mapping to an unmanaged class
• The attributes the objects of that class have available for querying
• An association between a managed class and unmanaged class, through an appropriately chosen attribute in the

former class

Metadata and Operations Bindings Editors Considerations

WARNING
 You can use the Metadata editor to verify that the mappings you have made, however we recommend that you
use the Metadata editor at your own risk. Removing or altering important objects in the metadata can render it
inoperable.

Redeploy Metadata

When a connector project is open and metadata is available, you can push the metadata to the endpoint type on the
Provisioning Server. You can only deploy metadata to dynamic endpoint types.

NOTE
If the endpoint type already has metadata, the new metadata cannot alter fundamental aspects of the data
model such as adding attribute names or types.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Open an existing project.
2. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the endpoint type you want to deploy data to, then click Deploy Metadata.

The Deploy Metadata dialog appears.
3. Confirm that you want to deploy the metadata.

Connector Xpress deploys the metadata to the selected endpoint type and overwrites any existing metadata.
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DYN Schema Extensions

The DYN Schema has been extended for the following attributes:

• Container objects (eTDYNContainerXXX) are extended to 10.
• Generic objects (eTDYNObjectXXX) are extended to 35.
• All capability attributes (for example, eTDYN-str-multi-ic-, eTDYN-str-ic-, eTDYN-str-c-, eTDYN-bool-c-, eTDYN-int-

multi-c-, eTDYN-int-c-) are extended to 99, with the exception of the multivalued case-sensitive attributes (eTDYN-str-
multi-c-), which are extended to 500.

• The noncapability multivalued case-sensitive or case-insensitive attributes (for example, eTDYN-str-multi-, eTDYN-str-
multi-i-) are extended to 500.

• The generic cached (that is, data location equals BOTH) multivalued case-sensitive attributes (eTDYN-str-multi-ca-)
are extended to 99. These attributes are included in every DYN object.
Cached attributes have their values stored on the provisioning server and are therefore accessible without contacting
the endpoint system. Where their values are provided by the endpoint system, an explore operation is needed to
update the values stored for them to match that on the endpoint system.

• Ninety-nine connection-specific cached multivalued case-sensitive attributes (eTDYN-str-multi-ca-sec-) are added for
DYN Directory only. These attributes are added in the "encryptwith" line of the DYN password attribute, which can be
used to obfuscate sensitive settings.

Metadata Descriptions

For more information about the metadata used in all layers of the architecture including Connector Xpress, JIAM, and CA
IAM Connector Server, see the JavaDocs in the CA Identity Manager Bookshelf.

Using Connector Xpress as a Generic Metadata Editor

You can use Connector Xpress as a generic editor for non-JNDI or JDBC endpoint types. Using Connector Xpress as a
generic editor lets you edit generic metadata that is not intended for a particular implementation bundle. For example,
to edit metadata for the Scripting connector, create classes and attributes from the ground-up that are not mapped to a
particular schema.

You can create and edit generic metadata in the following ways:

• Create new attributes, rather than selecting discovered attributes in the attribute mapping table.
•  Load a set of predefined custom operational attributes from a predefined dictionary file. 
• Load selected operational attributes from a predefined dictionary file.
•  Load an extended set of metadata properties from a data file. 

Create New Attributes

You can use Connector Xpress as an editor for generic metadata, and create new attributes, rather than selecting
discovered attributes in the attribute mapping table. You can use this procedure to define compound type attributes or any
other connector-specific attribute that is not mapped to an endpoint attribute.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create a project, and when prompted to select a Data Source, select No source.
The Endpoint Type Details dialog appears.

2. Complete the fields on the Endpoint Type Details dialog.
3. Expand the Classes node, then click the Attributes node of the class you want to map.

The Map Attributes dialog appears.
4. In the Maps To field, type the name of the attribute you want to add.

Connector Xpress adds the new attribute to the mapping tree.
5. Expand the Attributes node in the mapping tree, then click the new node for the attribute.

The Attribute Details dialog appears.
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6. Complete the fields on the Attribute Details dialog.

Display Extended Set of Metadata Properties

You can display an extended set of metadata properties on various dialogs.

 To display extended set of metadata properties 

1.  Create a project, or open an existing project.
2. Click Tools, Preferences.

The Connector Xpress Preferences dialog appears.
3. Select the Show Extended Metadata check box.

Connector Xpress displays the extended metadata properties and contains all additional metadata that is relevant to
this data model item.

NOTE
 For information about the fields displayed, see Extended Metadata Properties.

How you Load Operational Attributes

Connector Xpress does not automatically load operational attributes, however for JNDI endpoint types, you can load
operational attributes using either of the following methods:

•  Load a dictionary of custom operational attributes from a dictionary
Each dictionary is based on a particular vendor or standard. You can select the following dictionaries:
– CA Directory
– RFC 2252
– X.500

• Load a selected operational attribute to the list of all attributes of the selected structural native class.

Load Operational Attributes from a Dictionary

For JNDI endpoints, you can load a set of predefined custom operational attributes from a dictionary.

You can map operational attributes like other attributes.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Create a project, or open an existing project.
2. Click Project, Settings.

The Edit Project Settings dialog appears.
3. Select the dictionary you want to load the operational attributes from, then click OK.
4. Click the Attributes node of the class you are mapping.

The Map Attributes dialog appears.
5. Click the Edit icon to the right of the Maps to field.

Connector Xpress displays the operational attributes in the Maps To list.
6. Map the operational attributes as required.

NOTE
To load only some of the operational attributes, select the dictionary attribute you want to load from the list,
then click the attribute you created in the mapping tree. Complete the fields on the Attribute Details dialog.

Troubleshooting Connector Xpress
This page contains the followig topics:
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If the Naming Attribute contains Oracle CHAR data type, the CA Identity Manager fails to Manage Resources

Symptom:

When the naming attribute or other attributes that are used in Associations uses CHAR data type, CA Identity Manager
receives the data with additional white spaces and fails to manage the resources (Accounts, groups, and so on).

Solution:

• Open the associated Endpoint Project  in CA IAM Connector Xpress.
• Navigate to required Class, Attributes.
• Select the required Attribute.
• In Attribute Details, go to Format section and enable Trim Whitespace for Naming Attributes and other attributes

that are used in Associations.

To see the applied changes, perform the following steps:

1. Deploy the Metadata to your endpoint type through Connector Xpress.
2. Execute Explore and Correlate for the endpoint.
3. Ensure that you Explore and Correlate all the element types for which we just enabled Trim Whitespace.

Setting a Managing Connector Server for a Dynamic Endpoint Fails

Valid on Windows and UNIX

Symptom:

Choosing a C++ Connector Server to manage your DYN endpoint fails, and an error message is displayed.

The most common reason for this failure is a mismatch of the type of endpoint type (for example, DYN) and the managing
Connector Server (for example, C++ CS).

Solution:

Select a CA IAM Connector Server to manage the dynamic endpoint type.

ID/Sequence Column Support

Connector Xpress does not currently provide mapping support of any ID/Sequence columns, for example, auto-increment
Object ID column.

Failed to Insert because IDENTITY_INSERT is Set to Off

Valid on MSSQL only

Symptom:

The message Failed to Insert because IDENTITY_INSERT is Set to Off appears when you create an account. This
message occurs because your database table has IDENTITY_INSERT set to off.

Solution:

Write a stored procedure to create an account, and write scripts that set IDENTITY_INSERT on before the insert operation
and then sets IDENTITY_INSERT off. Do the following:

1. Write a one-line stored procedure with timing=PRE (Before) that sets IDENTITY_INSERT [ database. [ owner. ] ]
{ table } on.

2. Write another one-line stored procedure with timing=POST (After) that sets IDENTITY_INSERT [ database. [ owner. ] ]
{ table } off.
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Multiple Foreign Key Constraints

If the database table mapped to accounts is associated with multiple foreign-key constraints, do either of the following:

• Write a stored procedure to delete the account and the associations the account has with other tables.
• Configure a cascading delete in the database schema.

For example, in a company inventory database, the foreign keys in the customer group table and customer order table
reference a customer account table. Customer account is mapped to account and customer group is mapped to account
group in Connector Xpress. When you delete an account, Connector Xpress automatically deletes any entries in the
account group that relate to this account. However, Connector Xpress does not delete the customer order table. The
delete operation fails because of a violation of the foreign-key constraint.

To resolve the problem, do either of the following:

• Write a stored procedure that removes any entries that are associated with the account that you want to delete before
the actual account is deleted.

• Configure a cascading delete on the customer account, if the database vendor or schema supports this feature.

The Role Definition Generator Will Not Run

Valid on Windows and UNIX

Symptom:

When I try to run the Role Definition Generator I get the following error message:

java.lang.UnsupportedClassVersionErrorException

This occurs when an older version of the Java JRE appears before the new version in the path.

Solution:

Verify that Java 5 JRE appears before older versions in the path.

Support for Binary-type Attributes

If you are performing DYN mappings in Connector Xpress to perform account management using CA Identity Manager, be
aware that CA Identity Manager does not support binary-type attributes for DYN endpoint types.

As a result, any attributes that you specified as having a binary data type in Connector Xpress are not displayed on CA
Identity Manager account management screens.

We recommend that you use Provisioning Manager to manage binary attributes on DYN endpoint types.

NOTE
When using binary attribute type, ensure that you suffix ";binary" to the attribute in the Maps To column of
the Connector Xpress User Interface.

For example:

Name Data Type Multi MapsTo

userCertificate Binary Data userCertificate;binary

Support for Mandatory Attributes on a JDBC Endpoint

To support attributes that the JDBC endpoint defines as mandatory (that is, NOT NULL), but do not need to be mandatory
from the provisioning point of view, the JDBC connector allows you to use an empty value for the provisioning attribute.
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When you create an account and are mapping a mandatory attribute on the endpoint to a provisioning attribute that is
non-mandatory, for example, a description field, and you do not enter a value for the description field, the JDBC connector
maps the empty provisioning attribute to the endpoint attribute by populating the NOT NULL column on the endpoint
database with spaces.

To support mapping of non-mandatory fields in Provisioning Manager, CA IAM Connector Server contains a
NullValueClassConverter that converts empty values in non-mandatory provisioning attributes to spaces in mandatory
attributes on the endpoint.

For example, empty values can occur on a legacy database system has a description field that is NOT NULL on the table
being mapped to a user account. However, the description field is not set to mandatory in the Provisioning Manager, which
means you do not have to enter a description for a user to create an account. The NullValueClassConverter is used to
store the empty value.

The property nullValue in the pluginConfig class in the NullValueClassConverter is set to a space by default. You can
change nullvalue to other values, but changing nullvalue requires additional configuration of the endpoint database.

For JDBC endpoints, CA IAM Connector Server loads the converter automatically. For other types of endpoints, for
example, JNDI, manually configure CA IAM Connector Server to load the converter.

How to Enable Support for Mapping of Non-mandatory Fields in Provisioning Manager

To enable support for mapping of non-mandatory fields in Provisioning Manager to not-null columns in a JDBC database
using the JDBC connector, add the metadata attribute useSpecialNullValue to the Connector Xpress Dyn mapping to each
attribute that you want the NullValueClassConverter to convert. CA IAM Connector Server checks for the presence of this
metadata attribute before enabling the converter.

NOTE
You can also use this procedure to enable support for other types of endpoints.

To enable support, do the following:

1. Use Connector Xpress or another editor to edit the metadata for your endpoint type.
2. Add the new Boolean metadata attribute useSpecialNullValue to the attribute that you want the

NullValueClassConverter to convert, and set the Boolean value to true.

NOTE
Add the metadata attribute useSpecialNullValue to the Connector Xpress Dyn mapping to each attribute that
you want to convert. CA IAM Connector Server checks for the presence of this metadata attribute before
enabling the converter.

3. Set the isRequired metadata attribute to false.
4. Repeat this procedure for all attributes that you want to convert.

Example: Enable support for mapping of non-mandatory fields in Provisioning Manager

This example uses Connector Xpress to edit the metadata. The Description attribute of your account is mapped to
eTDYN-str-01.

Follow these steps:

1. In Connector Xpress, right-click the endpoint type you want to edit the metadata for, then click Edit Metadata.
The Edit Metadata for Endpoint Type dialog appears.

2. Expand the eTDYN-str-01 node, then select the metadata subnode.
3. Click the Add button.

NOTE
Connector Xpress adds a new metadata attribute node to the tree.

4. Name the new metadata node useSpecialNullValue.
5. Select Boolean from the type drop-down list.
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6. Select the check-box next to the drop-down list.
The value of the useSpecialNullValue attribute is set to true.

7. Select the isRequired metadata attribute on eTDYN-str-01.
8. Clear the check-box next to the drop-down list.

The value of the isRequired attribute is set to false.

How to Enable Support for Mandatory Attributes on Endpoints other than JDBC Endpoints

To support endpoints other than JDBC endpoints that define attributes as mandatory (that is, NOT NULL), but do not need
to be mandatory from the provisioning point of view, do the following:

1. Configure CA IAM Connector Server to load the NullValueClassConverter.
2. Enable support for mapping of non-mandatory fields in Provisioning Manager.

Configure CA IAM Connector Server to Load the NullValueClassConverter

The NullValueClassConverter plugin is shipped with the JDBC connector. To use the NullValueClassConverter for
endpoints other than JDBC endpoints, configure CA IAM Connector Server to load the converter.

Note: The converter is loaded automatically for JDBC endpoints.

Note: The property metadataPropNames has a value of useSpecialNullValue. Add the metadataPropNames metadata
attribute to the Connector Xpress Dyn mapping for each attribute that the plugin handles. CA IAM Connector Server
checks for the presence of this metadata attribute before enabling the plugin.

To enable the plugin, configure the plugin in an override connector.xml for your endpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Rename the file SAMPLE.connector.xml in C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Connector Server\conf\override\jdbc
to connector.xml.

2. Add the following entries in the connector.xml file:
<property name="classPluginConfigs">
<list>
<bean class="com.ca.jcs.cfg.MetaPluginConfig">
<property name="pluginClass">
<value>com.ca.jcs.converter.meta.NullValueClassConverter</value>
</property>
<property name="pluginConfig">
<bean class="com.ca.jcs.converter.meta.NullValueClassConverter$NullValueConverterConfig">
<property name="nullValue">
<value> </value>
</property>
</bean>
</property>
<property name="metadataPropNames">
<list>
<value>useSpecialNullValue</value>
</list>
</property>
</bean>
</list>
</property>

NOTE
The property nullValue in the pluginConfig class in the NullValueClassConverter is set to a space by default.
To change the null value that the plugin uses, change the nullValue in the config bean.
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Change the Default Value Used to Store an Empty Value

The property nullValue in the pluginConfig class in the NullValueClassConverter is set to a space by default. To change
the default value used to store an empty value, change the nullValue in the config bean in the class plugin config of your
connector.xml file.

Mapping Against One Endpoint and Acquiring Against Another Endpoint

If you perform mapping against one endpoint and acquire a directory referring to another, verify that they have the same
tables and stored procedures (JDBC) or LDAP schema (JNDI).

Table Attribute Mappings

When you define your table and attribute mappings, you can make the various choices in the Type field on the Map Class
and Attribute dialog. The choices you make define which predefined attribute is used and what the attributes behavior is.

If you select the Synchronized check box on the Attribute details dialog Connector Xpress determines the synchronization
type from the attribute's data type automatically.

For example, the choices you make set the limits on how many predefined attributes there are for that type and behavior.
The following table shows the limits:

Type and behavior Limit

single-valued non-capability integer 10

single-valued capability integer 99

multivalued non-capability integer 10

multivalued capability integer 99

single-valued sensitive non-capability string 30

single-valued insensitive non-capability string 30

single-valued sensitive capability string 99

single-valued insensitive capability string 99

multivalued sensitive non-capability string 500

multivalued insensitive non-capability string 500

multivalued sensitive capability string 500

multivalued insensitive capability string 99

single-valued non-capability Boolean 10

single-valued capability Boolean 99

single-valued binary 10

Type Mapping

In Connector Xpress, an edittype=int maps to a plain LDAP string attribute, unless you explicitly request integer sync.

MySQL and Informix Stored Procedure Support

Connector Xpress does not support the following stored procedures from the following vendors:
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• MySQL - MySQL stored procedure parameters are not accessible through the required JDBC method and therefore
are not supported.

• Informix - Informix supports stored procedures with the same name but different parameters. This makes listing the
stored procedures and their parameters problematic, and therefore are not supported.

JDBC Naming Attribute

You can only map the account and group naming attributes to columns which are required in the native table they are
mapped to. That is, an attribute that does not allow null values. You are advised to verify that these columns act as
primary keys for the tables containing them, or at the least, have a unique index applied to them.

Sybase Stored Procedures Failure

Valid on Windows and UNIX

Symptom:

The following exception is reported when invoking Sybase stored procedures:

Nested exception is com.sybase.jdbc3.jdbc.SybSQLException: Stored procedure 'AddObject_Instead_Parameter' may
be run only in unchained transaction mode. The 'SET CHAINED OFF' command will cause the current session to use
unchained transaction mode.

Solution:

CA IAM Connector Server requires that Sybase stored procedures have the set chained option to on.

Set the chained option to on for all Sybase stored procedures.

Connector Xpress Logging

Connector Xpress log messages are written to this file:

im_home\Connector Xpress\logs\conxp-log.txt

Note: The generated metadata is usually the primary resource about the problem being diagnosed. We recommend that
you analyze the generated metadata using the Connector Xpress log files.

Other Connectors
Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Box Connector
NOTICE
Layer 7 (CA API Gateway) connectors are deprecated and the support for the same will be discontinued from
June 30, 2022. Migrate to the REST variant of the WSL7 connectors for continued support.

Box is a cloud-based file storage and file sharing application. It offers tools for collaboration with files that users store on
Box. Users can extend privileges, such as edit or view, to the content they store on Box.

What the Box Connector Can Do

The Box connector manages Box users and their associations with groups. The connector uses the Box developers API to
support users and groups provisioning features. A Box connector can perform the following tasks:
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• Create, modify, delete, and view user accounts
• View and manage group memberships for users
• Transfer files and folders from deleted users to the manager or configured user
• Enable or disable a user account
• Synchronize accounts with account templates
• Synchronize users with roles

WARNING

You can manage a Box endpoint with CA API Gateway Connector (Box  - WSL7) and REST Connector
(Box). With REST Connector, you can manage a Box endpoint with REST API without using CA API Gateway.

We recommend you to use REST Connector (Box) over CA API Gateway Connector (Box -WSL7) as it easy
to acquire and manage a Box endpoint with REST Connector.

To migrate from CA API Gateway Connector (Box - WSL7) to REST Connector (Box), see Migrate to REST
Connectors.

Figure 3: Box Framework

Limitations

• The Box connector cannot create or delete user groups.
• Username cannot start with a period. Username can contain numbers, dashes, underscores, periods, apostrophes,

and mixed-case letters.
• The Box connector cannot create accounts with the admin role. The Box administrator can create accounts with the

roles of co-admin and user.

Considerations

From the Box user console, you can modify the user status to any of the following statuses:
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• Active
• Inactive
• Cannot delete and edit
• Cannot delete, edit, and upload

Download

Attribute List:

• Box
• Box - WSL7

More Information

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Secure Communication to Box
Since sensitive information is sent over the network, we recommend you to secure all connections to Box.

•  CA API Gateway Connector (Box - WSL7)
If you are managing a Box endpoint with CA API Gateway Connector (Box - WSL7), ensure that you secure the
connections between CA IAM CS, CA API Gateway, and Box endpoint.
The connector supports both HTTPS client certificate authentication and anonymous connection from CA IAM CS to
the CA API Gateway. Since sensitive information is sent between the connector and CA API Gateway, we recommend
securing the connection using HTTPS.
The connection between CA API Gateway and Box is always secured. From CA API Gateway, the connector connects
to the Box instance with OAuth 2.0. You must add the Box server certificate to CA API Gateway as a trust anchor. For
information about adding the Box server certificate as a trust anchor to CA API Gateway, see CA API Gateway Policy
Manager.

•  REST Connector (Box)
If you are managing a Box endpoint with REST Connector (Box), the connection between the connector and Box
endpoint is always secured. The connector supports HTTPS client certificate authentication and it connects to a Box
instance with JWT OAuth 2.0.

 Note: The Date and Time must exactly match with the Time Zone set on the Java Connector Server (CA IAM CS).

Manage Box with REST Connector
WARNING

You can manage the REST connector based Box endpoint from the Identity Manager User Console, and not
from the Provisioning Manager.

You can acquire a Box endpoint and can manage its users from CA Identity Manager using REST Connector. To achieve
this, you must perform the following tasks:

Prerequisites

Ensure that the Connector Server (CA IAM CS) is installed and running.
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Configure Box

To manage a Box endpoint from CA Identity Manager, it is mandatory that you configure Box with the following
configurations:

1. Log in to Box (https://app.box.com/developers/services) with an admin account.
2. Create a new Box application.
3. Select the application type as Custom App, Enterprise Integration, or Partner Integration.
4. Click Next.
5. Select OAuth 2.0 with JWT (Server Authentication) and click Next.
6. Enter a unique name for the application that you are creating and click Create App.
7. After the app is created successfully, click View your App.
8. In the left pane, navigate to Configuration, and perform the following actions:

a. Navigate to OAuth 2.0 Credentials and note the Client ID and Client Secret. These credentials are required
while creating a Box endpoint in CA Identity Manager.

b. Navigate to Application Access, and select Enterprise.
c. Navigate to Application Scopes, and select the desired scopes that you want to appear on the OAuth consent

screen when users or admins authorize your app.
d. Navigate to Add and Manage Public Keys, and click Generate a Public/Private Keypair. Next, enter the security

code sent to your phone and click Submit.
e. A configuration file with all of your app settings is downloaded. This file contains Private Key, Public Key ID, and

Enterprise ID that you require while creating a Box endpoint in CA Identity Manager.
9. Click Save Changes.
10. Next, grant access for the application in your enterprise.

Create a Box Endpoint in CA Identity Manager

Create a Box endpoint in the CA Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Import the role definition file for the Box endpoint into the CA Identity Manager Management Console.
a. In the Management Console, click Environments.
b. Select the environment where you are adding the endpoint.
c. Click Role and Task Settings.
d. Click Import.
e. Select the role definition for the endpoint (Box) under Category: Endpoint Type.
f. Click Finish.
g. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

2. Use the Box Attribute List and create correlation rules for the attributes that the connector manages.
3. Create an endpoint.

a. Log in to the CA Identity Manager User Console.
b. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
c. Select Box in the Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type drop-down and click OK.
d. In the Endpoint tab, configure the following fields:
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• Endpoint Name: Enter a name for the Box endpoint that you are creating.
• Description: Enter a text that describes the Box endpoint.
• Box API Endpoint: The host name of the Box API is api.box.com.
• Authentication Method: The Authentication method used by the connector to communicate with Box is OAuth

2.0 with JSON Web Token, and it cannot be changed.
• Box OAuth Token Endpoint URL: The URL used to generate JWT access token is https://app.box.com/api/

oauth2/token.
• OAuth Client Id: Enter the Client Id generated while creating an application on Box.
• OAuth Client Secret:Enter the Client Secret generated while creating an application on Box.
• OAuth Private Key (PEM):Enter the private key that you generated while creating an application on Box. You

must decrypt the private key and enter in this field.
• Box Public Key ID:Enter the public key ID that you generated while creating an application on Box.
• Box Enterprise ID: Enter the Enterprise ID that you generated while creating an application on Box.
• Default Account Template: Associate a default account template to the Box endpoint.

e. Click Submit.

Create and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition

See, Create, and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition.

Provisioning components (Provisioning Server, Java Connector Server, C++ Connector Server) support pagination based
search results from the Box endpoint during an Explore and Correlate operation. For more information, see Pagination in
Provisioning Components.

Create an Account Template

Create an Account Template to control the account attributes a user has on the endpoint when its account is created.

Note:

• On the endpoint, if the Account ID represents the user email address, consider applying any one of the suggested
configurations. Ensure that you apply the given configuration before performing an Explore and Correlate operation or
provisioning an account for the CA Identity Manager user on the endpoint.
– While creating a user in CA Identity Manager, enter the User ID as email address.
– In the Account Template screen, update the Account ID string from %AC% to either,

• %AC@<domain>.com
or

• %UE%, which is an email string
When you opt for the second option, ensure that you manually create correlation rules to map the CA Identity
Manager user attributes with the endpoint attributes.

Manage Box with CA API Gateway Connector
WARNING
Identity Governance and CA Secure Cloud cannot manage a Box endpoint using CA API Gateway connector.

You can acquire a Box endpoint and manage its users from CA Identity Manager using CA API Gateway Connector. To
achieve this, you must perform the following tasks:
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Prerequisites

• Ensure that the Connector Server (CA IAM CS) is installed and running.
• CA API Gateway connector (Box - WSL7) communicates with Box through the CA API Gateway.

Ensure that the following CA API Gateway components are installed:
– CA API Gateway Server
– CA API Gateway Policy Manager
The Policy Manager is a desktop application that installs with the CA API Gateway Server. You can also access a web-
based version of the Policy Manager at https://<gatewayHostName>:8443/ssg/webadmin.
In the Policy Manager, you configure assertions that transform ODATA from Box into the SCIM format that the
connector can process.

Configure a Box Endpoint

Configure the Box endpoint to enable OAuth authentication from CA Identity Manager to Box.

1. Create a Box admin account at https://app.box.com/login, if not created earlier.
2. Log in to Box at https://app.box.com/developers/services with an admin account.
3. Create a Box application.
4. Configure the application, update the redirect_uri field, and select Manage an enterprise under Scopes.
5. Select Edit Application, and record the client_id and client_secret as you need them in Step 7: Create a Box

Endpoint in CA Identity Manager.

Create CA API Gateway Service for Box and Import the Box Policy

You must create CA API Gateway service for Box and import the pre-configured XML policy to the CA API Gateway.

Follow these steps:

1. From Connector Server, log in to the CA API Gateway Policy Manager at:
https://gatewayHostName:8443/ssg/webadmin

2. From the Services and Policies List window, right-click the server node and select Create New Folder.
You use this new folder for Box policies and service.

3. Right-click the new folder and select Publish RESTful Service Proxy with WADL.
4. From the first page, select Manual Entry and click Next.

The Publish REST Service Proxy Wizard starts.
5. For Service Name, enter a name such as Box v2.
6. In the Resource Base URL field, enter http://localhost/Box/v1, and click Finish.
7. Right-click the new service and select Service Properties.

The Published Service Properties page opens.
8. Select the HTTP/FTP tab, and verify that the field Custom resolution is /Box/v1/*.
9. Under Allowed HTTP Methods, select PATCH.
10. Click OK.
11. Double-click the new CA API Gateway service.

The Policy Development window displays the default service policies.
12. Click Import Policy.

WARNING
When importing policies, a pop-up requests information about importing from an unresolved identity provider.
In the Action section, select Import erroneous assertions as is.

13. In the Connector Server, browse to the following file and click open:
C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\Connector Server\jcs\resources\scim\box_policy.xml

14. Save and activate the imported policies by clicking Save and Activate.
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After activation, you can find the included policy fragments with a title starting with Box. You can cut and paste
fragments into your new CA API Gateway Service for Box.

Configure HTTPs Client Certificate Authentication from Connector Server to CA API Gateway

CA API Gateway Connector (Box - WSL7) supports both HTTPS client certificate authentication and anonymous
connection from Connector Server to CA API Gateway. Since sensitive information is sent between the connector and CA
API Gateway, we recommend securing the connection using HTTPS.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the CA Certificate from the Connector Server console:
a. Using Internet Explorer, access the JCS console at https://<localhost>:20443/main.
b. Advance through the security warnings.
c. Click Certificate, View Certificate.
d. From the certificate dialog, select the Certification Path tab.
e. Select Provisioning Services, and click View Certificate.
f. Click the Details tab, select Copy to File, and save the CA Certificate for Connector Server.

2. From the Policy Manager, import the CA Certificate for Connector Server into the Gateway Server.
3. Open the certificate properties and click the Options tab.
4. If not selected, select the following options:

– Outbound SSL Connections
– Signing Certificates for Outbound SSL Connections
– Signing Client Certificates

5. Click the Validation tab, and select Certificate is a Trust Anchor.
6. Set the Revocation Checking option to Disabled.
7. Save the settings.
8. From the Policy Manager, select the option Create Federated Identity Provider and set the following:

Credential Source Type Allowed set to X.509 Certificate
9. Add the CA certificate imported in step 2 as a Trusted Certificate to the provider.

OU=Provisioning Services,O=Identity Management,L=Islandia,ST=NY,C=US
10. In the new Federated Identity Provider, create a user with the DN of the JCS certificate:

cn=eta_server,ou=provisioning services, o=identity management, st=ny, c=us
11. Enable the following disabled assertions, and select Save and Activate:

– Require SSL or TLS Transport between Client Certificate Authentication
– Request: Authenticate User:eta_server from <provider>

12. Open the assertion Request: Authenticate User.
13. From the Search Identity Provider window, select the identity provider you added.
14. Search for the new user you created.
15. Save and Activate the policy.

Add Box Certificate to CA API Gateway

You must add Box certificate to CA API Gateway as a trust anchor.

For information about adding the server certificate as a trust anchor to CA API Gateway, see CA API Gateway Policy
Manager.

Import CA API Gateway Certificate into Connector Server

Import CA API Gateway certificate into the Connector Server keystore only once the Gateway Server is configured to use
SSL.
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Follow these steps:

1. Decide which certificates to import into the Connector Server keystore as a trusted certificate:
– Gateway certificate
– Root certificate of the certificate authority that has issued the Gateway certificate, and the application server

certificate.
2. Perform the following steps in the Connector Server Management Console:

a. Log in to the Connector Server Management Console.
b. At the top, click the Certificates tab.

This tab lists all of the certificates in the Connector Server keystore. To filter the list of certificates, type their name
in the Certificate Filter box.

c. To add a certificate, click Add, and then enter the details of the certificate.
Add a certificate:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the certificate file.
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate.
Add a keystore:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the keystore file.
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate. This alias also identifies the certificate in that keystore.
• Keystore Password: Enter the password of the keystore.

3. Repeat steps for each certificate you want to add to CA IAM CS.

Create a Box Endpoint in CA Identity Manager

Create a Box endpoint in the CA Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Import the role definition file for the endpoint into the CA Identity Manager Management Console.
a. In the Management Console, click Environments.
b. Select the environment where you are adding the endpoint.
c. Click Role and Task Settings.
d. Click Import.
e. Select the role definition for the endpoint (Box - WSL7) under Category: Endpoint Type.
f. Click Finish.
g. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

2. Use the Box attribute list and create correlation rules for the attributes that the connector manages.
3. Create an endpoint.

a. Log in to the CA Identity Manager User Console.
b. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
c. Select Box - WSL7 in the Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type drop-down and click OK.
d. In the Endpoint tab, configure the following fields:

• Endpoint Name: Enter a name for the endpoint that you are creating.
• CA API Gateway URL: Enter the CA API Gateway URL.
• Box API Gateway URL: Enter the Box API gateway URL. Example: https://api.box.com/2.0
• Box User Name and OAuth Client ID: Enter the Box user name and Client ID in the following format:

{"user_name":"<Box admin email address>","client_id":"<Box OAuth Client ID>"}
Note: Use the client ID generated in Step 2: Configure a Box Endpoint.

• Box User Password and OAuth Client Secret: Enter the Box user password and Client Secret in the following
format:
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{"password":"<Box admin user password>","client_secret":"<Client Secret>"}  Note: Use the client password
generated in Step 2: Configure a Box Endpoint.

• Custom Properties: Add custom Properties, as necessary.
Add the custom property TransferToUser with a value set to the <Email ID of user> to transfer ownership of
user documents on user account deletion. When the user account is deleted, ownership of user documents is
transferred to the manager. If the users manager attribute is not set, then the ownership of documents will be
transferred to the configured user.

• Default Account Template: Associate a default account template to the Box endpoint.

Create and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition

See, Create, and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition.

Provisioning components (Provisioning Server, Java Connector Server, C++ Connector Server) support pagination
based search results from the Box -WSL7 endpoint during an Explore and Correlate operation. For more information, see
Pagination in Provisioning Components.

Create an Account Template

Create an Account Template to control the account attributes a user has on the endpoint when its account is created.

Note:

• On the endpoint, if the Account ID represents the user email address, consider applying any one of the suggested
configurations. Ensure that you apply the given configuration before performing an Explore and Correlate operation or
provisioning an account for the CA Identity Manager user on the endpoint.
– While creating a user in CA Identity Manager, enter the User ID as email address.
– In the Account Template screen, update the Account ID string from %AC% to either,

• %AC@<domain>.com
or

• %UE%, which is an email string
When you opt for the second option, ensure that you manually create correlation rules to map the CA Identity
Manager user attributes with the endpoint attributes.

Flat File Connector

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Introduction to the Flat File Connector
The Flat File connector allows you to provision users and accounts by using the organizational information stored in CSV
flat files. This section describes how to use the Flat File connector to connect CA IAM CS to Flat File endpoints using
Connector Xpress.

What the Connector Can Do

The Flat File Connector uses a set of flat CSV files which contain user or resource information related to an endpoint.
Connector Xpress populates the data from these CSV files and maps the objects, attributes, and associations to the
metadata that is generated for a CSV endpoint.
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This table lists the tasks that the connector lets applications do:

Task CA Identity Manager or CA Secure Cloud

Create, read, update, and delete user account on the Flat File
endpoint.

Yes

Assign, view, or remove groups or other resources defined in CSV
files from a user account.

Yes

Map custom attributes Yes

Connecting Flat File to CA Identity Manager or CA Secure Cloud

The following diagram illustrates how you can connect CA Identity Manager or CA Secure Cloud to CA IAM CS directly:
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Figure 4: Connecting CA Identity Manager or CA CloudMinder to CA IAM CS

Supported Systems

For details of the protocols and platforms that this connector supports, see the Connector Support Matrix.

Installation Locations

This guide uses the abbreviation cs_home for the installation directory of CA IAM CS.

This component has different default installation locations, depending on which CA product you have. For a list of these
locations, see Getting Started.
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Security for the Flat File Connector

Privileges Required to Connect to Flat File

To connect to a Flat File endpoint, you must have access rights to the CSV, the Kettle transformation (Kettle is now
Pentaho Data Integration), and the connector server file locations. Also, in the case of high availability, ensure that you
have the database rights for configuration.

Securing Communication Between Flat File and CA IAM CS

Ensure that the CSV Flat File is located in a shared network which is accessible by the connector. For security reasons,
the connector uses the file locking mechanism to lock the file.

NOTE
The file local locking mechanism is available on Windows platform only.

How to Connect to Flat File
Using Connector Xpress, input a Kettle transformation file, or a set of CSV files to define the attributes and associations
between the elements. The output is the metadata file in the endpoint type which is used to generate the database
structure in the cache based on the metadata.

The following diagram shows the tasks that are required to connect to the endpoint, and who does each task.
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Figure 5: Tasks for Connecting to the Endpoint
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To connect to a Flat File, perform the following steps:

1. As a Connector Server administrator, perform the following steps:
a. Ensure that CA IAM CS is installed.
b. Install and configure Connector Xpress.
c. Create a Connector Server configuration.
d. Set up data sources of CSV type.
e. Create a project which include the following tasks:

a. Create a mapping to create endpoint data.
b. Create an endpoint type.
c. Set a managing Connector Server from the endpoint type node.

f. Deploy the connector.
g. Explore and Correlate Endpoint.

2. The CA Product administrators connect to the endpoint:
– Connect to the endpoint in CA Identity Manager or CA Secure Cloud.

Ensure that CA IAM CS Is Installed and Running

Check that CA IAM CS is installed and running.

CA IAM CS is installed with CA Identity Manager r12.6.5, unless you deselected the CA IAM CS option during installation.
For details, search for Install CA IAM CS.

Install and Configure Connector Xpress

Ensure that you have installed Connector Xpress.

Follow these steps:

1. Start Connector Xpress, then follow these steps:
a. Right-click Provisioning Servers in the right pane, then select Add Remote Server.
b. In the Provisioning Server Details screen, specify the LDAP bind host and port for an on-premise connector server.

Do not specify the host name and port for a Provisioning Server.
c. If you added a certificate to Connector Xpress previously, select Use TLS.

If you have not added a certificate yet, clear the Use TLS check box. Connector Xpress resets the port
automatically.

d. Complete additional fields as needed, then click OK.
Do not enter a value in the Tenant ID field.

2. If the Provisioning Server does not have a Connector Server configured, do the following tasks:
a. Create a Connector Server configuration (see page 10).
b. Set a managing Connector Server for the endpoint.

The configuration determines how your Provisioning Server routes individual endpoints to Connector Servers.
3. Enable the following roles:

– Endpoint Manager
– Provisioning Role Manager
– Provisioning Role Membership Approver
– Provisioning Synchronization Manager

4. Set up the workflow for the task CreateEndpointTypeEvent:
a. Map the SingleStepApproval workflow process.
b. Set the approval task to Approve Endpoint Type Modification.
c. Continue as for normal workflow setup.

5. Repeat Step 4 for ModifyEndpointTypeEvent task.
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6. Repeat Step 4 for DeleteEndpointTypeEvent task.

NOTE
CA Secure Cloud includes notification email templates for the Create and Delete tasks. To see them, click
System, Emails and search for *endpoint type*.

There are two ports (non tls (ssl) and ssl) that a client can use to communicate with the standalone CA IAM CS.  To
allow the Connector Xpress to access the standalone CA IAM CS, configure the firewall on your CA IAM CS server
host to allow communication on these ports.

Create a Connector Server Configuration

To specify how your Provisioning Server routes endpoint types or individual endpoints to connector servers, you create a
connector server configuration.
Follow these steps:

1. Expand the server in the Provisioning Servers tree where you deployed your connectors.
2. Right click on the CS Configs node and then select New CS Config.

The Connector Server Configuration dialog appears.
3. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click OK.

You have added a connector server. You can now assign endpoint types and individual endpoints to a specific
connector server.

Set Up Data Sources of CSV Type

A data source is a reference to schema-related information that Connector Xpress uses to map with a connector. You can
connect to the data source to read its schema and then use Connector Xpress to map the schema to a new endpoint type.

NOTE
When you create a Connector Xpress project, Connector Xpress prompts you to set up your data sources.

Follow these steps:

1. In Connector Xpress, click Tools, Data Sources.
2. The Select Data Source for new Project dialog appears.
3. Click Add.

The Source Types dialog appears.
4. Select CSV data source type from the list, then click OK.

The Edit Source dialog appears, specific to the type of data source you are adding.
5. Specify the data source details.
6. (Optional) Click Test to verify your settings and authentication details.
7. When the test has completed successfully, click OK.

You have successfully configured the data source type you selected.

Create a Project

To create a connector, you can create projects that specify how connectors are configured and deployed to the
Provisioning Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Project, New.
The Select Data Source for new Project dialog appears.

2. Select the data source you want to use from the list, then click OK.
The Enter Password for Data Source Dialog appears.

3. Enter the password for the selected data source, then click OK.
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Connector Xpress does the following:
– Displays a Mapping Tree containing a top-level Endpoint Type node.
– Creates a class named User Account by default in the Mapping Tree.
– Displays the Endpoint Type Details dialog.

4. Create a mapping to create the appropriate endpoint data.
5. Click Project, Save, or Save As.

The Save Project As dialog appears.
6. Specify the folder to save the connector project in, the file name and the file type for the saved connector, and click

Save.
Connector Xpress saves the project.

NOTE
We recommend that you use the default file extension (.con) and that you keep a copy of the project. You
cannot view the stored procedure bindings after you deploy a connector, unless you open the Connector
Xpress project file where your bindings are stored.

Connector Xpress checks the name of the CSV file and information in it and creates a new project. Based on the
information from the CSV file, it identifies the related classes, attributes, and its associations.

Create a Mapping to Create Endpoint Data

For more information about mapping attributes, classes, and associations, refer to the Connector Xpress section in the
wiki.

When creating a CSV project from a prepared data source, Connector Xpress attempts to recognize the classes that are
defined in the CSV files. Typically, only minimal corrections are required. If Connector Xpress does not recognize class or
map correctly (such as a CSV file with group information representing account and class), provide full mapping.

This example shows the process to map an account class for a CSV data source.

Example: How you map an account class

To map an endpoint account class to the provisioning account class, an administrator would follow this process:

1. Revise the native class to the provisioning mappings Connector Xpress made on the Mapped Classes dialog.
2. Select account class in the left pane, and review the information in the Map Account Class dialog.
3. If account class is mapped to an incorrect CSV file, select the proper file name from the drop-down list (File Name

control).
4. Review the field names, types, and content in Record Fields and Field Preview tables.
5. Select the Attributes node under account node in the left pane, review attribute mapping, and make any required

changes.
6. Expand the Attributes tree in the left pane, and update individual attributes using the Attribute Details dialog. For

example, change the attribute name, data type, and date format.
7. Define direct and indirect associations as needed with the following steps:

NOTE
Indirect Association is defined in a separate CSV file.

a. Review the information in the Indirect Association dialog, and select the proper CSV file from the drop-down list.
b. Select an attribute on the account, and select the corresponding field in the association file.
c. Select an attribute in associated class, and select the corresponding field in the association file.
d. Provide the names for new virtual attributes in the account class and associated class.

8. Save the project.

Create an Endpoint Type

You can create an endpoint type using the loaded metadata.
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NOTE
You can only create an endpoint type when a Connector Xpress project is open.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Flat File project.
2. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the Endpoint Types node, then click Create new Endpoint Type.

The Create New Endpoint Type dialog appears.
3. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click OK.

You have defined the name of your new endpoint type and added the endpoint type to the Endpoint Types node of the
Provisioning Server you specified.

Set a Managing Connector Server from the Endpoint Type Node

You can select a connector server to manage a particular endpoint type or endpoint from the endpoint type node.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the endpoint type you want to manage, then click Set Managing CS.
The Select Connector Servers dialog appears.

2. Select the Connector Server or Connector Servers from the list, then click OK.
You have specified the Connector Server or Connector Servers you want to manage. Connector Xpress adds the
endpoint type or endpoint to the managed branches of the selected Connector Servers.

Deploy the Connector

Once you have created a connector, you can deploy the metadata for that connector to a Provisioning Server.

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have created the connector server configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the existing project that contains the metadata you want to deploy.
Connector Xpress opens the project and displays the metadata in the Edit pane of the Connector Xpress window.

2. In the Provisioning Servers tree, expand the Provisioning Servers node and then choose the server where you want to
deploy the connector.
The Provisioning Server Password Required dialog appears.

3. Complete the fields on the dialog to specify the password for the server, and click then OK.
4. Expand the server, and then right-click Endpoint Types, then click Create New Endpoint Type.

The Create New Endpoint Types dialog appears.
5. Complete the fields on the dialog to define the name of your new endpoint type, then click OK.

NOTE
In some cases, a delay occurs before endpoint management screens are available. To check the status of
the screen creation, use View Submitted Tasks in the User Console or configure a workflow process to send
an email notification when the deployment completes.

6. Right-click on your new endpoint and select Acquire Endpoint.
The Create New Endpoint dialog appears.

7. Complete the fields on the dialog to specify the name and password for your new endpoint, then click OK.
8. (Optional) Under the endpoints node, right-click on your new endpoint and select Explore/correlate Endpoint.

The Explore/Correlate Endpoint dialog appears.
9. Complete the fields on the dialog to specify how Connector Xpress explores and correlates the endpoint, then click

OK.
Connector Xpress deploys the connector to the Provisioning Server.
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Explore and Correlate an Endpoint

After you deploy a connector, you can explore and correlate endpoint content in the Provisioning Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Log into the Provisioning Manager as an administrator.
2. From the Endpoints drop-down menu, select an endpoint.
3. Under the endpoints node, right click on your new endpoint and select Explore/Correlate.

The Explore and Correlate Endpoint dialog appears.
4. Select the Explore endpoint for managed objects and Correlate accounts to global users check boxes.
5. Select the Create global users as needed option and click Start.
6. After the exploration completes, the Provisioning Manager displays the count of global users created.
7. To view the global users created, select Users from the menu bar.
8. Right click on a user and click List Accounts.

The List Accounts for Global User dialog appears.
9. Click Search. The account for the global user appears.
10. Right-click on a user and click Properties.

The User Account dialog appears, which shows the user and account details.

Connect to the Endpoint in CA Identity Manager or CA Secure Cloud

For the details about the following steps, search for the following topics based on the CA product:

• For CA Secure Cloud and CA Identity Manager 12.6 releases, search for Integrating Managed Endpoints in the CA
Identity Manager bookshelf.

• For CA Identity Manager 12.5 releases, search for Managed Endpoint Accounts in the CA Identity Manager bookshelf.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up the endpoint route:
a. Log in to the User Console and navigate to Task, System, Manage Connector Server.
b. Select the connector server entry to which you want to add a route.
c. Right-click the connector entry and select Add Routes from the popup menu.
d. Check the route or routes that you want to add, and click OK.

2. Import the role definition file.
3. Create correlation rules.
4. Select Flat File from the drop-down list box on Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type, and click Ok.
5. Add the endpoint to the environment. In the Endpoint tab, complete the following mandatory fields:

– Endpoint Name
Specifies the name of the new Flat File endpoint. The endpoint name is the name that appears in the Provisioning
Manager. Commas and semi-colons are not allowed.

– File Location
Specifies the location of the input CSV file in the form of "file://" URL format or other supported formats.

– User Name
Credentials for access to CSV files. It is ignored in the case of file URL type.

– Password
Credentials for access to CSV files. It is ignored in the case of file URL type.

– Domain
Credentials for access to CSV files. It is ignored in the case of file URL type.

– Kettle Transformation File
Specifies the location of the Kettle transformation file.

– Kettle Parameters
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Specifies the Kettle transformation attributes.
The Kettle transformation file contains a set of parameters displayed as ‘${parameter_name}’. Actual values that
replace such parameters during transformation can be added using the Kettle Parameters endpoint attribute. If not
attributes are specified, default values are used.

NOTE
Kettle parameters may appear as default values in some endpoint attributes. For example, the parameter
File Location may have the value ‘${csv_folder}’ when you create a new endpoint. In such cases, this
value must be replaced with the actual value manually.

– CSV File Encoding
Specifies the encoding format for the CSV file.

– File has changed
Specifies that it triggers reloading of input CSV files manually.

6. In the Modification tab, complete the following fields:
– Modify Support Enabled

Lets you modify objects on a CSV endpoint. The modifications to these objects are stored in a database. To use the
export and email notification options, you must select this check box.

– Export CSV files
Schedule CSV files export.

– Export CSV log files
Schedule export of CSV logs (journals).

– Output Location
Specifies output location in URL format. The omitted CSV files are dumped in the following default location:
JCS_HOME/private/output/csv/endpoint_type/endpoint/

– User Name
Credentials for access to CSV files. It is ignored in the case of file URL type.

– Password
Credentials for access to CSV files. It is ignored in the case of file URL type.

– Domain
Credentials for access to CSV files. It is ignored in the case of file URL type.

– Log from date/time
Specifies the start date and time to log all changes. This field is active only when the Export CSV log files option is
enabled.

– Log to date/time
Specifies end date and time to log all changes. This field is active only when the Export CSV log files option is
enabled.

– Export Files immediately
Allows you to enable or disable dumping CSV files manually.

– Schedule Export
Allows you to enable or disable scheduling of CSV import.

– Cron Expression
Specifies the cron expression to schedule CSV export. For example, "0 15 10 * * ? *" specifies that the CSV export
occurs every day at 10:15 Hours.

– Enable Email Notification
Allows email notifications.

– Email Address
Separate multiple addresses with a comma.

7. In the High Availability tab, complete the following fields:
– Database type

Specifies the database type.
– JDBC URL
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Specifies the location of the database in the URL form.
– Username

Specifies database credentials.
– Password

Specifies database credentials.
8. Click Submit.
9. Create an explore and correlate definition. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

Supported File Locations
Flat file connector supports the following file locations:

• Local files or files on network shares without authentication. Please use file URL type to specify  such locations:
file://c:/csv_files

NOTE
Network location notation \\host\folder is also accepted and transformed into file://host/folder

• HTTP or HTTPS based files with or without authentication.

NOTE
NTLMv2 authentication support requires the JCIFS library.

• FTP or FTPS based files with or without authentication.
• Network shares with authentication using Samba protocol. Samba type URL should be used to specify location:

smb://host/share/folder

NOTE
JCIFS library is required to access Samba based files.

Create and Install the Fragment Bundle with JCIFS Library
The Java CIFS (Common Internet File System) client library must be installed if:

•  NTLMv2 authentication support is required.
• The Samba protocol is used to access network based files (on Windows shares and Samba servers).

To add the JCIFS library to the connector, follow these steps after installation:

1. Download the latest JCIFS library, http://jcifs.samba.org/src/jcifs-1.3.17.jar, to the machine running the connector
server.

2. Create a fragment bundle for JCIFS library using CS_HOME/csv_post_install.bat for Windows. For Unix, use
CS_HOME/ csv_post_install script, and follow the prompts.
The process creates the OSGi fragment bundle CS_HOME/jcs/resources/csv/csvConnectorLibsOsgi.jar.

3. Install JCIFS bundle using the Connector Server UI:
a. Run the Connector Server UI in your browser. The default URL is http://host_name:20080.
b. Under Bundles, select the flat file connector bundle named JCS :: Connector :: CSV (com.ca.jcs.csv).
c. Right click the bundle, and select Stop from the drop-down list.
d. Push the Add button, and from the Add/Update Bundle dialog, select csvConnectorLibsOsgi .jar file.
e. Select connector servers to add the bundle to, and select OK.

A new bundle with the name JCS :: Connector :: CSV Libs (com.ca.jcs.csv.libs) is added to the bundle list.

NOTE
Do not enable the Start Bundle option when adding the bundle.

f. From the drop-down menu, select Refresh imports item for the new bundle CSV Libs.
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NOTE
The status of the CSV Libs bundle should be Fragment (com.ca.jcs.csv). The status of CSV bundle
should be Resolved.

g. Choose Start from the drop-down menu for the CSV bundle.
The bundle status changes to Active.

Configure Email Notifications
The connector can be configured to send emails to administrators after objects exposed by the flat file connector
are modified. Email support must be configured in the connector.xml configuration file. The sample file
SAMPLE.connector.xml is in CS_HOME/jcs/conf/override/csv folder. Copy and rename it as connector.xml.

Set the following properties in connector.xml:

• mail.smtp.host and mail.smtp.port under smtpProperties. Other properties in that section may be required in case of
secure connection to SMTP server

• mailEncoding (UTF-8 by default)
• mailFromAddress (optional)
• mailUsername and mailPassword (Required when the SMTP server requires authentication.)

Note: Encrypt the password with pwdtools application using pwdtools -FIPS -p password -k JCS_HOME/conf/
FIPSkey.dat.

Restart the CSV bundle to initiate the changes.

Email Templates

Email notifications sent to an administrator are based on templates. The following default templates are located in
JCS_HOME/jcs/resources/csv/templates/mail and can be modified:

• email_add_association.template
• email_add_object.template
• email_delete_all_association.template
• email_delete_association.template
• email_delete_object.template
• email_modify_object.template
• email_replace_association.template

WARNING

If you do not want email notifications to be sent for the modify action, then delete the contents of the following
template. Do not change the location of the template.
email_modify_object.template

 The following parameters are used in the templates:

$product CA Identity Manager

$endpointType Flat file endpoint type

$endpoint Flat file endpoint name

$file CSV file containing objects (accounts, groups)

$csvHeader Header in CSV file

$csvLine CSV file record that has been added, changed, or removed
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$attributes Object attributes (collection). The collection contains attributes
with following representation:
attribute.id – name
attribute.position – column number in CSV string
attribute.operation – description of what is done with that attribute
(like removed values)
attribute.values – all values (collection)

$assocFile CSV file containing associations

$assocObjType Associated object type

$associations Associations between objects (collection). The collection contains
single associations with following representation:
association.thisName – name of object
association.thatName – name of related object

Sample CSV Files
You can refer to the following sample CSV files.

Note: The Field Quotation for the following sample files is single quote ('). The Field Delimiter for the following sample
files is comma (,).

Users CSV File

The first line in the following code is the column heading:

User Name,User ID,Full Name,Email,Address,Role ID

John, john5632, 'John Bird', john.bird@forwardinc.com, '510 Cozy Blossom Cove, Colorado, NC, 28478', 1

Bill, 256bill, 'William Stephen', william.stephen@forwardinc.com, '5834 Dusty Wagon Hill, Dixie, TX, 79992', 2

Ken, ken3487, 'Kenneth Robert', kenneth.robert@forwardinc.com, '8756 Misty Jetty, Headquarters, NC, 28142', 3

Roles CSV File

The first line in the following code is the column heading:

Role Name,Role ID

User,1

'Power User',2

Administrator,3

Role Memberships CSV File

The first line in the following code is the column heading:

Role ID,User ID

1,john5632

2,256bill

3,ken3487

G Suite (Google Apps) Connector
NOTICE
Layer 7 (CA API Gateway) connectors are deprecated and the support for the same will be discontinued from
June 30, 2022. Migrate to the REST variant of the WSL7 connectors for continued support.
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G Suite (formerly Google Apps) is a cloud-based suite of productive applications on a unique domain. Applications include
Gmail, Google Docs, Google Drive, and Google Calendar.

The G Suite (Google Apps) connector manages G Suite users and their associations with groups and organizations.
The connector uses the G Suite Admin ADK Directory API to support user hierarchy, latest user, and group provisioning
features.

The tasks that the G Suite (Google Apps) connector enables the applications to do are,

• Create, modify, search, view, and delete users
• Revoke or assign existing groups to users
• Revoke or assign existing organizational units to users
• Enable or disable a user account
• Synchronize accounts with account templates
• Synchronize users with roles
• Transfer documents from deleted users to the manager or configured user

WARNING

You can manage a G Suite endpoint with CA API Gateway Connector (Google Apps - WSL7) and REST
Connector (G Suite). With REST Connector, you can manage a G Suite endpoint with REST API without using
CA API Gateway.

We recommend you to use REST Connector (G Suite) over CA API Gateway Connector (Google Apps -
WSL7) as it easy to acquire and manage a G Suite endpoint with REST Connector.

To migrate from CA API Gateway Connector (Google Apps - WSL7) to REST Connector (G Suite), Migrate
to REST Connectors.

Figure 6: G Suite Framework
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Limitations

• The connector cannot create or delete user groups.
• Username cannot start with a period. Username can contain numbers, dashes, underscores, periods, and mixed-case

letters.
• Organizational units cannot be created, modified, or deleted.

Download

Attribute List:

• G Suite
• Google Apps - WSL7

More Information

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Secure G Suite Connections
Since sensitive information is sent over the network, we recommend you to secure all connections to G Suite.

•  CA API Gateway Connector (Google Apps - WSL7)
If you are managing a G Suite endpoint with CA API Gateway Connector (Google Apps - WSL7), ensure that you
secure the connections between CA IAM CS, CA API Gateway, and G Suite endpoint.
The connector supports both HTTPS client certificate authentication and anonymous connection from CA IAM CS to
CA API Gateway. Since sensitive information is sent between the connector and CA API Gateway, we recommend
securing the connection using HTTPS.
The connection between CA API Gateway and G Suite is always secured. From CA API Gateway, the connector
connects to the G Suite instance with OAuth 2.0. You must add G Suite server certificate to CA API Gateway as a
trust anchor. For information about adding the server certificate as a trust anchor to CA API Gateway, see CA API
Gateway Policy Manager.

•  REST Connector (G Suite)
If you are managing a G Suite endpoint with REST Connector (G Suite), the connection between the connector and
G Suite endpoint is always secured. The connector supports HTTPS client certificate authentication and it connects to
the G Suite instance with JWT OAuth 2.0.

 Note: The Date and Time must exactly match with the Time Zone set on the Java Connector Server (CA IAM CS).

Manage G Suite with REST Connector
WARNING
You can manage the REST connector based G Suite endpoint from the CA Identity Manager User Console, and
not from the Provisioning Manager.

You can acquire a G Suite endpoint and manage its users from CA Identity Manager using REST Connector. To achieve
this, you must perform the following tasks:

Prerequisites

Ensure that the Connector Server (CA IAM CS) is installed and running.

Configure a G Suite Endpoint

CA Identity Manager can manage a G Suite endpoint only when the following configurations are performed on the
endpoint:
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Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to http://admin.google.com, and log in with your admin account.
2. Navigate to Security, API Reference, and select Enable API access.
3. Navigate to https://console.developers.google.com, and do the following:

a. Set up a new project.
b. In the APIs & Services pane, click Dashboard. Next, click Enable APIs and Services, and then enable Admin

SDK, Drive SDK, and Google Drive API.
c. Download the 'Service Account Private Key':

JSON Format:
a. In the APIs & Services pane, click Credentials.
b. In the Credentials tab, from the Create credentials drop-down, select Service account key.
c. Select the Service Account name from the available list, and select the key type as JSON.
d. Click Create to create the service account key in JSON format.
e. Copy the ‘private key’ element from the downloaded JSON file and remove new-line characters (\n) before

acquiring the endpoint.
PEM Format:
a. Under APIs & auth, select Credentials.
b. Next, click Create new Client ID.
c. In the Create Client ID page, choose Service Account, and click Create Client ID.
d. A public/private key pair is generated. The private key is downloaded, and the password for the private key is

displayed on the screen.
e. Store the private key and its password.

d. Next, you must delegate the domain-wide authority to your service account. You need the private key file, client ID,
and email address.

4. Open http://admin.google.com and navigate to Security, Advanced settings, Authentication, and Manage API
client access.
a. In the Client Name field, enter the Client ID of the service account.
b. In the One or More API Scopes field, enter the list of scopes your application requires access to. For example:

https://www.googleapis.com/auth/admin.directory.group
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/admin.directory.orgunit
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/admin.directory.user
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/drive
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/drive.file

Create a G Suite Endpoint in CA Identity Manager

Create a G Suite endpoint in the CA Identity Manager User Console. Follow these steps:

1. Import the role definition file for the endpoint into the CA Identity Manager Management Console.
a. In the Management Console, click Environments.
b. Select the environment where you are adding the endpoint.
c. Click Role and Task Settings.
d. Click Import.
e. Select the role definition for the endpoint (G Suite) under Category: Endpoint Type.
f. Click Finish.
g. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

2. Use the G Suite Attribute List and create correlation rules for the attributes that the connector manages.
3. Create an endpoint.

a. Log in to the CA Identity Manager User Console.
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b. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
c. Select G Suite in the Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type drop-down and click OK.
d. In the Endpoint tab, configure the following fields:

a. Endpoint Name: Enter a name for the G Suite endpoint that you are creating.
b. Description: Enter a text that describes the G Suite endpoint.
c. Admin User Email Address: Enter the email address of the G Suite domain admin user.
d. Service Account Email Address: Enter the email address of your service account.
e. Service Account Private Key (PEM): Enter the private key (in PEM format) of your service account.
f. On user deletion, transfer the Drive files to the manager: Select this option to transfer the drive files to a

manager on user deletion.
g. Other Configurations

By default, the option On user deletion, transfer the Drive files to the manager is selected. This means that
on user deletion in CA Identity Manager, all the drive files that are owned by the user are transferred to the
respective manager. In case a manager is not assigned to the user, the connector looks for the email address
in the When a manager is not assigned to the user, transfer files to field to transfer files. When a manager
is not set for a user and an alternate email to transfer files is also not configured, the user deletion fails.

h. Default Account Template: Associate a default account template to the G Suite endpoint.
e. Click Submit.

Create and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition

See, Create, and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition.

Provisioning components (Provisioning Server, Java Connector Server, C++ Connector Server) support pagination based
search results from the G Suite endpoint during an Explore and Correlate operation. For more information, see Pagination
in Provisioning Components.

Create an Account Template
Create an Account Template to control the account attributes a user has on the endpoint when its account is created.

NOTE
On the endpoint, if the Account ID represents the user email address, consider applying any one of the
suggested configurations. Ensure that you apply the given configuration before performing an Explore and
Correlate operation or provisioning an account for the CA Identity Manager user on the endpoint.

• While creating a user in CA Identity Manager, enter the User ID as email address.
• In the Account Template screen, update the Account ID string from %AC% to either,

– %AC@<domain>.com
or

– %UE%, which is an email string
When you opt for the second option, ensure that you manually create correlation rules to map the CA Identity
Manager user attributes with the endpoint attributes.

Manage G Suite with CA API Gateway Connector
You can acquire a G suite endpoint and manage its users from CA Identity Manager using CA API Gateway Connector. To
achieve this, you must perform the following tasks:

Prerequisites

• Ensure that the Connector Server (CA IAM CS) is installed and running.
• CA API Gateway Connector (Google Apps - WSL7) communicates with G suite through the CA API Gateway.
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Ensure that the following CA API Gateway components are installed:
– CA API Gateway Server
– CA API Gateway Policy Manager
The Policy Manager is a desktop application that installs with the CA API Gateway Server. You can also access a web-
based version of the Policy Manager at https://<gatewayHostName>:8443/ssg/webadmin.
In the Policy Manager, you configure assertions that transform ODATA from G Suite into the SCIM format that the
connector can process.

Configure a G Suite Endpoint

CA Identity Manager can manage a G Suite endpoint only when the following configurations are performed on the
endpoint:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to http://admin.google.com, and log in with your admin account.
a. Navigate to Security, API Reference, and select Enable API access.

2. Navigate to https://console.developers.google.com, and do the following:
a. Set up a new project.
b. In the APIs & Services pane, click Dashboard. Next, click Enable APIs and Services, and then enable Admin

SDK, Drive SDK, and Google Drive API.
c. Download the 'Service Account Private Key':

JSON Format:
a. In the APIs & Services pane, click Credentials.
b. In the Credentials tab, from the Create credentials drop-down, select Service account key.
c. Select the Service Account name from the available list, and select the key type as JSON.
d. Click Create to create the service account key in JSON format.
e. Copy the ‘private key’ element from the downloaded JSON file and remove new-line characters (\n) before

acquiring the endpoint.
PEM Format:
a. Under APIs & auth, select Credentials.
b. Next, click Create new Client ID.
c. In the Create Client ID page, choose Service Account, and click Create Client ID.
d. A public/private key pair is generated. The private key is downloaded, and the password for the private key is

displayed on the screen.
e. Store the private key and its password.
f. Next, you must delegate the domain-wide authority to your service account. You need the private key file, client

ID, and email address.
3. Open http://admin.google.com and navigate to Security, Advanced settings, Authentication, and Manage API

client access.
a. In the Client Name field, enter the Client ID of the service account.
b. In the One or More API Scopes field, enter the list of scopes your application requires access to.

For example:
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/admin.directory.group
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/admin.directory.orgunit
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/admin.directory.user
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/drive
https://www.googleapis.com/auth/drive.file
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Create CA API Gateway Service for G Suite and Import the G Suite Policy

You must create CA API Gateway service for G Suite and import the preconfigured XML policy to CA API Gateway.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA API Gateway Policy Manager at:
https://gatewayHostName:8443/ssg/webadmin

2. From the Services and Policies List window, right-click the server node and select Create New Folder.
You use this new folder for G Suite policies and service.

3. Right-click the new folder and select Publish RESTful Service Proxy with WADL.
4. From the first page, select Manual Entry and click Next.

The Publish REST Service Proxy Wizard starts.
5. For Service Name, enter a name such as G Suite v2.
6. In the Resource Base URL field, enter http://localhost/GoogleApps/v1 and click Finish.
7. Right-click the new service and select Service Properties.

The Published Service Properties page opens.
8. Select the HTTP/FTP tab, and verify that the field Custom resolution is /GoogleApps/v1/*.
9. Under Allowed HTTP Methods, select PATCH.
10. Click OK.
11. Double-click the new CA API Gateway service.

The Policy Development window displays the default service policies.
12. Click Import Policy.

WARNING
When importing policies, a pop-up requests information about importing from an unresolved identity provider.
In the Action section, select Import erroneous assertions as is.

13. In the Connector Server, open the following file:
C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\Connector Server\jcs\resources\scim\googleapps_policy.xml

14. Save and activate the imported policies by clicking Save and Activate.
After activation, you can find the included policy fragments with a title starting with Google Apps. You can cut and
paste fragments into your new CA API Gateway Service for Google Apps.

Configure HTTPS Client Certificate Authentication from Connector Server to CA API Gateway

CA API Gateway Connector (Google Apps - WSL7) supports both HTTPS client certificate authentication and anonymous
connection from Connector Server to CA API Gateway. Since sensitive information is sent between the connector and CA
API Gateway, we recommend securing the connection using HTTPS.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the CA Certificate from the Connector Server console:
a. Using Internet Explorer, access the JCS console at https://<localhost>:20443/main.
b. Advance through the security warnings.
c. Click Certificate, View Certificate.
d. From the certificate dialog, select the Certification Path tab.
e. Select Provisioning Services, and click View Certificate.
f. Click the Details tab, select Copy to File, and save the CA Certificate for the Connector Server.

2. From the Policy Manager, import the CA Certificate for Connector Server into the Gateway Server.
3. Open the certificate properties and click the Options tab.
4. If not selected, select the following options:
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– Outbound SSL Connections
– Signing Certificates for Outbound SSL Connections
– Signing Client Certificates

5. Click the Validation tab, and select Certificate is a Trust Anchor.
6. Set the Revocation Checking option to Disabled.
7. Save the settings.
8. From the Policy Manager, select the option Create Federated Identity Provider and set the following:

Credential Source Type Allowed set to X.509 Certificate
9. Add the CA certificate imported in step 2 as a Trusted Certificate to the provider.

OU=Provisioning Services,O=Identity Management,L=Islandia,ST=NY,C=US
10. In the new Federated Identity Provider, create a user with the DN of the JCS certificate:

cn=eta_server,ou=provisioning services, o=identity management, st=ny, c=us
11. Enable the following disabled assertions, and select Save and Activate:

– Require SSL or TLS Transport between Client Certificate Authentication
– Request: Authenticate User:eta_server from <provider>

12. Open the assertion Request: Authenticate User.
13. From the Search Identity Provider window, select the identity provider you added.
14. Search for the new user you created.
15. Save and Activate the policy.

Add G Suite Certificate to CA API Gateway

You must add G Suite server certificate to CA API Gateway as a trust anchor.

For information about adding the server certificate as a trust anchor to the CA API Gateway, see CA API Gateway Policy
Manager.

Import CA API Gateway Certificate into Connector Server

Import the CA API Gateway certificate into the Connector Server keystore only once the Gateway Server is configured to
use SSL.

Follow these steps:

1. Decide which certificates to import into the Connector Server keystore as a trusted certificate:
– Gateway certificate
– Root certificate of the certificate authority that has issued the Gateway certificate, and the application server

certificate.
2. Perform the following steps in Connector Server Management Console:

a. Log in to the Connector Server Management Console.
b. At the top, click the Certificates tab.

This tab lists all of the certificates in the Connector Server keystore. To filter the list of certificates, type their name
in the Certificate Filter box.

c. To add a certificate, click Add, and then enter the details of the certificate.
Add a certificate:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the certificate file.
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate.
Add a keystore:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the keystore file
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate. This alias also identifies the certificate in that keystore.
• Keystore Password: Enter the password of the keystore
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3. Repeat steps for each certificate you want to add to the Connector Server.

Create a G Suite Endpoint in CA Identity Manager

Create a G Suite endpoint in the CA Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Import the role definition file for the endpoint into the CA Identity Manager Management Console.
a. In the Management Console, click Environments.
b. Select the environment where you are adding the endpoint.
c. Click Role and Task Settings.
d. Click Import.
e. Select the role definition for the endpoint (Google Apps - WSL7) under Category: Endpoint Type.
f. Click Finish.
g. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

2. Use the Google Apps - WSl7 attribute list and create correlation rules for the attributes that the connector manages.
3. Create an endpoint.

a. Log in to the CA Identity Manager User Console.
b. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
c. Select Google Apps -WSL7 in the Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type drop-down and click OK.
d. In the Endpoint tab, configure the following fields:

a. Endpoint Name: Enter a name for the G Suite endpoint that you are creating.
b. Description: Enter a text that describes the G Suite endpoint.
c. CA API Gateway URL: Enter the URL of the CA API Gateway.
d. Google API Endpoint URL: Enter the Google Admin SDK endpoint URL. Example: https://

www.googleapis.com/admin/directory/v1
e. Authentication Method: Select the authentication method used by the connector to communicate with the G

Suite endpoint. 
f. Admin User Email Address: Enter the email address of the Google Apps domain admin user.
g. Google Apps OAuth Token Endpoint URL: Enter the Google Apps OAuth token endpoint URL. Default:

https://accounts.google.com/o/oauth2/token
h. Service Account Email Address: Enter the email address of your service account.
i. Service Account Private Key (PEM): Enter the Private key (in PEM format) of your service account.
j. OAuth (JWT) Scope: Enter the scope of the OAuth JWT request expressed as a list of space-delimited, case-

sensitive strings. The value is defined by the OAuth token server.
Example:
• https://www.googleapis.com/auth/admin.directory.user
• https://www.googleapis.com/auth/admin.directory.orgunit
• https://www.googleapis.com/auth/admin.directory.group
• https://www.googleapis.com/auth/drive
• https://www.googleapis.com/auth/drive.file

k. OAuth Additional Parameters: Add additional OAuth parameters that are needed by the OAuth endpoint.
l. Custom Properties: Add custom Properties, as necessary.

Add the custom property TransferToUser with a value set to the <Email ID of a user> to transfer ownership of
user documents on user account deletion. When the user account is deleted, ownership of user documents is
transferred to the manager. If the users manager attribute is not set, then the ownership of documents will be
transferred to the configured user.

m. Default Account Template: Associate a default account template to the G Suite endpoint.
e. Click Submit.
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Create and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition

See, Create, and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition.

Provisioning components (Provisioning Server, Java Connector Server, C++ Connector Server) support pagination based
search results from the Google Apps - WSL7 endpoint during an Explore and Correlate operation. For more information,
see Pagination in Provisioning Components.

Create an Account Template

Create an Account Template to control the account attributes a user has on the endpoint when its account is created.

Note:

• On the endpoint, if the Account ID represents the user email address, consider applying any one of the suggested
configurations. Ensure that you apply the given configuration before performing an Explore and Correlate operation or
provisioning an account for the CA Identity Manager user on the endpoint.
– While creating a user in CA Identity Manager, enter the User ID as email address.
– In the Account Template screen, update the Account ID string from %AC% to either,

• %AC@<domain>.com
or

• %UE%, which is an email string
When you opt for the second option, ensure that you manually create correlation rules to map the CA Identity
Manager user attributes with the endpoint attributes.

Configure Google Apps API Connector (Prior to 12.6.05)
The Google Apps API Gateway connector is available for CA Identity Manager release 12.6.5 and above. But, to ensure
better customer experience, the users can now use the Google Apps API Gateway connector irrespective of the version of
CA Identity Manager. Follow these steps to configure the Google Apps connector for usage on prior releases.

1. Download the SCIM connector and Google Apps API Gateway connector from here.
2. Extract google-apps-v2.zip and scim.zip to your drive.
3. Browse the extracted drive and extract jcs-connector-googleapps.zip.
4. Extract the jcs-connector-googleapps-<version>.jar and verify

googleapps_metadata.xml, googleapps_script_opbindings.xml files.
5. Open Connector Server Admin Console.

 Example: Enter http://<ConnectorServerHostName>:20080/main and login with the admin credentials.
6. Click Bundles, Add.
7. Browse to the scim connector that was downloaded earlier and add jcs-connector-scim-<version>.jar. Check All, Local

Connector Server, Start bundle, and click Ok.
8. Right-click SCIM OSGi bundle and perform the actions, Stop, Update, Start, and Refresh Imports.
9. Create a CA API gateway service for Google apps and import the Google apps policy.

NOTE

For more information about how to create CA API gateway service, refer to the article, CA API Gateway
Service for Google Apps.

10. Install the latest Connector Xpress and import Layer 7 gateway server certificate to Connector Xpress JVM using the
following command:
"<ConXP_Install_Path>\jvm\bin\keytool -importcert -trustcacerts -alias <alias_name> -file

 <CA_API_Gateway_Certificate_Path> -keystore "<ConXP_Install_Path>\conf\ssl.keystore

11. Open Connector Xpress and create data source of the type Layer 7 by providing Layer 7 Base URL. Select Basic
Authentication in Authentication Type, and Username.
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12. Test the connection and verify if the test connection is succeeded.
13. From Metadata menu, select import option.
14. Browse to “googleapps_metadata.xml” and select the previously created Layer 7 data source.
15. Add provisioning server host in the Connector Xpress tool and save the “Google Apps - WSL7” project.
16. From Metadata, select Import Operation Bindings option.
17. Browse to googleapps_script_opbindings.xml. In the left pane, Operation Bindings, Delete script verify if the script

is added to the “Google Apps - WSL7” project.
18. Deploy the “Google Apps – WSL7” namespace to the added provisioning server.
19. Log in to generate the role definitions for Google Apps.
20. Launch command prompt and browse to “C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager

\tools\RoleDefinitionGenerator\bin” location.
21. Generate a role definition.

NOTE

For more information about generating a role definition, refer to How you Generate User Console Account
Screens.

22. Log in to the environment and acquire the endpoint.

Kerberos Connector
You can use the Kerberos Connector to administer Kerberos principals and Kerberos password policies on Solaris
servers. The Kerberos Connector provides a single point for all user administration by letting you do the following:

• Register endpoints, explore them for objects to manage, and correlate their accounts with global users.
• Create and manage Kerberos principals using Kerberos-specific account templates.
• Change principal passwords and principals activations in one place.
• Synchronize global users with their provisioning roles or synchronize global users' accounts with their account

templates.
• Assign a Kerberos account template to each of your Kerberos endpoints.
• Create accounts with the minimum level of security needed to access a Kerberos endpoint using the default endpoint

type account template.
• Create, edit and delete password policies.

This connector is installed using the Connector and Java Connector Server installation process. For more information and
requirements, click here.

Limits

When you use the Kerberos Connector, we recommend that you consider the following limitations:

• The connector is based on the Solaris implementation of Kerberos version 5.
• The Windows CA IAM CS supports the Kerberos connector only when you use SSH.
• The connector can be installed with both the Windows and Solaris Server version of the Provisioning Server and

manage the connector using CA IAM CS.
• The connector does not currently support keytab management of kadmin.

The connector generates an error if you use any characters other than non-control ASCII characters in principal names,
password policy names, and passwords, as Kerberos accepts only non-control ASCII characters.

Unsupported kadmin Options

The Kerberos Connector is integrated with the kadmin interface to let you provision KRB principal and password policies;
however you should be aware of the following:
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• The connector does not support kadmin.local. Thus, options that are available only through kadmin.local are not
supported.

• The keytab management (ktadd, ktremove) and administration privileges (ACL) aspects of kadmin are currently not
supported.

• The –c option of kadmin is not supported since kadmin requests new service tickets from the KDC.
• The –kvno and –keepold password related options are not currently supported.

Naming Limitations

Because the Kerberos Connector relies on kadmin to communicate with the Kerberos server, kadmin limitations are
limitations of the connector.

Principal names, passwords, and password policy names can include any printable ASCII character. However, the
following kadmin limitations are applicable, as described in the following sections:

• Principal Naming Limitations
• Password Policy Naming Conventions
• Password Limitations

Principal Naming Limitations

• The double quote character (“) is used by kadmin only as a quoting character. kadmin does not accept this character
as part of a principal name. As a result, the connector will reject principal names containing this character.

• The @ character delimits principal names from realm names, and cannot be part of a principal or realm name.
The connector and kadmin accept an account name in the form name@realm, but if the realm is not the same as the
realm specified by the endpoint, kadmin will treat this as a cross-realm principal. As a result, even though an entry for
this principal will be included in the Kerberos database, unless you configure cross-realm authentication properly, this
principal may not be able to authenticate to any KDC. If an account name with more than one @ character is used,
kadmin will display a Malformed name error.

• The backslash character (\) is not properly supported. There are cases where, in a sequence of one or more backslash
characters, one character may be dropped depending on the character immediately succeeding the backslash. The
connector will not prevent the creation of principal names with backslash characters, but we recommend that you use
the backslash character with caution.

• The hash (#) character can be used to start a principal name in kadmin. However, due to DN syntax limitations, the
hash at the beginning of a principal name will be escaped with a backslash character (\). Within The Provisioning
Manager, this escape character will always be present, but in the Kerberos system, the principal name will not have the
escape character.

Password Policy Naming Limitations

• kadmin uses the double quote character (“) only as a quoting character. kadmin does not accept this character as part
of a password policy name. Thus this connector will reject password policy names containing this character.

• kadmin will accept a password policy name that starts with a hash (#). However, due to DN syntax limitations, the
hash at the beginning of a name will be escaped with a backslash character. Within the Provisioning Manager and the
Kerberos system, this escape character will always be present.

Password Limitations

The double quote character (“) is used by kadmin only as a quoting character. kadmin does not accept this character as
part of a password.

Downloads

• Attribute List
• Connector Bundle
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How to Connect to Kereberos Connector

Connector-Specific Features

This section details your connector's specific management features, such as how to acquire and explore your endpoint.
Also included are account, provisioning roles, account template, and group information specifically for your connector.

Tools for Managing Data in Endpoints

You can manage the accounts on your directories using any of the client interfaces. Each of these interfaces offers unique
functionality:

• Provisioning Manager—Lets you perform all administrative tasks. It is the most commonly used interface that all
administrators can access.

• Batch Utility—Lets you perform repetitive and time-consuming tasks offline through a command line interface.

KRB Etautil Conventions

Use the following Kerberos conventions in your etautil commands:

• The endpoint type name (eTNamespaceName) is KRB
• The endpoint type prefix is KRB. Therefore, the Kerberos class names are:

– - eTKRBDirectory for an endpoint
– - eTKRBAccountContainer for an account container
– - eTKRBAccount for an account
– - eTKRBPasswordPolicyContainer for a password policy container
– - eTKRBPasswordPolicy for a password policy
– - eTKRBPolicyContainer for an account template container
– - eTKRBPolicy for an account template

Program Exits (Common or Native)

Program Exits let you write software that executes during certain actions that the Provisioning Manager carries out.
Program exits extend the framework of the Provisioning Manager and allow for additional functionality that can change or
augment the standard Provisioning Manager behaviors. Of the two types of exits, the Kerberos Connector supports Native
Exits.

Native exits are program exits executed from within the managed endpoint types. Program exits let you reference custom
code from within the Provisioning Manager process flow.

Information about the Kerberos exit program is entered on the Kerberos Program Exit property sheet.

Note: For more detailed information about how to write program exits, see the Programming Guide for Provisioning for
Common Exits.

Acquire a Kerberos Machine Using the User Console

You must acquire the Kerberos machine before you can administer it with CA IdentityMinder.

To acquire a Kerberos machine using the User Console

1. Select Endpoints, Manage Endpoints,Create Endpoint
2. Select KRB Namespace from the drop-down list box on Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type, and click Ok

Use the Create KRB Endpoint page to register a Kerberos machine. During the registration process, CA IdentityMinder
identifies the Kerberos machine you want to administer and gathers information about it.

3. After entering the required information, click Submit.
You are now ready to explore and Correlate the endpoint.

4. Click Endpoints, Explore and Correlate Definitions, Create Explore and Correlate Definition to explore the objects that
exist on the endpoint.
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The Exploration process finds all Kerberos accounts and groups. You can correlate the accounts with global users at
this time or you can correlate them later.

5. Click OK to start a new definition.
6. Complete the Explore and Correlate Tab as follows:

a. Fill in Explore and Correlate name with any meaningful name.
Click Select Container/Endpoint/Explore Method to click an Kerberos endpoint to explore.

b. Click the Explore/Correlate Actions to perform:
• Explore directory for managed objects—Finds objects that are stored on the endpoint and not in the

provisioning directory.
• Correlate accounts to users—Correlates the objects that were found in the explore function with users in the

provisioning directory. If the user is found, the object is correlated with the user. However, you can instead select
that you want to assign the account to the existing user (the default user) or create the user.

• Update user fields—If a mapping exists between the object fields and the user fields, the user fields are
updated with data from the objects fields.

7. Complete the Recurrence tab if you want to schedule when the task to executes.
a. Click Schedule.
b. Complete the fields to determine when this task should execute.

You may prefer to schedule the task to execute overnight to interfere less with routine access of the system.
Note: This operation requires the client browser to be in the same time zone as the server. For example, if the
client time is 10:00 PM on Tuesday when the server time is 7:00 AM, the Explore and Correlate definition will not
work.

8. Click Submit.

To use an explore and correlate definition

1. In a CA IdentityMinder environment, click Endpoints, Execute Explore and Correlate.
2. Click an explore and correlate definition to execute.
3. Click Submit.

The user accounts that exist on the endpoint are created or updated in CA IdentityMinder based on the explore and
correlate definition you created.

How You Acquire and Manage Kerberos Endpoints Using the Provisioning Manager

You must acquire the Kerberos endpoint before you can administer it with the Provisioning Manager. When acquiring a
Kerberos endpoint, perform the following steps from the Endpoint task view:

1. Acquire the machine as an endpoint in the Provisioning Manager.
Note: There are two ways to authenticate to the endpoint: use a keytab or use a principal and a password. To specify
the authentication method, complete the fields on the on the Properties Tab on the KRB Endpoint Property Sheet.

2. Explore the objects that exist in the endpoint.
After registering the machine in the Provisioning Manager, you can explore its contents. The exploration process finds
all Kerberos objects. You can correlate the principals with global users at this time, or you can wait to correlate them.

3. Correlate the explored principals to global users. You can choose to:
– Use existing global users. Do this when there are already global users in the Provisioning Manager and you want to

connect the existing global users to the Kerberos principals.
– Create global users as needed. Do this when there are no global users and you want to populate the Provisioning

Manager from the Kerberos principals.
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When you correlate principals, the Provisioning Manager creates or links the principals on an endpoint with global
users, as follows:

– The Provisioning Manager attempts to match the Kerberos principal name with each existing global user name. If
a match is found, the Provisioning Manager associates the Kerberos principal with the global user. If a match is not
found, the Provisioning Manager performs the next step.

– The Provisioning Manager attempts to match the Kerberos principal name with each existing global user's full
name. If a match is found, the Provisioning Manager associates the Kerberos principal with the global user. If a
match is not found, The Provisioning Manager performs the next step.

– The Provisioning Manager associates the Kerberos principal with the [default user] object or a new global user is
created depending on your choice.

More Information:

Acquire a New Endpoint

Explore and Correlate Principals

View All Principals

Acquire a New Endpoint

You must acquire and register a Kerberos endpoint before you can administer it with the Provisioning Manager.

To acquire a new endpoint

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button.
2. In the Object Type list, select KRB Policy, then click New.

The KRB Account Template dialog appears.
The KRB Directory dialog appears.

3. Complete the fields on the KRB Directory tab, then click OK.
The parameters you need to acquire and register a KRB Directory are specified.

4. Complete the fields on the Properties tab, and then click OK.
The Kerberos Server, Realm and the credentials used for the connection are specified.

5. Complete the fields on the Endpoint Settings tab.
The various settings that apply to controlling endpoints, such as password propagation and synchronization are
specified.

6. Complete the fields on the Program Exits Reference tab.
Program exits are viewed added edited or removed as specified.

7. Complete the fields on the Custom Settings tab.
The supported encryption types and salt pairs for this endpoint are specified.

8. Complete the fields on the Attribute Mapping tab.
The default attribute mapping defined in the schema file for the endpoint type are specified.

9. Complete the fields on the Logging tab.
The logging settings for the new endpoint are specified.

10. Click Apply.

More information:

KRB Directory Tab

Endpoint Custom Settings Tab

KRB Endpoint Property Sheet

Modify an Endpoint
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You can modify the parameters of an already registered KRB endpoint, such as the default account template used and the
authentication mode used.

Note: If you modify any of the connection-related fields (for example, kerberos server, port, realm, security credentials),
the connector will, as when acquiring a new endpoint, run a kadmin command to validate the changed values.

To modify an endpoint

1. In the Provisioning Manager, acquire the endpoint you want to modify.
2. Explore and correlate the endpoint you want to modify.
3. In the EndpointName column on the leftmost side of the Provisioning Manager, double-click the endpoint you want to

modify.
The KRB Endpoint Property Sheet dialog appears.

4. Modify the fields on the KRB Endpoint tab as required, and then click OK.
Note: You can only change comments and the default account template. You cannot change the name of the endpoint.

5. Modify the fields on the Properties tab as required, and then click OK.
You have specified the Kerberos Server, Realm and the credentials used for the connection.

6. Complete the fields on the Endpoint Settings tab.
The various settings that apply to controlling endpoints, such as password propagation and synchronization are
specified.

7. Complete the fields on the Program Exits Reference tab.
Program exits are viewed added edited or removed as specified..

8. Complete the fields on the Custom Settings tab.
The supported encryption types and salt pairs for this endpoint are specified.

9. Complete the fields on the Attribute Mapping tab.
The default attribute mapping defined in the schema file for the endpoint type are specified.

10. Complete the fields on the Logging tab.
The logging settings for the new endpoint are specified.

11. Click Apply.

More information:

KRB Directory Tab

Endpoint Custom Settings Tab

Change Administrator Passwords

If the admin principal password has been changed or reset or due to expire, you can update the Provisioning Directory
with the new password.

Note: You cannot update the password for an endpoint that uses keytab.

To change administrator passwords

1. In the Provisioning Manager, acquire the endpoint you want to view principals for.
2. Explore and correlate the endpoint you want to view principals for.
3. In the EndpointName column on the leftmost side of the Provisioning Manager, double-click on the endpoint you want

to change the administrator password for.
The KRB Endpoint Property Sheet appears.

4. Click the Properties tab.
The Properties tab appears.

5. Complete the Password field on the Properties tab.
The password for the principal is specified.
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6. Click Apply.
The updated password is applied.

More Information:

KRB Directory Tab

Explore and Correlate Principals

You can correlate the explored principals with global users.

To explore and correlate principals

1. In the Provisioning Manager, right-click on an acquired KRB endpoint and then click Explore/Correlate.
The Explore and Correlate Endpoint dialog appears.

2. Complete the fields on the Explore and Correlate Endpoint dialog.
3. Click Start.

The Explore & Correlate Principals process starts.
When the process is finished, the Provisioning Manager displays the number of objects created in the endpoint in the
Results section of the Explore and Correlate Endpoint dialog.

View All Principals

After you acquire an endpoint you can view all principals, or you can specify search criteria to view specific principals.

To view all principals

1. In the Provisioning Manager, acquire the endpoint you want to view principals for.
2. Explore and correlate the endpoint you want to view principals for.
3. In the EndpointName column on the leftmost side of the Provisioning Manager, right-click on an endpoint and click

Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select KRB Accounts.
5. Complete the fields on the Endpoint Content dialog as required, then click Search.

The Provisioning Manager displays the KRB accounts in the endpoint in the KRBAccount column.
6. In the main the Provisioning Manager window, double-click the KRB principal you want to view the properties for.

The KRB Account Property sheet appears and displays the KRB account settings.

More Information:

KRB Account Property Sheet

Add a Principal

After you acquire an endpoint, you can add principals as required.

To add a principal

1. In the Provisioning Manager, acquire the endpoint you want to add principals to.
2. Explore and correlate the endpoint you want to add principals to.
3. In the EndpointName column on the leftmost side of the Provisioning Manager, right-click on an endpoint and then

click Content.
4. The Endpoint Content dialog appears.
5. In the Container tree, select KRB Accounts.
6. Click New.

The KRB Account Property sheet appears and displays the KRB account settings.
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7. Complete the fields on the Profiles tab.
The userid and provisioning status information are specified.

8. Complete the fields on the Account Properties tab.
The account properties of the principal and account template are specified.

9. (Optional) Click enc:salt.
The Encryption Type and Salt Pairs dialog appears.
Complete the fields on the Encryption Type and Salt Pairs dialog, and then click OK.
The encryption types and salt pairs are specified.

10. Click OK.
Kerberos adds the principal you specified.

More Information:

Acquire a New Endpoint

Naming Limitations

Profiles Tab

Account Properties Tab

Encryption Type and Salt Pairs Dialog

Modify a Principal

You can modify the properties of a principal such as user options and the associated the KRB account templates.

To modify a principal

1. In the Provisioning Manager, acquire the endpoint that contains the principal you want to modify.
2. Explore and correlate the endpoint that contains the principal you want to modify.
3. In the EndpointName column on the leftmost side of the Provisioning Manager, right-click on an endpoint and then

click Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select KRB Accounts.
5. Complete the fields on the Endpoint Content dialog as required, then click Search.

The Provisioning Manager displays the KRB accounts in the endpoint in the KRBAccount column.
6. In the main Provisioning Manager window, double-click the KRB principal you want to modify the properties for.

The KRB Account dialog appears and displays the KRB account settings.
7. Complete the fields on the Profiles tab.

The userid and provisioning status information are specified.
8. Complete the fields on the Account Properties tab.

The account properties of the principal and account template are specified.
9. (Optional) Click enc:salt.

Note: The enc:salt button is only available if you select the Choose Random Password check box or if you modify the
Password field.
The Encryption Type and Salt Pairs dialog appears.
Complete the fields on the Encryption Type and Salt Pairs dialog, and then click OK.
The encryption types and salt pairs are specified.

10. Complete the fields on the Account Templates tab.
The account properties of the principal are specified.

11. Click OK.
Kerberos modifies the principal you specified.
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More Information:

Acquire a New Endpoint

Explore and Correlate Principals

Profiles Tab

Account Properties Tab

Encryption Type and Salt Pairs Dialog

Delete a Principal

Once you have explored an endpoint, KRB principals can be deleted as required.

To delete a principal

1. In the Provisioning Manager, acquire the endpoint that contains the principal you want to delete.
2. Explore and correlate the endpoint that contains the principal want to delete.
3. In the KRB Account column, right-click the principal you want to delete, then click Delete.
4. When prompted, confirm that you want to delete the principal.

The Provisioning Manager removes the Kerberos principal from the Kerberos database.

More Information:

Acquire a New Endpoint

Explore and Correlate Principals

Duplicating a KRB Account

When you duplicate a KRB account, you must make sure the following attributes are duplicated properly:

• eTKRBPasswordExpireDateTime
• eTKRBUserExpireDateTime
• eTKRBEncSalts
• eTKRBMaxTicketLife
• eTKRBMaxTicketRenewLife

Kerberos Default Account Template

The Kerberos default account template, provided with the Kerberos Connector, gives a user the minimum security level
needed to log in using Kerberos authentication. You can use it as a model to create new account templates. The account
template contains the following values:

Account Template Value

-expiry dates Never

-ticket lives Connector specified defaults

-flags Default Kerberos flags

-password policy None

View KRB Account Templates

You can view all KRB account templates, or you can specify search criteria to view specific KRB account templates.
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To view password policies, you can specify search criteria to view all or specific KRB password policies.

To view KRB account templates

1. Click the Roles button.
2. In the Object Type list, select KRB Policy, then click Search.

The Provisioning Manager displays the KRB account templates in the AccountTemplateName column.

Add a KRB Account Template

After you acquire an endpoint, you can add KRB account templates as required.

To add a KRB account template

1. Click the Roles button.
2. In the Object Type list, select KRB Policy, then click New.

The KRB Account Template dialog appears.
3. Click the Account Template tab.

The Account Template tab appears.
4. Complete the fields on the Account Template tab.

The Provisioning Manager specifies general information about the Account Template.
5. Complete the fields on the Profiles tab.

The Provisioning Manager specifies the attribute values of the principal.
6. Complete the fields on the Account Properties tab.

The Provisioning Manager specifies the attribute values of the principal.
7. (Optional) Click enc:salt.

The Encryption Type and Salt Pairs dialog appears.
8. Complete the fields on the Encryption Type and Salt Pairs dialog, and then click OK.

The Provisioning Manager specifies the encryption types & salt pairs.
9. Complete the fields on the Program Exits Reference dialog.

The Provisioning Manager specifies the Program Exits.
10. Complete the fields on the Workflow tab.

The Provisioning Manager assigns approvers to an account template.
11. Complete the fields on the KRB Endpoints tab.

The Provisioning Manager populates the password policies on the Account Properties tab.
12. Complete the fields on the Roles tab.

The Provisioning Manager associates the provisioning roles with KRB account templates.
13. Click OK.

The Provisioning Manager creates a new KRB account template.

More Information:

KRB Account Property Sheet

Profiles Tab

KRB Endpoints Tab

Modify a KRB Password Policy

After you acquire an endpoint, you can modify KRB password policies as required.

When you modify a Kerberos password policy, the accounts that refer to that policy are not affected until the account’s
password is changed. When the password is changed, the new password must conform to the properties of the modified
policy.
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Note: If the password policy is assigned to principals, you can only modify the account template in a way that is below
the current rule enforcement. For example, if the minimum password length is specified as eight characters, you cannot
change it to ten characters.

To modify a KRB password policy

1. In the Provisioning Manager, acquire the endpoint you want to view password policies for.
2. Explore and correlate the endpoint you want to view password policies for.
3. In the EndpointName column, right-click the endpoint you want to view password policies for, then click Content.

The Endpoint Content dialog appears.
4. In the Container tree, select KRB Password Policies.
5. Complete the fields on the Endpoint Content dialog as required, then click Search.

The Provisioning Manager displays the password policies in the main Provisioning Manager window.
6. In the main Provisioning Manager window, double-click the KRB password policy you want to modify the properties for.

The Password Policy Properties dialog appears.
7. Modify the fields on the Password Properties dialog as required, and then click OK.

The Provisioning Manager modifies the password policy.

More information:

Password Account Template Properties Tab

Delete a KRB Password Policy

After you acquire an endpoint, you can delete KRB password policies as required.

Note: You cannot remove a password policy if a principal is assigned to it.

To delete a KRB account template

1. In the Provisioning Manager, acquire the endpoint you want to view password policies for.
2. Explore and correlate the endpoint you want to view password policies for.
3. In the EndpointName column, right-click the endpoint you want to view password policies for, then click Content.

The Endpoint Content dialog appears.
4. In the Container tree, select KRB Password Policies.
5. Complete the fields on the Endpoint Content dialog as required, then click Search.

The Provisioning Manager displays the password policies in the main Provisioning Manager window.
6. In the Provisioning Manager, right click the KRB password policy you want to delete, then click Delete.
7. When prompted, confirm that you want to delete the password policy.

The connector removes the password policy from the endpoint.

More information:

Acquire a New Endpoint

KRB Endpoint Property Sheet

Use this property sheet to register or view the properties of a Kerberos endpoint. The following property pages apply to
Kerberos endpoints:

KRB EndpointSpecifies information about the endpoint.Endpoint SettingsSpecifies endpoint attributes.PropertiesSpecifies
the Kerberos Sever and Realm and the credentials used for connection.Custom SettingsSpecifies the supported
encryption type and salt pairs of the endpoint and how the disablement of the principal is implemented.Program Exits
ReferenceSpecifies the priority, name, and type of program exit to be used.Attribute MappingSpecifies endpoint mapping
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configuration information.LoggingSpecifies logging information.StatisticsProvides read-only information reporting on
activity for this object.

The fields in this property sheet are listed below:

OK/ApplyAccepts or saves the information in the property sheet or dialog.Cancel/ResetExits or resets the values in the
property sheet or dialog.

Explore and Correlate Principals

KRB Directory Tab

Use this tab to register or view the properties of a Kerberos endpoint.

The fields in this tab are listed below:

Directory NameSpecifies the name of the Kerberos directory.Size/Type: 1 to 100 charactersThis is a required
field.CommentsUser-supplied description field.Size/Type: 1 to 128 charactersDefault DomainSpecifies the name of the
domain where the default account template exists.This drop-down list box displays your personal domain list only. This
list is a local list and is unique for each account on the client workstation. This list is intended for the domains that you
use frequently. Selecting a domain from this list does not require a request to a network server and is therefore very
fast.To display and access every domain in your entire network, click the Domains button. When you do so, you can add
one or more domains to your personal domain list.Default Account TemplateSpecifies the default account template of
the endpoint.The default account template is used to create new accounts on the endpoint. You must define a default
account template to activate the drag-and-drop feature on an organization or organizational unit. If the organization or
organizational unit is not associated with an account template, the default account template at the tree level is applied.The
drop-down list box contains all the account templates defined for KRB endpoints.DomainDisplays every domain in the
entire network and makes them available for you to access. Clicking this button displays the Full Domain List Selector
dialog.If desired, you can add one or more of these domains to your personal domain list, which is stored in the Default
Domain drop-down list box.Clicking the Domain button issues a request to a network server, and may take longer than
using the Default Domain drop-down list box.

More Information:

KRB Endpoint Property Sheet

Endpoint Custom Settings Tab

Use this tab to specify the supported encryption type and salt pairs for the endpoint.

The fields in this tab are listed below:

Supported Encryption Type and Salt Pairs List BoxWhen acquiring a directory for the first time, this list is pre-populated
with the following six items:aes128-cts-hmac-sha1-96:normalarcfour-hmac-md5:normalarcfour-hmac-md5-exp:normaldes-
cbc-crc:normaldes-cbc-md5:normaldes3-cbc-sha1:normal

You can also manually add the type and pairs here and they will be made available at the Principal and Account Template
property sheets. Once the pairs have been added, you can select a pair to be removed or edited.

To remove an encryption type and salt pair from this list box, select the encryption type and salt pairs and click the down
arrow (Delete).

Supported Encryption Type and Salt PairsSpecifies the supported encryption type and salt pairs to be added for this
endpoint. To add an encryption type and salt pair, type the encryption type and salt pair in this field and click the up arrow
(Add).Disable Principal Will Set "ALLOW TIX" to FalseWhen checked, specifies that the DISALLOW_ALL_TIX flag is set
when the principal is disabled. This results in the suspended principal’s ALLOW TIX check box on the Account Properties
Tab to be unchecked.Disable Principal Will Expire the PrincipalWhen checked, specifies that the expiration date is set to a
date in the past so that the principal is disabled.

More Information:

KRB Endpoint Property Sheet
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KRB Account Property Sheet

Use this property sheet to create, view, or modify the current properties of a KRB account. The following property pages
apply to KRB accounts:

ProfilesSpecifies user information such as userid and status information of the account.Account PropertiesSpecifies
account properties including the password, password account template, and advanced Kerberos options.Account
TemplatesMaintains account template inclusions.StatisticsProvides read-only information reporting on activity for this
object.

The fields in this property sheet are listed below:

OK/ApplyAccepts or save the information in the property sheet or dialog.Cancel/ResetExits or reset the values in the
property sheet or dialog.

Profiles Tab

Use this tab to view and modify the userid and provisioning status information.

The fields in this tab are listed below:

UseridSpecifies the name of the Kerberos principal.Rule String: %AC%This is a required field.Provisioning information:
StatusSpecifies whether or not the user profile is suspended:0 - active1 - suspended

More Information:

KRB Account Property Sheet

KRB Account Template Property Sheet

Account Properties Tab

Use this tab to view and modify the account properties of a principal and account template.

The fields in this tab are listed below:

PasswordSpecifies the password of the Kerberos principal.Size/Type: 0 to 64 alpha-numeric charactersRule String:
%p%Choose Random Password Check BoxWhen checked, specifies that the password of the principal is randomly
generated. The generated password conforms to the selected password account template.enc:salt ButtonDisplays the
Encryption Type and Salt Pairs dialog where you can view or edit the encryption types and key salt pairs.Note: If there
is no password change, the dialog is read-only. If the password is changed or Choose Random Password is selected,
the dialog is enabled and can be edited.Maximum Ticket LifeSpecifies the maximum ticket life of the Kerberos principal
in days, hours minutes and seconds.Maximum Renewable Life of a TicketSpecifies the maximum renewable life of a
ticket for the Kerberos principal in days, hours, minutes and seconds.Password Account TemplateSpecifies the password
account template that is assigned to the principal.Size/Type: up to 128 alpha-numeric charactersExpiration Date Time:
UserSpecifies the expiration date of the principal.Expiration Date Time: PasswordSpecifies the expiration date of the
principal's password.ALLOW POST DATED Check BoxWhen checked, specifies that the principal is can receive post-
dated tickets.ALLOW PROXIABLEWhen checked, specifies that the principal can receive proxiable tickets.REQUIRES
HWAUTHWhen checked, specifies that the principal must pre-authenticate using a hardware device before being allowed
to kinit.ALLOW TIXWhen checked, specifies that the principal can be issued tickets.ALLOW FORWARDABLEWhen
checked, specifies that the principal can receive forwardable tickets.ALLOW DUP SKEYWhen checked, specifies that the
principal can receive a session key for another user.ALLOW SVRWhen checked, specifies service tickets can be issued
to this principal.NEED PWD CHANGEWhen checked, specifies that a flag is set to force a password change.ALLOW
RENEWABLEWhen checked, specifies that the principal is not prohibited from obtaining renewable tickets.REQUIRES
PREAUTHWhen checked, specifies that the principal must pre-authenticate before being allowed to kinit.ALLOW TGS
REQWhen checked, specifies that a Ticket-Granting Service request for a service ticket is permitted for this principal.PWD
CHANGE SERVICEWhen checked, specifies that a flag is set to mark this principal as a password change service.

More Information:

KRB Account Property Sheet
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KRB Account Template Property Sheet

KRB Account Template Property Sheet

Use this property sheet to create, view, or modify the current properties of a KRB account template. The following property
pages apply to KRB account templates:

Account TemplateSpecifies general information about an account template.ProfilesSpecifies the userid of the
principal.Account PropertiesSpecifies the account properties of the account template including password, password
account template, and advanced Kerberos options.Program Exits ReferenceSpecifies the priority, name, and type
of program exit to be used.WorkflowSpecifies the name of the technical approver for this account template.KRB
EndpointsMaintains endpoint group inclusions.RolesMaintains provisioning role inclusions.StatisticsProvides read-only
information reporting on activity for this object.

The fields in this property sheet are listed below:

OK/ApplyAccepts or saves the information in the property sheet or dialog.Cancel/ResetExits or resets the values in the
property sheet or dialog.

Password Account Template Properties Tab

Use this tab to add a new or modify an existing password account template.

The fields in this dialog are listed below:

Account Template NameSpecifies the name of a Kerberos password account template.Size/Type: 1 to 128 alphanumeric
characters.This is a required field.DescriptionSpecifies the description of the password account template.This description
only exists in the Provisioning repository.Size/Type: 1 to 128 alphanumeric characters.Maximum Password LifeSpecifies
the maximum password life in days, hours, minutes, and seconds.Minimum Password LifeSpecifies the minimum
password life in days, hours, minutes, and seconds.Minimum Password LengthSpecifies the minimum password
length in number of characters.Minimum Number Password Character ClassSpecifies the minimum number of
password characters. You can choose one of the following valid values:1 - only letters2 - both letters and numbers3
- letters, numbers, and punctuationNumber of Old Keys KeptSpecifies the number of old keys to be kept to disallow
reuse.Reference CountSpecifies the number of principals that reference this password account template.This is a read-
only field.

KRB Endpoints Tab

Use this tab to associate one or more KRB endpoints in order to pre-populate password policies on the Account Property
Tab.

The fields on this page are listed below:

AvailableSpecifies the objects that are available for inclusion.IncludedSpecifies the objects that have been added as
inclusions.AddAfter selecting an object in the Available list, click the Add (>) button to add it to the Included list.Add
AllAfter selecting an object in the Available list, click the Add All (>>) button to add all the objects to the Included
list.RemoveAfter selecting an object in the Included list, click the Remove (<) button to remove it to the Available
list.Remove AllAfter selecting an object in the Included list, click the Remove All (<<) button to remove all the objects to
the Available list.DomainSpecifies the domain for the search.DomainDisplays the Full Domain List Selector dialog to add
domains to the Domain field.AttributeSpecifies a simple attribute that is used to search.AdvancedDisplays the Advanced
Search Attributes dialog. Use this dialog to set more advanced search criteria.Tip: This is useful if you want to narrow
down the list of objects in the class. Click the Search button to start the search.ValueSpecify a value in the Value field to
restrict the search criteria, and click the Search button. By default, the wildcard character (*) is specified, which causes the
search to return all entries.Note: If you perform an advanced search for an attribute, this field is disabled.SearchStarts the
search.

More Information:

KRB Account Template Property Sheet
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Encryption Type and Salt Pairs Dialog

Use this dialog to view and edit the encryption type and salt pairs.

The fields in this dialog are listed below:

Available List BoxSpecifies the encryption types and salt pairs that are available.Add ButtonAdds the selected available
pair into the Included List box.Note: If you try to add two pairs of the same type, only one will be added.Remove
ButtonRemoves the selected pair from the Included List Box.Included List BoxSpecifies the encryption type and salt pairs
that have been included. Once you have clicked OK, the pairs are kept in memory and committed to the KDC together
with the password change of the principal.If there are invalid entries, an error message is displayed. To correct the error,
you must go back to the Customization Tab of the endpoint property sheet.Note: The encryption type and salt pairs listed
here are sorted per Java’s implementation of the natural ordering of strings. When two similar encsalts are passed to
Kerberos, only the first one is used. For example, if both des-cbc-crc:normal and des-cbc-md5:normal are listed, only des-
cbc-crc:normal is used because “c” has a lower value than “m”.

Known Issues

This section contain the following topics:

Invalid Date Specification on Account Creation

Valid on Windows and Solaris

Symptom:

When I enter an account expiry date greater than 2038 in the User or Password Expiration fields on the Account on the
Account Properties tab on the KRB Account dialog I receive an invalid date specification message.

Solution:

Enter a date before 2038. kadmin only supports dates from 1970 to 2038.

Account Creation Fails with Parameter is Incorrect

Valid on Windows and Solaris

Symptom:

When I enter an account expiry date greater than 2038 in the User or Password Expiration fields on the Account on the
Account Properties tab on the KRB Account dialog I receive an invalid date specification message.

Solution:

Enter a date before 2038. kadmin only supports dates from 1970 to 2038.

Security Requirements for Kerberos Connector

Kerberos Installation and Deployment

This section provides information about installing and deploying the Kerberos Connector, including firewall configuration
and keytab and cross-realm paths setup.

Installation Prerequisites

The Kerberos server (KDC) must be Sun’s Kerberos V5 implementation, and installed on Solaris 10. You must install the
following packages.
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• SUNWkdcr (Kerberos V5 KDC - root)
• SUNWkdcu (Kerberos V5 Master KDC – user)
• SUNWkrbr (Kerberos version 5 support – Root)
• SUNWkrbu (Kerberos version 5 support – Usr)

The CA IAM CS host must have the SUNWkdcu (Kerberos V5 Master KDC – user) packages installed, and you must
configure them as a Kerberos client (that is, you must configure krb5.conf).

Supported Configurations

The Kerberos Connector supports the following configurations:

 

CA IAM CS Host SSH Server Supported in CA IdentityMinder version

Solaris 10 and a member of the Kerberos
realm

None SP8 and earlier

Solaris 10 and not a member of the
Kerberos realm

Solaris 10, and a member of the realm SP7 and later

Windows or Linux and not a member of the
Kerberos realm

Solaris 10, and a member of the realm SP7 and later

 

More information:

How to Set Up the CA IAM CS Host to be a Member of the Target Realm

How to Configure Authentication to Kerberos

If you are creating or migrating an endpoint, configure authentication to Kerberos using one or both of the following
methods, depending on your configuration:

• Kerberos authentication
• SSH authentication

Install and Deploy the Connector

The installation package contains the components required to install the Kerberos Connector.

Note: If you have any standalone Provisioning Manager installations that require access to Kerberos, reinstall the
Provisioning Manager to add the Kerberos Connector.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the Provisioning Server install, and add the Kerberos Connector when prompted.
The server and directory components are updated with the schema for the Kerberos Connector.

2. Install the CA IdentityMinder – Connector Server, and register it to the domain during the installation.
The connector is deployed and tells the server where to send Kerberos requests. When complete, you can start to
acquire Kerberos endpoints.
Note: For more about setting up hosts, keytabs, and configuration files on a computer that hosts CA IAM CS where
it is not the same computer as the KRB endpoint, see How to Set Up CA IAM CS Host to be a Member of the Target
Realm.

3. Depending on your configuration, set up SSH Permissions for the Kerberos Connector.
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Note: For more information about when to configure the connector to use SSH, see When to Configure the Kerberos
Connector to Use SSH.

When to Configure the Kerberos Connector to Use SSH

From CA IdentityMinder 12.5 SP7 onwards, the Kerberos connector uses SSH to execute the kadmin command remotely.
Set up SSH permissions on the SSH server under any of the following scenarios:

• You are upgrading any version of CA IdentityMinder to SP7 or later, you have existing KRB endpoints, and you move
CA IAM CS from Solaris to a Windows, Linux, or a Solaris host that is not a member of the realm.
Note: We recommend that you upgrade the CA IdentityMinder Provisioning Directory, Provisioning Server,
Provisioning Manager and the CA IdentityMinder User Console. When installing the new CA IAM CS, register CA IAM
CS to the Provisioning Server during installation.

• You are creating a Kerberos endpoint

Note: Ensure that the SSH server is a member of the realm.

Pre-requisite Knowledge Required to Set Up SSH Permissions

To configure the Kerberos connector to use SSH, we recommend that you are familiar with the following:

• Basic UNIX file commands
• Basic UNIX concepts such as:

– Output redirection
– File permissions
– Understanding, checking, and setting environment variables such as PATH
– Navigating directories
– Hidden directories and files

• User Administration
• Advanced commands for user and group administration such as useradd –create users and passwd – changing user

passwords
• Advanced commands for services such as svcs – list services, svcadm – service administration

Firewall Configuration

There are three main Kerberos components:

• Kerberos client applications (for example, kinit, telnet, pop)
• Server applications (for example, telnetd, popper)
• Kerberos KDC

Different types of traffic go between each pair of components your firewall is between. Depending on the pair of
components your firewall is between, you will need to allow different types of traffic through your firewall.

Note: The notation xxxx/udp or xxxx/tcp used in the following table refers to an ephemeral port number (that is, >1024).
This refers to a return port that the system assigns. The only assumption you can make about the port number is that it
will be greater than 1024.

You may need to configure your firewall to allow traffic between a client program and the KDC on the following ports and
protocols:

 

Client Application To KDC Return Traffic

Ticket requests (for example, kinit) 88/udp xxxx/udp

Kerberos 5-to-4 ticket conversion 4444/udp xxxx/udp
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Changing password (kpasswd under Unix) 749/tcp xxxx/tcp

Changing password (under Windows, old
interface)

464/tcp xxxx/tcp

Changing password (under Windows, new
interface)

464/udp xxxx/udp

Running kadmin (also requires initial ticket,
88/udp)

749/tcp xxxx/tcp

 

You may need to configure your firewall to allow traffic between an application server and the KDC on the following ports/
protocols:

 

Application Server To KDC Return Traffic

Initial ticket request (for example, kinit) 88/udp xxxx/udp

Kerberos 5-to-4 ticket conversion 4444/udp xxxx/udp

 

You may need to configure your firewall to allow traffic between a client program and an application server on the following
ports/protocols:

 

   

Application Program Server To Server To ClientTraffic

rlogin/rlogind (w/o encryption) 543/tcp xxxx/tcp

rlogin/rlogind (w/encryption) 2105/tcp xxxx/tcp

rsh/rshd 544/tcp xxxx/tcp

pop/popper 1109/tcp xxxx/tcp

telnet/telnetd Same as non-kerberos telnet/telnetd

ftp/ftpd Same as non-kerberos ftp/ftpd

Keytab and Cross-realm Paths Setup

Depending upon the Administrative principal’s authentication options, and whether the host where CA IAM CS is deployed
is in the realm specified for the endpoint, you may need to set up keytabs and cross-realm paths on the CA IAM CS host.

Note: For more information, see the Solaris 10 System Administration Guide: Security Services.

Kerberos Authentication Methods

You can set up authentication using several different methods:

• CA IAM CS host principal
• CA IAM CS principal and a custom keytab
• A principal other than CA IAM CS host principal and the default keytab
• A principal other than CA IAM CS host principal and a custom keytab
• Principal and password authentication
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How to Set Up the CA IAM CS Host to be a Member of the Target Realm

The following section shows an example you how you can set up the host for use with CA IAM CS where the host will be a
member of the target realm.

Note: This scenario is only applicable where CA IAM CS is on a Solaris computer that is not a member of the realm and
you want to make it a member of the realm. If your CA IAM CS is on Windows or Linux, configure the connector to use
SSH instead.

1. Ensure that the SSH server is a member of the realm.
2. Copy the file /etc/krb5/krb5.conf from the key distribution center to the CA IAM CS host. Ensure that:

– The default_realm entry in the libdefaults section points to the target realm.
– The KDC entry in the appropriate realm relation in the realms section points to the target KDC.
– The domain_realm section has the correct mapping of the CA IAM CS host to the target realm.

3. Modify the logging and appdefaults sections in the /etc/krb5/krb5.conf file as required.
4. On the KDC, create a host principal for the CA IAM CS host and give it a random key. For example, use the following

command in kadmin to create a new host principal:
add_principal -randkey host/jcs_host.ca.com

5. Set up authentication to use one of the following:
– CA IAM CS host principal
– CA IAM CS host principal and a custom keytab
– A principal other than CA IAM CS host principal and the default keytab
– A principal other than CA IAM CS host principal and a custom keytab
– Principal and password authentication

Note: For information on using the host for other Kerberos-related purposes, such as hosting other Kerberos applications
or services, see the relevant sections on kadmin, ktutil and krb5.conf in the Solaris 10 System Administration Guide:
Security Services.

Salesforce Connector

Downloads:

• Attribute list

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Introduction to the Salesforce Connector
This guide describes how to use the Salesforce.com connector to connect CA IAM CS to Salesforce.com endpoints. You
can then use CA IAM CS to allow CA Secure Cloud or CA Identity Manager and CA Identity Governance to work with data
on the endpoints.

This guide is for the following people:

• CA Identity Manager administrators
• CA Identity Governance administrators
• CA CloudMinder tenant administrators

This section contains the following topics:
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What the Salesforce.com Connector Can Do

The Salesforce.com connector lets you administer the account objects on Salesforce.com endpoints.

Other Salesforce.com objects, such as public groups, roles, and profiles, are read-only.

This table lists the tasks that the connector lets applications do:

Task CA Identity Manager or CA Secure Cloud CA Identity Governance(Through CA
Identity Manager or CA Secure Cloud)

Create, update, suspend, resume, or
rename a Salesforce.com user
Note: The Salesforce.com connector
cannot delete a Salesforce.com user.
Instead, the connector lets you suspend the
account on the Salesforce.com endpoint

Yes Yes

Rename users Yes Yes

Assign and unassign a public group to a
user
Note: Salesforce.com users, rather than
administrators, manage private groups. The
Salesforce.com connector cannot provision
private groups.

Yes No

Assign and unassign a role to a user Yes No

Assign and unassign a profile to a user Yes No

Suspend and resume the account of a user Yes No

NOTE
To connect Salesforce.com to CA Secure Cloud, see the CA Secure Cloud - <Release Number> for Service
Providers documentation in docops.ca.com. In that documentation, search for the Provisioning Server and CA
IAM Connector Server in the Installation section. Log in to docops.ca.com to view the content. 

Connecting Salesforce.com to CA Identity Manager or CA Identity Governance

CA Identity Manager connects directly to CA IAM CS.

You can connect CA Identity Governance to CA IAM CS directly or through CA Identity Manager. In the following diagram,
the two ways of connecting CA Identity Governance are shown with dotted lines:
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File Locations

This guide uses the abbreviation cs_home for the installation directory of CA IAM CS.

This component has different default installation locations, depending on which CA product you have. For a list of these
locations, see the Getting Started section.

Security for the Salesforce Connector
This section contains the following topics:

Privileges Required to Connect to Salesforce.com

To connect to a Salesforce.com endpoint, there must be a Salesforce.com System Administrator profile.

Securing Communication between Salesforce.com and CA IAM CS

This connector allows CA products to send sensitive information across the network:
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• CA CloudMinder and CA Identity Manager can send passwords and other security information across the network.
• CA Identity Governance does not import passwords or other security information, but it does import user details.

When you do not secure communication between the endpoint and the connector server, these details are sent without
encryption, creating a security risk.

We recommend that you use SSL to secure the connection between Salesforce.com and CA IAM CS, using the steps in
Import the Salesforce.com Certificate into the CA IAM CS Keystore.

How to Connect to Salesforce.com
The following diagram shows the tasks that are required to connect to the endpoint, and who does each task.

1. The Connector Server administrator does the following steps:
a. Ensure that CA IAM CS is installed.
b. Import the Salesforce.com certificate into the CA IAM CS keystore.

2. The CA Product administrators connect to the endpoint:
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– Connect to the Endpoint in CA Identity Manager
– Connect to the Endpoint in CA Secure Cloud
– Connect to the Endpoint in CA Identity Governance

Ensure that CA IAM CS Is Installed and Running

Check that CA IAM CS is installed and running.

Import the Salesforce.com Certificate into the CA IAM CS Keystore

This procedure is for the CA IAM CS administrator. If CA IAM CS already has the Salesforce.com certificate, ignore this
procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Decide which certificate to import into the CA IAM CS keystore as a trusted certificate:
– The Salesforce.com certificate.
– The root certificate of the certificate authority that has issued the Salesforce.com certificate, and the application

server certificate
2. Ask the Salesforce.com administrator to generate the Salesforce.com client certificate:

a. Log in Salesforce.com as an administrator.
b. Select the Setup menu, then click App Setup, Develop, API, Generate Client Certificate.

3. Perform the following steps in CA IAM CS Management Console:
a. Log in to CA IAM CS Management Console.
b. At the top, click the Certificates tab.
c. This tab lists all of the certificates in the CA IAM CS keystore. To filter the list of certificates by their names, type in

the Certificate Filter box.
d. To add a certificate, click Add, then enter the details of the certificate.

Add a certificate:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the certificate file
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate
Add a keystore:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the keystore file
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate. This alias also identifies the certificate in that keystore.
• Keystore Password: Enter the password of the keystore

Connect to the Endpoint in CA Secure Cloud

This procedure is for the CA CloudMinder administrator. It does not apply to CA Identity Manager or CA Identity
Governance.

For CA CloudMinder, two administrators are involved in setting up connections to endpoints:

• The hosting administrator sets up the connector server in the cloud. This book does not discuss this topic.
• The tenant administrator sets up the on-premise connector server and configures the connector that is described in

this guide.

To complete the set-up process for on-premise provisioning, you add any endpoint routes that you want. You can
configure the default on-premise connector server and also configure any other on-premise connector servers in your
environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up the endpoint route:
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a. Log in to the CA CloudMinder user console and navigate to Task, System, Manage Connector Server.
b. Select the connector server entry to which you want to add a route.
c. Right-click the connector entry and select Add Routes from the popup menu.
d. Check the route or routes that you want to add, and click OK.
You can add routes to more than one connector server. If you have added an Active Directory route to one connector
server, it is not available to add to other connector servers.

2. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. You will use this information in the
following steps.

3. Set up the connector in CA CloudMinder:
a. Import the role definition file.
b. Create an admin role to manage the endpoint.
c. Create correlation rules, using the information in the attribute list.
d. Configure email notification for the endpoint.

4. Connect to an endpoint:
a. Add the endpoint to the environment.

When you complete the fields on the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list.
b. Create an explore and correlate definition.
c. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

Connect to the Endpoint in CA Identity Manager

This procedure is for the CA Identity Manager administrator. It does not apply to CA Identity Governance or CA
CloudMinder.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. You will use this information in the
following steps.

2. Set up the connector in CA Identity Manager:
a. Import the role definition file.
b. Create correlation rules, using the information in the attribute list.

3. Connect to an endpoint:
a. Add the endpoint to the environment.

When you complete the fields on the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list.
b. Create an explore and correlate definition.
c. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

URL Configuration to Acquire a Salesforce Endpoint

You can acquire a Salesforce endpoint using the URL that contains the version number of the Salesforce API. This option
is available while creating, and modifying an endpoint in Manage Endpoints.

• For a production environment, use the following URL:
https://login.salesforce.com/services/Soap/u/40.0

• For a test environment, use the following URL:
https://test.login.salesforce.com/services/Soap/u/40.0

If you are upgrading from an older version to 14.2.0 or higher versions and have acquired the SFDC endpoint on the
previous version, ensure that you update the version in the URL to 40.0.
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Connect to the Endpoint in CA Identity Governance

This procedure is for the CA Identity Governance administrator. It does not apply to CA Identity Manager or CA
CloudMinder.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. You will use this information in the
following steps.

2. Connect CA Identity Governance to the endpoint in one of these ways:
– If your CA Identity Governance installation is associated with a CA Identity Manager installation, connect CA

Identity Governance to CA Identity Manager. CA Identity Governance immediately has access to the endpoints that
CA Identity Manager connects to.
To do this, follow these steps:
a. Ensure that CA Identity Manager can successfully connect to the endpoint, using the instructions in Connect to

the Endpoint in CA Identity Manager.
b. Set up the connection to CA Identity Manager. For instructions, search for Integrating CA Identity Governance

and CA Identity Manager in the CA Identity Governance bookshelf.
– If your CA Identity Governance installation is not associated with a CA Identity Manager installation, connect CA

Identity Governance directly to the connector server.
To do this, set up an import connector for this endpoint type. For instructions, search for Define an Import
Connector to CA IAM CS in the CA Identity Governance bookshelf.

3. Run an import to bring endpoint data into CA Identity Governance.

The connection process is complete. CA Identity Governance administrators can now set up a schedule for running
the connector job. Role engineers can now use CA Identity Governance to model and update roles in the data from the
endpoint.

Note: When you set up a mapping between endpoint objects and CA Identity Governance resources, we recommend that
you use the template that comes with the connector. However, you can set up cbuteustom mapping if you need to.

Custom Mappings Between Objects in Salesforce.com and Objects in CA Identity Governance

This information is for CA Identity Governance administrators. It does not apply to CA Identity Manager or CA
CloudMinder.

When you are defining endpoint mappings, you map objects on the endpoint to objects in CA Identity Governance.
We recommend that you use the mapping template that comes with the connector. However, you can set up your own
mapping if you prefer.

Before you set up a custom configuration, use the following information:

1. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. The attributes that CA IAM CS passes to
CA Identity Governance are marked with IsInterestingToCompliance.

2. Identify the primary object. For the Salesforce.com connector, the primary object is User.
3. Use the following table to learn about the relationships between User and the other objects:

Primary Object Related Object Relationship Relationship Attribute

User Role Is assigned Role

User Public Group Is a member of Member of

User Profile Is assigned Profile
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Provision Salesforce Users
This section describes how to use the connector to provision accounts on the endpoint. This section includes the following
topics:

Deleting Salesforce.com Accounts

This section applies to CA Secure Cloud and CA Identity Manager. It does not apply to CA IdentityGovernance.

You cannot use the Salesforce.com connector to delete a Salesforce.com user, as Salesforce.com does not support
account deletion.

The connector simulates account deletion when any operation that attempts to delete a Salesforce.com account directly or
indirectly occurs, for example, removing the role that created that account.

When the option Accounts will be deleted from the provisioning directory and suspended on the managed endpoint is
selected on the Endpoint Settings tab in the User Console, the account is deactivated and placed in a group called CA
ILM SFDC Connector Suspended on the Salesforce.com endpoint.

During an add operation, the Salesforce.com connector verifies that the account exists on the Salesforce.com endpoint
and checks to see if the account is in the CA ILM SFDC Connector Suspended group.

If the account is in the CA ILM SFDC Connector Suspended group, the connector removes the Suspended membership
and modifies the account, instead of adding a new account.

During an explore and correlate, the connector ignores all accounts in the CA ILM SFDC Connector Suspended group.

The Salesforce.com connector creates the CA ILM SFDC Connector Suspended group as required.

NOTE
The CA ILM SFDC Connector Suspended group is a public group and it accepts the users only with
Salesforce.com licenses. The Deleting Salesforce.com Accounts functionality is not applicable for other licenses
such as Chatter Free.  

How to Display Salesforce.com Custom Attributes in the User Console

This section applies to CA Secure Cloud and CA Identity Manager. It does not apply to CA IdentityGovernance.

The Salesforce.com connector supports the creation of custom attributes. You can customize the metadata of
the Salesforce.com connector to create additional attributes for a Salesforce.com user object, including custom
Salesforce.com fields.

You can create custom attributes only for attributes that have a string data type. Strings include text fields, integer fields,
and date and time fields.

If you create custom attributes in your Salesforce.com organization, you can display the custom attributes in your
client Identity Lifecycle Management application. To display the custom attributes, customize the metadata of the
Salesforce.com connector using Connector Xpress.

To display the custom attributes in the User Console do the following:

1. Get the API name of the custom attribute in your Salesforce.com organization that you want to display in the User
Console.

NOTE
For more information, see your Salesforce.com organization.

2. Add custom attributes to the Salesforce.com connector metadata using Connector Xpress.
3. Modify the properties of the attribute as required, for example, Maximum Length, Allowed Operations, and such.
4. Create the presentation metadata that defines how the attribute is displayed in the User Console.
5. Generate the Account Management screens for the Salesforce.com connector.
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Example: Display Salesforce.com Custom Attributes

The following example shows you how to display a custom attribute that you create in your Salesforce.com organization
in your client ILM application. This example uses CA Identity Manager as the client application. This example shows you
how to customize the metadata of the Salesforce.com connector by using Connector Xpress, and how to display the
custom attribute in User Console Salesforce.com account management screens.

This example assumes that you have created a custom attribute named MyCustomAttribute in your Salesforce.com
Organization, and defined it as a text field with a length of 25 characters.

The example shows you how to display a custom Salesforce.com text attribute named MyCustomAttribute, and then how
to change the length of the field.

Follow these steps:

1. Get the API name of your custom Salesforce.com attribute MyCustomAttributeName.
This is the attribute that you want to display on the User tab of the Salesforce.com Account dialog in the User Console.
Example:  MyCustomAttribute__c.

2. Add and configure a Provisioning Server, in Connector Xpress.
3. Create a project based on the existing Salesforce.com connector metadata.
4. Click Attributes, in the Mapping tree, under User Class.

The Attributes Summary dialog appears.
5. Under Mapped Attributes, add the custom attribute MyCustomAttribute.

You have added the custom attribute MyCustomAttribute to the Salesforce user class.
6. In the Mapping tree, click MyCustomAttribute.

The Attributes Details dialog appears.
7. On the Attributes Details dialog, do the following:

a. Complete the Connector Map To field with the API name of your custom attribute MyCustomAttribute. For example,
MyCustomAttribute__c
• Connector Map To

Specifies which name to map an object class (including the connector itself) or attribute to in connector-speak.
For a dynamic connector, this attribute specifies the name of the native system item to map the attribute to.

b. Select String from the Data Type list.
• Data Type

Specifies the data type of the provisioning attribute that you have mapped to the native attribute.
c. In the Maximum length field, change the length to 50.

• Maximum Length
Specifies the maximum byte length of values for this attribute value. This value is used for input validation.

8. In the mapping tree, click Attributes.
The Attributes Summary dialog appears.

9. On the Attributes Summary dialog, do the following:
a. Under Account Screens, click User.

The page sections on the User tab appear.
b. On the Organization page section, select MyCustomAttribute from the drop-down list.

You have created the presentation metadata that defines how the custom attribute MyCustomAttribute is displayed
in the CA Identity Manager User Console.

10. Deploy the Salesforce connector to the Provisioning Server.
11. Use the Role Definition Generator to generate the User Console Salesforce account management screens.

NOTE
The custom attribute appears in the Organization section of the User tab of the Salesforce Account dialog in
the User Console.
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NOTE
For more information about how to add and configure a provisioning server, create a project, and generate CA
Identity Manager User Console account screens, see the Connector Xpress Guide.

Troubleshooting the Salesforce Connector
This section contains the following topics:

Assigning a Provisioning Role to a Suspended Account Does Not Automatically Resume the Account

This section applies to CA Secure Cloud and CA Identity Manager. It does not apply to CA Identity Governance.

Symptom:

When I assign a provisioning role to a suspended account, the provisioning role gets reassigned, but it is not automatically
resumed.

This error occurs if you suspended the account using the Account will be Suspended option on the endpoint Settings tab.

Solution:

The connector does not support resuming a suspended account when you reassign a provisioning role to the account.

After you assign a role to an account for the Salesforce.com connector, do the following:

1. In the User Console, navigate to Modify User's Endpoint Accounts, and select the endpoint account you want to
resume.

2. Click Resume.
3. When prompted to confirm that you want to resume the account, click Yes.

The account is resumed.

Error Message when Creating Salesforce.com Accounts

This section applies to CA Secure Cloud and CA Identity Manager. It does not apply to CA Identity Governance.

Symptom:

When I create a Salesforce account, I receive the error message Failed to Execute CreateSalesforceUser Salesforce.com
User has been Created but Some Additional Operation Failed.

I cannot see the account that I created in the User Console.

Solution:

The error can occur under the following conditions when you create the user account:

• The password you specified did not meet the password complexity requirements for Salesforce.com. For example, you
specified a password that was shorter than eight characters.
This occurs because Salesforce.com allows you to create an account without specifying a password.
The account is created in the User Console, but it is not visible because it is not associated with the global user. The
account appears in your Salesforce.com organization, but a password has not been set.

• You specified that the user was a member of a non-existent public group. This can occur if:
– The group was deleted on the Salesforce.com endpoint but you have not performed an explore and correlate in the

User Console.
– The account template you used to create the user specifies non-existent groups.

NOTE
CA Identity Manager and CA Secure Cloud ignore all invalid group memberships.

Do one of the following:
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• If you received an error message stating that the password you specified when you created the account did not meet
the minimum password complexity requirements, set a password that meets the minimum password complexity
requirements in the User Console.
The user account you created is associated with the global user and is now visible in the User Console.

• If you received an error message stating that the user was a member of a non-existent public group, add the user to
the correct groups.

Objects Displayed as Salesforce in User Console

This section applies to CA Secure Cloud and CA Identity Manager. It does not apply to CA Identity Governance.

Symptom:

In drop-down lists in the User Console, I only see references to Salesforce objects, rather than Salesforce.com objects.

Solution:

In the User Console, Salesforce.com objects are displayed using Salesforce as the descriptor, rather than
Salesforce.com. For example, a Salesforce.com endpoint is displayed as Salesforce in drop-down lists.

The does not affect the management of Salesforce.com endpoints.

SAP Connector

Introduction to SAP Connectors
This section describes how to use the following different SAP connectors:

• SAP ERP (SAP R/3 or SAP S/4HANA) Connector: Connects to the AS ABAP component.
• SAP UME Connector: Connects to the User Management Engine component.

This section is for the following administrators:

• Identity Manager administrators
• Identity Governance administrators

What the SAP ERP Connector Can Do

The SAP ERP connector can work with SAP user accounts and their entitlements in SAP AS ABAP systems. It can
manage standalone SAP systems and SAP systems within SAP CUA.

It can connect to a specific application server or a message server and a logon group.

After you set up the connections, you can use IAM CS to allow your products to work with data on the endpoints:

• If you connect Identity Governance to an endpoint, you can analyze and manage roles on the endpoint.

For Identity Governance, this connector offers both deep and shallow mapping. This means that provisioning roles and
account templates are modelled as roles. For more information, see Deep and Shallow Use Cases.

This table lists the tasks that the SAP ERP connector lets applications do:

Task Identity Manager Identity Governance
Create, read, update, and delete SAP users Yes Yes
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Assign and revoke SAP roles and SAP
profiles to users

Yes Yes

List and display SAP roles and SAP profiles Yes Yes
Change a user's password Yes No
Unlock a user Yes No
Suspend and resume a user Yes No

What the SAP UME Connector Can Do

After you set up the connections, you can use IAM CS to allow your products to work with data on the SAP UME
endpoints:

• If you connect Identity Governance to an endpoint, you can analyze and manage roles on the endpoint.

For Identity Governance, this connector offers shallow mapping only. The connector models endpoint permissions as
resources. The connector cannot model provisioning roles and account templates as roles. For more information, see
Deep and Shallow Use Cases.

This table lists the tasks that the SAP UME connector lets applications do:

Task Identity Manager Identity Governance
Create, read, update, and delete SAP users Yes Yes
Assign and revoke roles and groups to
users

Yes Yes

Display lists of roles and groups Yes Yes
When viewing a group, also display child
groups and roles for the group

Yes Yes

Change a user's password Yes No
Lock and unlock accounts Yes No

Connecting SAP to Identity Manager or Identity Governance

Identity Manager connects directly to IAM CS.

You can connect Identity Governance to IAM CS directly or through Identity Manager. In the following diagram, the two
ways of connecting Identity Governance are shown with dotted lines:

Figure 7: Connecting SAP to Identity Manager or Identity Governance
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Restricted Characters in Account Names

The account name must not contain certain characters. These restricted characters are different on different versions of
SAP system. For more information, read SAP documentation.

Security for the SAP Connector
This document covers the following topics:
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Privileges Required to Connect to SAP ERP and SAP UME

Both of the SAP connectors use an SAP user to connect to the endpoint. In both cases, the SAP user must have sufficient
privileges to allow the connector to manage users and roles.

The SAP UME connector requires an SAP user with a UME role that has one of the following UME actions:

• UME.Spml_Write_Action
• UME.Manage_All

NOTE
UME.Manage_All includes UME.Spml_Write_Action.

The SAP ERP connector requires an SAP user that has the following privileges:

• Sufficient authorizations to carry out all the transactions listed under the following SAP menu: Tools, Administration,
User Maintenance

• Authorizations S_RFC and S_TABU_DIS

Secure Communication between SAP and IAM CS

This connector allows products to send sensitive information across the network:

• Identity Governance does not import passwords or other security information, but it does import user details.

When you do not secure communication between the endpoint and the connector server, these details are sent without
encryption, creating a security risk.

We recommend that you use SSL to secure the connection between SAP UME and IAM CS.

SAP-Specific Provisioning Server Balancing
Traditional Provisioning Server balancing limits the usage of multiple Java Connector Servers (JCSs) as concurrent SAP
requests to JCSs result in locking related errors. You can overcome this limitation by adding SAP-specific balancing to the
Provisioning Server for improved performance and failover. The SAP-specific balancing uses user-DN based hashing to
route concurrent SAP requests to multiple JCSs without any account locking errors.

[Applicable from release 14.4.2 onwards]

By default, SAP-specific balancing is not enabled on the Provisioning Server. To enable, configure the following registry
settings:

• Windows
– Registry Key: HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\ComputerAssociates\Identity Manager

\Provisioning Server
– Variable Name: SAP_SPECIFIC_BALANCING
– Data Type: REG_SZ
– Value: yes

• Linux
a. Navigate to /opt/CA/SharedComponents/EnterpriseCommonServices/registry/hkey_local_machine/software/

computerassociates/identity_manager/provisioning_server.
b. Create a file with the registry variable name - SAP_SPECIFIC_BALANCING.
c. Enter the following content in the file and save it.

^A^@^@^@^C^@^@^@yes^@^

NOTE
Only the imps user/group with file permission chmod 777 can access the file.
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Acquire an SAP Endpoint in Identity Manager
To administer an SAP (R/3 or S/4HANA or UME) endpoint using Identity Manager and Identity Governance, you acquire
the SAP endpoint.

The following diagram displays the tasks that are performed to connect to the endpoint:

Acquire an SAP Endpoint in Identity Manager

To administer an SAP endpoint using the Identity Manager, perform the following procedures:

Prerequisites for Acquiring SAP Endpoint

The following are the prerequisites to acquire an SAP Endpoint:

Import the Role Definition

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Management Console.
Example:
http://<hostname.example.com>:<port>/iam/immanage
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2. Click Environments, <Environment Name>.
The Environment Properties page appears.

3. Click Roles and Tasks Settings.
4. Click Import.
5. Select the role definition for SAP R/3 or SAP UME and click Finish.

The Role Configuration Output page appears.
6. Click Continue.

The Environment Properties page appears again.
7. Select the role definition for SAP R/3 or SAP UME and click Finish.
8. You are prompted to restart the environment. Click Restart Environment.

The role definition for the SAP endpoint has been imported.

Install JCo for SAP ERP Connector

The SAP ERP connector requires SAP Java Connector 3 (SAP JCo). Before you use the SAP ERP connector, create a
bundle that contains the JCo files, and then add the bundle to the connector.

Follow these steps:

1. Ask the SAP administrator to follow these steps:
a. Log in to http://service.sap.com/connectors using SAP Service Marketplace credentials.
b. Click SAP Java Connector to display the JCo overview, then click Tools and Services from the menu on the left.
c. Select Download SAP JCo Release 3 from the menu, then select the appropriate 64-bit download from the list.
d. Extract the following files:

• Windows: sapjco3.jar, sapjco3.dll
• UNIX: sapjco3.jar, libsapjco3.so

e. Send the files to the IAM CS computer.
You can now follow the remaining steps.

2. Run the sap_post_install script in the following location:
cs-home/bin

NOTE
If the user has no permission to execute the sap_post_install script, then run the script from the following
location: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServer/jcs/resources/sap

The script asks for the location of the JCo files. It then creates a bundle and saves it in the following location:
cs-home/jcs/resources/sap/sapConnectorLibsOsgi.jar

3. Log in to IAM CS.
4. At the top, click the Connector Servers tab.
5. In the Connector Server Management area, click the Bundles tab.
6. Add the new bundle:

NOTE
You can deploy the OSGI bundle from the connector server GUI or copy the jar files to ca-home/jcs/data/
bundles/restore. Then restart the connector server and wait up to ten minutes for it to load.

7. Find the main connector bundle in the Bundles list, then right-click its name in the list and select Refresh Imports from
the popup menu.

You can now use the SAP ERP connector to connect to an endpoint.

NOTE
Ensure that the IAM CS is installed and running. The IAM CS is installed with Identity Manager r12.8 and later
versions, unless you deselected the IAM CS option during installation.

(Optional) Define the Privileges of the User that Connects to the Endpoint
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This procedure is for the SAP administrator.

The connectors that are described in this document use an SAP user to connect to the endpoint. This user must have
sufficient privileges to allow the connector to manage users and gather user and role data.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a new SAP role and give it at least the privileges that are listed in Privileges Required to Connect to SAP ERP
and SAP UME.

2. Assign the new role to the account that IAM CS uses to connect to the endpoint.

(Optional) Set Up SSL Communication with SAP UME

This procedure is for the connector server administrator. If IAM CS already has the SAP UME certificate, ignore this
procedure.

To secure communication between the SAP UME connector and the SAP AS Java, import the SAP certificate into IAM
CS.

Follow these steps:

Decide which certificate to import into the IAM CS keystore as a trusted certificate:

1. The SAP AS Java certificate.
2. The root certificate of the certificate authority that has issued the SAP certificate, and the application server certificate

Log in to IAM CS Management Console.

At the top, click the Certificates tab.
This tab lists all certificates in the IAM CS keystore. To filter the list of certificates by their names, type in the Certificate
Filter box.

To add a certificate, click Add, then enter the details of the certificate.
Add a certificate:

• Certificate -- Enter the path to the certificate file
• Alias -- Enter an alias for storing the certificate

Add a keystore:

• Certificate -- Enter the path to the keystore file
• Alias -- Enter an alias for storing the certificate. This alias also identifies the certificate in that keystore.
• Keystore Password -- Enter the password of the keystore

Verify that the Use HTTPS check box is selected for each SAP UME endpoint that you create. This checkbox is selected
by default.

Create SAP R/3 or SAP S/4HANA Endpoint

Use the Identity Manager User Console to create an SAP R/3 or SAP S/4HANA endpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
3. Select SAP R/3 from Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type and click OK.
4. In the Endpoint Information section, enter a name and a text that describes an SAP endpoint.
5. In the Connection Information section, provide connection information to an SAP endpoint.

a. Application Server/Manager Server
Enter the name of the SAP application server.

b. System Number
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Enter the system number of an SAP endpoint.
c. Client Number

Enter the client number of an SAP client that a user can log in to and use the SAP system.
d. Secure Communication with SAP Secure Network Communication (SNC)

Identity Manager supports a secure connection to an SAP endpoint using the SAP Secure Network Communication
(SNC). Before you enable and configure the following parameters for the SAP connector to use SNC, ensure that
you exchange SNC certificates between the Java Connector Server and an SAP endpoint.
a. SNC Mode: Select this parameter to activate SNC.
b. SNC logon with user/password (no Single Sign-On): Select this parameter to secure user access to an

SAP endpoint with SNC by providing a user name and password, and NOT a single sign-On access to an SAP
endpoint. Enter a valid login credential in the User and Password fields.

c. SNC Level: Specifies the level of protection for the SNC connection. Following are the possible values.
• Authentication Only: When using authentication only, the system verifies the identity of the communication

partners. This is the minimum protection level offered by SNC.
• Integrity Protection: When using integrity protection, the system detects any changes or manipulation of

the data, which may have occurred between the two end points of a communication.
• Privacy Protection: When using privacy protection, the system encrypts the messages being transferred to

prevent eavesdropping. Privacy protection also includes integrity protection of the data. This is the maximum
level of protection that is provided by SNC.

• Maximum Security Settings Available: When this option is selected, the system obtains the maximum
quality of protection that is supported by the SAP system.

NOTE
In case a protection level is not selected, the system applies the default SNC protection level that
is set on the SAP system.

d. SNC Name: Enter the SNC name of an SAP endpoint.
Syntax: p:<Distinguished_Name>
The <Distinguished_Name> value must match the Distinguished Name that you specify when creating the SNC
PSE.
Example: p:CN=CommonName, OU=OrganizationalUnit, O=MyOrganization, C=US

NOTE
When the SNC Name field is empty, the system extracts the SNC name from the SNC PSE and
credential files (cred_v2) located in the SECUDIR folder. The same is sent to the SAP ABAP system.

e. SNC Partner: Enter the SNC partner name of an SAP endpoint. This is a mandatory parameter.
Syntax: p:<Distinguished_Name>
The <Distinguished_Name> value must match the Distinguished Name that you specify when creating the SNC
PSE.
Example: p:CN=CommonName, OU=OrganizationalUnit, O=MyOrganization, C=US

f. SNC Library Path: Enter the path and file name of the SNC library.
Example:
UNIX: usr/sap/<SID>/SYS/exe/ run/libsapcrypto.so
Windows: D:\usr\sap\<SID> \SYS\exe\run\sapcrypto.dll

NOTE
When the library path field is empty, the system uses the library that is defined in the environment
variable - SNC_LIB.

e. The following parameters are applicable when SAP SNC is not activated.
a. System Id

Enter the system ID of an SAP endpoint.
b. SAP Logon Group
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Enter the logon group of an SAP endpoint.
c. SAP Message Server Port

Enter the message server port of an SAP endpoint.
d. User

Enter the name of an SAP user with SAP_ALL authorization profile.
e. Password

Enter the password to access an SAP endpoint.
f. Only Manage Dialog Accounts and Changed Passwords are Expired

Select these two parameters as per your business need.
6. (Optional) Specify the default account template.
7. Click Submit.

The SAP endpoint is created.

Create an SAP UME Endpoint

You can use the Identity Manager User Console to create an endpoint for SAP UME.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
3. Select SAP UME from the drop-down of Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type and click OK.
4. Specify a name for the endpoint.
5. Specify the following connection details:

Server Name:
Specifies the name of the SAP UME server.
System Port:
Specifies the System port of the SAP UME connector.
Administrative User Name:
Specifies the SAP UME Administrator.
Password:
Specifies the SAP UME Administrator's password.

NOTE
Select the Use HTTPS as per your requirement.

6. (Optional) Specify the default account template.
7. Click Submit.

The SAP UME endpoint is created.

Create an Explore and Correlate Definition and Execute the Definition

To explore the objects in the endpoint and to correlate the accounts in the endpoint with the existing users, create an
Explore and Correlate Definition. After you create the definition, execute the definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager UI.
2. Navigate to Endpoints, Explore And Correlate Definitions, Create Explore And Correlate Definitions.
3. Select Create a new object of type Explore and Correlate and click OK.
4. Specify a name for the definition.
5. Click Select Container to select a container for the definition.
6. Search for the SAP endpoint and select it.
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7. Search for a container and select it.
8. Click Select.
9. In Explore/Correlate Action, the Explore endpoint for managed objects option is selected by default. Select

Correlate accounts to users and Update user fields as per your requirement.
10. Click Submit.

The Explore and Correlate Definition has been created.
11. To execute the definition, navigate to Endpoints, Execute Explore And Correlate.

To execute the definition, follow these steps:
a. Select Execute now and click Next.
b. Click Browse to search for the Explore and Correlate Definition and select it.
c. Click Finish.
To execute the definition later, follow these steps:
a. Select Schedule new job.
b. Specify the job name and the type of schedule and click Next.
c. Click Browse to search for the Explore and Correlate Definition and select it.
d. Click Finish.
The Explore and Correlate Definition has been executed successfully without any errors.

Acquire an SAP Endpoint in Identity Governance

This procedure is for the Identity Governance administrator. It does not apply to Identity Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the attribute (SAP ERP or SAP UME) list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. You will use this information in the
following steps.

2. Connect Identity Governance to the endpoint in one of these ways:
– If your Identity Governance installation is associated with an Identity Manager installation, connect Identity

Governance to Identity Manager. Identity Governance immediately has access to the endpoints that Identity
Manager connects to.
To do this, follow these steps:
a. Ensure that Identity Manager can successfully connect to the endpoint, using the instructions in Connect to the

Endpoint in Identity Manager.
b. Set up the connection to Identity Manager. For instructions, see Integrating Identity Governance and Identity

Manager.
– If your Identity Governance installation is not associated with an Identity Manager installation, connect Identity

Governance directly to the connector server.
To do this, set up an import connector for this endpoint type. For instructions, search for Define an Import
Connector to IAM CS.

3. Run an import to bring endpoint data into Identity Governance.

The connection process is complete. Identity Governance administrators can now set up a schedule for running the
connector job. Role engineers can now use Identity Governance to model and update roles in the data from the endpoint.

NOTE
When you set up the mapping between endpoint objects and Identity Governance resources, we recommend
that you use the template that comes with the connector. However, you can set up custom mapping if you need
to.

Mapping endpoint data from SAP ERP in Identity Governance

Identity Governance performs the following tasks using data from SAP ERP:
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• Read SAP roles, profiles, authorization objects, transaction codes and users/accounts, and their interrelations
• Assign SAP roles, profiles, and transactions to users
• Revoke SAP roles, profiles, and transactions from users
• Create and model SAP roles and SAP profiles

Identity Governance supports two kinds of role modeling strategy. You can use only one of these strategies in any
given Identity Governance universe. Depending on your role modeling strategy, Identity Governance uses the SAP
ERP connector to perform either deep or shallow mapping and translates endpoint data differently in each case.

• Shallow Mapping with the SAP ERP connector
Shallow mapping examines roles at the enterprise level using data from multiple endpoints. This kind of mapping is
useful when you want to analyze user roles and permissions across the applications and servers of your organization.
Shallow mapping enables you to analyze, model, and manage organizational roles.
When you perform shallow mapping of SAP ERP endpoint data in Identity Governance, all SAP roles and profiles are
mapped as Identity Governance resources. Organizational roles (for example, Identity Manager provisioning roles) are
mapped as roles. The following table shows how Identity Governance maps specific SAP ERP objects and attributes.

Identity Governance SAP Object Name Example Attribute

Profile Child ProfilesResources

Role Child Roles

In a shallow use case, when you export data from Identity Governance to Identity Manager, your changes are reflected in
the endpoint.

• Deep Mapping with the SAP ERP connector
Deep mapping examines roles at the application level using data from a single endpoint. This kind of mapping is useful
when you want to analyze user roles and permissions at the granular level, for example, within SAP ERP only.
When you perform deep mapping of SAP ERP endpoint data in Identity Governance, SAP roles and profiles are
mapped as Identity Governance roles. SAP authorization objects and transaction codes are mapped as Identity
Governance resources. The following table shows how Identity Governance maps the specific SAP objects and
attributes.

Identity Governance SAP Object Name Example Attribute

Roles Profile
Role

Child Profiles
Child Roles

Profile SAP Authorizations
SAP Authorization

Authorization Object, Filed, and Values
SAP Transactions
SAP Authorizations

Resources

Role SAP Authorizations

Custom Mappings Between Objects in SAP ERP and Objects in Identity Governance

This information is for Identity Governance administrators. It does not apply to Identity Manager.

When you are defining endpoint mappings, you map objects on the endpoint to objects in Identity Governance. We
recommend that you use the mapping template that comes with the connector. However, you can set up your own
mapping if you prefer.
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Before you set up a custom configuration, use the following information:

1. Open the attribute list for the SAP ERP connector.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. The attributes that IAM CS passes to
Identity Governance whose values can be mapped as roles or resources are marked with IsInterestingToCompliance.

2. Identify the primary object. For the SAP ERP connector, typically the primary object in a shallow use case is SAP
Account. In a deep use case, you will typically select and match primary objects depending on your business needs.

Use the following table to learn about the relationships between SAP Account and the other objects:

Related Object Relationship Relationship Attribute

SAP Role Direct association SAPAcctRole
SAPAcctRoleGen

SAP Profile Direct association SAPAuthorizationProfiles
SAPAuthorizationProfGen

Mapping Endpoint Data From SAP UME in Identity Governance

Identity Governance performs the following tasks using endpoint data from SAP UME:

• List and display SAP UME accounts and their roles and groups
• Assign and revoke roles and groups to and from users
• Display lists of roles and groups available for assignment
• When viewing a group, display child groups, and roles for the group

Shallow Mapping with the SAP UME connector
Shallow mapping examines roles at the enterprise level using data from multiple endpoints. This kind of mapping is useful
when you want to analyze user roles and permissions across the applications and servers of your organization. Shallow
mapping enables you to analyze organizational roles.
You can use the SAP UME connector and Identity Governance to perform shallow mapping only.
When you perform shallow mapping of SAP UME endpoint data in Identity Governance, all SAP roles and groups are
mapped as Identity Governance resources. The following table shows how Identity Governance maps the specific SAP
objects and attributes.

Identity Governance SAP Object Name Example Attribute

User Roles
Groups

Account Template Roles
Groups

Resources

Group Assigned Roles
Members

Custom Mappings Between Objects in SAP UME and Objects in Identity Governance

This information is for Identity Governance administrators. It does not apply to Identity Manager.

When you are defining endpoint mappings, you map objects on the endpoint to objects in Identity Governance. We
recommend that you use the mapping template that comes with the connector. However, you can set up your own
mapping if you prefer.

Before you set up a custom configuration, use the following information:

1. Open the attribute list for the SAP UME endpoint.
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This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. The attributes that IAM CS passes to
Identity Governance whose values can be mapped as roles or resources are marked with IsInterestingToCompliance.

2. Identify the primary object. For the SAP UME connector, the primary object is User.
3. Use the following table to learn about the relationships between User and the other objects:

Related Object Relationship Relationship Attribute

Group Is a member of Groups

Role Is a member of Roles

Exchange of SNC Certificates using SAP Cryptographic Library

Before you configure SAP R3 Connector to use SAP Secure Network Communication (SNC), ensure that you exchange
the SNC certificates between Java Connector Server and SAP endpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the SAP Cryptographic Library - SAPCRYPTOLIB(COMMONCRYPTOLIB) for your OS type from the web
link: https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/softwarecenter/search/sapcrypto.

2. Extract the downloaded .SAR file using the SAPCAR utility to a desired folder on the Java Connector Server (JCS)
host.
Example:
Windows: C:\SNC\SAPCRYPTOLIB

Linux: /SNC/SAPCRYPTOLIB

3. Set the Operating System variables (SNC_LIB and SECUDIR) on JCS.
Windows:

Linux: Update the bashrc file with the following environment variables.
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4. In the Command Prompt, navigate to the extracted SAPCRIPTOLIB folder and execute sapgenpse.exe for Windows
or sapgenpse for Linux, to confirm that the Operating System variables are correctly set.

5. Generate the SNC Personal Security Environment (PSE) for JCS using the following command.
sapgenpse get_pse -p <pse_name>.pse -x <pse_pin> <SNC_NAME>

Windows Example:
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Linux Example:
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6. Create credentials for the SNC Personal Security Environment (PSE) using the following command.
sapgenpse seclogin -p <pse_name>.pse -x <pse_pin> -O <user_id>

Windows Example:

The command creates the following credentials file.
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Linux Example:

The command creates the following credentials file.

7. Export the SNC certificate from JCS using the following command.
sapgenpse export_own_cert -o <certificate_name>.crt -p <pse_name>.pse -x <pse_pin>

Windows Example:

The SNC certificate is in JCS at C:\SNC\SAPCRYPTOLIB
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Linux Example:

The SNC certificate is in JCS at /SNC/SAPCRYPTOLIB.

8. Export the SNC Certificate from the ABAP System.
a. Log in to the SAP System.
b. Execute t-code “STRUST” to open the SNC SAPCryptolib folder.
c. Double-click the instance entry (in green) under the SNC SAPCryptolib folder.
d. Click the edit button at the top-right to switch to the edit mode.
e. Double-click in the Subject field to prepare the SNC certificate for export.
f. In the Certificate window, select the Export certificate button to start the export process.
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g. Follow the subsequent dialog popup instructions to complete the export process.

9. Import the JCS SNC certificate (generated in step 7) into the ABAP System.
a. Execute t-code STRUST.
b. Click the edit button at the top-right to switch to the edit mode.
c. Double-click the instance entry (in green) under the SNC SAPCryptolib folder.
d. Click the Import button in the Certificate section.
e. Select the JCS SNC certificate.
f. Click the tick button.
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g. Click Add to Certificate List.
h. Click Save.

10. Import the ABAP System SNC Certificate into the JCS SNC PSE.
a. Move the exported SNC certificate of ABAP System (refer to step 8) to the following folder on JCS.

C:\SNC\SAPCRYPTOLIB
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b. Import the ABAP System SNC Certificate into JCS using the following command.
sapgenpse maintain_pk -a <abap_snc_cer_name>.crt -p <pse_name>.pse -x <pse_pin>

Windows Example:

Linux Example:

c. The SNC configuration for JCS is complete. Restart the JCS before acquiring the SAP endpoint.
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Configure the SAP ERP Connector
Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Attributes for Suspended and Locked Accounts

This section applies to the SAP ERP connector only.

SAP accounts can be locked by the system manager, or locked due to incorrect logins.

In products, these types of locks are treated as separate attributes, as follows:

Attribute in Product Attribute in SAP system
Suspended Locked by system manager
Locked Locked due to incorrect logons

Allow the SAP ERP Connector to Read SUSPENDED and LOCKED States

This section applies to SAP R/3 4.6C only.

To allow the SAP ERP connector to correctly read locked and suspended states, install SAP BASIS support package 50
(SAPKB46C50) on the SAP R/3 46C endpoint.

For information about this support package, see SAP Note 826050 "BAPI_USER_GET_DETAIL: Function enhancement".

Passwords on SAP R/3 4.6C

This section applies to SAP R/3 4.6C only. It is relevant for Identity Manager and not for Identity Governance.

Before you enter the password to acquire the endpoint, you need to know the SAP basis version you want to acquire and
enter your password accordingly.

• For SAP 4.6C, the password must contain uppercase letters only.
• For SAP basis version 640, the password can use uppercase and lowercase letters.
• For SAP basis version 700 and above, passwords are case-sensitive.

The connector.xml file contains the following flag:

• convertPasswordToUpperCase
If the SAP basis version is equal to or higher than 700,  Identity Manager ignores this flag.

NOTE
This flag only applies to passwords entered when adding new accounts or changing existing accounts.

Changed SAP ERP Passwords are Expired

This section applies to SAP R/3 4.6C only. It is relevant for Identity Manager and not for Identity Governance.

When you create or modify an SAP ERP endpoint, you can check the Changed Passwords Are Expired box. The user is
then prompted to change their password when they next log on. If the password has been propagated from a global user
password change, the user is also prompted to change their password.

This is the behavior that SAP recommends for password changes. The box is checked by default for new endpoints.
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Explore Non-Dialog Accounts Without Correlation

Non-dialog accounts are accounts that are used to run the batch process, remotely connecting from a foreign application.
You can prevent non-dialog accounts from being correlated to a global user.

Follow these steps:

1. In the SAP Endpoint tab, check the "Only manage dialog accounts" checkbox prior to exploration and correlation.
2. Uncheck the "Only manage dialog accounts" checkbox, and explore the endpoint accounts without correlation.

Deactivate an SAP ERP Password

The SAP ERP connector allows you to deactivate a user's password. Use this for SAP accounts with single sign-on.

There is a new attribute called "Password Deactivated" on the Account tab of the user screen.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the User Console, then select Users, Manage Users, Modify User's Endpoint Account.
2. Select the account that should have passwords deactivated.
3. In the Account tab, select the Password Deactivated box, then click Submit.

NOTE
To reactivate an account password, deselect the Password Deactivated box and then reset the password.

Configure the SAP UME Connector
Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Locked and Suspended Passwords

Identity Manager distinguishes between locked and suspended accounts in the following way:

• Locked -- An account is locked after repeated attempts to log in with an incorrect password.
• Suspended -- An administrator can suspend an account for any reason.

SAP UME provides only one attribute for both of these situation cases: islocked, which has the value true for either
situation.

This means that Identity Manager cannot distinguish between these two cases. When either situation happens, the User
Console shows that the account is suspended.

If you click the Resume button, Identity Manager unlocks the password or removes the suspension from the account.

Customize Password Restrictions

The SAP UME connector does not allow passwords that begin with exclamation points (!) or question marks (?), or allow
passwords that contain PASS or SAP*.

The default password restrictions are based on SAP ABAP password rules.

If you are using a different store, for example, Active Directory, you can customize the password and character
restrictions. You can configure the illegalPasswords and passwordCannotStartWith properties in the connector.xml file for
the SAP UME Connector.
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Follow these steps:

1. Edit the following parameters in the SAMPLE.connector.xml file in cs_home\conf\override\sap-ume.
– illegalPasswords

Specifies passwords that the SAP UME Connector blocks.
– passwordCannotStartWith

Specifies the characters that you cannot use at the start of a password.
To remove a restriction, delete the <value> parameter of the property.

2. Save the SAMPLEconnector.xml file as connector.xml and then restart IAM CS.

Example connector.xml file

The following is the section of the connector.xml file that specifies the illegal passwords and characters that you cannot
use at the start of a password.

<property name="illegalPasswords">

    <list>

        <value>PASS</value>

        <value>SAP*</value>

    </list>

</property>

<property name="passwordCannotStartWith">

    <list>

        <value>!</value>

        <value>?</value>

        </list>

</property>

Manage SAP CUA Environments
This document covers the following topics:

This section applies to the SAP ERP connector only. It is relevant for Identity Manager and and not for Identity
Governance.

The SAP ERP connector lets you manage SAP Central User Administration (CUA) environments. SAP CUA maintains
user records in a central master system, and automatically distributes these records to its child systems.

You can acquire the child systems as endpoints as well as managing the master system as a CUA master.

How the SAP ERP Connector Works with SAP CUA

After the SAP ERP connector has connected to an SAP CUA master system, you can use your product to manage
identities on the SAP CUA master system. The master then propagates your changes to the child systems.

NOTE
You cannot use the SAP ERP connector to manage a CUA master system as a standalone SAP system.

When you create an account on the master system, the master creates the new account on each child system.

When you use the connector to remove an account from the master system, the master removes the account on itself and
on all of the child systems.

NOTE
Passwords are not propagated from master to child systems.

Example: Add a role to the SAP CUA master using Identity Manager
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In this example, you use the User Console to create an account on the SAP CUA master. When you create the account,
you give it the following roles:

• role1
• CHILD01/role3
• CHILD02/role4

Figure 8: Adding a role to the SAP CUA Master using Identity Manager

The following changes happen:

1. Identity Manager creates an account on the CUA master system.
2. The SAP CUA master makes the following changes:

a. On the master system, the master assigns role1 to the new account.
b. The master propagates the account to both child systems.
c. On CHILD01, the master assigns role3 to the new account.
d. On CHILD02, the master assigns role4 to the new account.

Connect to an SAP CUA Master System

Follow these steps:

1. Identify the fields that you want to manage centrally in the master system.
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2. For each of these fields, set the field distribution parameters to GLOBAL. You can do this with SAP transaction SCUM.
For information, read the SAP help at http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw70ehp1/helpdata/en/6a/
b1b13bb3acd607e10000000a11402f/content.htm

3. Connect to the master system as usual.

Discover Whether an SAP ERP Endpoint Is Managed by SAP CUA

You can identify whether the SAP ERP endpoint is managed by SAP CUA.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the User Console, then navigate to the SAP ERP endpoints page.
2. Find the CUA Status field. If the SAP system is a CUA master, the field shows "CUA master system managed as a

CUA engine".

Manage Passwords in SAP CUA

When you change a password in a CUA master system, the change is not distributed to other CUA members. If you want
to use the SAP ERP connector to manage passwords on the child systems, acquire these child systems as separate SAP
endpoints.

These steps describe how to extend your existing system to allow you to manage passwords.

Follow these steps:

1. On the SAP system, set the distribution model of the initial password to to "proposal" using the SAP transaction
SCUM.
This allows the connector to change passwords when connecting to a child system.

2. In the User Console, connect to each child system as a separate endpoint.
3. Re-explore and correlate the users container on the endpoint set up to manage such child systems.

How Passwords in SAP CUA Work

We recommend that you use the connector to manage locally managed attributes of the account.

When connecting to a CUA master system, if not using a pre-expired password, the following occurs:

• On Account Creation for both CUA Master and CUA Child
The password is pre-expired. You must change the password upon first logon.

• On Account Modify
CUA Master - The password is changed.
CUA Child - The password change is not distributed to child systems. Password management must be done locally.

NOTE
With SAP Kernel 6.40, an attempt to change the password of an account that does not reside on the Master
system will return PASSWORD NOT ALLOWED.

When connecting to a CUA master system using a pre-expired password, the following occurs:

• On Account Creation for both CUA Master and CUA Child
The password is pre-expired. You must change the password upon first logon.

• On Account Modify
CUA Master - The password is pre-expired. You must change the password upon first logon after the change.
CUA Child - The password change is not distributed to child systems. Password management must be done locally.

Distribution Settings in SAP CUA

Some distribution settings in your CUA environment can cause unexpected results.
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If you use the SAP connector to change an attribute in a way that conflicts with the CUA distribution model, the
modification attempted by the connector may be ignored. In some cases, SAP returns an error. However, in other cases
you receive no notification that your change was ignored.

In addition, the User Console may not give a visual indication that the attribute change is permitted under the current
distribution settings.

With the exception of password management, we recommend that where possible, the distribution settings be set to
"Global".

Use the following advice to design your system:

• When the distribution model for an attribute has been set to "Global", this attribute must be managed by the connector
using the endpoint connecting to the CUA master system.

• When the distribution model for an attribute has been set to "Local", the attribute can only be managed from the
endpoint(s) connecting directly to each individual member system, regardless of its status within the CUA.

• Passwords cannot be managed as "Global", regardless of the distribution settings. Any changes applied to the
password on a CUA master system are not distributed to the child systems by design.

NOTE
For further details on the distribution parameters for fields within transaction SCUM, refer to the SAP Central
User Administration documentation available at http://service.sap.com.

Manage SAP Accounts
You can manage SAP accounts by following the given steps:

NOTE
In the Identity Manager User Console, the SAP NetWeaver R/3 endpoint type represents SAP S/4HANA
endpoint.

Create an Account Template

Create an account template that contains the list of attributes that are mapped to the accounts on the endpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Account Templates, Create Account Template.
3. Select SAP R3/UME in the Create a new account template of Endpoint Type dropdown list and click OK.
4. Specify a name for the account template.
5. Click the Endpoints tab.
6. Click Add SAP R3/UME Endpoint.
7. Search for the SAP R3/UME endpoint and select it.
8. Click Select.
9. Click the Settings tab.
10. Select the location of the user in the Usage Location drop-down.
11. Click Submit.

The account template is created for the SAP endpoint.

Create a Provisioning Role

Create a provisioning role to assign the provisioning details to an account.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Roles and Tasks, Provisioning Roles, Create Provisioning Role.
3. Select Create a new provisioning role and click OK.
4. Specify a name for the provisioning role.
5. Click the Account Templates tab.
6. Click Add Account Template.
7. Search for the account template that you created earlier for the SAP endpoint and select it.
8. Click Select.
9. Click the Administrators tab.
10. Click Add to add the admin policies to the provisioning role.
11. Specify the users that are administrators of the provisioning role. Use the filters in the Users dropdown list as

appropriate.
12. Select the users that the administrators can manage as members or administrators of the provisioning role.
13. Click OK.

The admin policy is added.
14. Click the Owners tab.
15. Click Add to add the owner rules.
16. Select the users that are owners of the provisioning role. Use the filters in the Users drop-down list as appropriate.
17. Click OK.
18. Click Submit.

The provisioning role is created for the SAP endpoint.

Create an Account on the Endpoint

Create an account on the endpoint to assign the provisioning role that was created earlier.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager UI.
2. Navigate to Users, Manage Users, Create User.
3. Select Create a new user and click OK.
4. Specify the mandatory details for the user.
5. Click the Provisioning Roles tab.
6. Click Add a provisioning role.
7. Search for the provisioning role that you created earlier for the SAP endpoint and select it.
8. Click Select.
9. Click Submit.

The account is created on the SAP endpoint.
You can verify whether the account got created in the SAP host machine.

Manage Endpoint Accounts

You can also view, modify, or delete an endpoint account.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Users, Manage Users, Modify User's Endpoint Accounts.
3. Search for a user and select the user.
4. Search for an account of endpoint type SAP R3/UME.
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The accounts that belong to the SAP endpoint are listed.
5. Click the Actions drop-down against the account name to view, modify, or delete the account.

Troubleshooting the Connection to SAP UME
Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Error When Creating a New Account "Unable to read response Can't overwrite cause"

Symptom:

When I attempt to create an account on an SAP UME endpoint, a message similar to the following appears on the User
Console:

SAP-UME: java.security.PrivilegedActionException: com.sun.xml.internal.messaging.saaj.SOAPExceptionImpl:

 Unable to read response: Can't overwrite cause : Unable to read response: Can't overwrite cause 

Solution:

This message appears if the SAP UME endpoint requires that new accounts have a password, and you tried to use the
User Console to create an account without a password.

The message should have stated this, but instead an incorrect message appears.

Create the account again, and verify that you included a password.

Default Java Heap Size Might Be Insufficient

By default, the JVM Java heap size is set to 256 MB. This size is insufficient to explore a directory with 250,000 accounts.

The JVM heap size should be 512 MB.

Some Attributes Are Unavailable on Some SAP UME systems

Some attributes are available on these newer SAP AS Java systems only:

• SAP NetWeaver 7.0 SP17
• SAP NetWeaver 7.01 SP2 and later

The affected attributes are:

• Street Address
• City
• PO Box
• Zip
• State
• Country
• Orgunit
• Accessibilitylevel
• passwordchangerequired

For earlier SAP AS Java systems, these attributes are ignored.
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NOTE
For more information, see "SAP note 1238330 - Missing attribute in SPML schema".

Unable to View or Modify SAP UME Accounts with Unicode or UTF-8 Characters

Symptom:

I created an SAP UME account with Japanese characters in Identity Manager. When I try to view or modify the account
in the User Console, I get an error message that starts with Not a valid IAM handle, and then contains unintelligible
characters.

Solution:

The account is created successfully in Identity Manager, but you cannot display the account in the User Console.
However, you can view the account successfully in the Provisioning Manager.

To display SAP UME accounts created with non-English characters in the Identity Manager User Console, configure the
JBoss server.xml file for UTF-8 encoding for URI.

Cannot Assign ABAP Groups to Accounts

Cannot Assign ABAP Groups to Accounts

When you use the SAP UME connector, you cannot assign ABAP groups to accounts.

Roles in the SAP data store appear in Identity Governance as groups with the data source R3_ROLE_DS.

When you are assigning groups to accounts, avoid those with this data source because these groups cannot be assigned
to an account.

This is due to a limitation in SAP UME. If you try to assign one of these groups to an account, your product will attempt to
assign it, but it will fail.

SCIM Connector
The System for Cross-domain Identity Management (SCIM) specification is designed for easier management of identities
in a multi-domain scenarios via a standardized service. Examples include, enterprise-to-cloud service providers and inter-
cloud scenarios. 

What the SCIM Connector Can Do

SCIM connector lets you manage objects in any endpoint that uses the System for Cross-Domain Identity Management
(SCIM) standard. When you connect Identity Manager to a SCIM endpoint, you can monitor and manage identities on the
endpoint.

SCIM is REST-based and uses JSON. The connector metadata supports the core schema of SCIM 1.1 and 2.0. The
SCIM specification and the core schema documentation is available at http://www.simplecloud.info.

To use the SCIM connector to manage associations, such as association between users and groups, the SCIM server
implementation requires support for filtering.

You can extend the schema to support new types of resources and attributes. The Connector Xpress plugin lets you
extend the metadata to support a stretched SCIM schema.

SCIM - Flow Diagram

The components involved in managing identities on the SCIM endpoint are as follows:
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Downloads

• SCIM Attribute List

More Information

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Secure Communication to the SCIM Connector
This topic covers the following information:

Securing Communication between SCIM Endpoint and Connector Server (CA IAM CS)

The SCIM connector allows passwords and other security information across the network. When you fail to secure the
communication between the endpoint and the connector server, this information is sent unencrypted, creating a security
risk.

The SCIM connector communicates with the REST endpoint. The required privileges for managing objects on the REST
endpoint are specific to that implementation. However, the SCIM connector supports the following authentication methods:

• HTTP Basic Authentication
• Oauth 2.0 Bearer Token with resource owner password grant type
• Oauth 2.0 Bearer Token with client credentials grant type
• Oauth 2.0 with JSON Web Token (JWT)

NOTE
We recommend setting up the SCIM endpoint to support HTTPS and use HTTPS to communicate with the
endpoint.

Register the SCIM Connector as an Oauth Client

To support Oauth authentication, register the SCIM connector with the authorization server of the SCIM endpoint as an
Oauth client application. After this registration, the connector can receive the client id and client secret that are required by
Oauth authentication.

Connect Identity Manager to SCIM Endpoint
You can acquire an endpoint that uses the SCIM standards and manage its objects from Identity Manager using the SCIM
connector. To acquire and manage the endpoint, perform the following tasks in the given order:
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Prerequisites

Ensure that the Connector Server (CA IAM CS) is installed and running.

Import SCIM Endpoint Certificates into the CA IAM CS Keystore

To secure the communication between the Connector Server and SCIM endpoint, the Identity Manager administrator must
import SCIM endpoint  certificates into the Connector Server keystore. If the Connector Server already has the SCIM
certificates, ignore this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Pre-checks
a. Confirm with the SCIM security administrator that the endpoint has been configured to use HTTPS.
b. Decide which certificate to import into the CA IAM CS keystore as a trusted certificate:

• The certificate issued by a Certificate Authority for the SCIM endpoint server.
• A Certificate Authority certificate from the certification chain issued by the SCIM endpoint server. This selection

includes the root Certificate Authority certificate.
2. Log in to the CA IAM CS Management Console.
3. At the top, click the Certificates tab.

This tab lists all the certificates in the keystore. To filter the list of certificates by their names, type in the Certificate
Filter box.

4. To add a certificate, click Add and then enter the details of the certificate.
– Add a certificate

• Certificate: Enter the path to the certificate file.
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate.

– Add a keystore
• Certificate: Enter the path to the keystore file.
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate. This alias also identifies the certificate in that keystore.
• Keystore Password: Enter the password of the keystore.

Create SCIM Endpoint in Identity Manager

Create a SCIM endpoint in the Identity Manager User Console by following the given steps:

NOTE
This procedure is not applicable to Identity Governance.

1. Import the role definition file for the SCIM endpoint into the Identity Manager Management Console.
a. In the Management Console, click Environments.
b. Select the environment where you are adding the endpoint.
c. Click Role and Task Settings.
d. Click Import.
e. Select the role definition for the SCIM endpoint.
f. Click Finish.
g. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

2. Use the SCIM Attribute List and create correlation rules for the attributes that the connector manages.
3. Create an endpoint.

a. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
b. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
c. Select SCIM in the Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type drop-down and click OK.
d. In the Endpoint tab, configure the following fields:
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• Endpoint Name: Enter a name for the SCIM endpoint that you are creating.
• Description: Enter a text that describes the SCIM endpoint.
• SCIM Base URL: Enter the SCIM Base URL.
• SCIM Authentication Method: Select the authentication method that the connector uses to communicate with

the SCIM endpoint.
• HTTP Basic Authentication
• OAuth 2.0 with Resource Owner Password
• OAuth 2.0 with Client Credentials
• OAuth 2.0 with JSON Web Token

• User Name and Password: Enter the SCIM server administrator credentials that the Identity Manager uses to
manage objects on the SCIM endpoint.

• When OAuth is used as the authentication method, enter the following fields:
• SCIM OAuth Token Endpoint URL: Enter the OAuth token endpoint URL.
• SCIM OAuth Client ID and SCIM OAuth Client Secret: When you register the SCIM connector with the

authorization server of the SCIM endpoint as an OAuth client application, the connector receives the client id
and client secret. Enter the client ID and client secret value in the respective fields.

• SCIM OAuth Scope (Optional): Represents the scope of the OAuth access request expressed as a list of
space-delimited, case sensitive strings. The value is defined by the authorization server.

• OAuth Additional Parameters: Enter the additional OAuth parameters that are needed by the OAuth
endpoint.

• Default Account Template: Associate a default account template to the SCIM endpoint.
• Enable Pagination and Page Count: Configure Pagination Settings for Explore and Correlate.

• The Page Count number determines the amount of records retrieved in each page. The recommended value
is 100.

• If pagination is enabled and the Page Count is not set, the default count specified by the endpoint API is
automatically retrieved.

e. Click Submit.

Create and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition

See, Create, and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition.

Create an Account Template
Create an Account Template to control the account attributes a user has on the endpoint when its account is created.

Create a Custom SCIM Endpoint Type Using Layer7 Plugin
The default SCIM endpoint type can manage simple objects, such as a user with basic attributes. For more complex
endpoint management, you can use Layer 7 plugin to perform any of the following tasks:

• Extend or modify the default configuration of SCIM
• Create a custom SCIM endpoint type

Connector Xpress lets you use the Layer 7 plugin which provides pre-defined classes and attributes that you can modify.

When you use the Layer 7 plugin, Connector Xpress generates metadata that describes the relative classes and attributes
so that you can map them to the native schema and create endpoint types based on your business requirements.

The following diagram illustrates how you can create a connector using the Layer 7 plugin:
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Figure 9:
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To create the connector endpoint type using the Layer 7 plugin, perform the following steps:

1. Install or Upgrade Connector Xpress
2. Add and configure a Provisioning Server
3. Create a Connector Server Configuration
4. Complete one of the following steps:

a. If you are using the existing Layer 7 plugin schema, Create Project Using the SCIM Endpoint Type.
b. If you want to create a custom connector endpoint type, perform the following steps:

a. Create a custom project
b. Set up data sources
c. Create an endpoint type
d. Add new attributes

5. Set a managing Connector Server from the endpoint type
6. Deploy the connector endpoint type
7. Acquire, Explore, and Correlate an endpoint

Install Connector Xpress

Upgrade to a version of CA Identity Manager that supports the Layer 7 plugin. For more information, see the CA Identity
Manager Support Matrix. You need not install Connector Xpress on the same computer as CA IAM CS or any other server
component, including the Provisioning Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the CA Identity Manager installation download or other media.
2. Extract the product files (ZIP or TAR).
3. Navigate to the following subfolder and double-click the setup file.

Provisioning\ConnectorXpress

4. Follow the onscreen instructions to complete the installation.

Add and Configure a Provisioning Server

To manage connectors on a server, add and configure a Provisioning Server.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the Provisioning Servers node, then click Add Server.
The Provisioning Server Details dialog appears.

2. Complete the fields in the dialog, then click OK.
Connector Xpress adds the Provisioning Server to the Provisioning Servers tree.

NOTE
If the Provisioning Server already has a Connector Server configured, it appears under the Provisioning
Server node.

Create a Connector Server Configuration

To specify how your Provisioning Server routes endpoint types or individual endpoints to connector servers, you create a
connector server configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Expand the server in the Provisioning Servers tree where you deployed your connectors.
2. Right-click on the CS Configs node and then select New CS Config.

The Connector Server Configuration dialog appears.
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3. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click OK.

Create a Project Using the SCIM Endpoint Type

Projects specify how connectors are configured and deployed to the Provisioning Server. To create a connector endpoint
type, you can either select the SCIM endpoint type or create your own custom connector.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Server Tree, right-click SCIM and click Create a Project.
2. Select No source as the data source to use from the list, then click OK.
3. Enter the password for the selected data source, then click OK.
4. In the Endpoint Type Details dialog, name the endpoint type.
5. Specify the attributes for the endpoint, as required.
6. Click Project, Save, or Save As.

The Save Project As dialog appears.
7. Specify the folder to save the connector project, the file name and the file type for the saved connector, and click Save.

Connector Xpress saves the project.

NOTE
We recommend that you use the default file extension (.con) and that you keep a copy of the project. You
cannot view the stored procedure bindings after you deploy the connector endpoint type, unless you open
the Connector Xpress project file where your bindings are stored.

Create a Custom Project

When you create a custom project, you can use Connector Xpress as an editor for generic metadata, and then create new
attributes, rather than modifying the existing SCIM endpoint type template.

NOTE
If you are using the SCIM endpoint type as a template for the connector, ignore this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Project, New.
2. Select SCIM as the data source to use from the list, then click OK.

The Enter Password for Data Source Dialog appears.
3. Specify the SCIM Base URL, Authentication Type, and Username. If you select the Authentication Type as "OAuth",

specify the OAuth URL, Client, and Grant Type. These details are provided when you register the SCIM connector as
an Oauth client with the authorization server used by the SOAP or REST endpoint.

4. Enter the password for the selected data source, then click OK.
Connector Xpress does the following tasks:
– Displays a Mapping Tree containing a top-level Endpoint Type node.
– Creates a class named User Account by default in the Mapping Tree.
– Displays the Endpoint Type Details dialog.

5. Perform the following steps to map a class for a SCIM data source:
a. Select the endpoints type's resource class that you want to map, for example, User.
b. Map the endpoints' mandatory attributes to the provisioning attributes in the Attribute mapping table.
c. Map any other required attributes, for example, the password and street address.
d. Revise the native class to provisioning mappings they have made on the Mapped Classes dialog.
e. Review the mappings on the Attribute Summary dialog.

6. Expand the Classes node, then click the Attributes node of the class you want to map.
The Map Attributes dialog appears.

7. In the Maps To field, select attribute you want to add.
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Connector Xpress adds the new attribute to the mapping tree.
8. Expand the Attributes node in the mapping tree, then click the new node for the attribute.

The Attribute Details dialog appears.
9. Complete the fields on the Attribute Details dialog.

Set Up Data Sources

A data source is a reference to information related to SCIM schema that Connector Xpress can construct a connector for.

NOTE

• You can connect to the SCIM data source to read its schema and then use Connector Xpress to map the
schema to a new endpoint type.

• When you create a Connector Xpress project, Connector Xpress prompts you to set up your data sources.

When you create a Connector Xpress project, Connector Xpress prompts you to set up your data sources.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Tools, Data Sources.
The Select Data Source for new Project dialog appears.

2. Click Add.
The Source Types dialog appears.

3. Select SCIM data source type from the list, then click OK.
The Edit Source dialog appears, specific to the type of data source you are adding.

4. Specify the SCIM Base URL, Authentication Type, and Username. If you select the Authentication Type as "OAuth",
specify the OAuth URL, Client, and Grant Type. These details are provided when you register the SCIM connector as
an Oauth client with the authorization server used by the SOAP or REST endpoint.

5. (Optional) Click Test to verify your settings and authentication details.
Depending on the authentication method chosen, a subsequent authentication dialog can appear.
Complete the fields on this dialog to continue the test.

6. When the test has completed successfully, click OK.
You have successfully configured the data source type you selected.

Create an Endpoint Type

You can create an endpoint type using the loaded metadata.

NOTE
You can only create an endpoint type when a Connector Xpress project is open.

Follow these steps:

1. Open an existing project.
2. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the Endpoint Types node, then click Create new Endpoint Type.

The Create New Endpoint Type dialog appears.
3. Complete the fields on the dialog, then click OK.

You have defined the name of your new endpoint type and added the endpoint type to the Endpoint Types node of the
Provisioning Server you specified.

Add New Attributes

You can use this procedure to define compound type attributes or any other connector-specific attribute that is not
mapped to an endpoint attribute.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a project of SCIM endpoint node.
2. Expand the Classes node, then click the Attributes node of the class you want to map.
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The Map Attributes dialog appears.
3. In the Maps To field, type the name of the attribute you want to add.

Connector Xpress adds the new attribute to the mapping tree.
4. Expand the Attributes node in the mapping tree, then click the new node for the attribute.

The Attribute Details dialog appears.
5. Complete the fields on the Attribute Details dialog.

Set a Managing Connector Server from the Endpoint Type Node

You can select a connector server to manage a particular endpoint type or endpoint from the endpoint type node.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right-click the endpoint type you want to manage, then click Set Managing CS.
The Select Connector Servers dialog appears.

2. Select the Connector Server or Connector Servers from the list, then click OK.
You have specified the Connector Server or Connector Servers you want to manage. Connector Xpress adds the
endpoint type or endpoint to the managed branches of the selected Connector Servers.

Deploy the Connector Endpoint Type

Once you have created the connector endpoint type, you can deploy the metadata for that connector to a Provisioning
Server.

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have created the connector server configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the existing project that contains the metadata you want to deploy.
Connector Xpress opens the project and displays the metadata in the Edit pane of the Connector Xpress window.

2. In the Provisioning Servers tree, expand the Provisioning Servers node and then choose the server where you want to
deploy the connector.
The Provisioning Server Password Required dialog appears.

3. Complete the fields on the dialog to specify the password for the server, and click OK.
4. Expand the server, and then right-click Endpoint Types, then click Create New Endpoint Type.

The Create New Endpoint Types dialog appears.
5. Complete the fields on the dialog to define the name of your new endpoint type, then click OK.

NOTE
In some cases, a delay occurs before endpoint management screens are available. To check the status of
the screen creation, use View Submitted Tasks in the User Console or configure a workflow process to send
an email notification when the deployment completes.

6. Right-click on your new endpoint and select Acquire Endpoint.
The Create New Endpoint dialog appears.

7. Complete the fields on the dialog to specify the name and password for your new endpoint, then click OK.
8. (Optional) Under the endpoints node, right-click on your new endpoint and choose Explore/correlate endpoint.

The Explore/Correlate Endpoint dialog appears.
9. Complete the fields on the dialog to specify how Connector Xpress explores and correlates the endpoint, then click

OK.
Connector Xpress deploys the connector to the Provisioning Server.
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Acquire, Explore, and Correlate an Endpoint

To acquire an endpoint, first register it in the Provisioning Server, that is, specify the connection details and credentials
of the endpoint so that the connector can communicate with it. Then explore the endpoint for the objects you want to be
managed, and correlate the objects to global users.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right click the Endpoint node that you want to explore or correlate, then click Acquire
Endpoint.
The Create New Endpoint dialog appears.

2. Complete the fields on the Create New Endpoint dialog, then click OK.
You have specified the connection details and credentials of the endpoint.

3. In the Provisioning Servers tree, right click the endpoint node that you created then click Explore/Correlate endpoint.
The Explore/Correlate endpoint dialog appears.

4. Complete the fields on the Explore/Correlate Endpoint dialog, then click OK.
You have specified how Connector Xpress explores and correlate the endpoint.

ServiceNow Connector
NOTICE
Layer 7 (CA API Gateway) connectors are deprecated and the support for the same will be discontinued from
June 30, 2022. Migrate to the REST variant of the WSL7 connectors for continued support.

ServiceNow is a cloud-based ticketing tool that is used to manage Technology Service Management tasks. It provides
a centralized service catalog for personnel to request for technology services or information about applications and
processes that are being used in the system.

What the ServiceNow Connector Can Do

The ServiceNow connector manages ServiceNow users and their association with roles, groups, locations, companies,
cost centers, and departments.

The tasks that the ServiceNow connector enables the applications to do are,

• Create, modify, search, view, and delete users
• Revoke or assign existing groups to users
• Revoke or assign existing roles to users
• Revoke or assign existing delegation to users
• Revoke or assign existing location, company, cost center, and department to users
• Enable or disable a user account
• Synchronize accounts with account templates
• Synchronize users with roles

WARNING

You can manage a ServiceNow endpoint with CA API Gateway Connector (ServiceNow - WSL7) and REST
Connector (ServiceNow). With REST Connector, you can manage a ServiceNow endpoint with REST API
without using CA API Gateway.

We recommend you to use REST Connector (ServiceNow) over CA API Gateway Connector (ServiceNow -
WSL7) as it easy to acquire and manage a ServiceNow endpoint with REST Connector.

To migrate from CA API Gateway Connector (ServiceNow - WSL7) to REST Connector (ServiceNow), see
Migrate to REST Connectors.
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Figure 10: ServiceNow Framework

Considerations

• For security reasons, do not use a ServiceNow user with the admin base system role to acquire the endpoint.
• The connector uses HTTP Basic authentication to communicate with the ServiceNow endpoint.
• ServiceNow WS-Security features are not supported.
• The endpoint URL is not verified when you acquire the ServiceNow endpoint. The URL is verified only when you

create, read, modify, or delete a managed object.

Downloads

• Attribute List
– ServiceNow
– ServiceNow-WSL7

More Information

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Secure Communication to ServiceNow
Since sensitive information is sent over the network, we recommend you to secure all connections to ServiceNow.

•  CA API Gateway Connector (ServiceNow - WSL7)
If you are managing a ServiceNow endpoint with CA API Gateway Connector (ServiceNow - WSL7), ensure that you
secure the connections between CA IAM CS, CA API Gateway, and ServiceNow endpoint.
The connector supports both HTTPS client certificate authentication and anonymous connection from CA IAM CS
to the CA API Gateway. Since sensitive information is sent between the connector and the CA API Gateway, we
recommend securing the connection using HTTPS.
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The connection between CA API Gateway and ServiceNow is always secured. From CA API Gateway, the connector
connects to the ServiceNow instance with OAuth 2.0. You must add the ServiceNow server certificate to CA API
Gateway as a trust anchor. For information about adding the server certificate as a trust anchor to CA API Gateway,
see CA API Gateway Policy Manager.

•  REST Connector (ServiceNow)
If you are managing a ServiceNow endpoint with REST Connector (ServiceNow), the connection between the
connector and the ServiceNow endpoint is always secured. The connector supports HTTPS client certificate
authentication and it connects to the ServiceNow instance with JWT OAuth 2.0.

Manage ServiceNow with REST Connector
WARNING

• You can manage the REST connector based ServiceNow endpoint from the CA Identity Manager User
Console, and not from the Provisioning Manager.

• CA Identity Governance cannot manage a ServiceNow endpoint using REST connector.

You can acquire a ServiceNow endpoint and manage its users from CA Identity Manager using REST Connector. To
achieve this, you must perform the following tasks:

Prerequisites

Ensure that the Connector Server (CA IAM CS) is installed and running.

Configure a User to Acquire ServiceNow Endpoint

If you choose to enforce strict security on the ServiceNow instance, configure ServiceNow access control to grant user
(that acquires endpoint) with privileges to create, update, query, and delete records in the following tables:

sys_user 

sys_user_has_role 

sys_user_grmember 

sys_user_delegate

Additionally, configure ServiceNow access control to grant user with privileges to query records in the following tables:

sys_user_role

sys_user_group

core_company

cmn_department

cmn_cost_center

cmn_location

The user must also have proper REST roles.

Create a ServiceNow Endpoint in CA Identity Manager

Create a ServiceNow endpoint in the CA Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Import the role definition file for the endpoint into the CA Identity Manager Management Console.
a. In the Management Console, click Environments.
b. Select the environment where you are adding the endpoint.
c. Click Role and Task Settings.
d. Click Import.
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e. Select the role definition for the endpoint (ServiceNow) under Category: Endpoint Type.
f. Click Finish.
g. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

2. Use the ServiceNow Attribute List and create correlation rules for the attributes that the connector manages.
3. Create an endpoint.

a. Log in to the CA Identity Manager User Console.
b. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
c. Select ServiceNow in the Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type drop-down and click OK.
d. In the Endpoint tab, configure the following fields:

a. Endpoint Name: Enter a name for the ServiceNow endpoint that you are creating.
b. Description: Enter a text that describes the ServiceNow endpoint.
c. ServiceNow Tenant Name: Enter the tenant name of ServiceNow.

Format: <hostname>.<domain>.com
Example: demo.service-now.com

d. Rest Authentication Method: The authentication method used by the connector to communicate with
ServiceNow is HTTP Basic authentication, and it cannot be changed.

e. User Name and Password: Enter the login credentials of the user who administers ServiceNow.
f. Default Account Template: Associate a default account template to the ServiceNow endpoint.

e. Click Submit.

Create and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition

See, Create, and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition.

Provisioning components (Provisioning Server, Java Connector Server, C++ Connector Server) support pagination based
search results from the ServiceNow endpoint during an Explore and Correlate operation. For more information, see
Pagination in Provisioning Components.

Create an Account Template

Create an Account Template to control the account attributes a user has on the endpoint when its account is created.

Note:

• On the endpoint, if the Account ID represents the user email address, consider applying any one of the suggested
configurations. Ensure that you apply the given configuration before performing an Explore and Correlate operation or
provisioning an account for the CA Identity Manager user on the endpoint.
– While creating a user in CA Identity Manager, enter the User ID as email address.
– In the Account Template screen, update the Account ID string from %AC% to either,

• %AC@<domain>.com
or

• %UE%, which is an email string
When you opt for the second option, ensure that you manually create correlation rules to map the CA Identity
Manager user attributes with the endpoint attributes.

Manage ServiceNow with CA API Gateway Connector
You can acquire a ServiceNow endpoint and manage its users from CA Identity Manager using CA API Gateway
Connector. To achieve this, you must perform the following tasks:
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Prerequisites

• Ensure that the Connector Server (CA IAM CS) is installed and running.
• CA API Gateway Connector (ServiceNow - WSL7) communicates with ServiceNow through CA API Gateway.

Ensure that the following CA API Gateway components are installed:
– CA API Gateway Server
– CA API Gateway Policy Manager
The desktop or web-based version of the Policy Manager is installed with CA API Gateway. You can also access a
web-based version of the Policy Manager at https://<gatewayHostName>:8443/ssg/webadmin.
In the Policy Manager, you configure assertions that transform an endpoint web service API into the REST format that
the connector can process.

Configure a User to Acquire ServiceNow Endpoint

If you choose to enforce strict security on the ServiceNow instance, configure ServiceNow access control to grant user
(that acquires endpoint) with privileges to create, update, query, and delete records in the following tables:

sys_user 

sys_user_has_role 

sys_user_grmember 

sys_user_delegate

Additionally, configure ServiceNow access control to grant user with privileges to query records in the following tables:

sys_user_role

sys_user_group

core_company

cmn_department

cmn_cost_center

cmn_location

The user must also have proper REST roles.

Create CA API Gateway Service for ServiceNow and Import the ServiceNow Policy

CA API Gateway connector includes preconfigured XML files that create services for the supported endpoint types. The
service applies a policy to all requests under a specified resource path. The policy translates the connector requests in the
SCIM format to a format that the endpoint understands, and vice versa.

Follow these steps:

1. From Connector Server, log in to your CA API Gateway Policy Manager at:
https://gatewayHostName:8443/ssg/webadmin

NOTE
You can use the desktop CA API Gateway Policy Manager application as well, but you need access to
servicenow_policy.xml from Connector Server.

2. From the Services and Policies List window, right-click the server node and select Create New Folder.
You use this new folder for ServiceNow policies and service.

3. Right-click the new folder and select Publish RESTful Service Proxy with WADL.
4. From the first page, select Manual Entry and click Next.

The Publish REST Service Proxy Wizard starts.
5. For Service Name, enter a name such as ServiceNow1.
6. In the Resource Base URL field, enter http://localhost/ServiceNow/v1 and click Finish.
7. Right-click the new service and select Service Properties.
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The Published Service Properties page opens.
8. Select the HTTP/FTP tab, and verify that the field Custom resolution is /ServiceNow/v1/*.
9. Under Allowed HTTP Methods, select PATCH.
10. Click OK.
11. Double-click the new CA API Gateway service.

The Policy Development window displays the default service policies.
12. Click Import Policy.

WARNING
When importing policies, a pop-up requests information about importing from an unresolved identity provider.
In the Action section, select Import erroneous assertions as is.

13. In the Connector Server, browse to the following file and click open:
C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\Connector Server\jcs\resources\scim\servicenow_policy.xml

14. Click Save and Activate to save and activate the imported policies.
After activation, you can find all the ServiceNow related policy fragments under the root folder in the Services and
Policies window. You can cut and paste the policy fragments to the folder you created for ServiceNow in step 2.

Configure HTTPS Client Certificate Authentication from Connector Server to CA API Gateway

CA API Gateway connector (ServiceNow - WSL7) supports both HTTPS client certificate authentication and anonymous
connection from Connector Server to CA API Gateway. Since sensitive information is sent between the connector and CA
API Gateway, we recommend securing the connection using HTTPS.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the CA Certificate from the Connector Server console:
a. Using Internet Explorer, access the JCS console at https://localhost:20443/main.
b. Advance through the security warnings.
c. Click Certificate, View Certificate.
d. From the certificate dialog, select the Certification Path tab.
e. Select Provisioning Services, and click View Certificate.
f. Click the Details tab, select Copy to File, and save the CA Certificate for Connector Server.

2. From the CA API Gateway Policy Manager, import the CA certificate for Connector Server into the CA API
Gateway Server.

3. Open the certificate properties and click the Options tab.
4. If not selected, select the following options:

– Outbound SSL Connections
– Signing Certificates for Outbound SSL Connections
– Signing Client Certificates

5. Click the Validation tab, and select Certificate is a Trust Anchor.
6. Set the Revocation Checking option to Disabled.
7. Save the settings.
8. From the CA API Gateway Policy Manager, select the option Create Federated Identity Provider and set the

following:
Credential Source Type Allowed set to X.509 Certificate

9. Add the CA certificate that is imported in step 2 as a Trusted Certificate to the provider.
OU=Provisioning Services,O=Identity Management,L=Islandia,ST=NY,C=US

10. In the new Federated Identity Provider, create a user with the DN of the JCS certificate:
cn=eta_server,ou=provisioning services, o=identity management, st=ny, c=us

11. Enable the following disabled assertions, and select Save and Activate:
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– Require SSL or TLS Transport between Client Certificate Authentication
– Request: Authenticate User:eta_server from <provider>

12. Open the assertion Request: Authenticate User.
13. From the Search Identity Provider window, select the identity provider you added.
14. Search for the new user you created.
15. Save and Activate the policy.

Add ServiceNow Certificate to CA API Gateway

You must add ServiceNow server certificate to CA API Gateway as a trust anchor.

For information about adding the server certificate as a trust anchor to CA API Gateway, see CA API Gateway Policy
Manager.

Import CA API Gateway Certificate into the Connector Server

Import CA API Gateway certificate into the Connector Server keystore only once the Gateway Server is configured to use
SSL.

Follow these steps:

1. Decide which certificates to import into the Connector Server keystore as a trusted certificate:
– CA API Gateway certificate.
– The root certificate of the certificate authority that has issued CA API Gateway certificate, and the application server

certificate.
2. Perform the following steps in the Connector Server Management Console:

a. Log in to the Connector Server Management Console.
b. At the top, click the Certificates tab.

This tab lists all the certificates in the Connector Server keystore. To filter the list of certificates, type their name in
the Certificate Filter box.

c. To add a certificate, click Add, then enter the details of the certificate.
Add a certificate:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the certificate file.
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate.
Add a keystore:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the keystore file.
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate. This alias also identifies the certificate in that keystore.
• Keystore Password: Enter the password of the keystore.

3. Repeat steps for each certificate you want to add to the Connector Server.

Create a ServiceNow Endpoint in CA Identity Manager

Create a ServiceNow endpoint in the CA Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Import the role definition file for the endpoint into the CA Identity Manager Management Console.
a. In the Management Console, click Environments.
b. Select the environment where you are adding the endpoint.
c. Click Role and Task Settings.
d. Click Import.
e. Select the role definition for the endpoint (ServiceNow - WSL7) under Category: Endpoint Type.
f. Click Finish.
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g. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.
2. Use the ServiceNow - WSL7 attribute list and create correlation rules for the attributes that the connector manages.
3. Create an endpoint.

a. Log in to the CA Identity Manager User Console.
b. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
c. Select ServiceNow - WSL7 in the Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type drop-down and click OK.
d. In the Endpoint tab, configure the following fields:

a. Endpoint Name: Enter a name for the ServiceNow endpoint that you are creating.
b. Description: Enter a text that describes the ServiceNow endpoint.
c. SCIM Base URL (Layer 7): Enter the SCIM Base URL of the Layer 7 service for ServiceNow.
d. ServiceNow Endpoint URL: Enter theServiceNow Endpoint URL.
e. User Name and Password: Enter the login credentials of the user administering ServiceNow.
f. Custom Properties: Add a custom endpoint property, if necessary.
g. Default Account Template: Associate a default account template to the ServiceNow endpoint.

e. Click Submit.

Create and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition

See, Create, and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition.

Provisioning components (Provisioning Server, Java Connector Server, C++ Connector Server) support pagination based
search results from the ServiceNow - WSL7 endpoint during an Explore and Correlate operation. For more information,
see Pagination in Provisioning Components.

Create an Account Template

Create an Account Template to control the account attributes a user has on the endpoint when its account is created.

Note:

• On the endpoint, if the Account ID represents the user email address, consider applying any one of the suggested
configurations. Ensure that you apply the given configuration before performing an Explore and Correlate operation or
provisioning an account for the CA Identity Manager user on the endpoint.
– While creating a user in CA Identity Manager, enter the User ID as email address.
– In the Account Template screen, update the Account ID string from %AC% to either,

• %AC@<domain>.com
or

• %UE%, which is an email string
When you opt for the second option, ensure that you manually create correlation rules to map the CA Identity
Manager user attributes with the endpoint attributes.

Troubleshooting

Symptom:

The ServiceNow endpoint returns a 400 Bad Request error.

Cause:

The updated ServiceNow endpoint rejects requests from Identity Manager because of duplicate header values.

Workaround:

1. Open the ServiceNow policy from the API Gateway Policy Manager.
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2. Apply the following fix at places where the HTTP(S) Routing Properties assertion is used:
a. Remove the Authorization header from the Headers tab as the "Use HTTP Credentials from Request" option in

the Authentication tab already adds the Authorization header.

Amazon Web Services Connector

Introduction

Amazon Web Services (AWS) is a secure cloud services platform, offering computing power, database storage, content
delivery and other functionalities to help businesses scale and grow. AWS allows subscribers to have at their disposal a
full-fledged virtual cluster of computers, available all the time, through the Internet.

What AWS Connector Can do

AWS connector lets you administer the users on AWS endpoints. Other AWS objects, such as public groups are read-
only.

This table lists the tasks that the connector lets applications do:

Task CA Identity Manager CA Identity Governance

Create, view, update, delete an AWS user Yes Yes

Assign and unassign a user to existing
AWS group(s)

Yes No

Enable and disable AWS Management
Console access to a user

Yes No

Connecting AWS to CA Identity Manager or CA Identity Governance

CA Identity Manager connects directly to CA IAM CS.

You can connect CA Identity Governance to CA IAM CS directly or through CA Identity Manager. In the following diagram,
the two ways of connecting CA Identity Governance are shown with dotted lines:
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Supported Systems

For information on supported AWS release versions, see the Connector Support Matrix.

Downloads

• Attribute List
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Security Requirements for AWS Connector
Before acquiring the AWS endpoint, the administrator must have met the following security requirements.

• Create Admin user with required privilegesUsers should be a part of the AdministratorAccess policy with access
to IAM services.

• Get the Access Key to be able to acquire AWS endpoint
a. Log in to the AWS endpoint as an administrator
b. Navigate to Users, and select a user
c. On the Security Credentials tab click Create Access

This will provide you with the access key to acquire the endpoint

NOTE
Identity Manager supports only AWS Management Console Access.

How to Connect to AWS Connector
The following diagram shows the tasks that are required to connect to the endpoint, and who does each task.
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Figure 11: Connect_to_AWS_Connector

Connect to the Endpoint in CA Identity Manager

This procedure is for the CA Identity Manager administrator. It does not apply to CA Identity Governance or CA
CloudMinder.

Follow these steps:
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This attribute list consists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. You will use this information in the
following steps.

1. Set up the connector in CA Identity Manager:
a. Import the role definition file.
b. Create correlation rules using the information in the attribute list.

2. Connect to an endpoint:
a. Add the endpoint to the environment.

While filling the fields on the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list.
b. Create an explore and correlate definition.
c. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

Enable/Disable Management Console Access on CA Identity Manager:

While disabling a user on CA Identity Manager, the password is deleted on the endpoint. To re-enable the management
console access, the password should be reset using the Modify User’s Endpoint Accounts or Modify Orphan Account
option.

Zendesk Connector
NOTICE
Layer 7 (CA API Gateway) connectors are deprecated and the support for the same will be discontinued from
June 30, 2022. Migrate to the REST variant of the WSL7 connectors for continued support.

Zendesk is a cloud-based customer service platform for tracking tickets, supporting customers, and enabling end-user self
service.

What the Zendesk Connector Can Do

The Zendesk connector manages Zendesk users and their associations with organizations, groups, and agent roles. The
connector uses Zendesk REST APIs to manage the endpoint.

The tasks that the Zendesk connector enables the applications to do are,

• Create, modify, search, view, and delete users
• Revoke or assign existing groups to users with agent and administrator roles
• Revoke or assign existing organizations to users
• Manage the role of a user
• Enable or disable a user account
• Synchronize accounts with account templates
• Synchronize users with roles

WARNING

You can manage a Zendesk endpoint with CA API Gateway Connector (Zendesk - WSL7) and REST
Connector (Zendesk). With REST Connector, you can manage a Zendesk endpoint with REST API without
using CA API Gateway.

We recommend you to use REST Connector (Zendesk) over CA API Gateway Connector (Zendesk -WSL7)
as it easy to acquire and manage a Zendesk endpoint with REST Connector.

To migrate from CA API Gateway Connector (Zendesk - WSL7) to REST Connector (Zendesk), see Migrate
to REST Connectors.
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Figure 12: Zendesk Framework

Considerations

• To manage Zendesk custom agent roles, you must have the enterprise version of Zendesk.
• The endpoint URL is not verified when you acquire the Zendesk endpoint. The URL is verified only when you create,

read, modify, or delete a managed object.
• Before connecting Zendesk to your deployment, add an admin type Zendesk user for the connector to use.

Downloads

• Attribute List
– Zendesk Attribute List
– Zendesk - WSL7

More Information

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Secure Communication to Zendesk
Since sensitive information is sent over the network, we recommend you to secure all connections to Zendesk.

• CA API Gateway Connector (Zendesk - WSL7)
If you are managing a Zendesk endpoint with CA API Gateway Connector (Zendesk - WSL7), ensure that you
secure the connections between CA IAM CS, CA API Gateway, and Zendesk endpoint. 
The connector supports both HTTPS client certificate authentication and anonymous connection from CA IAM CS to
CA API Gateway. Since sensitive information is sent between the connector and CA API Gateway, we recommend
securing the connection using HTTPS.
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The connection between CA API Gateway and Zendesk is always secured. From CA API Gateway, the connector
connects to the Zendesk instance with OAuth 2.0. You must add the Zendesk server certificate to CA API Gateway as
a trust anchor. For information about adding the server certificate as a trust anchor to CA API Gateway, see CA API
Gateway Policy Manager.

• REST Connector (Zendesk)
If you are managing a Zendesk endpoint with REST Connector (Zendesk), the connection between the connector and
Zendesk endpoint is always secured. The connector supports HTTPS client certificate authentication and it connects to
the Zendesk instance with JWT OAuth 2.0.

Manage Zendesk with REST Connector
WARNING
You can manage the REST connector based Zendesk endpoint from the CA Identity Manager User Console,
and not from the Provisioning Manager.

You can acquire a Zendesk endpoint and manage its users from CA Identity Manager using REST Connector. To achieve
this, you must perform the following tasks:

Prerequisites

Ensure that the Connector Server (CA IAM CS) is installed and running.

Create a Zendesk Endpoint in CA Identity Manager

Create a Zendesk endpoint in the CA Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Import the role definition file for the endpoint into the CA Identity Manager Management Console.
a. In the Management Console, click Environments.
b. Select the environment where you are adding the endpoint.
c. Click Role and Task Settings.
d. Click Import.
e. Select the role definition for the endpoint (Zendesk) under Category: Endpoint Type.
f. Click Finish.
g. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

2. Use the Zendesk Attribute List and create correlation rules for the attributes that the connector manages.
3. Create an endpoint.

a. Log in to the CA Identity Manager User Console.
b. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
c. Select Zendesk in the Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type drop-down and click OK.
d. In the Endpoint tab, configure the following fields:

a. Endpoint Name: Enter a name for the Zendesk endpoint that you are creating.
b. Description:  Enter a text that describes the Zendesk endpoint.
c. Zendesk Domain Name: Enter the host name of the Zendesk endpoint.

Format: <hostname>.<domain>.comExample: demo.zendesk.com
d. REST Authentication Method: The authentication method used by the connector to communicate with the

Zendesk endpoint is HTTP Basic Authentication, and it cannot be changed.
e. User Name and Password: Enter the login credentials of the user administering the Zendesk endpoint.
f. Default Account Template: Associate a default account template to the Zendesk endpoint.

e. Click Submit.
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Create and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition

See, Create, and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition.

Provisioning components (Provisioning Server, Java Connector Server, C++ Connector Server) support pagination
based search results from the Zendesk endpoint during an Explore and Correlate operation. For more information, see
Pagination in Provisioning Components.

Create an Account Template

Create an Account Template to control the account attributes a user has on the endpoint when its account is created.

Note:

• On the endpoint, if the Account ID represents the user email address, consider applying any one of the suggested
configurations. Ensure that you apply the given configuration before performing an Explore and Correlate operation or
provisioning an account for the CA Identity Manager user on the endpoint.
– While creating a user in CA Identity Manager, enter the User ID as email address.
– In the Account Template screen, update the Account ID string from %AC% to either,

• %AC@<domain>.com
or

• %UE%, which is an email string
When you opt for the second option, ensure that you manually create correlation rules to map the CA Identity
Manager user attributes with the endpoint attributes.

Manage Zendesk with CA API Gateway Connector
WARNING

• Identity Governance cannot manage a Zendesk endpoint using CA API Gateway connector.

You can acquire a Zendesk endpoint and manage its users from Identity Manager using CA API Gateway Connector. To
achieve this, you must perform the following tasks:

Prerequisites

• Ensure that the Connector Server (CA IAM CS) is installed and running.
• CA API Gateway Connector (Zendesk - WSL7) communicates with a Zendesk endpoint through CA API Gateway.

Ensure that the following CA API Gateway components are installed:
– CA API Gateway Server
– CA API Gateway Policy Manager

• The Policy Manager is a desktop application that installs with CA API Gateway Server. You can also access a web-
based version of the Policy Manager at https://<gatewayHostName>:8443/ssg/webadmin.
In the Policy Manager, you configure assertions that transform ODATA from Zendesk into the SCIM format that the
connector can process.

Create CA API Gateway Service for Zendesk and Import the Zendesk Policy

You must create CA API Gateway service for Zendesk and import the preconfigured XML policy to CA API Gateway.

Follow these steps:

1. From Connector Server, log in to the CA API Gateway Manager at:
https://gatewayHostName:8443/ssg/webadmin

2. From the Services and Policies List window, right-click the server node and select Create New Folder.
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You use this new folder for Zendesk policies and service.
3. Right-click the new folder and select Publish RESTful Service Proxy with WADL.
4. From the first page, select Manual Entry and click Next.

The Publish REST Service Proxy Wizard starts.
5. For Service Name, enter a name such as Zendesk v2.
6. In the Resource Base URL field, enter http://localhost/Zendesk/v2 and click Finish.
7. Right-click the new service and select Service Properties.

The Published Service Properties page opens.
8. Select the HTTP/FTP tab, and verify that the field Custom resolution is /Zendesk/v2/*.
9. Under Allowed HTTP Methods, select PATCH.
10. Click OK.
11. Double-click the new CA API Gateway service.

The Policy Development window displays the default service policies.
12. Click Import Policy.

WARNING

When importing policies, a pop-up requests information about importing from an unresolved identity provider.
In the Action section, select Import erroneous assertions as is

13. In the Connector Server, browse to the following file and click open:
C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\Connector Server\jcs\resources\scim\zendesk_policy.xml

14. Click Save and Activate to save and activate the imported policies.
After activation, you can find the included policy fragments with a title starting with Zendesk. You can cut and paste
fragments into your new CA API Gateway Service for Zendesk.

Configure HTTPS Client Certificate Authentication from Connector Server to CA API Gateway

CA API Gateway Connector (Zendesk - WSL7) supports both HTTPS client certificate authentication and anonymous
connection from Connector Server to CA API Gateway. Since sensitive information is sent between the connector and CA
API Gateway, we recommend securing the connection using HTTPS.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the CA Certificate from the Connector Server console:
a. Using Internet Explorer, access the JCS console at https://localhost:20443/main.
b. Advance through the security warnings.
c. Click Certificate, View Certificate.
d. From the certificate dialog, select the Certification Path tab.
e. Select Provisioning Services, and click View Certificate.
f. Click the Details tab, select Copy to File, and save the CA Certificate for Connector Server.

2. From CA API Gateway Policy Manager, import the CA certificate for Connector Server into CA API Gateway Server.
3. Open the certificate properties and click the Options tab.
4. If not selected, select the following options:

– Outbound SSL Connections
– Signing Certificates for Outbound SSL Connections
– Signing Client Certificates

5. Click the Validation tab, and select Certifcate is a Trust Anchor.
6. Set the Revocation Checking option to Disabled.
7. Save the settings.
8. From CA API Gateway Policy Manager, select the option Create Federated Identity Provider and set the following:

Credential Source Type Allowed set to X.509 Certificate
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9. Add the CA certificate imported in step 2 as a Trusted Certificate to the provider.
OU=Provisioning Services,O=Identity Management,L=Islandia,ST=NY,C=US

10. In the new Federated Identity Provider, create a user with the DN of the JCS certificate:
cn=eta_server,ou=provisioning services, o=identity management, st=ny, c=us

11. Enable the following disabled assertions, and select Save and Activate:
– Require SSL or TLS Transport between Client Certificate Authentication
– Request: Authenticate User:eta_server from <provider>

12. Open the assertion Request: Authenticate User.
13. From the Search Identity Provider window, select the identity provider you added.
14. Search for the new user you created.
15. Save and Activate the policy.

Add Zendesk Certificate to CA API Gateway Server

You must add Zendesk server certificate to CA API Gateway as a trust anchor.

For information about adding the server certificate as a trust anchor to CA API Gateway, see CA API Gateway Policy
Manager.

Import CA API Gateway Certificate into the Connector Server

Import CA API Gateway certificate into the Connector Server keystore only once the Gateway Server is configured to use
SSL.

Follow these steps:

1. Decide which certificates to import into the Connector Server keystore as a trusted certificate:
– CA API Gateway certificate.
– The root certificate of the certificate authority that has issued CA API Gateway certificate, and the application server

certificate.
2. Perform the following steps in the Connector Server Management Console:

a. Log in to the Connector Server Management Console.
b. At the top, click the Certificates tab.

This tab lists all of the certificates in the Connector Server keystore. To filter the list of certificates, type their name
in the Certificate Filter box.

c. To add a certificate, click Add, then enter the details of the certificate.
Add a certificate:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the certificate file.
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate.
Add a keystore:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the keystore file.
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate. This alias also identifies the certificate in that keystore.
• Keystore Password: Enter the password of the keystore.

3. Repeat steps for each certificate you want to add to the Connector Server.

Create a Zendesk Endpoint in CA Identity Manager

Create a Zendesk endpoint in the CA Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Import the role definition file for the endpoint into the CA Identity Manager Management Console.
a. In the Management Console, click Environments.
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b. Select the environment where you are adding the endpoint.
c. Click Role and Task Settings.
d. Click Import.
e. Select the role definition for the endpoint (Zendesk - WSL7) under Category: Endpoint Type.
f. Click Finish.
g. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

2. Use the Zendesk - WSL7 Attribute List and create correlation rules for the attributes that the connector manages.
3. Create an endpoint.

a. Log in to the CA Identity Manager User Console.
b. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
c. Select Zendesk - WSL7 in the Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type drop-down and click OK.
d. In the Endpoint tab, configure the following fields:

a. Endpoint Name: Enter a name for the Zendesk endpoint that you are creating.
b. Description:  Enter a text that describes the Zendesk endpoint.
c. SCIM Base URL (Layer 7): Enter the URL that CA API Gateway uses to connect to the Zendesk endpoint.
d. Zendesk Endpoint URL: Enter the URL of the Zendesk endpoint.
e. User Name and Password : Enter the login credentials of the user administering the Zendesk endpoint.
f. Default Account Template: Associate a default account template to the Zendesk endpoint.

e. Click Submit.

Create and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition

See, Create, and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition.

Provisioning components (Provisioning Server, Java Connector Server, C++ Connector Server) support pagination based
search results from the Zendesk - WSL7 endpoint during an Explore and Correlate operation. For more information, see
Pagination in Provisioning Components.

Create an Account Template

Create an Account Template to control the account attributes a user has on the endpoint when its account is created.

Note:

• On the endpoint, if the Account ID represents the user email address, consider applying any one of the suggested
configurations. Ensure that you apply the given configuration before performing an Explore and Correlate operation or
provisioning an account for the CA Identity Manager user on the endpoint.
– While creating a user in CA Identity Manager, enter the User ID as email address.
– In the Account Template screen, update the Account ID string from %AC% to either,

• %AC@<domain>.com
or

• %UE%, which is an email string

IBM Connectors
This section includes the following topics:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.
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IBM DB2 for z/OS

Downloads:

•    Attribute List   

•    Connector (embedded in CSS)

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

The connector for DB2 UDB for z/OS (DBZ) lets you manage user authorization and privileges of a DB2 UDB on z/OS
instance and database on a z/OS mainframe.

Using this connector, you can do the following:

• Create, modify, or delete DBZ Endpoint Types, endpoints, users, and account templates in CA Identity Manager
• Create, modify, and remove users in the DBZ database on z/OS
• Manage user identifiers, authorizations, and privileges that exist in the DBZ authorization and privileges tables.

However, you cannot use this connector to map stored functions.

This connector does not support FIPs or IPv6.

This connector is managed by CCS.

NOTE
Before you use the connector, set up the license file for JDBC.

Connect to a DBZ Endpoint
The DBZ endpoint registers a Windows System ODBC Data Source Name (DSN) for the database and saves the
necessary information to establish a connection and execute SQL statements with the database.

This section contains the following topics:

Prerequisites

You must install the IBM Data Server Runtime Client (Windows 32-bit AMD and Intel x86) on the machine where you have
installed the C++ Connector Server.

Acquire a DBZ Database Using the User Console

You must acquire the DB2 z/OS database before you can administer it with CA Identity Manager.

To acquire an DBZ database using the User Console

1. Select Endpoints, Manage Endpoints,Create Endpoint
2. Select DB2 ZOS Server from the drop-down list box on Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type, and click Ok

Use the Create DB2 ZOS Endpoint page to register a DB2 ZOS database. During the registration process, CA Identity
Manager identifies the DBZ database and gathers information about it.

3. After entering the required information, click Submit.
You are now ready to explore and Correlate the endpoint.

4. Click Endpoints, Explore and Correlate Definitions, Create Explore and Correlate Definition to explore the objects that
exist on the endpoint.
The Exploration process finds all DBZ accounts and groups. You can correlate the accounts with global users at this
time or you can correlate them later.
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5. Click OK to start a new definition.
6. Complete the Explore and Correlate Tab as follows:

a. Fill in Explore and Correlate name with any meaningful name.
Click Select Container/Endpoint/Explore Method to click a DBZ endpoint to explore.

b. Click the Explore/Correlate Actions to perform:
• Explore directory for managed objects -- Finds objects that are stored on the endpoint and not in the

provisioning directory.
• Correlate accounts to users -- Correlates the objects that were found in the explore function with users in the

provisioning directory. If the user is found, the object is correlated with the user. However, you can instead select
that you want to assign the account to the existing user (the default user) or create the user.

• Update user fields -- If a mapping exists between the object fields and the user fields, the user fields are
updated with data from the objects fields.

7. Complete the Recurrence tab if you want to schedule when the task to executes.
a. Click Schedule.
b. Complete the fields to determine when this task should execute.

You may prefer to schedule the task to execute overnight to interfere less with routine access of the system.

NOTE
This operation requires the client browser to be in the same time zone as the server. For example, if the
client time is 10:00 PM on Tuesday when the server time is 7:00 AM, the Explore and Correlate definition will
not work.

8. Click Submit.

To use an explore and correlate definition

1. In a CA Identity Manager environment, click Endpoints, Execute Explore and Correlate.
2. Click an explore and correlate definition to execute.
3. Click Submit.

The user accounts that exist on the endpoint are created or updated in CA Identity Manager based on the explore and
correlate definition you created.

Acquire a DBZ Database Using the Provisioning Manager

NOTE

This topic is for CA Identity Manager users only.

To acquire a DBZ database, you must do the following:

From the Endpoint Type task view

1. Register the database as an endpoint in CA Identity Manager.
Use the DBZ Endpoint property sheet to register a DB2 z/OS database. During the registration process, CA Identity
Manager identifies the DBZ database you want to administer and gathers information about it.

2. Explore the objects that exist on the endpoint.
After registering the database in CA Identity Manager, you can explore its contents. Use the Explore and Correlate
Endpoint dialog. The Exploration process finds all DBZ database authorization names that exist in the database
authorization tables. You can correlate the authorization names of the User type (DBZ Users) with global users at this
time, or you can wait to correlate them.

3. Correlate the explored DBZ users with global users.
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When you correlate DBZ users, CA Identity Manager creates or links the DBZ users to an endpoint with global users,
as follows:
a. CA Identity Manager attempts to match the DBZ user name with each existing global user name. If a match is

found, CA Identity Manager associates the DBZ user name with the global user. If a match is not found, CA Identity
Manager performs the following step.

b. If the Create Global Users as Needed button is checked, CA Identity Manager creates a new global user and then
associates the DBZ account with the global user. If the Create Global Users as Needed button is unchecked, CA
Identity Manager performs the next step.

c. CA Identity Manager associates the DBZ user with the [default user] object.

Acquire or Remove a New Endpoint

When the DBZ connector receives an 'Add new endpoint' or 'Remove an endpoint' request, the following steps are taken:

On the machine running the C++ Connector Server

1. Catalog or un-catalog a database entry for a database within the DBZ instance.
2. Register or un-register an ODBC system data source.

 

Working with the IBM DB2 UDB for z/OS Connector
This section contains the following topics:

DBZ Account Templates

The DBZ Default Policy, provided with your connector, gives a user the minimum security level needed to access an
endpoint. You can use it as a model to create new account templates.

Synchronize an Account from an Account Template

There are several rules for account synchronization from an account template in the DBZ Connector.

During the account synchronization process

1. When there are multiple account templates associated with a DBZ account, the DBZ Connector merges those account
templates to generate an intermediate effective account template. During the merge, if there are conflicting settings
with the same authority, database privilege, or object privilege among the different account templates, the DBZ
Connector selects the setting with the highest restriction.
For example, if Account Template One grants DBADM and Account Template Two does not, the effective account
template does not grant DBADM. Another example: If Account Template One grants CONTROL and SELECT
with GRANT option on view SYSCAT.ATTRIBUTES, but Account Template Two revokes CONTROL from and
grants SELECT on view SYSCAT.ATTRIBUTES, the effective account template grants only SELECT on view
SYSCAT.ATTRIBUTES and revokes CONTROL from SYSCAT.ATTRIBUTES.

2. If one of the merged account templates is set to use strong synchronization, the DBZ Connector applies the effective
account template to the account using strong synchronization. If not, the effective account template uses weak
synchronization.

3. For strong synchronization, the DBZ Connector replaces the account's authorities and privilege settings with that of the
effective account template.

4. For weak synchronization, if there is a difference between the account settings and the effective account template, the
DBZ Connector uses the setting that has the higher restriction.
For example, if an account is granted DBADM, and the effective account template does not grant DBADM, the account
will not be granted DBADM. If an account is not granted DBADM and the effective account template grants DBADM,
the account will still not be granted DBADM.
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Another example: If an account is granted CONTROL and SELECT with GRANT option on view
SYSCAT.ATTRIBUTES, but the effective account template revokes CONTROL from and grants SELECT on view
SYSCAT.ATTRIBUTES, the account is granted only SELECT on view SYSCAT.ATTRIBUTES and CONTROL is
revoked from SYSCAT.ATTRIBUTES.

When checking account or account template synchronization, the same process of generating effective account template
applies, as do the rules of comparison. If you are going to synchronize account settings with the effective account
template, and the account's authority and privilege settings do not change, the DBZ Connector considers the account
synchronized with its associated account templates.

DBZ Accounts

The DBZ Account represents the authentication and privileges of the DBZ users of the DBZ instance and database on a z/
OS mainframe.

The DBZ Connector does not manage user accounts and groups of the operating system. The DB2 Users that are
managed by the DB2 z/OS Connector are the user identifiers, authorizations, and privileges that exist in the DB2
authorization and privileges tables.

Create DBZ Accounts

CA Identity Manager lets you manage accounts from the Endpoint Type task view. Use the DBZ User property sheet when
managing your accounts

To create DBZ Accounts

1. Click the Endpoint Type task button and select DBZ Endpoint from the drop-down list box.
2. Search for the endpoint on which you want to create an account.
3. Right-click on the endpoint in the list view and choose Content from the pop-up menu.
4. Select Accounts in the Container Tree box and click New.

The DBZ User Property Sheet appears.
5. Complete the DBZ User Property Sheet and click OK.

A new DBZ account is now created.

DBZ User Property Sheet

The DBZ User Property Sheet consists of 16 property pages with the following 14 pages specific to the DBZ Connector
that show specific authorization and property information:

• Database
• Subsystem
• Table
• View
• Buffer Pool
• Storage Group
• Collection
• Package
• Plan
• Table Space
• Procedure
• User Defined Function
• Schema
• User Defined Type
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IBM DB2 UDB

Downloads:

•    Attribute List   

•    Connector (embedded in CSS)

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Introduction

Along with the CA Identity Manager Connector for the underlying operating system, the DB2 UDB Connector lets you
administer accounts and groups on DB2 UDB databases and provides a single point for all user administration by letting
you:

• Register DB2 UDB endpoints, explore them for objects to manage, and correlate their accounts with global users
• Create and manage DB2 UDB database authorization names (users and groups) using DB2 UDB-specific account

templates
• Synchronize global users with their provisioning roles or synchronize global users' accounts with their account

templates
• Assign a DB2 UDB account template to each of your DB2 UDB endpoints
• Use the default endpoint type account template to create DB2 UDB users with the minimum security level needed to

access a DB2 UDB endpoint
• Create and manage DB2 UDB groups (Windows only)

DB2 Limitation

You cannot associate a DB2 provisioning role created with English characters to a user created with French or Japanese
characters. This is a limitation of DB2.

DB2 UDB Installation
This section contains the following topics:

This connector is managed using the Connector and C++ Server installation process.

NOTE
For more information and requirements, see Connector and C++ Connector Server Installation.

Installation Requirements for Windows

The following connector and agent are necessary to administer the DB2 Universal Database:

• DB2 UDB Connector must be installed.
• To administer DB2 UDB authentication, an appropriate CA Identity Manager Connector for the underlying operating

system of DB2 UDB Server installation must be installed on the Provisioning Server. Such options include, but are not
limited to the NT Connector, ETC Connector, NIS Connector and the ADS Connector.

• DB2 UDB Administration Client must already be installed where the DB2 UDB Connector will be installed.
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NOTE
You must install the 32-bit version of the DB Connect client package.

• TCP/IP must be one of the supported communication protocols of the DB2 UDB installation when DB2 UDB server is
at a remote location.

• TCP/IP Communication must be set up for the DB2 UDB Instance on DB2 UDB Server using Control Center and
have either a TCP/IP Service Name or Port Number assigned (default to 50000) when the DB2 UDB server is at a
remote location.

• Database Manager Instance should be started on the DB2 UDB Server.

Note: The DB2 UDB Connector supports any DB2 UDB server installations that the DB2 UDB Administrative Client for
Window supports, but tests have been done only with DB2 UDB server installations on Windows 2000 and AIX.

DB2 UDB Support for FIPS and IPv6

For this release of CA Identity Manager, the DB2 UDB Connector supports IPv6, but not FIPS.

Acquire a DB2 UDB Database
This section details your connector's specific management features, such as how to acquire and explore your endpoint.
Also included are account, provisioning roles, account template, and group information specifically for your connector.

This section contains the following topics:

Acquire a DB2 UDB Database Using the User Console

You must acquire the DB2 database before you can administer it with CA Identity Manager.

To acquire an DB2 database using the User Console

1. Select Endpoints, Manage Endpoints,Create Endpoint
2. Select DB2 Server from the drop-down list box on Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type, and click Ok

Use the Create DB2 Server Endpoint page to register a DB2 database. During the registration process, CA Identity
Manager identifies the DB2 database you want to administer and gathers information about it.

3. After entering the required information, click Submit.
You are now ready to explore and Correlate the endpoint.

4. Click Endpoints, Explore and Correlate Definitions, Create Explore and Correlate Definition to explore the objects that
exist on the endpoint.
The Exploration process finds all DB2 accounts and groups. You can correlate the accounts with global users at this
time or you can correlate them later.

5. Click OK to start a new definition.
6. Complete the Explore and Correlate Tab as follows:

a. Fill in Explore and Correlate name with any meaningful name.
Click Select Container/Endpoint/Explore Method to click a DB2 endpoint to explore.

b. Click the Explore/Correlate Actions to perform:
• Explore directory for managed objects -- Finds objects that are stored on the endpoint and not in the

provisioning directory.
• Correlate accounts to users -- Correlates the objects that were found in the explore function with users in the

provisioning directory. If the user is found, the object is correlated with the user. However, you can instead select
that you want to assign the account to the existing user (the default user) or create the user.

• Update user fields -- If a mapping exists between the object fields and the user fields, the user fields are
updated with data from the objects fields.

7. Complete the Recurrence tab if you want to schedule when the task to executes.
a. Click Schedule.
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b. Complete the fields to determine when this task should execute.
You may prefer to schedule the task to execute overnight to interfere less with routine access of the system.

NOTE
This operation requires the client browser to be in the same time zone as the server. For example, if the
client time is 10:00 PM on Tuesday when the server time is 7:00 AM, the Explore and Correlate definition will
not work.

8. Click Submit.

To use an explore and correlate definition

1. In a CA Identity Manager environment, click Endpoints, Execute Explore and Correlate.
2. Click an explore and correlate definition to execute.
3. Click Submit.

The user accounts that exist on the endpoint are created or updated in CA Identity Manager based on the explore and
correlate definition you created.

Acquire a DB2 UDB Database Using the Provisioning Manager

You must acquire the DB2 UDB database before you can administer it with CA Identity Manager.

NOTE

This topic applies to CA Identity Manager users only.

 

From the Endpoint type task view

Register the database as an endpoint in CA Identity Manager.

Use the DB2 UDB Endpoint property sheet to register a DB2 UDB database. During the registration process, CA Identity
Manager identifies the DB2 UDB database you want to administer and gathers information about it.

• Explore the objects that exist on the endpoint.
After registering the database in CA Identity Manager, you can explore its contents. Use the Explore and Correlate
Endpoint dialog. The Exploration process finds all DB2 UDB database authorization names that exist in the database
authorization tables. You can correlate the authorization names of the User type (DB2 UDB Users) with global users at
this time, or you can wait to correlate them.

• Correlate the explored DB2 UDB users with global users.
When you correlate DB2 UDB users, CA Identity Manager creates or links the DB2 UDB users to an endpoint with
global users, as follows:
a. CA Identity Manager attempts to match the DB2 UDB user name with each existing global user name. If a match

is found, CA Identity Manager associates the DB2 UDB user name with the global user. If a match is not found, CA
Identity Manager performs the following step.

b. If the Create Global Users as Needed button is checked, CA Identity Manager creates a new global user and then
associates the DB2 UDB account with the global user. If the Create Global Users as Needed button is unchecked,
CA Identity Manager performs the next step.

c. CA Identity Manager associates the DB2 UDB user with the [default user] object.

DB2 Provisioning Roles and Account Templates
This section contains the following topics:

By defining account templates for the underlying operating system to a provisioning role, you can manage the operating
system accounts and groups while managing the authorization name of the DB2 UDB database. Therefore, provisioning
roles and account templates let you manage all the aspects of the DB2 UDB database security.
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The DB2 UDB Default Policy, provided with the DB2 UDB Connector, gives a user the minimum security level needed to
access an endpoint. You can use it as a model to create new account templates.

Add New Endpoint Request

When the DB2 Connector receives an 'Add new endpoint' request, it:

1. Catalogs a new DB2 Local or TCP/IP node for the instance.
2. Catalogs a new DB2 Database entry for the database.
3. Configures an ODBC system data source for the database.

How to Synchronize an Account from an Account Template

These are the rules for account synchronization from an account template in the DB2 Connector.

1. During the account synchronization process, when there are multiple account templates associated with a DB2
account, the DB2 connector merges those account templates to generate an intermediate effective account template.
During the merge, if there are conflicting settings with the same authority, database privilege, or object privilege among
the different account templates, the DB2 Connector selects the setting with the highest restriction.
For example, if Account Template One grants DBADM and Account Template Two does not, the effective account
template does not grant DBADM. Another example: If Account Template One grants CONTROL and SELECT
with GRANT option on view SYSCAT.ATTRIBUTES, but Account Template Two revokes CONTROL from and
grants SELECT on view SYSCAT.ATTRIBUTES, the effective account template grants only SELECT on view
SYSCAT.ATTRIBUTES and revokes CONTROL from SYSCAT.ATTRIBUTES.

2. If one of the merged account templates is set to use strong synchronization, the DB2 Connector applies the effective
account template to the account using strong synchronization. If not, the effective account template uses weak
synchronization.

3. For strong synchronization, the DB2 Connector replaces the account's authorities and privilege settings with that of the
effective account template.

4. For weak synchronization, if there is a difference between the account settings and the effective account template, the
DB2 Connector uses the setting that has the higher restriction.
For example, if an account is granted DBADM, and the effective account template does not grant DBADM, the account
will not be granted DBADM. If an account is not granted DBADM and the effective account template grants DBADM,
the account will still not be granted DBADM.
Another example: If an account is granted CONTROL and SELECT with GRANT option on view
SYSCAT.ATTRIBUTES, but the effective account template revokes CONTROL from and grants SELECT on view
SYSCAT.ATTRIBUTES, the account is granted only SELECT on view SYSCAT.ATTRIBUTES and CONTROL is
revoked from SYSCAT.ATTRIBUTES.
When checking account or account template synchronization, the same process of generating effective account
template applies, as do the rules of comparison. If you are going to synchronize account settings with the effective
account template, and the account's authority and privilege settings do not change, the DB2 Connector considers the
account synchronized with its associated account templates.

IBM i5/OS (OS/400)

Downloads:

•    Attribute List   

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.
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The OS/400 Connector lets you administer accounts and groups on OS/400 machines and provides a single point for all
user administration by letting you do the following:

• Register endpoints, explore them for objects to manage, and correlate their accounts with global users
• Create and manage OS/400 accounts using OS/400-specific account templates
• Change account passwords and account activations in one place
• Synchronize global users with their provisioning roles or synchronize global users' accounts with their account

templates
• Assign an OS/400 account template to each of your OS/400 endpoints
• Use the default endpoint type account template to create accounts with the minimum level of security needed to

access an OS/400 endpoint
• Create and manage OS/400 groups
• Generate and print reports about OS/400 accounts and groups

OS/400 Support for FIPS and IPv6

For this release of CA Identity Manager, the OS/400 Connector does not support FIPs or IPv6.

The OS/400 Password Synchronization Agent also does not support FIPS or IPv6.

i5/OS (OS/400) Connector Installation
The OS/400 Connector is installed with CA IAM CS.

This section includes the following topics:

OS/400 Migration Steps

To migrate from the C++ OS/400 connector to the Java OS/400 connector, you must do the following:

• Install the OS/400 Java connector using CA IAM CS
• Using Connector Xpress, switch the OS400 Endpoint Type Connector Server from the C++ Connector Server to CA

IAM CS.

Once this has been done, all types of operations can be executed against the existing endpoints seamlessly.

How to Configure your Machines

You must configure your OS/400 system to use the connector. To do this, install and configure programs on your
OS/400 system.

Install and Configure Programs on OS/400

The JTOPEN toolkit used by the i5/OS (OS/400) connector requires the following programs to be installed and configured
on your i5/OS (OS/400) system:

• TC1 Licensed Program (TCP/IP Connectivity Utilities for OS/400)
• Host Server Option of OS/400

These programs are necessary so the connector can connect to your i5/OS (OS/400) system and access its data and
services.

How to Secure Your Information (Optional)
You can send information through secured or unsecured channels.
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For security purposes, we recommend that you secure the communications between all your machines. To do this, you
must configure the following:

• Provisioning Server
• CA IAM CS
• OS/400 system

Connect Using SSL

Communication between the Provisioning Server/CA IAM CS and the OS/400 machine is secured by SSL. Using SSL is
optional in both links and can be switched on when acquiring the OS/400 machine. Certificates are used to authenticate
the server and encrypt communications and the username and password are used to authenticate the client request on
the OS/400 machine.

To use SSL, the CA IAM CS machine must have the endpoint certificate installed in the Java certificate store in the JRE in
which CA IAM CS machine is running.

Configure Your OS/400 System

Secure the channel between CA IAM CS and your OS/400 system by performing these steps:

1. Prepare the system.
2. Select the certificate location.
3. Import the certificate authority.
4. Request a server certificate from the CA.
5. Request a server certificate for your system.
6. Import the server certificate.
7. Assign the Server Certificate to your OS/400 applications.

Prepare the System

To prepare your OS/400 system, perform the following procedure:

On your OS/400 system

1. Verify that one of the following client encryption licensed programs is installed:
– 5722-CE2

IBM iSeries Client Encryption (56-bit) Version 5, Release 1. This program is used in countries other than the United
States or Canada.

– 5722-CE3
IBM iSeries Client Encryption (128-bit) Version 5, Release 1. This program is used in the United States and Canada
only.

– 5769-CE2
IBM iSeries Client Encryption (56-bit) Version 4, Release 5. This program is used in countries other than the United
States or Canada.

– 5769-CE3
IBM iSeries Client Encryption (128-bit) Version 4, Release 5. This program is used in the United States and Canada
only.

Note: These programs are an installation option on your OS/400 system.
2. Verify that one of the following server encryption licensed programs is installed:

– 5722-AC2
IBM iSeries Server Encryption (56-bit) Version 5, Release 1. This program is used in countries other than the
United States or Canada.

– 5769-AC2
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IBM iSeries Server Encryption (56-bit) Version 4, Release 5. This program is used in countries other than the
United States or Canada.

– 5769-AC3
IBM iSeries Server Encryption (128-bit) Version 4, Release 5. This program is used in the United States and
Canada only.

Note: These programs are an installation option on your OS/400 system.
3. Verify that the following licensed programs are installed:

– 5761-SS1
Product Option 34 - Digital Certificate Manager

– 5761-DG1
IBM HTTP Server

4. Create a file share from your OS/400 system to your Provisioning Server/CA IAM CS.

Select the Certificate Location

Select the location where you will import the certificate on your OS/400 system.

Follow these steps

1. Start the HTTP Administration Server using the Operations Navigator or run the following command at your OS/400
command prompt:
STRTCPSVR SERVER(*HTTP) HTTPSVR(*ADMIN)

2. Connect to the HTTP Administration Server by pointing your browser at the following location and logging on with your
system credentials:
http://server:2001

– server
Specifies the name of the system running OS/400.

Note: Your logon ID must have the All Object Access and System Configuration permissions.
3. Select the Digital Certificate Manager link.

The Digital Certificate Manager window appears. The left frame contains navigational buttons and the right frame
contains command buttons.
Note: The steps that reference the Digital Certificate Manager are based on Version 5, Release 1. If you are using
another version, these steps may vary slightly.

4. Click the Select a Certificate Store button in the left frame.
5. Select the *SYSTEM store radio button and then click Continue.
6. Enter the password for the *SYSTEM certificate store and then click Continue.

Import the Certificate to Certificate Authority

Once you have selected the certificate location, import the JCS SSL certificate to Certificate Authority (CA) on your
AS/400 computer.

From the left frame

1. Expand the Manage Certificates link.
2. Select the Import Certificate link.
3. Select the option Certificate Authority (CA) and then click Continue.
4. Enter the directory location that contains the certificate in the Integrated File System (IFS) on your AS/400 system and

then click OK.
For example, enter: \home\etadmin\certificate_file_name.

5. Enter a unique name in the Label field for the certificate, for example etaCACert, and then click Continue.
6. Click OK.

The Digital Certificate Manager reads the certificate file and imports it into the system.
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Request a Server Certificate from the CA

After importing the Certificate Authority, you must now request a server certificate.

From the CA

1. Select the Create Certificate option.
The Create Certificate window appears.

2. Select the Server or client certificate radio button and then click Continue.
3. Select the Internet Certificate Authority radio button, for example VeriSign, and then click Continue.
4. Enter at least the following information and then click Continue:

– Key size
1024 bits

– Certificate Label
The name of your certificate

– Common Name
The name of your server

– Organization Name
The name of your organization

– State or province
The name of your state or province

– Country
The name of your country

5. Copy the generated lines (including the BEGIN and END lines) into a file (for example: certreq.txt) and then save that
file on your AS/400 computer.

Request a Server Certificate for AS/400 Computer

To request a server certificate for your AS/400 computer, follow these steps:

From a Certificate Authority (CA)

1. Install and configure Microsoft Certificate Services on your Windows 2000 server.
2. Point your browser to http://computer-name/certsrv.

where computer-name is the name of the computer for which you are generating the certificate. The Microsoft
Certificate Services Wizard appears.

3. Select Request a certificate, and click Next.
4. Select Advanced request, and click Next.
5. Select Submit a certificate request using a base64 encoded PKCS #10 file or a renewal request using a base64

encoded PKCS #7 file, and click Next.
6. Open the certreq.txt file that was generated in the section Request a Server Certificate from the CA with Notepad

and cut its contents.
7. Paste the contents of certreq.txt in the Saved Request box, and click Submit.
8. Approve the certificate from Certificate Authority, select the option Base 64 Encoded and click Download certificate.
9. Save the certificate to your hard drive.

Note: Remember the location where you save the certificate.

Import the Server Certificate

Once you generate a server certificate, you can import the certificate into the AS/400 computer.

From the CA

1. Expand the Manage Certificates link in the left frame.
2. Select the Import Certificate link.

The Import Certificate window appears.
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3. Select the Server or client radio button and then click Continue.
4. Enter the directory path that contains the certificate for the IFS on your OS/400 system and click Continue.

For example, enter: \home\etadmin\usildaaj.cer.
5. Click OK.

Assign the Server Certificate to Your OS/400 Applications

After importing the certificate, you must assign the server certificate to the following applications:

• OS/400 TCP Central Server
• OS/400 TCP Remote Command Server
• OS/400 TCP Signon Server

From the CA

1. Expand Manage Applications in the left frame.
2. Select Update certificate assignment.
3. Select Server and then click Continue.

The Update Certificate Assignment window appears.
4. Perform the following steps for each of the applications:

a. Select the radio button for the application and then click the Update Certificate Assignment button.
b. Select the server certificate and then click the Assign New Certificate button.

5. Stop the applications by issuing the following command with each argument:
ENDHOSTSVR *CENTRAL

ENDHOSTSVR *RMTCMD

ENDHOSTSVR *SIGNON

6. Start the applications by issuing the following command with each argument:
STRHOSTSVR *CENTRAL RQDPCL(*TCP)

STRHOSTSVR *RMTCMD RQDPCL(*TCP)

STRHOSTSVR *SIGNON RQDPCL(*TCP)

Configure CA IAM CS

If you are using a certificate from one of the following CAs, you do not need to perform this step:

• IBM World Registry
• Integrion Financial Network
• RSA Data Security, Inc.
• Thawte Consulting
• VeriSign, Inc.

If you want to use a certificate from a different CA, import the certificate into CA IAM CS. If you use the same certificate for
each OS/400 system, you will perform these steps only once.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA IAM CS Management Console.
2. At the top, click the Certificates tab.
3. This tab lists all of the certificates in the CA IAM CS keystore. To filter the list of certificates by their names, type in the

Certificate Filter box.
4. To add a certificate, click Add, then enter the details of the certificate.

Add a certificate:
– Certificate: Enter the path to the certificate file
– Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate
Add a keystore:
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– Certificate: Enter the path to the keystore file
– Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate. This alias also identifies the certificate in that keystore.
– Keystore Password: Enter the password of the keystore

Password Synchronization Agent
The Password Synchronization agent lets password changes, made on the OS/400 endpoint system, be propagated to
your other accounts managed by CA Identity Manager. For more information, see the CA Identity Manager Administration
Guide.

Using the IBM i5 Connector
This section details your connector's specific management features, such as how to acquire and explore your
endpoint. Also included are account, provisioning roles, account template, and group information specifically for your
connector. This section includes the following topics:

Acquire an OS/400 Maching Using the User Console

You must acquire the OS/400 machine before you can administer it with CA Identity Manager.

To acquire an OS/400 machine using the User Console

1. Select Endpoints, Manage Endpoints,Create Endpoint
2. Select OS400 from the drop-down list box on Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type, and click Ok

Use the Create OS400 Endpoint page to register an OS/400 machine. During the registration process, CA Identity
Manager identifies the OS/400 machine you want to administer and gathers information about it.

3. After entering the required information, click Submit.
You are now ready to explore and Correlate the endpoint.

4. Click Endpoints, Explore and Correlate Definitions, Create Explore and Correlate Definition to explore the objects that
exist on the endpoint.
The Exploration process finds all OS/400 accounts and groups. You can correlate the accounts with global users at
this time or you can correlate them later.

5. Click OK to start a new definition.
6. Complete the Explore and Correlate Tab as follows:

a. Fill in Explore and Correlate name with any meaningful name.
Click Select Container/Endpoint/Explore Method to click an OS/400 endpoint to explore.

b. Click the Explore/Correlate Actions to perform:
• Explore directory for managed objects -- Finds objects that are stored on the endpoint and not in the

provisioning directory.
• Correlate accounts to users -- Correlates the objects that were found in the explore function with users in the

provisioning directory. If the user is found, the object is correlated with the user. However, you can instead select
that you want to assign the account to the existing user (the default user) or create the user.

• Update user fields -- If a mapping exists between the object fields and the user fields, the user fields are
updated with data from the objects fields.

7. Complete the Recurrence tab if you want to schedule when the task to executes.
a. Click Schedule.
b. Complete the fields to determine when this task should execute.

You may prefer to schedule the task to execute overnight to interfere less with routine access of the system.
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NOTE
This operation requires the client browser to be in the same time zone as the server. For example, if the
client time is 10:00 PM on Tuesday when the server time is 7:00 AM, the Explore and Correlate definition will
not work.

8. Click Submit.

To use an explore and correlate definition

1. In a CA Identity Manager environment, click Endpoints, Execute Explore and Correlate.
2. Click an explore and correlate definition to execute.
3. Click Submit.

The user accounts that exist on the endpoint are created or updated in CA Identity Manager based on the explore and
correlate definition you created.

Acquire an OS/400 Machine Using the Provisioning Manager

You must acquire the OS/400 machine before you can administer it with CA Identity Manager.

From the OS/400 Endpoint Property Sheet

1. Register the machine as an endpoint in CA Identity Manager.
Provide the OS/400 server machine name, the user ID and password when acquiring an OS/400 system.

NOTE
Before acquiring the endpoint, make sure that it is registered to use the Java connector. To do this:

During the registration process, CA Identity Manager identifies the OS/400 machine you want to administer and
gathers information about it.

2. Explore the objects that exist on the endpoint.
After registering the machine in CA Identity Manager, you can explore its contents. Use the Explore and Correlate
Endpoint dialog. The Exploration process finds all OS/400 objects. You can correlate the accounts with global users at
this time, or you can wait to correlate them.

3. Correlate the explored accounts to global users by choosing either of the following Connectors:
– Use existing global users
– Choose this option when there are already global users in CA Identity Manager and you want to connect the

existing global users to the OS/400 accounts
– Create global users as needed

Choose this option when there are no global users and you want to populate CA Identity Manager from the OS/400
accounts.

When you correlate accounts, CA Identity Manager creates or links the accounts on an endpoint with global users, as
follows:
a. CA Identity Manager attempts to match the user profile name with each existing global user name. If a match

is found, CA Identity Manager associates the OS/400 account with the global user. If a match is not found, CA
Identity Manager performs the next step.

b. CA Identity Manager attempts to match the user profile name with each existing global user's full name. If a match
is found, CA Identity Manager associates the OS/400 account with the global user. If a match is not found, CA
Identity Manager performs the following step.

c. CA Identity Manager associates the OS/400 account with the [default user] object or a new global user is created
depending on your choice.

NOTE
More information on enabling Secure Socket Layer (SSL) communications between the Provisioning Server and
the OS/400 system exists in the Provisioning Manager Help.

Streaming Search Results
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During the explore operation, the connector returns accounts to the Provisioning server as soon as possible instead of
waiting until all accounts have been reviewed. This reduces memory usage resulting in a more efficient explore process.

User ID Limitation

When creating User profiles in an Os/400 system, avoid using User ID numbers larger than 2147483647. A User ID larger
than this cannot be mapped to global user UID.

Non-Latin Characters are not Supported

When creating an OS/400 endpoint, non-latin character encodings are not supported.

OS/400 Provisioning Roles and Account Templates

The OS/400 Default Policy, provided with the OS/400 Connector, gives a user the minimum security level needed to
access an endpoint. You can use it as a model to create new account templates.

Policy Default Values

The new account templates are created with default values for most attributes. The new account templates are valid as
soon as they are created and the attributes can be customized as necessary.

OS/400 Cascading Delete

In previous versions, if an OS400 account owned objects, the account could not be deleted from CA Identity Manager.
In this version, a flag called “cascadingDelete” in the OS400 connector.xml in CA IAM CS can be used to change this
behavior. When the flag is set to true, the account and all objects owned by the account will be deleted. The default value
is set to true.

If you want to override the default value, you must:

1. From a command prompt issue the following command:
cd cs-home\conf\override\as400\

copy SAMPLE.connector.xml connector.xml

2. Edit connector.xml to set "cascadingDelete" property value to either "true" or "false" as desired.
3. Restart the im_jcs so that the change takes effect.

NOTE
See Customize the Configuration for a Connector for more information on override connector.xml files.

OS/400 Security Requirements

The OS/400 Connector issues remote commands to the endpoint system to manage accounts. The managing user
profile must have permission to issue remote commands for creating, reading, modifying, and deleting accounts. Areas
of security to consider include, special authorities of the managing account (*SECADM is mandatory), exit programs
implementing security, and authorization to user profiles.

OS/400 Groups

You can create and maintain OS/400 groups using the Endpoint type task view. Use the OS/400 Group property sheet
when managing your groups.

When a new group is defined, you should perform another exploration on the endpoint so CA Identity Manager has an
updated group list.

Deleting Account Members from Groups

Account members cannot be deleted from a group if that group is designated as the primary group. You must remove
the group from the account member . For example, ProvisioningGroup has two account members, Prov1 and Prov2,
and ProvisioningGroup is the primary group of Prov1. Prov2 has a primary group FinancialGroup and a supplement
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group called ProvisioningGroup. If you try to delete Prov1 and Prov2 from ProvisioningGroup, only Prov2 is removed
successfully. Prov1 remains as an account member of ProvisioningGroup.

OS/400 Directory Entry Names

When an account or group is created, a directory entry is created to store personal information about the user. Previously,
the directory entry name was assumed to be the same as the user profile name. The attributes can now be set
independently. If the Directory Entry Name is not specified, then a directory entry is not created for that user and many
attributes cannot be set. Directory entry names must be unique across accounts and groups.

Changing Connection Settings

The connection settings associated with each endpoint cannot be changed using the Endpoint property sheet. To change
incorrect connection settings, follow these steps:

1. Right-click the endpoint name.
The context sensitive menu appears.

2. Select Custom…, Change Admin Password.
The Change Password Dialog appears.

3. Fill in the dialog and select OK.
The dialog closes.

After the connection settings are changed, they are verified by attempting a connection to the OS/400 machine. The new
settings are only saved if the connection is successful.

Conventions

Use the following OS/400 conventions in your etautil commands:

• The endpoint type name (eTNamespaceName) is OS400
• The endpoint type prefix is AS4. Therefore, the OS/400 class names are:

– eTAS4Directory for an endpoint
– eTAS4PolicyContainerName for an account template container
– eTAS4Policy for an account template

OS/400 Native Program Exits

The Java OS/400 Connector supports Native Program Exits in the same way as the eTrust Admin 8.1 SP2 OS/400
Connector did with the following limitations:

• Only one parameter of the Command Call format can be specified in Program Exits.
• The Program Exits can target only account objects, not groups.

CA IAM CS provides a Scripting Style Processor interface for connectors. You can write code in the JavaScript scripting
language to add extra logic to, or change the behavior of the OS/400 connector's operations. This approach is much more
powerful than the C++ OS/400 Connector's Native Program Exits approach because you can access the full operation's
details and write whatever you want to achieve for both account and group objects.

An example of this approach follows:

To change the description for each new account to the value of 'To demo scripting program exit concept works', use the
conf/as4script_opbindings.xml file within the OS/400 Connector's archive file: <jcs-home>/lib/jcs-connector-as400.jar.
Uncomment the "staticMethodScriptStyleMetaDataFile" in <jcs-home>/conf/override/as400/connector.xml and restart the
im_jcs to turn on this behaviour.
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IBM RACF

This section describes how to use the following connectors to connect IAM Connector Server with IBM RACF endpoints:

• RACF v2 Connector for Identity Manager
RACF v2 is a Java connector that is installed with the IAM Connector Server (IAM CS). Identity Manager can use this
connector to gather data and provision users in a RACF endpoint.

• IRRDBU00 Connector for Identity Governance
The IRRDBU00 connector is a dump file Java connector which is installed with the IAM Connector Server. The
IRRDBU00 utility extracts information from the RACF system to a security file. Identity Governance can then read
endpoint information from that file.

• RACF Connector with Identity Manager and Identity Governance
The RACF connector is a plug-in component of the Identity Manager Provisioning Server. Identity Governance can
access the endpoint through its Identity Manager connector.

NOTE
The RACF connector is replaced by the RACF v2 connector. New deployments should use the RACF v2
connector.

Downloads:

• Attribute List
– RACF
– RACF v2

Limitations:

• RACF connector is certified to work with the Identity Manager User Console. It is not certified with the Provisioning
Manager, but most of the RACF functionality is available in the Provisioning Manager.

• RACF v2 connector is certified to work only with the Identity Manager User Console.

Enhancement History:

Feature Description Version

RACF v2 Enhanced RACF v2 connector to support IBM Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA), NETVIEW, and CSDATA
segments of a user profile on z/OS systems. BEFORE applying Identity Manager 14.3 CP2, you MUST install
the following PTF (maintenance) to support the new features (MFA, NETVIEW and CSDATA) in RACF v2:

• CA LDAP Server Support

14.3 CP2 onwards

RACF v2 Enhanced to possess all capabilities of RACF v1. 14.2

Group Management RACF group is an entity with which any number of users are associated. 14.2

Audience, File Locations for the RACF Connector
This guide targets the following people:

• Identity Manager administrators responsible for connecting endpoints to Identity Manager.
• Identity Governance integrators responsible for integrating Identity Governance with other products.
• The mainframe security administrator responsible for the endpoint.
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File Locations for the RACF Connector
This section refers to the installation location of IAM Connector Server as cs_install. By default, cs_install is in the
following locations:

• Windows: C:\Program Files (86)\CA\Identity Manager\Connector Server
• Linux and Solaris: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServer

The Provisioning Server installation location is referred as ps_install. By default, ps_install is in the following locations:

• Windows -- C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning Server
• Linux and Solaris -- /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ProvisioningServer/

For the migration process, the tool uses the default logging configuration path that is specified in java_home/lib/
logging.properties.

Compare Three Methods for Connecting to RACF Endpoints

There are three different connectors that you can use to gather data from a RACF endpoint. The connector named RACF
IRRDBU00 is supplied with Identity Governance. The connectors named RACF and RACF v2 are supplied with Identity
Manager. In addition, in Identity Governance you can connect directly to a RACF endpoint, using "Import from RACF".

This table describes the differences between these ways of connecting to a RACF endpoint:

RACF v2 Connector IRRDBU00 Connector RACF Connector
Description A Java connector which is

installed with IAM Connector
Server.

A Java connector which is
installed with IAM Connector
Server.

A plug-in component of
Provisioning Server in Identity
Manager.

Systems that can use this
connector

Any system that uses
IAM Connector Server,
including Identity Manager.

Identity Governance only Existing Identity Manager
deployments
Note: New Identity Manager
deployments should use the
RACF v2 connector.
Identity Governance can access
the endpoint through its Identity
Manager connector.

What can the connector do? Read and write:
Provision users
Gather data

Read only:
Gather data

Read and write:
Provision users
Gather data

Method for acquiring data Connector communicates with
LDAP Server, which is installed
on the RACF endpoint.

Use the IRRDBU00 utility to
dump data into a text file. The
connector server connects to
the file, and Identity Governance
communicates with the
connector server.

LDAP is installed on the RACF
endpoint, and the RACF
connector communicates with
LDAP.

How roles and resources are
handled (relevant for Identity
Governance only)

Not supported in this release. Provides direct and indirect
associations between RACF
users, groups, general
resources, data sets,
transactions, and transaction
groupings.

Provides direct association
between RACF users and
groupings.

Type of mapping for Identity
Governance

Not supported in this release. Shallow and deep mappings. Suitable for provisioning RACF
users and for shallow Identity
Governance mappings.
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Feature Comparison of RACF and RACF v2 Connectors

The table in Compare Three Methods for Connecting to RACF Endpointsshows three connectors. The following table
contrasts only the connectors that are available in Identity Manager.

The RACF connector is hosted by the Provisioning Server as a server plug-in. The new connector (RACF v2) is hosted by
IAM Connector Server.

The differences are important if you currently use the old connector and you plan to migrate to the new connector. Use
this table to check whether you want to upgrade.

Feature RACF Connector
(Plugin for Provisioning Server)

RACF v2 Connector
(New Java connector with IAM Connector
Server)

Explore & Correlate
Explore and Correlate is used by the connector to discover objects in the endpoint.

Yes Yes

Provisioning Manager
Provisioning Manager is the legacy client of Identity Manager. Some of the connector
functionality is available in the Provisioning Manager.

Yes No

Fetch Suffix List
"Get Suffixes" feature is not available in RACF v2 connector. Alternatively, when you enter
the attributes and submit, an error message is displayed. The error message displays a list
of available suffixes at the endpoint.

Yes On Error

Use Logged on Administrator Credentials
The Use Logged on Administrator Credentials option enables the connector to use the
logged in credentials of the  global user to access the endpoint.

Yes Yes

SSL
All communication between the Client and the LDAP Server for z/OS can be encrypted
using SSL (Secure Socket Layers).

Yes Yes

Display System Options
The System Options tab comprises Password Options and Security Options that provides
endpoint specific information on the endpoint screen of the Identity Manager User Console.
This information is also available in Provisioning Manager endpoint screen.

Yes Yes

Account Create, Read, Update, and Delete Yes Yes
Assign Group to Account Yes Yes
Group Create, Read, Update, and Delete Yes, in Provisioning Manager only Yes
Account Custom Attributes Yes Yes
Reverse Sync
Reverse sync is a process that allows users to take actions on endpoint accounts
discovered by the explore & correlate process based on set of defined policies.

Yes Yes

Multithreading
An execution model that provide higher processing efficiency.

No Yes

Password Options
The Password Options section displays the password related information of endpoint in the
User Console endpoint screen. It is is available in System Options tab. This information is
also available in Provisioning Manager endpoint screen.

Yes Yes

Security Options
The Security Options section displays the security related information of endpoint in the
User Console endpoint screen. It is is available in System Options tab. This information is
also available in Provisioning Manager endpoint screen.

Yes Yes
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Password Synch Agent
Password Synch Agent is installed at the endpoint. When the Global user is enabled for
the password synchronization agent (Available at the Provisioning Manager Global user
screen, Password tab), the password change at the endpoint, using the native tool, can be
propagated back to the Global User and to the other endpoint accounts of the same Global
User.

No No

Import from Identity Manager 12.6.2 to Identity Governance 12.5 SP8, 12.6 SP1
The connector marks a set of objects and attributes as ‘Interesting to compliance’ for the
Identity Governance. Identity Governance (RCM) connects to Identity Manager and extracts
Users, Account Templates, Provisioning Roles and Resources.

Yes No

Export from Identity Governance 12.5 SP8, 12.6 SP1 to Identity Manager 12.6.2
Identity Governance can modify associations on the imported data set. These changes can
be pushed to the endpoint through Identity Manager. This process is called an export.

Yes No

Support for IBM Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA), NETVIEW and CSDATA segments of a
user profile on z/OS systems.

No Yes

Supported Systems for the RACF Connector
This section covers the following topics:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Privileges Required to Connect to RACF

To connect to a RACF endpoint, the Identity Manager administrator must have access to Time Sharing Option (TSO) to
generate and issue commands for LDAP Server.

Securing Communication between RACF and Connector Server

Identity Manager can send passwords and other security information across the network.

When you do not set up SSL communication, these details are sent without encryption, creating a security risk.

We recommend that you use SSL to secure the connection between RACF and IAM Connector Server, using the steps in
Install LDAP and Configure It for SSL and Import the LDAP Server Certificate into the IAM Connector Server Keystore.

RACF v2 Connector
This document covers the following topics:

RACF v2 is a Java connector that is installed with the IAM Connector Server. This section describes how to connect to a
RACF v2 connector. You can use the RACF v2 connector to allow Identity Manager to connect to a RACF endpoint.

In Identity Manager, if you are replacing the RACF connector with the RACF v2 connector, use the migration tool to
migrate account templates and their associations to objects in the RACF v2 connector. For more information, see Migrate
RACF data from the plug-in connector to the new Java Connector.

The following diagram describes the tasks that are performed by various administrators to connect to the endpoint:
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Figure 13: Tasks for Connecting to the RACF Endpoint

1. A mainframe security administrator installs LDAP Server on the mainframe, then sets it to use SSL in Server Mode.
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2. The connector server administrator does the following steps:
a. (Optional) Install IAM Connector Server. For more information, see Install IAM CS.
b. (Optional) Import the LDAP Server certificate into the IAM Connector Server keystore.
c. (Optional) Map custom attributes.
d. Integrate the managed endpoints in Identity Manager.
e. The Identity Manager administrator migrates data from a RACF endpoint that uses the old plug-in connector. This

is described in How to Migrate Data.
3. The administrators connect to the endpoint in Identity Manager.

Install LDAP

This procedure is for the mainframe security administrator.

To allow IAM Connector Server to communicate with RACF, install LDAP Server on the mainframe. To keep your data
secure, configure LDAP Server to use SSL.

1. Install LDAP Server.
IMPORTANT
RACF v2 supports Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) on LDAP Server r15.1. Before enabling MFA for RACF
v2 users to z/OS systems, ensure that you Upgrade CA LDAP Server to r15.1.

2. Configure LDAP Server to use SSL in Server mode.

Ensure that IAM Connector Server Is Installed

Check that IAM Connector Server is installed and running.

IAM Connector Server is installed with the following products unless you deselected the IAM Connector Server option:

• Identity Manager r12.6.3 and later

Import the LDAP Server Certificate into the IAM Connector Server Keystore

This procedure is for Identity Manager. If IAM Connector Server already has the LDAP Server certificate, ignore this
procedure.

After the mainframe security administrator has confirmed that LDAP Server is configured to use SSL, you can import the
LDAP Server certificate into the IAM Connector Server keystore.

Follow these steps:

1. Identify the certificate which you want to import into the IAM Connector Server keystore as a trusted certificate:
– The LDAP Server certificate.
– The root certificate of the certificate authority that has issued the LDAP Server certificate, and the application server

certificate.
2. Import the chosen certificates:

a. Log in to IAM Connector Server.
b. At the top, click the Certificates tab.

The Certificates tab lists all of the certificates in the IAM Connector Server keystore. To filter the list of certificates
by their names, type in the Certificate Filter box.

c. To add a certificate, click Add, then enter the details of the certificate:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the certificate file
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate
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Map Custom Attributes for Identity Manager

This procedure is for Identity Manager administrator.

When you connect to an endpoint, the objects on the endpoint are mapped to objects in Identity Manager. This happens
automatically. If you want to make custom mappings, use Connector Xpress.

To see a list of the objects on the endpoint, download the attribute list.

Any LDAP attribute on the mainframe that has a string representation can be exposed as a custom attribute in the
connector.

Integrate the Managed Endpoint in Identity Manager.
Follow these steps:

1. Import the role definition file.
2. Create correlation rules. Skip this step if you plan to migrate data.
3. Add the endpoint to the environment. In the Endpoint tab, complete the following mandatory fields:

– Endpoint Name
Specifies the name of the new RACF endpoint. The endpoint name is the name that appears in the Provisioning
Manager. Commas and semi-colons are not allowed.

– Mainframe LDAP IP Address/Machine Name
Specifies the mainframe LDAP IP Address or machine name of the RACF system.

– Mainframe LDAP Port
Specifies the Listen Port for the Security Integrator running on the RACF system.

– Use Server-Side SSL
When checked, specifies that the Server SSL is used.

NOTE
Ensure that you have imported the SSL to Provisioning Server.

Mainframe LDAP DN Suffix
Specifies valid suffixes that are configured for the current LDAP Server operations in IM naming mode. For more
information, see Database-Specific Configuration Options in System z Security Communication Servers (DSI,
LDAP, PAM).

– Proxy Admin ID
Allows you to specify an ID that is used to issue the password modifications that are requested through the
Workflow. This provides users with the ability to change or reset their passwords if their password has expired and
they cannot be authenticated to the system.

– Proxy Admin Password
The password to the Proxy Admin ID on the RACF endpoint.

When you complete the fields on the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list.
4. Create an explore and correlate definition. Do not include the correlation if you plan to migrate data.

WARNING
If you plan to migrate data from the plug-in connector, explore but do not correlate. Correlation of the new
endpoint can introduce new associations that conflict with the correlation rules of the old endpoint.

5. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

NOTE
If your explore-and-correlate definition does not include correlation, this step only explores.

Connect to the Endpoint in Identity Manager

This procedure is for the Identity Manager administrator.
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The connector is now configured. You can use your product to connect.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. Use this information in the following
steps.

2. Set up the connector:
a. Import the role definition file.
b. Create correlation rules, using the information in the attribute list.

3. Connect to an endpoint:
a. Add the endpoint to the environment.

When you complete the fields on the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list.
b. Create an explore and correlate definition.
c. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

Set Passphrase for an Account in Identity Manager

The passphrase attribute enables you to set the password with text string between 9 and 100 characters. You can set
passphrase in the Passphrase field on the Accounts tab of Accounts and Account Templates. You can set password,
passphrase or both for an Account.

NOTE
Do not use the %P% while setting passphrase.

Manage RACF v2 Endpoint Groups

WARNING
You can manage the RACF v2 endpoint groups from the Identity Manager User Console, and not from the
Provisioning Manager.

A RACF group is an entity with which any number of users are associated. Usually, the users in a group have some
logical relationship to one another and groups make administration of a large number of users manageable.

This article enables you to create, view, modify and delete RACF v2 endpoint groups using Identity Manager User
Console:

Create a RACF v2 Endpoint Group

Create an endpoint group for RACF v2 using the Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoint Groups,  Create Endpoint Group.
3. Select RACF v2 as the endpoint type and click Search.
4. Select an endpoint of RACF v2 from the search results and click Select.
5. Search for a container and select the Groups container.
6. Select Create a new object of type RACF v2 Group and click OK.

or
Select Create a copy of an object of type RACF v2 Group and search for an object of type RACF v2 Group. Select
the required Group and click OK.
Group and Group Users tab appears in Create RACF v2 page.

7. Enter the required information on the Group, Group Users tab.
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8. Click Submit.

The RACF v2 Endpoint Group is created.

View a RACF v2 Endpoint Group

You can use the search filters to list and view the endpoint groups for RACF v2.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoint Groups, View Endpoint  Group on the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Select RACF v2 as the endpoint type and click Search.
3. Select the required endpoint and click Select.
4. Search for a container and select the Groups container.
5. Search for the required object of type RACF v2 Group.
6. Select the required group and click Select.

The RACF v2 endpoint group details are displayed in Groups, Sub Groups and Group Users tab.
Group tab displays the information of the selected group's attributes.
Sub Groups displays the set of sub-groups created under the selected group.
Group Users displays the set of users assigned to the selected group.

Modify a RACF v2 Endpoint Group

You can modify the details of the RACF v2 endpoint group using the Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoint Groups, Modify Endpoint Group on the Identity Manager
User Console.

2. Follow steps 2 through 6 from View a RACF v2 endpoint group procedure.
3. Modify the required information on Group  and Group Users tab.
4. Click Submit.

The RACF v2 endpoint group is updated.

Delete RACF v2 Endpoint Groups

You can delete an RACF v2 endpoint group using the Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoint Groups,  Delete Endpoint Group on the Identity Manager User
Console.

2. Follow steps 2 through 5 from View a RACF v2 endpoint group procedure.
3. Choose all the endpoint groups that you want to delete and click Select.
4. Click Yes to delete the selected groups.

The RACF v2 endpoint group is deleted.

RACF IRRDBU00 File Connector
The IRRDBU00 connector is a dump file Java connector which is installed with the IAM Connector Server. IRRDBU00
utility is a RACF database unload utility which creates a sequential file containing all profiles in the database. Using
this utility, you can extract the information from the RACF system to a security file. Identity Governance can then read
endpoint information from that file.

Note: For information about the utility, download z/OS Security Server RACF Security Administrator’s Guide from the IBM
website. The IRRDBU00 utility is discussed in the Working with the RACF Database chapter.
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This chapter describes how to get data from a RACF endpoint and how to set up the IAM Connector Server and CSM.
When the setup is complete, you can connect the endpoint to Identity Governance.

How to Connect RACF to Identity Governance

This document covers the following topics:

The following diagram shows how a RACF endpoint integrates with Identity Governance:

Define the RACF Endpoint in Identity Governance

This procedure is for the Identity Governance integrator. In this procedure, you use Connector Server Manager to
configure IAM Connector Server with the details of the RACF text file.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that a mainframe administrator has extracted data from RACF into the text file and copied the file to IAM
Connector Server.

2. Verify that the file has a unique name, to avoid problems with uploading.
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3. Log in to the Identity Governance Portal as an administrator, then go to Administration, Connector Server
Management.

4. Select the Endpoints tab, then select Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
5. Select RACF IRRDBU00 from the list, then click OK.
6. Enter the following mandatory details:

– Endpoint Name
Create a name that helps you identify this endpoint.

– Input RACF Download File
Enter the full path to the file, for example, C:\racffiles\inputfile.txt.

– IRRDBU00 File Format
ACSII is the only format that is currently supported.

7. Verify that the File Has Changed box is selected.
8. Click Submit.

Connector Server Manager sends a request to IAM Connector Server to create the endpoint. The IAM Connector
Server verifies the connection details, then creates the new endpoint. It does not actually import the data.

Define an Import Connector

This procedure is for the Identity Governance integrator.

In previous steps, you configured the IAM Connector Server with the details of the endpoint. Now, configure Identity
Governance with the IAM Connector Server details by creating an import connector. As part of this configuration, you map
the objects in the endpoint data onto the objects already in Identity Governance.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Governance Portal as an administrator, then go to Administration, Universes.
2. Click Add the New button. Enter the details of this new universe and click Save.
3. Select the Connectivity tab.
4. Be sure that the Import option is selected, then click Add Connector.

The Connector Configuration wizard appears.
5. Provide the values for all mandatory settings, including the following values:

a. General Info page: In the Connector Type list, select IAM Connector Server.
b. Connection Settings page: Ensure that Login Name contains a full DN, for example, cn=root,dc=etasa.
c. Endpoint page: Select the endpoint type and endpoint to connect.
d. Endpoint Template page: Choose one of the templates, which maps objects on the endpoint to the correct

Identity Governance resources or roles. The simple template loads considerably less data than the full template,
which means that it loads much faster.

WARNING
We recommend that you do not attempt to set up a custom configuration. The setup requires advanced
knowledge of both the endpoint and Identity Governance, and how they each handle attributes. If you
must use a custom configuration, see Recommendations for Custom Mapping on the next page.

6. Click Finish, and click Apply.
The new import connector is defined in Identity Governance.

7. You can perform the following optional steps:
– Validate the connector parameters and configuration by selecting the connector and clicking Validate.
– Edit the merge type by clicking the link in the Merge Type column.
– Set a user as the owner of the connector by clicking the Owner link next to the new connector. If the connector fails

during an import or export job, an email notification is sent to this user.

The system is ready for a connector job to import data from endpoint into Identity Governance.
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Recommendations for Custom Mapping

If you must use a custom configuration, use this information to help you map attributes in Identity Governance to objects
on the endpoint.

WARNING
We recommend that you use a template instead of a custom mapping. If you use a custom configuration,
contact Support for advice before you begin.

Follow these steps:

1. Follow the steps in Define an Import Connector.
In Step 5d, select Use custom configuration.

2. Follow the steps in in the Identity Governance Configuration document.
3. In Step 3, you can use the following table to help you decide how to set up the mapping. The following table lists a

possible way of mapping object
Note: Map the account and at least one other attribute.

Object in RACF Description Mapping for Shallow Use Case Mapping for Deep Use Case

Account An account object represents an individual in RACF. Account Account

Group A Group is a RACF entity with which any number of users is associated. Usually, the users in a group have some
logical relationship to one another. The relationship used most frequently is members of a department.

Resource Role

General Resource A General Resource is any computer resource, other than a data set, that is protected by RACF.
The General Resource is described by a General Resource Profile. The information in the profile includes the
general resource profile name, the profile owner, the universal access authority, the access list, and other data.
General resources with similar characteristics belong to the same class.

- Resource

Data Set A Data Sets object represents data sets on direct access storage devices (DASD) and tapes that are protected
using RACF facilities.

- Resource

Transaction A Transaction object represents a transaction profile that is protected by RACF from unauthorized access. - Resource

Transaction Grouping This entity groups Transaction objects. Resource Role

    3. Follow the remaining steps in Define an Import Connector.

NOTE
To see a list of attributes that the IAM Connector Server passes to Identity Governance, see this page.

NOTE
For Identity Governance, this connector offers shallow mapping only. The connector models endpoint
permissions as resources. The connector cannot model provisioning roles and account templates as roles. For
more information, see Deep and Shallow Use Cases.

Relationships Between Objects

This table lists the relationship attributes for each object.

Primary Object Related Object Relationship Relationship Attribute

User Group Is a member of Group Connections

User Transaction Grouping Has access to Authorized Transaction Groupings

User Dataset Has access to Authorized Datasets

User General Resource Has access to Authorized Resources

Group Transaction Grouping Has access to Authorized Transaction Groupings
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Group Dataset Has access to Authorized Datasets

Group General Resource Has access to Authorized Resources

Transaction Grouping Transactions Has members Transaction

The following diagrams illustrate the relationships between accounts and other objects in RACF:

Figure 14: Relationships between Accounts and Other Objects in RACF
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Figure 15: Relationships between Group and Other Objects in RACF

Figure 16: Relationships between General Resource and Other Objects in RACF
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Figure 17: Relationships between Data Set and Other Objects in RACF

Figure 18: Relationships between Transaction and Other Objects in RACF

Figure 19: Relationships between Transaction Grouping and Other Objects in RA

General Resource Names

RACF general resources can be assigned different access levels for different sets of users.

The connector treats each combination of a general resource and an access level as a separate object. The connector
generates a unique name for each combination, based on the entity name, access, and class. This means that general
resource records with the same name but with different classes are treated as different resource objects.

General resource naming conforms to the following structure:
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<general resource name>[RESACC]<access>[RESCLASS]<resource class>

For example:

MVSADMIN.XCF.SFM[RESACC]UPDATE[RESCLASS]FACILITY

For more information about IRRDBU00 records, see z/OS Security Server RACF Macros and Interfaces from the IBM
website.

Data Set Names

RACF data sets can be assigned different access levels for different sets of users.

The connector treats each combination of a data set and an access level as a separate object. The connector generates a
unique name for each of these combinations, based on the entity name, access, and class.

General resource naming conforms to the following structure:

<general resource name>[RESACC]<access>[RESCLASS]DataSet

For example:

DUAVI01.DUAVI01Y.D06321.THM135.TSS559[RESACC]READ[RESCLASS]DataSet

For more information about IRRDBU00 records, see “Security Server RACF Macros and Interfaces”.

Records Output by the IRRDBU00 Utility

The following table lists the record types output by IRRDBU00 that are useful to Identity Governance:

Record Type Record Name Description

0100 Group basic data Defines the basic information that defines a group. There is one record per group.

0200 User basic data Defines the basic information about a user. There is one record per user.

0203 User group connections Defines the groups with which the user is associated. There is one record per user-group connection.

0260 User WORKATTR data Defines the logistical information for the user. There is one record per user/WORKATTR data combination.

0404 Data set access Defines the users or groups that are allowed to access data. There is one record per data set/authorization combination.
Record type 0400 defines the basic information for a data set. These record types have no authorization information and are of no
interest to Identity Governance, so they are not imported into Identity Governance.

0503 General resource member Defines the members of transaction groups. There is one record per transaction/group combination.

0505 General resource access Defines the user or groups who have specific access to general resources. There is one record per general resource/authorization
combination.
Record type 0500 defines the basic information for a general resource. These record types have no authorization information and
are of no interest to Identity Governance, so they are not imported into Identity Governance.

For a description of all of the records and fields output by the IRRDBU00 utility, download z/OS Security Server RACF
Macros and Interfaces from the IBM website. The records and fields are described in the "RACF Database Unload Utility
(IRRDBU00) Records" chapter.

Import Data from RACF

This procedure is for the Identity Governance integrator. To test that the connection is configured correctly, import data
from the RACF endpoint by running a connector job.

Note: To see a list of attributes that the IAM Connector Server passes to Identity Governance, see this page.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Universes.
2. Click the link for the universe where you want to run the connector.
3. Click the Connectivity tab.
4. Select Import.
5. Select the check box next to the RACF IRRDBU00 connector, plus any other connectors you want to run.
6. Click Import Now, then click Ok.

The selected connectors are run, importing data from the endpoint into Identity Governance.

The connection process is complete. Identity Governance Role engineers can now use Identity Governance to model
roles in the data taken from RACF.

Upload New RACF Data into Identity Governance

When you first upload data from the text file, it is cached in a database. Identity Governance works with data in the
database.

Eventually, the Identity Governance users will want to receive new data from the endpoint. To get this new data from the
endpoint, you need to arrange for the data to be dumped into a file, and then connect Identity Governance to this new file.

Follow these steps:

1. Ask the mainframe administrator to use the IRRDBU00 utility to extract data from RACF again. This step is described
in Extract Data from IBM RACF into a Text File.

2. If necessary, change the file name to make it unique.
3. Log in to the Identity Governance Portal as an administrator, then go to Administration, Connector Server

Management. The Connector Server Manager opens.
4. Select the Endpoints tab, then select Manage Endpoints, Modify Endpoint.
5. Select RACF IRRDBU00 from the list, then click Search.
6. Select the name of the endpoint that supplied the new data file.
7. Enter the name of the new file in the Input RACF Download File box.

NOTE
If the name of the text file has not changed, leave the existing filename and select the File Has Changed box.
This is not recommended.

8. Click Submit.

The next time the connector job runs, IAM Connector Server uploads the data from the text file into the cache. Identity
Governance then imports the data from the cache, and works with that data as usual.

After the data has been uploaded into the cache, you can delete the text file.

Prepare to Manage RACF Data

This document covers the following topics:

Before you import data from a RACF endpoint, you prepare the RACF data, and configure the connection to the IAM
Connector Server.

The following diagram shows how a RACF endpoint integrates with Identity Governance:
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1. A mainframe security administrator extracts data from the mainframe, then copies the file to IAM Connector Server.
2. (Optional) The Identity Governance integrator installs and configures IAM Connector Server and Connector Server

Manager. If IAM Connector Server is already running, ignore this step.

Extract Data from IBM RACF into a Text File

Identity Governance gathers RACF data from a text file, not from a direct connection to the mainframe.

This procedure describes how the mainframe administrator extracts data from the RACF endpoint and makes it available
to IAM Connector Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the IRRDBU00 utility to extract data from RACF. The utility writes the data to a text file.
2. Ensure that the file has a unique name. Unique name helps to avoid problems while uploading.
3. Copy the file from the mainframe to the computer running IAM Connector Server.

When Identity Governance reads data from the endpoint for the first time, IAM Connector Server uploads data from the
text file into a cache. Depending on the size of the text file, this upload might take hours or days.
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Because the data is stored in a cache, Identity Governance provides better performance than if it worked with the file. You
can delete the file from the cache after the data has been copied.

Identity Governance reads the data provided by the connector, and works with that data as usual. However, Identity
Governance cannot write data to this file, or upload data back to the endpoint.

Install and Configure the IAM Connector Server and Connector Server Manager

This procedure is for the Identity Governance integrator.

Do this procedure once only. If the IAM Connector Server is already running, you can ignore this procedure.

Before you can connect Identity Governance to endpoints through IAM Connector Server, set up the IAM Connector
Server and Connector Server Manager (CSM). Together, these components let you connect Identity Governance to
endpoints, and also let you manage those connections. These applications are included with the Identity Governance
installation, but are not installed by default.

NOTE
To verify which operating systems the IAM Connector Server can run on, see "Supported Connector Servers" in
the Platform Support Matrix.

Follow these steps:

1. Decide whether to install CSM on a JBoss cluster or a standalone JBoss instance.
2. Depending on your decision, follow one of these procedures in the Identity Governance Installation documentation to

install CSM:
– Install and configure CSM on a JBoss cluster.
– Install and configure CSM on a standalone JBoss instance.

3. Run the Identity Governance installer, and select the options for installing the IAM Connector Server and the
Connector Server Manager.

4. Configure the firewall on the IAM Connector Server computer for allowing the Connector Server Manager
communicate with the IAM Connector Server.

5. Connect CSM to the instance of CA IAM Connector Server that you want to manage:
a. In the Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Connector Server Manager.
b. On the System tab, click Manage Connector Server, Create Connection.
c. Select Create a new object type of type connection.
d. Complete the fields on the Create Connection screen, including the following fields:

• Connector Server Name
Defines the name of the IAM Connector Server.

• Default Connection
Specifies that the Connector Server Manager uses the same IAM Connector Server by default.

• Port Number
Defines the port number of the IAM Connector Server, which you set up in Step 4.
Default: 20411 (for SSL)

• Domain
Defines the domain of the IAM Connector Server.
Default: im

• Password
Defines the password the Connector Server Manager uses to connect to the IAM Connector Server.

• Secure Connection (LDAPS)
Specifies that the connection to the IAM Connector Server uses LDAPS rather than LDAP. If you clear this
check box, change the Port Number to 20410.

e. Click Test Connection.
The Connector Server Manager uses the current configuration to contact the IAM Connector Server.
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f. Click Submit.
The Connector Server Manager validates the connection details, saves the connection information, and adds the
IAM Connector Server to the list.

RACF Connector
This document covers the following topics:

The RACF connector lets you administer accounts, groups, and resources on RACF systems and provides a single point
for all user administration by letting you do the following tasks:

• Register endpoints, explore them for objects to manage, and correlate their accounts with global users.
• Create and manage RACF accounts using RACF-specific account templates.
• Change account passwords and account activations in one place.
• Synchronize global users with their provisioning roles or synchronize global users accounts with their account

templates.
• Assign RACF account templates to each of your RACF endpoints.
• Use the default endpoint type account template to create accounts with the minimum level of security for accessing a

RACF endpoint.
• Create and manage RACF groups and permissions.
• Generate and print reports about RACF accounts.

Once the RACF connector has been installed with the Provisioning Server, configure your system to communicate with
the connector.

To learn more about the differences between these two connectors, read through the feature comparison section.

Install the LDAP Server for z/OS

The LDAP Server for z/OS provides the communication mechanism for this Identity Manager Connector. This product is a
free offering and can be downloaded from broadcom.support.com. Once downloaded, refer to the LDAP Server for z/OS
Installation documentation on how to install it.

The following steps are required to migrate from a previous version to the new version:

1. The LDAP Server for z/OS must be installed on at least one mainframe system. LDAP Server must be configured
to communicate to every z/OS system that manages Identity Manager. Alternatively, you can install it on every z/OS
system which Identity Manager manages.

2. The LDAP Server(s) must be configured to have an endpoint entry in Provisioning Manager naming mode for each
system.

3. After upgrading, update each endpoint and also update the information within the Mainframe LDAP Server section.
This information matches up with the IP Address, Port, and suffix of the mainframe LDAP Server.

The existing eTrust_RAC.conf file must be removed from the eTrust_Admin.conf file, or alternatively, remove the contents
from the file and make blank.

Once all LDAP Server installation steps have been completed and your LDAP Server is started, it will be ready to
support administration for the Identity Manager RACF Connector. However, you may need or want to setup additional
configuration options for the LDAP Server in order to provide additional functionality for the RACF Connector.

Acquire a RACF System Using the User Console

You must acquire a RACF system before you can administer it with Identity Manager.

Identity Manager requires the following permissions when acquiring RACF:

• Special Permissions Attribute (for the Admin ID)
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Identity Manager requires the following change to be made to the RACF slapd.conf:

• Enable the following lines in the RACF slapd.conf file:

database racf_utf 

suffix "host=YOURRACFHOSTNAME,o=YOURCOMPANY,c=us"

After you perform the prerequisites of RACF endpoint, ensure that you acquire the endpoint and Manage Account
template for RACF endpoint.

To acquire an endpoint and manage Account template for an endpoint, see Acquiring an Endpoint.

Set the Ownership of Associations between Users and Groups

The association between a user and a group has an owner.

When you use RACF to create this association, the group owns the association.

When you use Identity Manager to create the association, you can set the association owner to be the group or the
administrative user.

In previous releases, the association owner was always set to be the administrative user.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a RACF endpoint.
2. To make the group own associations between users and the group, select the Set Connect Group Ownership

checkbox.
3. To make the administrative user own the associations, leave the checkbox unselected.

Troubleshooting for the RACF Connector
This document covers the following troubleshooting scenarios:

Configure the Migration Log File for the RACF Connector

This topic applies to all of the mainframe connectors.

The migration tool uses java.util.logging. When you run the tool, you can use the -l option to specify the configuration file
for the logging system. This file configures the type and format of the information that is logged and the location of log
files.

For example, you can configure any of the following log levels:

• Log errors only.
• Log everything, including debugging info.
• Make the timestamps include dates and times down to seconds.
• Make the timestamps include dates only.
• Send the logs to the console.
• Send the logs to a file.

If you do not want to change the default logging configuration, omit the -l option.

Cannot Create Account When Password Policies Are In Conflict

This section applies to all connectors. However, it is most likely to be relevant to the mainframe connectors.
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Symptom:

In many organizations, some endpoints (such as the mainframe systems) have stricter restrictions on passwords than the
corporate password policy.

This conflict causes problems if you create a password that meets the requirements of the Identity Manager password
policy but is invalid on an endpoint. In this situation, the following problems can occur:

• When you use a provisioning role to create an endpoint account for an existing global user with such a password, the
account is not created.

• When you attempt to create a user with a temporary password, the user is not created.
• When you change the password of an existing account on the endpoint, the changed password is not saved.

Solution:

To avoid this problem, make one or both of the following changes:

• Make the password policy in Identity Manager more restrictive than the password policy on the mainframe endpoint.
• Make the policy for temporary passwords more restrictive than the password policy on the mainframe endpoint.

This change forces new users to change their password when they log in to User Console.

Rename ACF2, RACF and TSS Endpoints Before Upgrade

Spaces in endpoint names are no longer supported. If you created endpoints with spaces in the name in a previous
release, remove the spaces before upgrading to 12.6.

CA LDAP Server for z/OS must have Appropriate Maintenance Applied before Using the RACF
Connector or Using the Create/Delete Alias Processing in r12.0 and Beyond

If you are using any function of the RACF connector, or if you are using the create/delete alias processing in the ACF2 or
TSS Connectors, contact support for the appropriate maintenance. When you contact support, make sure to specify which
r12.5 release of Identity Manager is being used, as well as which version of LDAP Server for z/OS is being used. There
are different fixes for LDAP Server r12 and LDAP Server r14 and we want to make sure the correct modules are given.

How to Migrate RACF Data from the Plug-in Connector to the New Java Connector
This document covers the following topics:

This section applies to Identity Manager only.

IAM Connector Server comes with a tool that helps you migrate account templates and their associations to objects of the
new connector. If Identity Manager already manages RACF endpoints using the plugin connector, you can use the existing
RACF data with the new connector.

This tool migrates the following data:

• Account templates
The migrated account templates have the same name as the old account templates.

• Associations between account templates and endpoints, roles, and accounts

You cannot use this tool to migrate endpoint objects. Before you can migrate other data, acquire and explore the
endpoints with the new connector.
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1. Before you migrate data, set up the connector without correlating, using the steps in How to Connect to RACF.
2. Create two migration mapping files
3. Migrate the data
4. Repair migration errors
5. Correlate the data

Create Two Migration Mapping Files

The migration tool works with two mapping files:

Follow these steps:

• (Required) A file that specifies which old endpoints are migrated to which new endpoints.
The endpoint mapping file uses the following format:
OldEndpointName=NewEndpointName

• (Optional) A file that specifies any custom attributes that you plan to manage.
The custom attribute mapping file uses the following format:
from-custom-attribute=to-endpoint-attribute
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The mapping file has the same format and contents as the schema_map.txt used in Provisioning Manager and
Provisioning Server. You can use schema.txt as the mapping configuration file for the migration.

1. Set up any custom attributes in the new endpoint in Identity Manager.
2. Prepare the endpoint mapping file. Only the old endpoints that are specified in this mapping file are migrated.

When you run the mapping tool, use the  - c option to specify the path to the mapping file.
3. Prepare the mapping file for any custom attributes, if necessary.

When you run the mapping tool, use the  - m option to specify the path to the mapping file.

Example: Endpoint mapping file

In the example below, the administrator chooses to keep the endpoint name the same:

MFTSS.org.com=MFTSS.org.com

Example: Custom attribute mapping file

CustomAttribute001=VSE-IES-Dflt-Usercat

CustomAttribute002=VSE-IES-Fld1

Run a Migration Report
Before you migrate your data, we recommend that you run a simulation first. This generates an HTML report that lists the
following items:

• Objects and inclusions that are created
• Potential migration failures

You can then use the same migration tool to run the real migration.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command prompt and navigate to this location:
cs_home/bin/RACFv2Migrate

2. To run a simulated migration, use the racfv2migrate command with the -r S option. For example:
RACFv2Migrate -h mycomputer -d im  - p 20390  - u admin  - c c:\endpointconfig.txt  - m c:\schema_map.txt 

 - r S 

3. To migrate the data, use the racfv2migrate command with the -r R option. For example:
RACFv2Migrate -h server32 -d im -p 20389  -u etaadmin -n -r R -c tss_endpoints.properties  - l

 logging.properties

The tool migrates the data and saves a report in cs_home/jcs/resources/racfv2.
4. Verify the new account templates and associations.

Migrate Configuration and Data from Old Connector to New

The migration tool converts data from the old plugin connector to the new RACF v2 connector.

NOTE
You cannot migrate the endpoint using this tool. Before you can migrate the data, configure the endpoint in
Identity Manager.

RACFv2Migrate <options>

• -h hostname
Specifies the computer that hosts IMPS.

• -d domain
Identifies the Identity Manager domain that contains the endpoints that you want to migrate. Default: im

• -p port
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Defines the port number of IMPS. Default: 20391.
• -u username

Identifies the administrative user of the Identity Manager domain.
• -r S

roduces a report that lists the objects and inclusions that would have been migrated.
• -r R

Migrates data and produces a report that lists the objects and associations that would have been migrated, plus any
failures.

• -m path
Specifies the file that contains mappings for custom attributes in RACF.
One of the pre-requisites of the migration tool is the administrator has to migrate the custom attributes to the new
namespace manually before running the tool. The tool has no knowledge of the custom attributes added to the new
namespace, hence the user is also responsible to create a mapping file and supply the location of the file when
running the tool.
The mapping file should contain the from-custom-attribute=to-endpoint-attribute information, for example:
eTRACCustomAttribute001=eTRACAddressLine1

eTRACCustomAttribute002=eTRACAddressLine2

Note that the contents and format are the same as that used in schema_map.txt, and that file can be used as is as the
mapping configuration file for migration.

• -c path
Specifies the file that lists which endpoints have their data migrated. For more information, read Create Two Migration
Mapping Files.

• -l path
Specifies the logging configuration file. If this is omitted, the migration tool uses the default logging configuration
specified in <JAVA_HOME>/lib/logging.properties. For more information, read Configure the Migration Log File.

Repair Migration Errors

After the migration has finished, check the outcome carefully. If the result of the migration is not correct, delete the new
data and start again.

Follow these steps:

1. Delete the new endpoints specified in the endpoint mapping file.
This step deletes all associated account objects in Identity Manager without affecting data on the endpoint itself. This
step also removes all associations between global users and accounts.

2. Delete the new account templates.
This step removes all associations with the account templates.

You are now ready to migrate again.

Correlate the Data

If you migrated data from old endpoints, you first explored the data but you did not correlate the data. After the migration is
complete, correlate the data.

For now, include the options for the correlation. The following steps list the actions to perform:

Follow these steps:

1. Create correlation rules.
2. Edit the explore and correlate definition.

For now, select the correlation checkbox.
3. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

For now, the data is both explored and correlated.
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The endpoint is ready for use in Identity Manager.

Lotus Notes Domino

Downloads:

•    Attribute List   

•    Connector (embedded in CSS)

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

This wiki describes how to use the Lotus Notes Domino connector to connect CA IAM CS to Lotus Domino endpoints.

This wiki is for the following people:

• CA Identity Manager administrators
• CA Identity Governance administrators
• CA Secure Cloud tenant administrators

What the Lotus Notes Domino Connector Can Do
The Lotus Domino connector can work with users, roles, and permission lists.

The connector lets CA Identity Manager, CA Secure Cloud, and CA Identity Governance:

• Create, rename, update, and delete Lotus Domino accounts
• Assign and unassign a group to an account

Note: CA Identity Governance can perform the tasks through CA Identity Manager or CA Secure Cloud.

Connecting Lotus Domino to CloudMinder

For CA Secure Cloud, two administrators are involved in setting up connections to endpoints:

• The hosting administrator sets up the connector server in the cloud. This book does not discuss this topic. For details,
search for Provisioning Server and CA IAM Connector Server in the Installation section of the CA Secure Cloud
bookshelf.

• The tenant administrator sets up the on-premise connector server and configures the connector. Use this guide for
instructions.

The following diagram shows the components involved in connecting CA Secure Cloud to LotusDomino.
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For more detailed information about what to install where, search for "How to Set Up On-Premise Provisioning" in the CA
Secure Cloud bookshelf.

Connecting Lotus Domino to Identity Manager or Identity Governance

You can connect CA Identity Governance to CA IAM CS directly or through CA Identity Manager. In the following diagram,
the two ways of connecting CA Identity Governance are shown with dotted lines:
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File Locations for the Lotus Domino Connector

This guide uses the abbreviation cs_home for the installation directory of CA IAM CS.

This component has different default installation locations, depending on which CA product you have. For a list of these
locations, download the Connector Server Guide from the connectors download page. 

Security Requirements for the Lotus Notes Domino Connector

Privileges Required to Connect to Lotus Domino

The user account that the connector uses to acquire a Lotus Domino endpoint must have the same access level,
privileges, and roles as the Lotus Domino domain administrator in the following databases:

• names.nsf
• admin4.nsf
• certlog.nsf
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WARNING

Important! Consider logging in to the Lotus Domino Administrator application using the ID file for the user that
the connector uses to access the endpoint. Using the same ID file helps ensure that the user has the necessary
access level, privileges, and roles to complete user management actions.

Securing Communication Between Lotus Domino and CA IAM CS

This connector allows CA products to send sensitive information across the network:

• CA Secure Cloud and CA Identity Manager can send passwords and other security information across the network.
• CA Identity Governance does not import passwords or other security information, but it does import user details.

When you do not secure communication between the endpoint and the connector server, these details are sent without
encryption, creating a security risk.

We recommend that you secure the connection between Lotus Domino and CA IAM CS with SSL, using the steps in
Enable SSL between Lotus Domino and CA Identity Governance.

 

How to Connect to Lotus Domino

Prerequisite to connect to Lotus Domino

Add NCSO.jar to the Lotus Domino Connector

The Lotus Domino connector uses the Domino Java API to access the Domino server using CORBA, and it requires the
CORBA interface jar (NCSO.jar). Before you use the connector, create a bundle that contains this JAR, and then add the
bundle to the connector.

Although the Notes client is not required on the client system, it must contain NCSO.jar in the classpath.

Follow these steps:

1. Ask the Lotus Domino administrator to send you a copy of NCSO.jar, which is in lotus-home/Data/domino/java.
2. Save NCSO.jar locally.
3. Run the lnd_post_install script, which is in cs-home/bin.

The script asks for the location of the following items:
NSCO.jar—This file is essential to the connector.
TrustedCerts.class—(Optional) This file is required only if you want the connector to use SSL when communicating
with the endpoint.
The script then creates a bundle and saves it in the same location as the script.

4. Log in to CA IAM CS.
5. At the top, click the Connector Servers tab.
6. In the Connector Server Management area, click the Bundles tab.
7. Add the new bundle:

Note: You can deploy the OSGI bundle from the connector server GUI or copy the jar files to ca-home/jcs/data/
bundles/restore. Then restart the connector server and wait up to ten minutes for it to load.
a. In the Bundles area on the right, click Add.
b. Browse to the bundle that the script created, then select the connector server on which this connector will be

available.
c. Click OK.

The new bundle appears in the Bundles list.
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8. Find the main connector bundle in the Bundles list, then right-click its name in the list and select Refresh Imports from
the popup menu.
The Lotus Domino connector can now use NCSO.jar.

The following diagram shows the tasks that are required to connect to the endpoint, and who does each task.
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Figure 20: Connect to Lotus Domino

1. The Lotus Domino administrator does the following:
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– Enable the Administration Process (Adminp)
– Add encryption keys to the Server ID
– Update Notes.ini settings
– Configure remote access to the Domino server
– Sign the agents used by the connector
– Configure Domino to use SSL

2. The Connector Server administrator does the following steps:
– Verify that CA IAM CS is Installed and Running.
– Configure the Lotus Domino Connector to use SSL

3. The CA Product administrators connect to the endpoint:
– Connect to Lotus Domino in CA Identity Manager
– Connect to Lotus Domino in CA CloudMinder
– Connect to Lotus Domino in CA Identity Governance

Enable the Administration Process (Adminp)

This procedure is for the Lotus Domino administrator.

This step helps ensure that you can use all of the Administration Process (Adminp) features. By default, Adminp runs
when a Lotus Domino server is started; however, it is not automatically enabled for the domain.

Follow these steps:

1. Designate a server in the domain as the administration server for the Lotus Domino endpoint (Public Address Book).
2. Verify that the administration server for the endpoint is running the most recent version of Lotus Domino.

Note: After assigning an administration server to the endpoint, use the server copy of the Public Address Book for Adminp
tasks. Do not use the local copy of the Address Book.

Add Encryption Keys to the Server ID

This procedure is for the Lotus Domino administrator.

To allow CA IAM CS to communicate with the Lotus Domino server, add encryption keys to the server ID file. These keys
let CA IAM CS encrypt and decrypt the archive and certifier databases (RegXArchive and RegXCertifier).

Follow these steps:

1. Create an encryption key, naming it RegXArchive.
NOTE
To create this key, follow "To create a secret encryption key" section at https://help.hcltechsw.com/
notes/9.0.1/sec_encryp_doc_t.html?hl=create%2Csecret%2Cencryption%2Ckey#ariaid-title2

2. Repeat the previous step to create another key, naming it RegXCertifier.
NOTE
If you have already set up the connection between Lotus Domino and CA IAM CS, then these encryption
keys are already created. To import these existing keys instead of creating new ones, follow the instructions
at https://help.hcltechsw.com/notes/9.0.1/sec_encryp_doc_t.html?hl=create%2Csecret%2Cencryption
%2Ckey#ariaid-title2

Update Notes.ini Settings

The following settings must be made to the Domino server's notes.ini file:
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• LDAP_Disable_QRCache must be set to 1 to allow immediate updates to LND accounts through CA Identity Manager.
The cache stores user names and attributes that have been previously searched for in order to speed up frequently
performed searches.

• $Reg_TempDir variable representing the temp directory on the Domino server, must be added to the notes.ini file. The
value for this variable must reflect the URL of the directory as it can be accessed from the client system. If you add or
change the variable, the Domino server must be restarted.
Note: The directory pointed to by the URL must already exist. The LND Connector does not create the directory. An
example of the of this setting:
(Windows) $Reg_TempDir=\\user01w2k3\c$\lotus\domino\data\temp
(UNIX) $Reg_TempDir=\local\notesdata/temp
The value is necessary for the temporary placement of ID files during ID password changes. For ID password changes
to be successful, the ID must be located on the server at the time of the change. The value is also necessary for the
temporary placement of ID files during account and certifier creation if another location is not specified for the ID.

• The DIIOPIORHOST parameter accepts fqdn as the format for the hostname. For example, DIIOPIORHOST=<fqdn
hostname>.

Configure Remote Access to the Domino Server

This procedure is for the Lotus Domino administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the Domino server is accessible through the network, using TCP/IP. You must be able to ping the server
using its Internet host name.

2. Enable the HTTP and DIIOP tasks on the Domino server, in one of these ways:
– Add these tasks to the ServerTasks variable in the server’s notes.ini file
– Load these tasks at the server console

3. Use Domino Administrator to modify the server document to allow and restrict access as desired. The following are
some suggested settings:
a. On the Security tab, in the Server Access section:

Access server – All users can access this server
Not access server – blank
Create new databases – blank (= everyone)
Create replica databases – LocalDomainAdmins, LocalDomainServers, and the Domino Administrator account
used by the LND Connector if that account is not a member of LocalDomainAdmins

b. On the Security tab, in the Programmability Restrictions section:
Run unrestricted methods and operations – the Domino server name, the Domino Administrator account used by
the LND Connector
Run restricted LotusScript Java agents – the Domino Administrator account used by the LND Connector

c. On the Security tab, in the Internet Access section:
Internet authentication – Few name variations with higher security

d. On the Ports tab, under Internet Ports, do one of the following
e. Specify a DIIOP port. In Authentication options, select the following values:

Name & password - YesAnonymous - Yes

NOTE
If you do not provide the DIIOP port when you acquire the endpoint, retrieval of the IOR is done via
HTTP. To use this retrieval method, enable HTTP anonymous authentication.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Ports tab, click Internet Ports, Web port.
2. Verify that Authentication Options: Anonymous is set to yes.
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3. Restart the Domino Server.

WARNING
Anonymous authentication is not secure. We recommend that you provide the DIIOP port when you
acquire the endpoint.

 
f. On the Internet Protocols tab, under HTTP, in the R5 Basics section:

Allow HTTP clients to browse databases – Yes

 

Sign the Agents Used by the Connector

This procedure is for the Lotus Domino administrator.

To allow the connector to access the Lotus Domino endpoints, sign the agents that the connector uses. Use the keys
discussed in Add Encryption Keys to the Server ID.

Follow these steps:

1.  Copy the regarchv.ntf and regcerts.ntf database templates from cs_home\resources\lnd.
2. Place the copies in the data folder of the Domino Server endpoint:

Windows: lotus_home\Data
UNIX: /local/notesdata

3. Log in to Domino Designer using the account used by the connector.
4. Update the regarchv.ntf database template:

a. Open the regarchv.ntf database template.
b. In the Database View window on the right, expand Shared Code and click Agents.

A list of agents located in each template is displayed. 
c. For each agent, select the agent then click Sign.

This signs each of the agents that the connector is deployed within your environment.
5. Repeat step 4 for the regcerts.ntf database template.

If the regarc.nsf and regcert.nsf databases have not already been created, skip to the last step.
If these databases have already been created, follow the next steps to refresh the database designs.

6. Switch to the file view in Domino Designer.
7. Select regarc.nsf and click File, Database, Refresh Design.
8. Select regcert.nsf and click File, Database, Refresh Design.

The designs for these databases have been refreshed.
9. Close Domino Designer.

Configure Domino to Use SSL

This procedure is for the Lotus Domino administrator.

Communication between the Lotus Domino connector and the endpoint is not encrypted by default. To secure the
connection, use SSL encryption.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure the Lotus Domino endpoint to accept SSL connections. To do this, use the following documentation on SSL
Encryption:
http://publib.boulder.ibm.com/infocenter/domhelp/v8r0/topic/com.ibm.help.domino.admin85.doc/
H_ABOUT_SETTING_UP_SSL_ON_A_SERVER.html
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2. After the keyring files are on the server, start or restart the DIIOP task. This generates a file named TrustedCerts.class
in the following location:
lotus_home\Lotus\Domino\data\domino\Java\

3. Send the file to the CA IAM CS administrator.

Verify that Connector Server is Installed and Running Before Connecting to Lotus Domino

Check that CA IAM CS is installed and running.

CA IAM CS is installed with CA Identity Manager r12.8 and later, unless you deselected the CA IAM CS option during
installation. For details, search for Install CA IAM CS in the CA Identity Manager bookshelf.

Configure the Lotus Domino Connector to Use SSL

This procedure is for the CA IAM CS administrator.

After the Domino administrator has configured Domino to use SSL, the administrator sends the keyring file to you. Import
this keyring into CA IAM CS to allow the Lotus Domino connector to communicate with the endpoints over SSL.

The Lotus Domino connector uses the Domino Java API to access the Domino server using CORBA, and it requires the
CORBA interface jar (NCSO.jar). Before you use the connector, create a bundle that contains this JAR, and then add the
bundle to the connector.

Although the Notes client is not required on the client system, it must contain NCSO.jar in the classpath.

Follow these steps:

1. Import the keyring into CA IAM CS:
a. Receive the TrustedCerts.class file from the Domino administrator.
b. Save the TrustedCerts.class file in cs_home/extlib/.
c. Restart CA IAM CS service (im_jcs).

2. Set up a bundle that contains NCSO.jar:
a. Ask the Lotus Domino administrator to send you a copy of NCSO.jar, which is in the following location:

lotus-home/Data/domino/java
b. Save NCSO.jar locally.
c. Run the lnd_post_install script, which is in the following location:

cs-home/bin
The script asks for the location of the following items:
NSCO.jar—This file is essential to the connector.
TrustedCerts.class—(Optional) This file is required only if you want the connector to use SSL when
communicating with the endpoint.
The script then creates a bundle and saves it in the same location as the script.

3. Log in to CA IAM CS.
4. At the top, click the Connector Servers tab.
5. In the Connector Server Management area, click the Bundles tab.
6. Add the new bundle:

Note: You can deploy the OSGI bundle from the connector server GUI or copy the jar files to ca-home/jcs/data/
bundles/restore. Then restart the connector server and wait up to ten minutes for it to load.
a. In the Bundles area on the right, click Add.
b. Browse to the bundle that the script created, then select the connector server on which this connector will be

available.
c. Click OK.

The new bundle appears in the Bundles list.
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7. Find the main connector bundle in the Bundles list, then right-click its name in the list and select Refresh Imports from
the popup menu.
The Lotus Domino connector can now use NCSO.jar to set up an SSL connection to the Domino endpoint.

Connect to Lotus Domino in Identity Manager

After you complete the prerequisites of Lotus Domino, ensure that you acquire the Lotus Domino endpoint and Manage
Account template for Lotus Domino Endpoint.

To acquire an endpoint and manage Account template for an endpoint, see Acquiring an Endpoint documentation.

This procedure is for the CA Identity Manager administrator. It does not apply to CA Identity Governance or CA Secure
Cloud.

Connect to Lotus Domino in CloudMinder

This procedure is for the CA Secure Cloud administrator. It does not apply to CA Identity Manager or CA Identity
Governance.

For CA Secure Cloud, two administrators are involved in setting up connections to endpoints:

• The hosting administrator sets up the connector server in the cloud.
• The tenant administrator sets up the on-premise connector server and configures the connector that is described in

this guide.

To complete the set-up process for on-premise provisioning, you add any endpoint routes that you want. You can
configure the default on-premise connector server and also configure any other on-premise connector servers in your
environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up the endpoint route:
a. Log in to the CA Secure Cloud user console and navigate to Task, System, Manage Connector Server.
b. Select the connector server entry to which you want to add a route.
c. Right-click the connector entry and select Add Routes from the popup menu.
d. Check the route or routes that you want to add, and click OK.

You can add routes to more than one connector server. If you have added an Active Directory route to one
connector server, it is not available to add to other connector servers.

2. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. You will use this information in the
following steps.

3. Set up the connector in CA Secure Cloud:
a. Import the role definition file.
b. Create an admin role to manage the endpoint.
c. Create correlation rules, using the information in the attribute list.
d. Configure email notification for the endpoint.

4. Connect to an endpoint:
a. Add the endpoint to the environment.

When you complete the fields on the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list.
b. Create an explore and correlate definition.
c. Explore and correlate the endpoint.
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Connect to Lotus Domino in Identity Governance

This procedure is for the CA Identity Governance administrator. It does not apply to CA Identity Manager or CA Secure
Cloud.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. You will use this information in the
following steps.

2. Connect CA Identity Governance to the endpoint in one of these ways:
If your CA Identity Governance installation is associated with a CA Identity Manager installation, connect CA Identity
Governance to CA Identity Manager. CA Identity Governance immediately has access to the endpoints that CA Identity
Manager connects to.To do this, follow these steps:
a. Ensure that CA Identity Manager can successfully connect to the endpoint.
b. Set up the connection to CA Identity Manager.

If your CA Identity Governance installation is not associated with a CA Identity Manager installation, connect CA
Identity Governance directly to the connector server.
To do this, set up an import connector for this endpoint type.

3. Run an import to bring endpoint data into CA Identity Governance.
The connection process is complete. CA Identity Governance administrators can now set up a schedule for running
the connector job. Role engineers can now use CA Identity Governance to model and update roles in the data from the
endpoint.
Note: When you set up mapping between endpoint objects and CA Identity Governance resources, we recommend
that you use the template that comes with the connector. However you can set up custom mapping if you need to.

Connector Specific Features
This section details the following management features for your connector:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

NOTE
For a general overview of the Provisioning Manager and its main features, see Managing the Connectors. For
more detailed information about the Provisioning Manager, see the Provisioning Guide.

Managed Objects

CA Identity Manager organizes the following objects into a hierarchical endpoint tree:

• C ountry object depicts the country that is selected as the organizational root. This object is generally implicit in the
Lotus Notes/Domino representation of the organizational hierarchy. Countries appear directly under the root container
and their use is optional. Only Organization objects can be their direct children.

• Organization objects represent the Lotus Notes/Domino organization level certifiers that are registered with the
Domino Administration Server and stored in the Domino Address Book. These can contain organizational unit objects
or account objects. They can only appear under a Country object or root level.

• Organizational Unit objects represent the Lotus Notes/Domino organizational unit level certifiers that are
registered with the Domino Administration Server and stored in the Domino Address Book. These can contain other
organizational unit objects or account objects. (Maximum four OU objects).

• G roup objects represent the groups on the Lotus Notes/Domino server. Group objects are leaf objects, but all appear
directly under the single eTLNDGroupContainer container.
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N ote: LND groups cannot be added to other LND groups that are not in the same Domino directory. A group in the
primary Domino directory cannot be added to a group that is in the secondary Domino directory, and vice versa.

•  Account objects represent the accounts on the Lotus Notes/Domino server.Account objects are leaf objects and can
appear under any Organization or Organizational Unit.

How Managed Objects are Referred to in the Java LND Connector

The LND Connector uses Provisioning Server DNs to refer to all managed objects (except the DN of the administrative
account used to connect to the endpoint). This includes syntax used to distinguish LND "Unique OUs" from real
Organizational Units. For example, previously a group may have named an account (with a Unique OU) that was
a member of the group as, "CN=user,OU=uou,O=Acme". An equivalent reference using the new connector is
"eTLNDAccountName=user/uou,eTLNDOrganizationName=Acme".

Update Notes.ini Settings for Lotus Domino

The following settings must be made to the Domino server's notes.ini file:

• LDAP_Disable_QRCache must be set to 1 to allow immediate updates to LND accounts through CA Identity Manager.
The cache stores user names and attributes that have been previously searched for in order to speed up frequently
performed searches.

• $Reg_TempDir variable representing the temp directory on the Domino server, must be added to the notes.ini file. The
value for this variable must reflect the URL of the directory as it can be accessed from the client system. If you add or
change the variable, the Domino server must be restarted.
Note: The directory pointed to by the URL must already exist. The LND Connector does not create the directory. An
example of the of this setting:

(Windows) $Reg_TempDir=\\user01w2k3\c$\lotus\domino\data\temp

(UNIX) $Reg_TempDir=\local\notesdata/temp

The value is necessary for the temporary placement of ID files during ID password changes. For ID password changes
to be successful, the ID must be located on the server at the time of the change. The value is also necessary for the
temporary placement of ID files during account and certifier creation if another location is not specified for the ID.

• The DIIOPIORHOST parameter accepts fqdn as the format for the hostname. For example, DIIOPIORHOST=<fqdn
hostname>

System Databases

The Provisioning Server uses five system databases to manage users. The first three databases originate from the Lotus
Notes/Domino product. The last two databases are created when an LND endpoint is acquired and their templates have
been copied to the Domino\data folder from <jcs-home>\resources\lnd folder. 

 

ADMIN4.NSF

The Administration Process (Adminp) uses this database to post and respond to requests. You can approve requests
that move users to different organization hierarchies, delete objects, delete mail files, and monitor Administration Process
errors.

CERTLOG.NSF

Lists the names of all registered and certified users in a domain. This database is required if you want to use the
Administration Process to simplify user management.
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NAMES.NSF

Provides a domain-wide directory of the server, including its users, certifiers, foreign domains, and groups. This database
includes documents that manage server-to-server communication and server programs. 

REGARC.NSF

Stores archive documents for all managed accounts. Each archive document includes the login name, password,
certificate expiration date, and a copy of the user ID file.
N ote: Agents in this template must be signed by the Admin account used by the Provisioning Server to connect to the
Domino Server.

REGCERT.NSF

Stores certifier documents for all organization and organizational unit certifiers that certify accounts. Each certifier
document includes the certifier name, type, password, and ID file.
N ote: Agents in this template must be signed by the Admin account used by the Provisioning Server to connect to the
Domino Server.

N ote: For details on the access privileges that you need to perform user management in your Lotus Notes/Domino
domain, see the section, Configure the Lotus Notes/Domino Connector.

Each time a request is sent or received, the Provisioning Server opens these databases and makes changes to the
information stored in them.

Locations for Storing IDs

You can choose to store user and certifier IDs on the LND server or on a separate server. This section lists the supported
ID types and how to configure CA Identity Manager to store them.

UserID

If UserID is stored on the LND Server, follow these steps:

1. Select the User ID File Path check box on the UserID tab.
2. Specify the absolute path (on the LND server) and filename as follows:

Windows: C:\ProgramFiles\Lotus\Domino\data\user.id
Unix: /local/notedata/user.id

If UserID is stored on a separate system:

1. Select the User ID File Path check box on the UserID tab.
2. Enter the full UNC path, including the drive as follows:

\\server\c$\share\user.id
NOTE: Do not omit the c$.

Certifier ID

If Certifier ID is stored on the LND server, follow these steps:

 

1. Select the Specify a Location for the Certifier ID check box on the Organization Certifiers tab.
2. Specify the absolute path (on the LND server) and filename as follows:

Windows: C:\ProgramFiles\Lotus\Domino\data\certifier.id
Unix: /local/notedata/certifier.id
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If UserID is stored on a separate system, follow these steps:

1. Select the User ID File Path check box on the UserID tab.
2. Enter the full UNC path, including the drive as follows:

\\server\c$\share\certifier.id
NOTE: Do not omit the c$.

Custom Attribute Support

Several enhancements have been made for custom attribute support. They include:

• The connector supports up to 50 custom attributes eTLNDCustomAttribute01-50 and up to 50 custom capability
attributes eTLNDCustomCapabilityAttribute01-50 (policySync="yes").

• Connector Xpress must be used to map custom attributes and custom capability attributes. Mapping custom attributes
using XML file<jcs-home>/conf/override/lnd/lnd_custom_metatdata.xml is no longer available.

• Only power users should modify t he custom metadata file and should take precautions like saving a backup copy of
any existing file before updating. Tests to verify mapping changes should be conducted immediately after modifications
are made, as any syntax errors introduced will render any LND connector hosted by the modified CA IAM CS
inoperable until a valid custom file is reinstated (or the offending custom mapping file deleted).

• If customized mappings need to be active on multiple CA IAM CS installations, the same metadata needs to be
deployed on each of them.

• Attribute values entered on the Custom Attributes tab are subject to validation by the connector. For example, integer
fields emit a validation failure when non-digit characters are present.

• The values provided for any custom attribute configured to be date or dateTimes on the Custom Attributes tab, must
be entered in the UTC time zone, not local time, unless the computers on which the client is running and the LND
endpoint are configured to use the same time zone.

Use Connector Xpress to Map Custom Attributes and Custom Capability Attributes

To specify custom attributes for LND, use Connector Xpress. To add custom attributes and map them, do the following
from Connector Xpress:

1. Select Project, Create New from Template.
2. From the pop-up, select the relevant template, for example, 'Lotus Domino Server.con' or 'Lotus Notes Domino

(DJX).con'.
3. Edit the custom attributes in Classes, eTLNDAccount, Attributes.
4. Save the updated ‘Lotus Domino Server.con’ or 'Lotus Notes Domino (DJX).con' file.
5. Right-click the Lotus Domino Server endpoint and select ‘Deploy Metadata’.

Correlate on Shortname

The default correlation attribute used by the Lotus Notes/Domino Connector is the Shortname attribute. When creating
new global users, they will, by default, have the LND account shortname as the global user name. Accounts are then
correlated to existing global users if the global user name matches the LND account's shortname value.

To use another attribute as the correlation attribute, for example, the full name, follow these steps:

1. From the System task in Provisioning Manager, select Domain Configuration.
Several folders appear in the right-hand frame.

2. Select Explore and Correlate, Correlation attribute from the right-had frame.
The Domain Configuration tab appears.
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3. From the Domain Configuration tab, modify the Correlation attribute appropriately. 
For example, to change the correlation attribute to the full name, you would set the Correlation Attribute to
“GlobalUserName=Lotus Domino Server:Name”.

Configure Shortname Verification

The LND connector automatically generates unique short names. By default the LND connector searches existing
Address Books for short names. However, if you store short names in non-standard locations and want to verify that short
names that are automatically generated do not conflict with existing short names, you can change the default search
behavior. You can specify the databases and views you want to search for shortnames by configuring the connector.xml
file.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the folder cs_home/conf/override/lnd/connector.
2. Add the following to the <property name="defaultConnectorConfig"> section of the SAMPLE.connector.xml file:

<property name="shortNameSearchViews">
   <map>
   <entry key="names.nsf"><value>$Users</value></entry>
   </map>
</property
This configuration specifies the databases and views to search for short names. This configuration replaces the default
connector behavior of searching existing Address Books for short names.
Note: For more information about customizing a connector.xml file, see Configuring a Connector.

3. To search multiple views, add extra <entry> lines. For example:
<property  name="shortNameSearchViews">
   <map>
   <entry  key="db1.nsf"><value>$view1</value></entry>
   <entry  key="db2.nsf"><value>$view2</value></entry>
   <entry  key="db3.nsf"><value>$view3</value></entry>
</map>
</property>
N ote: You can only specify one view per database. For example, you cannot do the following:
<property  name="shortNameSearchViews">
   <map>
   <entry  key="db1.nsf"><value>$view1</value></entry>
     <entry  key="db1.nsf"><value>$view2</value></entry>
   <entry  key="db1.nsf"><value>$view3</value></entry>
   </map>
   </property>

4. Rename the SAMPLE.connector.xml file to connector.xml.conf/override/lnd
5. Copy the file to the following folder on CA IAM CS:
6. Restart the connector.

Attribute Mapping

In order to improve performance, a minimum number of attributes is retrieved from the Domino server during exploration.
By default, most Domino attributes are not mapped to the Global Users. If you need to populate Global User information
from the Domino database, this information can be retrieved by defining additional attribute mappings. Follow these steps
to set up attribute mapping:

1. Select Use custom settings from the Attribute Mapping tab.
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2. Click Set Default and define at least one additional attribute mapping.
The LND Connector is now forced to retrieve all data from the Domino server.
Note: Exploration times are likely to increase due to extra information retrieval from the Domino endpoint.

LND Account Templates

The Lotus Notes/Domino Default Policy, provided with the Lotus Notes/Domino Connector, gives a user the minimum
security level needed to access an endpoint. You can use this account template as a model to create new account
templates.

CA Identity Manager lets you manage provisioning roles and account templates from the User Console. For example,
with Lotus Notes/Domino you can give a person access to the Lotus Notes/Domino server by registering the person using
the Lotus Notes Domino Client. When registering a user, the connector creates a Person document in the Public Address
Book (PAB), a user ID file, and a server-based mail file that defines the types of mail the user can receive. (The PAB is
also called the Domino Endpoint.)

Similarly, an Internet user is defined as someone who is required to provide a password when accessing a Lotus Notes/
Domino server or someone who uses client authentication with Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). In addition, this user uses
either no mail or Internet mail, in which case a user ID and mail file are not necessary. An Internet user can by added by
the connector creating a Person document in the Public Address Book (PAB). The document contains information about
the user's name and Internet password.

In CA Identity Manager, you register both of these users by adding them to a provisioning role that has a Lotus Notes/
Domino account template defined and a Lotus Notes/Domino endpoint associated with the account template.

LND Accounts

To manage LND Accounts, some manual steps are required. Each Organization or Organizational Unit must have an entry
in RegCert.nsf to permit CA Identity Manager access.

To create this entry, do the following:

1. Explore the Lotus/Domino endpoint.
2. Expand Organizations or Organizational Units in the List Tab.
3. Select an item and right-click it to select Custom, then Certifier Details.
4. Fill in all mandatory fields (Name, Storage location, and Password of the Certifier ID).

Account Custom Operation (Rename, Recertify, Move In Hierarchy)

For Account Custom Operation (Rename, Recertify, and Move In Hierarchy), you must add an entry in RegArc.nsf for
explored accounts. This is only for Accounts created with native tool and explored with the Provisioning Server.

To create this entry, do the following:

1. Explore the Lotus/Domino endpoint.
2. Expand Accounts in a List Tab.
3. On the History tab of each account for which you want to add an archive entry, click the Add/Update Archive button.
4. Fill in all mandatory fields (Location and Password of the Certifier Id).
5. Click OK.
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Archive Database Data Collection

Before password synchronization can take place, all current Notes account ID files with their passwords need to be
obtained. The repository for these account IDs and passwords is the existing Archive database. Keeping this repository
current allows for ID and password recovery. If you lose your account ID, the Administrator can retrieve the current
account ID and password from the Archive database and send them to you.

To obtain the current account IDs and passwords, the archive database on the Domino server needs to be designated
as “Mail-in” database and the Send ID to Archive DB hidden agent needs to be copied to all user mailfiles by the
Administrator. The agent can be copied in one of the following ways:

• Using the Domino Designer client, copy the hidden agent from the Archive DB to each mailfile individually.
• Using the Domino Designer client, copy the hidden agent from the Archive DB to the mail template and let the

Designer task automatically update the mailfiles. (recommended) By default, the Designer task runs daily at 1:00 a.m.

This agent gets the user's Notes account ID specified by the “KeyFilename” entry in their notes.ini file on the Domino
Client, prompts the user to enter his or her password and then mails these items to the Archive database. The Archive DB
must be configured as a Mail-in Database in the Domino endpoint using the Mail-in name “Archive Database”.

Once the agent is present in the user mailfiles, a mail message is sent notifying them that their account ID and password
need to be sent to the Archive database. This message contains a button that activates the Send ID to Archive DB hidden
agent which retrieves the ID file and mails both ID and password to the Archive database.

You must sign the agents with a signature that is valid in your organization in order for the new agents to run successfully.
To do this, edit and save each agent in the Domino Designer client.

If a database is designed to receive mail, you must create a Mail-In Database document in the Domino Directory. This
document must exist in the Domino Directory of every server that stores a replica of the database. The database cannot
receive mail until you create this document.

To create a Mail-In Database Document:

1. Make sure you have at least Author access with the Create Documents privilege selected.
2. From the People & Groups tab of the Domino Administrator, choose the Mail-In Databases Resources view, and click

Add Mail-In database.
3. On the Basics tab, complete these fields:

Mail-in name: “Archive Database”
Domain: <Your domain name>
S e rver: <Your server>
Fil e name: regarc.nsf

4. Save the document.

Password Synchronization

The administrative user of CA Identity Manager can change the password associated with an account's ID file in one of
the following ways:

• Directly modifying the account
• Propagate a Global User password change to associated accounts.

Once the password is changed, an email is sent to the account, optionally, including the new server ID file.

To customize the subject and body of the email that is sent, set the following parameters in the NOTES.INI file on the
Domino server: 

“$Password_Change_Subject=” specifies the message body to be used: If not specified, the parameter defaults to a
generic subject.
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 “$Password_Change_Message=” specifies the message body to be used. If not specified, the parameter defaults to a
generic body.

 “$Password_Change_Attach_ID=” specifies whether the new ID file is attached to the message. If not specified, the
default is “Yes”. Any value other than a case-insensitive match to “Yes” is interpreted as “No.”

 "$Password_Send_To=" specifies who receives the message.

Suspend/Resume

A combobox called Status located on the Profile tab of the Account and Account Template Property sheets provides a
form of suspension using Deny Access groups.

When Status is set to Active, the account is not in a Deny Access group on the Domino server. When Status is set to
Suspended, the account has been added to a Deny Access group on the Domino server.

N ote: This functionality is currently limited in the number of accounts that can be concurrently suspended. For Domino
6.x, the limit is 64 KB. For Domino 7.x, the limit is 32 KB.

Create Mailbox

Note: You can create a mailbox only after performing explore and correlate operations.

The Lotus Notes Domino Connector enables you to create mailbox for the users while creating and modifying an Account
and Account Template:

Create Mailbox while creating Account or Account Template

Follow the Steps

1. Open CA Identity Manager UI
2. For Accounts, perform the following steps

a. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Orphan Accounts
b. Click Create Account
c. Select Lotus Domino Server from Search for an account of endpoint type drop down list
d. Click Search in Search for a container 

3. For Account Template, perform the following steps
a. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Account Templates, Create Account Templates
b. Select Lotus Domino Server from Create a new account template of Endpoint Type drop down list
c. Click OK

4. Click the Mail tab
5. Enter the following mandatory information in the Mail File section to create the mailbox.

a. Home Server: Allows you to enter the server name. If you do not select any server, the available server name
appears as default

b. Internet Message Store: Specifies the following options to store your mails through internet:
a. Notes
b. Notes and Internet Mail
c. Internet Mail

c. Create Mailbox: Specifies the following options to create mailbox:
a. Not to create mailbox
b. Create mailbox now
c. Create as background task
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d. Mail File ACL: Allows you to select any of the following options:
a. Designer
b. Editor
c. Manager

6. Click Submit

Create Mailbox While Modifying Account or Account Template

Follow the Steps

Perform the above steps given in Create Mailbox while creating Account or Account Template to create mailbox while
modifying Account and Account Template.

Notes:

• To create a mailbox for an already existing user, you must select Create as background task option in Account and
Account Template. 

• For Accounts, if you select Create mailbox now option in Mail File section of Mail tab, by default the Create as
background task  option gets selected.This occurs as the Create mailbox now option does not work for an already
existing user.

Troubleshooting for Lotus Notes Domino

Cannot Open Database on Remote System

 Symptom: 

To open a database on a remote system, that system must list the server where the agent is running as a trusted server.

 Solution: 

Run the explore and correlate on the LND endpoint to remove the eTLNDHomeServer attribute from the repository.

Improve the Performance of Explore and Correlate for Lotus Domino

In some situations, exploring and correlating a Lotus Domino endpoint can take a very long time. The poor performance
can be caused by the following:

• Exploring the ExpirationDate attribute from certlog.nsf. This takes about three seconds for each account.
• Exploring accounts with a user organizational unit (UOU). The connector uses a Two Level search for each

Organization Unit and Organization. This means that almost every account is explored twice.

To improve performance, edit the following settings in the Lotus Domino connector configuration. These new settings
change the way the connector explores the endpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Enable custom configuration:
a. Browse to cs_home/jcs/conf/override/lnd
b. Rename connector.xml so that you can revert to it if you need to.
c. Rename SAMPLEconnector.xml to connector.xml. This file now overrides the main configuration file. Any settings

that you change here will apply after you restart the connector.
2. Edit one or more of the following settings in the new connector.xml file:

readExpirationDateInSearchChange the value to FALSE. The connector no longer reads the ExpirationDate from the
certlog.nsf.
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readOuFromPrimaryAddressBookOnlyChange the value to TRUE. The connector now searches for OUs in the
Primary Address Book (names.nsf) only. If you leave this set to FALSE, the connector searches all available address
books for OUs.
readAcctFromPrimaryAddressBookOnlyChange the value to TRUE. The connector now searches for accounts
in the Primary Address Book (names.nsf) only. If you leave this set to FALSE, the connector searches all available
address books.
e nableUouDetectionIf the endpoint contains no UOUs, change the value to FALSE. The connector will no longer
search for UOUs.

3. Save connector.xml and then restart the connector.
4. (Optional) Read the expiration date into the provisioning directory using the following etautil commands:

etautil -d  <Domain>  -u  <Administrator> -p  <Password>  add
'eTLNDDirectoryName=<LND Endpoint Name>,eTNamespaceName=Lotus Domino  Server,dc=<Domain>'
eTLNDAddCert  eTLNDAddCertOperation=2 eTLNDAddCertOUName='eTLNDAccountName=<LND 
 Account Name>,eTLNDOrganizationName=<Org  Name>' eTLNDAddCertIDLocation='<ID FileLocation>'
eTLNDAddCertSecretOUPwd='<User  ID  password>' eTLNDAddCertName='<temporary name>'
etautil -d  im  -u  etaadmin -p  etaadmin  delete 'eTLNDDirectoryName=<LND Endpoint
Name>,eTNamespaceName=Lotus Domino  Server,dc=<Domain>'  eTLNDAddCert
eTLNDAddCertName='<temporary name>'

N ote: Make sure the eTLNDAddCertName values are the same in those two commands.

Prevent Quota and Threshold Failure for LND Accounts

 Symptom: 

If Mail File ACL is set to Manager and you attempt to update quotas and threshold for existing LND accounts with
Provisioning Manager, the update fails and you receive an error message starting with:

ERROR  [provisioning] javax.naming.OperationNotSupportedException: [LDAP: error  code   53  - :ETA_E_0008<MAC>

 Solution: 

Update quotas and threshold in Provisioning Manager or CA Identity Manager. The error message no longer displays.

Microsoft Connectors
This document covers the following topics:

• Microsoft Active Directory, Exchange, and Skype for Business (Formerly, Lync)

• Microsoft Azure

• Microsoft Office 365

• Microsoft SQL Server

• Microsoft Windows

Microsoft Active Directory, Exchange, and Skype for Business Server (Lync)
Active Directory is a Microsoft product that consists of several services that run on Windows server to manage
permissions and access to networked resources. Active Directory stores data as objects such as a user, group,
application or device (example: printer).
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Active Directory Connector Capabilities

Active Directory connector connects C++ Connector Server (CCS) to Active Directory, Exchange, and Skype for Business
(formerly, Lync) servers.

ATTENTION
To connect to Exchange and Skype for Business servers, you must first establish a connection to the Active
Directory server.

Active Directory Server

Active Directory connector lets you administer accounts, groups, containers, printers, computers, and shared folders on
Active Directory Services servers. The connector can perform the following tasks:

• Synchronize global users with their roles or synchronize accounts of the global users with their account templates.
• Change account passwords and account activations in one place.
• Assign Active Directory Services account template to each of the Active Directory Services endpoints.
• Use the default Endpoint Type account template to create accounts with the minimum level of security needed to

access an Active Directory Services directory.
• Create and manage Active Directory Services groups, containers, printers, shared folders, and computers.
• Generate and print reports about Active Directory Services accounts.
• Add users to groups to complete their administrative task within a limited time.

Exchange Server

Active Directory connector for Exchange server lets you administer mailboxes on the Active Directory Services servers
and manage Exchange mailboxes. The connector lets you perform the following user administration tasks from a single
interface:

• Create and manage Microsoft Exchange mailboxes for any existing ADS account.
• Create and manage new Microsoft Exchange mailboxes.
• Create and manage contacts with email addresses.
• Create and delete email addresses of the contacts.
• Generate and print reports about Microsoft Exchange mailboxes.

Skype for Business Server

Active Directory connector can add an Active Directory user to the Skype for Business server. Added users can log in to
the Skype for Business client and avail its services. The connector allows you to grant or revoke access to the Skype for
Business policies including:

• Dial Plan
• Voice
• Conferencing
• Client Version
• PIN
• External Access
• Archiving
• Location Policy and Client Policy

Intended Audience

• Symantec Identity Governance and Administration (IGA) - Administrators

Downloads

• Attribute List
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Feature Release Information

Feature Description Version

SASL Secure Mode A method that enables you to add authentication support to connection
based protocols.

14.2

Time To Live (TTL)/Time-Bound Membership Time based membership for users. 14.1

Group Management Add, view and modify Active Directory groups from Identity Manager. 12.6.7

The following prerequisites must be met before using the latest/updated Active Directory connector:

• Upgrade to the latest Identity Manager C++ Connector Server
• Apply the latest Role Definition for the Active Directory Server

Privileges to Connect to Active Directory, Exchange and Skype for Business Server (Lync)
This document covers the following topics:

Privileges Required to Connect to Active Directory

A user that connects to Active Directory must have the write permission to modify the Active Directory objects. To assign
required user permissions, delegate administration rights to a group and then place the connector server administrative
user within that group. You can use the Account Operators group for most actions; however, access to some sensitive
groups such as Domain Admins is blocked. For further information, see the following articles:

• Securing Active Directory Administrative Groups and Accounts
• Best Practices for Securing Active Directory

NOTE
Setting up of these permissions for a user is not required, if you plan to only import Active Directory data into
Identity Governance but not modify the objects. To perform an import operation, the user that connects to and
reads the domain must be a member of the default domain users group. No further permissions are required. It
is recommended to have Domain Admin privileges for Identity Manager.

Privileges Required to Connect to Exchange Server

The connector requires that an account has sufficient privileges to manage Exchange server. Ensure that the account has
at least the following roles:

• Exchange Recipient Administrator role
• Exchange Server Administrator role on all the mailbox servers
• Local Administrators group on all the mailbox servers and the C++ Connector Server.

These roles must be applied to the following accounts:

• Agentless Mode: The account used to acquire the endpoint.
• Agent Mode: The account that runs the remote agent for Exchange.

Privileges Required to Connect to Skype for Business Server
The following privileges are required to connect to a Skype for Business server:

• Admin user defined for the Active Directory endpoint must be a member of the CSAdministrator group.
• Agentless mode is supported so that Skype for Business server can allow PowerShell access.
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Secure Communication between Active Directory and C++ Connector Server
The Active Directory connector allows sensitive information over the network:

• Identity Manager sends passwords and other security information over the network.
• Identity Governance does not import passwords or other security information, but imports user details.

Without secure communication between the Active Directory and C++ Connector Server, unencrypted data is sent over
the network thus causing a security threat.

We recommend that you use SSL to secure the connection between Active Directory and C++ Connector Server by
following the given sections:

• Configure Active Directory to Accept SSL Connections
• Configure C++ Connector Server to Trust the Active Directory Server

Configure Active Directory to Accept SSL Connections
By default, Active Directory does not accept SSL connections. To protect your data, use the information in the following
articles to set up SSL:

• How to enable LDAP over SSL with a third-party certification authority: http://support.microsoft.com/kb/321051
• Configuring LDAP over SSL Requirements for AD LDS: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc725767.aspx

If you want to connect a child domain to C++ Connector Server, you need to establish a trust between them. Use the
information in the following article:

• Certification Authority configuration to publish certificates in Active Directory of trusted domain: http://
support.microsoft.com/kb/281271

Configure C++ Connector Server to Trust the Active Directory Server

You must configure the C++ Connector Server to trust the Active Directory server. To set up this trust, use a trusted root
certification authority (CA) in a group policy to distribute your organization's root certificates.

When the C++ Connector Server is installed on an individual system, it is necessary to import the trusted root certificates
on the system hosting the C++ Connector Server.

You can import and export the trusted root certificates automatically by using the Active Directory Certificate Utility or by
applying the following manual steps:

1. On the machine hosting the C++ Connector Server, open a web browser and access the URL: http://CA_FQDN/
certsrv.

2. Select Retrieve the CA certificate or certificate revocation list.
On some platforms, this option may appear as Download a CA certificate, certificate chain, or CRL.

3. Select Install this CA certification path.
On some platforms, this option may appear as Install this CA certificate chain.

NOTE
These instructions are provided only as a guide and can differ for different versions of Windows. See the
appropriate Microsoft documentation for specific instructions.

Active Directory Certificate Utility

The Active Directory Certificate utility automates the process of exporting the root certificates from Active Directory
endpoint and importing into a local or remote C++ Connector Server. The utility also updates the hosts file with the Active
Directory server details in the C++ Connector Server.
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Follow these steps to execute the utility:

1. Prerequisites
a. Ensure that you have PowerShell 2.0 or above version in the required C++ Connector Server system. Execute the

following command in a Command Prompt to check the PowerShell version:
$PSVersionTable.PSVersion

b. Set the PowerShell Execution Policy to unrestricted.
Set-ExecutionPolicy Unrestricted

c. Ensure that you enable Active Directory server support for PowerShell remoting. Execute the following command in
Active Directory system to enable the support:
Enable-PSRemoting

2. Run the Active Directory Certificate utility.
a. Run PowerShell.
b. Navigate to the Active Directory Certificate utility path where the script is located:

<ProvisioningServer_Install_Path>/utilities/ADCertUtil

c. Run the script.
adcertutil.ps1

d. Select any one of following three options which suits your requirement.
a. Option 1 (Default): EXPORT certificates from Active Directory and IMPORT into C++ Connector Server
b. Option 2: EXPORT certificates from Active Directory
c. Option 3: IMPORT certificates into C++ Connector Server

NOTE

• You can export certificates only from the Active Directory server.
• If you select option 1 or 2, you must enter the Active Directory server fully qualified domain name and enter

the required information. Example: hostname.domainname.com where the domain is hosted in the same
machine as Active Directory.
The exported certificates are available in the <ProvisioningServer_Install_Path>/Utilities/ADCertUtil/CERT
folder.

• When you import a certificate, enter the C++ Connector Server host name for option 1 or 3. The localhost
option is available by default.

If you fail to acquire the Active Directory endpoint in SSL mode using Active Directory Certificate utility, verify the following
tasks:

• Verify whether the hosts file in the C++ Connector Server system is updated with the appropriate Active Directory
details. Record must be as follows:
<IP of AD system>                        <FQDN of AD system>                <AD system name>
Ensure that IP Address is fully resolved with the qualified domain name, that is, it is a member of its own domain.

• Run certmgr.msc on the C++ Connector Server system to verify whether the imported certificates are expired

Acquire an Active Directory Endpoint
To administer an Active Directory endpoint from Identity Manager, you must acquire the Active Directory endpoint. To
achieve this, you must perform the following tasks:

1. Prerequisites: The following Microsoft tools must be installed on the C++ Connector Server:
– .NET Framework 3.5 [Applicable to Active Directory, Exchange and Skype for Business Server endpoints]
– Windows Management Framework 2.0 (Windows PowerShell 2.0, WinRM 2.0) [Applicable to Exchange Server

Only]
2. Import the role definition file.
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a. In the Management Console, click Environments.
b. Select the environment where you are adding the endpoint.
c. Click Role and Task Settings.
d. Click Import.
e. Select the Active Directory role definition file available under Category: Endpoint Type.
f. Click Finish.
g. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

3. Use the Active Directory Attribute List and create correlation rules for the attributes that the connector manages.
4. Create an instance of the Active Directory endpoint in the Identity Manager User Console.

NOTE
In a multi-domain Active Directory setup, ensure that you acquire separate instances of parent and child
domains.

a. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
b. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
c. Select ActiveDirectory in the Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type drop-down and click OK.
d. In the Endpoint tab, configure the following fields:

a. Endpoint Name: Enter a name for the Active Directory endpoint instance that you are creating.
b. Description: Enter a text that describes the Active Directory endpoint.
c. Host Name: Enter the fully qualified domain name of the Active Directory.
d. User ID:  Enter the ID of the user who acquires and manages the endpoint. For information on user privileges,

see Privileges to Connect to an Active Directory Endpoint.
e. Password: Enter the password of the user who acquires and manages the Active Directory endpoint.
f. Default Account Template: Associate a default account template to the Active Directory endpoint.

e. In the Security tab, select the required Secure Mode. The supported secure modes are:
• Use LDAP – SASL (Recommended): SASL (Simple Authentication and Security Layer) is a method that

enables you to add authentication support to connection-based protocols. It ensures privacy and tamper-proof
communication to Active Directory. By default, this option is selected and it does not require any certificates. You
can configure the Provisioning server to use SASL.

NOTE

• For Active Directory alone, no extra configuration is required.
• The Active Directory connector supports LDAP signing and it works when you set the security

policy Domain controller: LDAP server signing requirements to Require signature.
• For managing Exchange mailbox in SASL method, ensure that the authentication method is set

to Kerberos mode on the C++ Connector Server host. This requires configuring C++ Connector
Server host to Active Directory domain. For more information about how to connect Microsoft
Exchange in Kerberos mode, see Connect to Exchange Agentless.

• Use LDAP – SSL Encryption: SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) encryption method enables you to acquire
an endpoint on a secure connection. Before you select this option, ensure that you perform the following
prerequisites:
• Configure Active Directory Server to issue a certificate
• Import the certificate into the Identity Manager Server issued by Active Directory

• Do not use SSL (Useful for demo purposes only): This option enables you to manage accounts without SSL
or ADSI options and it does not let you set passwords. All password requests are ignored, and any new account
that is created does not have an initial password setting. Do not use this option in a production environment.

NOTE
If you want to modify the secure mode post Active Directory endpoint creation, ensure that you re-enter
the password and restart the Java Connector Server (JCS).
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f. In the Failover tab, select Enable Failover option to set up failover for Active Directory. For more information, click
here.

g. In the Exchange General tab, configure the following fields:
a. Exchange Gateway Server
b. Cam/Caft timeout

h. In the Configuration tab, configure the following fields:
a. User must change password after password reset
b. Home directory permission
c. Detect Account Move Across Containers: Select this option to enable movement of Active Directory

accounts from one organizational unit to another. For more information, see Accounts Movement Across
Organizational Units.

5. Modify the Active Directory endpoint. After creating an Active Directory endpoint, configure the Exchange Gateway
Server field as follows:
a. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Modify Endpoint.
b. Search and select the Active Directory endpoint.
c. In the Exchange General tab, enter the Load Balancer name or Name Space in Exchange Gateway Server field

for DAG.
This step is not applicable to Identity Governance.

Explore and Correlate Active Directory
Identity Manager supports the following explore and correlate methods for Active Directory:

Partial Explore and Correlate
Identity Manager supports Partial Explore and Correlate for Active Directory endpoint only. The Partial Explore and
Correlate functionality allows you to filter accounts for explore and correlate operation thus improving the system
performance. The supported attributes for filtering accounts are as follows:

• Account ID (pre-windows 2000)
• City
• Custom Attribute 1-15

NOTE
To use Custom Attributes for Partial Explore and Correlate, ensure that the Active Directory attributes
(extension-Attribute 1-15) are added to the endpoint Attribute Mapping tab.

• Display Name
• Department
• Fax
• First Name
• Instant Messaging Home Server URL
• Last Name
• Middle Initials
• Mobile
• Pager
• Phone Number
• State/Province
• Street Address
• Title
• Web Page
• Zip/Postal Code
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NOTE

1. Provisioning Manager does not support Partial Explore and Correlate.
2. Partial Explore and Correlate does not support Create users as needed option under Explore/Correlate

Action.
3. Ensure that you configure the filter attribute as correlation attribute or perform a complete correlation

after the partial explore. If you do not configure the filter attribute, the non-correlation filter attributes fail to
correlate accounts to users.

Follow these steps to configure Partial Explore and Correlate:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Endpoints, Explore and Correlate Definitions, Create Explore
and Correlate Definition.

2. Select Create a new object of type Explore and Correlate and click OK.
3. Provide an Explore and Correlate Name and click Select Container/Endpoint/Explore Method.
4. On the Select Endpoint screen, search and select an Active Directory endpoint.
5. On the Select Container screen, search and select only the root container with the explore method set to Sub Tree.
6. Select the Partial Explore/Correlate option.
7. In the Filter accounts section, select the required account filter attributes and operators from the drop-down list.
8. Select the Explore/Correlate Action and click Submit.

Incremental Explore and Correlate
Identity Manager supports Incremental Explore and Correlate for Active Directory endpoint only. After the initial full
Explore and Correlate (with Explore Method set to "Full sub tree on root node"), you can use Incremental Explore and
Correlate for subsequent Explore and Correlate. Incremental Explore and Correlate fetches only the delta data that
changed since the last Explore and Correlate, thereby providing the following benefits:

• Optimized data transfer on the network
• Enhanced system performance

WARNING
Read the following points before using Incremental Explore and Correlate:

• Incremental Explore and Correlate is applicable only to Accounts and Group objects of the Active Directory,
and the remaining objects are fully explored.

• Deleted objects are not explored in an Incremental Explore and Correlate, hence they are not deleted from
the Provisioning Directory.

• Do not run Incremental Explore and Correlate on a container on which a partial Explore and Correlate has
been run previously. If you do so, the incremental data will be inaccurate.

• If the connection to Active Directory is lost for any reason during Explore and Correlate (full or incremental),
a full Explore and Correlate needs to be performed again to ensure that there is no loss of data when an
Incremental Explore and Correlate is run later.

• Provisioning Manager does not support Incremental Explore and Correlate.

Follow these steps:

1. Prerequisites:
– In an upgrade scenario, ensure that the following prerequisites are fulfilled:

• Import the latest Active Directory role definition.
• Upgrade provisioning components to the version of Identity Manager that supports Incremental Explore and

Correlate.
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NOTE
If the prerequisites are not met, Incremental Explore and Correlate does not work even though it is visible
in the user console.

– Ensure that you perform the following configuration. If you skip this configuration, duplicate accounts will appear in
Identity Manager for the accounts that are renamed in the Active Directory endpoint.
a. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Endpoints, Create/Modify Endpoint.
b. Navigate to Endpoints, Create/Modify Endpoint.
c. On the Create/Modify screen, go to the Configuration tab.
d. Check the Detect Account Move Across Containers option.
e. Click Submit.

2. Create and execute a full Explore and Correlate definition.
NOTE
In an upgraded system, ignore creation of full Explore and Correlate definition in case you have created a
full Explore and Correlate on the root container in the pre-upgraded deployment. However, post-upgrade you
must execute the Explore and Correlate definition again.

a. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Endpoints, Explore and Correlate Definitions, Create
Explore and Correlate Definition.

b. Select Create a new object of type Explore and Correlate and click OK.
c. Provide an Explore and Correlate Name and click Select Container/Endpoint/Explore Method.
d. On the Select Endpoint screen, search and select an Active Directory endpoint.
e. On the Select Container screen, search and select only the root container with the explore method set to Sub

Tree.
f. Select the Explore/Correlate Actions.

Important! Incremental Explore and Correlate does not support Create users as needed option.
g. Click Submit.
h. Next, execute the full Explore and Correlate definition.

3. Create an Incremental Explore and Correlate definition.
a. Repeat steps a to e of step 2.
b. Select the Incremental Explore and Correlate option.
c. Select the same Explore/Correlate Actions that you had selected while creating the full Explore and

Correlate definition.
Important! Incremental Explore and Correlate does not support Create users as needed option.

d. Click Submit.
e. Next, execute the Incremental E&C definition.

Pagination Support

Provisioning components (Provisioning Server, Java Connector Server, C++ Connector Server) support pagination based
search results from the Active Directory endpoint during an Explore and Correlate operation. For more information, see
Pagination in Provisioning Components.

Manage Active Directory Account
Click here to follow the instructions for managing Active Directory accounts.

NOTE

If you are adding Groups for Active Directory 2016 endpoint, you can set Expiry Date for the Group membership.

For more information see, Active Directory Time Bound Membership documentation.
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Active Directory Connector Capabilities
This document covers the capabilities of an Active Directory Connector:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Account Movement across Organizational Units

The accounts in Active Directory can be moved from one Organizational unit to another using Identity Manager User
Console.

However, if this process is done directly on the Active Directory endpoint, then running an Explore and Correlate results in
disassociation of the Account Template from the account.

Hence, the synchronization operations cannot be executed successfully on the accounts that are moved.

To prevent this behavior and to be able to retain the associated Account Template, the following procedure needs to be
executed while creating an Endpoint or modifying an existing Endpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Endpoints, Create/Modify Endpoint.
3. On the Create/Modify screen, go to the Configuration tab.
4. Check the Detect Account Move Across Containers option.
5. Click Submit.

Considerations

Perform the Explore and Correlate on the top-level organizational unit or the destination organizational unit.

NOTE
If there is an addition as well as removal of an account from a particular organizational unit, then it is
recommended that the Explore and Correlate is run on the top-level organizational unit. If run otherwise, the
Account Templates will be disassociated with the account. You can leverage the Partial Explore and Correlate
functionality where large number of accounts are involved.

Active Directory Time Bound Membership

The Active Directory Time Bound Membership feature enables you to provide Expiry Date for any group membership. A
user can be added to the group for the time that is required to perform an administrative task. This feature is applicable
from Active Directory 2016 version.

IMPORTANT

• The Time Bound Membership feature works from the Identity Manager User Console, and not from the
Provisioning Manager.

• This feature is applicable from Active Directory 2016 onwards.

Prerequisites

The following prerequisites must be met:

1. Enable Privileged Access Management feature on Active Directory at Forest Level.
NOTE
Privileged Access Management is disabled by default. Once you enable, it cannot be disabled.

To enable this feature, perform the following steps:
a. Open PowerShell as an Administrator on Active Directory Server.
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b. Run the following command:
Enable-ADOptionalFeature -Identity 'Privileged Access Management Feature' -Target (Get-ADForest) -Scope

 ForestOrConfigurationSet

2. Import the latest Active Directory role definition.

NOTE
From 14.1 release onwards, the Group membership format in Identity Manager User Console, Policy Xpress
policies, TEWS, and LDAP interfaces has changed for the Active Directory endpoint. You must import the
Active Directory Role Definition to get the updated Group membership format for Identity Manager User
Console. Use the new format for membership representation.

3. To use the Time Bound Membership feature, you must upgrade Identity Manager server, Provisioning components and
must import the latest Active Directory role definition.

Expiry Date

You can set the Expiry Date for the following operations from the Identity Manager User Console:

• Account Management
• Account Template Management
• Group Management
• Synchronization

The behaviors of the Expiry Date field are as follows:

• The Expiry Date field is displayed only when the endpoint supports time bound membership.
• The group membership is permanent when you do not set any Expiry Date.
• Expired membership is automatically removed by Active Directory.
• If the Expiry Date is prior to the current time while creating or updating Accounts using the Account Template, the

Identity Manager Server ignores the membership.
• If you are updating the Expiry Date value, provide + or - 5 minutes time than the existing time in the Expiry Date field.
• If you update the Expiry Date of a membership to a lower time than the existing time, then the weak sync retains the

higher time on the account and does not update the lower time.  
• The Connector Server host and Active Directory Server time must be in sync to set the correct Expiry Date. Do not set

the Expiry Date beyond the year 2038.

Time Bound Group Memberships using TEWS and LDAP Interface

You can provide the Expiry Date to group membership in LDAP interface for the Provisioning Server and in TEWS for the
Identity Manager Server.

LDAP Interface

You can set the Expiry Date for the following attributes of Active Directory endpoint in LDAP Interface using etautil or any
LDAP client:

Account: eTADSmemberOf

Groups: eTADSmember and eTADSmemberOf

Use the following format to set the Expiry Date:

eTADSmemberOf: <YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM><Group DN>

For example: 

eTADSmemberOf : <2017-07-28T17:30>CN=Administrators,CN=Users,DC= mydomain,DC=com (Membership expires on 28

 July 2017 17:30 UTC)

Use the following format for permanent membership:

eTADSmemberOf: <Group DN>
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For example: 

eTADSmemberOf : CN=Key Admins,CN=Users,DC=mydomain,DC=com

TEWS Interface

You can set the Expiry Date in the following tabs of Active Directory endpoint using TEWS Interface:

Account: Groups

Groups: Members and Member Of

Use the following format to set the Expiry Date:

<wsdl:UniqueName> <Group Handle> </wsdl:UniqueName><wsdl:expiryDate> <YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM> <TimeZoneOffset> </

wsdl:expiryDate>  

For example: 

<wsdl:UniqueName>ADSGroup=Domain

 Admins,ADSContainer=Users,EndPoint=ADEndpointName,Namespace=ActiveDirectory,Domain=im,Server=Server</

wsdl:UniqueName><wsdl:expiryDate>2017-06-29T17:00 +0800</wsdl:expiryDate> 

Use the following format for permanent membership:

<wsdl:UniqueName> <Group Handle> </wsdl:UniqueName><wsdl:expiryDate></wsdl:expiryDate>

For example: 

<wsdl:UniqueName>ADSGroup=Domain

 Admins,ADSContainer=Users,EndPoint=ADEndpointName,Namespace=ActiveDirectory,Domain=im,Server=Server</

wsdl:UniqueName><wsdl:expiryDate></wsdl:expiryDate>

Configure Policy Xpress

You can set the Expiry Date for Member and MemberOf attribute of Accounts and Groups using Policy Xpress for Active
Directory endpoint.

Use the following format to set the Expiry Date:

{"member/memberOf" : "<Group Handle>"}, "expiryDate" : "<YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM> <TimeZoneOffset>"}

For example: 

Use the following example to be a member of 'Domain Admins' group till 29 June 2017 17.00:{"memberOf" :

 "ADSGroup=Domain

 Admins,ADSContainer=Users,EndPoint=imwinad,Namespace=ActiveDirectory,Domain=im,Server=Server","expiryDate" :

 "2017-06-29T17:00 +0800"}Use the following example for Domain Computers group to

 be a member of a current group till 29 June 2017 17.00:{"member" : "ADSGroup=Domain

 Computers,ADSContainer=Users,EndPoint=imwinad,Namespace=ActiveDirectory,Domain=im,Server=Server","expiryDate" :

 "2017-06-29T17:00 +0800"}

Use the following format for permanent membership

{"member/memberOf" : "<Group Handle>"}

For example: 

Use the following example to be a member of 'Domain Admins':{"memberOf" : "ADSGroup=Domain

 Admins,ADSContainer=Users,EndPoint=imwinad,Namespace=ActiveDirectory,Domain=im,Server=Server"}Use the

 following example for Domain Computers group to be a member of a current group:{"member" : "ADSGroup=Domain

 Computers,ADSContainer=Users,EndPoint=imwinad,Namespace=ActiveDirectory,Domain=im,Server=Server"}

Active Directory Connector Log Rotation

The Active Directory connector supports Log Rotation.

Default Behavior:
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The Active Directory endpoint logs are written to <Endpoint_Name>.log file. When the log file size exceeds 100 Mega
Bytes, a new log file is created to which the logs are written.

For example, if AD_Finance.log file exceeds 100 Mega Bytes, a new log file AD_Finance-20190404-2230.log is created.

At a time, the system retains 10 log files in the ADS folder.

Customization:

You can modify the maximum log file size and maximum files to be retained as follows:

1. Navigate to <C++ Connector Server_Installed_DIR>/data/ads/.
2. Create the <Endpoint_Name>.logconfig file.
3. Add the following text to the <Endpoint_Name>.logconfig file.

##############################################################################

#By default ADS endpoint log is written to <endpointName>.log file

#with default values of maxFileSize=100 and maxFiles=10.

#This means it will rotate <endpointName>.log with maximum file size of 100 MB

#and retain 10 files in the form <endpointName-yyyymmdd-hhmm>.log

#

#Modify and uncomment below to alter the default behaviour

##############################################################################

#size in MegaBytes

#maxFileSize=100

#//Number of max backlog files to retain <endpointName-yyyymmdd-hhmm>.log

#maxFiles=10

4. Uncomment and modify the values of maxFiles and maxFileSize as desired.
For example:
##############################################################################

#By default ADS endpoint log is written to <endpointName>.log file

#with default values of maxFileSize=100 and maxFiles=10.

#This means it will rotate <endpointName>.log with maximum file size of 100 MB

#and retain 10 files in the form <endpointName-yyyymmdd-hhmm>.log

#

#Modify and uncomment below to alter the default behaviour

##############################################################################

#size in MegaBytes

maxFileSize=200

#//Number of max backlog files to retain <endpointName-yyyymmdd-hhmm>.log

maxFiles=20

5. Restart the C++ Connector Server.

Manage Active Directory Unix NIS Domain

Microsoft has deprecated Identity Management for Unix (IDMU) and NIS Server role starting from Window Server
2016. As a result, starting from Active Directory 2016, the NIS domain is not applicable for managing Unix attributes.
Going forward, you must manually provide the Unique Identification (UID) value in the Active Directory template to create
UID for Unix domain users.

Follow these steps:

1. Enable Auto generate for the UID field in the Provisioning Manager client.
a. Log in to the Provisioning Manager client.
b. Navigate to System, Global Properties.
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c. In the General Preferences tab, under the Auto-generated UID section, select Generate UID and Auto-generate
for new global users fields.

d. Click Apply.
2. Map Rule String to the UID attribute in the Identity Manager User Console Account Template.

a. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Endpoints, Manage Account Templates.
b. Click Create/Modify Account Template.
c. Search and select the Active Directory Account Template.
d. Navigate to the UNIX Attributes tab and provide the rule string (%UID%) in the UID field.

NOTE
You cannot provide UID value in the Active Directory Account Template of the Provisioning Manager
client.

e. Click Submit.

NOTE
You can manage Global Identification (GID) for the Unix domain group by manually providing GID in the Active
Directory endpoint while creating or modifying the Unix domain group.

Onboard Accounts

The current explore and correlate functionality of the Active Directory endpoint explores all the accounts irrespective of
what you select. A new task Onboard Accounts is introduced to enable the exploration of an Active Directory endpoint
with a filter on the attributes, so that, only the accounts that match the filter would onboard to the Provisioning Directory
and/or the Identity Manager User Store.

To onboard the accounts, follow these steps:

1. Go to Onboard Accounts task and click Select Endpoint and Containers.
2. Search for an Active Directory endpoint and select the required endpoint.
3. Search for containers and select the required container.
4. Check Correlate Accounts to Users and select the required account correlate actions.

a. Match existing users only, unmatched accounts are mapped to the [Default User] place holder
Select this option for correlation rule that matches each account to an existing user. If the user is found, the
account correlates with that user. Else, the account is correlated to the default user.

b. Create new users from accounts, as needed
Select this option when each account has to be associated with the same name. If the user does not exist, a new
user is created. No accounts are associated with the default user.

5. Click Select Accounts, set the account filters on required attributes, and search.
A list of accounts matching the filters is displayed.

NOTE
The accounts that are displayed are only the new accounts that do not exist on the Provisioning Server.

6. Select the accounts that are to be onboarded and submit.
The Onboard Accounts page lists the selected accounts.

7. Review the selected accounts and submit.
The selected accounts are now onboarded.

Now, only the accounts that match the filter are explored.

NOTE
Acquire the Active Directory endpoint and explore and correlate, at least once, before you onboard the accounts.

Managing the Connection to Active Directory
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Connect to Active Directory

Given below is a pictorial representation of the required tasks performed by the various roles to connect Identity Manager
and Identity Governance to the Active Directory endpoint.

To learn more about each tasks, click the below links:

Configure Active Directory to Accept SSL Connections

To configure Active Directory to accept SSL connections, click here.

Ensure that C++ Connector Server (CCS) Is Installed

The Active Directory connector requires that C++ Connector Server is installed on a 64-bit Windows. It cannot work with C
++ Connector Server on UNIX or on 32-bit Windows.

To install C++ Connector Server, click here.

Configure C++ Connector Server to trust Active Directory

To configure C++ Connector Server to trust Active Directory, click here.
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Check the Account Used to Run the C++ Connector Server Service

Normally, the account used to start C++ Connector Server is the Local System account. However, to allow the connector
to manage Active Directory, start the C++ Connector Server with the account that installed the root CA.

Follow this procedure to verify that the C++ Connector Server service is logged on properly.

1. In the Control Panel, select Administrative Tools, Services.
2. Double-click the C++ Connector Server entry.
3. Verify that the account that runs the service is the same account that was used to install root CA.
4. Verify that the account password is correct.
5. If you have changed either the account or password, restart the C++ Connector Server service.

Timeout Settings for LDAP Operations in C++ Connector Server

Configuration Option Description Default Value

ADS_OPERATION_TIMEOUT If the client side timeout is set to1 for LDAP operations, then the environment variable for “ADS_OPERATION_TIMEOUT” must be set to 60 in the C++ Connector Server, while the service runs. Active Directory operations are timed out
after 60 seconds if the server does not respond.

• Restart the C++ Connector server after the environment variable is set.
• Set “ADS_OPERATION_TIMEOUT” to -1 to disable the client side timeout functionality in the environment variable.

60

Connect an Active Directory Endpoint to Identity Manager

To connect an Active Directory endpoint to Identity Manager, you must acquire an Active Directory endpoint in Identity
Manager.

Connect an Active Directory Endpoint to Identity Governance

Follow these steps to connect an Active Directory endpoint to Identity Governance:

1. Download the Active Directory attribute list.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with.

2. Connect Identity Governance to the Active Directory endpoint using one of the given ways:
– If Identity Governance is integrated with Identity Manager, then Identity Governance gets access to the endpoints

that Identity Manager connects to. For this to happen,
a. Ensure that Identity Manager can successfully connect to the endpoint.
b. Identity Governance successfully integrates with Identity Manager.

– If Identity Governance is not integrated with Identity Manager, then connect Identity Governance directly to the
Connector Server. To do this, set up an import connector for this endpoint type.

3. Run import to bring endpoint data into Identity Governance.

The connection process is complete. Identity Governance administrators can now set up a schedule to run the connector
job. Role engineers can now use Identity Governance to model and update roles for the data imported from the Active
Directory endpoint.

Mapping Endpoint Data From Active Directory in Identity Governance

When you set up mapping between endpoint objects and Identity Governance resources, we recommend that you use the
template that comes with the connector. However, you can set up custom mapping, if you need to.

Identity Governance performs the following tasks using data from Active Directory:
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• Assign Active Directory groups to the Active Directory accounts
• Revoke Active Directory groups from the Active Directory accounts
• List Active Directory accounts, groups, and other objects

Shallow Mapping with the Active Directory Connector

Shallow mapping examines roles at the enterprise level using data from multiple endpoints. This kind of mapping is useful
when you want to analyze user roles and permissions across the applications and servers of your organization. Shallow
mapping enables you to analyze organizational roles.

You can use the connector to use Active Directory endpoint data and Exchange endpoint data in Identity Governance to
perform shallow mapping only.

When you perform shallow mapping of Active Directory endpoint data in Identity Governance, Active Directory users are
mapped as Identity Governance accounts, and Active Directory groups are mapped as Identity Governance resources.

Custom Mapping Between Objects in Active Directory and Identity Governance

This topic is applicable to the Identity Governance administrator only.

When you define endpoint mappings, you map the objects in endpoint to the objects in Identity Governance. We
recommend that you use the mapping template that comes with the connector. If you wish to, you can set up your own
mapping.

Before you set up custom configuration, perform the following tasks:

1. Download the attribute list for the Active Directory/Exchange connector.
The attributes page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. The attributes whose values can be
mapped as roles or resources are marked with IsInterestingToCompliance.

2. Identify the primary object. For the Active Directory/Exchange connector, the primary object is Account.

Use the following table to learn about the relationships between an Account and the other objects:

Primary Object Relationship Related Object Relationship Attribute
Account Is a member of ADSGroup memberOf
Account Is a member of ADSGroup primaryGroupName
Account Has these rights ADSGroup mailboxRights

If you connect to Exchange, the connector uses the following additional attributes on the Account object:

• Distribution list
• Mailbox
• Mailbox Rights

Active Directory Failover Setup

This document covers the following topics which applies to Identity Manager only.

Set Up the Failover for Active Directory

You can configure the Active Directory connector to fail over to the alternative Active Directory servers. This is useful
when multiple domain controllers serve a single Windows domain.
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IMPORTANT
By default, the Active Directory connector does not fail over between Active Directory servers. If you decide
to use failover, follow this entire section carefully to set up failover for Active Directory. Otherwise, you may
encounter unexpected failover behaviors.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the name of the Active Directory server that is specified on the Endpoint page matches its fully qualified
DNS name.

2. If you are using SSL, ensure that all the domain controllers in the domain are configured to use SSL. Each of these
servers must present a valid acceptable certificate to Identity Manager.
If an SSL connection cannot be established with any one of the domain controllers, then either do not use SSL or omit
that domain controller from the .dns configuration file.

3. Set the ADS_FAILOVER environment variable to 1 on the Connector Server.

NOTE
If you have the Provisioning Manager running on a separate computer, set the variable there too.

4. (Optional) Enable logging. A log can help diagnose problems.
5. (Optional) In Identity Manager only, change the order of the domain controllers.
6. (Optional) Configure the failover retry interval.
7. Restart the Connector Server.
8. Turn on failover support for each Active Directory endpoint. Follow these steps:

a. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
b. Navigate to the Endpoint tab.
c. In the Failover sub-tab, select the Enable Failover checkbox.

Change the Order of the Domain Controllers

You can define the order of the domain controllers with Provisioning Manager but not with the Identity Manager User
Console.

When you connect to an Active Directory domain, the connector actually communicates with a single domain controller.
Active Directory passes any changes from this controller to the others in the domain.

You can choose which domain controller the connector communicates with in the following ways:

• Always use the primary domain controller
• Direct the commands to the closest domain controller
• Allow the caller to manually specify the intended target domain controller

Although you can arrange the domain controllers in any sequence, the connector always puts the primary controller first in
the list. This primary domain controller is the one used on the Endpoint page. This prevents an inadvertent connection to
the alternative controller during a restart.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Provisioning Manager.
2. Navigate to the Active Directory endpoint.
3. Open the Failover tab.

NOTE
If the list contains only one domain controller, failover is automatically disabled.

4. Rearrange the controllers.
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Your changes take effect for subsequent connections to the server. For example, when a new user logs in or when the
original primary controller goes down. Existing valid connections continue to be used until the background process runs
again and attempts a better connection.

How the Active Directory Connector Handles Delays and Timeouts with Failover

Active Directory guarantees that all changes made on any one domain controller are propagated to all other domain
controllers. The time that the propagation occurs is defined during installation.

Propagation delays can have serious effects.

There are separate timeouts for the remote agent and for the Provisioning Manager. For example, if the agent timeout
value is one minute, and the Provisioning Manager timeout is 90 seconds, when the connector attempts to communicate
with a particular controller, it takes a full minute before the agent gives up. If the secondary controller is also down,
another minute lapses before the agent declares the backup as down and attempts the tertiary controller. In the meantime,
the Provisioning Manager times out and the initial operation fails, although the (tertiary) controller was available.

Example: Propagation delay causing a "Not Found" error

In this example, Identity Manager uses the Active Directory connector to manage identities on a group of domain
controllers.

Identity Manager is connected to a domain controller that goes down, and the connector automatically connects to a
backup controller. A user creates accounts on the backup controller and the primary then comes back up. Active Directory
reconnects to the primary.

In this example, Active Directory had not propagated the new accounts from the secondary to the primary controller.
When the user attempts to view the new accounts from Identity Manager, the user receives a not-found error. This occurs
because the account does not yet exist on the primary server.

Example: Propagation delay causing accounts to be wrongly deleted

This example follows from the previous example. After the primary controller has been restored, another user runs an
exploration. This is executed on the primary controller because the connection has been restored.

The exploration fails to find the new accounts, and the process assumes that they have been deleted from the target
system. Identity Manager then deletes the accounts from the repository.

Example: Propagation delay allows conflicting changes

In the previous examples, a single user makes changes while connecting to a secondary controller. In this example, one
user edits an entry on the primary controller. Immediately after the primary controller goes down, a second user changes
the same entry on the secondary controller.

When the primary controller comes back up, the two domain controllers attempt to synchronize their versions of the entry.
In this situation, the changes made by one of the users can be lost.

Change the Failover Retry Interval

The failover retry interval is the time that the Active Directory connector waits before checking the stopped server. The
default retry interval is 15 minutes.

To change the interval, set the ADS_RETRY environment variable to a time in minutes on the Connector Server.

If you set the value to less than one minute, the connector checks every minute.

Troubleshooting the List of Backup Domain Controllers

The Active Directory connector automatically attempts to retrieve the list of backup domain controllers from DNS. If DNS is
not available or if you want to bypass DNS, you can supply a list yourself.
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You can run the ADSListSites servername diagnostic utility to determine what information DNS is returning. If a list of sites
or servers is returned, then automatic failover is operational. If ADSListSites is not configured for automatic failover, you
need to manually supply the list of domain controllers.

NOTE
You can see and rearrange the list of backup domain controllers with Provisioning Manager but not with the
Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Provisioning Manager.
2. Navigate to the Active Directory endpoint.
3. Open the Failover tab.
4. Check the list of domain controllers:

– If the Failover tab lists all of the domain controllers in your enterprise, the connector can successfully retrieve the
list from DNS. You can skip the rest of this section.

– If the Failover tab does not list all of the domain controllers, the connector cannot retrieve the domain controllers list
from DNS.

5. Troubleshoot the connection to DNS:
– Run the Provisioning Server in the same domain as the Active Directory server.
– Ensure that the preferred DNS server field on the Provisioning Server is set correctly.
– Run the Provisioning Server under a domain-administrator account.
If the Failover tab now lists all of the domain controllers in your enterprise, the connector can successfully retrieve the
list from DNS.

6. If DNS is unavailable, create a configuration file that lists the domain controllers:
a. Find the sample configuration file that is supplied with the Provisioning Server:

PS_HOME\data\ads\endpoint-name.dns

b. Copy the sample file, rename the file to replace "name" with the exact name of the endpoint, then save the copy in
same location as the original file.

c. Update the contents of the new file to list the domain controllers.

Manage Active Directory Endpoint Groups

You can create a group with multiple accounts for the Active Directory endpoint. The endpoint group can contain multiple
endpoint groups. You can also specify a member that can manage the endpoint group.

NOTE
Group memberships are supported across all the domains in a domain tree.

This document contains the following sections:

Prerequisites

Before you manage an Active Directory endpoint group, ensure that the following prerequisites are met.

• Enable the Privileged Access Management feature on the Active Directory endpoint. For more information, see Active
Directory Time Bound Membership.

• The Active Directory endpoint must be explored at least once.
• For the fresh installation of Identity manager, you must import the Active Directory role definitions to manage the

endpoint groups. For upgrade, you must import the Active Directory and the Upgrade role definitions.
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Create an Active Directory Endpoint Group

You can create an endpoint group for Active Directory using Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoint Groups, Create Endpoint Group.
3. Verify that Active Directory is selected as the endpoint type and click Search.
4. Select an endpoint of type Active Directory and click Select.
5. Search and select the required container.
6. Select Create a new object of type Active Directory Group and click OK.
7. Specify Group name and Group name (pre-windows 2000).
8. Specify Description and E-mail.
9. Specify Group scope and Group type for the group.

The supported membership combinations for a group is based on the Group scope option that you select.
10. Click the Members tab.

In the Members tab, you can add accounts and groups.
11. To add accounts to the group, click Add ActiveDirectory Account.

a. If necessary, select the option Get results from all the domains in the forest.
This option lets you search for Accounts or Groups from all domains under the Members, Member Of, and
Managed By tab.

b. Click Search to search for the Active Directory accounts.
c. Select the accounts that you want to add and click Select.

NOTE
If you are adding Accounts or Groups for the Active Directory endpoint, you can set Expiry Date for the
Group membership. If you do not set the Expiry Date, the account remains as the permanent account of
the group. For more information see, Active Directory Time Bound Membership.

12. Click Add ActiveDirectory Group to add more groups to the group.
13. Click the Managed by tab.
14. Click Browse to select an owner for the group.
15. Click Submit.

The Active Directory Endpoint Group is created

NOTE
You can also create an Active Directory group using the copy option.

View an Active Directory Endpoint Group

You can use the search filters to list and view the endpoint groups for Active Directory that were created before.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoint Groups, View Endpoint  Group.
3. Verify that Active Directory is selected as the endpoint type and click Search.
4. Select an endpoint of type Active Directory and click Select.
5. Search and select for the required container.
6. Use the search filters to list the Active Directory endpoint groups.
7. Select the Active Directory endpoint group and click Select.

The Active Directory endpoint group details are displayed.
The Members tab displays the list of members added to the selected group.
The Members of tab displays the list of groups that the current group belongs to.
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The Managed by tab displays the owner of the selected group.

Modify an Active Directory Endpoint Group

You can modify the details of the Active Directory endpoint group using the Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoint Groups, Modify Endpoint Group.
3. Verify that Active Directory is selected as the endpoint type and click Search.
4. Select an endpoint of type Active Directory and click Select.
5. Search and select for the required container.
6. Use the search filters to list the Active Directory endpoint groups.
7. Select the Active Directory endpoint group and click Select.

The Active Directory endpoint group details are displayed. Except the group name, you can edit all the other properties
of the endpoint group.

8. In the Members tab, you can set the Expiry Date for the group membership.
9. Click Add ActiveDirectory Account to add an account or click Add ActiveDirectory Group to add a different Active

Directory Group.
10. Click the Members Of tab to set the Expiry Date for the groups.
11. To add groups to the group, click Add Active Directory Groups.
12. Click Search to search the Group name.
13. Select the required Group name.
14. In the Managed by tab, update the owner of the selected group.
15. Click Submit.

The Active Directory endpoint group is updated.

Delete Active Directory Endpoint Groups

You can delete an Active Directory endpoint group using the Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoint Groups, Delete Endpoint Group.
3. Follow steps 3 through 7 in the above procedure to view an Active Directory endpoint group.
4. Select all the endpoint groups that you want to delete.
5. Click Yes to delete the selected groups.

Upgrade Steps for Active Directory Endpoint Groups

Post upgrade of Identity Manager, perform the following procedures to avail the Manage Endpoint Groups feature of
Identity Manager.

Import the Upgrade Role Definitions

To view the Manage Endpoint Groups option in the Endpoints menu of the Identity Manager User Console, import the
upgrade role definitions.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Identity Manager Management Console.
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2. Click Environments.
3. Click the <Environment Name>.
4. Click Role and Task Settings.
5. Click Import.
6. Select the upgrade role definitions with the following file names for the release that you are upgrading to:

Upgrade-<old_version>-to-<new_version>-RoleDefinitions-NoOrganization.xml

7. Click Finish.
8. Click Continue.
9. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

Import the Active Directory Role Definitions

Import the Active Directory role definition for the upgrade role definitions to be in sync with the Active Directory role
definitions.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Identity Manager Management Console.
2. Click Environments.
3. Click the <Environment Name>.
4. Click Role and Task Settings.
5. Click Import.
6. Select Active Directory.
7. Click Finish.
8. Click Continue.
9. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

Active Directory Customizations

Include Remote Groups During Synchronization

NOTE

• You can include remote groups during synchronization with Provisioning Manager but not with the Identity
Manager User Console.

• This section applies to Identity Manager only.

You can configure whether to consider universal groups on unmanaged endpoints during synchronization. This setting is
useful in an environment in which not all domains of an Active Directory forest are managed by Identity Manager.

For example, in a forest that has three domains, only two domains are managed. An account has one universal group in
all the three domains. In this example, the account's policy says that the account should not belong to any group.
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To allow groups in unmanaged domains to be a part of synchronization, set the ADS_MANAGE_GROUPS environment
variable. By default, this variable is not set and the feature is turned off.

• If you do not set the ADS_MANAGE_GROUPS environment variable, synchronization ignores groups in unmanaged
domains:
– When you check the account synchronization, the groups in the managed domains are flagged but the groups in the

unmanaged domains are not considered.
– When you synchronize the account, the managed groups are removed from the user and the unmanaged groups

remains unchanged.
• If you configure the ADS_MANAGE_GROUPS environment variable, synchronization searches the global catalog to

find any remote universal groups that the account is a member of:
– When you check the account synchronization, all three groups are flagged.
– When you synchronize the account, all three groups are removed from the account.
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ADS_MANAGE_GROUPS Environment Variable -- Consider Groups in Unmanaged Domains When Synchronizing

The ADS_MANAGE_GROUPS environment variable defines whether the synchronization operation considers universal
groups in unmanaged domains.

This environment variable has the following value:

xy

• x: Defines whether the synchronization operation searches the global catalog. The value of x can be 0 or 1:
– 0: (Default) The synchronization operation queries the local catalog only. It does not consider universal groups in

unmanaged domains.
When x is set to 0, the y value has no effect.

– 1: Synchronization queries the global catalog to allow it to consider groups in unmanaged domains.
• y: Defines which domains the synchronization operation considers.

– 0: Synchronization considers groups in both managed and unmanaged domains.
– 1: Synchronization considers groups in managed domains only.

NOTE
If you change the value of this environment variable, restart Computer Server for the variable to take effect.

Extend the Active Directory Schema by Adding Custom Attributes

NOTE
This section applies to Identity Manager only.

The Active Directory connector lets you manage additional attributes, including an extended Active Directory schema.

The extended Active Directory attributes mapping mechanism has limited functionality and is not intended to support the
full functionality of the built-in Active Directory attributes. The mechanism assumes that all of the following conditions are
true:

• Extended attributes that are defined in the attribute map must be set for all managed accounts.
• The values of the extended attributes that are defined in the attribute map must have a fixed length.
• The connector applies your extensions to the entire enterprise.

NOTE
The Active Directory connector cannot manage some sensitive attributes that are protected by Active Directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Create the schema.ext file at the following location:
<ProvisioningServer_HOME>\data\ads

If C++ Connector Server is located on a separate machine, ensure that you create the schema.ext file on the C++
Connector Server too at the following location:
<ConnectorServer_HOME>\ccs\data\ads

After creating the schema.ext file, restart C++ Connector Server.
2. In the text file, list the display name of each attribute on a single line by itself. Include the following attributes:

– Any custom Active Directory Server account attributes that have been added to the Active Directory
Server schema.

– Any Active Directory Server account attributes that do not actually exist in the Active Directory Server schema but
are used in ADSExitUsrPreAdd.txt and ADSExitUsrPostAdd.txt.

For example, if the LDAP display name of the attribute on the target system is extendedAttribute, the attribute name in
the schema.ext file must be extendedAttribute. The LDAP display name can be found under the Name column of the
Active Directory Schema\Attributes or the attribute name when you use the JXplorer to connect to the Active Directory
and browse a user account.
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3. Restart the Provisioning Server.
The Provisioning Manager now displays a new property page named Custom, for both account templates and
accounts. This new page lists the extended attributes and their values.
You can now map the extended Active Directory attributes to a global user's attributes and custom fields by using rule
strings in Active Directory account templates.

If you delete attributes from the schema.ext file, the following actions are taken in the Provisioning Manager:

• Attributes are removed from the list of extended attributes on the Custom tab that is available on the Active Directory
Server Account property sheet.

• Attributes are marked as invalid (N) in the Valid column on the Active Directory Server Account Template property
sheet. You can then remove the attributes and delete them from the provisioning repository.

Example: Correlate Active Directory Extended Attributes

Extended Active Directory schema attributes that are set for a particular account are stored together with their values in
the account's attribute called 'eTADSpayload' (user-friendly name 'payload') in the following format:

<extendedAttributeName1>:<reservedValue>:<valueLength>=<value>;<extendedAttributeName2>:<valueN>

NOTE
<reservedValue> is a value reserved for future use. It is currently always set to 01.

Attribute mapping can be set from the managed Active Directory endpoint by specifying a mapping function substring with
an offset and length.

Check this reference, and add a link:

GUAttrName[=Endpoint Type:AccountAttrName[:Offset,Length]] 

The following is an example of mapping the extended attributes to a global user's custom attributes:

eTADSpayload

extendedAttribute1:01:0006=value1;extendedAttribute2:01:0007=value10;extendedAttribute2:01:0008=value100

eTCustomField01=eTADSpayload:SUB(28,6)

eTCustomField02=eTADSpayload:SUB(62,7)

eTCustomField03=eTADSpayload:SUB(97,8)

The attribute mapping mechanism uses substring (SUB) and it specifies the offset and the length of the value.

Change the Page Size for Paged Searches

Active Directory restricts the number of objects that can be returned in a single search operation. A page is the number of
objects that can be returned in a single search.

Active Directory uses paged searches to allow it to manage containers with more than one page of objects.

The connector handles paged searches gracefully. The connector queries the Active Directory server for one page at a
time until it has received the entire set of objects.

Normally not necessary, but you can adjust the page size. Do not set this value larger than the limit on the Active Directory
server. If you set the value too high, the Active Directory performance can be reduced.

Follow these steps:

1. Set the environment variable ADS_SIZELIMIT on the C++ Connector Server.
2. Restart C++ Connector Server.
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Change the Active Directory Search Limit

For servers with an excessive number of accounts or groups in a single endpoint, Active Directory automatically does a
paged search to retrieve all objects. Hence, it is not necessary to increase the search limits.

However, if you choose to increase the search limit, you must modify the following parameters for Active Directory:

• MaxPageSize, the maximum page size that is supported for LDAP responses. The default is 1000 records.
• MaxResultSetSize, the maximum size of the LDAP result set. The default is 262144 bytes.

By default, these objects are located at:

CN=Default Query Policy,CN=Query-Policies,CN=Active Directory Service,CN=Windows

 NT,CN=Services,CN=Configuration

Increase the values of these parameters to meet your needs. If necessary, consult your Active Directory system
administrator for recommended values.

You can use the Windows NTDSUTIL.EXE utility to modify these parameters. Start the utility and select the LDAP Policies
option from the prompt.

Overwrite the Logging Configuration on an Active Directory Endpoint

You can force an Active Directory endpoint to enable logging, even if the endpoint has logging turned off.

By default, this is turned off. To enable force logging, set the following environment variable to 1, and then restart C++
Connector Server:

ADS_FORCELOG

• 0
(Default) Force logging is turned off.

• 1
Enables force logging.

Managing the Connection to Exchange

Connect to Exchange (Agentless)

This document describes the process to connect Identity Manager to an Exchange endpoint via Active Directory
(Exchange) connector without an agent on the endpoint.
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Given below is the summary of tasks that an administrator performs to connect to an Exchange (Agentless) endpoint:

1. Set up the connection to Active Directory.
2. The Exchange administrator configures the endpoints.
3. The Connector Server administrator performs the following tasks:

a. Configure the Connector Server.
b. Test the connection to Exchange.

4. The administrator of each product connects to Exchange.

Choose a Gateway Server

A gateway server is the Exchange server that the connector communicates with. The gateway server then passes any
changes to other Exchange servers in the same domain. We recommend that you select a domain controller to be the
gateway server. The Exchange server communicates with Active Directory to perform actions on accounts. You may
encounter timing issues if accounts are not fully replicated in the Domain Controller that is being queried by Exchange. If
the timings are not correct, the connector may attempt an operation on a new or modified Active Directory account which
Exchange fails to recognize and returns an error.

The Gateway server must run the Mailbox Server role. If the gateway server is not a domain controller, ensure that
you choose an Exchange server that is in the same Active Directory replication site and configure the timeout settings,
if required. If the gateway server is a mailbox server within a Cluster Continuous Replication (CCR) environment on
Windows Server, the server must have full access permissions to manage the cluster running CCR.

Follow these steps:

1. Choose an Exchange server that you plan to use as a gateway server to manage the Exchange site.
2. In the Identity Manager User Console, perform the following steps:

a. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Modify Endpoint.
b. Search and select an endpoint of type - Active Directory.
c. In the Exchange General tab, add the gateway server details.
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Configure Exchange Endpoints

This procedure is applicable to an Exchange administrator.

Carry out the following configuration on all the Exchange endpoints to support communication with the Active Directory
connector.

1. Ensure that the Microsoft Exchange Management Tool is installed.
2. Ensure that the Windows Remote Management (WS-Management) service is running. If required, set the startup

type to automatic.
3. Configure the Windows Remote Management service to use default settings. To do this, open a Command Prompt in

a Connector Server as an administrator and run the following command. Respond Y when asked for confirmation.
winrm quickconfig

4. Enter the following command to check the authentication status:
winrm get winrm/config/service

You will see a response similar to the following:
Auth    

Basic = true    

Kerberos = false    

Negotiate = true    

Certificate = false    

CredSSP = false    

CBTHardeningLevel = Relaxed

5. If the desired authentication type is disabled (that is, set to false), follow this section to enable it.
– To enable Kerberos authentication, run the following command:

winrm set winrm/config/service/Auth @{Kerberos="true"}

NOTE
If you are using SASL method, configuring C++ Connector Server in Kerberos mode is mandatory. This
requires configuring C++ Connector Server host to the Active Directory domain.

– To enable HTTP Basic authentication, follow these steps:
a. Ensure that the Exchange server has its own server certificate with the following settings:

• The Enhanced Key Usage of the certificate includes Server Authentication.
• The certificate must be placed in the local (Exchange Server) account.
• The subject of the certificate is the fully-qualified domain name of the computer. For example,

somehost.example.com.
b. Open IIS Manager, and set up the following for the default web site:

a. Select PowerShell and then click Authentication. Ensure that Basic Authentication is enabled.
b. On the Actions panel, select Bindings. On the Site Bindings dialog, edit "https" and select the server

certificate for SSL Certificate.
c. Run the following command:

winrm quickconfig -transport:https

winrm set winrm/config/service/auth @{Basic="true"}

Configure Connector Server for Exchange
This procedure is applicable to the Connector Server administrator.

When you connect to Exchange in agentless mode, the Active Directory (Exchange) connector requires some extra
Microsoft tools and a Windows service.
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Follow these steps:

1. Include the Connector Server in a Windows domain that is in the same Active Directory forest as the Exchange
endpoints.

2. Ensure that the following Microsoft tools and services are installed on the Connector Server.
– Microsoft Windows Remote Management service (WinRM)

Ensure that this service is running. If required, set the startup type to automatic.
– Microsoft Windows PowerShell
– Microsoft .NET Framework

3. Configure the Windows Remote Management service to use default settings. To do this, open a Command Prompt in
a Connector Server as an administrator and run the following command. Respond Y when asked for confirmation.
winrm quickconfig

4. Enter the following command to check the authentication status:
winrm get winrm/config/service

You see a section in the response similar to the following:
Auth

    

Basic = true    

Kerberos = false    

Negotiate = true    

Certificate = false    

CredSSP = false    

CBTHardeningLevel = Relaxed

5. If the desired authentication type is disabled (that is, set to false), follow this section to enable it.
– Kerberos authentication:

winrm set winrm/config/service/Auth @{Kerberos="true"}

– HTTP Basic:
winrm quickconfig -transport:https

winrm set winrm/config/service/auth @{Basic="true"}

6. Set the following environment variables:

Environment Variable Input Values Default Value Required Configuration

ADS_AGENTLESS_MODE 0 - agent mode, remote agent is used
1 - agentless mode for Exchange
3 - agentless mode for Exchange in mixed
environments

0 - agent mode 1 - agentless mode

ADS_AGENTLESS_AUTHMETHOD 1 - HTTP Basic authentication
2 - Kerberos authentication

1 - HTTP Basic authentication Desired authentication type as per
your business requirement

ADS_AGENTLESS_MAXCONN 1, 2, 3 3 3

ADS_AGENTLESS_LOGLEVEL
Represents the log level of the
PowerShell code.

0 - no log
1 - error
2 - info
3 - action

1 - error Desired Log Level

7. For Exchange, and mixed environments with Exchange, set the connector to agentless.

Test the Connection to Exchange

This procedure is applicable to the Connector Server administrator.
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Test the connection between the Connector Server and Exchange before connecting to the endpoint. These instructions
describe how to test both Basic HTML and Kerberos connections.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Connector Server, open a Windows PowerShell as an administrator.
2. Enter the following command to open the User Credentials dialog:

$UserCredential = Get-Credential

3. Enter your credentials. For example, "EXCHANGE\Administrator" and password.
4. (HTTP Basic only) Use the following command to tell PowerShell to skip the certificate revocation check, because this

check is not needed during testing:
$so = New-PSSessionOption  - skiprevocationcheck

5. Create a new remote PowerShell session on the remote Exchange server:
– With HTTP Basic authentication:

$Session = New-PSSession -ConfigurationName Microsoft.Exchange -ConnectionUri https://{Exchange Server

 Name}/PowerShell/ -Authentication Basic -Credential $UserCredential -SessionOption $so

– With Kerberos authentication:
$Session = New-PSSession -ConfigurationName Microsoft.Exchange -ConnectionUri http://{Exchange Server

 name}/PowerShell/ -Authentication Kerberos -Credential $UserCredential

If you see no error report, the connection is successful and authentication is working fine.

Product administrators can now acquire the Active Directory endpoint and select an Exchange mailbox server as the
Exchange gateway server.

Connect Exchange to your Products

This procedure is applicable to the administrators of your products.

For information about the Exchange data that you enter when you connect, see the Active Directory attribute list.

Follow these steps:

• To connect to Exchange in Identity Manager:
a. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Modify Endpoint.

a. Navigate to the Active Directory endpoint that you set up in Connect to the Active Directory Endpoint in Identity
Manager.

b. Click the Exchange General tab, and enter the Exchange Gateway Server.
b. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Endpoints, Manage Account Templates, Modify Account

Template.
a. Navigate to the Active Directory endpoint that you set up in Connect to the Active Directory Endpoint in Identity

Manager.
b. In the Exchange General (User) tab, configure the following:

a. In the Mailbox Store field, browse and select Automatic Mailbox Distribution. With automatic mailbox
distribution, Exchange looks at the mailbox databases in your organization, and then randomly chooses a
database where the mailbox should be located.

b. Set the Mailbox Server field on all your mailbox-enabled Active Directory account templates.
• To connect to Exchange in Identity Governance through Identity Manager:

a. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Modify Endpoint.
b. Navigate to the Active Directory endpoint that you set up in Connect to the Active Directory Endpoint in Identity

Manager.
c. Click the Exchange General tab, and enter the Exchange gateway server.
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d. Run an import to bring the Exchange data into Identity Governance.
• To connect to Exchange in Identity Governance without Identity Manager, add the Exchange gateway server details

to the import connector that you set up for Active Directory.

TIP
When using a multi-node Exchange Server cluster, you can locate the Exchange Gateway Server node and the
Mailbox Server from the Provisioning Manager user interface. Before locating these servers, ensure that you
acquire and perform Explore and Correlate operation atleast once in the Provisioning Manager.

Connect to Exchange with a Remote Agent

NOTICE
Exchange Remote agents are deprecated and support for the same will be discontinued from January 31, 2023.
Migrate to exchange agentless mode for continued support.

This document describes the process to connect Identity Manager to an Exchange endpoint via Active Directory
(Exchange) connector with a remote agent installed on the endpoint. To use Active Directory connector for Exchange with
a remote agent, install a remote agent on each Exchange server that you want to select as a gateway server.

Given below is the summary of tasks that an administrator performs to connect to an Exchange Server with a remote
agent installed:

1. Before you start, set up the connection to Active Directory.
2. The Exchange administrator performs these steps:

a. Choose a gateway server.
b. Install the remote agent on Exchange Server.
c. Grant permissions to the remote agent.

3. The Connector Server administrator connects the remote agent to the Connector Server.
4. The administrator of each product connects the product to the Exchange Server.

NOTE
Install CAPKI 4.3.5 on the Connector Server, if it does not exist.
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About the Remote Agent for Exchange

Identity Manager provides remote agent for Exchange which is available on 64-bit Windows only.

The following mailbox types are supported for Active Directory (Exchange) Connector:

• User Mailbox
• Linked Mailbox for a user account in a trusted forest or domain
• Shared Mailbox
• Equipment Mailbox
• Room Mailbox
• Mail-enabled User

Select the Mail-enabled User in the Mailbox type drop-down to configure a user who uses external mailbox for
communication while creating an Account and Account Template in the Identity Manager User Console. Ensure that you
enter your email id in the Contact tab before selecting the Mail-enabled User.

In Exchange, you cannot create a user mailbox for the suspended account. All other types of mailbox have their
associated user disabled. Such accounts do not have their suspension state propagated from the Global User.

Install the Remote Agent on the Exchange Endpoints

NOTE
If you are installing remote agent on a Windows server, ensure that you have installed .NET framework 3.5.

Follow these steps:

Download the remote agent installer on the Exchange Server endpoint.

1. Log in to https://support.broadcom.com/.
2. Click Enterprise Software.
3. Click Product Downloads.
4. Search and click Identity MGMT and Governance.
5. Search and click the Identity Manager product for the desired release.
6. Search and download the Provisioning Components file.
7. In the extracted folder, navigate to Remote Agent, Exchange and run setup.exe.

Grant Permissions to the Remote Agent

The remote agent needs enough permissions to move mailboxes and manage mailbox rights. The remote agent includes
the CA Messaging (CAM) service, which enables communication. By default, this service is started by the system
account, but this account does not give enough rights on the Exchange Server and on the Active Directory domain.

Follow these steps on each endpoint where remote agent is installed:

1. Create a service account for the remote agent.
2. Give the following rights to the service account:

– Mailbox Move, Mailbox Rights (Full Access Permissions). The suggested role group is Exchange Organization
Administrators.

– All other Exchange Tasks (Not required if the user is a member of the Exchange Organization Administrator). The
suggested role group is Exchange Recipient Administrators.

3. Modify the settings for the CA Message Queuing Server so that it is run by the service account:
a. Open the Services console. You can do this by running services.msc.
b. Open the CA Message Queuing Server service.
c. Click the Log On tab.
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d. Select This Account and enter the name and password of the service account that you created in Step 1.
e. Click OK.

4. Restart the CA Message Queuing Server:
a. Stop the service with the following command:

camclose

b. Start the service with the following command:
cam start

Connect the Remote Agent to Connector Server

Configure the Exchange remote agent to recognize the hostname or IP address of the computer that Connector Server is
running on. By default, communication between the Connector Server and the remote agent is not encrypted. To secure
the communication between the Connector Server and the connector, you can activate the remote agent (CAM and
CAFT) encryption.

Follow these steps on each endpoint where remote agent is installed:

1. Establish communication between the remote agent and the Connector Server:
a. Issue the following command on the endpoint where the remote agent is installed:

$ CAFTHOST -a ccs-host

where ccs-host identifies the computer that runs Connector Server. Use the hostname, if possible.
If the Connector Server computer is networked using DHCP or you do not use DNS for name resolution, the
network name will not be recognized. In this situation, use the IP address or add a Windows node entry in the local
hosts file on your Microsoft Exchange server.

b. Run the following command to check that the remote agent now lists the Connector Server computer in its access
control list:
$ CAFTHOST -l

The remaining steps describe how to set up encryption for the remote agent.
2. If you already have a product (such as Identity Manager) that uses CAM/CAFT encryption with this instance of

Connector Server, ask the administrator for the current public key keyfile and password.
If this is the first time you have installed Connector Server, do the following:
a. On the computer running Connector Server, enter the following command in a command prompt to generate the

public key keyfile:
caftkey -g keyfile password

b. To set the Connector Server CAM encryption, enter the following command:
caftkey [|-i|] |-m|] keyfile password

NOTE
For more information about the command, see caftkey Command.

3. Copy the keyfile to the system(s) that run the remote agent.
4. On the system(s) where the remote agent is running, run the following command in a command prompt. Supply the

keyfile and password that you specified while generating the public key file.
caftkey -policy_setting keyfile password

5. On each computer where you installed the new key, run the following command to stop and restart the remote agent:
camclose

cam start

6. Run the following command to stop and restart the CAFT service:
caft

7. Open the following file in a text editor and verify the policy setting in the log produced by the CAFT service:
%CAI_MSQ%\ftlogs\dg000

For example, the following shows the log when the policy is set to Policy -1.
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Thu Feb 16 09:05 Starting CAFT version 1.12 (Build 28)Thu Feb 16 09:05 Encryption Policy -1Thu Feb 16

 09:05 ------- CAFT initialize complete -------

caftkey Command

Use the caftkey command to generate a public key keyfile and configure the policy you want to use. This command has
the following format:

caftkey -g|-i|-m keyfile password

• -g
Generates a public key keyfile.

NOTE
We recommend that you do not use this switch if you have already configured CAM and CAFT configuration.

• -i
Specifies that Policy -1 is used to govern the communication between the local computer and other computers that
have the CAM and CAFT service installed but do not have the CAM and CAFT encryption certificates installed. Policy
-1 lets computers running previous versions of the CAM and CAFT service execute commands on the local computer.
Policy -1 lets the local computer execute commands on computers running previous versions of the CAM and CAFT
service. Policy -1 encrypts messages if the other computer has CAM and CAFT certificates installed. If the other
computer does not have CAM and CAFT certificates installed, Policy -1 does not encrypt messages.

• -m
Specifies that Policy 1 is used to govern the communication between the local computer and other computers that
have the CAM and CAFT service installed but do not have the CAM and CAFT encryption certificates installed. Policy
1 prohibits other computers from executing commands on the local computer if they are running previous versions of
the CAM and CAFT service without the encryption certificates. Policy 1 also prohibits this computer from executing
commands on those computers.

• keyfile
Defines the name that you assign to the key file.

• password
Defines the password that you assign to the key file.

Install CAPKI on CCS System

You can install CAPKI by following the given steps:

1. Download ETPKI 4.3.5 version from FTP.
2. Unzip the file.
3. Navigate to <location of CAPKI 4.3.5>\redistrib.
4. Run the following command in the Connector Server:

setup.exe  install  caller=<caller ID> verbose

NOTE
The caller value must be unique.
For example: "setup.exe  install  caller=IMPSSERVER1 verbose"

Connect to an Exchange Database Availability Group (DAG)

Microsoft Exchange Server includes Database Availability Group (DAG), which provides high availability and site
resilience. DAG uses Windows Failover Clustering which defines a network name and IP address for the failover cluster.
The network name and IP address are attached to one node at a time.

If the Exchange server that carries the DAG network name fails, the DAG name and IP address are then attached to
another node. The new node accepts the network traffic directed to the DAG network name or its IP address.
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NOTE
In case of IP-less DAG, configure a Load Balancer or a namespace, and provide the Load Balancer name or the
namespace entry name as the Exchange Gateway Server.

To use this failover, you must specify the DAG network name as the Exchange Gateway Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure every Exchange server in the DAG to work with the Exchange connector, by using one of the following
methods:
– Connect in agentless mode
– Connect with an agent on each endpoint

If you use the remote agent, set the agent on every server in the DAG.
2. When you set up the connection to Exchange, use the DAG network name as the Exchange Gateway Server.

Managing Exchange Users

The Active Directory connector can manage mailboxes on Active Directory endpoints. Information about these mailboxes
is stored in the Active Directory endpoint that is associated with the Microsoft Exchange server. For this reason, you must
acquire the Active Directory endpoint before you can manage Microsoft Exchange users.

When you search for the list of containers while acquiring an Active Directory endpoint, the Endpoint Content dialog
displays the following containers:

• Builtin: This container contains all security groups that are built into Active Directory, such as Administrators and
Backup Operators.

• Computers: This container contains computers that belong to the Active Directory directory.
• Microsoft Exchange System Objects: This container contains Microsoft Exchange system mailboxes.
• Users: This container contains all the Active Directory accounts and groups, including those with mailboxes.

Other organizational containers may appear in this dialog. These containers reflect the structure that exists within the
Active Directory directory. For example, an Active Directory directory may contain a Human Resource container for all the
Human Resource users and groups.

Microsoft Exchange Distribution Lists and ADS Account Templates Using Strong Synchronization

Microsoft Exchange uses Active Directory Server for its directory. Microsoft Exchange distribution lists are implemented as
Active Directory groups. Because the groups are defined in Active Directory, the members of these groups are subject to
Active Directory account templates.

If an Active Directory account template does not list the Microsoft Exchange distribution list (which is now an Active
Directory group) in the Groups (Member Of) tab of the account template and the account template uses strong
synchronization, the accounts that are synchronized by this account template will lose their membership in the Microsoft
Exchange Distribution list. To prevent this loss of membership, you should add the Active Directory group that represents
the Microsoft Exchange distribution list to the account template.

Sometimes you cannot add the distribution lists to the Active Directory account template. From the Exchange General
tab of the Active Directory endpoint property sheet in Identity Manager User Console, you can select the Active
Directory container used to store the Microsoft Exchange Distribution lists. During account template synchronization, the
synchronization mechanism will not remove the account from a group that exists in the specified container. This lets you
use current Active Directory Server's strong synchronization account templates with having accounts lose membership in
Active Directory Server groups used for Microsoft Exchange Distribution lists.
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Create a Linked Mailbox with Provisioning Manager

NOTE
You can create a linked mailbox with Provisioning Manager but not with the Identity Manager User Console.

This document describes the procedure to create a linked mailbox with the Provisioning Manager.

While creating a Linked Mailbox using the Account Template, the following information is required:

• Linked Domain Controller
• Linked Master Account name
• Linked Domain Administrator
• Linked Administrator Password

To add an account belonging to another domain or trusted forest to the Send-As or Mailbox Rights permission lists in
the Provisioning Manager, hold down the SHIFT key and click ADD while viewing either the "Permissions" page or the
"Manage AD permissions" page. This lets the user be added to a directory, for example, "trustedDomain\account".

NOTE
You cannot add an account belonging to another domain or trusted forest to the Send-As or Mailbox Rights
permission lists in the Identity Manager User Console.

Set Exchange Version for Distribution Group

When creating a distribution group using the Provisioning Manager, the distribution group is created with an incorrect
exchange version. To avoid this issue, set a value for the EXCHANGEVERSION system variable in the C++ Connector
Server computer based on the version of the Exchange Server that is used:

• For Exchange 2010: “44220983382016”

Managing the Connection to Skype for Business Server (Lync)
This document describes the process to connect Identity Manager to the Skype for Business Server endpoint via Active
Directory (Skype) connector.
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SASL Authentication for Skype for Business Server

To create a Skype for Business account using SASL authentication, ensure that you connect to the Skype for Business
Server in Kerberos mode.

Follow the Steps:

Perform the following steps in the Connector Server:

1. Configure Windows Remote Management (WS-Management) to use default settings. To do this, open a Command
Prompt in a Connector Server as an administrator and run the following command. Respond Y when asked for
confirmation.
winrm quickconfig

2. Enter the following command to check the authentication status:
winrm get winrm/config/service

3. You will see a response similar to the following:
Auth

    

Basic = true   

Kerberos = false  

Negotiate = true   

Certificate = false  

CredSSP = false 

CBTHardeningLevel = Relaxed 

4. If the Kerberos authentication is set to false, run the following command to enable it.
winrm set winrm/config/service/Auth '@{Kerberos="true"}'
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5. Add the following environment variable:

Environment Variable Input Values Default Value Required Configuration

ADS_AGENTLESS_AUTHMETHOD 1 - HTTP Basic authentication
2 - Kerberos authentication

1 - HTTP Basic authentication 2 - Kerberos authentication

Enable Skype for Business Server as an Active Directory Services Connector Endpoint
From the Active Directory endpoint in Identity Manager, acquire the Skype for Business server. When Skype for Business
is part of the Active Directory Domain, the connector provides the following functionality:

• Retrieve all front end-pools.
• Displays a Skype for Business tab under the Endpoint properties in the Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Modify Endpoint.
2. Search and select an Active Directory endpoint.
3. In theSkype for Business tab, select the front-end pool and click Submit.

NOTE
If you set the Max connection more than 5, you must modify the WinRM configuration.

4. From the endpoint level, execute a full SUBTREE Explore and Correlate.

NOTE
The connector creates remote PowerShell sessions with the front-end pool and invokes cmdlts to retrieve
Skype for Business Policy values. These are endpoint objects.

5. If a different front-end pool is selected, or Skype for Business Policies are added or removed from the endpoint,
perform an additional Explore and Correlate.

Add an Active Directory Account to Skype for Business Server

Before configuring attributes, add a user. You can add a user with the Skype for Business Server Control Panel or the CA
Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Endpoints, Manage Account Templates, Modify Account
Template.

2. Search and select the Active Directory endpoint.
3. In the Skype for Business Properties tab, select Is a Skype for Business Server User option.

NOTE
If you disable a Skype for Business Server user, the user remains on the Skype for Business Server but
temporarily cannot access Skype for Business.

Modify Skype for Business Attributes

You can modify Skype for Business attributes from the Skype for Business Server Control Panel or with the Identity
Manager User Console.

In the Identity Manager User Console, follow these steps to modify Skype for Business attributes:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Endpoints, Manage Account Templates, Modify Account
Template.

2. Search and select the Active Directory endpoint.
3. You can cofigure the Skype for Business attributes in the following tabs:
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– Skype for Business Properties
– Skype for Business Policies

Set up Windows Remote Management (WS-Management) Authentication

The connector uses Negotiate authentication mechanism to remote PowerShell with Skype for Business. This
authentication method allows communication between the connector server and Skype for Business Server when on
different domains.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the following command on the Skype for Business Server to verify if negotiate authentication mechanism is
enabled:
winrm get winrm/config/service/auth

2. If it is not enabled, run the following command:
winrm set winrm/config/service/auth '@{Negotiate="true"}'

Set up PowerShell Remoting
PowerShell remoting is not enabled by default on Skype for Business. To enable, run the following command:
Enable-PSRemoting

Test Remote PowerShell Session

Perform the following steps to test if the remote PowerShell session can invoke Skype for Business Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a PowerShell terminal in the Connector Server.
2. Define a credential for the remote session.

$credential = Get-Credential

3. Create a new session option object that skips certificate revocation check.
$sessionOpt = New-PSSessionOption -SkipRevocationCheck

4. Create a new session.
$session = New-PSSession -ConnectionUri https://<Skype for Business_front_end_pool>/ocspowershell -

Credential $credential -SessionOption $sessionOpt

5. Import the session.
Import-PSSession $session        

If any failure occurs, run the following command:
Set-ExecutionPolicy RemoteSignedImport-PSSession

6. Test if the remote PowerShell  session can invoke Skype for Business Server.
Get-CsUser

If the test runs successfully, you can view a list of users added to the Skype for Business Server.

Managing Active Directory Accounts and Groups with the Provisioning Manager
NOTE
This section applies to Identity Manager only.

This document talks about managing Active Directory Accounts and Groups with the Provisioning Manager.
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Map a Certificate to an Account Object

You can map a certificate to an account object from Provisioning Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Provisioning Manager.
2. Open the desired account for certificate mapping.
3. To map a certificate for the selected account, use the Security Identity Mapping or User Certificates tabs from the

Active Directory Server account property sheet.

Change the Scope of a Group with Provisioning Manager
The Active Directory connector lets you change the scope of groups in native mode only.

• You can convert Domain Local groups into Universal groups, if the following are true:
– The domain local group is not already a member of another domain local group.
– The domain local group does not contain any other domain local groups.

• You can convert Global groups into Universal groups.
• You can convert Universal groups into Domain Local groups only if the change is written to the Global Catalog (GC).

If the original Universal group has any members that cannot be a member of a Domain Local group, the request to
convert fails.

• You can convert Universal groups into Global groups. If the original Universal group has any members that cannot be a
member of a Global group, the request to convert fails.

Change the Type of a Group with Provisioning Manager
The Active Directory connector lets you change the type of groups in native mode only.

• You can change distribution groups to security groups.
• You can change security groups to distribution groups, but the original group objects access privileges are lost.

Moving Accounts and Groups with Provisioning Manager

You can move an account or group from one Organizational Unit to another using several methods as discussed below:

Method 1:

In the Provisioning Manager, perform the following steps:

1. List the account or group.
2. Right-click on the account or group to be moved.
3. Select the Move menu item.

A dialog appears and you can select the Organization Unit that you want to move to.

Method 2:

Another Move task you can perform from the Provisioning Manager is the Relocate to Sync with Account Template. If your
accounts have been moved around and you want to move them back to the Organizational Unit that is specified in their
account template, follow these steps:

1. From the Provisioning Roles Task Frame, list the account template.
2. Right-click the account and select Relocate.

The accounts are moved into the correct Organization Unit as specified in their account template.

Method 3 (ldapmodrdn Command):
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You can use the following ldapmodrdn command to specify the new Organization Unit for an Active Directory account or
group:
ldapmodrdn -h localhost -p 20389 -D "eTGlobalUserName=etaadmin,eTGlobalUserContainerName=Global

 Users,eTNamepsaceName=CommonObjects,dc=<your_eta_domain>,dc=eta" -w <etaadmin_password> -s

 "eTADSOrgUnitName=<original_ou_name>,eTADSDirectoryName=<your_ads_name>,eTNamespaceName=ActiveDirectory,dc=<your_eta_domain>,dc=eta"

 eTADSAccountName=<account_name>,eTADSOrgUnitName=<target_ou_name>,eTADSDirectoryName=<your_ads_name>,eTNamespaceName=ActiveDirectory,dc=<your_eta_domain>,dc=eta"

 "eTADSAccountName=<account_name>"

Method 4 (Relocate Accounts with Provisioning Manager):

Using the Relocate Accounts function in the Provisioning Manager, you can specify that an account belonging to an
account template can be moved to the container that is specified by the container rule within the account template. You
can also request that all accounts belonging to an account template be moved to their respective containers.

In Active Directory, the container rule selects a container based on the global user attribute values that allow one account
template to prescribe different containers for different accounts. The Relocate Accounts function re-evaluates the rule
using current global user attribute values and moves each account to the prescribed container.

A list of assigned account templates for the account is retrieved and if there is only one account template,
an LDAP operation for the account is issued using that account template value. If there is more than one account template
assigned to an account, a list of account templates to choose from is retrieved. If there are no account templates assigned
to the account, an error message is displayed.

For account templates, child Relocate Accounts operations on each account currently assigned to the account template
are initiated. These child operations can succeed or fail individually and the completion message for the account template
Relocate Accounts operations contains statistics for the following categories:

• Updated - Account moved to a new container
• Unchanged - Account already in correct container
• Failure - Problem determining container or moving account

Relocate operations can also be executed with the batch utility (etautil).

• For Account Template:
etautil -d <eTADomain> -u <eTAUser> p <password> update eTADSPolicyContainerName=Active Directory

 Policies,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=<eTADomain> eTADSPPolicy eTADSPolicyName=<policyeName> to

 eTRelocateAccounts=1

Use the following conventions in your etautil commands for Active Directory and Exchange endpoints:
– The endpoint type name (eTNamespaceName) is ActiveDirectory
– The endpoint type prefix is ADS. The class names are:

• Endpoint: eTADSDirectory
• Account template container: eTADSPolicyContainer
• Account template: eTADSPolicy

– The Description line for all the Microsoft Exchange attributes contain the phrase (Exchange2000 only)

• For Account:
etautil -d <eTADomain> -u <eTAUser> p <password> update

 'eTADSContainerName=Users,eTADSDirectoryName=<directoryName>,eTNamespaceName=ActiveDirectory'

 eTADSAccount eTADSAccountName=<accountName> to eTRelocateAccounts=1

 eTSyncPolicyDN='eTADSPolicyName=<policyName>,eTADSPolicyContainerName=Active Directory

 Policies,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=<eTADomain>'
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WARNING
Do not use etautil to move accounts or groups. ETAUTIL does not actually move the account or group, only
simulates the move by first deleting the account and then re-adding the account. The newly added account
is not exactly the same as the deleted account since there is some internal data that is different in the new
account. For Active Directory, this can be a problem so ETAUTIL is not recommended to move accounts or
groups.

Using Program Exits to Execute Other Software
NOTE
This document is applicable to Identity Manager using Provisioning Manager only.

The Active Directory Server connector can be modified to execute custom or third-party software each time an Active
Directory Server object is created. You can use one of the following two methods to accomplish this task:

• Dynamic Link Library (DLL) Interface
• Command Line Interface

Program Exits (Common or Native) let you write software that executes during certain actions that Identity Manager
carries out. Program exits extend the framework of Identity Manager and allow for additional functionality that can change
or augment the standard Identity Manager behaviors.

With Identity Manager Program Exits, you can write the Common Program Exits and configure them to work with Active
Directory Server. In addition, Active Directory Server has its own separate program exits,

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Dynamic Link Library (DLL) interface

If you create your own Windows DLL with the name ADSOptsExits.dll (case-insensitive) and replace this DLL in the
%PSHOME%\Bin directory, the Active Directory Server connector will call entry points into the DLL to execute your
custom code each time an Active Directory Server object is created.

The Active Directory Server connector calls the following two optional entry points (exits) into ADSOptsExits.dll:

• The PreAdd entry point
• The PostAdd entry point

The PreAdd entry point is called immediately before an Active Directory Server object is created. And, the PostAdd entry
point is called immediately after an Active Directory Server object is created. By implementing these entry points in your
version of ADSOptsExits.dll, your custom code is executed each time an Active Directory Server object is created by the
connector. From the custom code, you can read the attribute values of the new Active Directory Server object.

NOTE
The Active Directory Server connector is a Windows DLL that is called from the C++ Connector Server process.
After ADSOptsExits.dll is added to %PSHOME%\Bin, the C++ Connector Server process must be restarted.

Sample .CPP file

The following sample .CPP file demonstrates how to construct this DLL. The sample source code assumes the 32-bit
edition of Visual C++. Different compilers may require different calling conventions. If Microsoft Visual Studio is used to
create the DLL, the Visual Studio project should be created as a Win32 Dynamic Link Library. Use the following defaults
for the project settings.

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <windows.h>
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#include <winldap.h>

BOOL APIENTRY DllMain( HANDLE hModule, 

                       DWORD  ul_reason_for_call, 

                       LPVOID lpReserved

                     )

{

    switch (ul_reason_for_call)

    {

        case DLL_PROCESS_ATTACH:

        case DLL_THREAD_ATTACH:

        case DLL_THREAD_DETACH:

        case DLL_PROCESS_DETACH:

            break;

    }

    return TRUE;

}

#ifdef  __cplusplus

#define ADS_C_PROTO    extern "C" 

#else

#define ADS_C_PROTO

#endif

// this exit is called immediately prior to the creation of the ADS object

// logfile is NULL or if ADS logging is enabled

//  a handle to PS_HOME\Logs\ADS\eTrustDirectoryName.log

ADS_C_PROTO __declspec(dllexport) int _cdecl PreAdd(const PWCHAR pszDN, LDAPModW *ppmods[], FILE *logfile)

{

    // example to print fully distinguished name of ADS object

    wprintf(L"In PreAdd %s\n", pszDN);

    if (logfile != NULL)

        fwprintf(logfile, L"PreAdd %s\n", pszDN) ;

    return 0;

    // return 0 to let the ADS option create the object.  

    // return -1 to stop creation of the object

}

// this exit is called immediately after the creation of the ADS object

ADS_C_PROTO __declspec(dllexport) int _cdecl PostAdd(const PWCHAR pszDN, LDAPModW *ppmods[], FILE *logfile)

{

    // example to print fully distinguished name of ADS object

    // and list the string based attribute values used to create the object

    wprintf(L"In PostAdd %s\n", pszDN);

    for (int i=0; ppmods[i] != NULL; i++)

    {

        if (!(ppmods[i]->mod_op & LDAP_MOD_BVALUES))

        {

            // string data

            wprintf(L"Attribute name: %s\n", ppmods[i]->mod_type);

            for (int j=0; ppmods[i]->mod_vals.modv_strvals[j] != NULL; j++)

                wprintf(L"   Attribute value %d)%s\n", j, ppmods[i]->mod_vals.modv_strvals[j]);
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        }

    }

    return 0;

    // return 0 to indicate success

    // return -1 to indicate an error

}

Create Custom Active Directory Attributes for Exit Processing

Use the instructions in Extend the Active Directory Schema by Adding Custom Attributes to get started.

To let the Active Directory Server connector know that the custom Active Directory Server account attribute being added
is for exit processing and does not exist in Active Directory Server, the attribute name in schema.ext must begin with
eTADSExitOnly. This prefix lets the connector know that the custom attribute can be passed to the Active Directory
Server connector command line interface. Since the attribute does not exist in the Active Directory Server schema, the
syntax and the single or multi-value indicator must be included in the schema.ext. These two values follow the attribute
name and are delimited with a colon (:). An example of a line in schema.ext follows:

eTADSExitOnlyDiskSize:2.2.5.12:T

The syntax of the attribute is 2.2.5.12. These syntaxes are defined at the following website:

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa746390(v=vs.85).aspx

The following characters indicate the value of the attribute:

• T indicates that the attribute is single-valued.
• F indicates that the attribute is multivalued.

NOTE
Any changes to the schema.ext require a restart of the Identity Manager Provisioning service and the
Provisioning Manager.

By default, any attribute listed is assumed to exist for both contacts and accounts. To indicate that a given attribute is to be
defined for accounts or contacts only, add an optional prefix (account) or (contact) to the attribute name. Optionally, you
can use the prefix (both) to indicate an attribute is valid for both accounts and contacts.

For example, assume that your installation added three new attributes to the schema. BirthDate is valid for accounts
only. SSN is valid for accounts and contacts. DoNotCall is valid for contacts only. You can add these entries into your
schema.ext file as follows:

• (account)BirthDate
• (both)SSN
• (contact)DoNotCall

Example: Create Active Directory Accounts from an Account Template
In this example, we are creating Active Directory Server accounts through an account template. We would like
to obtain the value of the homepage and office from the global user and pass it to the command line interface,
but we do not want to send that information to the Active Directory Server when the account is created. This
example requires the following files to be in the PS_HOME\bin directory:

• ADSExitUsrPreAdd.txt
precopy.bat "%CN%" "%eTADSExitOnlyHomePage%" "%eTADSExitOnlyOffice%"

• ADSExitUsrPostAdd.txt
postcopy.bat "%givenName%" "%eTADSExitOnlyHomePage%" "%eTADSExitOnlyOffice%"

• precopy.bat
copy ADSExitUsrPreAdd.txt PreADSExit.txt

echo object name is %1 >> PreADSExit.txt
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echo home page is %2 >> PreADSExit.txt

echo office is %3 >> PreADSExit.txt

• postcopy.bat
copy ADSExitUsrPostAdd.txt PostADSExit.txt

echo first name is %1 >> PostADSExit.txt

echo home page is %2 >> PostADSExit.txt

echo office is %3 >> PostADSExit.txt

• schema.ext
eTADSExitOnlyHomePage:2.2.5.12:T

eTADSExitOnlyOffice:2.2.5.12:T

When the Identity Manager Provisioning service and Provisioning Manager are restarted using the
schema.ext file shown, the attributes listed in this file will appear on the Custom property sheet of the
Active Directory Server account template. The rule string %UHP% must be placed in the value field of the
eTADSExitOnlyHomePage attribute and the rule string %UO% must be placed in the value field of the
eTADSExitOnlyOffice attribute. When this account template is used to create new Active Directory Server
accounts, the homepage and office values of the associated global user are passed to the command line
interface.

Command Line Interface

The Command Line Interface executes Windows commands that create Active Directory Server accounts. Unlike
the Dynamic Link Library (DLL) interface, the command line interface is not invoked during the creation of all the Active
Directory Server objects. This interface is only invoked when Active Directory Server objects with object class user are
created.

Passing Account Attributes

Immediately before each Active Directory Server account is created, the Command Line Interface will load the
optional file %PSHOME%\bin\ADSExitUsrPreAdd.txt. Each line in the file is inspected and anything that has the form
%LDAP_attribute_name% is replaced with the actual attribute value of that attribute. (Where LDAP_attribute_name is
the LDAP name of the attribute on the new ADS account object.)

For example, the Active Directory Server connector creates an Active Directory Server account with
the givenName of YourName and ADSExitUsrPreAdd.txt contains the line:

test.bat "%givenName%.txt"

The Command Line Interface replaces this line with the following and then invokes the batch file:

test.bat "YourName.txt"

Test.bat must not expect user input from the Provisioning Manager since it is running as part of the C++ Connector
Server. Test.bat should be placed in the %PSHOME%\bin directory. Similar to the processing of ADSExitUsrPreAdd.txt,
the optional file %PSHOME%\bin\ADSExitUsrPostAdd.txt is processed immediately after an ADS account is created.
If a multi-valued attribute is specified by %LDAP_attribute_name%, the attribute values are appended together with a
semicolon (;) as a delimiter between each value. If the actual data contains semicolons (;), the command line interface
cannot distinguish between the data and the delimiter. The Command Line Interface does not support the following:

• Binary attributes
• Commands native to the Windows command line interpreter (cmd.exe) in the text file. These commands include: if, call

or dir.
• These commands should be wrapped in your own .bat or .cmd file or used with the cmd /c command.
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NOTE
The Command Line Interface uses the Windows API CreateProcess on each line in the text file.

Passing Global User Attributes

When Active Directory Server accounts are created through an Active Directory Server account template, attributes
from the global user associated with the account template can be passed to the Windows Command Line commands
in ADSExitUsrPreAdd.txt and ADSExitUsrPostAdd.txt. For each global user attribute that is to be passed to
the ADS command line interface, a custom ADS attribute must be created.

Once a custom Active Directory Server attribute is created, the attribute appears in the Active Directory Server Account
Template property sheet on the Custom page. The custom attributes do not appear on account templates that do not
have an Active Directory Server endpoint assigned on the Endpoint property page of the account template. A new Active
Directory Server account template will not display the custom attributes until an Active Directory Server endpoint is added
on the Endpoint property page and the new account template is saved.

The Active Directory Server custom attributes can be assigned to any rule string representing attribute values on the
global user. During Active Directory Server account creation, the value of the Active Directory Server custom attribute
contains the global user attribute value that is specified in the rule string.

This value is accessible in ADSExitUsrPreAdd.txt and ADSExitUsrPostAdd.txt by specifying the Active Directory
Server custom attribute name surrounded with the percent sign (%) delimiter. The following is an example:

myfile.bat %eTADSExitOnlyDiskSize%

Known Issues with Active Directory, Exchange, Skype for Business Server (Lync)
This document covers the known issues with Active Directory, Exchange and Skype for Business Server endpoints.

Creation or Modification of an Account with an Exchange Mailbox Fails

Symptom:

Creation or modification of an account with an Exchange mailbox in Identity Manager fails with the following error:

Failed to Execute CreateActiveDirectoryAccount

......

Processing data from remote server failed with the following error message: The user "NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM"

 isn't assigned to any management roles. For more information, see the about_Remote_Troubleshooting Help

 topic.

Solution:

The service account running the Exchange Remote Agent needs appropriate permissions.

The help topic that the error message refers to is an Exchange help topic, and is not part of Identity Manager.

To manage the Exchange environment, give appropriate permissions to a service account for the Remote Agent, and
restart the service.

Message Restrictions for Exchange Mailbox Enabled Accounts Are Ignored

Symptom:

The following restrictions for Exchange mailbox accounts are ignored:
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• Accept Messages Only From
• Accept Messages from Everyone Except
• Full Access Permission
• Send As Permission

For example, Bob and Fred are added to the list of users that an Exchange mailbox holder can accept messages from.
When searched for the list of users in Identity Manager, it displays both the users. However, Bob is added to the list of
users that the Exchange mailbox holder can accept messages from, but Fred is not.

Solution:

When you search for accounts that you want to add to the Accept Messages Only From, Accept Messages from
Everyone Except, Full Access Permission or Send-As Permissions lists, Identity Manager displays a list of all
endpoint users regardless of whether they are Exchange enabled or not. However, if you select a user or a group that is
not Exchange-enabled, Identity Manager ignores the request. In the example, Fred was ignored because he was not an
Exchange-enabled user.

In addition, you can only add mail-enabled security groups to the Full Access Permission or Send-As Permissions lists.

Cannot View Time Bound Membership (Expiry Date Column) in the Active Directory Account Templates and
Accounts

Symptom:

[Applicable on upgrade from Identity Manager release 14.0 to later releases]

In the Identity Manager User Console, unable to view Expiry Date column in the Groups tab of the Active Directory
Account Templates and Accounts, in the following scenario:

1. In the pre-upgraded Identity Manager deployment, acquired an Active Directory on which the Privileged Access
Management feature is not enabled.

2. Upgraded Identity Manager.
3. Post-upgrade, enabled the Privileged Access Management feature on Active Directory.

Solution:

Apply the following workaround:

1. Connect to the Provisioning Directory using any LDAP client.
2. Navigate to ActiveDirectory and select the endpoint that you have created before an upgrade.
3. Change the value of the eTADSTimeBoundMembershipsEnabled attribute to 1.
4. Submit the changes.

User - Group Association Limitations in a Multi-Domain Active Directory with SASL

Symptom:

[Applicable from Identity Manager release 14.2]

In a multi-domain Active Directory endpoint with SASL, the following use cases are not supported:

• Creation or modification of Account with Groups of other domains.
• Creation or modification of Groups with Accounts of other domains.
• Creation or modification of Groups with Groups of other domains.

Solution:

Acquire Active Directory with SSL as it supports user-group associations in a multi-domain Active Directory.
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Email Addresses are not Set on Email Enabled Groups

When creating a group and checking 'Create an exchange email address,' no email address is set for the group.

Workaround

Go to the Email Addresses Tab and apply the new email address after the group is created.

Microsoft Azure
Microsoft Azure (formerly Windows Azure) is a cloud computing service that is created by Microsoft for building, testing,
deploying, and managing applications and services through a global network of Microsoft-managed data centers.

NOTICE

• Layer 7 (CA API Gateway) connectors are deprecated and support for the same will be discontinued from
June 30, 2022. Migrate to the REST variant of the WSL7 connectors for continued support.

• Microsoft has deprecated Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) Graph API and support for the same will be
discontinued from the end of 2022. We have enhanced the Azure REST connector to use the new Microsoft
Graph API v1.0, and we recommend upgrading an existing Azure REST connector for continued support.

What the Azure Connector Can Do

The Azure connector lets you perform the following tasks on the Azure endpoint:

• Create, modify, search, view, and delete users
• Revoke or assign existing groups to users
• Revoke or assign existing service plans (licenses) to users
• Revoke or assign existing applications to users
• Enable or disable user accounts
• Synchronize accounts with account templates
• Synchronize users with roles

The connector uses Microsoft Graph API for identity provisioning and resource management.

WARNING

You can manage an Azure endpoint with CA API Gateway Connector (Azure - WSL7) and REST Connector
(Azure). With REST Connector, you can manage an Azure endpoint with REST API without using CA API
Gateway.

We recommend you to use REST Connector (Azure) over CA API Gateway Connector (Azure -WSL7) as it is
easy to acquire and manage an Azure endpoint with REST Connector.

To migrate from CA API Gateway Connector (Azure - WSL7) to REST Connector (Azure), see Migrate to
REST Connectors.
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Figure 21: Azure Framework

Manage Hybrid Identity

To manage hybrid Identity with Azure Connector, use the Active Directory connector to create users on the on-premise
Active Directory. You can then use the Microsoft Azure Active Directory Connect utility to synchronize an on-premise
Active Directory user to a cloud-based Azure Active Directory user. Post synchronization, you can use the Azure
connector to manage users.

Downloads

• Attribute List
– Azure
– Azure - WSL7

Feature Release Information

Feature Description Version

Support for Microsoft Graph API v1.0 Azure REST connector supports Microsoft Graph API for identity
provisioning and resource management.

• 14.3 (including Cumulative Patches) + Hotfix
• 14.4 + Hotfix
• 14.4.1

Support for Azure Guest User with
Microsoft Graph API v1.0

Azure REST connector supports provisioning and management of Azure
Guest users from Identity Manager using the Microsoft Graph API.

• 14.4.1 + Hotfix
• 14.4.2

More Information

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Secure Communication to Azure
Secure all connections to Azure as sensitive information is sent over the network.

• REST Connector (Azure)
The connection between the REST connector and Azure endpoint is always secure. The connector supports HTTPS
client certificate authentication and it connects to the Azure instance with OAuth 2.0 Client Credentials.

• CA API Gateway Connector (Azure - WSL7)
If you are managing an Azure endpoint with CA API Gateway Connector (Azure - WSL7), ensure that you secure the
connections between CA IAM Connector Server, CA API Gateway, and Azure endpoint.
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The connector supports both HTTPS client certificate authentication and anonymous connection from CA IAM CS to
CA API Gateway. Since sensitive information is sent between the connector and the CA API Gateway, we recommend
securing the connection using HTTPS.
The connection between CA API Gateway and Azure is always secure. From the CA API Gateway, the connector
connects to the Azure instance with OAuth 2.0. You must add the Azure server certificate to the CA API Gateway as a
trust anchor.

NOTE
The Date and Time must exactly match the Time Zone set on the Java Connector Server (CA IAM CS).

Manage Azure with REST Connector
Acquire an Azure endpoint and manage its users from Identity Manager using REST Connector.

IMPORTANT

• Microsoft has deprecated Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) Graph API and support for the same will be
discontinued from the end of 2022. We have enhanced the Azure REST connector to use the new Microsoft
Graph API v1.0, and we recommend upgrading an existing Azure REST connector for continued support.

• You can manage the REST connector-based Azure endpoint from the Identity Manager User Console, and
not from the Provisioning Manager.

Prerequisites

• Ensure that the Connector Server (CA IAM CS) is installed and running.

Set Up a Client Application on Azure

To use the capabilities of Azure, you must register the connector as a client application in Azure and grant rights.

Follow these steps:

1. Register the connector as a client application in Azure.
a. Log in to the Azure Management Portal.
b. Navigate to Azure Active Directory service, App registrations, Endpoints, and note the value of the OAuth 2.0

token endpoint (v2) parameter.
REMEMBER
You need the value of this parameter while creating an instance of the Azure endpoint in Identity
Manager.

c. Register a client application in Azure.
REMEMBER
After you register the client application in Azure, ensure that you make a note of the Application (client)
ID. You need the Application ID while creating an instance of the Azure endpoint in Identity Manager.

d. Create an application (client) secret by following the section Create a new application secret at https://
docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-create-service-principal-portal#get-
application-id-and-authentication-key.

REMEMBER
After saving the client secret, the value of the client secret is displayed. Copy this value because you will
not be able to retrieve the key later. You need the client secret while creating an instance of the Azure
endpoint in Identity Manager.
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2. Grant application permissions to the registered application to access Microsoft Graph.
a. Add and grant admin consent for the following permissions to the registered application by following the section

Application permission to Microsoft Graph at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/
quickstart-configure-app-access-web-apis.
• Application.Read.All
• Directory.Read.All
• Group.Read.All
• GroupMember.ReadWrite.All
• User.ReadWrite.All
• User.Invite.All

NOTE
For more details about the Microsoft Graph permissions, see https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/
permissions-reference.

Import the Microsoft Graph API Certificate into the JCS keystore

Import the Microsoft Graph API certificate into the Java Connector Server (JCS) keystore as follows:

1. Obtain the Microsoft Graph API certificate from https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0.
2. In the IAM Connector Server Management Console, click the Certificates tab in the top menu.
3. Click Add.
4. In the Upload Certificate screen, select the Microsoft Graph API certificate that you have acquired in step 1.

Optionally, enter an alias to store the certificate. Click OK.

Create an Azure Endpoint in Identity Manager

Create an instance of the Azure endpoint in the Identity Manager User Console.

NOTE
The authentication method that the REST connector uses to communicate with Azure is OAuth 2.0 with Client
Credentials.

Follow these steps:

1. Import the role definition file into the Identity Manager Management Console.
a. In the Management Console, click Environments.
b. Select the environment where you are adding the endpoint.
c. Click Role and Task Settings.
d. Click Import.
e. Select the Azure role definition file available under Category: Endpoint Type.
f. Click Finish.
g. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

2. Use the Azure Attribute List and create correlation rules for the attributes that the connector manages.
3. Create an endpoint.

a. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
b. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
c. Select Azure in the Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type drop-down and click OK.
d. In the Endpoint tab, configure the following fields:

• Endpoint Name: Enter a name for the Azure endpoint instance that you are creating.
• Description: Enter a text that describes the Azure endpoint.
• Microsoft Graph API Endpoint URL: Enter the Microsoft Graph API Endpoint URL.
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Example: https://graph.microsoft.com/v1.0
NOTE
Recall that you made a note of this URL while setting up a client application in Azure.

• OAuth 2.0 Token Endpoint (v2) URL: Enter the Microsoft Graph OAuth 2.0 Token Endpoint URL of Azure.
Example: https://login.microsoftonline.com/<Tenant_ID>/oauth2/v2.0/token

NOTE
Recall that you made a note of this URL while setting up a client application in Azure.

• Application ID: Enter the Application ID generated while setting up a client application in Azure.
• Authentication Key: Enter the authentication secret key generated while setting up a client application in

Azure.
• OAuth Scope: Enter the permission scope that the Microsoft Graph API exposes to the client application.

Example: https://graph.microsoft.com/.default
• Default Account Template: Associate a default account template to the Azure endpoint.

4. Click Submit.

Create and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition

See, Create, and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition.

Provisioning components (Provisioning Server, Java Connector Server, C++ Connector Server) support pagination-based
search results from the Azure endpoint during an Explore and Correlate operation. For more information, see Pagination
in Provisioning Components.

Create an Account Template

Create an Account Template to control the account attributes a user has on the endpoint when its account is created.

Notes:

• In the Account tab, select the user type as Member or Guest. For more information, see Azure User Types.
• Group Membership works only with Azure groups with Group Type as Security or Office 365, and Membership Type

as Assigned or Dynamic. Else, the group assignment on the user creation fails.
• In the Usage Location field of the User tab, ensure that you enter a proper country code (not country name). For

example, enter IN if the user location is India.
To know about your country code, click Country Codes.

• In the Preferred Language field of the User tab, the preferred language for an Office 365 group must follow ISO 639-1
code.

• On the endpoint, if the Account ID represents the user email address, consider applying any one of the suggested
configurations. Ensure that you apply the given configuration before performing an Explore and Correlate operation or
provisioning an account for the Identity Manager user on the endpoint.
– While creating a user in Identity Manager, enter the User ID as email address.
– In the Account Template screen, update the Account ID string from %AC% to either,

• %AC@<domain>.com
or

• %UE%, which is an email string
When you opt for the second option, ensure that you manually create correlation rules to map the Identity Manager
user attributes with the endpoint attributes.

• The Nick Name attribute of the Azure endpoint is mapped to the First Name and Last Name of a user that is created
in Identity Manager User Console.
If the First Name and Last Name of the user contains spaces, user creation fails with the following error as the Nick
Name attribute of the Azure endpoint does not accept spaces.
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" "Invalid value specified for property 'mailNickname' of resource

 'User'."},"date":"2019-02-07T06:48:56","requestId":"992e6b6a-9760-4cea-a5dd-e4fd8141e28f","values":

[{"item":"PropertyName","value":"mailNickname"},"

If you want the user names with spaces, map the Nick Name to the other attributes in the Azure Account Templates.

Assign Azure Applications to a User from CA Identity Manager

You can assign additional Azure applications to a user by modifying its account from Identity Manager.

To add applications on Microsoft Azure endpoint, see Add an Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Users, Manage Users, Modify User's Endpoint Account.

Note: You can also perform this task from Endpoints, Manage Orphan Accounts / Manage Account Templates.
3. Select a user to assign access to additional Azure applications.
4. Search for an account of endpoint type as Azure.
5. Select an Account.
6. Navigate to the Applications tab and click Add.

A new blank entry is added to the Assigned Applications list.
7. Click Browse and select the application to assign access to.
8. Select the Application Roles corresponding to the application selected. At least one role must be selected.
9. Click Submit.
10. Once the application is assigned, the Applications tab lists the associated applications including Assigned

Application Roles and Inherited Application Roles with the following fields:
Unique Name, Application Name, Publisher and Assignment.

NOTE
If a user is a member of an Azure group, then all the application roles that are assigned to the group are
inherited. From Identity Manager User Console, you cannot delete the Inherited Application Roles of a user.

Reconfiguring an Already Acquired Azure Endpoint to Use Microsoft Graph API v1.0

The Azure REST connector is enhanced to support Microsoft Graph API for identity provisioning and resource
management. After you upgrade the Azure Rest connector, you must reconfigure an already acquired Azure endpoint to
work with the new Microsoft Graph API as follows:

1. Import the Azure role definition file.
2. Set up a client application on Azure.
3. Modify the Azure endpoint in the Identity Manager User Console with the new Microsoft Graph API credentials.

Azure User Types

Learn about the Azure user types that the Azure REST connector supports.

[Applicable from release 14.4.2 onwards]

The Azure connector supports the following Azure user types:
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• Member: A member user is an employee of the host organization. Member users can register applications, manage
their own profile photo and mobile phone number, change their own password, and invite B2B guests. These users can
also read all directory information (with a few exceptions).

• Guest: A guest is an external user of an organization, such as an external collaborator, partner, or customer. Guest
users have restricted directory permissions. They can manage their own profile, change their own password, and
retrieve some information about other users, groups, and apps. However, they cannot read all directory information.

To provision and manage a member and a guest user from Identity Manager, follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Endpoints, Manage Account Templates, Create/Modify Account
Template.

2. Select Azure from the Create a new account template of Endpoint Type drop-down.
3. In the Account tab, configure the following fields:

– User Type: Select the user type as Member or Guest.
– Account ID:

• For a member user, enter a name that uniquely identifies a user in the Account ID field. For example, %AC%.
The Account ID is mapped to the Azure userPrincipalName, which is the Azure Active Directory username for
the user accounts.

• For a guest user, the format of the Account ID is different from the member user. Azure creates a
userPrincipalName for the guest user in the following format:
Example: 

guest.user_gmail.com#EXT#@myCompany.onmicrosoft.com,

where the guest.user@gmail.com being the email address of the invited user.

To match the Identity Manager Account ID with the Azure userPrincipalName format, you must enter the Account
ID in the following format:
Format: %$$REPLACEFIRST(<rule_string>,@,_)%#EXT#@<domain>.com

Example: %$$REPLACEFIRST(%AC%,@,_)%#EXT#@myCompany.onmicrosoft.com

REPLACEFIRST is a built-in rule function that returns a new string by replacing the first occurrence of the
matching substring with the replacement string. In our case, it replaces the first occurrence of @ in the guest
user email address with "_".
Example:

%AC%=guest.user@gmail.com

%$$REPLACEFIRST(%AC%,@,_) evaluates to guest.user_gmail.com

– If you have selected the user type as Guest, then you must configure the following additional fields:
a. Invited User Email Address: Enter the email ID of the guest user that you are inviting to collaborate with your

organization.
b. Invite Redirect URL: Enter the URL that the guest user should be redirected to after accepting the invitation.
c. Send Invitation Message: When this option is selected, Azure sends an email invitation to the guest user to

collaborate with your organization.
d. Invited User Display Name: Enter the display name of the guest user.

– Password: Specifies the user password to access Azure Portal.
– OnPremises Immutable ID: Enter an ID that associates an on-premises Active Directory user account to their

Azure AD user object. The $ and_ characters cannot be used in the ID.
4. Click Submit.

NOTE
When you select the Send Invitation Message parameter (see step 3 above), Azure sends an invitation email
to the guest user and also creates an account in the Azure Active Directory with the userPrincipalName. You can
check the invitation status as follows:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Users, Modify User's Endpoint Accounts.
2. Select a user who is identified as a guest user.
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3. Perform the Modify/View Azure User Account action on the guest user.
4. In the Account tab, the External User State field represents the invitation status. If the guest user accepts

the invitation, the status changes from PendingAcceptance to Accepted. The invitation status change time
is recorded in the External User State Change Date Time field. These two fields are read-only.

Manage Azure with CA API Gateway Connector
WARNING

• You can manage the CA API Gateway connector based Azure endpoint from the CA Identity Manager User
Console, and not from the Provisioning Manager.

• CA Secure Cloud cannot manage an Azure endpoint using CA API Gateway connector.

You can acquire an Azure endpoint and manage its users from CA Identity Manager using CA API Gateway Connector. To
achieve this, you must perform the following tasks:

Prerequisites

• Ensure that the Connector Server (CA IAM CS) is installed and running.
• CA API Gateway Connector (Azure - WSL7) communicates with an Azure endpoint through CA API Gateway.

Ensure that the following CA API Gateway components are installed:
– CA API Gateway Server
– CA API Gateway Policy Manager
The Policy Manager is a desktop application that installs with CA API Gateway Server. You can also access a web-
based version of the Policy Manager at https://<gatewayHostName>:8443/ssg/webadmin.
In the Policy Manager, you configure assertions that transform ODATA from Azure into the SCIM format that the
connector can process.
Note: If you have upgraded CA Identity Manager, Provisioning Server and Connector Server, ensure that you update
policies on CA API Gateway Server.

Create CA API Gateway Service for Azure and Import the Azure Policy

CA API Gateway connector includes preconfigured XML files that create services for the supported endpoint types. The
service applies a policy to all requests under a specified resource path. The policy translates the connector requests in
SCIM format to a format that the endpoint understands, and vice versa.

NOTE
The preconfigured services support endpoints that manage basic objects. For example, the services support a
basic user object with user name, password, email, and full name attributes. To manage more complex objects
or attributes, use the Policy Manager to modify the default service or to create a service.

Follow these steps:

1. From Connector Server, log in to the CA API Gateway Manager at:
https://gatewayHostName:8443/ssg/webadmin

2. From the Services and Policies List window, right-click the server node and select Create New Folder.
3. You use this new folder for Azure policies and service.
4. Right-click the new folder and select Publish RESTful Service Proxy with WADL.
5. From the first page, select Manual Entry and then click Next.

The Publish REST Service Proxy wizard starts.
6. For Service Name, enter a name such as Azure1.
7. In the Resource Base URL field, enter http://localhost/WindowsAzure/v2 and then click Finish.
8. Right-click the new service and select Service Properties.
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The Published Service Properties page opens.
9. Select the HTTP/FTP tab, and verify that the Custom resolution is set to /WindowsAzure/v2/*.
10. Under Allowed HTTP Methods, select PATCH.
11. Click OK.
12. Double-click the new CA API Gateway service.

The Policy Development window displays the default service policies.
13. Click Import Policy.

WARNING
When importing policies, a pop-up requests information about importing from an unresolved identity provider.
In the Action section, select Import erroneous assertions as is

14. In the Connector Server, browse to the following file and click open:
C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\Connector Server\jcs\resources\scim\azure_policy.xml

15. Click Save and Activate to save and activate the imported policies.
After activation, you can find the included policy fragments with a title starting with Azure1. You can cut and paste
fragments into your new CA API Gateway Service for Azure.

Configure HTTPS Client Certificate Authentication from Connector Server to CA API Gateway

CA API Gateway Connector (Azure - WSL7) supports both HTTPS client certificate authentication and anonymous
connection from Connector Server to CA API Gateway. Since sensitive information is sent between the connector and CA
API Gateway, we recommend securing the connection using HTTPS.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the CA Certificate from the Connector Server console:
a. Using Internet Explorer, access the JCS console at https://localhost:20443/main.
b. Advance through the security warnings.
c. Click Certificate, View Certificate.
d. From the certificate dialog, select the Certification Path tab.
e. Select Provisioning Services, and click View Certificate.
f. Click the Details tab, select Copy to File, and save the CA Certificate for Connector Server.

2. From CA API Gateway Policy Manager, import the CA certificate for Connector Server into CA API Gateway Server.
3. Open the certificate properties and click the Options tab.
4. If not selected, select the following options:

– Outbound SSL Connections
– Signing Certificates for Outbound SSL Connections
– Signing Client Certificates

5. Click the Validation tab, and select Certifcate is a Trust Anchor.
6. Set the Revocation Checking option to Disabled.
7. Save the settings.
8. From CA API Gateway Policy Manager, select the option Create Federated Identity Provider and then set the

following:
Credential Source Type Allowed X.509 Certificate

9. Add the CA certificate imported in step 2 as a Trusted Certificate to the provider.
OU=Provisioning Services,O=Identity Management,L=Islandia,ST=NY,C=US

10. In the new Federated Identity Provider, create a user with the DN of the JCS certificate:
cn=eta_server,ou=provisioning services, o=identity management, st=ny, c=us

11. Enable the following disabled assertions, and select Save and Activate:
– Require SSL or TLS Transport between Client Certificate Authentication
– Request: Authenticate User:eta_server from <provider>
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12. Open the assertion Request: Authenticate User.
13. From the Search Identity Provider window, select the identity provider you added.
14. Search for the new user you created.
15. Save and Activate the policy.

Set Up a Client Application on Azure

To use the capabilities of Azure, you must register the connector as a client application in Azure and grant rights.

Follow these steps:

1. Register the connector as a client application in Azure.
a. Log in to the Azure Management Portal.
b. Register a client application in Azure by following the section Register a new application using the Azure portal

at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/develop/active-directory-integrating-applications.
c. Navigate to the Azure Active Directory service, App registrations,  Endpoints, and note the value of the

following parameters:
• Microsoft Azure AD Graph API Endpoint
• OAuth 2.0 Token Endpoint
Note: You will need the value of these parameters while creating an instance of the Azure endpoint in CA Identity
Manager.

d. Get the Application ID (Client ID) and Authentication Key (Client Secret) by following the section Get
application ID and authentication key at https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/
resource-group-create-service-principal-portal#get-application-id-and-authentication-key.
Note: You will need the Application ID and Authentication Key while creating an instance of the Azure endpoint in
CA Identity Manager.

2. Grant rights to the registered application by using the PowerShell.
a. Install the Microsoft Online Services Sign-In, and then install Microsoft Azure Active Directory Module for

Windows PowerShell using http://aka.ms/aadposh.
b. Connect to the Microsoft Azure.

$MsolCred = Get-Credential

Connect-MsolService -Credential $MsolCred

c. Get the list of available roles.
Get-MsolRole

d. If you are not sure about the Application ID of your application, run the following command.
 Get-MsolServicePrincipal | ft DisplayName, AppPrincipalId -AutoSize

This brings up the list of all available applications, including their Application IDs.
e. Next, use the Application ID to retrieve the Service Principal.

 $webApp = Get-MsolServicePrincipal -AppPrincipalId <Application_ID>

f. Run the following commands to assign the User Account Administrator and Application Administrator rights to
your application.
Add-MsolRoleMember -RoleName "User Account Administrator" -RoleMemberType ServicePrincipal -

RoleMemberObjectId $webApp.ObjectIdAdd-MsolRoleMember -RoleName "Application Administrator" -

RoleMemberType ServicePrincipal -RoleMemberObjectId $webApp.ObjectId

Add the Azure Certificate to the CA API Gateway Server

You must add the Azure server certificate to the CA API Gateway Server as a trust anchor.
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For information about adding the server certificate as a trust anchor to the CA API Gateway, see CA API Gateway Policy
Manager.

Import the CA API Gateway Certificate into the Connector Server

Import the CA API Gateway certificate into the Connector Server keystore only once the Gateway Server is configured to
use SSL.

Follow these steps:

1. Decide which certificates to import into the Connector Server keystore as a trusted certificate:
– CA API Gateway certificate.
– The root certificate of the certificate authority that has issued the CA API Gateway certificate, and the application

server certificate.
– Azure CA certificate

2. Perform the following steps in the Connector Server Management Console:
a. Log in to the Connector Server Management Console.
b. At the top, click the Certificates tab.

This tab lists all of the certificates in the Connector Server keystore. To filter the list of certificates, type a name in
the Certificate Filter box.

c. To add a certificate, click Add, then enter the details of the certificate.
Add a certificate:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the certificate file.
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate.
Add a keystore:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the keystore file.
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate. This alias also identifies the certificate in that keystore.
• Keystore Password: Enter the password of the keystore

3. Repeat steps for each certificate you want to add to the Connector Server.

Create an Azure Endpoint in CA Identity Manager

Create an instance of the Azure endpoint in the CA Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Import the role definition file into the CA Identity Manager Management Console.
a. In the Management Console, click Environments.
b. Select the environment where you are adding the endpoint.
c. Click Role and Task Settings.
d. Click Import.
e. Select the Azure - WSL7 role definition file available under Category: Endpoint Type.
f. Click Finish.
g. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

2. Use the Azure - WSL7 attribute list and create correlation rules for the attributes that the connector manages.
3. Create an endpoint.

a. Log in to the CA Identity Manager User Console.
b. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
c. Select Azure - WSL7 in the Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type drop-down and click OK.
d. In the Endpoint tab, configure the following fields:

a. Endpoint Name: Enter a name for the Azure endpoint instance that you are creating.
b. Description: Enter a text that describes the Azure endpoint.
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c. Base URL: Enter the URL that CA API Gateway uses to connect to the Azure endpoint. The format of the URL
is:
http(s)://<API Gateway hostname:port>/<API Gateway service resolution path>

d. Endpoint URL : Enter the Microsoft Azure AD Graph API Endpoint URL that you noted down while setting up a
client application in Azure.
For example: https://graph.windows.net/<tenant-ID>
Note: The endpoint URL is not verified when you acquire the Azure endpoint. It is verified only when you
create, read, modify, or delete a managed object.

e. SCIM Authentication Method: The authentication method that the connector uses to communicate with Azure
is OAuth 2.0 with Client Credentials, and it cannot be changed.

f. SCIM OAuth Token Endpoint URL: Enter the OAuth 2.0 Token Endpoint URL of Azure that you noted down
while setting up a client application in Azure.
For example: https://login.microsoftonline.com/<tenant-ID>/oauth2/token.

g. SCIM OAuth Client ID: Enter the Application ID generated while setting up a client application on Azure.
h. SCIM OAuth Client Secret: Enter the Authentication Key generated while setting up a client application on

Azure.
i. SCIM OAuth Scope (optional): Enter the scope of the OAuth access request expressed as a list of space-

delimited, case-sensitive strings. The value is defined by the authorization server.
j. OAuth Additional Parameters: Add additional OAuth parameters that are needed by the Azure endpoint.
k. Custom Properties: Add a custom endpoint property, if necessary.
l. Default Account Template: Associate a default account template to the Azure endpoint.

Create and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition

See, Create, and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition.

Provisioning components (Provisioning Server, Java Connector Server, C++ Connector Server) support pagination based
search results from the Azure - WSL7 endpoint during an Explore and Correlate operation. For more information, see
Pagination in Provisioning Components.

Create an Account Template

Create an Account Template to control the account attributes a user has on the endpoint when its account is created.

Notes:

• Group Membership works only with Azure groups with Group Type as Security or Office 365, and Membership Type
as Assigned or Dynamic. Else, the group assignment on user creation fails.

• In the Usage Location field of the User tab, ensure that you enter a proper country code (not country name). For
example, enter IN if the user location is India.
To know about your country code, click Country Codes.

• In the Preferred Language field of the User tab, the preferred language for an Office 365 group must follow ISO 639-1
code.

• In the User Type field of the User tab, enter the user type category such as Member and Guest.
• On the endpoint, if the Account ID represents the user email address, consider applying any one of the suggested

configurations. Ensure that you apply the given configuration before performing an Explore and Correlate operation or
provisioning an account for the CA Identity Manager user on the endpoint.
– While creating a user in CA Identity Manager, enter the User ID as email address.
– In the Account Template screen, update the Account ID string from %AC% to either,

• %AC@<domain>.com
or

• %UE%, which is an email string.
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When you opt for the second option, ensure that you manually create correlation rules to map the CA Identity
Manager user attributes with the endpoint attributes.

• The Nick Name attribute of the Azure endpoint is mapped to the First Name and Last Name of a user that is created
in CA Identity Manager User Console.
If the First Name and Last Name of the user contains spaces, user creation will fail with the following error as the Nick
Name attribute of the Azure endpoint does not accept spaces.
" "Invalid value specified for property 'mailNickname' of resource

 'User'."},"date":"2019-02-07T06:48:56","requestId":"992e6b6a-9760-4cea-a5dd-e4fd8141e28f","values":

[{"item":"PropertyName","value":"mailNickname"},"

If you want the user names with spaces, map the Nick Name to the other attributes in the Azure Account Templates.

Assign Azure Applications to a User from CA Identity Manager

You can assign additional Azure applications to a user by modifying its account from CA Identity Manager.

To add applications on Microsoft Azure endpoint, see Add an Application.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Users, Manage Users, Modify User's Endpoint Account.

Note: You can also perform this task from Endpoints, Manage Orphan Accounts / Manage Account Templates.
3. Select a user to assign access to additional Azure applications.
4. Search for an account of endpoint type as Azure - WSL7.
5. Select an Account.
6. Navigate to the Applications tab and click Add.

A new blank entry is added to the Assigned Applications list.
7. Click Browse and select the application to assign access to.
8. Select the Application Roles corresponding to the application selected. At least one role needs to be selected.
9. Click Submit.
10. Once the application is assigned, the Applications tab lists the associated applications including Assigned

Application Roles and Inherited Application Roles with the following fields:
Unique Name, Application Name, Publisher and Assignment.
Note: If a user is a member of an Azure group, then all the application roles that are assigned to the group are
inherited. From the CA Identity Manager User Console, you cannot delete the Inherited Application Roles of a user.

Microsoft Office 365
Microsoft Office 365 is a cloud hosted group of software plus service subscription that provides productivity software and
related services to its subscribers. Office 365 is available in a number of different subscription plans aimed at different
needs and market segments, providing different sets of features at different price points.

Downloads

• Attribute List

Intended Audience

• Symantec Identity Governance and Administration (IGA) - Administrators
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Feature Release Information

Feature Description Version

Microsoft Office 365 Connector supports
Modern Authentication (Certificate-Based
Authentication) in Exchange Online

The Microsoft Office 365 connector is enhanced to support Modern
Authentication (Certificate-Based Authentication) in Exchange Online.
The connector uses Exchange Online PowerShell v2 (EXO V2) module
to connect to Office 365 Exchange Online resources. With Certification-
Based Authentication in place, an administrator is authenticated with
a client certificate and granted access to Exchange Online resources
without the need to enter credentials.

14.4

Updated Microsoft Office 365 attribute list
with "Logon Name"

The newly added "Logon Name" attribute is a placeholder for the
username without domain name.

14.4

Microsoft Office 365 in Hybrid Mode The Microsoft Office 365 Hybrid Mode enables synchronization between
on-premise Microsoft Active Directory and Cloud Microsoft Office 365
Identity store through Microsoft Azure Active Directory Connect utility.

14.2

Security for the Office 365 Connector
This document covers the following topics:

Privileges Required to Connect to Office 365

The administrator account that is used to acquire the Office 365 endpoint must have the Global Administrator role.

Securing Communication between Office 365 and CA IAM CS (a.k.a Java Connector Server)

The Office 365 connector allows Identity Manager to send passwords and other security information across the network.

When you do not secure communication between the endpoint and the connector server, the information is sent over the
network without encryption thus creating a security risk.

When you connect to Office 365, the following components communicate:

• The connector and the PowerShell process: These components are on the same server. There is no need to encrypt
this communication.

• The PowerShell process and Office 365: For Office 365 license plan E, the traffic between these components is SSL
encrypted by default. No extra configuration is needed.
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Connect to Office 365
The following table outlines the tasks required to configure the Microsoft Office 365 connector and the person responsible
for each task:

Roles Tasks Systems

Office 365 Server Administrator • Register a Domain with Office 365.
• An administrator must perform the following tasks in Office 365, only

when using Modern Authentication (Certificate-Based) in Exchange
Online.
a. Register an application in Azure Active Directory at https://

portal.azure.com. Upon registering a new application, an
Application ID is generated which will be required while creating an
Office 365 endpoint in the Identity Manager User Console.

b. Assign API permissions to the application to access Exchange
Online.

c. Generate a self-signed certificate and attach to the Azure Active
Directory application.

d. Assign a role to the application.

Microsoft Office 365

Connector Server Administrator • Ensure that CA IAM CS (Java Connector Server) is installed.
• Install PowerShell on the machine where CA IAM CS is installed.
• Install Microsoft Azure Active Directory Module for

Windows PowerShell.
• Office 365 connector supports Certificate-Based Modern Authentication

in Exchange Online. If using Certificate-Based Modern Authentication
to connect to the Exchange Online organization, install Microsoft
Exchange Online V2 Module (EXO V2 Module) for Windows
PowerShell.

• Verify the PowerShell connection to the Office 365 endpoint.

On-Premise Computer hosting:
• Windows PowerShell
• Office 365 Connector
• CA IAM Connector Server

Product Administrator Connect to the Office 365 endpoint from Identity Manager User Console. Identity Manager

Register a Domain with Office 365

Add your domain to Office 365 by following this link.

Register an Application with Office 365
An administrator must perform the following tasks in Office 365, only when using Modern Authentication (Certificate-
Based) in Exchange Online.

1. Register an application in Azure Active Directory at https://portal.azure.com. Upon registering a new application, an
Application ID is generated which will be required while creating an Office 365 endpoint in the Identity Manager User
Console.

2. Assign API permissions to the application to access Exchange Online.
3. Generate a self-signed certificate and attach to the Azure Active Directory application.
4. Assign a role to the application.

For details on how to perform these tasks, see Microsoft Documentation for Exchange Online.

Ensure that CA IAM CS Is Installed

Ensure that CA IAM CS is installed and running. If not installed, follow this link to install CA IAM Connector Server.
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Install PowerShell on CA IAM CS

The Office 365 connector uses Windows PowerShell to communicate with Office 365. Ensure that it is installed and
configured on the on-premise computer running CA IAM CS.

Follow these steps:

1. Install the latest version of Windows PowerShell.
Post-installation, ensure that the PowerShell.exe is set in the Windows path. To check, open a Command Prompt and
type PowerShell. You must get the PowerShell Command Prompt.

2. To discover the execution policy that is being used, open Windows PowerShell and run the following command:
Get-ExecutionPolicy

3. To set the ExecutionPolicy to RemoteSigned, run the following command:
Set-ExecutionPolicy RemoteSigned

The execution policy is now set to RemoteSigned. This indicates that the downloaded scripts require a trusted
publisher to sign before they can be run.

4. Close Windows PowerShell.
5. Open a command prompt and run the following command to start Windows Remote Management:

net start winrm

6. In the command prompt, run the following command to check whether PowerShell uses HTTP Basic authentication:
winrm get winrm/config/client/auth

If the value returned does not contain Basic=true, run the following command to allow PowerShell to use HTTP Basic
Authentication:
winrm set winrm/config/client/auth @[Basic="true"]

Install Microsoft Azure Active Directory (MSOnline) Module for Windows PowerShell

Install Microsoft Azure Active Directory (MSOnline) Module for Windows PowerShell to connect to your local PowerShell
session and create your Microsoft Online Office 365 administration session.

Complete the following steps in the Windows PowerShell window:

1. Check if the module is already installed. To do this, open Windows PowerShell and run the following command:
Import-Module MSOnline

A list of cmdlets appear.
2. If MSOnline is not found, run the following command to install the module:

Install-Module MSOnline

3. Repeat Step 1 to check that the module has installed correctly.

Install Microsoft Exchange Online V2  (EXO V2) Module for Windows PowerShell

Install Microsoft Exchange Online V2 (EXO V2) module for Windows PowerShell. Once installed, administrators can
connect and manage their Exchange Online environment in Office 365.

Complete the following steps in the Windows PowerShell window:

1. Install or update the PowerShellGet module as described in Installing PowerShellGet.
2. Close and re-open the window.
3. Run the following command to install the module:

Install-Module -Name ExchangeOnlineManagement
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Verify the PowerShell Connection to the Office 365 Endpoint

Before you can acquire Office 365 endpoint from Identity Manager, verify you can use PowerShell to remotely manage
your endpoint. You must have Global Administrator user privileges and credentials.

Open the PowerShell and run the following commands:

• Microsoft Azure Active Directory (MSOnline) Module
Import-Module MsOnline

$UserCredential = Get-Credential

Connect-MsolService -Credential $UserCredential

$session = New-PSSession -ConfigurationName Microsoft.Exchange -ConnectionUri https://ps.outlook.com/

powershell/ -Credential $UserCredential -Authentication Basic -AllowRedirection -SessionOption (New-

PSSessionOption -IdleTimeOut 60000)

Import-PSSession $session

get-rolegroup | format-list 

• Microsoft Exchange Online V2 (EXO V2) Module
Connect-ExchangeOnline -CertificateFilePath "C:\Users\johndoe\Desktop\automation-cert.pfx" -

CertificatePassword (ConvertTo-SecureString -String "<My Password>" -AsPlainText -Force) -AppID

 "36ee4c6c-0812-40a2-b820-b22ebd02bce3" -Organization "contosoelectronics.onmicrosoft.com"

If your commands run successfully, acquire the endpoint in Identity Manager.

Acquire Office 365 Endpoint in Identity Manager

This procedure is for Identity Manager administrator and does not apply to Identity Governance.

Acquire the Microsoft Office 365 endpoint from the Identity Manager User Console to administer it.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the attribute list for the Office 365 endpoint type. This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the
connector works with. You will use this information in the later steps of this procedure.

2. Set up the connector in Identity Manager.
a. Import the role definition file.
b. Create correlation rules, using the information in the attribute list.

3. Create Office 365 endpoint.
a. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
b. Select an endpoint of type Office 365.
c. Configure the following parameters:

• Domain: Specifies the Microsoft Office 365 domain name.
• Administrator Email: Specifies the email ID of the Microsoft Office 365 administrator.
• Administrator Password: Specifies the password of the Microsoft Office 365 administrator.
• Hybrid Mode: When enabled, the Microsoft Office 365 Hybrid Mode enables synchronization between on-

premise Microsoft Active Directory and Cloud Microsoft Office 365 Identity store through Microsoft Azure Active
Directory Connect utility. For more information about Hybrid Mode, click here.

• Business Class Email Enabled: Specifies the selection of Exchange-less mode while acquiring the Office
365 endpoint. By default the Business Class Email Enabled check box is selected. If the Office 365 endpoint
does not include Business class email, calendar, and contacts service in the plan, then uncheck the Business
Class Email Enabled check box. When you uncheck, the Mailbox Admin Roles, Mailbox User Role, and
Mailbox Distribution Groups tabs of Account and Account Template screens which require Exchange session
are disabled.
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NOTE
From Identity Manager 14.1 release onwards, the Business Class Email Enabled option is selected
by default for fresh installation. If you are upgrading a version prior to 14.1, ensure that you import the
latest role definitions and manually select the Business Class Email Enabled checkbox in Endpoint
tab.

• The following configuration parameters are applicable only when using Certificate-Based modern authentication
to connect to Exchange Online:
• Use MFA: Select this option, if you want to authenticate user access to Exchange Online with a client

certificate.
• AppID: Enter the unique application (client) ID assigned by the Azure Active Directory on application

registration.
• Certificate Password: Enter the password to access the certificate that is available in the Connector Server.
• Certificate File Path on the Connector Server: Enter the certificate path. The certificate should be in “.pfx”

format. User access to Exchange Online is authenticated with this client certificate.
• Specify the Default Account Template.

d. Click Submit. The Office 365 endpoint has been acquired successfully.
4. Create and execute Explore and Correlate definition. To retrieve all containers such as Accounts, Groups, License

Options, Admin Roles, User Roles, select Full Sub-Tree option from the Explore Method drop down list for the root.

Manage Microsoft Office 365 Accounts

Click here to follow the instructions for managing Microsoft Office 365 accounts.

Enable Microsoft Office 365 in Hybrid Mode

The Microsoft Office 365 Hybrid Mode enables synchronization between on-premise Microsoft Active Directory and Cloud
Microsoft Office 365 Identity store through Microsoft Azure Active Directory Connect utility. The Office 365 connector
manages the following attributes in the Hybrid Mode:

• Licenses
• Mobile Number
• Exchange mail box related capabilities

The Office 365 Connector in Hybrid Mode behaves as follows:

• The user creation and deletion tasks are not performed by the Office 365 connector, as the on-premise Microsoft
Active Directory is synchronized with the Microsoft Office 365 Identity store using Microsoft Azure Active Directory
Connect utility.

• When you assign a Microsoft Office 365 provisioning role to a Global user, the Office 365 connector retrieves the
account from the Microsoft Office 365 endpoint and associates the account to the Global user. The Office 365
connector checks whether the account exists on the Microsoft Office 365 endpoint. If the account does not exist, the
account operation fails.
Note: The Microsoft Azure Active Directory Connect utility takes minimum 30 minutes to sync. Ensure that you assign
the provisioning roles accordingly.

• When you delete a Microsoft Office 365 Account from Identity Manager User Console, the Office 365 connector
unassigns the Microsoft Office 365 account from the Global user. It does not delete the account on Microsoft Office
365 endpoint.
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Synchronization Delay in Hybrid Mode

In Hybrid mode, when you assign a Microsoft Office 365 provisioning role to a Global user, the Office 365 connector
retrieves the account from the Microsoft Office 365 endpoint and associates the account to the Global user. However, If
the account does not exist due to sync issues on the Office 365 endpoint, the account operation fails. It is recommended
that the Office 365 provisioning role is assigned to a Global user only after the On-premise Active Directory account
is synchronized with the Microsoft Office 365. The Microsoft Azure Active Directory Connect utility takes minimum 30
minutes to sync.

To avoid failures in assigning Microsoft Office 365 provisioning role due to sync related issues, use Policy Xpress to
automatically assign Microsoft Office 365 provisioning role after the Active Directory Provisioning role is assigned with
predefined sync delay which is configured between On-premise Microsoft Active Directory and Microsoft Office 365.

The following steps enable you to create a sample Policy with predefined sync delay configured between On-premise
Microsoft Active Directory and Microsoft Office 365. This sample policy adds Microsoft Office 365 Provisioning role to
a newly created Global user automatically after a predefined sleep time (40 minutes or 2400 seconds as sync delay in
below example) on the assignment of Active Directory Provisioning role to it.

1. Prerequisites:
a. Log in to Identity Manager User Console.
b. Navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Tasks.
c. Search and select the Create User task and click OK.
d. In the Profile tab, ensure that:

• User Synchronization is set to On every event.
• Account Synchronization is set to On every event.

2. Navigate to Policies, Policy Xpress, Create Policy Xpress Policy.
3. Select Create a new object of type Policy Xpress and click OK. In the Profile tab, enter the following details:

a. Enter Policy Name. For example: Add_O365_Provisioning_Role
b. Select the Policy Type as Event from the drop-down menu.
c. Enter Category as O365_Account.
d. Enter Description.
e. Set Priority as ‘0’; 0 being the highest priority.
f. Ensure the Enabled option is checked.
g. Leave the Run Once option unchecked.

4. Navigate to Events tab and click Add Event.
a. Select Event State as After from the drop-down menu.
b. Select Event Name as AssignProvisioningRoleEvent.

5. Navigate to the Data tab.
a. Click Add Data Element.

a. Enter Name as GetUserID.
b. Select Category as Attributes.
c. Select Type as User Attribute.
d. Select Function as Get.
e. Under the Functional Description, select Attribute Name as User ID (%USER_ID%) and click OK.

b. Click the Add Data Element again.
a. Enter Name as GetProvRoleAssigned.
b. Select Category as Attributes.
c. Select Type as User Attribute.
d. Select Function as Get.
e. Under the Functional Description, select Attribute Name as Provisioning Role Membership

(userProvisioningRoleMemberRelationship) and click OK.
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6. Navigate to Action Rules tab and click Add Action Rule.
a. Enter Name. For example: Add_O365_Provisioning_Role_To_User
b. Enter Description.
c. Set Priority as ‘0’.
d. Under Add Actions click Add Action when Matched.

a. Enter Name. For example: Sleep_for_40_minutes
b. Select Category as System from the drop-down menu.
c. Select Type as Control.
d. Select Function as Sleep.
e. Enter 2400 seconds against the Seconds text box.
f. Click OK.

NOTE
Set the Seconds interval with respect to the interval that has been defined by your use case for
Microsoft Azure Active Directory Connect utility.

e. Click Add Action when Matched again.
a. Enter Name. For example: Add_O365_Provisioning_Role_To_User
b. Select Category as Roles.
c. Select Type as Set Provisioning Role.
d. Select Function as Add.
e. Select the Provisioning Role Name by clicking the Browse button (button with 3 dots as its label). In the

search results, select Microsoft Office 365 Provisioning Role which you would like to assign after 40 minutes
(2400 seconds), click Select.

f. Click OK.
f. Click OK in the Actions Rules tab.

7. Click Submit to complete the Policy creation.

NOTE
This is a sample Policy which is triggered for every Create User task; add conditions to further enhance this
policy as per your use case. Similarly, you can create policy for Modify User task.

Suspending and Deleting Accounts

When you delete a user from Office 365, the user is not deleted immediately. Instead, the user and its mailbox are inactive
for 30 days. You can restore an inactive user and its mailbox. After 30 days of being inactive, Office 365 permanently
deletes the user and its mailbox.

The Office 365 connector treats a soft-deleted account as a suspended account.

You can use the User Console to suspend a user and to delete a user permanently:

• To soft-delete a user, check the Suspended box. If you do this, the account and its mailbox will be permanently deleted
in 30 days.

• To permanently delete a user, delete the account. If you do this, the account and its mailbox cannot be restored.

Suspending and deleting users is risky, because it is easy to mistakenly remove an account. Consider using the User
Console to reduce levels of access instead of suspending or deleting the user:
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• To block access to the portal, check the Block Credential box on the Endpoints, Manage Account Templates,
Create/Modify Account Template, Settings tab.

• To deny access to the service, remove the license option assigned to an account. For example, when the Exchange
Online license option is removed from the account, the user will not be able to access the mailbox.

Manage Accounts of Multiple Domains

The Multiple Domains feature enables you to manage accounts of multiple domains from Identity Manager User Console.
You can use this option while modifying a Microsoft Office 365 endpoint.

To use multiple domains, do the following:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Modify Endpoint.
2. Search and select endpoint of type - Office 365.
3. In the Domains tab, select the required domains. The Office 365 connector retrieves all the user accounts from the

selected multiple domains during an Explore and Correlation operation.

You can also provide the domain details for account creation by using any of the following ways:

1. Use Global User:
Navigate to Users, Manage Users, Create Users, Profile and enter the account name with the required domain in
the User ID field.
For example, userid@yourdomain.com

2. Use Account Template:
Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Account Templates, Create Account Template and select Office 365. Click the
Account tab and enter the rule string with the required domain in the User Name field.
For example, %AC%@yourdomain.com

3. Use Default Domain
When you do not provide the domain for account creation through Global User or through Account Template, the
domain that you have configured while creating a Microsoft Office 365 endpoint in the Endpoint tab is used for
account creation.

Troubleshooting Office 365
This document provides troubleshooting tips to resolve errors that you might encounter while working with Microsoft Office
365 endpoint.

Explore Fails to Retrieve All the Containers

Symptom:

Explore fails to retrieve all the containers, when you perform Explore and Correlate Definition.

Solution:

To retrieve all the containers such as Accounts, Groups, License Options, Admin Roles, User Roles, select Full Sub-Tree
option from the Explore Method drop down list for the root.

PowerShell Processes Keep Running after CA IAM CS Is Stopped

Symptom:

If CA IAM CS is forcefully closed, the PowerShell processes started by the connector continue to run and consume
resources.

Solution:
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These processes are removed when CA IAM CS starts again.

Alternatively, you can end the processes manually using Windows Task Manager. The process PIDs are stored in the
following path:

cs_home\jcs\data\o365

"Mailbox does not exist" Message

Symptom:

When I try to set a mailbox-related attribute, I get the following message:

Mailbox does not exist.

Solution:

Mailbox attributes are processed only when the mailbox exists.

The Exchange server takes some time to create the mailbox. The connector waits until the mailbox is successfully created
before setting the mailbox attribute. If the wait is too long, the connector reports that the mailbox does not exist.

1. Assign the Exchange Online license option to the account. This configures the user account to trigger Office 365 to
create an Exchange mailbox.

2. (Optional) Configure the limits in the connector.xml file:
– maxHaltExecution

The maximum number of wait periods.
– haltExecutionTimeMillis

The duration of each wait period, in milliseconds.
– keepConnectionWhileHalting

When true, the connector holds on to the connection during the wait period.

Error When Creating/Modifying an Office 365 Account

Symptom:

The following error messages occur on creating/modifying an Office 365 account and on assigning one or more attributes
of mailbox:

[… Failed to modify account mailbox attributes because account’s mailbox does not exist …]

[… Failed to modify account mailbox attributes because account is not licensed …]

Solution:

Mailbox attributes cannot be set without the existence of the account’s mailbox. The error might be due to one of the
following reasons:

• No Exchange Online license is assigned to the Office 365 account.
• The mailbox creation is still in progress.
• There is an error on Exchange Online license assignment or the mailbox creation.

In order to rectify the issue, follow one of the steps below:

• Assign the Exchange Online license to the account, if not already assigned.
• Wait until the license option status has changed from PendingInput to Success, before proceeding to setting up the

mailbox attributes.
• Contact Microsoft regarding the license assignment or mailbox creation failure.
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License Violation When Creating/Modifying an Office 365 Account

Symptom:

The following error occurs on creating/modifying an Office 365 account and on assigning the Office Web Apps license
option to the account, without assigning the SharePoint Online license option:

[… Unable to assign this license set because it would cause a license violation …]

Solution:

An Office 365 account is required to have SharePoint Online license option in order to have Office Web Apps license
option.

Make sure SharePoint Online license option is already assigned when assigning the Office Web Apps license option.

Exceeded Concurrent Shells Limit

Symptom:

The following error message occurs when the connector initiates a connection to the Office 365 endpoint.

[…This user is allowed a maximum number of three concurrent shells, which has been exceeded …]

Solution:

Exchange Online server has a limit of three sessions per user per machine. For better performance, the connector is
expecting to have access to all the three available sessions. The error might be due to one of the following reasons:

• An active session has been created manually on the same machine using the same administrator credential.
• A session created by the connector is not cleaned-up.

To resolve this issue, perform one of the following actions below:

• Close the active session which is created manually.
• Manually ending all running PowerShell processes that are started by the connector.
• Restart the CA IAM CS.
• Override the maxActive property in connector.xml to reflect the number of sessions available for the connector to use.

Microsoft SQL Server

Downloads:

•    Attribute List   

This content describes how to use the MS SQL Server connector to connect CA IAM CS to Microsoft SQL Server
endpoints.

This guide is for the following people:

• CA Identity Manager administrators
• CA Identity Governance administrators
• CA Secure Cloud tenant administrators

What the SQL Server Connector Can Do

After you set up the connections, you can use CA IAM CS to allow your CA products to work with data on the endpoints:
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• If you connect CA Secure Cloud or CA Identity Manager to an endpoint, you can monitor and manage identities on the
endpoint.

• If you connect CA Identity Governance to an endpoint, you can analyze and manage roles on the endpoint.
For CA Identity Governance, this connector offers shallow mapping only. The connector models endpoint permissions
as resources. The connector cannot model provisioning roles and account templates as roles.

This table lists the tasks that the connector lets applications do:

Task CA Identity Manager CA Identity Governance

Create, modify and delete SQL logins Yes Yes

Assign and unassign SQL server roles to
SQL logins

Yes Yes

Assign and unassign SQL database roles to
SQL logins

Yes Yes

Change SQL login passwords Yes No

Display SQL server roles, SQL database
roles and SQL application roles

Yes Yes

Connecting SQL Server to CloudMinder
For CA Secure Cloud, two administrators are involved in setting up connections to endpoints:

• The hosting administrator sets up the connector server in the cloud. This book does not discuss this topic. For details,
search for Provisioning Server and CA IAM Connector Server in the Installation section of the CA Secure Cloud
bookshelf.

• The tenant administrator sets up the on-premise connector server and configures the SQL Server connector. Use this
guide for instructions.

The following diagram shows the components involved in connecting CA Secure Cloud to SQL Server.

For more detailed information about what to install where, search for How to Set Up On-Premise Provisioning in the CA
Secure Cloud bookshelf.
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Connecting SQL Server to Identity Manager or Identity Governance
CA Identity Manager connects directly to CA IAM CS.

You can connect CA Identity Governance to CA IAM CS directly or through CA Identity Manager. In the following diagram,
the two ways of connecting CA Identity Governance are shown with dotted lines:

Supported Systems with the SQL Server Endpoint
For details of the protocols and platforms that this connector supports, see the Connector Support Matrix.

File and Document Locations for the SQL Endpoint
This guide uses the abbreviation cs_home for the installation directory of CA IAM CS.

This component has different default installation locations, depending on which CA product you have. For a list of these
locations, see Installation.
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For versions of CA IAM CS before CA Identity Manager 12.6 SP4, see the connectors download page for the guides and
ZIP packages to configure the Web Services and System for Cross-domain Identity Management (SCIM) connectors.

Secure Connections to SQL Server

Methods for Authenticating to SQL Server

The MS SQL Server connector uses a SQL login as a proxy user for connecting to SQL Server. This proxy user can
authenticate to SQL Server using either of the following methods:

• Windows authentication
Windows authentication is available when CA IAM CS is installed on Windows and the CA IAM CS computer is in
the same Windows domain as the SQL server endpoint. If you use Connector Xpress, this must also be in the same
domain as the endpoint.
To use Windows authentication, install sqljdbc_auth.dll and ensure that the account that runs the CA IAM CS Windows
service meets the following requirements:
– The account is a Windows domain account.
– The account is in the local Administrators group on the CA IAM CS computer. For CA Secure Cloud, this is the on-

premise CA IAM CS.
– The account has an SQL login on the SQL server endpoint and the SQL login has sufficient privileges.

• SQL authentication
To use SQL authentication, use an SQL login with appropriate SQL server privileges.

Privileges Required to Connect to SQL Server

This connector requires an SQL login with one of the following sets of privileges:

• The SQL login has the SQL server role sysadmin.
• If this is not possible, ensure that the SQL login meets the following requirements:

– The SQL login has the SQL server role securityadmin.
– The SQL login has Execute permission on the Extended Stored Procedure xp_loginconfig in the master system

database.
– The SQL login has the database role db_owner on all databases that you want to manage. This requirement applies

to system databases and to databases that you created.
– The SQL login has the database role public on all other databases. This requirement applies to system databases

and to databases that you created.

Securing Communication between SQL Server and Connector Server

This connector allows CA products to send sensitive information across the network:

• CA Secure Cloud and CA Identity Manager can send passwords and other security information across the network.
• CA Identity Governance does not import passwords or other security information, but it does import user details.

When you do not secure communication between the endpoint and the connector server, these details are sent without
encryption, creating a security risk.

Communication between the MS SQL server connector and the endpoint relies on a JDBC connection. By default, this
communication is not encrypted. This connection can be configured to use SSL encryption. For details, please refer to
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb879935.aspx.
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How to Connect to SQL Server
The following diagram depicts the various tasks performed by an administrator to connect to the SQL Server endpoint.

1. The SQL Server administrator installs the JDBC driver on each SQL Server endpoint. This is required only if the
connector uses Windows authentication.

2. The Connector Server administrator does the following tasks:
a. Ensure that CA IAM CS is installed.
b. Change the account used to run the CA IAM CS service. This is required only if the connector uses Windows

authentication.
c. Design the connection URL.

3. The CA Product administrator connects to the endpoint in:
– CA Identity Manager
– CA Identity Governance
– CA Secure Cloud

Install sqljdbc_auth.dll

This procedure is required only if the connector uses Windows authentication, as described in Privileges Required to
Connect to SQL Server.

The connector uses JDBC to communicate with the SQL Server endpoints. Microsoft supplies a JDBC driver for SQL
Server. This JDBC driver comes with a JAR file and a DLL. The JAR file is installed with CA IAM CS. The DLL is needed
only for Windows Authentication and not for SQL Authentication.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the JDBC driver from the Microsoft site at http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/confirmation.aspx?
id=11774.
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The driver includes 32-bit and 64-bit versions of sqljdbc_auth.dll. Read the help that comes with the driver to learn
about which version to install and how to include it in the classpath.

2. Copy the DLL to the correct location on the CA IAM CS computer.
3. Restart CA IAM CS.

Note: If the following JDBC URL is used while acquiring the Microsoft SQL Server connector, an error message is
displayed:

jdbc:sqlserver://serverHost;integratedSecurity=true

To avoid the error while acquiring the connector, do the following:

1. In the computer where JCS is running, place the file sqljdbc_auth.dll in the following location:
/../windows/system32

2. Restart the JCS service.

Ensure that CA IAM CS Is Installed Before Connecting

Check that CA IAM CS is installed and running.

CA IAM CS is installed with CA Identity Manager, unless you deselected the CA IAM CS option during installation.

Change the Account Used to Run the CA IAM CS Service

This procedure is required only if you are using Windows authentication, as described in Privileges Required to Connect
to SQL Server

By default, the CA IAM CS service is run by the Local System account. This does not permit the connector server to allow
native Windows authentication connections to SQL Server endpoints. Instead, run the service as a domain user.

Follow these steps:

1. Update the CA IAM CS service to run as the required Windows user.
a. Click Start, Control Panel, Administrative Tools, Services.
b. Find the service named CA Identity Manager-Connector Server (Java).  Right-click the service name, and click

Properties.
c. Select the Account check box, and then complete the details of the domain user that would run the service.

2. Restart the CA IAM CS service.
3. Add integratedSecurity=true to the JDBC URL that you will create in Design the URL.

If you are using Connector Xpress to connect, select the Native check box on the Edit Sources dialog when you set
up Microsoft SQL datasource. Connector Xpress adds integratedSecurity=true to the JDBC URL that is used for the
connection.

Design the URL

The connector uses JDBC to allow CA IAM CS to communicate with SQL Server. The connector requires a URL that
specifies which server to connect to, and the protocols to use, as illustrated in this example:

jdbc:sqlserver://servername;integratedSecurity=true

NOTE
For more example URLs, see Building the Connection URL.

Connect to the Endpoint in CA Identity Manager

This procedure is for the CA Identity Manager administrator. It does not apply to CA Identity Governance or CA Secure
Cloud.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. You will use this information in the
following steps.

2. Set up the connector in CA Identity Manager:
a. Import the role definition file.
b. Create correlation rules, using the information in the attribute list.

3. Connect to an endpoint:
a. Add the endpoint to the environment.

When you complete the fields on the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list.
b. Create an explore and correlate definition.
c. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

Connect the SQL Endpoint in CA Secure Cloud

This procedure is for the CA Secure Cloud administrator. It does not apply to CA Identity Manager or CA Identity
Governance.

For CA Secure Cloud, two administrators are involved in setting up connections to endpoints:

• The hosting administrator sets up the connector server in the cloud.
• The tenant administrator sets up the on-premise connector server and configures the connector.

To complete the set-up process for on-premise provisioning, you can add any endpoint routes that you want. You can
configure the default on-premise connector server and also configure any other on-premise connector servers in your
environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up the endpoint route:
a. Log in to the CA Secure Cloud user console and navigate to Task, System, Manage Connector Server.
b. Select the connector server entry to which you want to add a route.
c. Right-click the connector entry and select Add Routes from the popup menu.
d. Check the route or routes that you want to add, and click OK.
You can add routes to more than one connector server. If you have added an Active Directory route to one connector
server, it is not available to add to other connector servers.

2. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. You will use this information in the
following steps.

3. Set up the connector in CA Secure Cloud:
a. Import the role definition file.
b. Create an admin role to manage the endpoint.
c. Create correlation rules, using the information in the attribute list.
d. Configure email notification for the endpoint.

4. Connect to an endpoint:
a. Add the endpoint to the environment.

When you complete the fields on the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list.
b. Create an explore and correlate definition.
c. Explore and correlate the endpoint.
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Connect the SQL Endpoint in Identity Governance

This procedure is for the CA Identity Governance administrator. It does not apply to CA Identity Manager or CA Secure
Cloud.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. You will use this information in the
following steps.

2. Connect CA Identity Governance to the endpoint in one of these ways:
– If your CA Identity Governance installation is associated with a CA Identity Manager installation, connect CA

Identity Governance to CA Identity Manager. CA Identity Governance immediately has access to the endpoints that
CA Identity Manager connects to.
To do this, follow these steps:
a. Ensure that CA Identity Manager can successfully connect to the endpoint, using the instructions in Connect to

the Endpoint in CA Identity Manager.
b. Set up the connection to CA Identity Manager. For instructions, search for Integrating CA Identity Governance

and CA Identity Manager in the CA Identity Governance bookshelf.
– If your CA Identity Governance installation is not associated with a CA Identity Manager installation, connect CA

Identity Governance directly to the connector server.
To do this, set up an import connector for this endpoint type. For instructions, search for Define an Import
Connector to CA IAM CS in the CA Identity Governance bookshelf.

3. Run an import to bring endpoint data into CA Identity Governance.

The connection process is complete. CA Identity Governance administrators can now set up a schedule for running
the connector job. Role engineers can now use CA Identity Governance to model and update roles in the data from the
endpoint.

NOTE
When you set up mapping between endpoint objects and CA Identity Governance resources, we recommend
that you use the template that comes with the connector. However you can set up custom mapping if you need
to.

Custom Mappings Between Objects in SQL Server and Objects in CA Identity Governance

This information is for CA Identity Governance administrators. It does not apply to CA Identity Manager or CA Secure
Cloud.

When you are defining endpoint mappings, you map objects on the endpoint to objects in CA Identity Governance.
We recommend that you use the mapping template that comes with the connector. However, you can set up your own
mapping if you prefer.

Before you set up a custom configuration, use the following information:

1. Open the attribute list for the MS SQL Server endpoint.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. The attributes that CA IAM CS passes to
CA Identity Governance are marked with IsInterestingToCompliance.

2. Identify the primary object. For the MS SQL Server connector, the primary object is SQL Login.

Use the following table to learn about the relationships between SQL Login and the other objects:

Primary Object Related Object Relationship Relationship Attribute

SQL Login SQL Role (database role) Is a member of databaseMember

SQL Login SQL Server Role Is a member of serverRoleMember
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Connecting to SQL Server with Offline Databases

This section applies to CA Secure Cloud, CA Identity Manager, and CA Identity Governance if it is integrated with CA
Identity Manager. It does not apply to CA Identity Governance if it connects to a standalone connector server without CA
Identity Manager.

In previous releases, you could not use the SQL Server connector to connect to an endpoint with one or more offline
databases. Now, you can run the explore and correlate steps when a database is offline.

Depending on the privileges of the SQL login, the steps are different.

Follow these steps if the SQL login is a member of the server role sysadmin:

1. Acquire the endpoint.
2. Create an Explore and Correlate definition. Deselect the containers that correspond to the databases that are offline.
3. Save and run the Explore and Correlate tasks.

Follow these steps if the SQL login has the alternative privileges:

1. Acquire the endpoint.
2. Ensure that all databases are online.
3. Create an Explore and Correlate definition. Select all databases containers.
4. Save and run the Explore and Correlate tasks.
5. Take some of the databases offline.
6. Modify the Explore and Correlate definition. Deselect the containers that correspond to the databases that are offline.
7. Save and run the Explore and Correlate tasks.

Limitations of Connecting to SQL Server with Offline Databases

If you explore and correlate an SQL Server endpoint that has offline databases, problems can happen when you do the
following tasks:

• Looking up an account
When you look up an account, the connector ignores any databases that are offline. No information regarding the
offline databases is returned.
This can cause a problem when CA Secure Cloud or CA Identity Manager synchronize the account with its account
template. The account synchronization process looks up the account to discover its existing database access rights.
The process assumes that the account has no access rights to any offline databases. Depending on what is in the
account template, this may lead to unnecessary modification requests sent to the connector and false negative results.

• Modifying an account
When you add or remove access to databases, the connector ignores any offline databases because it cannot contact
them. Any modification that attempts to change access to both online and offline databases returns a "partial success"
message.

• Deleting an account
Every database user must be linked to a SQL login. When you delete the account associated with a SQL login, the
connector removes mapped database users in the online databases and ignores any offline databases. This can leave
database users in those offline databases without a linked SQL login.
To fix this problem, use Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio to delete SQL logins, then go to each database and
delete those database users manually.

• Managing SQL roles and SQL users
When a database is offline, you cannot modify the following items because they are at the database level:
– SQL Server roles (Database Role and Application Role)
– SQL Server users (Database User)
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Provision SQL Endpoint Users
This section describes how to use the connector to provision accounts on the endpoint.

Unlock an Account

You can use the CA Identity Manager User Console to unlock an account on a Microsoft SQL Server endpoint.

An account is locked after too many attempts to log in with an incorrect password.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the User Console as an administrator.
2. Click Users, Modify User's Endpoint Accounts, then search for the user.
3. Click the Account tab, then find the Status section.

If the Account is Locked box is checked, this account is locked.
4. Uncheck the box to unlock the account, then click Submit.

Well-Known Attribute %ENDPOINT_DESCRIPTION%

Until recently, you could not search on the endpoint description. In addition, the search screen did not display the endpoint
description.

You can now use the new well-known attribute %ENDPOINT_DESCRIPTION%.

The DefaultEndpointSearch role definition has been updated, to allow the Default Endpoint Search screen to use the new
well-known attribute.

If you are upgrading from an older version of CA Identity Manager, import this modified screen after upgrading. For more
information, see the Environment Changes section in your Upgrade Guide.

Public Roles and Database Roles

A public role gives public-level access to the user. When you add a database role, a public role is added automatically.

However, if you remove a public role manually it is not added again if you later add a database role. In this situation, add
the public role manually before you create the database role.

NOTE
Before adding new database roles, “public” role of that database needs to be included in the list of database
roles( either in account or account template.)

Microsoft Windows

Downloads:

•    Attribute List   

•    Connector (Embedded in CCS)

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

The Windows NT option provides a single point for all user administration by letting you do the following:
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• Register endpoints, explore them for objects to manage, and correlate their accounts with global users
• Create and manage Windows NT accounts using Windows NT-specific policies
• Change account passwords and account activations in one place
• Synchronize global users with their roles or synchronize global users' accounts with their policies
• Assign a Windows NT account template to each of your Windows NT endpoints
• Manage Windows NT Trust relationship between your Windows domains
• Use the default Endpoint Type account template to create accounts with the minimum level of security needed to

access a Windows NT endpoint
• Create and manage Windows NT user groups
• Create and manage Windows NT shared folders
• Generate and print reports about Windows NT accounts, groups, and hosts

This connector is managed using the connector and agent installation process. This connector can also be managed
using the Connector and C++ Server installation process as well.

Privileges Required for the Windows Connector
To administer Windows computers, install and configure the Windows remote agent. To install and configure the remote
agent, log on to the Windows system as a user that has been added to the Administrators local group. The Windows
remote agent is available from the following location:
RCM_PACKAGE\ CA-RCM-12.5-sp4-Connector-Agents.zip\Connector-Agents

Supported Systems

The Windows NT Connector supports both FIPs and IPv6.

How to Connect the Windows Connector
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The CA IAM CS administrator is responsible for the following tasks:

• Install the Provisioning Agent for Windows Local Users and Groups
• Install the CAM and CAFT Service for Windows NT
• Configure the CAM and CAFT Service for Windows NT
• Activate the CAM and CAFT Encryption for Windows NT
• Verify and Review CAM and CAFT Settings 

The CA Products administrator is responsible for the following tasks:

• Acquire a Windows NT Machine Using the User Console
• Acquire the Windows NT Machine Using the Provisioning Manager
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Installing the Provisioning Agent for Windows Local Users and Groups

In this section, we install the Provisioning Agent for Windows Local Users and Groups by using the setup.exe command. 

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the contents of the folder ~\RemoteAgent\Windows200x to your local machine. For example, C:\temp\RN16.
2. Open a Command Prompt and navigate to the directory where you copied the folder.
3. Issue the command setup.exe.

The graphical installer will launch and the Remote Agent can be installed by following the prompts.
4. (Optional) To perform a silent install, add the qn argument and the licence=Accept line found at the bottom of the

EULA. (Read the EULA in graphical mode first):
setup.exe  /w  /S  /v"/qn  LICENSE=Accept  /norestart"

Install the CAM and CAFT Service for Windows NT

The CAM/CAFT service enables the communication between the C++ Connector Server and the Windows NT targets.

You must install the Provisioning Agent for Windows Local Users and Groups and configure the CAM and CAFT Service
on any Windows NT system that you want to administer.

WARNING

I m portant! For installing both the Provisioning Agent for Windows Local Users and Groups and the CA Identity
Manager Microsoft Exchange Agent on the same system, use the CAM and CAFT configuration steps for the
Microsoft Exchange Agent documentation. You must update the CAM and CAFT service login account, as
described in that section.

Install CAPKI on CCS System

Note: Install CAPKI 4.3.5 on CCS system if it does not exist.

To configure, perform the following steps to configure:

1. Download CAPKI 4.3.5 version from FTP.
2. Unzip the file.
3. Navigate to <location of CAPKI 4.3.5>\redistrib.
4. Run the following command in CCS server:

setup.exe  install  caller=<caller ID> verbose

Note: Caller value must be unique. See the following example:
 "setup.exe  install  caller=IMPSSERVER1 verbose"

Configure the CAM and CAFT Service for Windows NT

You can configure the CAM and CAFT service with a command prompt or with the Host to Caft Definition Dialog.

N ote: Firewalls may need to be configured to allow communications using the CAM/CAFT service.

T o configure the CAM and CAFT Service using the command prompt:

1. Log on to your Windows NT machine as the domain administrator or log on to your Windows NT Workgroup machines
as the local administrator.

2. Open a command prompt and run the following command from a command window:
CAFTHOST  -a  NT_node_name N T _node_name     Name of the C++ Connector Server if used.
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N ote: If the Provisioning Server is networked using DHCP or you do not use DNS for name resolution, the network
name will not be recognized. Under these conditions, use the TCP/IP address for the Windows NT node name or add
a Windows NT node entry in the local hosts file on your Windows NT machine.
 

3. Verify the previous command by issuing the command CAFTHOST  -l.

T o configure the CAM and CAFT Service using the Host to Caft Definition dialog:

1. Log on to your Windows NT machine as the domain administrator or log on to your Windows NT Workgroup machines
as the local administrator.

2. Run Host to Caft Definition located in the default CA Identity Manager Start program group.
Start, Programs, CA, Identity Manager, Host to Caft Definition

3. In the Enter a server name field, enter the name of the C++ Connector Server if used. Click Add.
N ote: The same conditions regarding DHCP and DNS listed in the previous section also applies here.

4. Verify that the server name added is listed in the Permitted managing servers list and click OK.

 

Activate the CAM and CAFT Encryption for Windows NT

If your CA Identity Manager installation is using the CAM/CAFT encryption, ask your CA Identity Manager administrator for
a copy of the Public Key keyfile and password in use.

If this is an initial installation of Provisioning Server, Provisioning Manager or CA Identity Manager Agent, and you want
to activate CAM/CAFT encryption for the communication between the Provisioning Server and other CA Identity Manager
servers or system endpoints, you must generate a Public Key file by entering the following command at the command
prompt:

>caftkey  -g  keyfile  password

k e y fil e

Defines the name that you assign to the key file.

password

Defines the password that you assign to the key file.

Follow these steps:

1. Install your Public Key on both CAFT Agent and CAFT CA Identity Manager boxes using the previously-generated key
file (see above) by entering the following command: 
>caftkey  -policy_setting  keyfile  password  
- keyfile and password must have the values that you specified while generating the Public Key file.  
-  policy_setting must be -i, -m, or blank. 
The policy_setting governs the communication between this computer (the local computer) and other computers
that have the CAM and CAFT service installed, but may or may not have the CAM and CAFT encryption certificates
installed. 
Policy -1 (caftkey -i keyfile password)   
The -i option specifies Policy -1. This policy lets computers running previous versions of the CAM and CAFT service
execute commands on this computer and lets this computer execute commands on those computers. Policy -1
encrypts messages if the other computer has these certificates installed. This policy does not encrypt messages if the
other computer does not have these certificates installed. 
Policy 1 (caftkey -m keyfile password)  
The -m option specifies Policy 1. This policy prohibits other computers from executing commands on this computer if
they are running previous versions of the CAM and CAFT service without the encryption certificates. This policy also
prohibits this computer from executing commands on those computers.      
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If both computers have the CAM and CAFT encryption certificates installed, but have different Public Key Files
installed when Policy 1 is set, the command requests between the two computers always fails.     
Blank Option   The blank option specifies Policy 0. This policy is set if no Public Key File is installed, the CAM and
CAFT encryption certificates were not installed properly, or if you do not specify a policy setting when you enter the
caftkey command. Policy 0 specifies no encryption.
 

2. Recycle the CAM Service on each box where you install the new Key as follows:

prompt>  cam  close                            //stop  Cam/Caft  service  and  processes

prompt>  cam  start                             //start  CAM  service  and  process

3. After recycling the CAM service, recycle the CAFT service by issuing the following statement:
    prompt>  caft

4. Check the log produced by the CAFT service, and confirm the policy setting by issuing the following statement:

prompt>  type  "%CAI_MSQ%\ftlogs\dg000"

The output will be similar to the following example:

D:\>  type  "%CAI_MSQ%\ftlogs\dg000"

Thu Feb 16  09:05  Starting  CAFT version  1.12  (Build  28) Thu Feb 16  09:05  Encryption  Policy  -1

Thu Feb 16  09:05  ------- CAFT initialize  complete  -------

Verify and Review CAM and CAFT Settings

 Check the Policy Setting 

To see what mode the machine is operating in, look in the following file:

%CAI_MSQ%/ftlogs/dg000

The log is as it was lastly generated by the CAFT command. After you change the configuration, you must initiate a new
CAFT command so that the log will reflect the latest configuration. You can do this by issuing the following command:

Prompt>  caft

 Manage the CAM and CAFT Service for Windows NT 

 Note: The CAM and CAFT Service allows encryption through certificates.

The CAM and CAFT Service is a daemon process. You can control this process using the Services panel on your Control
Panel. To view the Services panel, click the Services icon. The CAM and CAFT Service is called CA Message Queuing.

 Start or Stop the CAM and CAFT Service for Windows NT 

Although the CAM and CAFT Service starts automatically, there may be times when you have to manually start it.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Double-click the Services icon on the Control Panel.
The Services dialog appears.

2. Select CA Message Queuing Server from the Service window, and click the Start or Stop button.
3. Click Close.

Note: After you stop the CAM and CAFT Service, the service must be restarted so CA Identity Manager can
communicate with the Windows NT Remote Agent.
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Acquire a Windows NT Machine Using the User Console

You must acquire the Windows NT machine before you can administer it with CA Identity Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Endpoints, Manage Endpoints,Create Endpoint
2. Select Windows NT from the drop-down list box on Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type, and click Ok.

Use the Create Windows NT Endpoint page to register a Windows NT machine. During the registration process, CA
Identity Manager identifies the Windows NT machine you want to administer and gathers information about it.

3. After entering the required information, click Submit.
You are now ready to explore and Correlate the endpoint.

4. Click Endpoints, Explore and Correlate Definitions, Create Explore and Correlate Definition to explore the objects that
exist on the endpoint.
The Exploration process finds all Windows NT accounts and groups. You can correlate the accounts with global users
at this time or you can correlate them later.

5. Click OK to start a new definition.
6. Complete the Explore and Correlate Tab as follows:

a. Fill in Explore and Correlate name with any meaningful name. Click Select Container/Endpoint/Explore Method to
click an Windows NTendpoint to explore.

b. Click the Explore/Correlate Actions to perform:
Explore directory for managed objects—Finds objects that are stored on the endpoint and not in the provisioning
directory.
Correlate accounts to users—Correlates the objects that were found in the explore function with users in the
provisioning directory. If the user is found, the object is correlated with the user. However, you can instead select
that you want to assign the account to the existing user (the default user) or create the user.
Update user fields—If a mapping exists between the object fields and the user fields, the user fields are updated
with data from the objects fields.

7. Complete the Recurrence tab if you want to schedule when the task to executes.
a. Click Schedule.
b. Complete the fields to determine when this task should execute. You may prefer to schedule the task to execute

overnight to interfere less with routine access of the system.
Note: This operation requires the client browser to be in the same time zone as the server. For example, if the
client time is 10:00 PM on Tuesday when the server time is 7:00 AM, the Explore and Correlate definition will not
work.

c. Click Submit.

To use an explore and correlate definition:

1. In a CA Identity Manager environment, click Endpoints, Execute Explore and Correlate.
2. Click an explore and correlate definition to execute.
3. Click Submit.

The user accounts that exist on the endpoint are created or updated in CA Identity Manager based on the explore and
correlate definition you created.

Acquire a Windows NT Machine Using the User Console

You must acquire the Windows NT machine before you can administer it with CA Identity Manager.

T o acquire a Windows NT machine using the User Console

1. Select Endpoints, Manage Endpoints,Create Endpoint
2. Select Windows NT from the drop-down list box on Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type, and click Ok.
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3. Use the Create Windows NT Endpoint page to register a Windows NT machine. During
the registration process, CA identity manager identifies the Windows NT machine you want to administer and
gathers information about it.

4. After entering the required information, click Submit. You are now ready to explore and Correlate the endpoint.
5. Click Endpoints, Explore and Correlate Definitions, Create Explore and

Correlate Definition to explore the objects that exist on the endpoint. The Exploration process finds all Windows NT
accounts and groups. You can correlate the accounts with global users at this time or you can correlate them later.

6. Click OK to start a new definition.
7. Complete the Explore and Correlate Tab as follows:

a. Fill in Explore and Correlate name with any meaningful name.
b. Click Select Container/Endpoint/Explore Method to click an Windows NT endpoint to explore.
c. Click the Explore/Correlate Actions to perform:

Explore directory for managed objects—Finds objects that are stored on the endpoint and not in
the provisioning directory.
Correlate accounts to users—Correlates the objects that were found in the explore function with users in
the provisioning directory. If the user is found, the object is correlated with the user. However, you can instead
select that you want to assign the account to the existing user (the default user) or create the user.
Update user fields—If a mapping exists between the object fields and the user fields, the user fields are updated
with data from the objects fields.

8. Complete the Recurrence tab if you want to schedule when the task to executes.
a. Click Schedule.
b. Complete the fields to determine when this task should execute. You may prefer to schedule the task

to execute overnight to interfere less with routine access of the system.
Note: This operation requires the client browser to be in the same time zone as the
server. For example, if the client time is 10:00 PM on Tuesday when the server time is 7:00 AM, the Explore and
Correlate definition will not work.

9. Click Submit.

To use an explore and correlate definition

1.    In a CA Identity Managerr environment, click Endpoints, Execute Explore and Correlate.

2.    Click an explore and correlate definition to execute.

3.    Click Submit.

The user accounts that exist on the endpoint are created or updated in CA Identity Manager based on the explore and
correlate definition you created.

Acquire the Windows NT Machine Using the Provisioning Manager

You must acquire the Windows NT machine before you can administer it with CA Identity Manager. Perform the following
procedure to acquire a Windows NT machine.

 From the Endpoint Type task view, follow these steps: 

1. Register the machine as an endpoint in CA Identity Manager.
Use the Windows NT Endpoint property sheet to register a Windows NT machine. During the registration process, CA
Identity Manager identifies the Windows NT machine you want to administer and gathers information about it.

2. Explore the objects that exist on the endpoint.
After registering the machine in CA Identity Manager, you must explore its contents by means of the Explore and
Correlate Endpoint dialog. The Exploration process finds all the Windows NT objects.

3. Correlate the explored accounts with global users.
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When you correlate accounts, CA Identity Manager creates or links the accounts on an endpoint with global users, as
follows:
a. CA Identity Manager attempts to match the username with each existing global user name. If a match is found,

CA Identity Manager associates the Windows NT account with the global user. If a match is not found, CA Identity
Manager performs the next step.

b. CA Identity Manager attempts to match the full name with each existing global user's full name. If a match is found,
CA Identity Manager associates the Windows account with the global user. If a match is not found, CA Identity
Manager performs the next step.

c. If the Create Global Users as Needed button is checked, CA Identity Manager creates a new global user and
associates the Windows account with the global user. If the Create Global Users as Needed button is unchecked,
then CA Identity Manager associates the Windows account with the [default user] object.
Note: You can correlate the accounts with global users at this time, or you can do it later.

Using the Microsoft Windows Connector
This section includes the following topics:

Important  Fields in the Endpoint Tab on the Endpoint Property Sheet

The Endpoint Tab of the Endpoint Property Sheet includes the following significant fields:

Explore timeout:

Specifies, in seconds, the maximum duration time a request takes for the explore operation (one level and sub-tree
searches). Default is 7200 seconds (2 hours).

Operations timeout:

Specifies, in seconds, the maximum time any CAM/CAFT request can take, except the explore option (based searches).
The minimum value that can be entered in this field is 30 seconds. The default is 300 seconds (5 minutes).

Changing password

Removes expired flag field. When this field is checked and a password is changed by an administrator, the expired
password flag is removed (W2K and Win2003 behavior). If the field is not checked, the expired flag remains (NT
behavior), and you must change your password on the first logon.

Terminal Server Attributes Management for Accounts

On the Windows NT Node Property Tab (Windows NT Endpoint Property Sheet), the Terminal Server field is used to
identify the Terminal Services family machines. If there are no Terminal Server machines, the field is blank.

For each account in the Terminal Services systems, you can see and manage the attribute from the Environment and
Sessions Tab and Terminal Services Profile Tab (Windows NT Account Template or Windows NT Account Property
Sheets).

The values associated with the fields on these tabs are the same as those that are provided in the NT native tools, as
listed below:

Starting program

When checked, the program in the Program file name field from the directory in the Start in field is launched.

Client devices

When checked, each box causes the action it describes to be performed at account login.

Sessions

Lets you specify actions to be taken in case of long time idle sessions or disconnected sessions.
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Terminal Services Profile

Lets you specify the user profile, home directory and login to the terminal server.

Important! Do not use the @ symbol in an NT account name if you are managing NT systems (NT4, 2000, 2003, XP) with
the terminal services option.

Synchronize BDC Systems

Note: This feature is only available using the Provisioning Manager.

If a Backup Domain Controller (BDC) has been promoted to a PDC (Primary Domain Controller) using NT native tools,
you can synchronize BDC promotions.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the endpoint and select Custom, Synchronize BDC Promotion.
The NT4 Synchronize with BDC promotion dialog appears.

2. If the selected machine is a BDC, that has been promoted to PDC using NT native tools, fill in the dialog and click
Start.
When the operation has run, the BDC is flagged as being the action PDC.
Note: Once the Start button has been clicked, the action cannot be stopped.

Rename Accounts

Note: This feature is only available using the Provisioning Manager. You have the ability to rename accounts.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the required account, and select Rename from the menu.The Windows NT account renaming dialog
appears.

2. Enter a new name into the New name field and click OK.
At the end of the action, the old name is deleted and the new name is added.
Note: If the name is empty or longer than 20 characters, an error message is displayed.

Windows NT Groups

Note: This feature is only available using the Provisioning Manager.

You can create and maintain Windows NT groups using the Endpoint Type task view. Use the Windows NT Group
property sheet to manage your groups.

Trust Relationships

Note: This feature is only available using the Provisioning Manager.

You create and maintain Windows NT trust relationships using the Endpoint Type task view. Use the Windows NT
Endpoint property sheet to manage your trust relationships. The endpoint containing the trust relationships must be a
PDC.

In managed NT4 PDC properties, you can create or delete inclusions between objects by clicking the Group Settings or
Account Settings buttons in the Trust Relationship page.

Search filters for the local groups and for the global objects, where you can specify the attribute and corresponding value,
enable you to restrict lists to see only a portion of the available objects.

Shared Folders

Note: This feature is only available using the Provisioning Manager.
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You can create and maintain shared folders on Windows NT machines from the Endpoint Type task view. Use the
Windows NT Shared Folder property sheet to manage your shared folders.

Well - Known Attribute %ENDPOINT_DESCRIPTION%

This applies to the following connectors: Windows, Oracle RDBMS, Siebel, UNIX NIS, MS SQL Server, and OpenVMS.

These endpoint types do not define the endpoint description in the eTDescription attribute. This means that until recently,
you could not search on the endpoint description. In addition, the search screen did not display the endpoint description.

You can now use the new well-known attribute %ENDPOINT_DESCRIPTION% for the affected connectors.

The DefaultEndpointSearch role definition has been updated, to allow the Default Endpoint Search screen to use the new
well-known attribute. If you are upgrading from an older version of CA Identity Manager, import this modified screen after
upgrading. For more information, see the Environment Changes section in your Upgrade Guide.

Exit Commands

The following native program exits are supported for the NT connector:

• Pre-Exit: The Windows NT agent executes a user command before it performs its own operation.

• Post-Exit: The Windows NT agent executes a user command after it performs its own operation.

Resources to write program exits comes with the Provisioning SDK. For more information, see the Programming Guide for
Provisioning.

Oracle Connectors
• Oracle Applications

• Oracle PeopleSoft

• Oracle Siebel CRM

Connector for Oracle Applications

Downloads

Attributes List

What Oracle Applications Connector Lets You Do

The Oracle Applications Connector lets you administer users of Oracle E-Business Suite applications and provides a
single point for all user administration by letting you do the following:

• Register endpoints, explore them for objects to manage, and correlate their accounts with global users
• Create and manage Oracle Applications users by using Oracle specific account templates
• Manually manage an Oracle Applications user responsibility list or automatically manage a group of users based on

provisioning roles and account templates
• Change account passwords and account activations in one place
• Synchronize global users with their provisioning roles or synchronize global users' accounts with their account

templates
• Assign an Oracle Applications account template to each of your Oracle Applications directories
• Generate and print reports about Oracle Applications users
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How the Connector Accesses Oracle Applications

The connector communicates with Oracle Applications using ODBC.

When you create an Oracle Applications endpoint, you select the mode of communication:

• AOL Only mode—Uses only the database stored procedures (the Application Object Library) to perform updates.
• Normal mode—Performs some direct updates to database fields. In previous releases, this mode provided more

functionality than AOL Only mode, however this is no longer the case.

Oracle Applications Installation and Configurations

This connector is managed using the Connector and C++ Server installation process.

Note: For more information and requirements, see Connector and C++ Connector Server Installation.

The following sections provide installation and configuration information for this connector.

Oracle Applications Prerequisites

To set up Oracle applications endpoint, as a system administrator, you require an administrator access to the Oracle
applications object library, which includes the following access rights:

• Access to "FND_USER_PKG"
• Read permission to the "FND_USER" table.

Note: If it is not running in AOL mode, you also require Update permissions.
• Read and Update permissions to the user responsibilities.

To manage Oracle Applications as an endpoint, set the NLS_LANG as a system environment variable, with a value
of .UTF8

WARNING
Use the APPS account to acquire the Oracle Applications connector.

Note: There must be a period (.) before UTF8 on the computer where the Connector Server is installed.

Oracle Applications Limitations

The known limitations and issues with the Oracle Applications Connector are as follows:

• The Oracle Applications Connector can assign or remove Oracle Applications users from the responsibilities. However
you cannot create, update, or delete the responsibilities. The Oracle Applications System Administrator must perform
these operations using native Oracle Applications administrative tools (JInitiator).

• An Array Index Out of Bounds Exception error is displayed when you log into Oracle Applications with no
responsibilities assigned. The same error occurs when you create the user using Oracle Applications without
associating any responsibilities.

• The pipe symbol is a field separator in the Oracle Applications connector. As the result, if any field contains "|", the
connector will not be able to parse the data correctly and displays an error in the logs. The Oracle Applications
connector has been modified to convert the "|" pipe character to "^$#' and vice versa before saving in the database.

• By default, on deleting the last Account Template for an account, the respective Oracle Application Responsibilities
are not end dated. If you want to end date all existing Oracle responsibilities on account deletion, set the environment
variable ENDDATE_RESP_ON_DELETEACCOUNT to 1 in the C++ Connector Server. Next, start the server.

How to Configure the Oracle Applications Connector

Before installing the Oracle Application Connector, install the Oracle Client on the same machine that the Oracle
Application Connector will be installed on.
After installing your Oracle Administrative Client from the Oracle Client CD, do the following to configure it:

1. Create a service for your Oracle client.
2. Configure ODBC on your Oracle client.
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NOTE

• You must install the 32-bit version of the Oracle Client package.
• From Identity Manager 14.3 CP1 onwards, Oracle Applications connector is enhanced to retrieve the

locked state of an Oracle Application account. To display the explicit lock status from an endpoint, set the
environment variable ETRADM_FND_MAPLOCKTOSUSPEND to true on Windows Connector server.

Create a Service for Your Oracle Client

Create a service for your Oracle client using the Oracle Net Configuration Assistant for Oracle Client Release 9i or 10g.

From the Oracle Configuration and Migration Tools program group

1. Start Oracle Net Configuration Assistant.
The Oracle Net Configuration Assistant wizard appears.

2. Select Local Net Service Name Configuration.
3. Select Add New Service.
4. Enter the Service Name.
5. Select TCP/IP (Internet Protocol).
6. Enter the host name for the computer where the database is located.
7. Change the port number to match your Oracle server port number.

– For Windows systems, the default port number on Oracle systems is 1521.
– For UNIX systems, the default port number on Oracle systems is 1526.

8. Select Yes to perform a connection test.
9. Enter a name for the net service name.
10. Click Finish to save the information.

You can view configured services by scanning the list of names on the Service Naming node of the Oracle Net
Manager.

Configure ODBC on Your Oracle Client

To configure ODBC on your Oracle client, use this procedure.

From the Control Panel

1. Select ODBC Manager/Data Sources, DSN tab, Add.
The Create New Data Source wizard appears.

2. Select the Oracle ODBC Driver, and click Finish.
The Oracle ODBC Driver Setup dialog appears.

3. Enter the data source name for the Oracle server in the Data Source Name text box.
4. Enter the service name that you created in Creating A Service For Your Oracle client
5. Enter the Oracle administrator's ID in the UserID text box.
6. Click OK.

After configuring the Oracle client, you are ready to install the Oracle Applications Connector.

Required Oracle Administrator Account Privileges

The Oracle Applications Connector requires the user names and passwords of two users when you set up an endpoint:

Database User

This account is used when connecting to the database. The database user must have the appropriate privileges to
manage the Oracle Applications tables.

Applications User

This account is used when managing Oracle applications. You can use any user that has already been created in Oracle
Applications and that has the System Administrator standard responsibility.
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Oracle Applications Support for FIPS and IPv6

For this release of Identity Manager, the Oracle Applications Connector does not support FIPs or IPv6.

Oracle Applications Connector Specific Features
This section details your connector's specific management features, such as how to acquire and explore your endpoint.
Also included are account, provisioning roles, account template, and group information specifically for your connector.

This article contains the following sections:

NOTE

You can create and use the Minimum Privileged System account in place of APPS to perform the connector
operations. For more information, see Security, Configuration, and Limitations.

Acquire an Oracle Applications System Using the User Console

You must acquire the Oracle Applications system before you can administer it with CA Identity Manager.

To acquire an Oracle Applications system using the User Console

1. Select Endpoints, Manage Endpoints,Create Endpoint
2. Select Oracle Applications from the drop-down list box on Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type, and click Ok

Use the Create Oracle Applications Endpoint page to register an Oracle Applications system. During the registration
process, CA Identity Manager identifies the Oracle Applications system you want to administer and gathers information
about it.

3. After entering the required information, click Submit.
You are now ready to explore and Correlate the endpoint.

4. Click Endpoints, Explore and Correlate Definitions, Create Explore and Correlate Definition to explore the objects that
exist on the endpoint.
The Exploration process finds all Oracle Applications accounts and groups. You can correlate the accounts with global
users at this time or you can correlate them later.

5. Click OK to start a new definition.
6. Complete the Explore and Correlate Tab as follows:

a. Fill in Explore and Correlate name with any meaningful name.
Click Select Container/Endpoint/Explore Method to click an Oracle Applications endpoint to explore.

b. Click the Explore/Correlate Actions to perform:
• Explore directory for managed objects—Finds objects that are stored on the endpoint and not in the

provisioning directory.
• Correlate accounts to users—Correlates the objects that were found in the explore function with users in the

provisioning directory. If the user is found, the object is correlated with the user. However, you can instead select
that you want to assign the account to the existing user (the default user) or create the user.

• Update user fields—If a mapping exists between the object fields and the user fields, the user fields are
updated with data from the objects fields.

7. Complete the Recurrence tab if you want to schedule when the task to executes.
a. Click Schedule.
b. Complete the fields to determine when this task should execute.

You may prefer to schedule the task to execute overnight to interfere less with routine access of the system.
Note: This operation requires the client browser to be in the same time zone as the server. For example, if the client
time is 10:00 PM on Tuesday when the server time is 7:00 AM, the Explore and Correlate definition will not work.

8. Click Submit.
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To use an explore and correlate definition

1. In a CA Identity Manager environment, click Endpoints, Execute Explore and Correlate.
2. Click an explore and correlate definition to execute.
3. Click Submit.

The user accounts that exist on the endpoint are created or updated in CA Identity Manager based on the explore and
correlate definition you created.

Acquire an Oracle Application System Using the Provisioning Manager

You must acquire the Oracle Applications system before you can administer it with CA Identity Manager.

From the Endpoint type task view

1. Register the Oracle Applications system as an endpoint in Provisioning Manager.
Use the Oracle Applications Endpoint property sheet to register an Oracle Applications system. During the registration
process, CA Identity Manager identifies the Oracle Applications system that you want to administer and gathers
information about it.
Note: Use the native Oracle tools to verify that the Oracle Applications system can be accessed using the given
system login ID and password.

2. Explore the objects that exist on the endpoint.
After registering the server in CA Identity Manager, you can explore its contents using the Explore and Correlate
Endpoint dialog. The Exploration process finds all Oracle Applications users. You can correlate the accounts with
global users at this time or you can correlate them later. The topic “Explore and Correlate Endpoint Dialog” in
Provisioning Manager help provides a complete explanation of this dialog.

3. Correlate the explored accounts with global users.
When you correlate accounts, the CA Identity Manager creates or links the accounts on an endpoint with global users
as follows:
a. CA Identity Manager attempts to match the Oracle Applications user name with each existing global user name. If

a match is found, CA Identity Manager associates the Oracle Applications user with the global user. If a match is
not found, CA Identity Manager performs the next step.

b. If the Create Global Users as Needed button is checked, CA Identity Manager creates a new global user and
associates the Oracle Applications user with the global user. If the Create Global Users as Needed button is
unchecked, CA Identity Manager performs the next step.

c. CA Identity Manager associates the Oracle Applications user with the [default user] object.
Note: Use the User Console to add or remove the Oracle roles to any of the Oracle Account Templates. When you
add or remove the Oracle roles to Oracle Account Template and execute the Synchronize Accounts with Account
Templates task using the Provisioning Manager, the eTORACompoundRoles attribute does not hold any value causing
problems such as automatic detachment of Oracle roles.

Update Endpoint Responsibilities Tab in User Console

After creating an FND Endpoint in the User Console, you must update the Attribute Oracle Applications User and Security
Context details on the Endpoint Responsibilities Tab to successfully create the provisioning account.

To update this information, follow this procedure:

From the User Console

1. Select the Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Modify Endpoints.
The Modify Endpoint: Select Endpoint screen appears.

2. Select Oracle Applications from the drop-down list, enter the endpoint name in the search box, and click Search.
The endpoint appears in the search table results.

3. Select the endpoint and click Select.
The Endpoint property page appears.
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4. Select the Endpoint Responsibilities Tab and enter the Attribute Oracle Applications User and Security Context details
and click Submit.
The Modify Endpoint task has been submitted.

Roles for Oracle Applications Connector

You can now assign and remove roles for a user on CA Identity Manager Oracle Applications Connector while Creating or
Modifying accounts.

Follow these steps to assign/remove Roles:

1. On the CA Identity Manager User Console, navigate to users and click Manager Users, Modify User's Account.
2. Navigate to the Roles tab and click Add Oracle Applications Account to Roles Association.

Note: Search for an object of type Oracle Applications Role shows results only when searched with the Role
Name / Application Name attribute.

3. Search and select an entry from the list.
4. Once the roles are assigned, the Roles tab lists the assigned roles including the inherited roles.

NOTE

• You can only view Assigned Roles in Account template; inherited roles are not listed.
• When you revoke a role, the entry is not removed from the Roles Tab, however, the ‘valid to’ information is

updated.
• If both ‘valid from’ and ‘valid to’ fields are left empty, the role will be granted indefinite access from current

time.
• If the ‘valid from’ field alone is left empty, the valid from date starts from when the User is created.

Changing the Oracle Account Password

Before changing the password of an Oracle account in the User Console, you must reset the user password first.

Oracle Applications User Provisioning Roles and Account Templates

The Oracle Applications Default Account Template, provided with the Oracle Applications Connector, does not give a
user the minimum security level needed to access an endpoint. One or more responsibilities need to be assigned for the
account to be active. The list of responsibilities depends on which Oracle Applications are installed. However, you can use
it to as a model to create new account templates.

Note: The Oracle Applications Default Account Template automatically sets the user name and password to the global
user account ID so that the user can access Oracle Applications.

Note: An endpoint must first be included (associated) with an account template before responsibilities can be added to it.

Create Account Templates

The Default Account Template, provided with each connector, gives a user the minimum security level needed to access
an endpoint. You can use it as a model to create new account templates.

To create an account template

1. Click the Provisioning Roles task button, select the connector's Account Template in the Object Type drop-down list
box and click New.
The Account Template Property Sheet for the specified connector appears.

2. Complete the Account Template Property Sheet by:
a. Selecting an endpoint to populate the drop-down and group selection lists.
b. Selecting group memberships and other account settings.
c. Clicking OK.
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A new account template is created for your connector.

Responsibilities List and Account Synchronization

The Responsibilities List is a capability attribute in the Oracle Applications account template. During account
synchronization, the Provisioning Server merges the Responsibilities List attributes from multiple account templates. Each
account template can specify different effective periods for a responsibility.

CA Identity Manager applies the following rules to reconcile different effective periods:

• The Provisioning Server applies the earliest (or blank) Valid-From date.
• The Provisioning Server applies the latest (or blank) Valid-To date.
• The Valid-From and Valid-To values can belong to different account templates. They do not have to come from the

same account template.
• For each responsibility, the Provisioning Server assumes that the effective periods from multiple account templates

form an uninterrupted effective period.
• Shortening or expiring the responsibility entry effective period on an account template and then synchronizing the

account does  not  shorten the effective period on the associated account. The value on the account is more capable.

CA Identity Manager includes the following synchronization options for Responsibility Lists:

• Synchronization/Remove Account Template Values From Accounts
When the Synchronization/Remove Account Template Values From Accounts setting is enabled, deleting a
responsibility entry from the Responsibilities List triggers the SyncRemoveValues procedure. The SyncRemoveValues
procedure expires a responsibility if no value is specified for it in an applicable account template. In this case, the
Valid-To date becomes the current date.
Note: The Oracle Applications endpoint does not support deleting a responsibility entry on an account. Instead, the
endpoint expires the Responsibility entry.
If you add an account with an expired responsibility to an account template with an efficient period, the expired
responsibility is reactivated after account synchronization.

• Synchronization/Remove Deleted Account Template Attribute Values From Accounts
To support this option, add the eTFNDResponsibilityList to the parameter.

Manage Oracle Applications User Accounts

To manage FND accounts in the Provisioning Manager, use this procedure:

From the Endpoint Type task view

1. Select an endpoint and click Search.
A list of endpoints for the selected endpoint type is presented.

2. Right-click an endpoint, and select Content from the context menu.
The Endpoint Content appears.

3. Select the Users container from the container tree and enter the search criteria in Search For Content, and then click
Search.

4. Click Done.
A list of the user accounts in that endpoint appears.

Oracle Server Connector

Downloads:

•    Attribute List
•    Connector (Embedded in CCS)
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Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

The Oracle Connector lets you administer accounts and groups on Oracle systems and provides a single point for all user
administration by letting you do the following:

• Register endpoints, explore them for objects to manage, and correlate their accounts with global users

• Create and manage Oracle accounts using Oracle-specific account templates

• Change account passwords and activate accounts in one location

• Synchronize global users with their provisioning roles or synchronize global users' accounts with their account
templates

• Assign an Oracle account template to each of your Oracle endpoints

• Use the default Oracle Policy to create accounts with the minimum security level needed to access an Oracle endpoint

• Create and manage Oracle profiles and roles

• Generate and print reports about Oracle accounts

• Assign Oracle packages and procedures to Oracle accounts

Security, Configuration, and Limitations
This section includes the following topics:

Oracle Configuration

The Oracle connector is managed by CA IAM CS. Communication between the Provisioning Server and the Oracle server
relies on a JDBC connection. A URL specifies connection details to each server, as illustrated in the following example:
jdbc:oracle:thin:@hostname:port:servicename

hostname
The hostname or IP address of the Oracle Server

port
The port number of the Oracle service. Default: 1521.

servicename
Oracle Service Name to connect to.

Example URL
The following URL connects to an Oracle instance named ORACLE running on the default port on the server named
oracle_server_host:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@oracle_server_host:1521:ORACLE

For more information, search for JDBC on the Oracle site.

Required Oracle Administrator Account Privileges

NOTE

You can create and use the Minimum Privileged System Accounts in place APPS to perform the connector
operations.

The Oracle administrator account that you use with CA Identity Manager is the account name that you enter in the System
Login field of the Endpoint tab of the Oracle Endpoint property sheet.
Give this account at least the following privileges:
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System privileges
Alter Profile
Alter Any Role
Alter User
Create Profile
Create Role
Create Session
Create User
Drop Profile
Drop User
Drop Any Role
Grant Any Privilege
Grant Any Role
OEM_MONITOR  

Note: The role OEM_MONITOR enables the user to manage the accounts.

SELECT object privilege on the following views in the SYS schema
DBA_OBJECTSI'
DBA_PROFILES
DBA_ROLES
DBA_ROLE_PRIVS
DBA_TABLESPACES
DBA_TAB_PRIVS
DBA_TS_QUOTAS
DBA_USERS

Sufficient privileges to Oracle accounts for packages and procedures
Grant these privileges in ONE of the following ways:

• The account is the owner of these packages and procedures.

• The account has execute privileges with the Admin Option for these packages and procedures.

Oracle Migration Steps

To migrate from the C++ Oracle connector to the Java Oracle connector, you must do the
following:

• Install the Oracle Java connector using the CA IAM CS installation
• Add the URL as defined in Oracle Configuration to each existing Oracle endpoint. To do this, edit the endpoint and

supply the URL in the JDBC URL field.
• You can remove your DSN if it is not being used for any other purpose. 

Once this has been done, all types of operations can be executed against the existing Oracle endpoints seamlessly.

Oracle Support for FIPS and IPv6

For this release of CA Identity Manager, the Oracle Connector does not support FIPs or IPv6.

Limitation: Connector Cannot Manage Some Privileges

You cannot use the Oracle connector manage the following operations:

• Manage system privileges or object privileges that apply to Oracle accounts
• Manage system privileges or object privileges that apply to Oracle roles

Instead, use native Oracle administrative tools to work with these privileges.
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Limit Permissions for Oracle E-Business Systems

The following procedures limit permissions for Oracle E-Business systems that are:

• Not using Invoker's Rights
• Using Invoker's Rights

If you are unsure whether or not you are using Invoker's Rights, complete the following:

1. Connect to the Oracle database as the APPS user.
2. Issue the following command:

SELECT text FROM user_source WHERE name = 'FND_USER_PKG' AND type = 'PACKAGE' AND UPPER(text)
LIKE '%AUTHID%';
SELECT text FROM user_source WHERE name = 'FND_GLOBAL' AND type = 'PACKAGE' AND UPPER(text) LIKE
'%AUTHID%';

If the return contains a line with "AUTHID CURRENT_USER”, the system is using Invoker's Rights. 

Limit permissions for Oracle E-Business Systems not using Invoker's Rights:

1. Connect to the database as SYSTEM and create a new user.
2. Grant the following privileges to the new user:

grant CREATE SESSION to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant ALTER SESSION to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant CREATE TRIGGER to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
 

3. Connect to the database as the new user and create the following log-on trigger:
create or replace TRIGGER YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME _logon_trigger AFTER LOGON ON
YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME.SCHEMA
BEGIN
execute immediate 'alter session set current_schema=APPS';
END;
 

4. Connect to the database as APPS. Grant the following object privileges to the new user:
grant select on FND_USER to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on FND_USER_RESP_GROUPS to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on FND_USER_RESP_GROUPS_DIRECT to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on FND_RESPONSIBILITY_VL to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on FND_APPLICATION_VL to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on FND_SECURITY_GROUPS_VL to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on APPS.FND_APPLICATION_TL to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on APPS.FND_APPLICATION_VL to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on APPS.FND_RESPONSIBILITY_TL to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on APPS.FND_RESPONSIBILITY_VL to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on APPLSYS.FND_USER to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on APPLSYS.FND_LOGINS to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on APPLSYS.FND_APPLICATION to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on APPLSYS.FND_RESPONSIBILITY to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on APPLSYS.FND_SECURITY_GROUPS to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on PER_ALL_PEOPLE_F to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on HR_FNDSCAUS_PERSON_V to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on HZ_PARTIES to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on PO_VENDOR_CONTACTS to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on NLS_DATABASE_PARAMETERS to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on NLS_SESSION_PARAMETERS to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
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grant select on DUAL to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant update on APPLSYS.FND_USER to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant execute on APPS.FND_GLOBAL to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant execute on APPS.FND_USER_PKG to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant execute on APPS.FND_WEB_SEC to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
 

5. Connect to the database as SYSTEM and set the following privileges:
grant select on v$mystat to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
grant select on v$statname to YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME;
revoke CREATE TRIGGER from YOUR_NEW_DB_USER_NAME; 

Acquire an Oracle Server Endpoint
For administrating an Oracle Server endpoint using the CA Identity Manager UI, you must acquire the Oracle Server
endpoint. Perform the following procedures to acquire the Oracle Server endpoint:

Prerequisite for Acquiring the Oracle Server Endpoint

Import the role definition of Oracle Server into the Management Console before you start the process of acquiring the
Oracle Server endpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Management Console.
Example: 
http://<hostname.example.com>:<port>/iam/immanage

2. Click Environments, <Environment Name>.
The Environment Properties page appears.

3. Click Roles and Tasks Settings.
4. Click Import.
5. Select Oracle Server and click Finish.

The Role Configuration Output page appears.
6. Click Continue.

The Environment Properties page appears again.
7. You are prompted to restart the environment. Click Restart Environment.

The role definition for the Oracle Server endpoint has been imported.

Create the Oracle Server Endpoint

You can use the CA Identity Manager UI to create an endpoint for Oracle Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager UI.
2. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
3. Select Oracle Server in the dropdown of Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type and click OK.
4. Specify a name for the endpoint.
5. Specify the connection details.

URL
      Specifies the JDBC URL that is used to connect to the Oracle Server.
      Example:
      jdbc:oracle:thin:@//hostname.example.com:1521/<servicename>
System Logon
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      Specifies the username of the Oracle System database.
Password
      Specifies the password of the Oracle System database.

6. (Optional) Specify the default account template.
7. Click Submit.

The Oracle Server endpoint has been acquired successfully.

Note: The following error is displayed when trying to acquire the Oracle Server connector:

'Oracle' read failed: Connector Server Read failed: code 80 (OTHER-LdapNamingException): failed on search

 operation:

eTORAAccountName=AAACAPRUEBA,eTORAAccountContainerName=Accounts,eTORADirectoryName=Oracle,eTNamespaceName=Oracle

 Server,

dc=im,dc=etasa: JCS@idm: ORA: Bad SQL Grammar: ORA-00942: table or view does not exist

To acquire the Oracle Server connector successfully, provide access to the v$session tables to the user that acquires the
connector.

Create an Explore and Correlate Definition and Execute the Definition

To explore the objects in the endpoint and to correlate the accounts in the endpoint with the existing users, create an
Explore and Correlate Definition. After you create the definition, execute the definition.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager UI.
2. Navigate to Endpoints, Explore And Correlate Definitions, Create Explore And Correlate Definitions.
3. Select Create a new object of type Explore and Correlate and click OK.
4. Specify a name for the definition.
5. Click Select Container to select a container for the definition.
6. Search for the Oracle Server endpoint and select it.
7. Search for a container and select it.
8. Click Select.
9. In Explore/Correlate Action, leave Explore endpoint for managed object selected.
10. Select Correlate accounts to users.
11. Click Submit.

The Explore and Correlate Definition has been created.
12. To execute the definition, navigate to Endpoints, Execute Explore And Correlate.

To execute the definition that you just created, do the following:
a. Select Execute now and click Next.
b. Click Browse to search for the Explore and Correlate Definition and select it.
c. Click Finish.
To execute the definition later, do the following:
a. Select Schedule new job.
b. Specify the job name and the type of schedule and click Next.
c. Click Browse to search for the Explore and Correlate Definition and select it.
d. Click Finish.
The Explore and Correlate Definition has been executed successfully without any errors.
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Manage Oracle Server Account
You can manage an account for Oracle Server using the following steps:

Create an Account Template

Create an account template that contains the list of attributes that are mapped to the accounts on the endpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager UI.
2. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Account Templates, Create Account Template.
3. Select Oracle Server in the Create a new account template of Endpoint Type dropdown list and click OK.
4. Specify a name for the account template.
5. Click the Endpoints tab.
6. Click Add Oracle Server Endpoint.
7. Search for the Oracle Server Endpoint and select it.
8. Click Select.
9. Click Submit.

The account template is created for the Oracle Server endpoint.

Create a Provisioning Role

Create a provisioning role to assign the provisioning details to an account.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager UI.
2. Navigate to Roles and Tasks, Provisioning Roles, Create Provisioning Role.
3. Select Create a new provisioning role and click OK.
4. Specify a name for the provisioning role.
5. Click the Account Templates tab.
6. Click Add Account Template.
7. Search for the account template that you created earlier for the Oracle Server endpoint and select it.
8. Click Select.
9. Click the Administrators tab.
10. Click Add to add the admin policies to the provisioning role.
11. Specify the users that are administrators of the provisioning role. Use the filters in the Users dropdown list as

appropriate.
12. Select the users that the administrators can manage as members or administrators of the provisioning role.
13. Click OK.

The admin policy is added.
14. Click the Owners tab.
15. Click Add to add the owner rules.
16. Select the users that are owners of the provisioning role. Use the filters in the Users dropdown list as appropriate.
17. Click OK.
18. Click Submit.

The provisioning role is created for the Oracle Server endpoint.

Create an Account on the Endpoint

Create an account on the endpoint to assign the provisioning details specified in the provisioning role created earlier.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager UI.
2. Navigate to Users, Manage Users, Create User.
3. Select Create a new user and click OK.
4. Specify the mandatory details for the user.
5. Click the Provisioning Roles tab.
6. Click Add a provisioning role.
7. Search for the provisioning role that you created earlier and select it.
8. Click Select.
9. Click Submit.

The account is created on the Oracle Server endpoint. 

You can verify whether the account got created using the Oracle System database. 

Note: For more information about how to access and use the Oracle System database, see Oracle documentation. 

Manage Endpoint Accounts

You can also view, modify, or delete an endpoint account.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager UI.
2. Navigate to Users, Manage Users, Modify User's Endpoint Accounts.
3. Serach for a user and select the user.
4. Search for an account of endpoint type for Oracle Server.

The accounts that belong to the Oracle Server endpoint are listed.
5. Click the Actions dropdown against the account name to view, modify, or delete the account.

Administrating the Oracle Connector
This section includes the following topics:

Suspend Operation Locks User Accounts

After suspending an Oracle account from the User Console, the user account status shows both Suspended and
Locked. The Oracle connector considers both Suspend and Lock as one operation. The Oracle account cannot be
suspended and unlocked nor can it be active and locked.

Resume Operation Resumes and Unlocks Suspended User Accounts

When performing a Resume operation on a Suspended account, the Oracle Connector both resumes and unlocks the
account.

Enable the Fix for Oracle Bug 6376915

The Oracle bug 6376915 causes high water (HW) enqueue contention when the database is busy handling large objects
(LOB) and the database is configured to use automatic segments space
management (ASSM). This bug causes performance and scalability problems with CA software, including CA
Identity Manager and CA Secure Cloud.

The fix for this problem introduces a mandatory event. Set this new event to make the ASSM architecture allocate LOB
chunks more efficiently.
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This bug was introduced in Oracle 10.2.0.3. It was fixed in both Oracle 10.2.0.4 and Oracle11.1.0.7. However, the fix is not
enabled by default.

The steps in this procedure assume that spfile is used for configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following command:
ALTER SYSTEM SET EVENT='44951 TRACE NAME CONTEXT FOREVER, LEVEL 1024' scope=spfile;

2. Restart the database.
3. To test the fix, use the following measures:

• – Use Bulk Loader to measure the task throughput in CA Identity Manager and CA CloudMinder.
– Measure the wait time for HW enqueue contention.

Oracle Etautil Conventions

Use the following Oracle conventions in your etautil commands:

• The endpoint type name (eTNamespaceName) is Oracle Server
• The endpoint type prefix is ORA. Therefore, the Oracle class names are:

– eTORADirectory for an endpoint
– eTORAPolicyContainerName for an account template containerCA Identity Management & Governance Connectors

Home 441
– eTORAPolicy for an account template

Oracle Account Templates

The Oracle Default Policy automatically sets the user name and password to the global user account ID and the
authentication type to LOCAL.

Well-Known Attribute %ENDPOINT_DESCRIPTION%

This applies to the following connectors: Windows, Oracle RDBMS, Siebel, UNIX NIS, MS SQL Server, and OpenVMS. 

These endpoint types do not define the endpoint description in the eTDescription attribute. This means that until recently,
you could not search on the endpoint description. In addition, the search screen did not display the endpoint description.

You can now use the new well-known attribute %ENDPOINT_DESCRIPTION% for the affected connectors. 

The DefaultEndpointSearch role definition has been updated, to allow the Default Endpoint Search screen to use the new
well-known attribute. If you are upgrading from an older version of CA Identity Manager, import this modified screen after
upgrading. For more information, see the Environment Changes section in your Upgrade Guide.

Oracle PeopleSoft

Downloads:

•    Attribute List   

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

This wiki describes how to use the PeopleSoft connector to connect CA IAM CS to PeopleSoft endpoints.
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This guide is for the following people:

• CA Identity Manager administrators
• CA Identity Governance administrators
• CA CloudMinder tenant administrators

New Features

Note the following changes in this version of the connector before you update your deployment:

• The connector supports PeopleSoft Financial and Supply Chain Management (FSCM) 9.2.
• The connector supports PeopleSoft Financial and Supply Chain Management (FSCM) 9.2. 8.59 is the latest

PeopleSoft Application Designer project and it supports FSCM 9.2. For instructions, see Create Users with
Permissions to Connect to PeopleSoft.

• You must generate the component interface jar file compintfc.jar. The jar file was bundled with the connector in
previous versions. For instructions, see Generate compintfc.jar.

What the PeopleSoft Connector Can Do
The PeopleSoft connector can work with users, roles, and permission lists.

This table lists the tasks that the connector lets applications do:

Task CA Identity Manager or CA Secure Cloud CA Identity Governance(Through CA
Identity Manager or CA Secure Cloud)

Create, rename, update, delete, lock, and
unlock a PeopleSoft user

Yes Yes

Change the password for a PeopleSoft user Yes No
Create, update, and delete a PeopleSoft
role

Yes Yes

Create, update, and delete a PeopleSoft
permission list

Yes Yes

Assign and unassign roles to users Yes Yes
Assign and unassign permissions lists to
roles

Yes Yes

Connecting PeopleSoft to CloudMinder
For CA CloudMinder, two administrators are involved in setting up connections to endpoints:

• The hosting administrator sets up the connector server in the cloud. This wiki does not discuss this topic. For details,
search for Provisioning Server and CA IAM Connector Server in the Installation section of the CA CloudMinder
bookshelf.

• The tenant administrator sets up the on-premise connector server and configures the connector. Use this wiki for
instructions.

The following diagram shows the components involved in connecting CA Secure Cloud to PeopeSoft.
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For more detailed information about what to install where, search for "How to Set Up On-Premise Provisioning" in the CA
Secure Cloud bookshelf.

Connecting PeopleSoft to CA Identity Manager or CA Identity Governance

You can connect CA Identity Governance to CA IAM CS directly or through CA Identity Manager. In the following diagram,
the two ways of connecting CA Identity Governance are shown with dotted lines:
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File Locations for Oracle PeopleSoft
This wiki uses the abbreviation cs_home for the installation directory of CA IAM CS.

This component has different default installation locations, depending on which CA product you have. For a list of these
locations, download the Connector Server Guide from the connectors download page.

Oracle PeopleSoft Security

Privileges Required to Connect to PeopleSoft

The minimum permissions needed for the user who acquires the PeopleSoft endpoint is the Security Administrator role or
its equivalent. By default, this role contains the Security Administrator Permission List (PTPT1100).
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Securing Communication between PeopleSoft and CA IAM CS

This connector allows CA products to send sensitive information across the network:

• CA CloudMinder and CA Identity Manager can send passwords and other security information across the network.
• CA Identity Governance does not import passwords or other security information, but it does import user details.

When you do not secure communication between the endpoint and the connector server, these details are sent without
encryption, creating a security risk.

The PeopleSoft connector communicates with PeopleSoft using the Tuxedo port. The default Tuxedo port is,

• 9033 for PeopleTools version 8.59
• 9000 for PeopleTools versions lesser than 8.59

We recommend that you enable Tuxedo-level encryption on the application server, because passwords are included in the
communications.

How to Connect to PeopleSoft
The following diagram shows the tasks that are required to connect to the endpoint, and who does each task.
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1. The PeopleSoft administrator does the following steps:
a. Create users with permissions to connect to PeopleSoft
b. Enable Tuxedo-Level Encryption

2. The Connector Server administrator does the following steps:
a. Install CA IAM CS, if it is not already installed
b. Add psjoa.jar to the PeopleSoft connector.

3. The CA Product administrators connect to the endpoint:
– Connect to the Endpoint in CA Identity Manager
– Connect to the Endpoint in CA Secure Cloud
– Connect to the Endpoint in CA Identity Governance

Ensure that CA IAM CS Is Installed and Running

Check that CA IAM CS is installed and running.

CA IAM CS is installed with CA Identity Manager r12.8 and later, unless you deselected the CA IAM CS option during
installation.
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Create Users with Permissions to Connect to PeopleSoft

To acquire and manage the PeopleSoft endpoint, the connector uses a set of PeopleSoft users that have permission to
perform the required actions the connector needs.

CA IAM CS comes with a script that sets up the correct permissions. This page describes how to use that script. However
you can do this manually if you prefer.

Note: The script assumes that the database is named PTSYS. If PeopleSoft uses a database with a name other than
PTSYS, edit the script and replace all instances of PTSYS with the database name PeopleSoft uses. If the PeopleSoft
installation has multiple databases, run the script on each database.

Follow these steps:

1. Extract the setperms.sql script:
a. On the PeopleSoft endpoint, start the Application Designer.
b. Log on to the appropriate database, then select Tools, Copy Project, From File, and browse to the following folder:

cs_home\resources\pps

c. Select the CA_USER Project.

WARNING
CA_USER 8.53 is the minimum version required for PeopleSoft FSCM 9.2.

d. When you extract the files, verify that the folder name does not change and that it contains only the CA_USER.ini
and CA_USER.xml files. Verify that versions are compatible. For example, you can only import an 8.48 project file
into an 8.48 PeopleSoft installation and not an 8.49 PeopleSoft installation.

2. If you have imported the project before, select Use Project Definition from File on the Use Project from dialog box.
The existing project is overwritten.

3. Select All Definition Types and then click Copy.
4. Select Build, Project.
5. Set the permissions:

a. Run the setperms.sql SQL script that you extracted in step 1.
b. Open the Microsoft SQL Server Query Analyzer and select File, Open.
c. Navigate to the directory where setperms.sql file is located, and select this file.
d. To run the script, select Query, Execute.

Generate compintfc.jar

Previous releases of the PeopleSoft connector bundle included the component interface jar file compintfc.jar. This version
requires you to generate compintfc.jar for compatibility with the latest version of the PeopleSoft Application Designer
(CA_USER 8.53). CA_USER 8.53 is the minimum version required for PeopleSoft FSCM 9.2.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the PeopleSoft Application Designer, and open CA_USER project.
2. From the left panel, navigate to the Component Interface.
3. Click Menu, Build, and select PeopleSoft APIs.
4. Verify that only Build in Java Classes is selected.
5. Specify the target directory (<BUILD_ROOT>), and select the following component interfaces:

CompIntfc.CA_*

CompIntfc.CompIntfcPropertyInfo

CompIntfc.CompIntfcPropertyInfoCollection

CompIntfc.DELETE_ROLE*

CompIntfc.DELETE_USER_PROFILE*

PeopleSoft.*

6. Click OK.
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Java files generate for the Component Interfaces.
7. Close the Application Designer.
8. Copy psjoa.jar from <PS_HOME>/Web/psjoa to <BUILD_ROOT>.
9. Create a batch file in <BUILD_ROOT> that includes:

@echo off

set JAVA_HOME=<PATH_TO_YOUR_JDK_INSTALLATION>

set PATH=%JAVA_HOME%\bin;%PATH%

set CLASSPATH="%JAVA_HOME%\lib\tools.jar";psjoa.jar;%CLASSPATH%

javac -classpath "%CLASSPATH%" .\PeopleSoft\Generated\CompIntfc\*.java

jar cvf compintfc.jar .\PeopleSoft\Generated\CompIntfc\*.class

10. Run the batch file from the <BUILD_ROOT> directory.
The process generates compintfc.jar, which you use to set up the PeopleSoft connector in the next section.

Add psjoa.jar to the PeopleSoft Connector

The Oracle PeopleSoft connector uses the PeopleSoft API to access the PeopleSoft, and it requires psjoa.jar. Before you
use the connector, create a bundle that contains this JAR, and then add the bundle to the connector.

There is a different version of psjoa.jar for each version of PeopleTools, and the versions are not backward-compatible.
Make sure that you use the correct version.

Before you use the connector, create a bundle that contains psjoa.jar, and then add the bundle to the connector.

Follow these steps:

1. Install or upgrade CA IAM CS.
The installation registers CA IAM CS with the provisioning server, creates the PeopleSoft endpoint, and populates it
with its associated metadata.

2. Ask the PeopleSoft administrator to send you a copy of psjoa.jar, which is in the following location:
peoplesoft-home/web/psjoa/

3. Save psjoa.jar locally and copy compintfc.jar.
4. Run the pps_post_install script in the following location:

cs-home/resources/pps
The script asks for the location of the third-party library. It then creates a bundle and moves it to the right location.

5. Perform the following steps in CA IAM CS:
a. Log in to CA IAM CS.
b. At the top, click the Connector Servers tab.
c. In the Connector Server Management area, click the Bundles tab.
d. Add the new bundle:

NOTE
You can deploy the OSGI bundle from the connector server GUI or copy the jar files to ca-home/jcs/data/
bundles/restore. Then restart the connector server and wait up to ten minutes for it to load.

e. Find the main connector bundle in the Bundles list, then right-click its name in the list and select Refresh Imports
from the popup menu.

The PeopleSoft connector is now ready to be used.

Enable Tuxedo-Level Encryption

The PeopleSoft connector communicates with PeopleSoft using the Tuxedo port. The default Tuxedo port is,

• 9033 for PeopleTools version 8.59
• 9000 for PeopleTools versions lesser than 8.59
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CA Technologies recommends that you enable encryption on this port.

The encryption level is controlled by the Encryption property in the JOLT Listener section of the psappsrv.cfg file for the
PeopleSoft application server domain. The following are the possible values:

• 0 (default) for no encryption
• 64 for 64-bit encryption
• 128 for 128-bit encryption

If you use a Jolt port that is a few port numbers above the configured Jolt port, the connector will appear to hang and after
a configurable amount of time, an error message will be sent to its client. To avoid this, restart the CA IAM CS service.

You can configure the timeout in the PeopleSoft Endpoint tab. The default value is 30 seconds.

Connect to the Endpoint in CA Identity Manager

This procedure is for the CA Identity Manager administrator. It does not apply to CA Identity Governance or CA
CloudMinder.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. You will use this information in the
following steps.

2. Set up the connector in CA Identity Manager:
a. Import the role definition file.
b. Create correlation rules, using the information in the attribute list.

3. Connect to an endpoint:
a. Add the endpoint to the environment.

When you complete the fields on the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list.
b. Create an explore and correlate definition.
c. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

Connect to the Endpoint in CA Secure Cloud

This procedure is for the CA CloudMinder administrator. It does not apply to CA Identity Manager or CA Identity
Governance.

For CA CloudMinder, two administrators are involved in setting up connections to endpoints:

• The hosting administrator sets up the connector server in the cloud. This book does not discuss this topic. For details,
search for Provisioning Server and CA IAM CS in the Installation section of the CA CloudMinder bookshelf.

• The tenant administrator sets up the on-premise connector server and configures the connector that is described in
this guide.

To complete the set-up process for on-premise provisioning, you add any endpoint routes that you want. You can
configure the default on-premise connector server and also configure any other on-premise connector servers in your
environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up the endpoint route:
a. Log in to the CA CloudMinder user console and navigate to Task, System, Manage Connector Server.
b. Select the connector server entry to which you want to add a route.
c. Right-click the connector entry and select Add Routes from the popup menu.
d. Check the route or routes that you want to add, and click OK.
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You can add routes to more than one connector server. If you have added an Active Directory route to one connector
server, it is not available to add to other connector servers.

2. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. You will use this information in the
following steps.

3. Set up the connector in CA CloudMinder:
a. Import the role definition file.
b. Create an admin role to manage the endpoint.
c. Create correlation rules, using the information in the attribute list.
d. Configure email notification for the endpoint.

4. Connect to an endpoint:
a. Add the endpoint to the environment.

When you complete the fields on the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list.
b. Create an explore and correlate definition.
c. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

Connect to the Endpoint in CA Identity Governance

This procedure is for the CA Identity Governance administrator. It does not apply to CA Identity Manager or CA
CloudMinder.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. You will use this information in the
following steps.

2. Connect CA Identity Governance to the endpoint in one of these ways:
– If your CA Identity Governance installation is associated with a CA Identity Manager installation, connect CA

Identity Governance to CA Identity Manager. CA Identity Governance immediately has access to the endpoints that
CA Identity Manager connects to.
To do this, follow these steps:
a. Ensure that CA Identity Manager can successfully connect to the endpoint, using the instructions in Connect to

the Endpoint in CA Identity Manager.
b. Set up the connection to CA Identity Manager.

– If your CA Identity Governance installation is not associated with a CA Identity Manager installation, connect CA
Identity Governance directly to the connector server.
To do this, set up an import connector for this endpoint type.

3. Run an import to bring endpoint data into CA Identity Governance.

The connection process is complete. CA Identity Governance administrators can now set up a schedule for running
the connector job. Role engineers can now use CA Identity Governance to model and update roles in the data from the
endpoint.

NOTE

When you set up mapping between endpoint objects and CA Identity Governance resources, we recommend
that you use the template that comes with the connector. However you can set up custom mapping if you need
to.

Custom Mappings Between Objects in PeopleSoft and Objects in CA Identity Governance

This information is for CA Identity Governance administrators. It does not apply to CA Identity Manager or CA
CloudMinder.
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When you are defining endpoint mappings, you map objects on the endpoint to objects in CA Identity Governance.
We recommend that you use the mapping template that comes with the connector. However, you can set up your own
mapping if you prefer.

Before you set up a custom configuration, use the following information:

1. Open the attribute list for this endpoint.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. The attributes that CA IAM CS passes to
CA Identity Governance are marked with IsInterestingToCompliance.

2. Identify the primary object. For the PeopleSoft connector, the primary object is User Profile.
3. Use the following table to learn about the relationships between User Profile objects and the other objects:

Primary Object Related Object Relationship Relationship Attribute

User Profile Role

User Profile Permission List

Configure the PeopleSoft Connector

Managing Multiple Versions of PeopleSoft

The PeopleSoft connector relies on psjoa.jar, which is a communications library from PeopleSoft.

Every version of PeopleSoft has its own version of psjoa.jar. This JAR is not backward compatible, and the connector can
only load one psjoa.jar at a time. As a result, the connector can only manage one version at a time.

You must use a different CA IAM CS installation for each PeopleTools version that you plan to manage. Then, use
Connector Xpress to route each endpoint to the correct CA IAM CS.

For example, you can manage a group of PeopleSoft installations with PeopleTools 8.48 with one CA IAM CS, and use a
second CA IAM CS to manage a second group PeopleSoft installations with PeopleTools 8.49.

Manually Create Users with Permissions to Connect to PeopleSoft

CA IAM CS comes with a script that sets up the correct permissions, described in Create Users with Permissions to
Connect to PeopleSoft.

This section describes how to add and set permissions manually, without the script.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the PeopleSoft web GUI.
2. Select PeopleTools, Security, Permissions & Roles, Permission Lists
3. Search for and select the PTPT1100 Permission List
4. Go to the Component Interfaces page and select (or add) the CA_ALIASATTR Component Interface.
5. Select Edit and set all methods to "Full Access".
6. Click OK.

Repeat steps 4 and 5 for all component interfaces that start with CA_, and also for DELETE_ROLE and
DELETE_USER_PROFILE

7. Click Save.
The Connector has been configured and is ready to use.

PeopleSoft Conventions for etautil Commands

Use the following PeopleSoft conventions in your etautil commands:
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• The namespace name (eTNamespaceName) is PeopleSoft.
• The namespace prefix is PPS. Therefore, the PeopleSoft class names are the following:

– eTPPSDirectory for a PeopleSoft directory
– eTPPSUserContainer for a PeopleSoft user profile container
– eTPPSUser for a PeopleSoft user profile
– eTPPSPolicyContainer for a PeopleSoft policy container
– eTPPSPolicy for a PeopleSoft policy

Troubleshooting Oracle PeopleSoft

PeopleSoft Export Fails

Symptom:

I received the error message Export Failed when I tried to do an export using the PeopleSoft Connector in the RCM
Portal. The error message contains the text TPENOENT or UpdatePSLOCK.

Solution:

When the PeopleSoft transaction processor, Tuxedo, cannot find a PeopleSoft server, PSAPPSRV, to handle a request, it
returns an error message that contains the return codes TPENOENT or UpdatePSLOCK.

To resolve, increase the number of times the connector resends the request to Tuxedo, and the time between each retry.

To configure the default retry configuration, customize the retry parameters in the override connector.xml file. 

Follow these steps:

1. Edit the following parameters in the SAMPLE.connector.xml file in the following location:
jcs_home \Identity Manager\Connector Server\conf\override\PeopleSoft
– <property name="resilientDelay">

Specifies the time between each retry.
– <property name="resilientMaxRetries">

Specifies the number of times to retry.
2. Save the SAMPLEconnector.xml file as connector.xml and then restart the Java CS.

Searches May Fail in Provisioning Manager

When you use the Provisioning Manager to search for a PeopleSoft endpoint with PeopleTools 8.49, the search for PPS
Users for assignment to the "Alternate User ID", "Supervising User ID" and "Reassign Work To" fields does not return
results in some cases.

There are two workarounds for this issue:

• Use the User Console to manage PeopleSoft endpoints (preferred)
• Enter the value in the Provisioning Manager fields without performing any searches. The value is still be subject to

validation, such that if the entered value is not a PPS User, the assignment will fail upon clicking the “Apply” button.
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Oracle Siebel CRM

Downloads:

•    Attribute List   

•    Connector (Embedded in CCS)

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

NOTE
The Siebel connector is not enabled by default. It is a Java connector, and it requires some prerequisites.

What the Siebel Connector Lets You Do

The Siebel Connector lets you manage user accounts on Siebel machines and provides a single point for all user
administration by letting you do the following:

• Retrieve the existing user accounts (users, employees) positions, and responsibilities, organizations, internal divisions
and views from a Siebel server. Entities from lists of values (LOV) are also retrieved; this happens only when LOV
values are used in custom user account mapping.

• Display properties of each of these components
• Create and modify user accounts (users, employees).
• Associate user accounts with responsibilities
• Associate user accounts with positions
• Associate user accounts with organizations
• Remove associations between user accounts and responsibilities
• Remove associations between user accounts and organizations
• Remove associations between user accounts and positions
• Delete a user account. Since deletion of a user in Siebel is not recommended, CA Identity Manager lets you choose

from the following behaviors:
– Do nothing. Deletion is ignored. A user account disappears from CA Identity Manager but remains intact in Siebel.
– Simulate suspension. CA Identity Manager changes the Siebel user's password and removes all user

responsibilities (if possible, with used custom mapping and Siebel configuration).
– Delete. CA Identity Manager deletes a user in Siebel. This is not recommended. A user ID (login name) of a deleted

account can no longer be used in Siebel.
• Simulate user account suspension/resumption by removing/restoring user’s responsibilities.
• Create, modify, and delete positions.
• Create, modify, and delete responsibilities.
• Associate responsibilities with views
• Associate responsibilities with organizations
• Remove associations between responsibilities and views
• Remove associations between responsibilities and organizations
• Create, modify, and delete internal divisions.
• Map up to 20 fields of a Siebel user to CA Identity Manager capability attributes
• Map up to 10 fields of exposed Siebel objects other than users, to CA Identity Manager attributes
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Siebel Installation
This connector is managed using the Connector and C++ Server installation process.

NOTE

For more information and requirements, see Connector and C++ Connector Server Installation.

The following section contains additional requirements needed for the connector.

Siebel Requirements

The following are required for the Siebel connector:

• The Siebel mobile web client or the Siebel dedicated web client has to be manually installed on a machine, before or
after CA Identity Manager installation, where the C++ Connector Server is running. The Siebel web client version must
be the same as a version of a managed Siebel server. See the Siebel documentation for more information.

• The Siebel Application Object Manager has to be running on a Siebel Server. See the Siebel documentation about
Siebel Object Manager installation and configuration.

Siebel Support for FIPS and IPv6

For this release of CA Identity Manager, the Siebel Connector does not support FIPs or IPv6.

Acquire a Siebel Server Using the User Console

You must acquire the Siebel server before you can administer it with CA Identity Manager.

To acquire a Siebel server using the User Console

1. Select Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint
2. Select Siebel from the drop-down list box on Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type, and click Ok

Use the Create Siebel Endpoint page to register a Siebel server. During the registration process, CA Identity Manager
identifies the Siebel server you want to administer and gathers information about it.

3. After entering the required information, click Submit.
You are now ready to explore and Correlate the endpoint.

4. Click Endpoints, Explore and Correlate Definitions, Create Explore and Correlate Definition to explore the objects that
exist on the endpoint.
The Exploration process finds all Siebel accounts and groups. You can correlate the accounts with global users at this
time or you can correlate them later.

5. Click OK to start a new definition.
6. Complete the Explore and Correlate Tab as follows:

a. Fill in Explore and Correlate name with any meaningful name.
Click Select Container/Endpoint/Explore Method to click a Siebel endpoint to explore.

b. Click the Explore/Correlate Actions to perform:
• Explore directory for managed objects -- Finds objects that are stored on the endpoint and not in the

provisioning directory.
• Correlate accounts to users -- Correlates the objects that were found in the explore function with users in the

provisioning directory. If the user is found, the object is correlated with the user. However, you can instead select
that you want to assign the account to the existing user (the default user) or create the user.

• Update user fields -- If a mapping exists between the object fields and the user fields, the user fields are
updated with data from the objects fields.

7. Complete the Recurrence tab if you want to schedule when the task to executes.
a. Click Schedule.
b. Complete the fields to determine when this task should execute.
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You may prefer to schedule the task to execute overnight to interfere less with routine access of the system.

NOTE
This operation requires the client browser to be in the same time zone as the server. For example, if the
client time is 10:00 PM on Tuesday when the server time is 7:00 AM, the Explore and Correlate definition will
not work.

8. Click Submit.

To use an explore and correlate definition

1. In a CA Identity Manager environment, click Endpoints, Execute Explore and Correlate.
2. Click an explore and correlate definition to execute.
3. Click Submit.

The user accounts that exist on the endpoint are created or updated in CA Identity Manager based on the explore and
correlate definition you created.

Acquire a Siebel Server Using the Provisioning Manager

You must acquire the Siebel server before you can administer it with CA Identity Manager. When acquiring a Siebel
server, use this procedure.

From the Endpoint type task view

1. Register the server as an endpoint in CA Identity Manager.
Use the Siebel Server Endpoint property sheet to register a Siebel Server. Necessary mapping information should
be provided to associate Siebel fields and CA Identity Manager attributes. This includes information about Siebel
business objects, Siebel business components, and necessary Siebel fields for user accounts and required multi-value
groups (positions, responsibilities, organizations, and views).
During the registration process, CA Identity Manager identifies the Siebel Server you want to administer and gathers
information about it.

2. Explore the objects that exist on the endpoint.
After registering the machine in CA Identity Manager, you can explore its contents. Use the Explore and Correlate
Endpoint dialog. The Exploration process finds all Siebel Server objects. You can correlate the user accounts with
global users at this time, or you can wait to correlate them.

3. Correlate the explored user accounts with global users. 
When you correlate user accounts, CA Identity Manager creates or links the user accounts on an endpoint with global
users, as follows:
a. CA Identity Manager attempts to match the username with each existing global user name. If a match is found,

CA Identity Manager associates the Siebel Server user with the global user. If a match is not found, CA Identity
Manager performs the next step.

b. If the Create Global Users as Needed button is checked, CA Identity Manager creates a new global user
and associates the Siebel user account with the global user. If the Create Global Users as Needed button is
unchecked, then CA Identity Manager performs the next step.

c. CA Identity Manager associates the Siebel user account with the [default user] object.

Oracle Siebel Connector Specific Features
This section details your connector's specific management features, such as how to acquire and explore your endpoint.
Also included are account, provisioning roles, account template, and group information specifically for your connector.

Custom Attribute Handling in the User Console

The following are the limitations for custom attribute handling in the User Console:
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• With the Siebel Connector you can have different mapping information for each acquired endpoint. For example,
eTSBLUserCustomField1 can be mapped to different Siebel fields on different endpoints. In the User Console, only the
same labels for all Siebel endpoints can be displayed. If you have different mapping information for each endpoint, the
User Console displays custom attributes on four screens:
– eTSBLUserCustomField1...eTSBLUserCustomField10
– eTSBLUserCustomField11...eTSBLUserCustomField20
– eTSBLUserCustomCapabilityField1...eTSBLUserCustomCapabilityField10
– eTSBLUserCustomCapabilityField11...eTSBLUserCustomCapabilityField20
You can use the first ten attributes for endpoints with one mapping type and the second ten attributes for endpoints
with another mapping type.

• You can change Siebel mappings in the User Console by editing the labels manually.
For more information, on editing screens, see the User Console Design Guide.

NOTE
The account template and account profile screens are read-only screens. Before following the procedure for
editing profile screens, make a copy of the account template or account profile screens and save.

• In the Provisioning Manager, a combo box control is displayed for custom attributes that have been configured to use
only pre-defined values. In the User Console the attributes can be displayed, but you must type in the values.

Create Position Tab in the User Console

Use this tab to create a special position along with a user and associate that position with the new user, possibly as
Primary. A position must be associated with a division so the corresponding division field should be filled in.

The fields in this tab are listed below:

• Name
Specifies the name of the position.

• Make Position Primary
When checked, specifies the the position is the primary position.

• Custom Field #1-10
Specifies the custom fields for the Siebel position.

• Parent Position
Specifies the position's parent name. Click the Browse button to select a new parent position.

• Division
Specifies the position's associated division name. Click the Browse button to select a new division

Create a Division while creating a Position:

Provisioning Manager now allows you to create a division on the fly while creating a New Position. Once created, the
position is bound to the division.

Follow these steps:

1. Login to the Provisioning Manager and navigate to the Siebel Endpoint Properties.
2. On the Siebel Server tab check the ‘Create Division while creating Position’ option.
3. On the Create Position screen provide the Division name in the Associated Division field.

The Position is created along with the Associated Division.

NOTE

To add a Division with site use the format 'Name $$ Site' (Only if the site exists) in the Associated Division Field.

Division Objects created through the Division tab are populated on Provisioning Manager. Division Object created while
creating a Position will be available after performing Explore and Correlate on the Endpoint.
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User Account Suspension Handling

Siebel systems do not support user account suspension directly. Oracle recommends removing all employee's
responsibilities in order to simulate suspension. An employee without any responsibility assigned is able to log into Siebel,
but is not able to see Siebel data or perform any action.

User Account Suspension Simulation

The Siebel connector supports the suspension simulation approach.

Once an account has been suspended, you must re-assign the original set of responsibilities back to the account using
the Provisioning Server to resume. A new field called Enable user suspension simulation has been added to the Siebel
Server tab of the Siebel endpoint and when checked, user suspension simulation is enabled.

Directly Using the eTSuspended Attributes

In addition to the suspension simulation approach, the Siebel connector lets you map the eTSuspended attribute to any
Siebel user's field. After the mapping, Siebel (or some custom code incorporated into Siebel) takes care of suspension/
resumption processing.

NOTE
Suspension simulation and direct use of the eTSuspended attribute may interfere with each other, so it is not
recommended to enable both direct use and simulation at the same time.

Create User Position Feature

A new Enable create user position feature has been added to the Siebel Server tab of the Siebel Endpoint property sheet
that lets you create a position for accounts. This feature can also be set using account templates. When checked, the
feature is enabled and positions are created for each account and account template. When unchecked, the feature is
disabled. By default, the feature is disabled.

Error Message when Removing All Positions from an Employee

Symptom:

When I try to remove all positions from an employee record, I see an error message stating that an employee must have
at least one position.

However, all positions are removed.

Solution:

When you try to remove all positions, the product works correctly and no error message should appear. This problem is
due to an error in the Siebel API.

Well-Known Attribute %ENDPOINT_DESCRIPTION%

This applies to the following connectors: Windows, Oracle RDBMS, Siebel, UNIX NIS, MS SQL Server, and OpenVMS.

These endpoint types do not define the endpoint description in the eTDescription attribute. This means that until recently,
you could not search on the endpoint description. In addition, the search screen did not display the endpoint description.

You can now use the new well-known attribute %ENDPOINT_DESCRIPTION% for the affected connectors.

The DefaultEndpointSearch role definition has been updated, to allow the Default Endpoint Search screen to use the new
well-known attribute. If you are upgrading from an older version of CA Identity Manager, import this modified screen after
upgrading. For more information, see the Environment Changes section in your Upgrade Guide.
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Siebel Endpoint Property Sheet

The Siebel Endpoint Property Sheet consists of ten property pages with seven being specific to the Siebel Connector. The
following property pages are Siebel specific:

• Siebel Server
Use the Siebel Server Endpoint property page to register a Siebel Server.
Note: Siebel employee or user records that are used as proxy accounts in the SBL endpoint object just have a blank
"New Responsibility" field.

• Mapping Table: User
Use the Mapping Table: User property page to configure custom mappings for user single-value fields. To edit the
custom attributes in the custom attributes list box, click the Edit Button to bring up the Attribute Mapping Dialog. You
can then add a new entry in a mapping table or edit an existing entry.
Note: When more than one item corresponding to the same CA Identity Manager attribute appears in a mapping table,
it is not considered an error. The last item found in the mapping table will be taken. This can happen when a client
other than Provisioning Manager is used.
Note: Only one user account type is supported per endpoint.

• Mapping Table: MVG
Use the Mapping Table: MVG property page to view and set mapping information for fields in user accounts and
responsibilities associated with multi-value groups. This property page contains three similar groups of controls for
the user’s positions, responsibilities, and organizations, and two groups of controls for responsibility’s views and
organizations.

• Mapping Table: Position
Use the Mapping Table: Position property page to configure custom mappings for Position's single-value fields.

• Mapping Table: Organization
Use the Mapping Table: Organization property page to configure custom mappings for Organization's single-value
fields.

• Mapping Table: Responsibility
Use the Mapping Table: Responsibility property page to configure custom mappings for Responsibility's single-value
fields.

• Mapping Table: Division
Use the Mapping Table: Division property page to configure custom mappings for Internal Division's single-value fields.

• Mapping Table: View
Use the Mapping Table: View property page to configure custom mappings for View's single-value fields

• Mapping Table: LOV
Use the Mapping Table: LOV property page to configure mappings for list of values' single-value fields.

 

Siebel User Property Sheet

The Siebel User Property Sheet consists of six property pages with four being specific to the Siebel Connector. The
following property pages are Siebel specific:

• Profile
Use the Profile property page when managing your users and configuring custom mappings for user single-value
fields. To edit the custom attributes in the custom attributes list box, click the Edit Button to bring up the Edit custom
attribute Dialog. Depending on the type of control specified in the mapping table for the attribute being edited, you will
see either combo box to select a value of the user attribute or an edit box to type in the value you want for the user
attribute.

• Positions
Use this property page to manage employee positions. You can view a list of all available and occupied positions. You
can select a position in the All Positions list box and move it to the Occupied Positions list box to un-assign a position.
You can also move a select position from the Occupied Positions list box into the All Positions list box to un-assign
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an employee position. To assign an employee's primary position, you can copy a selected position from the Occupied
Positions list to the Primary Positions text box by clicking the v (Down) button.
Note: Only the user account of "employee" type can be associated with positions. Employee must hold at least one
position.

• Responsibilities
Use this property page to manage user account's responsibilities. You can view a list of all available and assigned
responsibilities. You can select a responsibility in the All Responsibilities list box and move it to the Assigned
Responsibilities list box to un-assign a responsibility. You can also move a selected responsibility from the Assigned
Responsibilities list box into the All Responsibilities list box to un-assign an employee responsibility. To assign an
employee's primary responsibility, you can copy a selected responsibility from the Assigned Responsibilities list to the
Primary Responsibility text box by clicking the v (Down) button.

• Member of (Organizations)
Use this property page to manage employee's organizations. You can view a list of all available and assigned
organizations. You can select an organization in the All Organizations list box and move it to the Member of list
box to assign an organization. You can also move a selected organization from the Member of list box into the All
Organizations list box to un-assign an employee organization. To assign an employee's primary organization, you can
copy a selected organization from the Member of list to the Primary Organization text box by clicking the v (Down)
button.
Note: Associating a user account with an organization is not required as this is done implicitly by Siebel. Primary
organization cannot be removed from a user.

Siebel Responsibility Property Sheet

This Siebel Responsibility Property Sheet consists of four property pages with three being specific to Siebel.

• Responsibility
Use this property page to view the Siebel responsibility name and the custom attributes associated with the Siebel
responsibility.

• Member of (Organizations)
Use this property page to manage a responsibility's organizations. You can view a list of all available and assigned
organizations. You can select an organization in the All Organizations list box and move it to the Member of list
box to assign an organization. You can also move a selected organization from the Member of list box into the All
Organizations list box to un-assign a responsibility’s organization. To assign a responsibility's primary organization, you
can copy a selected organization from the Member of list to the Primary Organization text box by clicking the v (Down)
button.

• Views
Use this property page to manage responsibility's views. You can view a list of all available and assigned views. You
can select a view in the All Views list box and move it to the Assigned list box to assign an view. You can also move a
selected view from the Assigned list box into the All Views list box to un-assign a responsibility’s view.
There’s no primary view attribute for a responsibility object.

Siebel Position Property Sheet

The Siebel Position Property Sheet consists of four property pages with three being specific to Siebel.

• Position
Use this property page to view the Siebel position name and the custom attributes associated with the Siebel position.

• Parent Position
Use this property page to manage a position's parent position. You can view a list of all available positions. You can
select a position in the All Positions list box and move it to the Parent Position list box to assign a parent position. You
can also move a position from the Parent Position list box into the All Positions list box to un-assign a position’s parent
position.

• Division
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Use this property page to manage a position's division. You can view a list of all available divisions. You can select a
division in the All Divisions list box and move it to the Associated Division list box to assign a division

Siebel Organization Property Sheet

The Siebel Organization Property Sheet consists of two property pages with one, the Organization property page, being
specific to Siebel.

• Organization
Use this property page to view the Siebel organization name and the custom attributes associated with the Siebel
organization.

Siebel View Property Sheet

The Siebel View Property Sheet consists of two property pages with one, the View property page, being specific to Siebel.

• View
Use this property page to view the Siebel view name and the custom attributes associated with the Siebel view.

Siebel Internal Division Property Sheet

The Siebel Internal Division Property Sheet consists of three property pages with two being specific to Siebel.

• Internal Division
Use this property page to view the Siebel division name and the custom attributes associated with the Siebel division.

• Parent Division
Use this property page to manage a division's parent division. You can view a list of all available divisions. You can
select a division in the All Divisions list box and move it to the Parent Division list box to assign a parent division. You
can also move a division from the Parent Division list box into the All Divisions list box to un-assign a division’s parent
division.

Siebel LOV Property Sheet

The Siebel LOV Property Sheet consists of two property pages with one, the Properties property page, being specific to
Siebel.

• Properties
Use this property page to view the LOV code, type of value, and the display value.

RSA Connectors
RSA ACE SecurID Connector

Downloads:

•    Attribute List   

•    Connector (embedded in CSS)

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.
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RSA ACE SecurID Connector Introduction
The RSA ACE (SecurID) Connector lets you administer the users, groups of users, and tokens of RSA ACE/Server
machines and provides a single point for all user administration by letting you do the following:

• Retrieve the existing users from the RSA ACE/Server database
• Display, create, modify, or delete a user
• Assign or un-assign a token to a user
• Create remote users
• Add or remove users on an Agent Host
• Add or remove a user to a group
• Retrieve existing groups from the ACE/Server repository
• Create and delete groups
• Enable or disable a group on an Agent Host
• Retrieve a token's details
• Active operations on a token

RSA Installation
 

This connector is managed using the Connector and agent installation process. For more information and requirements,
click here.

This connector can also be managed using the Connector and C++ Server installation process as well.

The following sections detail the post installation and configuration requirements for this connector in the following topics:

RSA Post Installation Requirements

The following must be done after the connector installation:

• The user named SYSTEM must be added to the Primary RSA ACE/Server and registered as an Administrator.
• CAM CAFT service must be configured on the Primary RSA/ACE Server. For more information, see the following

section.
• The RSA Authentication Manager 5.x and higher Administration Toolkit must be installed on the Primary RSA ACE/

Server. For token management, the 6.1 Administration Toolkit is required.
• If you plan to install the RSA remote agent on Solaris 8 or 9, you may be required to tune certain kernel parameters if

the values are set lower than required. If this is necessary you are notified by an error message during the install. For
further details, refer to the readme_install.txt file, found in:
/<install path>/RemoteAgent/RSA/solaris/ecs-installation" 

RSA Limitations

For this release, the following limitations should be considered when using the RSA Connector:

• If the PIN change option is selected for an eTPassword change event propagation, only numeric values for the
password change event will be accepted regardless of the PIN options settings specified in the System Parameters of
the RSA ACE/Server Administration Tool. This limitation is due to handling of the PIN change by RSA Administration
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Toolkit function Sd_SetPin(). This restriction is also imposed by the type of the devices (like RSA SecurID PINPAD
Token) that are not allowed the use of alphanumeric PINs.

• Management for multiple tokens is not supported. The Agent component processes modify requests for token objects
one at a time.

• The assignment of the tokens to the accounts created for global users cannot be done using the RSA Account
Template. A token cannot be associated with more than one user at the same time. To do this, you must create the
accounts first and then assign tokens using the RSA Connector GUI or RSA native administration tools.

Install the RSA Remote Agent

To install the RSA Remote Agent, follow this procedure.

To install the RSA Remote Agent

1. Locate the Provisioning Component installation media.
2. Run the RSA installer from the following locations:
3. For Windows

RemoteAgent/RSA/setup.exe

4. For Solaris
RemoteAgent/RSA/setup

Answer the questions to provide information about your system.

How to Configure the CAM and CAFT Service

Install the RSA Remote Agent and configure the CAM and CAFT Service on any RSA ACE/Server machine that you want
to administer.

To configure the CAM and CAFT Service, perform the following procedure.

From the RSA ACE/Server machine

1. Log on as the domain or local administrator
2. Issue the following command from a command window:

cafthost -a RSA_node_name

– RSA_node_name
Specifies the name of the Connector Server.

NOTE
If the Connector Server is networked using DHCP or you do not use DNS for name resolution, the network
name will not be recognized. Under these conditions, use the TCP/IP address for the RSA ACE node name
or add an RSA ACE node entry in the local hosts file on your RSA ACE/Server machine.

3. Verify this command by issuing the following command:
cafthost -l 

RSA Support for FIPS and IPv6

For this release of CA Identity Manager, the RSA Connector does not support FIPs or IPv6.

Configuring the RSA Connector
This section details your connector's specific management features, such as how to acquire and explore your endpoint.
Also included are account, provisioning roles, account template, and group information specifically for your connector.
This section includes the following topics:
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Acquire an RSA ACE Server Using the User Console

You must acquire the RSA ACE server before you can administer it with CA Identity Manager.

To acquire an RSA ACE server using the User Console

1. Select Endpoints, Manage Endpoints,Create Endpoint
2. Select RSA from the drop-down list box on Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type, and click Ok

Use the Create RSA Endpoint page to register an RSA ACE server. During the registration process, CA Identity
Manager identifies the RSA ACE server you want to administer and gathers information about it.

3. After entering the required information, click Submit.
You are now ready to explore and Correlate the endpoint.

4. Click Endpoints, Explore and Correlate Definitions, Create Explore and Correlate Definition to explore the objects that
exist on the endpoint.
The Exploration process finds all RSA accounts and groups. You can correlate the accounts with global users at this
time or you can correlate them later.

5. Click OK to start a new definition.
6. Complete the Explore and Correlate Tab as follows:

a. Fill in Explore and Correlate name with any meaningful name.
Click Select Container/Endpoint/Explore Method to click an RSA endpoint to explore.

b. Click the Explore/Correlate Actions to perform:
• Explore directory for managed objects -- Finds objects that are stored on the endpoint and not in the

provisioning directory.
• Correlate accounts to users -- Correlates the objects that were found in the explore function with users in the

provisioning directory. If the user is found, the object is correlated with the user. However, you can instead select
that you want to assign the account to the existing user (the default user) or create the user.

• Update user fields -- If a mapping exists between the object fields and the user fields, the user fields are
updated with data from the objects fields.

7. Complete the Recurrence tab if you want to schedule when the task to executes.
a. Click Schedule.
b. Complete the fields to determine when this task should execute.

You may prefer to schedule the task to execute overnight to interfere less with routine access of the system.

NOTE
This operation requires the client browser to be in the same time zone as the server. For example, if the
client time is 10:00 PM on Tuesday when the server time is 7:00 AM, the Explore and Correlate definition will
not work.

8. Click Submit.

To use an explore and correlate definition

1. In a CA Identity Manager environment, click Endpoints, Execute Explore and Correlate.
2. Click an explore and correlate definition to execute.
3. Click Submit.

The user accounts that exist on the endpoint are created or updated in CA Identity Manager based on the explore and
correlate definition you created.

Acquire an RSA ACE Server Using the Provisioning Manager

You must acquire the RSA ACE/Server machine before you can administer it with CA Identity Manager. When acquiring
an RSA ACE/Server machine, perform the following steps.

From the Endpoint type task view

1. Register the machine as an endpoint in CA Identity Manager.
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Use the RSA ACE (SecurID) Endpoint property sheet to register an RSA ACE/Server machine. During the registration
process, CA Identity Manager identifies the RSA ACE/Server machine you want to administer and gathers information
about it.

2. Explore the objects that exist in the endpoint.
After registering the machine in CA Identity Manager, you can explore its contents. Use the Explore and Correlate
Endpoint dialog. The Exploration process finds all RSA ACE (SecurID) objects. You can correlate the accounts with
global users at this time or you can correlate them later.

3. Correlate the explored accounts to global users
When you correlate accounts, CA Identity Manager creates or links the accounts on an endpoint with global users, as
follows:
a. CA Identity Manager attempts to match the username with each existing global user name. If a match is found,

CA Identity Manager associates the RSA ACE (SecurID) account with the global user. If a match is not found, CA
Identity Manager performs the next step.

b. CA Identity Manager attempts to match the account name with each existing global user's full name. If a match
is found, CA Identity Manager associates the RSA ACE (SecurID) account with the global user. If a match is not
found, CA Identity Manager performs the following step.

c. If the Create Global Users as Needed button is checked, CA Identity Manager creates a new global user and
associates the RSA ACE (SecurID) account with the global user. If the Create Global Users as Needed button is
unchecked, then CA Identity Manager performs the next step.

d. CA Identity Manager associates the RSA ACE (SecurID) account with the [default user] object.

RSA Endpoint Property Sheet

The RSA Endpoint Property sheet lets you register or view the properties of an RSA ACE server. From the RSA Endpoint
Tab you can specify the endpoint name, host name, account template information, and the password change propagate
mode.

Password Change Propagate Mode

The password change propagate mode on the Endpoint Tab of the Endpoint Property Sheet, specifies the way that the
Password and PIN changes are handled during a change event. The following scenarios are possible:

1. If neither the Password Change nor PIN Change check boxes are checked, the password change will not occur.
2. If the Password Change check box is selected, but the PIN Change check box is not selected, only the user password

will be changed to the value provided in the eTPassword attribute. No modifications will be applied to the assigned
tokens.

3. If the Password Change check box is not selected, but the PIN Change check box is selected, only the value of the
PIN for the assigned tokens will be changed to the value provided in the eTPassword attribute.

4. If both the Password Change check box and PIN Change check box are selected, both the user password and
assigned tokens PINs will be changed to the value provided in the eTPassword attribute.

NOTE
For 4, if the user does not have any tokens assigned to them, the request to modify the eTPassword attribute
is treated as a request to assign the password to the user using the value provided in the eTPassword
attribute. For 3 and 4, if the user has more than one token assigned, the PIN reset applies to ALL of the
tokens that are in possession of the user. The PIN associated with each assigned token is changed to the
value provided in the eTPassword attribute.

RSA Account Templates

The RSA DefaultPolicy, provided with the RSA ACE (SecurID) connector, gives a user the minimum security level needed
to access an endpoint. You can use it as a model to create new account templates.

Note: You can create RSA account templates that are associated with multiple endpoints. These account templates can
only be used to grant privileges to existing accounts.
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RSA Groups

You can create and maintain RSA ACE (SecurID) groups using the Endpoint type task view. Use the RSA Group property
sheet when managing your groups.

Token Management
The Token management features of the RSA Connector let users view and manage RSA Tokens and simulate suspending
RSA accounts through a global user or Token properties. This section contains the following topics on token management:

RSA Tokens Property Sheet

The RSA Tokens property sheet lets you view a token's details and initiate operations on the token. The following property
pages apply to RSA tokens:

• Token Profile
• Token Operations

Tokens Profile Tab

The Tokens Profile tab is a read-only page that displays the following details of a token:

• Serial Number
• Token Type
• Assigned...to..
• Enabled
• Lost
• New PIN Mode
• Expired
• Replacement Status

Token Operations Tab

The Token Operations tab is used to initiate operations on a token.

NOTE
Operations are initiated on a single token at a time.

Using this tab, you can initiate the following operations:

• Enable Token
Enables the token.

• Disable Token
Disables the token

• Set New PIN Mode
When the Set New PIN operation is selected, you can check the Clear PIN check box to clear the token immediately. A
new PIN is assigned the next time you log in with your token code only.
If the Clear PIN check box is not checked, the PIN is cleared the next time you log in with your current PIN and token
code.

• Set Emergency Mode Off
Sets the emergency mode to off.

• Set Emergency Mode On
When the set emergency mode operation is selected, you can specify the temporary password to be used, how long
the emergency access mode is to last, and that the token is not automatically declared lost during the emergency
access mode.

• Set Replacement Mode
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When the replacement mode operation is selected, you can search for a replacement token from all the available
tokens or narrow the search by specifying specific attributes to search.

Enable a Token

Perform this procedure to run the enable token operation.

From the Token Operations Tab

1. Select Enable Token from the Operation field drop-down list.
2. Click Apply/OK to enable the token.

The enable token operation is performed.

Disable a Token

Perform this procedure to run the disable token operation.

From the Token Operations Tab

1. Select Disable Token from the Operation field drop-down list.
2. Click Apply/OK to disable the token.

The disable token operation is performed.

Set Emergency Mode Off

Perform this procedure to run the set emergency mode off operation.

From the Token Operations Tab

1. Select Set Emergency Mode Off from the Operation field drop-down list.
2. Click Apply/OK to turn emergency mode off.

The set Emergency Mode Off operation is performed.

Set New PIN Mode

Perform the following procedure to run the set new PIN mode operation.

From the Token Operation Tab

1. Select Set New PIN Mode from the Operations field drop-down list.
The Set New PIN Mode controls are activated.

2. Check the Clear PIN check box if the PIN for the token is to be cleared immediately.
A new PIN must be assigned the next time you log in with your token code. Your current PIN will not work.
If the Clear PIN check box is not checked, the PIN is cleared when you log in again with you current PIN and token
code.

3. Click Apply/OK to put the token into new PIN mode.
The Set New PIN Mode operation is performed.

Set Emergency Mode On

Perform the following procedure to run the set emergency mode on operation.

From the Token Operation Tab

1. Select Emergency Mode On from the Operations field drop-down list.
The Set Emergency Mode On controls are activated.

2. Enter the temporary password in the Temporary Password field to be used during the emergency operation.
3. Enter the length in the Life time field, in hours, that the emergency mode will be in effect.
4. Check the Auto not lost check box if the token should not be declared lost during emergency mode. If the check box is

not selected, the token will be declared lost during the emergency operation.
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NOTE
Auto not lost is only available for RSA 6.1 or higher.

5. Click Apply/OK to turn Emergency Mode on.
The Set Emergency Mode On operation is performed.

Set Replacement Mode

Perform the following procedure to run the set replacement mode operation.

From the Token Operation Tab

1. Select Set Replacement Mode from the Operations field drop-down list.
The Set Replacement Mode Operations controls are activated.

2. Check the Keep Current Pin check box if the replacement token should be given the same PIN as the token being
replaced. Leave this check box unchecked if the replacement token should start in new PIN mode.

3. Search for the available tokens by clicking the Search button to list all of the available tokens or specify the seed size,
token type, and serial number to narrow the token search.
The available tokens appear in the Available Tokens List Box.

4. Select a token from the Available Tokens list box and click the Add (>) button to add the token to the replacement
serial number field.

5. Click Apply/OK to perform the selected replacement.
The Set Replacement Mode operation is performed.

Suspending and Resuming RSA Accounts

The RSA Connector can simulate account suspension by removing all tokens from an account. This approach restricts a
user’s ability to access the system. Resumption of an account is implemented by re-assigning tokens to an account. Two
following two attributes are included in the connectors account class:

• eTSuspensionState
• eTPreSuspensionState

If these two attributes are defined, the following requests on an RSA account are affected:

• Account Search
• Account Modify
• Account Suspend
• Account Resume

If the eTSuspensionState attribute is explicitly mentioned in a search request the agent plug-in retrieves a list of tokens
assigned to an account, generates a corresponding XML document and returns it as an eTSuspensionState value.

Account Modify

If the eTSuspensionState attribute is included in a modifications list, an account is considered to be already suspended. If
a list of modifications in a request contains any updates of the eTRSATokenNumber multi-value attribute, that request is
rejected with an LDAP_OPERATIONS_ERROR code and proper message being sent.

Account Suspend

If the eTSuspended attribute is set to “1”, the agent plug-in removes all eTRSATokenNumber values from an account. The
account is then suspended.

Account Resume

To resume an account, a modify operation with eTSuspended set to 0 must be run. If the eTSuspensionState attribute is
present in the modifications list, the attribute must be used to restore the eTRSATokenNumber values of an account.
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RSA SecurID Connector

Downloads:

• Attribute List

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Introduction to the RSA SecurID Connector
This section includes the following topics:

The RSA SecurID Connector provides a single point for all user administration and lets you administer the following
objects on RSA SecurID endpoints:

• Accounts (Local and trusted)
• Administrative roles
• RADIUS profiles
• Tokens
• Security domains
• Trusted groups
• User groups

In addition you can view read-only information about the following objects on RSA SecurID endpoints:

• Authentication agents
• Authentication grade policies
• Identity sources
• Lockout policies
• Off-line authentication policies
• Password policies
• Self-service troubleshooting policies
• Token policies
• Trusted realms

NOTE

 The RSA SecurID connector supports:

• RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 SP3, SP4 or higher when using the 7.1 SP3 or SP4 SDK
• RSA Authentication Manager 8.0 or higher when using the 8.x or higher SDK

Set Up the RSA SecurID Connector

For the RSA SecurID Connector to work it requires files that are installed with the RSA Authentication Manager server.

Before you use the connector create a bundle that contains these files and then add the bundle to the connector.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Install or upgrade CA IAM CS.
The installation registers CA IAM CS with the provisioning server, creates the RSA SecurID endpoint, and populates it
with its associated metadata.
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2. Ask the SecurID administrator to send you a copy of the following files from the RSA Authentication Manager server,
in RSA_AM_HOME/appserver/:
– license.bea
– .../modules/com.bea.core.process_5.3.0.0.jar
– .../weblogic/server/lib/EccpressoAsn1.jar
– .../weblogic/server/lib/EccpressoCore.jar
– .../weblogic/server/lib/EccpressoJcae.jar
– ...weblogic/server/lib/wlcipher.jar
– .../weblogic/server/lib/wlfullclient.jar
The SecurID administrator needs to generate the wlfullclient.jar file. For more information, see the RSA Authentication
Manager 7.1 Developer's Guide.

NOTE

These files are not required if you are using RSA SecurID Connector 8.x
3. Ask the SecurID administrator to log in to https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com, and download and extract the contents of

the RSA Authentication Manager SDK file.
For 7.1 SDK, you need the following files from am-7.1-sp3-sdk.zip:
– am-client.jar
– ims-client.jar
– commons-beanutils-1.7.0.jar
– iScreen-1-1-0rsa-2.jar
– iScreen-ognl-1-1-0rsa-2.jar
– ognl-2.6.7.jar
– systemfields-o.jar
– hibernate-annotations-3.2.1.jar
For 8.0 SDK, you need the following files from RSA_Authentication_Manager_8_SDK.zip:
– am-client.jar
– commons-beanutils.jar
– commons-discovery.jar
– commons-lang.jar
– commons-logging.jar
– iScreen.jar
– iScreen-ognl.jar
– ognl.jar

4. Export the Server Root Certificate from the RSA Authentication Manager server and copy it to the CA IAM CS
computer.
Note: For more information about exporting the Root Certificate, see the relevant version of the RSA Authentication
Manager Developer's Guide. The post-installation utility that you run later in this process automatically imports the
Server Root Certificate.

5. Save the files on the CA IAM CS computer.
6. Run the rsa7_post_install script in the following location:

cs-home/bin
The script asks for the location of the SecurID files. It then creates a bundle and saves it in the same file as the script.

NOTE

Run the same file even if you are using RSA Authentication Manager 8.x
7. Perform the following on CA IAM CS

a.  Log in to CA IAM CS.
b. At the top, click the Connector Servers tab.
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c. In the Connector Server Management area, click the Bundles tab.
d. Add the new bundle:

NOTE
You can deploy the OSGI bundle from the connector server GUI or copy the jar files to ca-home/jcs/data/
bundles/restore. Then restart the connector server and wait up to ten minutes for it to load.

e. Find the main connector bundle in the Bundles list, then right-click its name in the list and select Refresh Imports
from the popup menu.

The RSA SecurID connector can now use the fragment bundle you created to access RSA Authentication Manager
endpoints.

Acquire an RSA SecurID Endpoint

To acquire and manage the RSA SecurID endpoint you must get the command client user name and password from the
RSA Authentication Manager.

NOTE
 For more information about getting the command client user name and password, see the relevant version of
the RSA Authentication Manager Developer's Guide, available in the RSA Authentication Manager SDK.

The command client credentials let you acquire and manage an RSA SecurID endpoint.

Upgrade the RSA SecurID Connector

The RSA SecurID connector supports RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 SP3 and higher. The following topic describes
how you upgrade to RSA Authentication Manager 8.0 from the 7.1 version.

Upgrade from RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 to RSA Authentication Manager 8.0

To manage RSA Authentication Manager 8.0 and RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 SP3 and later endpoints use the
SDK from RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 SP3 (or later 7.1 service packs). RSA Authentication Manager 8.0 SDK has
enhanced features such as extended paging support and improved performance. We recommend upgrading the OSGi
bundle with RSA Authentication Manager 8.0 SDK after all RSA Authentication Manager installations are upgraded to
version 8.0.

NOTE
The SDK from RSA Authentication Manager 8.0 can be used to manage only the RSA Authentication Manager
8.0 installations. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Prepare a new OSGi bundle using the RSA Authentication Manager 8.0 SDK. The generated bundle name must be
rsa8ConnectorLibsOsgi.jar. 

2. Remove the old bundle:
a. Log in to CA IAM CS and navigate to the Bundles tab.
b. Find the JCS :: Connector :: RSA7 Libs (com.ca.jcs.rsa7.libs) bundle in the bundles list.
c. Select the bundle and from the drop-down menu, select Delete.

3. Add a new OSGi bundle. For more information on adding and deploying a new OSGi bundle, see the Set Up the RSA
SecurID Connector section.
You have upgraded your RSA SecurID connector SDK files and they are now compatible with RSA Authentication
Manager 7.1 SP3 and 8.0.

Upgrade RSA SecurID Connector After CA Identity Manager Upgrade

The following sections describe how you upgrade the RSA SecurID Connector after upgrading from a previous version of
CA Identity Manager.
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Upgrade from CA Identity Manager 12.5 SP2 or Earlier, 12.5 SP3 or Later 12.5 Versions

The RSA connector from CA Identity Manager 12.5 SP2 and earlier versions supports only RSA Authentication Manager
7.1, 7.1 SP1 and 7.1 SP2. The RSA SecurID connector supports RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 SP3 or later. 

 Follow these steps: 

1.  (For CA Identity Manager 12.5 SP2 or earlier) Upgrade to RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 SP3 or higher.
2. After you upgrade your RSA Authentication Manager installations, create and deploy the OSGi bundle. For more

information on how to deploy the new bundle, see Set Up the RSA SecurID Connector.
3. Set the desired password propagation mode for each acquired RSA endpoint. By default, the connector uses

Password Change mode so that there are no changes in the connector behavior after the upgrade.

  You have upgraded the RSA SecurID connector and it is now compatible with RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 SP3 and
8.0.

Upgrade from CA Identity Manager 12.6 or Later Versions

You can upgrade the RSA SecurID connector after upgrading CA Identity Manager from the 12.6 or later versions. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Renew the existing OSGi bundle:
a. Create a backup of the existing OSGi bundle (rsa7ConnectorLibsOsgi.jar).
b.  (For Windows and UNIX) Run the following script in the CS_HOME/bin folder:

rsa7_renew_bundle

c. Follow the instructions in the prompts.
2. Deploy the new OSGi bundle. For more information on how to deploy the new bundle, see Set Up the RSA SecurID

Connector.
3. Set the desired password propagation mode for each acquired RSA endpoint. By default, the connector uses the

Password Change mode so that there are no changes in the connector behavior after the upgrade.
You have upgraded the RSA SecurID connector and it is now compatible with RSA Authentication Manager 7.1 SP3
and 8.0.

Acquire and Manage RSA Endpoints
This section includes the following topics:

Acquire, Explore, and Correlate

Before you can administer an RSA endpoint with the Provisioning Manager, acquire the endpoint. When acquiring an RSA
endpoint, perform the following steps from the Endpoint task view:

1. Acquire the RSA server as an endpoint in the Provisioning Manager.
2. Explore the objects that exist in the endpoint.

After registering the computer in the Provisioning Manager, you can explore its contents. The exploration process finds
all RSA objects. You can correlate the accounts with global users at this time, or you can wait to correlate them.

3. Correlate the explored accounts to global users. You can:
– Use existing global users. Use existing global users when there are already global users in the Provisioning

Manager and you want to connect the existing global users to the RSA accounts
– Create global users as needed. Create global users when there are no global users and you want to populate the

Provisioning Manager from the RSA accounts.
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When you correlate accounts, the Provisioning Manager creates or links the accounts on an endpoint with global
users, as follows:

– The Provisioning Manager attempts to match the RSA account name with each existing global user name. If a
match is found, the Provisioning Manager associates the RSA account with the global user. If a match is not found,
the Provisioning Manager performs the next step.

– The Provisioning Manager attempts to match the RSA account with each existing global user's full name. If a match
is found, the Provisioning Manager associates the RSA account with the global user. If a match is not found, the
Provisioning Manager performs the next step.

– The Provisioning Manager associates the RSA account with the [default user] object or a new global user is created
depending on your choice.

Acquire an RSA SecurID Endpoint

Acquire and register an RSA SecurID endpoint before you can administer it with the Provisioning Manager.

To acquire an RSA SecurID endpoint

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button.
2. In the Object Type list, select RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint], then click New.

The RSA SecurID namespace dialog appears.
3. On the endpoint tab, specify the Username and Password of a privileged RSA local user, and the command

credentials for the RSA endpoint.

NOTE
Command client credentials are generated on an RSA server and work only with that RSA installation. You
require different command credentials for each RSA installation. However, although different realms defined
on one RSA server correspond to different CA Identity Manager endpoints, you can use the same command
credentials to acquire them.

4. Complete the remaining fields on the Endpoint tab, then click OK.
5. Complete the fields on the Endpoint Settings tab.

The various settings that apply to controlling endpoints, such as password propagation and synchronization are
specified.

6. Complete the fields on the General 1 tab.
You have defined the time zone associated with group access times.

7. Complete the fields on the Program Exits Reference tab.
Program exits are viewed added edited or removed as specified.

8. Complete the fields on the Attribute Mapping tab.
The default attribute mapping defined in the schema file for the endpoint type are specified.

9. Complete the fields on the Logging tab.
The logging settings for the new endpoint are specified.

10. Click OK.
You have specified the administrative and connection details of an RSA SecurID endpoint.

Connector Specific Features
This section details the following management features for your connector:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

NOTE
For a general overview of the Provisioning Manager and its main features, see Managing the Connectors. For
more detailed information about the Provisioning Manager, see the Provisioning Guide.
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RSA 6.x Connector Data Migration

You can use the RSA SecurID 7.1 migration utility, RSA7Migrate, to migrate existing RSA 6.1 account templates to
the new RSA 7.1 connector data. The migration utility creates new RSA 7.1 account templates; RSA 6 templates are
preserved during the migration process.

The migration utility does not migrate RSA 6.1 endpoint data because such migration requires retrieval of all accounts
from an RSA 6.1 endpoint. Instead, reexplore the RSA 7.1 endpoint that contains the RSA 6.1 migrated data. Or, to be
precise, perform subtree exploration only on an RSA 7.1 security domain where you migrated the RSA 6.1 data.

RSA only supports data migration from RSA Authentication Manager 6.1. As a result, the RSA7Migrate utility only
supports the migration of RSA 6.1 endpoint data. The utility cannot differentiate between acquired RSA 5.x, 6.0 and 6.1
endpoints.

WARNING
Verify that all relevant RSA data has been successfully migrated before running the RSA7Migrate utility,

RSA7Migrate Command

Valid on Windows and Solaris

Use the RSA7Migrate command to migrate existing RSA 6.1 account templates to the new RSA 7.1 connector data, or
migrates tokens from RSA 6.1 endpoints to RSA 7.1 endpoints.

This command has the following format:

(Windows and UNIX) RSA7Migrate [-tokens]

• -tokens
(Optional) Migrates tokens from RSA 6.1 endpoints to RSA 7.1 endpoints and populates the CA Identity Manager
Provisioning Directory with RSA 7.1 tokens.

RSA7Migrate Processing Modes

When you run the RSA7Migrate utility to migrate account templates, you are prompted to run the utility in one of the
following modes:

• Mode 0 - Do nothing, that is report only
We recommend that you first run the utility in this mode, to identify any errors.

• Mode 1 - Create a template only if there are no errors
If no errors are found after running the utility in mode 0, run the utility in mode 1.

• Mode 2 - Create a template even if errors found, but do not associate it with a namespace.
• Mode 3 - Create a template and associate it with a namespace even if errors found.

Use this mode to identify and solve problems after you run the migration utility.
• Mode 4 (interactive mode) - Modify a template to make it compatible with a namespace. In interactive mode, you are

prompted to specify an existing trusted realm.
Use this mode to resolve problems with templates. For example, if the utility does not find RSA objects automatically,
use this mode to specify the names and locations of the missing RSA7.1 endpoint objects.

Migration Utility Prerequisites

Before you run the RSA7Migrate utility, do the following:

• Perform a migration of the RSA 6.1 endpoint data to RSA 7.1 endpoint data
• Acquire and explore RSA 7 namespaces that contains the migrated RSA data

You are required to supply the following information during the migration process:
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• CA Identity Manager Provisioning Server connection details:
• Host name

– Port
– TLS status
– TLS port (if TLS status is enable)
– User name
– Password

• RSA 6 namespace name
• RSA 7 namespace name, that corresponds to the above RSA 6 namespace
• Security domain where the migrated RSA 6.1 data is located. This domain is always specified during the data

migration process on the RSA side.
• Suffix you want to add to the RSA 6 template name to create the RSA 7 template name.

What the Migration Utility Does

The migration utility does the following:

• Searches for all RSA 6 account templates which are associated with the specified RSA 6 namespace. You are asked
to specify a search pattern. If the search operation does not return anything, the migration utility prompts you to specify
a new search pattern.

• For each account template returned by search operation, the migration utility does the following:
– Returns all template attributes
– Verifies that the RSA7 template with the name you specified exists

• If the name exists, the utility prompts you for a different name
• If you use an existing RSA7 template, the utility skips template generation and proceeds to verification and

association with the specified RSA7 namespace.
• Generates a new RSA 7 template

If a template is a local template (that is, the realm name is not specified in the RSA 6 template) the utility represents
each group listed in the RSA 6 template as a local group in the RSA 7 template. For example, the group Rsa6_group is
represented as the following in the RSA 7 template:
eTDYNGroupName= rsa6_group,eTDYNContainerName=Security_Domain,…
For example, the group Rsa6_group@site is represented as the following in the RSA 7 template:
eTDYNGroupName= rsa6_group,eTDYNContainerName=site, eTDYNContainerName=Security_Domain,…
Each agent host listed in RSA 6 template is represented in the RSA 7 template as a local group. For example, the
agent host Agent_host.ca.com is represented in the RSA 7 template as:
eTDYNGroupName= Agent_host,eTDYNContainerName=Security_Domain,…
If a template is a remote template, that is, the realm name is present in the RSA 6 template, trusted group DNs are
generated instead of local ones as previously shown, and the account name is represented as account % realm.

• Verifies that specified security domain exists in the RSA 7 namespace.
If a domain cannot be found in interactive mode, the utility prompts you to provide a proper name.

• Verifies that the specified realm exists in the RSA 7 namespace, if a template is a remote template.
In interactive mode, you are prompted to choose an existing trusted realm.

• Verifies that all RSA 7 groups (that is, groups corresponding to RSA 6 groups, and groups corresponding to RSA 6
agent hosts) exist in the RSA 7 namespace.
If a group cannot be found in interactive mode, you are prompted to specify a proper group name. Use the following
format for DNs composite names:
Realm/SD_Level_1/SD_Level_2/…

• Creates an RSA7 template and associates it with the RSA 7 namespace.
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Account Template Migration Limitations

Account template migration limits are mostly related to RSA6 templates associated with more than one namespace.
Observe the following limitations during account template migration.

All namespaces associated with the same template must:

• Have the same security domain DN
• Contain the same Group DN(s) for all the groups associated with a template
• Have the same Identity Source DN for accounts to be stored
• Expose the same realm in case of remote templates

If any of the objects described previously have different names (or DNs) in different namespaces, such namespaces must
have a separate set of templates. If necessary, run the migration utility several times to create the templates correctly.

Migrate RSA 6.1 Account Templates to RSA 7.1 Connector Data

To migrate RSA 6.1 account templates to the RSA 7.1 connector data, run the RSA7Migrate utility.

To migrate RSA 6.1 account templates to the RSA 7.1 connector data

1. Verify that the Provisioning Server is running.

NOTE
The Provisioning server must be running when you migrate templates.

2. Open a command prompt window and navigate to the \bin directory where you installed the Connector Server.
3. Enter the following command:

RSA7Migrate

The RSA7Migrate utility starts and prompts you for the Provisioning Server connection details.
4. Enter the information requested.

The RSA7Migrate utility creates an RSA7 template and associates it with the RSA 7.1 namespace.

Local and Remote User Support

The RSA SecurID Connector supports both remote users and local users, through the one account object class. Remote
users are users that exist in other realms but to whom you want to grant certain rights within the current realm. Local
users and remote users (also known as trusted users) can have the same login names within one security domain.

The different account types are distinguished by appending a suffix to the associated RSA user ID and using the percent
sign as delimiter. For example, " % ".

NOTE
There is a space before and after the delimiter.

Remote users have special LDAP names with the following format:

Remote_username< delimiter >Realm_name

An example of a remote user name is UserName01% CA

Using a delimiter to distinguish local and remote users has implications on global user correlation and the use of account
templates. During correlation, the delimiter becomes part of the global user name. However global users with the delimiter
as part of their name cannot be used to create endpoint users using account templates as the delimiter is treated as a
special character.

To allow for some alternatives for correlation, you can use the following hidden attributes:

• LoginID
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The Login Id attribute is always set to the login name of the user regardless of whether the user is a remote or local
user. That is, it does not contain the delimiter and realm suffix for remote users.
Correlating against this attribute means that all global users created can be used with account templates but any users
with the same login name as the same user are also correlated. For example, the local user janesmith is correlated to
the same global user as janesmith % sales and janesmith % dev1.

• LocalUserLoginID
This attribute is set to the login name of the user only for local users, but is not set for remote users.
Correlating against this attribute creates global users for all local RSA users while correlating all remote RSA users to
the default user.

Windows Password Integration

If Windows password integration enabled in RSA, the RSA server caches the Windows password of each user in the
security domain. When a user logs in, they are only required to enter their RSA passcode.

When you select the Clear cached copy of Windows credentials check box on the General 1 Tab (User Account Dialog)
or General 1 Tab (Account Template Dialog), the connector removes the user's Windows credentials from the cache. The
next time the user logs in, the user is prompted for their Windows password in addition to their RSA passcode.

The check box does not show the status of the cache, or whether the check box has been set on a prior transaction.

Password Propagation Support

When CA Identity Manager creates or modifies an RSA account (including modifications resulting from CA Identity
Manager user synchronization), a password (eTPassword) is created. Generally, the password matches the password set
in the native RSA account. When user password is changed in CA Identity Manager, it can be propagated to the user’s
RSA accounts. The RSA SecurID connector supports the following password propagation modes for each RSA endpoint:

• None

If you change the password in CA Identity Manager, it does not change the RSA user password or token PIN. As a
password is not set for the RSA user, you must configure the corresponding identity sources on an RSA endpoint for
optional user password.

• Password Change

The password from CA Identity Manager is set as the RSA user password. This is the same behavior as in RSA SecurID
connector in CA Identity Manager 12.6 SP4 or earlier.

• PIN Change

The password from CA Identity Manager is set as a PIN on each token associated with corresponding RSA user. As
password is not set for RSA user, you must configure the corresponding identity sources on an RSA endpoint for optional
user password.

• Both

Both password change and PIN change apply. RSA policies must allow user password to have the same restrictions as a
token PIN.

Date and Time Considerations

All dates and times that the RSA SecurID Connector receives should be in UTC. All dates and time values that specify
time zone information other that +00:00, -00:00 or Z, are invalid and any date or time values received without time zone
information are treated as UTC.
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In Account screens, values are in Provisioning Manager local time. The Provisioning Manager converts these values to
UTC then passes them to endpoint. The endpoint then converts the values to the time zone it is in. For example, if the
Provisioning Manager is in Perth (UTC + 8) and the endpoint is in Melbourne (UTC + 10), to set an endpoint-based time of
Sept 1, 2009 10 am, set the value in the Provisioning Manager to September 1, 2009 8 am. (Provisioning Manager local
time).

In Account template screens, although you can enter any value, the valid values are:

• %XD%
Specifies the date and time of account creation. The Provisioning Manager sets this value to the date and time of
account creation converted to UTC, in the format yyyy-mm-ddTHH:MM:SSZ. The endpoint converts the value to the
time zone it is in.

• Specific date
Use the same format as the rule string %XD%, with or without the Z. This string is passed as is (no conversion) to the
Provisioning Server, and eventually to the endpoint. The endpoint then converts this value to its local time. Therefore,
enter the value to whatever endpoint time you want the endpoint time it to be, converted to UTC, that is, use the
equivalent UTC. As in the previous example of the endpoint in Melbourne and the Provisioning Manager in Perth, if
you want to set the value to be September 1, 2009 10am Melbourne time, enter 2009-09-01T00:00:00.

• Daylight savings time
As in the previous example of the endpoint in Melbourne and the Provisioning Manager in Perth, if you want to set the
value to Dec 25, 2009 10am Melbourne time, the set the value in the Provisioning Manager to 2009-12-24T23:00:00.

• %UCUnn%
This value works the same way as with the specific date case. That is, enter the UTC equivalent value.

Group Access Times

The RSA endpoint stores group access times as UTC but displays them using the RSA Server local time. To make it
easier for group administrators to set the access times relevant to other time zones, the RSA Security Console provides
the ability to select a time zone and displays the group access times relevant to the select time zone. However, the
selected time zone is not stored. Each time the page is displayed the time zone control defaults to the RSA server local
time.

Due to limitations in the RSA API, the RSA SecurID Connector cannot return the RSA server local time. To resolve this
limitation, a time zone attribute has been added to the RSA endpoint dialog, General 1 tab. You can use this attribute
to specify the time zone to use for group access times. This attribute defaults to UTC. All times displayed or entered for
group access are assumed to be for this time zone.

This solution is also applicable to time zones specified for trusted user groups.

Multi-value Assignment Dialogs

The multi-value assignment dialogs let you search for a specific object in a selected system domain, then assign those
values to a specific object. For example, you can search all administrative roles in a specific system domain, then assign
the administrative roles to a user account.

The multi-assignment dialog contains the following fields:

Available List Search

Displays the containers in the namespace you can search.

Class

Specifies the object class you want to search.

Classes that use the attribute displayed in the Attribute list are displayed in the list.
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Attribute

Specifies the attribute you want to search for.

Value

Specifies the value you want to restrict the search to.

Default: Wildcard character (*). The wildcard causes the search to return all entries.

 

NOTE
 If you perform an advanced search for an attribute, this field is not available.

Search one level only

Restricts the search to only the level selected in the Available List Search.

Advanced

Displays the Advanced Search Attributes dialog. Use this dialog to set more advanced search criteria.

 
Note: Specifying advanced search criteria is useful if you want to narrow the list of objects in the class.

Assign Multivalues to an Object

To assign multiple values to an RSA object, search for the object you want to assign then select the values you want
assign to the RSA object.

To assign multivalues to an object

1. On the multivalue assignment dialog, select a class from the class list.
Selecting a class list specifies the object class you want to search. Classes that use the attribute displayed in the
Attribute list appear in the list.

2. In the Attribute list, select an attribute.
Selecting an attribute specifies the attribute you want to search for.

3. Type a value in the Value field.
The value that you want to restrict the search is specified.
Default: The default is the wildcard character (*). The wildcard causes the search to return all entries 

NOTE
If you perform an advanced search for an attribute, this field is not available.

4. Select the Search one level only check box.
Selecting the check box restricts the search to only the level selected in the Available List Search tree.

5. Click Advanced.
The Advanced Search Attributes dialog appears.

6. If necessary, specify more advanced search criteria.

NOTE
Specifying advanced search criteria is useful if you want to narrow the list of objects in the class.

7. Click Search.
The objects you can assign appear in the Available list.

8. Select the objects you want to assign, then move the objects to the Assigned list, then click OK.
You have assigned the objects to the RSA object you are working with.
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Manage Accounts

The RSA SecurID connector supports the following account management operations:

• Creating, modifying, renaming, moving and deleting accounts
• Creating, modifying and deleting account templates
• Creating, renaming, moving, modifying, and deleting trusted users
• Adding and removing local and trusted users to and from groups

Add Accounts

To create an account for a user on the RSA endpoint, create a user and specify the details of their account.

To add accounts

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] in the Object Type drop-
down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to add accounts, then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select the System Domain container in the Container tree.
5. Select User Account in the Object Type list and click New.

The User Account dialog appears General 1 tab appears.
6. On the General 1 tab, specify the basic details of the user account you want to add.
7. On the General 2 tab, specify the authentication details of the user account.
8. On the General 3 tab, specify that you want to assign the next available token and clear the incorrect passcode

counter.
9. On the Identity Source tab, select the Identity Source where you want to add the user.
10. On the RADIUS profile tab, assign a RADIUS profile to the user.
11. On the Administrative Roles tab, assign an administrative role to the user.
12. On the SecurID Tokens tab, assign a token to the user.
13. On the Member of tab, add the user to a group.
14. Click Ok.

The user account is created on the RSA endpoint.

Update Accounts

To modify the details of a user account update the user account on the RSA endpoint.

To update accounts

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] in the Object Type drop-
down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to update accounts and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select User Account in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The accounts for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click an account in the list view and then click Properties.
7. Modify the properties on the User Account dialog and then click Apply.
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The details of the user account are modified.

Delete Accounts

If you want to remove an account from an endpoint you can delete the account.

To delete accounts

1. Click the Endpoints task button and select SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] in the Object Type drop-down list.
2. Click Search.

The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.
3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to remove the account and then select Content.

The Endpoint Content dialog appears.
4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select User Account in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The accounts for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click an account in the list view and then click Delete.
7. When prompted, confirm that you want to delete the account.

The account is deleted.

Create an Account Template

You can create account templates that specify a set of attributes and for all users assigned the account template.

To create account templates

1. Click the Roles task button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Account Template] type in the Object Type drop-down
list.

2. Click New.
The RSA SecurID 7 Account Template dialog appears.

3. On the Endpoints tab, specify an endpoint for this account template.
4. On the General 1 tab, specify the users details and account credentials for accounts provisioned with this template.

Icon
Important! If you are creating an account template for trusted users, delete the rule string %P% from the Password
field. If you do not delete the rule string, the account template creation for the global user will fail.

5. On the General 2 tab, specify the authentication settings for users that are provisioned with this account template.
Icon
Important! If you are creating an account template for trusted users, delete the rule string %XD% from the Start
date field, and delete the rule string %UL% from the Last name field. If you do not delete the rule strings, the account
template creation for the global user will fail.

6. On the Identity source tab, specify the identity source that accounts based on the template are assigned.
7. On the RADIUS Profile tab, specify the RADIUS profile that accounts based on this template are assigned.

On the Administrative Roles tab, specify the administrative roles that accounts based on the template are assigned.
8. On the Member of (Trusted Groups) tab, specify the trusted groups that accounts based on the template are members

of.
9. On the Member of tab, specify the groups that accounts based on the template are members of.
10. Click OK.

The account template for the RSA endpoint is created.

Edit an Account Template

You can modify the account templates that specify a set of attributes and privileges for all users assigned the account
template.
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To edit an account template

1. Click the Roles task button and select and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Account Template] type in the Object Type
drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The account templates for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.

3. Right-click an account template in the list view and then click Properties.
The RSA SecurID 7 Account Template dialog appears.

4. Complete the fields on the General 1 tab to specify the users details and account credentials for accounts provisioned
with this template.

5. Complete the General 2 tab to specify authentication settings for users that are provisioned with this account template.
6. Complete the fields on the Identity source tab to specify the identity source that accounts based on the template are

assigned.
7. Complete the fields on the RADIUS Profile tab to specify the RADIUS profile that accounts based on this template are

assigned.
8. Complete the Administrative Roles tab to specify the administrative roles that accounts based on the template are

assigned.
9. Complete the Member of (Trusted Groups) tab to specify the trusted groups that accounts based on the template are

members of.
10. Complete the Member of tab to specify the groups that accounts based on the template are members of.
11. Click OK.

The account template for the RSA endpoint is updated.

Delete an Account Template

You can delete account templates for the RSA SecurID endpoint.

To delete account templates

1. Click the Roles task button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Account Template] type in the Object Type drop-down
list.

2. Click Search.
The account templates for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.

3. Right-click an account template you want to delete and then click Delete.
4. When prompted, confirm that you want to delete the account template.

The account template is deleted.

Create a Trusted User

To create a user that can authenticate through realms other than their own you can create a trusted user. When you
create a user account, you append the name of the trusted realm you want the user to authenticate through to the users
login id, which identifies the user as a trusted user.

To create a trusted user

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to create a trusted user and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select the System Domain container in the Container tree.
5. Select User Account in the Object Type list and click New.

The User Account dialog appears General 1 tab appears.
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6. On the General 1 tab, define a login id for the user, then select the trusted realm you want the trusted user to
authenticate through from the drop-down list next to the Login Id field.

7. Complete the Notes field if required.
8. If required complete the Default Shell field in the General 2 tab on the User Account dialog, then click OK.
9. Complete the required fields on the other tabs on the User Account dialog, then click OK.
10. On the RADIUS profile tab, assign a RADIUS profile to the user.
11. On the Member of (Trusted Group) tab, add the user to a trusted group.

The trusted user is created, and is assigned a login id in the following format:
Remote_username< delimiter >Realm_name
For example, UserName01 % CA.

Assign a Trusted User to a Trusted Group

To manage trusted users as a group, you can specify the trusted members of a trusted group.

To specify the trusted members of a trusted group

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to add trusted users to trusted groups and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select the System Domain container in the Container tree.
5. Select Trusted Group in the Object Type list and click Search.

The list of trusted groups appears in the list view.
6. Right click the trusted group you want to add users to, then click Properties.

The Trusted Group dialog General 1 tab appears.
7. Click the Trusted User Members tab.
8. Search for the trusted users you want to add to the trusted group.

The trusted users you can assign to the trusted group appear in the Available list.
9. In the available list, select the trusted user or users you want to add to the trusted group, then move the trusted user or

users to the Assigned list, then click OK.

NOTE
Both local and trusted users appear in the Available list. Verify that you select the correct user type before
you move it to the Assigned list. For more information, see Local and Remote User Support.

How to Remove Trusted Users from Trusted Groups

To remove trusted users from groups, you can do either of the following:

• Edit an individual trusted user and remove the trusted group the trusted user is a member of
• Edit a trusted group and remove the trusted user from the trusted group

Move a Local or Trusted User into a Different Security Domain

If you want to manage a local or trusted user under a different security domain, you can move the user or local user to
another security domains within the realm.

To move a local user or trusted user into a different security domain

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurId 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list .

2. Click Search.
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The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.
3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to move a local or trusted user, and then select Content.

The Endpoint Content dialog appears.
4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select User Account in the Object Type box and click then click Search.

The accounts for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click an account in the list view and then click Move.

The Move in Hierarchy dialog appears.
7. Select the Security Domain you want to move the account into.
8. Click OK.

The account is moved into the security domain you selected.

Update a Trusted User

If the account details of a user change, you can update the details of a trusted user.

To update a trusted user

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to update a trusted user, and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select User Account in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The accounts for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click an account in the list view and then click Properties.
7. Modify the properties on the User Account dialog and then click Apply.

The details of the user are modified.

Rename a Trusted User

If the login id or the trusted realm the user belongs to change, you can change the details of users login id.

To rename a trusted user

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search to search for the endpoint on which you want to update the account.
3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to rename a trusted user and then select Content.

The Endpoint Content dialog appears.
4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select User Account in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The accounts for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click a trusted account in the list view and then click Rename.

The Rename dialog appears.
7. Type the new name of the trusted user in the New name field in the following format:

Remote_username <delimiter> Realm_name
For example, UserName01 % CA.
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Delete a Trusted User

To remove a trusted user from an endpoint you can delete the trusted user account.

To delete trusted users

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to delete a trusted user and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select User Account in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The accounts for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click a trusted user in the list view and then click Delete.
7. When prompted, confirm that you want to delete the trusted user.

The trusted user is deleted.

How to Add Trusted Users to Trusted Groups

To add trusted users to trusted groups you can do either of the following:

• Edit an individual trusted user and specify which trusted groups the user is a member of
• Edit a trusted group and specify the trusted members of the group

Add Trusted Users to Trusted Groups

To manage trusted users as group, you can specify which trusted groups a user is member of.

To specify which trusted groups the user is a member of

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to specify which trusted groups a user is a member of, and then select
Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select the System Domain container in the Container tree.
5. Select User in the Object Type list and click Search.

The list of users appears in the list view.
6. Right click the user you want to add to a trusted group, then click Properties.

The User dialog General 1 tab appears.
7. Click the Member of (Trusted Groups) tab.
8. Search for the trusted groups you want to add the user to.

The trusted groups you can assign to the trusted user appear in the Available list.
9. In the Available list, select the trusted group or group you want to add the user to, and then move the trusted group or

groups to the Assigned list, then click OK.
The trusted users you selected are added to the trusted group.

Remove the Trusted Groups the User is a Member of

If you no longer want to manage a trusted user as part of a trusted group, you can remove the trusted user from a trusted
group.
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To remove the trusted members from a trusted group

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint from which you want to remove trusted members of a group and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select the System Domain container in the Container tree.
5. Select Trusted Group in the Object Type list and click Search.

The list of trusted groups appears in the list view.
6. Right-click the trusted group you want to remove members from, then click Properties.

The Trusted Group dialog General 1 tab appears.
7. Click the Trusted User Members tab.

The trusted users that are members of the group appear in the Assigned list.
8. In the Assigned list, select the trusted user or trusted users you want to remove from the trusted group, then move

them to the Available list, then click OK.
The trusted users you specified are removed from the trusted group.

Manage Administrative Roles

Administrative roles are read-only. You can only view the security domain scope in which the administrator has permission
to manage objects and the identity source an administrator has permission to manage users from.

However, you can assign and unassign a user account to an administrative role.

View Administrative Roles

You can view the administrative roles in your organization.

To view administrative roles

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to view administrative roles, and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Administrative Roles container in the Container tree, then click Search.
The Administrative Roles for the endpoint you specified appear in the list view.

5. Right-click the Administrative role you want to view details for.
The Administrative Roles dialog appears and displays the identity sources an administrator has permissions to
manage users from, and the security domain the administrator has permissions to manage users from.

How to Assign an Administrative Role

To assign an administrative role use either of the following methods:

• Edit an individual user and specify the administrative roles you want the user to have
• Edit an administrative role and specify the users that have the administrative role

Specify the Administrative Roles You Want the User to Have

To let a user perform specified actions in a specific security domain, you can assign an administrative role to a user. You
can assign multiple administrative roles to a user.
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To specify the administrative roles you want a user to have

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to assign an administrative role to a user account and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select User Account in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The accounts for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right click the user account you want to assign and administrative role, then click Properties.

The User Account dialog appears.
7. Click the Administrative Roles tab.

The administrative roles that the user is assigned appear in the Assigned list, and the containers in the namespace
you can search appear in the Available List Search tree.

8. Search for the administrative roles you want to assign to the user.
The administrative roles you can assign to the user account appear in the Available list.

9. In the Available list, select the Administrative role or administrative roles you want to assign to the user, then move it to
the Assigned list, then click OK.
The administrative role you selected is assigned to the user.

Specify the Users That Have the Administrative Role

To let a user perform specified actions in a specific security domain, you can assign a user to an administrator role. You
can assign multiple users to an administrative role at the same time.

To specify the users that have the administrative role

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to specify the users that have the administrative role and then select
Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select Administrative Roles in the Object Type list and click then click Search.
The administrative roles appear in the list view.

5. Right click the administrative role you want to add users to, then click Properties.
The Administrative Roles dialog appears.

6. Click the Administrator roles tab.
The users that are assigned the administrative roles appear in the Assigned list, and the containers in the namespace
you can search appear in the Available List Search tree.

7. Search for the administrative roles you want to assign to the user.
The administrative roles assigned to the user account appear in the Available list.

8. In the Available list, select the user or users you want to assign to the administrative role then move it to the Assigned
list, then click OK.
Both local and trusted users appear in the Available list. Verify that you select the correct user type before you move it
to the Assigned list. For more information, see Local and Remote User Support.
The user you specified is added to the administrative role.

How to Remove an Administrative Role

To remove an administrative role use either of the following methods:
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• Edit an individual user and remove the administrative roles you do not want the user to have
• Edit an administrative role and remove the users you do not want to have the administrative role

Unassign an Administrative Role from a User Account

If you no longer want to manage the actions a user can perform in a specific security domain using an administrative role
you can remove an administrative role from a user. You can remove multiple administrative roles from a user at the same
time.

To remove the administrative roles you do not want users to have

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you do not want administrative roles a user to have and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select User Account in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The accounts for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right click the user account you want to assign and administrative role, then click Properties.

The User Account dialog appears.
7. Click the Administrative Roles tab.

The administrative roles that the user is assigned appear in the Assigned list, and the containers in the namespace
you can search appear in the Available List Search tree.

8. Search for the administrative roles you want to unassign from a user.
The administrative roles assigned to the user account appear in the Assigned list.

9. In the Assigned list, select the administrative role or administrative roles you want to remove from the user, then move
it to the Available list, then click OK.
The administrative role is removed from the user.

Unassign a User Account Assigned to an Administrative Role

If you no longer want to manage the actions a user can perform in a specific security domain using an administrative role
you can remove a user from an administrator role. You can remove multiple users from an administrative role at the same
time.

To remove users from an administrative role

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to remove users from an administrative role and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select Administrative Roles in the Object Type list and click then click Search.
The administrative roles appear in the list view.

5. Right click the administrative role you want to remove users from, then click Properties.
The Administrative Roles dialog appears.

6. Click the Administrator roles tab.
The users that are assigned the administrative role appear in the Assigned list, and the containers in the namespace
you can search appear in the Available List Search tree.

7. Search for the administrative roles you want to unassign from the user.
The administrative roles assigned to the user account appear in the Assigned list.
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8. In the Assigned list, select the user or users you want to unassign from the administrative role then move it to the
Available list, then click OK.
The user is removed from the administrative role.

Manage Groups

The RSA SecurID connector supports the following user group management operations:

• Creating groups
• Editing groups
• Adding and removing users to or from groups
• Make groups members of other groups
• Creating trusted groups
• Associating groups with authentication agents
• Removing group members from groups
• Associating trusted groups with authentication agents

Create a Group

You can organize users into groups based on your specific business needs, for example, locations, business departments
or job title. You can also create user groups that contain other user groups, for example, a user group named Melbourne
that contains a group named Technical Writers. The members of groups that contain other groups are named group
members.

To create a user group

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint you want to create a trusted user on and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select the System Domain container in the Container tree.
5. Select Group in the Object Type list and click New.

The Group dialog General 1 tab appears.
6. On the General 1 tab, specify the basic details of the group you want to create.
7. On the Access Times (UTC/GMT) tab, specify the times when the members of a user group can authenticate.
8. On the Identity Source tab, specify the identity source you want to add the user group to.
9. On the Group Members tab, add a user group to the group.
10. On the Authentication tab, specify the user groups access to specific authentication agents.
11. On the User Members tab, search for the user you want to add to the group, then add it to the group.
12. Click Ok.

The user group you specified is created.

Edit a Group

To modify the details of a group, such as the times when members of a user group can authenticate, the groups the group
belongs to, the groups access to specific authentication agents, and the members of a group, edit the group.

Note: The identity source where the group is assigned is read-only. You can only specify an identity source for a group
when you create the group.
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To edit a group

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to edit a group, and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select the System Domain container in the Container tree.
5. Select Group in the Object Type list and click Search.

The list of groups appears in the list view.
6. Right click the group you want to change, then click Properties.

The Group dialog General 1 tab appears.
7. On the General 1 tab, modify the basic details of the group you want to create.
8. On the Access Times (UTC/GMT) tab, specify the times when the members of a group can authenticate.
9. On the Group Members tab, modify the group the group belongs to.
10. On the Authentication tab, modify the groups access to specific authentication agents.
11. On the User Members tab, search for the user you want to add to the group, then add it to the group.
12. Click Ok.

The details of the user are modified.

Move a Trusted Group into a Different Security Domain

If you want to manage a trusted group under a different security domain, you can move the trusted group to another
security domains within the realm.

To move a trusted group into a different security domain

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurId 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list .

2. Click Search.
The RSAendpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to move a trusted group and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select Trusted Group in the Object Type box and click then click Search.

The trusted groups for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click a trusted group in the list view and then click Move.

The Move in Hierarchy dialog appears.
7. Select the Security Domain you want to move the trusted group into.
8. Click OK.

The trusted group is moved into the security domain you selected.

How to Add Users to Groups

To add users to groups you can do either of the following:

• Edit an individual user and specify which groups the user is a member of
• Edit a group and specify the members of the group

Specify the Groups a User is a Member of

To manage users as group, you can add users to groups.
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To specify the groups a user is a member of

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to add user groups and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select the System Domain container in the Container tree.
5. Select Group in the Object Type list and click Search.

The list of groups appears in the list view.
6. Right click the group you want to change, then click Properties.

The Group dialog General 1 tab appears.
7. Click the User Members tab.
8. Search for the users you want to add to the group.

The users you can assign to the group appear in the Available list.
9. In the Available list, select the user or users you want to add to the group, then move the user or users to the Assigned

list, then click OK.
Icon
Note: Both local and trusted users appear in the Available list. Verify that you select the correct user type before you
move it to the Assigned list. For more information, see Local and Remote User Support.
The users you selected are added to the group.

Specify the Members of a Group

To manage users as group, you can assign a user to a group.

To assign a user to a group

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint where you want to add users to a group and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select User Account in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The accounts for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click an account in the list view and then click Properties.

The User Account dialog appears.
7. Click the Member of tab.
8. Search for the groups you want to add the user to.

The groups you can assign the user account to appear in the Available list.
9. In the Available list, select the group or groups you want the user to belong to, then move the group to the Assigned

list, then click OK.
The user is made a member of the groups you selected.

How to Remove Users from Groups

To remove users from groups, you can do either of the following:

• Edit an individual user and remove the group the user is a member of
• Edit a group and remove the user from the group
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Remove the Group the User is a Member of

If you you no longer want to manage a user as part of a group, you can remove the group or groups a user is a member
of.

To remove the group a user is a member of

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to remove a group a user is a member of, and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select User Account in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The accounts for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click an account in the list view and then click Properties.

The User Account dialog appears.
7. Click the Member of tab.

The groups that the user belongs to appear in the Assigned list.
8. In the Assigned list, select the group or groups you want to remove the user from, then move the group to the

Available list, then click OK.
The groups the user is a member of are removed.

Remove the User from a Group

If you you no longer want to manage a user as part of a group, you can remove the user from a groups they are a member
of.

To remove a user from a group

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to remove users from a group, and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select the System Domain container in the Container tree.
5. Select Group in the Object Type list and click Search.

The list of groups appears in the list view.
6. Right click the group you want to remove members from, then click Properties.

The Group dialog General 1 tab appears.
7. Click the User Members tab.

The users that are members of the group appear in the Assigned list.
8. In the Assigned list, select the user or users you want to remove from the group, then move the user or users it to the

Available list, then click OK.
The user you selected is removed from the group.

Make Groups Members of Other Groups

To manage collections of groups, you can make groups members of other groups. For example, you can make the groups
Melbourne and Sydney Technical Writers part of the Technical Writers Australia group.
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To make groups members of other groups

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to make groups members of other groups and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the security domain where the group you want to add to another group is located.
5. In the Object Type list, select Group, then click Search.

The Group dialog appears.
6. Select Group in the Object Type list and click Search.

The list of groups appears in the list view.
7. Right click the group you want to changes, then click Properties.

The Group dialog General 1 tab appears.
8. Click the Group Members tab.
9. Search for the group you want to add to the group.

The groups you can add to the group appear in the Available list.
10. Select the group or groups you want to add to the group, then move the group or groups to the Assigned list, then click

OK.
The groups you selected are added to the group.

Remove Group Members from Groups

If you no longer want to manage a group that is part of another group, you can remove group members from groups. For
example, you could remove the Melbourne Sales group from the Australian Sales group.

To remove groups members from groups

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to remove groups members from groups and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the security domain where the group you want to add to another group is located.
5. In the Object Type list, select Group, then click Search.

The Group dialog appears.
6. Select Group in the Object Type list and click Search.

The list of groups appears in the list view.
7. Right click the group you want to changes, then click Properties.

The Group dialog General 1 tab appears.
8. Click the Group Members tab.

The groups that the group is a member of appear in the Assigned list.
9. In the Assigned list, select the group or groups you want to remove from the group, then move the group or groups to

the Available list, then click OK.
The groups you selected are removed from the group.

Associate a Group with Authentication Agent

You can specify the authentication agents you want to give the group permission to access.
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To associate a group with an authentication agent

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to associate a group with an authentication agent and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the security domain where the group you want to add to another group is located.
5. In the Object Type list, select Group, then click Search.

The Group dialog appears.
6. Select Group in the Object Type list and click Search.

The list of groups appears in the list view.
7. Right click the group you want to change, then click Properties.

The Group dialog General 1 tab appears.
8. Click the Authentication Agent tab.
9. Search for the authentication agent you want to give the group permission to access.

The authentication agents you can assign to the group appear in the Available list.
10. In the Available list, select the authentication agent or agents you want to assign to the group, then move the agent or

agents to the Assigned list, then click OK.
You have associated the authentication agent with the group.

Create a Trusted Group

To manage trusted users as a trusted group, you can create a trusted group and specify its members.

To create a trusted group

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to create a trusted group and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select the System Domain container in the Container tree.
5. Select Trusted Group in the Object Type list and click New.

The Trusted Group dialog General 1 tab appears.
6. On the General 1 tab, specify the basic details of the trusted group you want to create.
7. On the Access Times (UTC/GMT) tab, specify the times when the members of a trusted user group can authenticate.
8. On the Authentication tab, search for the authentication agents you want the trusted group to authenticate with.
9. On the Trusted User Members tab, search for the user you want to add to the trusted group, then add it to the trusted

group.
10. Click Ok.

The trusted group is created.

Edit a Trusted Group

If the details of trusted group change, for example, the authentication agents the group can use to authenticate, the times
when members of a trusted user group can authenticate, the members of the trusted group, you can edit the details of the
trusted group.
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To edit a trusted group

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to edit a trusted group and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select the System Domain container in the Container tree.
5. Select Trusted Group in the Object Type list and click Search.

The list of trusted groups appears in the list view.
6. Right click the trusted group you want to change, then click Properties.

The Trusted Group dialog General 1 tab appears.
7. On the General 1 tab, modify the basic details of the trusted group you want to create.
8. On the Access Times (UTC/GMT) tab, modify the times when the members of a trusted user group can authenticate.
9. On the Authentication tab, modify the authentication agents you want the trusted group to authenticate with.
10. On the Trusted User Members tab, modify the users you want to add to the trusted group, then add it to the trusted

group.
11. Click Ok.

The details of the trusted group are modified.

Move a Group into a Different Security Domain

If you want to manage a group under a different security domain, you can move the group to another security domains
within the realm.

To move a group into a different security domain

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurId 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list .

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to move a group and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select Group in the Object Type box and click then click Search.

The groups for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click a group in the list view and then click Move.

The Move in Hierarchy dialog appears.
7. Select the Security Domain you want to move the group into.
8. Click OK.

The group is moved into the security domain you selected.

Associate a Trusted Group with Authentication Agent

To specify the authentication agents you want to give a trusted group permission to access, you can associate a trusted
group with an authentication agent.

To associate a trusted group with an authentication agent

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.
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3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to associate a trusted group with an authentication agent, and then select
Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the security domain where the trusted group you want to associate with an authentication
agent is located.

5. In the Object Type list, select Trusted Group, then click Search.
The Trusted Group dialog appears.

6. Select Trusted Group in the Object Type list and click Search.
The list of trusted groups appears in the list view.

7. Right click the trusted group you want to change, then click Properties.
The Trusted Group dialog General 1 tab appears.

8. Click the Authentication Agents tab.
9. Search for the authentication agent you want to give the trusted group permission to access.

The authentication agents you can assign to the trusted group appear in the Available list.
10. In the Available list, select the authentication agent or agents you want to assign to the trusted group, then move the

agent or agents to the Assigned list, then click OK.
The authentication agent is associated with the trusted group.

Manage RADIUS Profiles

The RSA SecurID connector supports the following RADIUS Profile management operations:

• Creating, editing, modifying and deleting a RADIUS profile
• Assigning and unassigning RADIUS Profiles to users
• Assigning and unassigning RADIUS Profiles to trusted users

How to Assign a User to a RADIUS Profile

You can assign a RADIUS profile to a user in either of the following ways:

• Assign a RADIUS profile to a user
• Add users to an existing RADIUS profile

Assign a RADIUS Profile to a User

To specify the session requirements for a user that requests remote network access, you can assign a RADIUS profile to
the user.

To assign a RADIUS profile to a user

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to assign a RADIUS profile to a user and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select RADIUS profiles in the Container tree and then click Search.
The RADIUS profiles for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.

5. Right-click a RADIUS Profile in the list view and then click Properties.
The RADIUS Profile dialog appears.

6. Click the Users tab.
Search for the users you want to assign a RADIUS profile to.
The users you can assign to the RADIUS profile appear in the Available list, and the users assigned to the profile
appear in the Assigned list.
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7. In the Available list, select the user or users you want to assign to the RADIUS Profile, then move them to the
Assigned list, then click OK.
The RADIUS profile is assigned to the user.

Add Users to an Existing RADIUS Profile

To specify the session requirements for a user that requests remote network access, you can add users to an existing
RADIUS profile.

To add users to an existing RADIUS profile

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to add users to an existing RADIUS profile and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select a security domain in the Container tree and then in the Object Type list, select User Account.
5. Click Search.

The users in the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click a user in the list view and then click Properties.

The User Account dialog appears.
7. Click the RADIUS Profiles tab.
8. Search for the RADIUS profiles you want add the user too.
9. The RADIUS profiles you can assign to the user appear in the Available list, and the RADIUS profiles assigned to the

user appear in the Assigned list.
10. In the Available list, select the RADIUS profile or profiles you want to assign to the user, then move them to the

Assigned list, then click OK.
The user is added to the RADIUS profile.

How to Unassign RADIUS Profiles from Users

You can unassign a RADIUS profile from a user in either of the following ways:

• Unassign a RADIUS profile from a user
• Remove users from an existing RADIUS profile

Unassign a User from a RADIUS Profile

If you no longer want to manage the session requirements for a user that requests remote network access using a
RADIUS profile, you can unassign a user from a RADIUS profile.

To unassign a RADIUS profile from a user

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to unassign a RADIUS profile from a user and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select a security domain in the Container tree and then in the Object Type list, select User Account.
5. Click Search.

The users in the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click a user in the list view and then click Properties.

The User Account dialog appears.
7. Click the RADIUS Profiles tab.
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The users assigned to the RADIUS profiles appear in the Assigned list.
8. In the Assigned list, select the user or users you want to unassign from the RADIUS profile, then move them to the

Available list, then click OK.
The RADIUS profile is unassigned from the user.

Remove Users from an Existing RADIUS Profile

If you no longer want to manage the session requirements for a user that requests remote network access using a
RADIUS profile, you can can remove users from an existing RADIUS profile.

To remove users from an existing RADIUS profile

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to remove users from an existing RADIUS profile and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select RADIUS profiles in the Container tree and then click Search.
The RADIUS profiles for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.

5. Right-click a RADIUS Profile in the list view and then click Properties.
The RADIUS Profile dialog appears.

6. Click the Users tab.
The users assigned to the RADIUS profile appear in the Assigned list.

7. In the Assigned list, select the user or users you want to unassign from the RADIUS Profile, then move them to the
Available list, then click OK.
The RADIUS profile is removed from the user.

How to Assign a Trusted User to a RADIUS Profile

You can assign a RADIUS profile to a trusted user in either of the following ways:

• Assign a RADIUS profile to a trusted user
• Assign trusted users to an existing RADIUS profile

Assign a RADIUS Profile to a Trusted User

To specify the session requirements for a trusted user that requests remote network access, you can assign a RADIUS
profile to the trusted user.

To assign a RADIUS profile to a trusted user

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to remove users from an existing RADIUS profile and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select RADIUS profiles in the Container tree and then click Search.
The RADIUS profiles for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.

5. Right-click a RADIUS Profile in the list view and then click Properties.
The RADIUS Profile dialog appears.

6. Click the Trusted Users tab.
7. Search for the trusted users you want to assign the RADIUS profile to.

The trusted users you can assign to the RADIUS profile appear in the Available list, and the trusted users assigned to
the profile appear in the Assigned list.
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8. In the Available list, select the trusted user or trusted users you want to assign to the RADIUS Profile, then move them
to the Assigned list, then click OK.
The RADIUS profile is assigned to the trusted user.

Assign Trusted Users to an Existing RADIUS Profile

To specify the session requirements for a trusted user that requests remote network access, you can add trusted users to
an existing RADIUS profile.

To add trusted users to an existing RADIUS profile

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to add trusted users to an existing RADIUS profile and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select a security domain in the Container tree and then in the Object Type list, select User Account.
5. Click Search.

The users in the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click a trusted user in the list view and then click Properties.

The Trusted User Account dialog appears.
7. Click the RADIUS Profiles tab.
8. Search for the RADIUS profiles you want add the trusted user too.

The RADIUS profiles you can assign to the trusted user appear in the Available list, and the RADIUS profiles assigned
to the trusted user appear in the Assigned list.

9. In the Available list, select the RADIUS profile or profiles you want to assign to the trusted user, then move them to the
Assigned list, then click OK.
The trusted users are added to the RADIUS profile.

How to Unassign a Trusted User from a RADIUS Profile

You can unassign a RADIUS profile from a trusted user in either of the following ways:

• Unassign a RADIUS profile from a trusted user
• Remove a trusted user from an existing RADIUS profile

Unassign a Trusted User from a RADIUS Profile

If you no longer want to manage the session requirements for a trusted user that requests remote network access using a
RADIUS profile, you can unassign a RADIUS profile from a trusted user.

To unassign a RADIUS profile from a trusted user

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to unassign a RADIUS profile from a trusted user in the list view and then
select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select a security domain in the Container tree and then in the Object Type list, select Trusted User Account.
5. Click Search.

The trusted users in the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click a trusted user in the list view and then click Properties.

The trusted User Account dialog appears.
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7. Click the RADIUS Profiles tab.
The trusted users assigned to the RADIUS profiles appear in the Assigned list.

8. In the Assigned list, select the trusted user or trusted users you want to unassign from the trusted user, then move
them to the Available list, then click OK.
You have unassigned the RADIUS profile from the trusted user.

Remove Trusted Users from an Existing RADIUS Profile

If you no longer want to manage the session requirements for a trusted user that requests remote network access using a
RADIUS profile, you can remove a trusted user from an existing RADIUS profile.

To remove trusted users from an existing RADIUS profile

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to remove trusted users from an existing RADIUS profile and then select
Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select RADIUS profiles in the Container tree and then click Search.
The RADIUS profiles for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.

5. Right-click a RADIUS Profile in the list view and then click Properties.
The RADIUS Profile dialog appears.

6. Click the Trusted Users tab.
The users assigned to the RADIUS profile appear in the Assigned list.

7. Select the trusted user or trusted users you want to unassign from the RADIUS Profile, then move them to the
Available list, then click OK.
The RADIUS profile is removed from the trusted user.

Associate a RADIUS Profile with an Authentication Agent

To specify the session requirements for a users requesting remote network access using a specific authentication agent,
you can associate a RADIUS profile with an Authentication Agent. The RADIUS profile is applied to all users that request
remote network access using the specific authentication agent.

To associate a RADIUS profile with an authentication agent

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to associate a RADIUS profile with an authentication agent and then select
Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select RADIUS Profiles, then click Search.
The list of RADIUS Profiles appears in the list view.

5. Right click the RADIUS profile group you want to associate with an authentication agent, then click Properties.
The RADIUS Profile dialog appears.

6. Click the Authentication Agents tab.
7. Search for the authentication agent you want to associate with a RADIUS profile.

The authentication agents you can assign to the RADIUS Profile appear in the Available list.
8. In the Available list, select the authentication agent or agents you want to associate with the RADIUS profile, then

move the agent or agents to the Assigned list, then click OK.
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The authentication agent is associated with the RADIUS profile.

Create a RADIUS Profile

To specify the session requirements for users that request remote network access, you can create a RADIUS profile.

To create a RADIUS profile

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to assign a RADIUS profile to a user and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select the RADIUS Profiles container in the Container tree, then click New.
The RSA SecureID 7 RADIUS Profile dialog appears General 1 tab appears.

5. Complete the fields on the General 1 tab.
You have defined the details of a RADIUS profile.

6. Click the Users tab.
7. Search for the users you want to assign the RADIUS profile to.

The users you can assign to the RADIUS profile appear in the Available list.
8. In the Available list, select the user or users you want assign to the RADIUS profile, and then move the users to the

Assigned list, then click OK.
You have assigned the select users to RADIUS profiles.

9. Click the Authentication Agents tab.
10. Search for the authentication agents users you want to assign to the RADIUS profile to.

The authentication agents you can assign to the RADIUS profile appear in the Available list.
11. In the Available list, select the authentication agent or agents you want assign to the RADIUS profile, and then move

the authentication agents to the Assigned list.
You have assigned the select authentication agents to RADIUS profiles.

12. Click OK.
You have created the RADIUS profile.

Edit a RADIUS Profile

To modify the session requirements for users that request remote network access, you can modify a RADIUS profile.

To edit a RADIUS profile

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to assign a RADIUS profile to a user and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select the RADIUS Profiles container in the Container tree, then click Search.
The RADIUS Profiles for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.

5. Right-click an RADIUS profile in the list view and then click Properties.
The RSA SecureID 7 RADIUS Profile dialog General 1 tab appears.

6. Edit the fields on the General 1 tab.
You have defined the details of a RADIUS profile.

7. Click the Users tab.
The users that are assigned to the RADIUS profile appear in the Assigned list.
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8. In the Assigned list, select the user or users you want to unassign from the RADIUS Profile, then move them to the
Available list, then click OK.
You have assigned the select users to RADIUS profiles.

9. Click the Authentication Agents tab.
The Authentication Agents tab appears.
The authentication agents that are assigned to the RADIUS profile appear in the Assigned list.

10. In the Assigned list, select the agent or agents you want to unassign from the RADIUS Profile, then move them to the
Available list,
You have edited the select authentication agents assigned to the RADIUS profile.

11. Click OK.
You have edited the RADIUS profile.

Delete a RADIUS Profile

If you you no longer want to manage the session requirements of users by using a RADIUS profile, you can delete the
RADIUS profile.

To delete a RADIUS profile

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to assign a RADIUS profile to a user and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. Select the RADIUS Profiles container in the Container tree, then click Search.
The RADIUS Profiles for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.

5. Right-click a RADIUS profile in the list view then click Delete.
6. When prompted, confirm that you want to delete the RADIUS profile.

You have deleted the RADIUS profile.

Manage Security Domains

The RSA SecurID connector supports creating, modifying, or deleting security domains.

Create a Security Domain

To represent your companies business structure in a hierarchical tree, you can create security domains in a specified
realm.

To create a security domain

1. Click the Endpoints task button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] in the Object Type drop-down list.
2. Click Search.

The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.
3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to create a security domain and then select Content.

The Endpoint Content dialog appears.
4. In the Container tree, click the realm where you want to create the security domain.
5. Select Security Domain in the Object Type list and click New.

The Security Domain dialog General 1 tab appears.
6. On the General 1 tab, specify the name of the security domain you want to create.
7. On the Password Policy tab, assign a password policy to the security domain.
8. On the Self service troubleshooting policy tab, assign a Self service troubleshooting policy to the security domain.
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9. On the Default authentication grade policy tab, assign an authentication grade policy to the security domain.
10. On the SecurID Token Policy tab, assign a SecurID token policy to the security domain.
11. On the Off-line authentication policy tab, assign an off-line authentication policy to the security domain.
12. Click Ok.

The security domain is created in the realm you specified.

Update a Security Domain

To update the details of your companies business structure and policies, you can update the details of a security domain.

To update a security domain

1. Click the Endpoints task button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the Object Type drop-down list.
2. Click Search.

The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.
3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to enable or disable PINS and then select Content.

The Endpoint Content dialog appears.
4. In the Container tree, click the realm where you want to create the security domain.
5. Select Security Domain in the Object Type list and click Search.

The Security Domains for the endpoint you specified appear in the list view.
In the list view, right-click the security domain you want to update, then click Properties.
The Security Domain dialog appears.

6. Update the fields on the tabs on the Security Domain dialog as required, then click OK.
You have updated the details of the selected security domain.

Delete a Security Domain

If your companies business structure or policies change, you can delete the appropriate security domain. A security
domain must be empty of all objects before it can be deleted, for example, users, groups, and administrative roles.

To delete a security domain

1. Click the Endpoints task button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the Object Type drop-down list.
2. Click Search.

The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.
3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to delete a security domain and then select Content.

The Endpoint Content dialog appears.
4. In the Container tree, click the realm where you want to delete the security domain.
5. Select Security Domain in the Object Type list and click Search.

The Security Domains for the endpoint you specified appear in the list view.
6. In the list view, right-click the security domain you want to delete, then click Delete.
7. When prompted, confirm that you want to delete the security domain.

The security domain is deleted.

Manage Tokens

The RSA SecurID connector supports the following token management operations:
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• Assigning and unassigning tokens
• Update and deleting tokens
• Set token PIN
• Enabling and disabling tokens
• Replacing tokens
• Enabling and clearing PINS
• Requesting PIN changes

Assign a Token to a User

If you want a user to authenticate using a token, assign a token to the user.

To assign a token to a user

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to a token to a user and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select User Account in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The accounts for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click an account in the list view and then click Properties.

The User Account dialog appears.
7. Click the SecurID Tokens tab.

The tokens that the user is assigned appear in the Assigned list, and the containers in the namespace you can search
appear in the Available List Search tree.

8. Search for the tokens you want to assign to the user.
The tokens you can assign to the user account appear in the Available list.

9. In the Available list, select the token you want to assign to the user, then move it to the Assigned list, then click OK.
The selected token is assigned to the user.

Unassign Tokens

If you no longer want a user to authenticate using a token, you can unassign the token from the user.

To unassign tokens

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to unassign tokens and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select User Account in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The accounts for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click an account in the list view and then click Properties.

The User Account dialog appears.
7. Click The SecurID Tokens tab.

The tokens roles that the user is assigned appear in the Assigned list, and the containers in the namespace you can
search appear in the Available List Search tree.
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8. Search for the tokens you want to unassign from the user.
The tokens assigned to the user account appear in the Assigned list.

9. In the Assigned list, select the token you want to unassign from the user, then move it to the Available list, then click
OK.
The selected token is unassigned from the user.

Update Tokens

You can update information about token codes, such as whether the token requires the user to enter their SecurID PIN,
or whether the user is required to change the SecurID PIN the next time they authenticate with the token. You can also do
the following:

• Enable or disable the token
• Clear the SecurID PIN
• Specify the token you want to replace this token with
• Replace a selected token with the current token
• Create, edit, or delete one-time tokencodes

To update tokens

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to update tokens and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select Token in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The tokens for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click a token in the list view and then click Properties.

The Token dialog appears.
7. Update the information you require, then click OK.

The selected token is updated.

Set Token PIN

You can specify a PIN for the token.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to request a PIN change and then select Content. 
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select Token in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The tokens for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click a token in the list view and then click Properties.

The Token dialog appears.
7. Click the General 3 tab.
8. Type in new token PIN in the PIN and confirm fields.
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A SecurID PIN is assigned to the user’s logon. The user is required to enter a token code and is prompted to create a
PIN when they next authenticate.

Delete Tokens

To delete a token, you can remove it from the internal database.

To delete a token

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to delete a token and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select Token in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The tokens for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click a token in the list view and then click Delete.
7. When prompted, confirm that you want to delete the token code.

The token is removed from the system and can no longer be assigned. If the token is assigned to user, the user cannot
use the token to authenticate.

Enable Tokens

To let a user authenticate with a token they are assigned, enable the token.

To enable tokens

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to enable a token and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select Token in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The tokens for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click a token in the list view and then click Properties.

The Token dialog appears.
7. Click the General 1 tab.
8. Select the Enabled Status check box, then click Apply.

The user that is assigned the token can now use the token to authenticate.

Disable Tokens

If you no longer want a user to authenticate using the token they are assigned, disable the token.

To disable tokens

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to disable tokens and then select Content.
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The Endpoint Content dialog appears.
4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select Token in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The tokens for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click a token in the list view and then click Properties.

The Token dialog appears.
7. Click the General 1 tab.
8. Clear the Enabled Status check box, then click Apply.

The user that is assigned the token can no longer use the token to authenticate.

How to Replace Tokens

You can put a token in one of the following replacement modes:

• Has a replacement token
• Is a replacement token

You can put a token in replacement mode in either of the following ways:

• Replace a users token with a token assigned by the RSA Server
• Replace a users token with a token you specify
• Replace a selected token with a token you specify

Icon
Note: You can put a token in only one token replacement mode at a time.

Replace Tokens

To replace a users token that has been lost or has expired, you can replace the users token with a token assigned by the
RSA Server.

To replace tokens

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to replace tokens and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select Token in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The tokens for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click a token in the list view and then click Properties.

The Token dialog appears.
7. Click the General 1 tab.
8. Select the Replace with next available token check box, then click OK.

The RSA Server assigns the next available token to the user. The token is put in Has a replacement token mode. The
Replacement mode field on the General 1 tab displays Has a replacement token.

Replace a Users Token with a Token You Specify

To replace a users token that has been lost or has expired, you can replace a users token with a with a token you specify.

To replace a users token with a token you specify

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.
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2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to replace a users token with a token you specify and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select Token in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The tokens for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click a token in the list view and then click Properties.

The Token dialog appears.
7. Click the Replacement by Token tab.

The tokens that the user is assigned appear in the Assigned list, and the containers in the namespace you can search
appear in the Available List Search tree.

8. Search for the tokens you want to replace with a specific token.
The tokens you can assign to the user account appear in the Available list.

9. In the Available list, select the token you want to replace, then move it to the Assigned list, then click OK.
The users token is replaced. The token is put in Has a replacement token mode. The Replacement mode field on the
General 1 tab displays Has a replacement token.

Replace a Selected Token with a Token You Specify

You can replace a selected token with a token you specify. Users that were assigned the token you selected are assigned
the new token you specified.

To replace a selected token with a token you specify

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to replace a selected token with a token you specify and then select
Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select Token in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The tokens for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click a token in the list view and then click Properties.

The Token dialog appears.
7. Click the Will Replace Token tab.

The tokens that the user is assigned appear in the Assigned list, and the containers in the namespace you can search
appear in the Available List Search tree.

8. Search for the tokens you want to replace.
The tokens that you can replace with the current token appear in the Available list.

9. in the Available list, select the token you want to replace the current token with, then move it to the Assigned list, then
click OK.
The current token is replaced with the token you selected.
The token is put in Is a replacement token mode. The connector updates the Replacement mode field on the General
1 tab and displays Is a replacement token.

Enable or Disable PINs

To specify whether a user must enter a PIN and their token code when they authenticate, you can enable or disable PINS.
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To enable or disable PINS

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to enable or disable a PIN and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select Token in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The tokens for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click a token in the list view and then click Properties.

The Token dialog appears.
7. Click the General 2 tab.
8. Select or clear the PIN is set check box.

Users that are assigned the token code you modified may have to enter a PIN and their token code when they
authenticate, depending on whether you enabled or disabled the PIN.

Clear PINs

To specify that a user has to enter a tokencode and has to create a PIN when they next authenticate, you can clear the
users current PIN.

To clear a PIN

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
3. The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

Right-click the endpoint on which you want to clear a PIN view and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
5. Select Token in the Object Type list and click then click Search.

The tokens for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.
6. Right-click a token in the list view and then click Properties.

The Token dialog appears.
7. Click the General 2 tab.
8. Select the Clear PIN check box.

The SecurID PIN assigned to a users logon is cleared. The user is required to enter a tokencode and is prompted to
create a PIN when they next authenticate.

Request PIN Change

To specify that the user must change their PIN at the next logon, you can request a PIN change.

To request a PIN change

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to request a PIN change and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Security Domain you want to search.
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5. Select Token in the Object Type list and click then click Search.
The tokens for the system domain you selected appear in the list view.

6. Right-click a token in the list view and then click Properties.
The Token dialog appears.

7. Click the General 2 tab.
8. Select the PIN change at next logon check box, then click OK.

The PIN assigned to a users logon is cleared. The user is required to enter a tokencode and is prompted to create a
PIN when they next authenticate.

RSA Read-only Objects

The following endpoint objects are read-only on the RSA SecurID endpoint:

•  Authentication agents 
•  Authentication grade policies 
•  Identity sources 
•  Lockout policies 
•  Off-line authentication policies
•  Password policies 
•  Self-service troubleshooting policies 
•  Token policies 
•  Trusted realms 

View Authentication Agents

You can view the details of a selected authentication agent.

 To view authentication agents 

1. Click the Endpoints task button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the Object Type drop-down list.
2. Click Search.

The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.
3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to view authentication agents and then select Content.

The Endpoint Content dialog appears.
4. In the Container tree, select the SystemDomain container.
5. Expand the System Domain container then select the system domain where you want to view authentication agents.
6. Click Search.

The authentication agents for the endpoint you specified appear in the list view.
7. Right-click the authentication agents you want to view details for, then click Properties.

The Authentication Agent dialog General 1 tab appears and displays the details of the selected authentication agent.

View Authentication Grade Policies

You can view the authentication grade policies in a specified security domain.

 To view authentication grade policies 

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to view authentication grade policies and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the RSA Policies container in the Container tree.
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5. In the Object list, select Authentication Grade, then click Search.
The authentication grade policies for the endpoint you specified appear in the list view.

6. Right-click the authentication grade policy you want to view details for, then click Properties.
The Authentication Grade dialog General 1 tab appears and displays the details of the selected authentication grade
policy.

View Identity Sources

You can view the details of a selected identity source.

 To view identity sources 

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to view identity sources and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Identity Source container in the Container tree.
5. Click Search.

The identity sources for the endpoint you specified appear in the list view.
6. Right-click the identity source you want to view details for, then click Properties.

The Identity Source dialog General 1 tab appears and displays the details of the selected identity source.

View Lockout Policies

You can view the lockout policies in a specified security domain.

 To view lockout policies 

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to view lockout policies and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the RSA Policies container in the Container tree.
5. In the Object list select Lockout Policy, then click Search.

The lockout policies for the endpoint you specified appear in the list view.
6. Right-click the lockout policy you want to view details for, then click Properties.

The Lockout Policy dialog General 1 tab appears and displays the details of the selected lockout policy.

View Off-Line Authentication Policies

You can view the off-line authentication policies in a specified security domain.

 To view off-line authentication policies 

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to view off-line authentication policies and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the RSA Policies container in the Container tree.
5. In the Object list, select Off-line Authentication Policy, then click Search.

The SecurID token policies for the endpoint you specified appear in the list view.
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6. Right-click the off-line authentication policy you want to view details for, then click Properties.
The Off-line authentication Policy dialog General 1 tab appears and displays the details of the selected off-line
authentication policy.

View Password Policies

You can view the password policies in a specified security domain.

 To view password policies 

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to view password policies and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the RSA Policies container in the Container tree.
5. In the Object list select Password Policy, then click Search.

The Password Policies for the endpoint you specified appear in the list view.
6. Right-click the password policy you want to view details for, then click Properties.

The Password Policies dialog General 1 tab appears and displays the details of the selected password policy.

View SecurID Token Policies

You can view the SecurID token policies in a specified security domain.

 To view SecurID token policies 

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to view SecurID policies and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the RSA Policies container in the Container tree.
5. In the Object list, select SecurID Token Policy, then click Search.

The SecurID token policies for the endpoint you specified appear in the list view.
6. Right-click the SecurID token policies policy you want to view details for, then click Properties.

The SecurID Token Policies dialog General 1 tab appears and displays the details of the selected SecurID token
policy.

View Self-service Troubleshooting Password Policies

You can view the self-service troubleshooting password policies in a specified security domain.

 To view self-service troubleshooting password policies 

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to view self-service troubleshooting password policies and then select
Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the RSA Policies container in the Container tree.
5. In the Object list, select Self-service Password policies, then click Search.

The self-service troubleshooting policies for the endpoint you specified appear in the list view.
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6. Right-click the self-service password policy you want to view details for, then click Properties.
The Self-service Troubleshooting Policy dialog General 1 tab appears and displays the details of the selected self-
service troubleshooting policy.

View RSA Trusted Realms

You can view the details of the trusted realms your realm is permitted to receive authentication requests from.

 To view trusted realms 

1. In the Provisioning Manager, click the Endpoints button and select the RSA SecurID 7 [DYN Endpoint] type in the
Object Type drop-down list.

2. Click Search.
The RSA endpoints appear in the list view.

3. Right-click the endpoint on which you want to view trusted realms and then select Content.
The Endpoint Content dialog appears.

4. In the Container tree, select the Trusted Realms container in the Container tree.
5. Click Search.

The trusted realms for the endpoint you specified appear in the list view.
6. Right-click the trusted realm you want to view details for, then click Properties.

The Trusted Realms dialog General 1 tab appears and displays the details of the selected trusted realm

 

Known Issues
This section contains the following known issues for the RSA SecurID Connector.

• Non-English Character Support for RADIUS Profiles
• Attempting to Create a Security Domain Above the Top Level Security Domain Fails
• Assigning a Provisioning Role to a Global User to Create an RSA Trusted User Account Fails

Non-English Character Support for RADIUS Profiles

The RSA connector does not support non-English characters for RADIUS Profiles. The following are known issues with
non-English character support:

• Deleting RADIUS profiles with Japanese characters
• Displaying properties of RADIUS profiles created with Japanese characters
• Creating RADIUS profiles with French characters
• Creating a Trusted Group with more than 25 French or Japanese characters

RADIUS Profiles with Japanese Characters

If you try to delete a RADIUS profile on an RSA7 server using CA Identity Manager Provisioning Manager in a Japanese
environment, the delete operation appears to remove the profile in the Provisioning Server. However, when you look at the
RSA Server, the RSA Profile is not deleted from the endpoint.

Properties of RADIUS Profile Created with Japanese Characters

When you create a RADIUS profile in CA Identity Manager Provisioning Manager using Japanese characters, the profile
creation is successful. However you cannot display the property window of the profile after it has been created.

However, the profile is created correctly on the endpoint, and you can view and edit it using the RSA console.

RADIUS Profiles with French Characters

If you create one RADIUS profile with French characters using CA Identity Manager Provisioning Manager on an endpoint
that does not contain RADIUS profiles with French characters (such as 'àçèÉù) two profiles are created on the Endpoint
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One profile is correct, however the second profile created contains invalid characters.

In addition, you cannot display properties of RADIUS profiles created with French characters.

Trusted Groups with More than 25 French or Japanese Characters

The character limit for trusted group name is 50. However, due to the byte limit, you can only enter 25 French or Japanese
characters. You can enter a maximum of 16 Kanji characters for a trusted group using CA Identity Manager Provisioning
Manager. The number of Japanese or French characters that you can enter in a particular field can be less than the
number of English language characters that you can enter in the same field in the Provisioning Manager.

Attempting to Create a Security Domain Above the Top Level Security Domain Fails

When you select the top-level of the endpoint in the container tree on the Endpoint Content dialog, the New button on the
Endpoint Content dialog is displayed as available. However when you attempt to create a security domain, the creation
fails because you cannot create a security domain above the top-level security domain. The New button on the Endpoint
Content dialog is incorrectly displayed as available.

Connector Data Migration Fails in Interactive Mode

If you run the RSA7Migrate utility in Mode 2 (create a template even if errors found, but do not associate it with a
namespace) reconcile the templates and their missing objects before you use the templates. If you run the RSA7Migrate
utility before you reconcile the templates and their missing objects, the migration utility fails.

Assigning a Provisioning Role to a Global User to Create an RSA Trusted User Account Fails

Valid on Windows and Solaris

Symptom:

When I assign a Provisioning Role to a global user to create an RSA trusted use in CA Identity Manager, the account
creation fails.

Solution:

The account creation fails because the account template contains the default rule strings %P%, %UL% and %XD% that
are not required for an RSA trusted user.

When you first create the template and delete the rule strings that are not required, the rule strings reappear when you
assign the template.

When you create a template for an RSA trusted user, do the following.

1. Create the template using the default rule strings and click Submit.
2. Modify the account template, and delete the %P%, %XD% rule strings from the Password and Start Date fields on the

Account tab.
3. Delete the rule string %UL% from the Start Date field on the User tab.
4. Submit the template.
5. Assign the provisioning role to the global user again.

UNIX Connectors
NOTE

From version 14.0, the UNIX V1 connector is not supported. If you are upgrading from any previous version to
r 14, UNIX - ETC and UNIX - NIS endpoint types are still visible in Endpoint Types drop down list but do not
function. If you want to use UNIX connector, migrate the UNIX V1 connector to UNIX V2 connector.
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Downloads:

Endpoint Attribute List

UNIX ETC List

UNIX NIS List

UNIX V2 List

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Introduction to the UNIX Connectors
NOTE

From version 14.0, the UNIX V1 connector is not supported. If you are upgrading from any previous version to
r 14, UNIX - ETC and UNIX - NIS endpoint types are still visible in Endpoint Types drop down list but do not
function. If you want to use UNIX connector, migrate the UNIX V1 connector to UNIX V2 connector.

This section contains the following topics:

This guide describes how to use the following connectors to connect CA IAM Connector Server with UNIX endpoints:

• UNIX v2 Connector with Identity Manager
UNIX v2 is an agentless Java connector that is installed with the CA IAM Connector Server (CA IAM CS). CA Identity
Manager can use this connector to gather data and provision users in a UNIX endpoint.

• UNIX ETC and UNIX NIS Connector with CA Identity Manager, CA Secure Cloud, and CA Identity Governance.
The UNIX connectors are both served by C++ Connector Server (CCS). The UNIX ETC connector is used connect to
most types of UNIX systems, including HP-UX, Linux, Solaris, and IBM AIX. UNIX NIS connector is used to connect to
a UNIX-based NIS or NIS+ system.

Changes in this Guide

The following is a list of revised content in the December 2013 update to this book:

• Added content for the UNIX v2 Connector
• Added content for using the UNIX v2, UNIX ETC, and UNIX NIS connector with CA Identity Manager

Audience

This guide targets the following people:

• The CA Identity Manager administrators responsible for connecting endpoints to CA Identity Manager.
• The CA Identity Governance administrators responsible for connecting endpoints to CA Identity Governance.
• The CA Secure Cloud administrators responsible for connecting endpoints to CA Secure Cloud.

File Locations for the UNIX Connector

This document refers to the installation location of CA IAM Connector Server as cs_install. By default, cs_install is in the
following locations:

• Windows: C:\Program Files (86)\CA\Identity Manager\Connector Server
• Linux and Solaris: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServer

The Provisioning Server installation location is referred as ps_install. By default, ps_install is in the following locations:
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• Windows -- C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning Server
• Linux and Solaris -- /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ProvisioningServer/

For the migration process, the tool uses the default logging configuration path that is specified in java_home/lib/
logging.properties.

Compare the Two Methods for Connecting to UNIX Endpoints

This table compares the methods used for connecting UNIX connectors to a UNIX endpoint.

UNIX v2 Connector UNIX Connectors

Description A Java connector which is installed with CA
IAM Connector Server.

A C++ Connector which is installed with C+
+ Connector Server (CCS).

Systems that can use this connector Any system that uses CA IAM Connector
Server, including CA Identity Manager..

CA Identity Governance can access the
endpoint directly to CA IAM Connector
Server or through CA Identity Manager
connector.

What can the connector do? Read and write:
Provision users with User Private Group
Gather data

Read and write:
Provision users
Gather data

Method for acquiring data This requires no agent to communicate with
the endpoint. Data is acquired via SSH.

Connector communicates with the remote
agent, which is installed on the UNIX
endpoint.

How roles and resources are handled
(relevant for CA Identity Governance
only)

Not supported in this release.

Type of mapping for CA Identity
Governance

Not supported in this release. Shallow and Deep

Compare the UNIX v2 and UNIX Connectors

The new connector (UNIX v2) is hosted by CA IAM Connector Server. The UNIX connector requires installation of Remote
Agent is hosted by the Provisioning Server as a server plug-in. The following table compares feature support in the UNIX
v2 and UNIX connectors.

Feature UNIX v2 Connector
(New Java connector with CA IAM
Connector Server)

UNIX Connector
(C++ Connector)

UNIX Remote Agent
A UNIX Remote Agent helps communicate
with the connector server, and to perform
operations on the endpoint. You install the
remote agent on each endpoint.

No Yes

(AIX) "Manual" Suspended Status
The (AIX) "Manual" suspended status is
set by editing the password in the relevant
system file to clear the password and
replace it with a '*' (asterisk) character.

No Yes
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(AIX) Suspending a User "acccount_locked" user attribute is used. Modify the user's password in the password
file.

Master Endpoint Specified at the account level. Specified at the endpoint level.

Support for Database (Linux) Supports shadowed and non-shadowed
password database.

Supports shadowed password database
only.

Support for User Private Group (Linux)
(Red Hat and CentOS)

Yes No

HP-UX Trusted Mode Suspending a User
In HP-UX Trusted Mode, a user is
suspended by adding a '*' (asterisk)
character to the user's password in the
protected password database.

Not Required. Required.

Security with UNIX Connectors
This section contains the following topics:

Privileges Required to Connect to UNIX

UNIX v2 Connector:

To acquire a UNIX endpoint using the UNIX v2 connector with a non-root user, you must install and configure Sudo.

NOTE
Sudo is an optional third party tool used to communicate with a UNIX machine. You can also use the UNIX
commands to perform the same procedure.

UNIX Connector:

The connectors for UNIX ETC and UNIX NIS use a remote agent, installed on the endpoint, for communication.

The remote agent includes the CA Messaging (CAM) service, which enables the communication. The CAM service uses
the cafthost ACL, a list of trusted host names, to determine which connector servers can access the endpoint.

After you install the remote agent, you add the connector server host name to the cafthost ACL.

The CAM service runs as the root user by default.

Note: You can change the user under which the service runs during installation.

 

Securing Communication between UNIX and CA IAM Connector Server

This section is for UNIX connectors only.

CA Identity Manager can send passwords and other security information across the network. When you do not set up SSL
communication, the information is sent without encryption, which is creating a security risk.

We recommend that you use SSL to secure the connection between UNIX and CA IAM Connector Server, using the steps
in Install and Configure CA LDAP Server and Import the CA LDAP Server Certificate into the CA IAM Connector Server
Keystore.
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UNIX v2 Connector
UNIX v2 is a Java connector that is installed with the CA IAM Connector Server. This article describes how to connect to a
UNIX v2 connector. You can use the UNIX v2 connector to allow CA Identity Manager to connect to a UNIX endpoint.

The following diagram shows the tasks that are required to connect to the endpoint, and who does each task.
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Perform the following steps:

1. The UNIX administrator verifies the prerequisites.
2. The Connector Server administrator does the following steps:

a. Ensure that CA IAM Connector Server is installed.
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b. Install Puttygen and generate private or public key pair.
c. (Optional) Install and configure Sudo.
d. Verify the Shell Prompt pattern.

3. The CA Identity Manager administrator connects CA Identity Manager to the UNIX endpoint.

Verify the Prerequisites

As a UNIX administrator, ensure that you have SSH and the Sudo package installed and enabled in the UNIX endpoint.

Ensure that CA IAM Connector Server Is Installed

Check that CA IAM Connector Server is installed and running.

CA IAM Connector Server is installed with CA Identity Manager r12.6.3 and later.

Install Puttygen and Generate Private or Public Key Pair

The connector supports two SSH authentication methods when acquiring the UNIX endpoint:

• Password: This option requires username and password when acquiring the endpoint. The private key field must be
left empty.

• Public Key: With this option, specify a username, password and private key. The private key is the full path name of a
private key file in OpenSSH key format.

Install Puttygen in CA IAM Connector Server to connect to the UNIX endpoint and generate private key file. You need the
private key file to perform public key authentication against the SSH server.

Note: Puttygen is an optional third party tool that you can use to connect to a UNIX machine and generate a private key
file.

Follow these steps:

1. Run puttygen.exe
2. Click Generate to produce a private or a public key pair.
3. Enter a passphrase to protect the private key.

Note: Use the passphrase value in the password field when acquiring Unix endpoint.
4. Click Conversions and click Export OpenSSH key.

The private key is saved in a file.
5. Save the private key file in a location that is accessible from the CA IAM Connector Server. This is the private key file

used by Unix connector to perform public key authentication against the SSH server.
6. Copy the entire text in “Public key for pasting into OpenSSH authorized_keys file” in the Puttygen window and paste it

in the authorized_keys file in the following administrator user’s directory:
<HOME>/.ssh directory.

Install and Configure Sudo

The connector allows authentication using a root user or any non-root user for acquiring an endpoint. To allow a non-root
user to have root permissions, you must install Sudo and configure the /etc/sudoers file.

Note: You can configure Sudo only on certain UNIX platform such as AIX which features role-based access control. If the
UNIX version that you are using does not support Sudo, use the root user account to acquire endpoints. If using root to
authenticate, the PermitRootLogin entry in the /etc/ssh/sshd_config file at the endpoint must be set to yes.
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Use the following UNIX commands to move files. Modify permissions, and links such that the commands can only be run
from other paths:

Command Path Require setuid root

uname /bin Yes

ls /bin -

cat /bin Yes

grep /bin -

cut /bin -

awk /bin Yes

useradd /usr/sbin Yes

userdel /usr/sbin Yes

usermod /usr/sbin Yes

groupadd /usr/sbin Yes

groupdel /usr/sbin Yes

groupmod /usr/sbin Yes

mkgroup -

change /usr/bin Yes

id /usr/bin/id Yes

passwd /usr/bin/passwd Yes

echo /usr/bin Yes

lsuser (AIX only) /usr/sbin Yes

chuser (AIX only) /usr/bin Yes

chsec (AIX only) /usr/bin Yes

chpasswd (AIX only) /usr/bin Yes

env (config only) /bin or /usr/bin Yes

sh /bin Yes

bash (Solaris only) /bin Yes

read (Solaris only) /usr/bin Yes

usermod.sam (HP-UX only) /usr/sam/lbin Yes

getprpw (HP-UX only) /usr/lbin Yes

modprpw (HP-UX only) /usr/lbin Yes

groupmod (HP-UX 11.3x only) /usr/sbin Yes

grpusrs (HP-UX 11.2x and below) /usr/sam/lbin Yes

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that Sudo is installed.
2. Login as root.
3. Create a user that has permissions to use sudo. Make sure that the home directory exists.
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4. Add the user to /etc/sudoers by editing the file using visudo. For instance, add the following line to enable the use to
run any command:
altuser ALL=(ALL)ALL

5. If Sudo is used with public key authentication, then specify the following line in the /etc/sudoers file:
altuser ALL=(ALL) NOPASSWD:ALL

Note: If HP-UX is using Shadow or Password Aging mode, DISPLAY_LAST_LOGIN needs to be disabled by running
the command:
/usr/sbin/ch_rc -a -p  DISPLAY_LAST_LOGIN=0 /etc/default/security

6. Login as a user and Run the following command:
sudo env | grep PATH

Note the PATH setting.
7. If the PATH setting obtained in the preceding step does not include the path /etc/sudoers, add the paths to the

secure_path setting in /etc/sudoers file, using visudo.

Verify the Shell Prompt Pattern

The connector waits for the shell prompt before executing any command to ensure that the SSH shell is in a ready state.
You must verify that the shell prompt pattern for your UNIX endpoint is correct.

Login manually as the admin user using SSH and note the shell prompt pattern.

You need to express this value as regular expression (regexp) when acquiring the endpoint.

Example: \[user@hostname ~\]$( )

Note: The shell prompt pattern differs for all users. Ensure that you determine the correct shell prompt value when
changing admin user.

Connect to the Endpoint in CA Identity Manager

Note: You cannot manage the UNIX v2 connector using Provisioning Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. Use this information in the following
steps.

2. Set up the connector:
a. Import the role definition file.
b. Create correlation rules, using the information in the attribute list.

3. Add the endpoint to the environment. In the Endpoint tab, complete the following mandatory fields:
– Endpoint Name

Specifies the name of the new UNIX endpoint. The endpoint name is the name that appears in the Provisioning
Manager. Commas and semi-colons are not allowed.

– Host Name
Specifies the host name of the UNIX endpoint. An optional port number can be specified as  <hostname>:<port>.
Default port 22 is used if the port number is not specified.

– Password
Specifies the passphrase that is mentioned in the Puttygen.

– Private Key File
Specifies the full path name of the private key file in OpenSSH key format.
Note: Ensure that the private key file is located in the CA IAM Connector Server.

– Shell Prompt (Regexp)
Specifies the regular expression (Regexp) of the Shell Prompt pattern.
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When you complete the fields on the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list.
4. Create an explore and correlate definition. Do not include the correlation if you plan to migrate data.

WARNING
If you plan to migrate data from the plug-in connector, explore but do not correlate. Correlation of the new
endpoint can introduce new associations that conflict with the correlation rules of the old endpoint.

5. Explore and correlate the endpoint.
Note: If your explore-and-correlate definition does not include correlation, this step explores only.

User Private Group

A User Private Group (UPG) is created whenever you provision a new user. You must select [User Private Group]  in
Account Template to enable this feature.

Selecting  [User Private Group] UPG

Follow the Steps

1. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Account Templates, Create Account Templates.
2. Click the Users tab.
3. Select [User Private Group] in Primary Group field of User Account Information.

Note: A [User Private Group] is a placeholder for provisioning the user with a private group on RedHat Linux.

UNIX Connector
The following diagram shows the tasks that are required to connect to the endpoint, and who does each task.
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1. The UNIX administrator does the following steps:
a. Install any prerequisites on the endpoints (HP-UX and Red Hat Itanium 64-bit only).
b. Install the UNIX remote agent.
c. Give permissions to the UNIX remote agent.

2. The Connector Server administrator ensures that CCS is installed.
3. The CA Product administrators connect to the endpoint:

– Connect to the endpoint in CA Identity Manager
– Connect to the endpoint in CA Secure Cloud
– Connect to the endpoint in CA Identity Governance
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Install the UNIX Remote Agent

The connectors for UNIX ETC and UNIX NIS use a remote agent to communicate with the connector server, and to
perform operations on the endpoint. You install the remote agent on each endpoint.

You can start the installation wizard by using a shell script or LSM. We recommend that you use LSM, because it uses
reference counting to ensure that shared components are not uninstalled until no other products require them.

NOTE
All prerequisite components are installed after the UNIX Agent installer has been executed. This note applies to
both upgrade and new installations despite the “Cancel” option being selected during the installation process.

Follow these steps:

1. Choose an installation method:
– LSM -- Uses a .@pif file.
– Script -- Uses a .sh script. Use the script if LSM is not available, for example when no other CA products are

installed on the system.
2. Locate the installation package for your platform. The packages are in the following location in the installation files:

RemoteAgent/UNIX/platform/IdentityManager.platform.@pif

RemoteAgent/UNIX/platform/IdentityManager.platform.sh

– platform
Identifies one of the following platforms:
• AIX
• HPUX
• Solaris
• SolarisIntel
• Linux
• LinuxS390
• Tru64

3. If required, copy the installation files to the UNIX computer on which you intend to install. To do this, copy the entire
contents of the directory for your platform.

4. Switch to the directory where the installation files are located.
For example, select the installation package for AIX:
# cd /cdrom/UNIX/AIX

5. Depending on the installation method that you want to use, enter one of the following commands to start the setup
wizard:
lsm -i IdentityManager. platform_name.@pif

sh IdentityManager. platform_name.sh

NOTE
To see the LSM installation options, enter the following command:

lsm -?

6. The Welcome dialog appears. Check that it shows the version that you intend to install, then click Next.
7. The Select Installation Directory dialog appears. Leave the default or specify a different directory, then click Next.

If the directory does not exist, the installation process creates it.

NOTE
If you run this procedure on a computer on which an older version of the UNIX Remote Agent is installed, the
old installation path is read from the /etc/catngdmopath.tng marker file and set as the Installation directory.

During an update installation, the product installation directory cannot be modified.
8. The Summary dialog appears. Check the following installation parameters:
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PATH<idmgr>=/opt/CA/IdentityManager/ProvisioningUnixAgent

IM_INSTALL=1

OWNERroot=root

GROUPsys=sys

9. Click Install Product to run the installation.
10. View the installation log.

Install Prerequisites on the UNIX Endpoints

For HP-UX, install the latest Quality Pack.

For Red Hat Itanium 64-bit, follow the steps below. For more information, see the Red Hat Knowledge Base and the Red
Hat bug report.

Follow these steps:

1. Install the IA-32 Execution Layer.
2. To allow agent to run in a 64-bit environment, install the following compatibility libraries from the 32-bit Compatibility

Layer Disc that matches your Red Hat installation.
– glibc
– bash
– libtermcap

3. If you are using RPM v4.2.3 or later, then there is an additional step to perform to work around a known bug in RPM.
RPM v4.2.3 or later has a backward-compatibility problem with older RPM packages. The problem causes RPM to
incorrectly resolve the /emul/ia32-linux compatibility library folder as /emul/ia32-Linux.
Work around the bug in RPM in one of the following ways, depending on your environment:
– Create a symlink. For example:

ln -s /emul/ia32-linux /emul/ia32-Linux

– Add the following in /etc/rpm/macros:
%_autorelocate_path /emul/ia32-linux 

Give Permissions to the Remote Agent for UNIX

This section is for the UNIX administrator.

When you install the UNIX remote agent, the account you use is later used to start the agent. However, this account
usually does not give enough permissions to perform the required operations.

To give the remote agent access to any connector servers that connect to that endpoint, run the following command on
each UNIX endpoint:

cat /etc/catngcampath`/bin/cafthost -a hostname

hostname

The hostname for the system where CA IAM Connector Server is installed.

Ensure that CCS Is Installed

This step is for the connector server administrator.

The Active Directory/Exchange connector requires that CCS is installed on 64-bit Windows. It cannot work with CCS on
UNIX or on 32-bit Windows.

The connector server has two components:
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• CA IAM Connector Server manages the Java connectors and any custom connectors you create.
• C++ Connector Server (CCS) manages C++ connectors, including this one.

When you install CA IAM Connector Server, you have the option to install CCS in a managed mode. If you do this, CA
IAM Connector Server manages CCS and the C++ connectors.

If you prefer to install CCS on its own, it manages the C++ connectors as in previous releases of CA Identity Manager.

For detailed information about installing CCS:

• Search for Install the C++ Connector Server in the CA Identity Manager bookshelf.
• Search for Connectivity Use Cases in the CA Identity Governance bookshelf.
• Search for Install CA IAM Connector Server in the CA Secure Cloud bookshelf.

How to Connect a UNIX Endpoint to Identity Governance
The following diagram shows how a UNIX endpoint integrates with CA Identity Governance:

1. Define the UNIX endpoint in CA Identity Governance.
2. Define an import connector.
3. Import data from UNIX.

Define the UNIX Endpoint in CA Identity Governance

This procedure is for the CA Identity Governance integrator. In this procedure, you use Connector Server Manager to
configure the standalone JCS (also known as IAM Connector Server) with the details of the UNIX endpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Governance Portal as an administrator, then go to Administration, Connector Server
Management.

2. Select the Endpoints tab, then select Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
3. Select one of the following from the list:

– UNIX - NIS-NIS plus domains
– UNIX - etc
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4. Click OK.
5. Click Submit.

Connector Server Manager sends a request to the standalone JCS to create the endpoint. The JCS verifies the
connection details, then creates the new endpoint. It does not actually import the data.

Define an Import Connector

This procedure is for the CA Identity Governance integrator.

In previous steps, you configured the CA IAM Connector Server with the details of the endpoint. Now, configure
CA Identity Governance with the CA IAM Connector Server details by creating an import connector. As part of this
configuration, you map the objects in the endpoint data onto the objects already in CA Identity Governance.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Governance Portal as an administrator, then go to Administration, Universes.
2. Click Add the New button. Enter the details of this new universe and click Save.

NOTE
For the instructions, see Create a Universe in the CA Identity Governance Configuration Guide.

3. Select the Connectivity tab.
4. Be sure that the Import option is selected, then click Add Connector.

The Connector Configuration wizard appears.
5. Provide the values for all mandatory settings, including the following values:

a. General Info page: In the Connector Type list, select CA IAM Connector Server.
b. Connection Settings page: Ensure that Login Name contains a full DN, for example, cn=root,dc=etasa.
c. Endpoint page: Select the endpoint type and endpoint to connect.
d. Endpoint Template page: Choose one of the templates, which maps objects on the endpoint to the correct CA

Identity Governance resources or roles. The simple template loads considerably less data than the full template,
which means that it loads much faster.

WARNING
We recommend that you do not attempt to set up a custom configuration. The setup requires advanced
knowledge of both the endpoint and CA Identity Governance, and how they each handle attributes. If you
must use a custom configuration, see Recommendations for Custom Mapping on the next page.

6. Click Finish, and click Apply.
The new import connector is defined in CA Identity Governance.

7. You can perform the following optional steps:
– Validate the connector parameters and configuration by selecting the connector and clicking Validate.
– Edit the merge type by clicking the link in the Merge Type column.

NOTE
For more information, see Merge Types in the CA Identity Governance Configuration Guide.

– Set a user as the owner of the connector by clicking the Owner link next to the new connector. If the connector fails
during an import or export job, an email notification is sent to this user.

The system is ready for a connector job to import data from endpoint into CA Identity Governance.

Recommendations for Custom Mapping

If you must use a custom configuration, use this information to help you map attributes in CA GovernanceMinder to
objects on the endpoint.

Important! We recommend that you use a template instead of a custom mapping. If you use a custom configuration,
contact CA Support for advice before you begin.
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Follow these steps:

1. Follow the steps in Define an Import Connector.
In Step 5d, select Use custom configuration.

2. Follow the steps in Define a Custom Configuration for the Endpoint in the CA GovernanceMinder Configuration Guide.
In Step 3, you can use the following table to help you decide how to set up the mapping. The following table lists a
possible way of mapping objects.
Note: Map the account and at least one other attribute.

Object in CA Identity GovernanceObject on UNIX ETC

Mapping for Shallow Use Case Mapping for Deep Use Case

ETCAccount Account Account

ETCGroup Resource Role

ETCRoleIBM
Note: This is for IBM AIX only

- Resource

Object in CA Identity GovernanceObject on UNIX NIS

Mapping for Shallow Use Case Mapping for Deep Use Case

NISAccount Account Account

NISGroup Resource -

NISNetGroup Resource Role

1. Follow the remaining steps in Define an Import Connector.

NOTE
To see a list of attributes that the CA IAM Connector Server passes to CA Identity Governance, see the attribute
list for the connector.

this page for UNIX NIS and this page for UNIX ETC.

NOTE
For CA GovernanceMinder, this connector offers shallow mapping only. The connector models endpoint
permissions as resources. The connector cannot model provisioning roles and account templates as roles.

Relationships Between Objects on UNIX ETC

The following illustrations and table describe the relationship between the UNIX ETC objects.
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Primary Object Related Object Relationship Relationship Attribute

ETCAccount ETCGroup Is a member of groupNames

ETCAccount ETCGroup Is a member of primaryGroup

ETCAccount ETCRoleIBM Is a member of IBMRoles

ETCAccount ETCGroup Has a list of IBMAdmGroups

ETCAccount ETCGroup Has a list of IBMSUGroup

ETCGroup ETCAccount Has members member

ETCGroup ETCAccount Has members primaryMembers

Relationships Between Objects on UNIX NIS

The following illustrations and table describe the relationships between the UNIX NIS objects.

Primary Object Related Object Relationship Relationship Attribute

NISAccount NISGroup Is a member of groupNames

NISAccount NISNETGroup Is a member of netGroupMembers

NISAccount NISGroup Has a primaryGroup

NISGroup NISAccount Has members member

NISGroup NISAccount Has members primaryMembers

NISGroup NISAccount Has members netAccountMembers
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Import Data from UNIX

This procedure is for the CA Identity Governance integrator. To test that the connection is configured correctly, import data
from the UNIX endpoint by running a connector job.

NOTE
To see a list of attributes that the CA IAM Connector Server passes to CA Identity Governance, see the attribute
list for the connector.

this page for UNIX NIS and this page for UNIX ETC.

Follow these steps:

1. In the CA Identity Governance Portal, go to Administration, Universes.
2. Click the link for the universe where you want to run the connector.
3. Click the Connectivity tab.
4. Select Import.
5. Select the check box next to the correct UNIX connector, plus any other connectors you want to run.
6. Click Import Now, then click Ok.

The selected connectors are run, importing data from the endpoint into CA Identity Governance.

The connection process is complete. CA Identity Governance Administrators can now set up a schedule for running the
connector job, and role engineers can now use CA Identity Governance to model and update roles in the data taken from
the UNIX system.

NOTE
For information about scheduling a job to run in the future, see Run or Schedule a Connector Job in the CA
Identity Governance Administration Guide. For information about exporting data from CA Identity Governance to
endpoints, see Export Data in the CA Identity Governance Administration Guide.

Web Services

Downloads:

• Attribute List

Information and Instructions:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

This section is for CA Identity Manager administrators.

What the Connector can Do

The Web Services connector allows you to provision users and accounts to SOAP or REST-based endpoints that the CA
API Gateway supports.

The Web Services connector communicates with SOAP or REST-based endpoints through the CA API Gateway. The
Gateway transforms communication from the connector, which is based on the System for Cross-Domain Identity
Management (SCIM) standard and schema, to the API format the endpoint uses. The CA API Gateway supports the
following endpoint API formats:

• SOAP with XML
• REST with XML
• REST with JSON
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The CA API Gateway provides the ability to transform web service calls received in the SCIM format that the Web
Services connector uses (REST with JSON) to any of the above API formats using CA API Gateway assertions defined in
the CA API Gateway policies.

The Web Services connector reduces the development time for web service connectors. Instead of writing Java code
and metadata for new connectors, you can use the Web Services connector and the CA API Gateway to translate
communication with the target endpoint.

Privileges Required to Connect to CA API Gateway
The Web Services connector connects to the CA API Gateway, which communicates with the SOAP or REST endpoint.
The endpoint determines the privileges required for managing objects on the SOAP or REST endpoint.

NOTE
For more information about required privileges, see the documentation for your endpoint.  

The Web Services connector supports the following authentication methods:

• HTTP Basic Authentication
• OAuth 2.0 Bearer Token with resource owner password grant type
• OAuth 2.0 Bearer Token with client credentials grant type

If the SOAP or REST endpoint requires an OAuth authentication method, register the Web Services Endpoint connector
as an OAuth client with the authorization server used by the SOAP or REST endpoint. The registration process depends
on the authorization server.

After registration, you receive a client id and client secret, which you use when you acquire the endpoint.

 

Securing Communication between CA API Gateway and CA IAM CS

This connector allows CA products to send sensitive information across the network. CA Identity Manager can send
passwords and other security information across the network.

You secure the connection between the Web Services connector and the CA API Gateway by using the HTTPS protocol.

For information about configuring HTTPS, see the help in the CA API Gateway Policy Manager.

After you secure the connection between the connector and the CA API Gateway Gateway, import the CA API Gateway
certificate in the CA IAM CS.

 

Securing Communication between CA API Gateway Gateway Server and the Endpoint

Sensitive information is sent between the CA API Gateway Gateway and the endpoint. We recommend securing the
communication between these components.

For information about configuring the endpoint for HTTPS, see the documentation for your endpoint.

Once the endpoint is configured to support HTTPS, configure the CA API Gateway Gateway to trust the endpoint server
certificate. For more information, see the help in the CA API Gateway Policy Manager.

Connecting to CA API Gateway
The following diagram shows the tasks that are required to connect to the endpoint, and who does each task.
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Figure 22: Set Up CA API Gateway 1

1. The CA API Gateway administrator completes the following steps:
a. Install the CA API Gateway Gateway and Policy Manager, if they are not already installed.
b. Import the endpoint services that define policies for the endpoint in the Policy Manager.

2. The Connector Server administrator completes the following steps:
a. Install CA IAM CS, if it is not already installed.
b. Import the CA API Gateway certificate.

3. The CA Product administrators connect to the Endpoint in CA Identity Manager.

Ensure that the CA API Gateway Server is Installed

The Web Services connector communicates with a SOAP or REST-based endpoint through the CA API
Gateway Gateway Server.

Ensure that the following CA API Gateway components are installed:
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• CA API Gateway Gateway Server
• CA API Gateway Policy Manager

In the Policy Manager, you configure assertions that transform an endpoint web service API into the SCIM REST
format that the connector can process. The desktop or web-based version of the Policy Manager installed with
the CA API Gateway Gateway Server. Configure the CA API Gateway Gateway Server and the Policy Manager to
communicate with the endpoint that you are managing with the Web Services connector.

Import the Endpoint Service in the Policy Manager

The Web Services connector includes preconfigured XML files that create services for supported endpoint types. The
service applies a policy to all requests under a specified resource path. The policy translates SCIM URLs and HTTP
requests from the connector to the endpoint URL and HTTP request format. The policy also translates the endpoint HTTP
response to the SCIM format when returning results.

NOTE
The preconfigured services support endpoints that manage basic objects. For example, the services support a
basic user object with user name, password, email, and full name attributes. To manage more complex objects
or attributes, use the Policy Manager to modify the default service or to create a service.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA API Gateway Policy Manager:
https://gatewayHostName:8443/ssg/webadmin

2. Open Menu, Tasks, Publish RESTful Service Proxy with WADL.
3. Select Manual Entry and click Next.
4. Enter the service name.
5. Enter the resource base URL using the following format:

http://domain/endpoint/
– domain

Specifies a host name. The host name is required in the URL. However, CA API Gateway does not use it when you
import an existing service.

– endpoint
Specifies the endpoint for the imported service. The sample services use the following format:
Name/v1
CA API Gateway uses the endpoint path to create the resolution path rule that determines which URls a policy
applies to.

6. Click Finish.
7. In the Policy Editor, click Import Policy. Select the service file to import.
8. Click Save and Activate.

Ensure that CA IAM CS Is Installed

Check that CA IAM CS is installed and running.

CA IAM CS is installed with CA Identity Manager r12.8 and later, unless you deselected the CA IAM CS option. For
details, search for Install CA IAM CS in the CA Identity Manager bookshelf.

Import the CA API Gateway Certificate into the CA IAM CS Keystore

This procedure is for the CA Identity Manager administrator. If CA IAM CS already has the CA API Gateway Gateway
Server certificate, ignore this procedure.

Import the CA API Gateway Gateway Server certificate into the CA IAM CS keystore after the CA API
Gateway administrator has confirmed that the Gateway Server has been configured to use SSL.
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Follow these steps:

1. Decide which certificate to import into the CA IAM CS keystore as a trusted certificate:
– The CA API Gateway certificate.
– The root certificate of the certificate authority that has issued the CA API Gateway certificate, and the application

server certificate
2. Perform the following steps in CA IAM CS Management Console:

a. Log in to CA IAM CS Management Console.
b. At the top, click the Certificates tab.
c. This tab lists all of the certificates in the CA IAM CS keystore. To filter the list of certificates by their names, type in

the Certificate Filter box.
d. To add a certificate, click Add, then enter the details of the certificate.

Add a certificate:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the certificate file
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate
Add a keystore:
• Certificate: Enter the path to the keystore file
• Alias: Enter an alias for storing the certificate. This alias also identifies the certificate in that keystore.
• Keystore Password: Enter the password of the keystore

Connect to the Endpoint in CA Identity Manager

This procedure is for the CA Identity Manager administrator. It does not apply to CA Identity Governance or CA Secure
Cloud.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the attribute list for this endpoint type.
This HTML page lists every endpoint attribute that the connector works with. You will use this information in the
following steps.

2. Set up the connector in CA Identity Manager:
a. Import the role definition file.
b. Create correlation rules, using the information in the attribute list.

3. Connect to an endpoint:
a. Add the endpoint to the environment.

When you complete the fields on the Endpoint tab, use the information in the Endpoint section of the attribute list.
b. Create an explore and correlate definition.
c. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

Workday Connector
The Workday connector is a specialized connector designed to work with HR Feed to manage Workday workers from CA
Identity Manager.

The HR Feed only works with a properly deployed and configured Workday connector. The Workday connector has no
deployment dependencies, as it is deployed like any other connector.

The HR Feed imports worker records from Workday and supports streamlining the user provisioning process in CA
Identity Manager. HR Feed relies on the defined Workday endpoint instance to connect to Workday and create a
representative account in the Provisioning directory.

When importing workers through the HR Feed, they are pre-allocated an account in the Provisioning Directory. The pre-
allocated account allows changes made in CA Identity Manager to propagate back to Workday without having to create an
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account through the Provisioning Server. For example, you do not have to assign the user a Provisioning Role. The HR
Feed creates a set of Account Templates that are used to allocate the account in the Provisioning Server.

The Workday connector is designed to support updated user attributes back to Workday from CA Identity Manager.
Specifically, the connector allows you to manage a subset of Workday worker data within CA Identity Manager and
share it back with Workday. For example, the Exchange email generated through CA Identity Manager is reflected in the
Workday worker database.
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For more information about how HR Feed integrates with the Workday connector to manage Workday users, see HR
Feed documentation.
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Limitations

The Workday connector has a limited capability compared to any other CA Identity Manager connector. The Workday
connector does not support the following features:

• Creation and deletion of workers
• Explore with correlate capability
• Role-based provisioning

Downloads

To determine how the account attributes in the Workday endpoint are mapped to the user attributes in CA Identity
Manager, download the Workday Attributes List.

More Information

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Manage a Workday Endpoint
WARNING
The Workday Connector is a specialized connector designed to work with HR Feed to manage Workday users
from CA Identity Manager. It can only propagate the updated user attributes back to Workday from CA Identity
Manager.

You can acquire a Workday endpoint and manage its workers from CA Identity Manager. To achieve this, you must
perform the following tasks in the given sequence:

Import the Role Definition for Workday

To update CA Identity Manager environment with Workday screens, tasks and roles, you must import the Workday role
definition.

Follow these steps:

1. In CA Identity Manager Management Console, click Environments.
2. Select an environment.
3. Click Role and Task Settings.
4. Click Import.
5. Select Workday under Category: Endpoint Type.
6. Click Finish.
7. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

Acquire a Workday Endpoint

To acquire a Workday endpoint, you must create a Workday endpoint in CA Identity Manager

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
3. In the Create a new endpoint of Endpoint Type drop-down, select Workday, and then click OK.
4. In the Endpoint tab, configure the following fields:

a. Endpoint Name: Enter a name for the Workday endpoint.
b. Description: Enter a text that describes the Workday endpoint.
c. Endpoint URL: Enter the Web Services URL of the Workday endpoint.
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d. Admin Email Id and Password: Enter the login credentials of the tenant who administers the Workday endpoint.
e. Default Account Template: Associate a default account template to the Workday endpoint.

5. Click Submit.

Create and Execute Explore and Correlate Definition

Create an Explore and Correlate Definition to define the objects that you want to explore from Workday. After you create a
definition, execute it.

Follow these steps:

1. Create Explore and Correlate Definition
a. Log in to CA Identity Manager User Console.
b. Navigate to Endpoints, Explore And Correlate Definitions, Create Explore And Correlate Definition.
c. Select Create a new object of type Explore and Correlate and then click OK.
d. Specify a name for the definition.
e. Click Select Container/Endpoint/Explore Method to select a container for the definition.

a. Search for an endpoint of endpoint type as Workday and select it.
b. Search for the root container (the one with the <Endpoint_Name>) and select it.
c. Click Select.

f. In Explore/Correlate Action, select only the Explore endpoint for managed objects option.
Note: Because HR Feed imports users from Workday, do not select Correlate actions.

g. Click Submit.
2. Execute Explore and Correlate Definition

a. Navigate to Endpoints, Execute Explore And Correlate.
b. To execute the definition, follow these steps:

a. Select Execute now and then click Next.
b. Click Browse to search for the Explore and Correlate Definition and select it.
c. Click Finish.
To execute the definition later, follow these steps:
a. Select Schedule new job.
b. Specify the job name and the type of schedule and then click Next.
c. Click Browse to search for the Explore and Correlate Definition and select it.
d. Click Finish.

Migrate to REST Connectors
Run the Migration Utility
Use the migration utility to migrate CA API Gateway connectors to the REST connector framework.

Prerequisites

Fulfill the following prerequisites before running the migration utility:

1. Create an endpoint for the new REST connectors (Box, ServiceNow, G Suite, Zendesk, Azure).
Note: Ensure that in the new endpoint, you create the same Global User Attributes and Account Attribute mappings of
the CA API Gateway connector-based endpoint.

2. Create and execute Explore and Correlate Definition for the endpoint that you created in step 1.
Notes:
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– Select the root container, or select the same containers that you had selected on explore and correlate of the CA
API Gateway connector-based endpoint.

– In Explore/Correlate Action field, select only the Explore endpoint for managed objects option.

WARNING
Because the same data that was correlated in the existing connector framework must be migrated, we
do not select Update user fields and Correlate accounts to users options. After the migration, you can
correlate.

3. Create a property file (.properties). In this file, specify the migration mapping between the CA API Gateway connector-
based endpoint to the REST connector-based endpoint in the following format:
<CAAPIGatewayBasedEndpointName>=<RESTBasedEndpointName>

Example:
Box_Layer7_Endpoint=Box_REST_Endpoint

Important: If there are spaces in the CA API Gateway connector-based endpoint name, then you must replace spaces
with a backward slash "\". This rule does not apply to the REST connector-based endpoint name.
(Wrong) - Box Layer7 Endpoint=Box_REST_Endpoint

(Correct) - Box\ Layer7\ Endpoint=Box_REST_Endpoint

(Correct) - Box\ Layer7\ Endpoint=Box REST Endpoint

Run the Migration Utility

Run the migration utility to migrate CA API Gateway connectors to the REST connector framework.

• If the migration pauses due to any connectivity issues, it resumes after you restart the migration utility.
• The migrated account templates have the same name as the old account templates.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a Command Prompt in the Connector Server.
2. Navigate to <Connector_Server_HOME>/jcs/resources/migration, or <Connector_Server_HOME>\bin and perform the

following actions:
– View the supported migrations from CA API Gateway connectors to REST connectors.

migrate.bat/sh -s

The supported migrations are:
• Azure - WSL7 to Azure
• Box - WSL7 to Box
• GoogleApps - WSL7 to G Suite
• ServiceNow - WSL7 to ServiceNow
• Zendesk - WSL7 to Zendesk

– Run migrate.bat/sh. You can run this batch/script file with the following arguments:
migrate.bat/sh -h <hostname> -d <domain> -p <port> -u <username> [-n] -e <attributes mapping file> -c

 <endpoint mapping properties file path> -r {S | R | RD} [-l <log file path>]

Arguments:
• -h <hostname>

Specifies the name of the system that hosts the Provisioning Server.
• -d <domain>

Specifies the domain of the Provisioning Server. Default: im
• -n

(Optional) By default, TLS communication is enabled. Use this option to disable it.
• -p <port>
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Specifies the port of the Provisioning Server. Default: 20390 (TLS), 20389 (Non-TLS)
• -u <username>

Specifies the name of the user administering the Provisioning Server.
• -e <attributes mapping file>

Enter the name (not path) of the <Endpoint>MigrationMapping.properties file which is located at
<Connector_Server_HOME>/jcs/resources/migration/conf/migration/mapping.

• -l <log properties file path>
(Optional) Create a log properties file, and pass its path as a value to -l argument. Given is the sample log
properties file. In this sample file, the utility writes log messages to the migration.log file.
handlers = java.util.logging.FileHandler,java.util.logging.ConsoleHandler

java.util.logging.FileHandler.level = INFO

java.util.logging.FileHandler.formatter = java.util.logging.SimpleFormatter

java.util.logging.FileHandler.append = false

java.util.logging.FileHandler.pattern = migration.logcom.ca.wsl7 = INFO

.level= INFO

If you do not pass this argument, the migration utility uses the default log file available at <JAVA_HOME>/jre/lib/
logging.properties.

• -c <endpoint mapping properties file path>
Specifies the path to the endpoint mapping properties file that you created in step 4 of the Prerequisites
section. The properties file defines the migration mapping between the CA API Gateway connector-based
endpoint to the REST connector-based endpoint.

• -r S
Runs a simulation migration and generates an HTML report which contains information about the following
migration data:
• Association between objects

• Global Users to Accounts
• Default User to Accounts (Orphan Accounts)
• Account Templates to Accounts
• Account Templates to Endpoints
• Provisioning Roles to Account Templates

• Migration failures, if any
The HTML report is available at <Connector_Server_HOME>/jcs/resources/migration.

WARNING
Before you migrate, we recommend that you run a simulation migration. In the HTML report that the
simulation migration generates, analyze the migration data and resolve migration failures if any. Once
assured, you can migrate data using -r R (recommended) or - r RD argument.

• -r R or -r RD
Perform real migration using -r R or -r RD, but not both.

WARNING
We recommend migrating data using -r R over -r RD.

• -r R
Migrates data and generates a report of the migrated data at <Connector_Server_HOME>/jcs/resources/
migration. After migration, the CA API Gateway connector objects are retained. If you want to delete the
objects that the migration utility retains, use -r D argument as follows:
migrate.bat/sh -h <hostname> -d <domain> -p <port> -u <username> [-n] -e <attributes mapping file>

 -c <endpoint mapping properties file path> -r R [-l <log file path>]

migrate.bat/sh -h <hostname> -d <domain> -p <port> -u <username> [-n] -e <attributes mapping file>

 -c <endpoint mapping properties file path> -r D [-l <log file path>]
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• -r RD
Migrates data and generates a report of the migrated data at <Connector_Server_HOME>/jcs/resources/
migration. After migration, the CA API Gateway connector objects are not retained.

Important: If you have migrated data using -r RD argument, then post migration if you find any migration failures
you cannot re-run the migration utility.

Example: The command to migrate ServiceNow - WSL7 to ServiceNow is:

migrate.bat/sh -h myHostName -d im -p 20390 -u etaadmin -e ServiceNowMigrationMapping.properties -l

 log.properties -c servicenow.properties -r R

Post Migration Tasks

Post migration, perform the following tasks:

Repair Migration Errors, if any

Post migration, verify if the following associations between objects are migrated properly:

• Global Users to Accounts
• Default User to Accounts (Orphan Accounts)
• Account Templates to Accounts
• Account Templates to Endpoints
• Provisioning Roles to Account Templates

If the migrated data is erroneous, you must manually delete the migrated data in CA Identity Manager and re-run the
migration utility.

Important! You can re-run the migration utility, only when you have migrated data using the -r R argument.

Correlate the Data

Post migration, correlate the data.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Endpoints, Explore And Correlate Definitions, Modify Explore
And Correlate Definition.

2. In Explore/Correlate Action, select the correlation actions as required.
3. Click Submit.
4. Next, execute the Explore and Correlate definition.

Troubleshooting

Migration Utility Fails to Run

Symptom:

The migration utility fails to run with the following error:
line 4: ../../../_uninst/_jvm/bin/java: No such file or directory

Workaround:

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to <Java_Connector_Server_Install_DIR>/jcs/resources/migration.
2. Open migrate.bat / migrate.sh for editing.
3. In the file, replace "JAVA_CMD=../../../_uninst/_jvm/bin/java" with "JAVA_CMD=<Java_Installed_location>/bin/java".
4. Run the migration utility.
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Partner Developed Connectors
Broadcom has partnered with companies to provide validated solutions to our customers. Listed below you will find
partner and community developed solutions that have obtained validation of their integration with Symantec IGA. The
validated solutions are different from certifications done by Broadcom. The Validated solutions are validated by the
partners with guidance and review by Broadcom and supported by the partners.

Product Integration Briefs explain more about the Technology Partner products. Please contact the Technology Partners
for support for these validated solutions and they will work with Broadcom to resolve any issues.

The following table provide a list of Partner Developed Connectors:

Endpoint Type Developed By Type Runbook Connector

ImageWare Systems GoMobile
Interactive (GMI)

ImageWare Systems, Inc.
www.iwsinc.com

SCIM 1.1 GMI Runbook
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM
THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT,
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright ©  Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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